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t

THE purpose of this book is the presentation of the history-

of Europe since the downfall of Napoleon. Needless to say,
only the broader lines of the evolution of so crowded a cen-
tury can be traced in a single volume. I have, moreover,
omitted many subjects, frequently described, in order to
give a fuller treatment to those which, in my opinion, are
more important. I have endeavored to explain the internal"

development of the various nations, and their external rela-

tior these have been vital or deeply format
I h a Iso ttempted to p a reason b anc b
tween the different periods of the century and to avoid the
danger of over-emphasis.

The great tendencies of the century, the transference of
power from oligarchies to democracies, the building up of
nations like Germany and Italy and the Balkan states which
was the product of long trains of causes, of sharp, decisive*

events, and of the potent activity of commanding person-
alities, the gradual expansion of Europe and its insistent
and growing pressure upon the world outside, shown in so
many ways and so strikingly in this age of imperialism and
world-politics, the increasing consciousness in our day of the
urgency of economic and social problems, all these and other
tendencies will, I trust, emerge from the following pages,
with clearness and in just proportion."

The problem of arranging material covering so many dif-
ferent countries and presenting such varieties of circumstance
and condition is one of the greatest difficulty. It arises from
the fact that Europe is only a geographical expression. The
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nevertheless very dissimilar in character, in problems, in
stages of development, and in mental outlook. If he adopts
the chronological order (and events certainly occurred in
chronological sequence), if he attempts to keep the histories
of a dozen different countries moving along together as they
did in fact, he must p tinunlly from t t t

d hi tive inevitably becomes jerky, spasmod d
nfus d If on t t hand he t cs eacl t in

turn, recounting its history from starting point to point of
conclusion, he gains the great advantage of continuity, which
begets understanding, but he writes a dozen histories, not one.
He therefore compromises, perforce, with his intractable
problem and works out a method of presentation of whose
vulnerability he is probably quite as acutely conscious as
any reader could be. My method has been to bring down
more or less together the histories of those countries which
have so intimately and significantly interacted upon each
other, Austria, Prussia, France, and Italy, that the evolution
of one cannot be, even approximately, understood apart from
a knowledge of the current evolution of the others. I then
return to my starting point, 1815, and trace the histories of
England, Russia, Turkey and the lesser states separately,
gaining the advantage of being able to show their continuous
development. I hope that this method has at least the merit
of rendering clearness of exposition possible.

My narrative is based to some extent upon an examination
of the sources, although, considering the vast extent of the
original material available, this has been necessarily com-
paratively limited. It is based chiefly, as probably any
synthetic work covering so large a field must be, on the
elaborate general histories of different periods or countries,
on biographies, and on the special monographic literature.
These are indicated in the bibliography at the end of the
',,!,,,,,.. TirkiVV, T Vinvp flHomntod to make critical and dcscrip-
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a general recognition of my great and constant indebtedness
to the authorities used, a recognition which I wish to make as

explicit and as grateful as it must be brief and comprehensive.
C. D. H.

NORTHAMPTON, MASSACHUSETTS,
December 31, 1909.
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CHAPTER I

THE RECONSTRUCTION OF EUROPE

IN March 1814, the enemies of Napoleon entered his cap-
ital an ied in triumph in the streets. The long
struggle was over which had forced the Emperor back
step by step from the plains of Russia through Germany,
and was now sweeping him from France. Slowly the states
of Europe had come to see that Napoleonic domination
could be ended only by a generous and unswerving co-
operation. Reading this useful lesson in the defeats of
many fields, they had built up the Great Coalition, and
finally the political system, fashioned with such a varied
display of talent by the Emperor of the French, had given
way beneath the impact of a united and resolute Europe.

ut the overthrow of Napoleon brought with it one of The over-
the most complicated and difficult problems ever presented throw of

Napoleon.
to esmen d diplomatist As all c itioi f
E had b i profoundly ffected "y his terf
so a 11 profoundly affected by 1 fall. For nearly aI

q "t f a century the Continent id been harried by
g, directly or indirectly. 1 the powers, great

d .1 During that period boundaries had been changed
d hanged gain with bewildering rapidity tat

had been destroyed t p, or fashioned arbitrarily,
toric dynasties had been swept from t

new 1 g 1 d social system d b tablished, largely
ft F models, and now the p that had led in

th is t transf t d b een bled, its sovereiem
forced to a r in p rlpstrnrfinn nf tlio MnnnlnnrnV
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THE RECONSTRUCTION OF EUROPE

This reconstruction was foreshadowed more or less clearl

The Great in the treaties concluded with each other by the various
Coalition. states as they entered the Great Coalition. Particularly

important, however, were the Treaties of Paris and Vienna,
to the making of which the powers now directed their
attention.

The first step, naturally, was to determine the future
status of France. What should be done with this arch-

enemy of Europe, now that the decision no longer lay with
her but with her conquerors? What should be her future
government, howt large her territory, how severe her
P hment

The problem T q t f the government was the first t arise
of the gov- , , , gitated the A f bef they enteredeminent of

France. Paris. There were several possib s hit ons. O w th
t f Nap eon in power, but ft h g

given sufficient gi tees for good beha ivior. Such an out
come was possib P t th del f March, when tin

dit presented him for the last time. After h
jected them the A determined t done with him

forever. There were the alternatives of a Regency for
the little King of Rome, Napoleon's son, or of a successful
French general as the new monarch, such as Bernadotte,
now patronized by the Tsar. Some proposed to leave the
whole matter to the French people, others to the determina-
tion of the legislative chambers sitting in Paris. But as
the discussion went on it gradually became clearer and clearer
that it must be either Napoleon or Louis XVIII, the founder
of the new royal family or the representative of the old.

ernadotte upon the throne would mean an undue influence
f R th e ff France; a Regency, an d
fluence of Aust A n PP t the French people, it

was said, would let loose the Revolution once more, the
1 " " " i 1 £* m - -. A. ~ -. « ,-J /-i-f-| v-ft 1
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TREATY OF PARIS

there," to restore him is imperatively necessary, " all else

is intrigue," carried all before it, and the fir t step in the
reconstruction of Europe was taken by the n-> to ration of
the Bourbons to the throne from which they had been ab-
sent twenty-two years.

On May 30, 1814, the Treaty of Paris was concluded Treaty of
between the Allies on the one hand, and France, under Louis Paris-
XVIII, on the other. The boundaries of France were to

be those of January 1, 1792, with slight additions to-
ward the southeast in Savoy and in the north and north
east. On the other hand she was to relinquish all her con-
quests beyond that line, which meant the extensive territories
of the Netherlands, Italy, and parts of Germany, contain-
ing in all a population of about thirty-two millions. The
distribution of these territories was to be determined later,

but it wras already decided in principle, and so stated in
the treaty, that the Nejjicrla:ub should form a single state
by the addition of the elgian provinces to Holland, that \

Lombardy and Venetia nhould go to Austria, that the Re-
public of Genoa should !)e incorporated in <Sa£duiia, that
the states of Germany shoulu be united in a federation, that
England-^hould_keep_]Malta_aiKL ft-rUia coloni< »,
returning others, that the German territories on the left
bank of the Rhine, united to France since 179*2, should be
used for the enlargement of Holland, and as compensation
to Prussia and other German states, and that Italy, out-
side those regions that were to go to Austria, should be
" composed ..of sovereign states." The definite elaboration
of these intentions of the Allies was to be the work of a

general international congress to be held, later in the year,
in Vienna.

The Cong -ess of Vienna (September 1814-June 1815) was of
Vienna.

one of t most portant diplomatic gatherings in t
h t t f n VM-nn xr vpncnn n f tli p t a d
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THE RECONSTRUCTION OF EUROPE

for an age accustomed to the theatrical diplomacy of
Napol There had rarely been seen bef h an assem
blage as gathered in Vienna in the autumn of 1814. Th
w th e emperors f Aust d R th ; kings f
Prussia, Bavaria, Wiirtemberg, Denmark, a multitude of
lesser princes, and all the diplomats of Europe, of whom
Metternich and Talleyrand were the most conspicuous. AH
the powers were represented except Turkey. So brilliant an
array merited consideration, and partly because men needed
relaxation after the tense and desperate years through which
they had just passed, and partly to oil the wheels of diplo^
macy, the court of Austria was most profuse and ingenious h\
its entertainment. Gaiety was the order of the day. It has
been estimated that this Congress cost Austria about sixteen
million d pent f pageantry and in t, and th
wh th tat tually ba krupt

the woi k f which th had

w iplished T C f Vienna was not
gress in the ordinary meaning of the word. There w
any T 1 pening I nor a y general exchange of d
tials Th rpresentat f th P did t assembl
day ft day and deliberate upon the many problems p
ing r t T gener sessions f all tl
powers. A large number of treaties were made between t

various stat d th were brought toget eir es-
sential features in th d Final Act of June 9, 181

kind of codification of the work of the Congress. EO

thing was ged t in special committees, and
in the intimate int f sovereigns and diplomats.

The Great Particularly important were t greement f t Great
Powers. Powers with each other, Russia, Prussia, Austria, and Eng

the A h q d N l f their de
the main work of the Congress, and w TC forci d
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Powers were not in harmony with each other, that tin ir
interests at times were so divergent, their ambitions so in-

tense and conflicting, that at one moment war - nnd likely
to be the outcome of this meeting called to give peace to
Europe.

By the first Treaty of Paris of May 30, LSI 4, France The division
had renounced all rights of sovereignty and protection over0* thc
thirty-two millions of people. The diplomats of Vienna re-
served the right to distribute these millions as they iw fit.
This was the main work of the Congress as it was also the

one which occasioned the greatest discord. The division of
the spoils was a troublesome affair. The territories which
France had renounced were widely scattered. They included
what are now Belgium, certain Swiss cantons, large parts

extensive reions_af_G.ej*maiion both .sides of the

Rhine, and the Duchy of Warsaw, a creation of Napoleon
out of former Poland. In addition to these, Saxon v, an

independent kingdom, which had remained faithful to
Napoleon when the other German states had turned against
hi and the Kingdom of Naples, o f which Napoleon's
brother-in-law, Murat, was still sovereign, were al-o con-
sidered properly at the disposal of the powers, by reason
of their connection with the fallen star.

Certain questions had been decided in principle in the
first Treaty of Paris, and needed now but to be carried out.
The Kin of Piedmont, a re fugee in his island of Sardinia
during Napoleon's reign, was restored to his throne, and
Genoa was given him that thus the state which borders
France on the southeast might be the stronger to resist

French aggression. Belgium, hitherto an Austrian p«>- s- cjC3 ^y *

sion, was annexed to Holland and to the Ilou-e of Orange.
now restored, that this state might be. a barrier in the
no rth. It was unoers d tood that, in general, the doctrine of Principle
I ̂ ^V ^^^fw 1 ̂ r Y fc^V^ J"*^ . " i \ . \ t i i i n i n i n rr
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should receive them back again at the hands of collective
Europe, though this principle was ignored whenever it so
suited the interests of the Great Powers. Thus many o f
the German and Italian princes recovered their authority.
But in the determination of the legitimacy of a govern-
ment great elasticity prevailed. In general, those states
which in Germany had been destroyed before 1803, and in
Italy before 1798, were not restored. This alone meant

the map of Europe was far more simple than at the
outbreak of the French Revolution.

Demands of The Allies who had, after immense effort and sacrifice,

Russia. overthrown Napoleon, felt that they should have their re-
ward. The most powerful monarch at Vienna was Alex-
ander I, Emperor of Russia, who, ever since Napoleon's
disastrous invasion of Russia, had loomed large as a lib-
erator of Europe. He now demanded that the Grand Duchy
of Warsaw, whose government fell with Napoleon, be given

This state had been created out of Polish terri-

tories which Prussia and Austria had seized in the partitions
of that country at the close of the eighteenth century.
Alexander wished to unite them with a part of Poland that
had fallen to Russia, thus largely to restore the old Polish
kingdom and nationality to which he intended to give a
parliament ar d titut Th t b no mcor-

poration of the restored kingdom in Russia, but the Russian
emperor should be king of Poland. The union was to be
merely personal.

Demands of Prussia was willing to give up her Polish provinces if
Prussia. onjy s}je could be indemnified elsewhere. She therefore

fixed her attention upon the rich Kingdom of Saxony to
the south, with the important cities of Dresden and Leipsic,
as her compensation. To be sure there was a King of
Saxony, and the doctrine of legitimacy would seem clearly
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and his state was lawful prize. Pni.v>ia pivfVrn-d to re
ceive her increase of territory in Saxony rather than in
the west along the Rhine, because Saxony was contiguous.
She would thus consolidate and become more compact.
whereas any possession she might acquire along the Rhine
would be cut ofF from the rest of the kingdoi by inter-
veiling states, and would only render more stra; ^ling I and
exposed her boundaries, already unsatisfactory. Moreo\« r,
she wished no common boundary with France, filing that
she would always be weak along the Rhine.

Russia and Prussia supported each other's claim-*, the The fate of
one to the Duchy of Warsaw, the other to the Kingdom of Poland and

Saxonv

Saxony. But Austria and England were opposed to the
demands of the northern courts, Austria not only because
she was reluctant to give up her own Polish territory, her
own part of the Duchy of Warsaw, but because she fear* d
the power of Russia, and the growth of Prussia in north-
ern and central Germany, England because she de-ired to
prevent Russia from increasing in strength, and Pru»ia
from threatening Hanover. The Polish and Saxon_ques-< " ^MtfteM^^^^^MVVfl^Mtf^

tions, thus closely connected with each other, formed the mo
thorny subject before the Congress, the very j)ivoQj" which
everything turned. So heated did the discu >ion become
that Talleyrand, utilizing the opposition of the Great
Powers to each other, succeeded in forming a secret al-
liance between England, Austria, and France, to re.- ̂ t
these pretentions by arms if nece-ary (.January 18K»).
The situation into which the powers had come over thi>

Polish-S quest was m tl o full of dan gcr for
all concerned that they began to reced m their c x t rein
posit This prepared th y for n>, but th
concessions were lore f d a .v f I Tin- op po-

tion to Russia was much less vi-lic-mrnt owin to her reat O
Ti T' I 1 J.1 J rf-* rt m I
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to war on account of Poland. The final decision was that

Russia should receive the lion's share of the Duchy of War-
saw Prussia retaining only the province of Posen, and
Cracow being erected into a free city; that the King of
Saxony should be restored to his throne; that he should
retain the important cities of Dresden and Leipsic, but
should cede to Prussia about two-fifths of his kingdom;
that, as further compensation, Prussia should receive ex-
tensive territories on both banks of the Rhine. Prussia

also acquired Pomerania from Sweden, thus rounding out
her coast line on the altic.

Russian ac- Russia emerged from the Congress with a goodly number
quisitions.

of additions. She retained Finland, conquered from
Sweden during the late wars, and Bessarabia, snatched from
the Turks; also Turkish territories in the southeast. But,

most important of all, she had now succeeded in gaining most
of the Grand Duchy of Warsaw. Russia now extended
farther westward into Europe than ever and c ould
henceforth speak with greater weight in European
affairs.

Austrian ac- As Vien was d by being ch th se f th
quisitions. great Congress the House of Hapsburg profited greatly by

the arrangements concluded there. Austria refused to ta
back her former possessions in southern Germany and
Belgium, considering them too distant and too difficult to
defend, and preferring to consolidate her power in south-
ern and central Europe. She recovered her Polish posses-
sions and received, as compensation for the Netherlands,
northern Italy, to be henceforth known as the Lombardo-
Venctian Kingdom comprising the larger and richer part
of the Po valley. The Illyrian provinces along the eastern
coast of the Adriatic were erected into a kingdom and given
to her. This enlargement of her coast line increased her
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uninterruptedly disastrous, she emerged with considerable
accessions of strength, and with a population larger by
four or five millions than she had possessed in >. She

had obtained, in lieu of remote and unprofitable posse
territories which augmented her power in central I', u rope.
the immediate annexation of a part of Italy, and indirect
control over the other Italian states. The policy follou. d
by Austria in the negotiations was indicated bv Miter-
nich, who said, "We wished to establish our empire with-
out there being any direct contact with France. riil " I his
was accomplished.

England, the most persistent enemy of Napoleon, the English tc-
builder of repeated coalitions, the pay-mistress of the Alii ; 1ulsltlon8-

for many years, found her compensation in additions to her
colonial empire. She retained much that she had con-
quered from France or from the allies or dependencies of
France, particularly Holland. She occupied Heligoland in
the North Sea, Malta and the Ionian Islands in the Mediter-

ranean ; Cape Colony in South Africa; Ceylon, !-!< of
France, Demerara, St. Lucia, Tobago, and Trinidad. It

was partially in view o f h 1 losses t Holland .
w is indemnified by the annexe t f elgium on the C
tinent, as already stated.

Another question of great import lecidcd at The future
was the disp f Italy. The general principle of of Italy.
tion had already been laid down in the Treaty of Paris, th
Aust receive compensat heiv for t
land.' 1 that t d dynasties sh tored A
trian interest determined t territorial t

Austria took possession, as has been said, of the riche-t and,
in a m lira r y sense, the strongi t provinces, Lombardy

1 Venetia. f "in P 1 easily don t
the peninsula, especially as the Duchy of Parma wa> g

M e L f of NaDol and a> prim s " m-
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were also re-established. Austrian influence was henceforth"

substituted for French throughout the peninsula.
Italy a No union or federation of these states was effected, as in

44 geograph-Germany, largely because Austria feared that she would
ical expres-
sion/* not be allowed the presidency of two confederations. It

was Metternich's desire that Italy should simply be a col-
lection of independent states, should be only a " geographical
expression." The doctrine of legitimacy, appealed to for
the restoration of dynasties, was gno red by this congress
of princes in the case of republics. u Republics are no
longer fashionable," said the Tsar to a Genoese deputation
which came to protest against this arrangement. Genoa
and Venice were handed over to others. Romilly mentioned
in the English House of Commons that the Corinthian
horses which Napoleon had brought from St. Marks to
Paris were restored to the Venetians, but that it was certainly
a strange act of justice " to give them back their statues,
but not to restore to them those far more valuable posses-
sions, their territory and their republic," which had been
wrested from them at the same time.

Other changes in the map of Europe, now made or ratified,
were these: Norway was taken from Denmark and joined
with Sweden: Switzerland was increased by the addition
of three cantons which had recently been incorporated in
France, thus making twenty-two cantons in all. The fron-
tiers of Spain and Portugal were left untouched.

Criticism Such were the territorial re-adjustments decreed by the
of the Congress of Vienna, and which were destined to endure, with
Congress. slight changes, for nearly fifty years. It is impossible to dis-

cover in these negotiations the operation of any lofty prin-
ciple. Self-interest is the key to this welter of bargains
and agreements. Not that these titled brokers neglected
to attempt to convince Europe of the nobility of their
endeavors. Great i)hrases, snr " ^
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THE DISAPPOINTMENT OK TIIK (IKIiMANS II

vision of power, 
?>

wen- l)\ the diplomats of Vienna in
order to reassure the people of KurojH, and to lend a n
ir of dignity and elevation to i\n> it mblv, but,

the peoples were not deceived. They saw the umdif\ing
scramble of the conquerors for the spoils of victory.
ignominy was spared the people of Germany. The dip-
lomats quarreled over the question whether some of the
subjects of certain princes, ^ho were not to be
(the mediatized princes), subjects who paid small ta_

were to be reckoned as " whole soul>," or " half soul>."

Germans were indignant as they saw themselves con sider- 1 The indig-
merely as nu d t f t t A G nation of

the

dit denounced this h tl ystem i' statistics." and German*.

g B ^r ^UC h grimly 'P 1 this congn > t an
nual cattle fair. The doctrine of legitim.-icj wa> one of
the rhetorical shibboleths, but, as already said, it was ap-
plied only capriciously as suited the Great Powers. He-
publics need not invoke it, and eun kings were curtly ex-
cluded from its benefits. Gustavus IV, of Sweden, de-
throned, claimed in vain his restoration. t The King of
Denmark was forced to acquiesce in the grievou- dismem-
berment of his kingdom. For years the monarch* of
Europe had denounced Napoleon for resp ting neither the" _

rights of princes nor those of peoples. They now paid him
the flattery of hearty imitation. They ignore* 1 aa cavalierly
as he had done the prescriptive rights of mler>, \\lu-m-\- r it
seemed to them advantageous to do so. The principk of
nationality which Napoleon had contemned to his own un-
doing, they treated with similar disdain. It was in de- Defiance

of the

fiance of this principle that Austria was gmn a command-principle
ing position in Italy, that Norway was handed from J,f nat*ion.
Denmark, whose language she spoke, to Sweden, as com- ality
pensation for Finland, which the latter wa> f'orod to re-

t n .in r\ for PnmprRTiiA. which she WAS for I
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THE RECONSTRUCTION OF EUROPE

Europe generally acquiesced willingly in the work of
this Congress, ardently desirous as it was after the long,
sickening wars, for peace at almost any price, and that work
proved reasonably durable. Yet the settlement of Vienna
had pronounced enemies from the start, anxious to overthrow
it. Among the disaffected were the French, who saw what
they regarded as their natural boundary taken from them.
They alone, among the important nations, came forth from
this international liquidation with no accessions of territory.
Prussia, Russia, Austria, and England, all received additions

and important ones. But not so France, and thus relatively
to the others France was weakened. For Frenchmen these

treaties of 1815 were " odious," and to be torn up when
the propitious time should come. Multitudes, also, of Ger-
mans and Italians were embittered as they saw their hopes
of unity and liberal government turn to ashes. The c 1-
gans resented being handed about without even being con-
sulted. They rose in revolt in 1830, and destroyed this
artifice of 1815. The arrangements concerning Germany
and Italy were demolished in the great decade of 1860 to
1870.

Denuncia- Tho the d on f territ d the determinat

tion of the of the map of Europe constituted the main work of the
slave trade

Congress of Vienna, other subjects were passed upon s
well. Though it did not abolish the slave trade, it con-
demned it in a solemn utterance " as contrary to the prin-
ciples of civilization and human right." It was something
to have the traffic thus officially branded. The Congress also
established a federal form of government for Germany,
which will be described in a succeeding chapter. It adopted
certain articles concerning the future organization of
Switzerland. The Final Act, codifying the work of
th e Congress during its many months of activity, was
sinrnc ,1 .T,, llf * Q 1ST f ff t M +"
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opposition was treated by the others v, ilh ca> -going
indifference.

While the Congress of Vienna was .-.lowly elaborating tli The Hun
system that should succeed the Napoleonic on the ba>U of dred
a certain balance of power, Napoleon escaped from
made straight for Paris, seized the government of Fran-
from the hands of the fleeing Louis XVIII, and »-iitend upon
a reign of a " Hundred Days." The Allie^ once more forgot
their wranglings, indignantly gathered thenisi-lv . to/ ther
to end this menace once for all, and Waterloo was their

reward. The sudden flash had, however, j»rov« d I he m < ->itv
of legislation supplementary to that of the Congn vs 1 n\>
j>eace could be considered secure. The first Treaty of Paris
had not proved a solid basis for a reconstructed Europe. A
restored Bourbon had not been able to keep his throne* Now
France must ive sufficient bonds that in the future she

would not disturb the tranquillity of the Continent. T
result was the second Treaty of Paris (November JJO, 1815), Second
concluded, like the first, between Louis XVIII, restoi 1 once 

Treaty of
Paris.

more, and the Allies, but unlike the first, impeding li- i\y
and humiliating burdens upon France. Her territory
reduced, involving a loss of about half of a in illio n m-
habitants, though it was still larger than at the outbreak
of the Revolution. She was forced to cede a number of

strategic posts on her northern and eastern fronti i She
was to pay a war indemnity of 700,000.000 francs and
eighteen fortresses were to be occupied by 150,000 troop>
of the Allies for a maximum of fivr irs, a minimum of

three, these troops to be supported by the French. It 1 -i
been estimated that the total cost of the " Hundred Days " to *

France, resulting from thiM stipulations and cert in a ddi-
tional claims of the Allies, amounted in the end to 1,570.000,-

000 francs, the equivalent in purchasing power of about
nnn nnn nnn .1 »"» / " ̂  _/M O
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significance in the future history of Europe, that establish-
The Holy ing the so-called Holy Alliance, and that establishing the

lliance. Quadruple Alliance. The former proceeded from the in-
itiative of Alexander I, of Russia, whose mood was now

deeply religious under the influence of the tremendous events
of recent years and the fall of Napoleon, which to his
mind seemed the swift verdict of a higher power in human
destinies. He himself had been freely praised as the White
Angel, in contrast to the fallen Black Angel, and he had
been called the Universal Saviour. He now submitted a

document to his immediate allies, Prussia and Austria, which

was famous for a generation, and which gave the popular
name to the system of rep hich was for m y
followed by the powers that had q d th lat
campaign, a document unique in the history of diplomacy.
Invoking the name of " the very holy and indivisible
Trinity," these three monarchs, n vew " of the great
events which the last three years have brought to pass in
Europe, and in view, especially, of the benefits which it
has pleased Divine Providence to confer upon those states
whose governments have placed their confidence and their
hope in Him alone," having reached the profound convic-
tion that the policy of the powers, in their mutual relations,
ought to be guided by the " sublime truths taught by the
eternal religion of God our Saviour " solemnly declare
" their unchangeable determination to adopt no other rule
of conduct, either in the government of their respective
countries, or in their political relations with other govern-
ments than the precepts of that holy religion, the precepts
of justice, charity, and geace"; solemnly declare, also, that
those principles " far from being applicable exclusively to
private life, ought on the contrary to control the resolutions
of princes, and to guide their steps as the sole means of
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sider themselves as brothers and fellow citi/ens, " united by The Allies
the bonds of a true and indissoluble fraternity," and will

aid to
lend " aid and assistance to each other on all occasions and ac other.

in all places, regarding themselves, in their ni linns to
their subjects and to their armies, i fathers of families"
Hence, their "sole principle of conduct" shall be that "of

rendering mutual service and testifying by unceasing goo.!
will the mutual affection with which they should be animated.
Considering themselves all as members of one great Chris-
tian nation, the three allied princes look upon themselves as
delegates of Providence called upon to govern three branches
of the same family," namely, Austria, Prussia, and Russia
" Their majesties recommend, therefore, to their peoples.
as the sole means of enjoying that peace which springs
from a good conscience and is alone enduring, to fortify
themselves each day in the principles and practice of those
duties which the Divine Saviour has taught to men. " tk All

those powers who wish solemnly to mak e avowal " of tin >
" sacred principles shall be received into this Holy Alliance
with as much cordiality as affection." *

This document, born of the religious emotionalism of the Unusual
character A A

Tsar, has no parallel. Writ form of a treaty, it of the

mp none of the practical obligations of a treaty, but Alliance
is th er a f f f and pur i Diplomat >t
were amazed at its unworldly charactei Ultimately

1 t P )wers of Europe signed it more t f com
plimcnt to the Tsar t f y tellect ymp
Mctternich pronounced it a " sonorous nothii " a " ph

thropic aspiration clothed in a religious garb .. ovc fl
f the pietistic feeling t ic Empero \le\ander";

Castlereagh, a " pic f blime my a 1 noiiM-n ";
Gentz, a bit of " st decor.it Yet f r a g. t

th s Hoi v A or diplomatic apocalyp stood in
m 1 of the w rid he svno'ivm r he 'L»-ime t*
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bsoluti d p which prevailed in Europ t
that reime wras not t t ome of the treaty of t H
Al but rath that f the treaty f t Quadrup
Al lude t same y T rmer w a
dead letter from the moment of issue, and did not influence

the policy, either domestic or foreign, of any state. Its
author, Alexander I, was, moreover, in 1815 a liberal in

politics who had been largely instrumental in forcing the
restored Bourbon, Louis XVIII, to grant a constitution to
France, and who was himself about to grant one to Poland.
H was tainly t th moment far from thinking of

gurating a syst f P But e latter, tl
treaty f the Quadruple Alliance, became under the manip
lat on f Metternich a st d bidding reality, as we

The liberal newspapers of the Continent conf d
the t treaties, naturally enoug Russia. Austria, and
P w sign t of bot d m t speak

t hatred f t Holy A Th n am e pted,
however, the Holy Alliance is much less important tl n the

Quadruple Quadruple Al luded N r 20, 181
mnce.

Napoleon had been overthrown only by collective Europ
bound together in a great t T pisod e

H d D 55y s occurring while the C g o f y
w la foundat o f tli c ew Europe, proved e

ty of the prolongat f t t union. Hence. ere
ppeared the P 55W for the next few

ears is e t fact the international aff o f

Europe. In the eyes of the victorious monarchs there were

o dangers menacing the system t y w lved t
tore: F tary power; and "F ch id

the idea f t Revolt o f th ght f peop an d
i divid wh perating up th m f the diff

t states, might lead them to attempt to remold t dif
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THE QUADUUIMJ: ALLIANCE (n
a military sense to hold her in clu-ck temporarily, and to
prevent any such invasions of the French R- had occurred
during the previous years. Moreover, many of h r fron-
tier fortresses had been taken from her, leaving weak spots
in her line of defense, particularly toward Germany. She
had also been forced to consent to the occupation of her
territory for several years by a lar^e army under the com-
mand of the powers that had just humbled her. As if thi
were not enough, she was herself to pay for the support of
those troops, and also to pay a large indemnity. It
believed that all this would be sufficient to compel her to» i

keep the peace, that she would have domestic problems severe
and exacting enough to absorb her entire attention.

Tl le control extinction so-called French Precautions

ideas " was a more baffling and subtle problem, but one 
against
France.

which the Allies felt it necessary to attack. For this pur-
pose they, Kussia, Prussia, Austria, and England, sign 1
a Treaty of Alliance on November 20, 1815, engaging to
employ all their means to prevent the general tranquillity
from bei again disturbed, bind t t in

tain in f d should it be neces-ary, with the whol
of their leir fc "ces t P exclusion of N "II Icon a d
h family in the th o f Fr;u pl- in to eon

t .. :y in case t ain Revolutionary
Princip wh upheld th t last 1 pat
should ler other m F 1

P themsel as " unif v posed to adopt
tary measure ted to secure the tranquillity

Euro] t t 0 1 f t re-establish I
in Fr; they 1 ler " t date the con- The Concert

tions, which at the present t ly unit, th of Powers.
r Sovereigns for t f t world," renew

t r meeting .. t fi XC( 1 pe riods, e th " under th e ini-
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at each of these periods, shall be considered the most salu-
tary for the repose and prosperity of Nations and for the
maintenance of the Peace of Europe." *

This was virtually an assertion that the four Great Powers
would henceforth control Europe in the interests of the
ideas they represented. The Alliance, whose object had been
to overthrow Napoleon, was to be projected into the time
of peace. There was thus started that series of con-
gresses which, for the next eight years, exercised a rigid
inquisition into the political movements of Europe, and a
pitiless repression of such as appeared dangerous. This
alliance was tracted with a view particularly to keeping
F h arm The important p is that con-

g fut gresses, and it was the manipulat f
th ese igr in the interest f ction, the converson

Quadruple of this alliance into an engine of universal repression, largely
Alliance by the adroit diplomacy of Metternich, that made the three
and Metter-

powers which consistently co-operated, and had firstnich.

signed the Treaty of the Holy Alliance, Russia, Prussia,
and Austria, so odious to the Liberals of the Continent. In

1815 this Quadruple Alliance appeared as a warning only
to France, but the first congress held under the agreement
disclosed a compact union of the three eastern states against
the spirit of reform everywhere. England's policy rapidly
diverged, as we shall see, from that of her allies.

" The fate of Europe in the period after 1815 was largely
controlled by the powers that had thus proclaimed the prin-
ciples of the Christian religion their favorite rule of

duct, yet th P b e t f their policy d
be more ite told by a study of the charactt
thi r r 1 r th er th f t bib prmcip es to ^ hich
they w miably inclined to append th signat
Each w an b s t monarch, recocrnizinfir no trammel
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THE MEMBERS OF THE HOLY ALLIANC) 1!)

uon h power, save such as 1 f m in-lit u illing
conced To each the fundamental id f U

tion, the sovereignty of the people, incomprehensible
and loathsome. Each had suffered repeatedly and griev-
ously from that Revolution. Each was sure to be its enemy,
should it break forth again. Yet there were variations.

The Emperor of Russia, Alexander I, appeared, in 1815, the Alexander I,
most powerful monarch of Europe. Young, imaginative, 1777-1825.
impressionable, he had received in his early education a
tincture of western liberalism which, in the years immediately
after Waterloo, seemed likely to deepen. This at first made
Metternich regard him as little less than a Jacobin, all the
more dangerous because crowned. Yet he was known as
changeable, as egoistic, as influenced fear. Frederick
William III, King of Prussia, slow, timid, conceiving1 gov-
ernment in a parental, patriarchal sense, was a weak ruler,
but a ruler whose views were those of the eighteenth century,
wh o did not see the change that had come over the world,
who was disposed to plod along contentedly in the tradi-
tional path of the absolute Prussian monarchy, distrusting
innovations, deferential toward Austria. The other member

of the Holy Alliance was Francis I, of Austria, the mo>t Francis I
narrow-minded, illiberal of the three. lie, too, had learned of Austna 

* "» x* Jfc * A «* ar 1768-1835.

nothing from the suggestive vicissitudes of his career. His C5 OO

mind was commonplace, barren, even mean. The spirit of
his rule is mirrored in certain well-known utterant s: "The

whole world is mad and wants new constitutions." K p

yourselves," he said t a group f prof .. to
hat Id, f that is good; if our ancestors have proved
t to be good why should not we do as they did? New ideas

are now coming forward f which I do IK > not nor ever hall
PP Mistrust th ideas and keep to the posit i

I have no need of learned 
^^^^

I want faithf bject H
that is vour d II ho would serve me must do what
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Though Francis I was a commonplace character he pos-
sessed in his chief minister, Prince Metternich, a man far out

of the ordinary, a man who appeared to the generation
that lived between 1815 and 1848 s the most commanding

personality of Europe, whose importance is shown in the
phrases, " era of Metternich," " system of Metternich."
He was the central figure not only in Austrian and German
politics, but in European diplomacy, dominat a ere
Napoleon had ted h t a y lifferent

Metternich, p Metternich was the most famous statesman Aust
1773-1859. produced in the nineteenth century. A man of high rank

wealthy, polished, 1 the p f diplomatists " wit
t P in his age or in hi tyle," says a F his-

t d critic, " who deserved to g Europ long
as Europe deserved to be governed by diplomacy. In this
respect everything about him is interesting.
ternich remains by exterior grace, by the excellence of tone,
the perfection of attitude, and the subtle knowledge of the
proprieties, an incomparable master. The great comedy
of the world, the high intriguing of the European stage,
has never had so fertile an author, an actor so consum-
mate." *

Metternich's reputation was based on his long and tortuous
diplomatic duel with Napoleon. Claiming to have correctly
read that bewildering personality from his earliest observa-
tion of him, and to have lured him slowly yet inevitably to
his doom by playing skilfully upon his weaknesses, Metter-
nich considered himself the conqueror of the conqueror. An
achievement so nobible imposed upon many, nor did Met-
ternich do aught to dim the brilliancy of the exploit. His

His imperturbability, his prescience, his diplomatic dexterity
diplomatic
skill. were everywhere praised. He came to be considered the

one great oracle, whose every word was full of meaning, if
nnlv von rnnlrl crof. it. T)m1nmntci hnxvorl lilr p VIP-
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obeisance, though somewhat more slowly, as ohviou !y he
fitted those who ruled by nothing h s than divine right. A
few years after 1815, Alexander I, of Ru»ia, wljosc liberal
vagaries had sorely tried this infallible high priest, mad. his
penance. " You are not altered," he said, "I am. You

have nothing to regret, but I have."
Metternich played this lofty role \\ith becoming

and grandeur. His cynicism, so corroding for his contem-
poraries, never turned upon himself. Humility is hardly
a proper weakness for a primate. No adulation could equal
his own self-appreciation. He speaks of himself as bring His
b *.orn to prop up the decaying structure" of Kur»>p»-.-m self-esteem.
society. He feels the world resting on his shoulders. k* My
position has this peculiarity," he says, " that all eyes, all
expectations are directed to precisely that point where I
happen to be." lie asks the question: "Why, among so
many million men, must I be the one to think when others
do not think, to act when others do not act, and to write
because others know not how." Traveling in Italy in 1817,
he records: "My presence in Italy product-* an incalculable
effect." Traveling in Germany in 1818, he notes: I
came to Frankfort like the Messiah." KNewlu-iv he say>

" Happy is 1 wh can y f himself that he has never
strayed from the path of eternal law. Sin timony, my
conscence t f This sup P P

tood the test of all P .ven 18 IS, af
revolutions of Italy and Germany, t bdication his

peror, and his own II d flight to London, lie * ̂ 

said: My m ind h tained error."
As an torical figure Mett niich's import consists Hii

in his t of the French Kevin! His life- historicalK
importance.

role was that of incessant, lynx-eyed opposition to c\« ry-
g comprehended in the word. II lavished upon it a

tro-i Ifli i , f mof or»lir»ri^nl i Icil t im-1 M 11O11 It. was " lie di~
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hot ydra with jaws open to swallow up the social
ord< He was t sworn my f the Revolut H
had a h f parliament ind Representative regim
" France and England," he said, " m h dered as

t tl t rnment H defined himself as

th an f e stat His was a doct f P
immobility. The new ideas ought never to have come into
the world, but the past could not be helped. Prevention of
the further spread of these new ideas was, he felt, the im-
perative requirement of European politics. He was the
minister of European conservatism. His strength lay in
the fact that repose was the passionate desire of the men
of 1815. Nothing seemed more fearful to Europe than a
recurrence of war. Only it was safe to say that a Europe,
invigorated, electrified as this had been, however exhausted,

Doctrine of however desirous of rest for the time, would not be willing
immobility. 

to be forever quiescent. The ideal of immobility as a
permanent thing is the paralysis of thought. Metternich
failed in the end, though for a while Europe was blinded
by his success, because, while he could imprison revolution-*

ists, he could not imprison ideas. He failed to understand
the impalpable forces of his age.

Considering the work of the Congress of Vienna as
largely his, his concrete task was, henceforth, to consolidate
that work, to repel all attacks upon it. He saw only one side
of the Revolution, the destructive. The constructive side he '

never understood. This, however, was for the future the

m mportant A omprehension of it w m t t i a 1
tatesman who felt the world resting on his should

How Metternich d o h ystem will be seen in
cceeding chaptei H 1 r w A t Aust

lega ght d commanding authority Germ a d
Italy d h own e p f p g

i 11
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CHAPTER II

REACTION IN AUSTRIA AND GERM. NTY

AUSTRIA emerged from the Napoleonic wars stronger,
larger, and more populous than ever. She had been re-
peatedly shattered, her boundaries repeatedly redefined
during the last twenty years, yet the result was favorable.
She had relinquished her possessions in the Netherlands (mod-
ern Belgium) and some of her southwest German lands, but
had been indemnified by lands in Germany and Italy, which
were contiguous and more advantageous. At the very
moment that her great German rival, Prussia, was becoming
more straggling and loosely extended, Austria was attaining
a territorial compactness she had never known. Planted
firmly upon the Alps and the Carpathians, and uith an
extensive coast line along the Adriatic, she was admirably
situated for an assertive role in European politics.

The Austrian Empire, however, presented to the eye err- Lack of
tain peculiarities, offered by no other state in Europe, i unity in the

Austrian

knowledge of which is essential to an understanding of In r Zmpire

history in the nineteenth century. The empire was con-
spicuously lacking in unity, political, racial, or sociaL It
was not a single nation like France but was compos d of
many nations. To the west were the Austrian duchies,
chiefly German, the ancient possessions of the House of
Hapsburg; to the north Bohemia, an ancient kingdom ac-
quired by the Hapsburgs in 1.5^6': to the east the Kingdom
of Hungary, occupying the immense plain of the niiddli
Danube; to the south the Kingdom of Lombardy-Venetia.

f 1iii \c*a c



REACTION IN AUSTRIA AND GERMANY

t the principality of Transyl d to th thwest
the Kingdom of Croat M y of these constituent t
preserved special privileges, thus rendering the government
confused and unequal.

Racial More important still was the fact that this empire was in-
iifferences. habited by many peoples which differed greatly in origin, in

guage, in history tom d nstitut At best
these racial and linguistic differences rendered difficult, if
not impossible, the growth of a national consciousness, a com-
mon patriot t t worst they might becom m tually

tagonistic and tend to disrupt the emp The t > lead-
g races were the Germans, f g the body of the popu-

lation in t Austrian duchies, and the Magyars, originally
an A t folk ped e D val since th

ninth century, and forming the dominant people in H
gary Yet also in the eastern part of Hungary were R

puted descendants of early R t d
P g a 1 f Latin origin, and th S

pcop th a t f Germ d Magy m
both Austria and H gary n th medley of stat

d lang g t re la mil berlt P bl causes f d
vision and cont tion. They had almost nothing "in

legiance to the emperor and, f t oft icm, to the
R . Catholic Church. If t e d a jparate na-
tional lif Id spring up among t a-rious peoples, the
Empire might be disrupted, would at a y t b t

i 1815, h re w t th Iry
tionality and 1 S that h b so t

Not a This empire was not a G mpire, though it had th
German

Empire. appearance of so being. The Germans were the most infli
tial element, the ruling house was German, Vienna, the a P
tal, was a German city, the German language was used for
o ffi t A ttempt had b d in th
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POLICY OF FHAVCIS I >

as the balance between the German and the non-Cl. i man

elements had been altered since, considerably in favor of the
latter. The Germans were in a decided numerical minority,
but by reason of their greater wealth, intelligence, and
general advancement they remained the leading clement in
the state. But the nineteenth century was to see their
leadership contested and gradually weakened by the rise of
strong national and race movements in Hungary and Ho- C C »

hernia. The Slavs formed the majority of the population
of the entire empire, but they were not homogeneous, were
geographically scattered, were in civilization inferior, and
were for the time quiescent.

To rule so conglomerate a realm of twenty^eight or Policy of
twenty-nine million people was a task of great difficulty. F"110*3 I
This was the first problem of Francis I (1792-1813.5) and ^etternich

Metternich. Their policy in the main was to keep things
as they were. To innovate was to enter a lane that might
know no turning. They made no attempt to reform the
government. They allowed the various parts of the political
machine to continue, lacking as it was in symmetry and in
efficiency. This machinery was both chaotic and unscien-
tific. There was no central, coherent cabinet, or group of
ministers. There were, of course, various departments, but
some had jurisdiction over the whole empire, some only over
parts. In any case the boundaries were not carefully de-
fined. Government was exceedingly slow, cumbrous, dis-
jointed, inefficient.

Austria was now the classic land of the old regime. Her Austria a
, 1*111 iiii i " ii_ r j f land of the
boundaries had been repeatedly changed at the hand- ol Berime.

Napoleon, but the internal structure of the state and of
society had remained unaltered. The people were sharply
divided into classes, each resting on a different legal basis.
Of thrse the nobility occupied a highly privileged poston.
They enjoyed freedom from compulsorx military scr\nt.
1 nvrrn nvnmT^tinno " i mrmmmv o l f the
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land, from which in many cases they drew enormous revenues.
Upon their estates they exercised many of the same feudal
rights as had their ancestors, such as those of the police
power and of administering justice through their own courts.
They exacted the corvee and other services from the peasants.
The condition of the peasants, indeed, who formed the
immense mass of the population, was deplorable. It has been
stated that in Bohemia, for instance, they owed half of theirPF

time and two-thirds of their crops to the lords, and in certain
parts it was not uncommon for human beings and cattle to be
sheltered by the same roof. The peasants had indeed been
refused the right to purchase release from their heaviest
burdens. These were the two classes into which Austrian

society was divided, for the bourgeoisie, or middle class, was
slightly developed and of little importance. Industry

was in a backward state, hampered at every point by official
regulations.

Local There were throughout the empire various local bodies
government. ca]}e(j estates, which, however, constituted no real check

upon the absolutism of the central government. They in no
sense constituted local self-government. They were com-
posed almost entirely of nobles, and their powers were slight
Their sessions were brief, perf ctory d ished no
polit t Hungary pied a m t special
posit S had a tral diet or parliament ,nd 1 oner-
established county governments. They, however, were no
great barrier to the working of the central government,
which, indeed, for thirteen years, from 1812 to 1825, re-
fused in spite of the law to call the Diet together. Moreover,
these Hungarian assemblies did not represent the Hungarian
people but merely the privileged classes. Absolutism in gov-
ernment, feudalism in society, special privileges for the
favored few, oppression and misery for the masses, such was
the condition of Austria in 1815.
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KKPKESSION IN AUSTRIA

years, during the reign of Francis I, till 18J3.'>, and of his
successor, Ferdinand I (1835-48.) During all this period
Mettemich was the chief minister, the accomplished and re-
sourceful representative of the status quo. His system, at
war with human nature, at war with the modern spirit, rested
upon a meddlesome and ubiquitous police, upon elaborate
espionage, upon a vigilant censorship of ideas. The head of
this department boasted that he had " perfected " the system
of Fouche, an achievement similar to that of painting the 9 XT O

lily. Censorship was .applied to theaters, newspapers, books.
The frontiers were guarded that foreign books of a liberal
haracter might not p n t pt. P a scence
d history practically disappeared as serious stud ies. Spies

were everywhe t offi p of amuse-
m t i ecat l instit . P c ul r this ov-

ernment fear the universities, because it feared ideas.

Professors and students were subjected to humiliating regu-
lati ons. Spies attended lectures. The Government insisted
on having a complete list of the books that each professor
took out of the university library. Text-books were pre-
scribed. Foreign scholars might not be appointed to pro-to The

system of
fessional positions, nor even become tutors in private families. espionage.

Students might not study in foreign universities, nor might
they have societies of their own. A clerical inquisition w
added to that of the police. Students must attend church
and go to confession at stated times. Confession papers
were required at all examinations. Confession became a
regular business for poor students, who sold their pa]). r> to
comrades needing them on such occasions. As examination
periods approached such papers rose and fell according to
supply and demand, like stocks and bonds. Obviously, under
a system where there was no freedom of teaching or of learn-
ing, science withered. It was accordingly perfectly appro-
nrinfo f 4' IVf/if-l-nvni r*\\ f r*VM f i ilri f *» OTl
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REACTION IN AUSTRIA AND GERMANY

countries without the permission of the Government, which
was rarely given. Austria was sealed as nearly hermetically
as possible against the liberal thought of Europe. Intellec-
tual stagnation was the price paid. A system like this
needed careful bolstering at every moment and at every
point. The best protection for the Austrian system was to
extend it to other countries. Having firmly established it

Application at home, Metternich labored with great skill and temporary
of the 

success to apply it in surrounding countries, in Germany
Metternich

system in through the Diet and the state governments, in Italy through
other interventions and treaties, binding Italian states not to fol-
countries. low policies opposed to the Austrian, and in general by

bringing about a close accord of the Great Powers on this
illiberal basis.

We shall now trace the application of this conception of
government in other count This will serve among ot
thing h ow t om posit f the D b m
p in Europe from 181 1848. Vienna th t of

gid conservatism, was now the center of European aff
Paris, the horn f revolution, had been for so long.

GERMANY

Germany a One of the most remarkable changes of the nineteenth
loose con- century has been the transformation of Germany, from afederation.

loose and inefficient federation into an imposing, powerful
empire. Germany, like Italy, was long a geographical ex-
pression rather than a nation. The map of Germany was
for centuries the wonder of the world. It was a tangle of
lilllputian and irrational states, many of them " archeo-
logical curiosities." Since the outbreak of the Revolution-
ary Wars these had disappeared in large numbers, greedily
absorbed by their more powerful neighbors. Thus the
knights of the empire, the ecclesiastical states, and nearly all
" 1
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; STATES OF GERMANY f'J

furthered by the spirit of aggrandizement of the German
prinres themselves, who were anxious to inerea their
dominions, no matter by what means, and who . r co-

operated with Napoleon, the purpose of who>e manipula-
tions was not the welfare of Germany. The German states*

of 1815 were of all shapes and sizes and of various denomina-
tions. There were free cities, electorates, inargravates, Varietici
duchies, grand duchies, and five kingdoms, Prussia, Hanover,®' states.
Saxony, Wiirtcmberg, and Bavaria. The last three had been
raised to regal rank by the all-powerful Napoleon, and at
his fall it was found impossible to reduce to duchies agan
what he had so greatly exalted.

Down to 1806 the German states had been bound together
in a loose union called the Holy Roman Empire, about which
clustered the brilliant, but rather airy, uns ubstantial mem-
ories of centuries. That had been succeeded from 1806 to

1813 by the Confederation of the Rhine, a creation and
instrument of Napoleon, which included ultimately nearly all
Germany except the two great states, Prussia and Austria.
This confederation fell writh its creator and the question of
the future organization was one much discussed at the Con-
gress of Vienna and settled there, not by the restoration of
the Holy Roman Empire, which many advocated, but by the
erection of the so-called German Confederation, composed

of thirty-eight states.1 The central organ of the
ment was to be a Diet, meeting at Frankfort. This was The Diet
to consist not at all of representative's chosen by the people,
but of delegates appointed by the different sovereigns a nd
serving during their pleasure. They were to be not deputies
empowered to decide questions, but simply diplomatic repre-
sentatives, voting as their princes might direct. Austria
was always to have the presidency of this body. The method
of procedure within the Diet was complicated and exr«vd-
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ingly cumbrous. It sat sometimes as an Ordinary Assembly,
sometimes as a General Assembly or Plenum. The differ-

y in the character of the business t ted
and in the method of voting. In the former only ordinary
business was considered and matters were decided by a ma-
jority vote. Each of the eleven large states had one vote,
while the remaining states were divided into six groups,
called curise, each group having a single vote. There were
thus seventeen votes in all. In the Plenum were considered

all questions of greater importance. Here a two-thirds vote
was necessary for a decision. The total number of votes
was sixty-nine, divided among the different states. Austria,
Prussia, Saxony, Bavaria, Hanover, and Wiirtemberg, had
four each, others three, two, and each state had at least one.

The distribution was grossly unfair if it was intended to
show the relative importance of the several states. Prussia
and Austria, great European powers, had no more weight
than Saxony, a small state, and only four times as much as
Liechtenstein, a state of a few thousand inhabitants. Thus

it came about that the seven larger states, having five-sixths
of the population of Germany, could be outvoted decisively
by the smaller states representing one-sixth.

Its powers The Congress of Vienna, having thus created an assembly,
not defined did not proceed to define its p The jurisdiction of t

Diet was left to be decided by the Diet itself. It was decided
that the first business ( isiness of the Diet should be the framing of_

the f d m tal laws of the confederation and the establish-

ment of the organic institutions. This might seem to be
unduly elastic and to be giving to the assembly an oppor-
tunity to claim the largest powers for itself. But this was
not to be feared, as in the adoption and in the change of any
fundamental law, a unanimous vote was required, and all the
delegat w dependent P home governments which

I. _ J
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THE GERMAN CONFEDERATION

was no king or emperor of Germnny. There was no German

flag. No one was, properly speaking, a German citi/en. He Germany
was a Prussian, or Austrian, or Bavarian citizen, as the not *

case might be. The federal government had no diplomatic 
nation

representatives in the other countries of Europe, but each
state had, or could have, its own diplomatic corps. Tl te
German as German had no legal standing abroad, nly as
a citizen of a separate state that might, but generally did
not, command respect. Each state had the right to make
alliances of every kind with the others or with non-German
states. The only serious obligation they assumed toward
each other was that they should enter into no engagement
that should be directed against the safety of the Confedera-
tion or that of any individual state within the union ; that
they should not make war upon each other upon any pretext,
but should submit their contentions to the Diet; that if the

Confederation should declare war, all the states should sup-
port it, and that none should negotiate separately with the
enemy or alone make peace.

Such was titution g to Germany by the C
gress of It created a government in which obst
t was y, posit ctio y difficult Each tat
possessed p o f d ying d on of t Diet int
m bly even, n many f rendering them imp
M this t we as it was WHS n t even

purely German. Three rulers of foreign states were mem-
bers of it and could influence its deliberations, particularly
in those cases where an individual veto would prove decisive,
that is, in all the most fundamental and organic mutters.
The king of England was represented for Hanover, a pos-
session of the English royal family, the king of Denmark for
Holstein, the king of the Netherlands for Luxemburg. Prus- The inter
sia and Austria too might be influenced to look upon the Con-national

character

federation in the light of their international position and in- " e
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The other two-thirds, mainly non-German, were not included,
yet their interests might dictate the policy of the Austrian
delegates. Thus Hungarians, Poles, and Italians might in-
directly influence the determination of purely German ques-
tions in the German Diet. The international rather than

national character of this Confederation was further mani-

fested in the fact that the chief articles of the Federal Act

establishing it were inserted in the Final Act of the Congress
of Vienna, and as such were under the collective guaranty of
the powers and therefore presumably not to be altered with-
out their consent.

It is clear that a Germany so organized was not a nation
but only a loose confederation of states expressly declared to
be independent and sovereign, a confederation designed
simply for mutual protection, and poorly adapted even for
that. " Judged by the requirements of a practical political
organization," says von Sybel, " this German Act of Con-
federation, produced with so much effort, possessed about
all the faults that can render a constitution utterly useless."
He adds that it " was received by the German nation at
large, partly with cold indifference, and partly with patriotic
indignation."

Dissatisfac- This indignation was vehemently felt by the Liberals, who,
tion of the uncler the influence of the tremendous struggles with Napo-
Germans

with this leon, had come passionately to demand a close and firm union
system. ' of all Germans that thus they might realize in their institu-

tions and in the face of all the world the greatness which they
felt was in them. The exaltation of the final struggle with
Napoleon had only heightened the demand of the more pro-
gressive spirits for national unity, that thus Germany might
never henceforth be subjected to the humiliations of the past
at the hands of foreigners. This longing for unity and
strength, which in the patriotic atmosphere of the late wars
had seemed so near realization, was now seen to be a hope
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TIIK PROBLEM OF GERMAN" UN

were more those of Metternieh th;in of the Liberals. The

latter were indignant at what they called the great deception
of Vienna, and their bitterness was to be a factor in the hit r

development of Germany.
That they were from the very force of circumstances, the Wn7 the

very nature of existing conditions, inevitably destined to problem of
German

disappointment we can see more clearly than did they, su.-pt unity was
along as they were by the strong patriotic current of the so difficult.
hour, little appreciating the bewildering, baffling complexity
of their problem. The object they aimed at was one of su-
preme difficulty. German unity was not simply a matter of
sentiment, however fine and just, but was a hard, practical
question only to be answered, if at all, by ripe political sens-
and wisdom. It involved the adjustment of many conflicting
and perhaps irreconcilable interests. Traditions, centuries
old, must be overcome. Merc inertia was a powerful ob-
stacle. And another was the fact that the future of Ger-

many was not left for the Germans to work out alone. It
was a part of the work of the Congress of Vienna, of the
general settlement of Europe. This brought it about that
the Act of Federation was hastily framed and that, too,
partially by powers careless of German interests or hostile
to them. It was no desire of neighboring states to have a
strong and united Germany. But the main obstacle lay in
one of the oldest, most persistent facts of German political
life and history, the strong states-rights or particularist
feeling. No effective union could be established unK-> the
various members would surrender some of their authority.
Not one of the German princes was willing to pay the price.
Austria, more non-German than German, could not for that
very reason hope to be the supreme power in a really unit 1
Germany, therefore she favored a loose union wherein she
might, by playing upon rival passions, enjoy a K»er le; i r-
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could hope to exercise a power they would not grant to either
of the greater. Moreover, they believed that any sacrifice of
sovereignty would only leave them exposed to the aggrandiz-
ing passions of the great. At first these lesser states, indeed,
wished to be entirely independent, to have no union at all,
even that of a loose confederation. The conclusive argu-

t against this was that G m y must at least be strong
enough so that no second series f like that of the
Napoleonic invasions and conqi t hould ag

The states- Thus it is seen that the rad il f the Germ t

right ation was the particularism or excessive individualism of the
feeling. 

states. This was nothing new, but had been for centuries
the most powe ful fact Th feeling was now even m
pronounced th* for the reason that e 1 " states
had latterly g trong by t absc pt f their

ghb in the period just psed Nat ty had
b ked by it. It could e tored, says Sybel
by the furth treme development of this spirit-till one
tat hould becom so 1 g that it w Id had 11

th t d rce th m t rec ize it dency th
the selfishness of one would end in the unity of all. Now
the unity of England and France had been brought about

Dualism in precisely this way, by the absorption by one state of
the out- ajj j{-s rivalSj but the outcome of German evolution had

German keen Pecunar» * that seen the rse two
evolution. powers, not one, Prussia and Austria, neither able to con-

quer or push the other aside, and each most jealous of any
increase of the other's power. Such was tin- play of am-
bition and interest, baffling the ingenuity and ability of those
who desired a real and fruitful union of all Germans. A

Prussian field marshal, Clausewitz, wrote at about this time :

" Germany can achieve political unity only in one way, by
the sword; by one of its states subjugating all the others," a
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THE DESIRE FOR CONSTITUTIONS

yond the range of understanding of the early nineteenth
century.

The Liberals of Germany, eager for national unity, thus The demand
suffered a severe defeat at Vienna. They were given a ( n- for consti-

tutional

federation, looser than that of the Holy Roman Empire, and government

with none of the glory and luster of the latter, a union only
nominal, inefficient, and prosaic, containing no vital force.
The Liberals were also eager for reforms within the states,
for constitutional government, for parliaments with reaK
powers, for the end of absolutism. Here again they were
disappointed. They had hoped to get a mandatory pro-
vision in the Federal Act establishing representative legis-
latures in each one of the states of Germany. In appealing
to his people to rally around him in the war against Napo-
leon, the King of Prussia had very recently promised his
people a constitution and had urged at the Congress of
Vienna that the Federal Act should require every mem-
ber of the Confederation to grant a representative con-
stitution to his subjects within a year. Metternich, even Metter-
more opposed to free political institutions than to a strong nich's iiio-

cessful op-
central government, succeeded in thwarting the reformers at position.

this point also, by having this explicit and mandatory decla-
ration made vaeue and lifeless. Thus the famous Article

XIII of the Federal Act was made to read: " A constitution

based upon the system of estates will be estabished in all the
states of the union." The character of the new constitu-

tions was not sketched ; and the time limit was omitted. A

.journalist was justified in saying that all that was guaran-
teed to the German people was an " unlimited right of expec-
tation." The future was to show the vanity even of expecta-
tion, the hollowness of even so mild a promise. The Liberals
had desired something more substantial than h o pe Austria
and Prussia, the two leading states, governing the great
i n o cc , . f Tin/ill <" Tli'VOt* OVPfM 1 nrovson.
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connected states. Some of these were very large, some ex-
ceedingly small. Prussia and Austria ranked with the
greatest powers of Europe. Some of them were old, had
their individual history, traditions, and prestige. Others
were new, or had recently undergone such sweeping changes -^^" -^^^"-
as to be practically new. Their future was highly problem-
atical. Their boundaries were intertwined and complicated.
Some were what are called enclaves, that is, were entirely
surrounded by another state, having no egress to the out-
side world save through the neighbor's territory. Economic
life could not flourish owing to the tariffs and change of
coinage that met merchant and trader at every border, and
owing also to the wretched means of communication and
transportation. These states presented many varieties of

Various governments. There were some where absolutism prevailed,
forms of where the prince was the law-giver, the executor, and the
government
in the dif- judge, ruling without the aid of any assembly, without out-
ferent Ger- "1 e traint S were e two greatest, A t d
man states. Prussia, and such were several of the smaller. There were

others where the prince was assisted in his work by assemblies,
bodies which the people had no right to claim, but which the
ruler in his condescension saw fit t 11 about him

popular bodies, chosen by the people, but composed mainly of
nobles. These exercised little control over the acts of the

prince, but were at least in a position to present grievances.
Most of the states of Germany, as Hanover, Mecklenburg,
and Saxony, were of this kind. There were other states
where the prince granted a written constitution, somewhat
after the French model, providing for an elective assembly
to which was given some power over the government's pro-
posals for taxes and laws. Such an assembly was not to con-
trol the Government, as did the English Parliament, by fore-

ing the ruler to choose his ministers from persons satisfac-
t tn it i n r*^r/\-w» T* n ir\ *nr*
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CONSTITUTIONS IN THK MINOR STATES .'57

clom of the { cl f speech, which were g to Ill-
more and more demanded by Europeans generally. S
Weimar was the most prominent state < th class. 1
prince received the sincere laudation of the Liberals and the
sincere aversion of Metternich.

In none of these systems was the principle of popular Popular
sovereignty recognized. Germany was thoroughly monarch-sovereigntynowhere

ical. i The only question was whether monarchy should recognized.
undergo a change of nature more or less extensive, or should O O *

assert its old prerogatives in all their fulness. After the
disappointments of the Vienna Congress the Liberals of Ger-
many pinned their hope to the increase of states of the Saxe-
Weimar class. It was clear that Germans were not to have

unity. Might they not have political and civil liberty?
There seemed some ground for optimism. Constitutions were Constitu-
granted in the states of southern Germany in the next tions

^^^ ^^^fc ^» ~^^^F ^V^B ~^f ^^f ^ granted in
few years, in Bavaria and Baden in 1818, in Wiirtemberg in certaia
181 (J, and in Hesse-Darmstadt in 1820. It matters not states.

whether the princes granted these for selfish reasons in order
to gain popular support for a struggle which they was
imminent with their more powerful colleagues, Pru-ia and
Austria, for the advantage to their peoples remained the
same.

But it soon became evident after 1815 that while there

; signs of progress there were more signs of a menacing^? X" c^ *--*

re tion. Austria having set her house in order, h.mng put
a C nese w a 11 t her empire, marked innovat on in tli

boring lands for special hostility when t t'avorabl e
t should Metternich's programme wa> .i d

one of his confidential reports to his Kmperor: " We must
d Germany to adopt our principles without our appearing

t. i P those principl P her. This could t 1)^

,1 bruptly and harshly. T were tP
4- 4- 01 o \* I of Russia an d
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he was himself granting a constitution to Poland and favo:

ing constitutionalism in Germany and Italy and elsewher
Reaction could not be successful unless he should come to s<

i

The King the error of his ways. The King of Prussia had promise
of Prussia 

a constitution to his country as explicitly £ s a man c oul
becomes re-"

actionary. Metternich was pre-eminently a man who knew how to bk
his time, and who knew how, when the proper moment arrive!
to strike hard. His time was not long in coming. Fre<
crick William III was both procrastinating and timi<
Moreover, the reactionary party shortly after 1815 wo
ascendency at his court. Two years went by before he a]
pointed the special committee to undertake the preparatio
of the promised constitution. Its report after a long an
slow investigation was unfavorable to the project, which ws
finally allowed to drop. The Prussian Government slippe
back easily into the old familiar autocratic grooves A<
cording to Metternich the king's chief mental trait was " th

repressive," and this gradually reasserted itself. More irr
portant was the change in Alexander I, who by 1818, fo
reasons that are somewhat obscure, had gone over to con
servatism. With the rulers of Russia and Prussia in thi

state of mind Metternich's course was made easy. He wa
able to use certain current events to render himself incon

testably the dominant p lity E pe, and t secur
the prevalence < f the Austrian principles of g ment f
beyond the confines f A tria itself

Indignation The years immediately succeeding 1815 were years of rest
of the lessness and uncertainty. The German Liberals were, as w
Liberals.

have seen, indignant at the " great deception " of Vienna
ut they hoped that at least the various states of German]

might be reformed along constitutional lines. Article XIL
of the Federal Act rendered this possible, though it did not
to their great regret, ensure it. Here agan was ope h de
f rl f nr P xrpnrc wpnt nT7 fnA Qirrnc f not Tiffin harl
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THK BURSCHENSCHAFT )!

and in many of the small ones the old regime wa> n-ton d in
its entirety by the returning princes and with a lamentable
Jack of humor. The disappointment of Liberals \\ intense,
their criticism trenchant. The chief seat of disaffection was

found in the universities and in newspapers edited by uni-
versity men. As the subjection of these centers of agitation
was to be the main object of Metternich's German policy, it
is well to describe their activity.

The students of Jena had during the Napoleonic wars Ferment
founded a society called the Burschenschaft, whox; purport- in the uni

was the inculcation of an intense national patrioti.Mii, tin 
versities.

constant exaltation of the ideal of a common fatherland.

Societies were nothing new in German universities, but the
previous ones, the Corps, had included in their membership
only those coming from the same state or province. They
thus preserved that sense of localism which was the bane of
German life. The urschenschaft was based on the oppo-ite
principle of membership derived from all the different states,
thus ignoring local lines, and teaching a larger duty, a
larger devotion, a larger idea of association. Glowing pa-
triotism was the characteristic of the new organization. It
soon succeeded in establishing chapters in sixteen universiti ,.
It was decided to hold a meeting of representatives of all
the chapters and to give it the character of a patriotic < le- The
bration. The place chosen was the Wartbum a castle fammi- Wartbur£

r fe) Festival.
as the shelter of Luther after his outlawry at the Diet of"^"-

Worms, and the date chosen was October 18, 1817, famou- a-
being the fourth anniversary of the battle of Leij^ic, and ap-
proximately the three hundredth of the posting of Luther*>
Theses. Several hundred students met. Their festival was

religious as well as patriotic. They partook of the Lonf>
Supper together and listened to impassioned speeches com-
memorating the great moments in German history, the libera-

f
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the King of Prussia had expressed his approval. They then
dispersed, but their deed lived after them. This student

perform d pected q ences. What was P
parently a harml ind ex berant jollificat med t

t r 1 d statesm dence of an u Ithy
d dangerous ferment of opinion, and rumors that

gained currency about t tion made it f m It
enjoyed a reputation altogether out of proportion to its real
importance, which was slight. Metternich described it to the
German rulers as a portent of far greater dangers sure to
come. Shortly an event much more alarming occurred which

The murder seemed to justify this prognostication, the murder of Kotze-
of Kotzebue. bue, a journalist and playwright, who was hated by the

students as a spy of Russia in Germany. A divinity student,
Karl Sand, went to his house in Mannheim and stabbed him

in the heart, March 23, 1819. Later an attempt was made
to assassinate an important official of the Government of
Nassau. These and other occurrences played perfectly into
the hands of Metternich, who was seeking the means of
establishing reaction in Germany as it had been established
in Austria. They gave him what he most needed, a weapon
whereby to dissuade Alexander I and Frederick Williara~III
from all further toying with liberalism and to convert the

The Holy Holy Alliance, hitherto a mere trumpet for biblical phrases,
Alliance into an engine of oppression. Were not all of these occur-converted

into an rences manifestations of the same anarchical spirit, the de-
jng-ine of sire to overthrow monarchical institutions? All were m-

oppression discriminately ascribed to the Burschenschaft, whereas it
had only been responsible for the Wartburg festival. Th
steps now taken to combat liberalism, which was charged with
such unequal misdeeds, form a landmark in German history.

Metternich, having previously had an interview with Fred-
erick William III, in which he was assured of the latter's sup-
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THE CARLSBAD DKCKKKS 1

conferences was fashioned the triumph of i- iction in Ger-
many. By the decrees which were adopted Met ternich became
the conqueror of the Confederation. Only eight states were
represented, those upon which Metternich could count. The The
decrees there drawn up were then submitted to the Dirt Carlsbad
at Frankfort, all the customary modes of procedure of that 

ecrces*

body were cast aside, and a vote with no preceding debate was
forced, so that the representatives of the states who had not
been at Carlsbad did not have time to ask instructions of

their Governments. Thus the decrees, rushed by illegal and
violent methods through the Diet, became the law of Ger-
many, binding upon every state. They were the work of
Austria, seconded by Prussia. The small states resented the
indignity to which they had been subjected but could do
nothing. Carlsbad signifies in German history the suppres-
sion of liberty for a generation. As these decrees really
determined the political system of Germany until 1848, they
merit a full description.

It was stated once for all that the famous Article XIII of Provision

the act establishing the German Confederation, namely, that concerningconstitu-

"a constitution based upon the system of estates will lH>tional gov
established in all the states of the union " should not be inter- ernraent.

preted as meaning constitutions of a foreign pattern, but
representation of estates such as had been customary in
German states even earlier. It was the earnest desire of the

Liberals to get away from such old and uselt >s assemblies.
The great forces active against the prevalence of Met- O A

ternich's system were free parliaments, free speech, and a
free press. It was hoped that the first of tlu^e was thus
P silted.

It was next provided that t should b t y uni- Control of
ty in the land a special ] P t to watch bath** uni-versities

prof d tudent T funct f t t
sVjniild f i \ cnn, f fl, ofrir»focf rmfnwiMilont of
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their public lectures and regular courses, and, without di-
rectly interfering in scientific matters, or in the methods of
teaching, to give a salutary direction to the instruction,*

having in view the future attitude of the students." It was
provided that all teachers who should " propagate harmful
doctrines hostile to public order or subversive of existing
governmental institutions," that is, all who should not hold
absolutism, as Metternich understood it, to be the only legi-
timate form of government, should be removed from their
positions and that once so removed they should not be ap-
pointed to positions in any other educational institution in

Prohibition any state. Other provisions were directed against secret or
of student

societies. unauthorized societies in the universities, particularly that
" association established some years since under the name 

"

of the Burschenschaft, " since the very conception of the
society implies the utterly unallowable plan of permanent
fellowship and constant communication between the various
universities." Furthermore "no student, who shall be ex-

pelled from a university by a decision of the University
Senate which was ratified or prompted by the agent of the
government, or who shall have left the institution in order
to escape such a decision, shall be received in any other
university." *

The y these provisions it was expected that the entire
censorship academic community, professors and students, would be re- -fc

o e press. (]ucecj j-o s;]ence> The universities had become the centers of

political agitation. That agitation would now cease under
compulsion. There was one other enemy, the press, a nd
drastic provisions were adopted to smother its independence
beneath a comprehensive censorship. Finally, a special
commission was created to ferret out all secret revolutionary
societies and conspiracies that might threaten the nation,
and this commission was to have full powers to examine
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THK PERSECUTION OF THK IS

be citizen. It discovered very little, but it pursued for
years a policy as vexatious as it was petty.

The Carlsbad Conference is n important turning point Reaction
in the history of central Europe. It signalized the <!<>mi the ordcr of
nance of Metternich in Germany as well as in Austria. Its 

the day in

Germany.
most important feature is the surrender of Prussia t
Austrian leadership. Down to 1819 there was ground for
hope that Prussia might be a leader, though a cautious one,
in the liberalization of Germany. That hope now vanished.
Reaction was henceforth the order of the day in thi.s great
state. Frederick William III. shortly abandoned definitely
all idea of granting the constitution which he had promiM-d in
1815. In the period of national humiliation from 1807 to
1813 a notably liberal spirit had characterized the actions
of the Prussian Government. Many reforms had been ef-
fected at the instigation of such men as Stein. But the period

too brief and the ref m d incomplete. It
pected that they would be perfected after 1815, but now

t that they would not I d I1
t tely not all, the liberal it f
those years were curt t after 1819 the period of full
reaction c m in. I many respect t pe UK more
odious in P t y t tat 1 P The
tion of " demagogues " was a sorry spectacle, as it was persecution

of Liberals.

in largely a persecut o f I!) who h have
had all h ,h them as t! heroes. Jahn, t

founder of gymnastic societies, whch had been most effective
in nervine the young men of Prussia to heroic action, was c^ */ n

for five years subjected to the inquisition of tin? police and
to severe imprisonment, only to be discharged because nothing
could be found against him meriting punishment. Arndt.
whose impassioned poems had intensified tin- national patriot-
ism in the wars against Napolron, was shamefully treat 1.
IT; _� i I i " " lll^-l n,
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REACTION IN AUSTRIA AND GERMANY

sion that lies beyond my sphere." Sphere meant a b
ball a b u t Was not that a summ t t nd

murder? Arndt indignantly protested that he hated " all
secret intrigues like snakes of hell." Nevertheless he was

removed from his professorship and for twenty years was pre-
vented from pursuing his vocation. Private letters were sy
tematically opened by the police in t hf t
f revolut E despite his brilliant d

as a di had rears t P th o
h s it glits Sp t t h e se ns f e
most popular preacher in Berlin, Schleiermacher, and re-
ported it as a highly suspicious circumstance that he had
said that we owe to Christ the liberation of all spiritual
forces and that every true Christian must believe that the
kingdom of truth will conquer the kingdom of darkness. A
publisher was forbidden to bring out a new edition of Fichte's
Address to the German Nation, which had so splendidly stirred
the youth of Prussia in the years of Napoleon's supremacy.

Prussia This was, in the opinion of all Liberals, the great treason
a docile of Prussia, this abdication of independent judgment, this
follower of

Austria. docile surrender to the leadership of Austria. " Prussia,"
said Metternich to the Russian ambassador, " has left us the

place which many Germans wished to give to her."
The situation was much the same in the other German

states. With Austria and Prussia hand in glove, there was
little opportunity for the lesser states. The spirit of the
Carlsbad Decrees hung heavily over all Germany. Made
even stronger the following year by the Vienna Conference
of 1820, this system remained in force until the decade
beginning with 1840. The revolutions of 1830 brought
forth additional decrees in 1832 and 1834 intensifying the
persecution of the academic world and of politicians sus-
pected of liberalism. Metternich had succeeded in extending
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CHAPTER III

REACTION AND REVOLUTION IN SPAIN AND

ITALY

SPAIN

THE fundamental purpose of the rulers of Europe after
1815, as we have seen, was to prevent the " revolution," a
they called it, from again breaking out; in other words, to
prevent democratic and constitutional ideas from once more
becoming dominant. The precautions taken by these con-
servatives passed in the political language of the time as
the Metternich system. Sufficient precautions had been
taken, as we have seen, in central Europe. France was
powerless to disturb for a long while to come. England
tiffly loyal t h d gime. But just as order

dly established even t 11 r red the t smitlit ni
P of Europe, Sp an d Italy sho we that
a system of repi to b succes- ul mu^t be Arg -eyed
and omnipresent It y, therefore, at thi point
to trace briefly the history of southern Europe that we may
under stai t ts of 1820, t first 1 challeng
the Mctt ystem

1808 Na on had v an t of violeiKv d the Spanish
Constitution

crown f pain, and 1814 had kept the Spanish kingV of 1312.

Ferdinand VII, virtually a prisoner in Framv, p
wn brother Joseph on t throne. The Spaniar

t the usurper and for y cl n

guerilla warfare, aidtd th e E 1 eiidin finally
in success. As their k was in the d f t l
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Constitution of 1812, a document thoroughly saturated
with the principles of the French Constitution of 1791. It
asserted the sovereignty of the people, vesting the execu-
tive power in the king, the legislative in the Cortes or Assem-

, a body consisting of a single chamber and elected by
indirect universal suffrage, the citizens of the colonies having
the same right to vote as did those of the mother country.
Some of the features of the French Constitution which had

worked badly were nevertheless adopted. Deputies were to
be chosen for two years and to be ineligible for re-election.
Ministers might not be members of the chamber. Henceforth
the Cortes were to be the central organ of government, the
king being very subordinate. He might not leave the
country without their consent, nor marry, nor might he
dissolve or prorogue the Assembly, and in the intervals be-
tween sessions a committee of the Cortes was to watch over

the execution of the Constitution and the laws. The Consti-

tution proclaimed the principles of liberty and equality
before the law, thus abolishing the old regime. The extreme
liberality of this Constitution is explained by the fact that
it was the work of deputies coming in the main from the coast
provinces, which were more democratic than the others. The

1 hitherto dominant Sp e n bility d th
y, for the time being lost the prernacy The C

stitution w the v ! work of a small ty, was never
mitted t th peop f tificat d its d bility was

Ferdinand therefore problemat Indeed, its doom was sealed by th
VII,

reappear in Spain, on the downfall of Napoleon, of th1784-1833.
legitimat g, Ferdinand VII.

This prince, now restored to his throne, was ill-fitted for
rule, both by temperament and training. Cruel, suspicious,
deceitful, unscrupulous, his character was odious, his intel-
lect lacked all distinction. His education ppn
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But, instead, he had embroidered with lii> own hands ,-i robe
of white silk with ornaments of <rold for the Madonna of the

altar in the church at Valencay, a fact which was made known

to the Spanish people by his confessor. Indeed,the pamphlet
which contained this edifying announcement w« nt through "/ o r*>
seven editions in a short time,-a fact that not only paints
the King but his people as well.

There was every reason to expect that such a man would Abolition
thrust aside the paper constitution that so greatly limited of thc

Constitu-
his power, if he felt able to do so. The boundlessly i ntlm-i- tion.

t , even hyst m in hicl Cll ll Spaniard
d him conv d him that h d o t an lellgt

The Constitution of 181:.* had the support of oidy a v.-ry
small minority of the educated people. The nobility, the
clergy, many of the leaders of the army, and the ignorant
and fanatical populace wanted a king of the old type. The
King, seeing the way made plain, promptly took action. He-
fore he reached his capital he declared the Constitution and
the decrees of the Cortes null and void, " as if these things

had b do " By t troke and th pt
ques o f t p e l e b \\

f rious t beg a d t for yone in any
Persecutiony ted with th t to f Sp in. Libers

an d ose wh a had hered to Joseph, Napoleon's brother. of Liberal*
persecuted T Inquisit was tbli>h ; the
t turned in triumph T pre was once

more. Lib book were destroyed wherever und,
particularly all o f t ic Constitution. T f
P p were p mished with varyi seve y
Ferdinand d probably have b n - d into a re-

tionary policy by his own peo d by the other powers of
i-: pe, even had his p tions not prompted him
to it. But th t was much t f ted too

long, and in the end weakened the King's p..-ition. Inefficiency
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Spain, a country of about eleven million people, was wretch-
edly poor and ignorant. Agriculture was primitive. Com-
merce and industry were shackled by monopolies and un-
reasonable prohibitions upon exportation and importation.
Industrial activity was further lesssened by the large num-
ber of saints' days, which were carefully observed. What
education there was was in the hands of ecclesiastics. The

Government of Ferdinand made no attempt to improve these
deplorable conditions. But in addition to all this it failed
to discharge the most fundamental duty of any government,

t to p the tegrity of the emp Tl t
Disintegra- transatlantic possessions of Spain had risen in Dlt Th
tion of the f t lt which ged the downfall f th
Spanish

Empire. proud Spanish Empire, were: the continued and varied mis-
government of the home country which regarded the colonies
as simply sources of wealth to be ingeniously exploited for
the benefit of the home government, the taste of relative
freedom they had enjoyed between 1810 and 1815 when the
home government was otherwise occupied, the example of the
United States and its successful war of independence, and
the encouragement of England, seeking wider markets.
Ferdinand could probably have kept his empire intact had
he been willing to make the concessions demanded by the
A m large comm liberty i d d

tical autonomy. This h Id not do. H l rul
h mp as it had lwa b een ruled, h co l s as he
ruled the moth t ry. T ?sult was t f
Mex to the southern tip of South Am Ferdinand
tsk w t q this vast region by force. This force
h did t h H ped r t pport of th Holy
Alliance which h er, was not fo m H t

fore, was thrown upon his own resources. By 1819 he had
collected an army of over twenty thousand men at Cadiz.
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With singular lack of perspicacity, the restored Hourhon Neglect of
of Spain had neglected or insulted the armv. the the armyvery

and the

weapon which reaction in the other countries of Eurpenavy
had taken every means to conciliate and win. Many of the
ablest officers had been degraded; poor rations, poor bar-
racks, insufficient pay, in arrears at that, had created a feel-

ing of deep irritation in the army, which became the hi ding
place of conspiracies, the real revolutionary element in the
state. The navy, too, so essential for the preservation of
a transoceanic colonial empire, had bt " n allowed to fall into
the most shameful decay until it consisted of but little
else than the king's own pleasure yachts. The otfic* r> were
utterly poor. The only relief the Government gran fed them
was permission to support themselves by fishing.

Under such conditions military outbreaks were natural. *
Insurrections occurred repeatedly, in 1814, 1815, 1816, 1817,
1818 and 1819. The failure in each case only incn >cd the
severity with which the Government pursued all those sus-
pected of liberalism. In 1820 the army rose again, driven
to desperation by the stories of horror told by soldiers re-
turning from America, and believing that tl uy were about
to be sent to certain death.

On January 1, 1820, Riego, a colonel in the army, pro- Revolution
claimed the Constitution of 1812 and led a few troop- of 1820.
through the provi o f And ' IK e \orin<r to arouseK^

the south of Spain lie was unsuccessful. His f < rad-
tially dwindled aw; y, attract no pop lar po r t Hut
it had served its p P A tion wa> d\
ii the soi th it kindled in the opposite end of the p
inder the Py d along the Kb 1 ( titut
f 1812 was proclaimed there and the Maim - spread eastward

t the great cit o f S d Barcelona. Shortly
ts b t Madrid it -elf. The K - hat

i i l 1 ' :_ :*.�! <*
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March 7, 1820, proclaimed the Constitution of 1812, prom-
ised to maintain it, and declared that he would harry out of
the country those who would not support it. " Let us ad-
vance frankly," he said, " myself leading the way, along the
constitutional path." The text of the Constitution was
posted in every city, and parish priests were ordered to
expound it to their congregations.

Thus revolution had triumphed again, and only five years
after Waterloo. A bsolute monarchy, based on d
right, had been < hanged into a constitutional m :hy based
on the sovereign ty of th pec W id th ample be

d els erej ? Woi d th H A 1 on in

silence? Had the revolutionary spirit been so carefully
smothered in Austria, Germany, and France, only to blaze
forth in outlying sections of Europe? Answers to these
questions were quickly forthcoming.

ITALY

Napoleon on In the leisure of St. Helena, Napoleon I wrote, concern-
Italian ing Italy: " Italy is surrounded by the Alps and the sea.unity.

Her natural limits are defined with as much exactitude as

if she were an island. Italy is only united to the continent
by one hundred and fifty leagues of frontier and these one
hundred and fifty leagues are fortified by the highest barrier
that can be opposed to man. Italy, isolated between her
natural limits, is destined to form a great and powerful
nation. Italy is one nation; unity of language, customs
and literature, must, within a period more or less distant,
unite her inhabitants under one sole government. And
Rome will, without the slightest doubt, be chosen by the
Italians as their capital." *

N P was now m a t h h e was p
to aid in this achievement, even had he been so disposed t
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NAPOLEON'S INFLUENCE UPON ITALY

f unity to give them unity and freedom. He had not done so.

Vet in a very real sense modern Italy began under his empire.
lie took the country a long step forward toward il id. il.

Napoleon's activity in Italy had been most revolutionary. Significance
He had driven all the native princ. from the peniiiMila. of NaP°'

"*- * t. leon'i

O n the kings of Naples and Piedmont still retained some activity in
semblance of authority, for each fortunately had an inland Italy.
to which he could flee, whence the French could not drive

him, as the British controlled the sea. The former pent
several years in Sicily, the latter in the island of Sardinia.
Nfapoleon did not formally unite all Italy, but he annexed
a part directly to the French Empire, a part he made into the
Kingdom of Italy, with himself as King and his step-son,
Eugene Beauharnais, as Viceroy, and the remainder consti-
tuted the Kingdom of Naples, over which Murat, brother-in-
law of Napoleon, ruled. Thus, though there was not unity,
there were only three states where formerly there had been a
d Yet an important t wa- for it

the directingmind of the French Emperor that permeated
d largely controlled the p f allt The French did

m hf t ,tion of Italy. They abolished feudalism
they g f d enlightened laws, they opened < ireei The
to talent, they stimulated ind y. New ideas, political and

of Italy.
social, penetrated e P with them. Italians hence-

th would be the same as they had I> Harri
physical, material, intellectual, had b thrown doun, and
could m be permanently set a train. Of th
was the The burdens imp . d the place of th
removed w h v Napo m d t It a part

f h er E P yst d d tin-in to give
freely of their money i d en purp >ses that con-

d them sli < > at all. Sixt thousand I

perished h w in II 1P a d U m.
t ;. i
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Yet th t ment f d liberty was mad
m h easier because N P had passed that w H<
hook t try out of it itury-old somni .1 ce. Serv

ice in his armies increased the st f the It

d taught t the art of T ic very fact that they
had witnessed and participated in great events imparted an

k ener t t y-g sons f th t
Napoleon had exiled y one of the Italian princes. They
might be restored, but their prestige was irrevoca gone.
H had even d t e Pop f tates, and had
abolished t e tempo P What had b d once
might perl: ps be d in. Th had b ro cl few
years a state bearing the name Kingdom of Italy. The
memory of that fact could not be uprooted by all the mon-
archs of Christendom. It was an augury full of hope, a
beacon pointing the sure and steadfast way.

The decision Of all this the Allies, at their famous Congress of Vienna,
of the took no note. They were playing the short politics of theCongress of

hour.Vienna. They paid no attention to the impalpable forces of
the human spirit. They looked upon the future of Italy
as a matt quit at the r disposal and they tructed
t P 1 t lout a; iking its opinion or >nt. A
people numb more t t m had lothing
to say about its own fate. The mighty men of Europe
sitting in Vienna considered that their affair. And they
arranged it by returning Italy to the state of a geograph-
ical expression. They did not give it even as much unity
as they gave Germany, not even that of a loose confedera-
tion. They made short shrift of all such suggestions and

The ten restored most of the old states. There were henceforth ten

Italian of them: Piedmont, Lombardy-Venetia, Parma, Modena,
states.

Lucca, Tuscany, the Papal States, Naples, Monaco, and San
Marino. Genoa and Venice, until recently independent re-
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AUSTRIA l)OMINArn;S ITALY

a result Italy was for nearly fifty yrars tin- >port of for-
eign ]>owers, dependent, henceforth, not upon France but
upon Austria. This is the cardinal fact in the situation and
is an evidence, as it is a partial cause, of the commanding
position of the Austrian monarchy after the fall of Napo- The domi-
leon. Austria was given outright the riclu-st part of the Po nan<* of

Austria. A -

valley as a Lombardo-Venetian kingdom. Austrian prim "
or princesses ruled over Modena, Parma, and Tuscany, and
were easily brought into the Austrian system. Thus \\
Austria the master of northern Italy; in t*r of soutl rn
Italy, too, for Ferdinand, King of Naples, made an oil nsive
and defensive treaty with Austria, pledging himself to
make no separate alliances and to grant no liberties to his
subjects beyond those which obtained in Lombardy and
Venetia. Naples was thus but a satellite in the great Austrian
system. The King of Piedmont and the Pope w. re the only
Italian princes at all likely to be intractable. And Austria's
strength in comparison with theirs was that of a giant

pared th t f P (T
T t restorat w plished. Italy became

a<ram a t f small stat under the dom

nance f Aust E f t t 1 p wa> an
bsoute arch. In none of the states was there a p

ment. Italy had neither unity nor constitutional forms,
nor any semblance of popular participation in the govern-
ment. The use which the princes made of their unfettered
liberty of action was significant.

Of these several states the four most important were:
the Lombardo-Venetian Kingdom, the Kingdom of Sardinia
or Piedmont, the Papal States, and the Kingdom of Napl. I.

The first was ruled by a viceroy, who carried out order The
received from Vienna. It paid into the Austrian Lombardo-J Venetia

tax.-s far out of proportion to its population or its xtent. Kin&donL

Here French laws were abrogated, and an attempt
4 I UTAfO Thlll'ill-.
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in their text-books of geography that Lombardy and Venetia
were geographically a part of Austria. Industries were
repressed in favor of Austrian manufacturers. Austrians
were appointed to the university professorships, and they and
their students, as well as other persons, were watched by
nm d proficient sp It even dered
essary to edit Dante that he might be read with safety.

The The King of Piedmont, Victor Emmanuel I, had been for
Kingdom of
Sardinia. many years an exile in the island of Sardinia, and his states

had been annexed by Napoleon to France. He returned
to Turin enraged against the author of all his woes. Say-
ing jokingly that he had slept fifteen years, he resolved that
Piedmont should regard the interval as a dream. 
_

Most f

the laws and institutions introduced by France were abol-
ished by a stroke of the pen, almost the only ones retained
being those which the Piedmontese would gladly have seen
go, the heaviest taxes and the police system. Most of those
connected with the government and the army during the
French period were removed from their positions, thus con-
stituting at the outset a disaffected class. Religious liberty
was narrowly circumscribed; political liberty did not exist,
nor did liberty of education. The universities were shortly
placed under the control of the Jesuits, and professors and
students were spied upon. Some of the deeds of reaction
were so absurd as to become classical illustrations of the

stupidity of the restored princes. Gas illumination of the
Turin theater was abandoned because it had been introduced

by the French. French plants in the Botanic Gardens of
Turin were torn up, French furniture in the royal palaces
destroyed, and a certain custom house official would let no
merchandise be brought over the new Napoleonic road over
the Mont Cenis pass, lest revolutionary ideas might thus
be smuggled in. But, however unwise and retrogressive this
government might be, it followed in foreign affairs a policy
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THK PAPAL STATUS

altogether disproportionate to its size. Indeed, three-fourths

of the revenues of the state went to the support of the army
and navy

The Papal States were peculiar among^ the government-The States
of Europe. The Pope was their ruler. The GOA rmnentof the

Church.

was in the hands of the priests. Over each of the provinces
and legations was a prelate. All the higher officials were of
the clergy. The laity were admitted only to the lower
positions. Taxes were high, yet papal finances were badly
disorganized, and the Government had difficulty in meeting
running expenses. An important source of income of this
Christian, priestly state was the lottery, which was adminis-
tered with religious ceremonies, and was even kept running
Sundays. The Government could not even assure the per-
sonal safety of its citizens. Brigandage was rife-,and the Pope
was forced finally to make a formal treaty with the brigands,
by which they were to give themselves up as prisoners for
a year, after which they were to be pensioned. Thougl
bigoted and corrupt, the Government had a keen scent for
the evils of the French regime. It repealed most of the
French laws, and even forbade vaccination and gas illumina-
t as d s d f that peopl Th P

d vexatious, paying particular attention to what
one ( f their documents characterized as th c- d

think The Inquisit d and judicial tort
d. Eclucat trolled by the clergy n in

the universities most of the professors were ecclesia.stics and
the curriculum was carefully pursed of all that mitrht be ""*» ". " "

d gerous. This excluded, among other subjects, modern
terature and p 1 Nk'buhr, tin- German h

torian, thus recorded his impression of that state: " No land
of Italy, perhaps of Europe, excepting Turkey, i< ruled as H
this ecclesiastical stat Home was called " a city of

The
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Ferdinand I, was < f Spanish Bourb 1 He was
incredibly ignorant 1 in t detestab Return-
ing from Sicily, however, he did not imitate his contempo-
raries by abolishing everything French. " Civil institu-c
tions," says a recent historian, " had advanced four cen-
turies in the nine years of French rule." 1 But while in theory
much of the work of those years was allowed to remain, in
practice the Government was hopelessly corrupt. The King's
treatment of the army was such as to raise up in it many
enemies to his power. Many who had served under Murat
were cashiered. Whipping was restored, which angered the
common soldier. Thus there grew up rapidly a military
faction ripe for revolt.

"Universal Obviously the policy of the various princes, as just de-
reaction.

scribed, made many enemies: all the progressive elements of
the population who believed in freedom in education, in relig-
ion, in business, and who saw special privileges restored,
obsolete commercial regulations revived, arbitrary and igno-
rant government substituted for the freer and more intelli-
gent administration of the French; and all those thrown out
of employment in the civil service or the army. The malcon-
tents joined the Carbonari, a secret society which first rose
in the Kingdom of Naples, spreading thence over Italy and
to other European countries. Their weapons were con-
spiracy and insurrection. In a country where no parlia-
ments, no political parties, no public agitation for political
ends were permitted, such activity was necessarily driven

The into secret channels. The Carbonari had an elaborate but

Carbonari. loose and ineffective organization. Their rules and forms
were frequently childish and absurd. Their purposes were
not clear or definite. They were a vast liberal organiza-
tion much better adapted for spasmodic movements of de-
struction than for the construction of new institutions.
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REVOLUTION IN NAPLKS 7

ing abroad a hatred of the r stored princes, a desire for
change.

Among a people living under such drpi ^'ng eonditiot: The
the news of the succe.ssf'ul and bloodless Sp mUh Revolution 

Revolution

of 1820

1820 spread quickly. It was the spark to the tinder. in Naples
In Naples a military insurrection broke out, of Mich apparent
strength that the King yielded at once. The revolutionists

demanded the Spanish Constitution of 1812, not because they
knew much about it save that it was very democratic but be-
cause it possessed the advantage of being readv-made. TA *- 7 <_-7 V

King conceded the demand, saying that he would have been
glad to have granted a constitution before had he only
known there was a general desire for one. 11to was appar

ently as enthusiastic as were the revolutionists. 11. went out
of his way to show this in a most extraordinary fashion.
On July Itf, 1820, having heard m;i-s in the royal chapel.
he approached the altar, took the oath, and then, fixing his
eyes upon the cross, he added of his own accord, *4 Omni-^-^

potent God, who with infinite penetration lookest into the
heart and into the future, if I lie, or if I should one d iy be

faithless to my oath, do Thou at this instant annihilate
me. ' It seemed as if the era of constitutional government

had come for more than a third of Italy.

TIIK CONT.HKSSKS

Thus in 1820 the Revolution, so hat ful to the diplomats
of 1815, had resumed the offensh'. ^pain and Naples had
overthrown the regime that had been in force fi\ years,
and had adopted constitutions that were thoroughly saturated
. ith the principles and mechanism of Revolutionary Fiance.

There had likewise been a revolution against tin- establish 1
regime in Portugal. There was shortly to be one in Pied- " "/

mont.
t
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The powers to put down N 1 They had then taken every p
prepare to 

t c h th e tivity lied French principl
suppress

these revo- They nad been in the main successful, but prmcip
lutions. w ting themselves t phantly in outlying parts of

Europe. It had been thought t t t bl (1
come from France; but, instead, it was coming from Spain
and Italy.

Metternich, the most influential personage in Europe,
had very clear views of the requirements of the situation.
" The malady," as he called it, the unrest of the times, was
not local or peculiar to one part of Europe, to any single

try. T PP th malady e G Coalition had
beei built p which, after endl ff d fi
had m t o gh it d t tirpated it W t
t had cost so much to check, must be kept in < heck Th
vitality of these subversive revolutionary principles was evi-
dent t a 1 Energet m were necessa d. t b
successful, they must be applied everywhere and at all times.
If a monarch in one state yielded to revolution the effects
were not limited to that state or that monarch, but the

revolutionary parties everywhere were encouraged and the
stability of every throne, of the established order everywhere,
was threatened. This was conspicuously shown by the recent
events. A revolution in Spain encourages a revolution in
Naples. The movement may spread northward sympa-
thetically, may reach the Italian possessions of Austria, may
reach Austria itself, France, and the other countries, and the

world, supposed to have been quieted at Vienna, will riot
once more in anarchy. Metternich thus showed that no state
can in the modern age lead an isolated life. The life of
Europe henceforth must be collective and anything that
threatens its peace is a very proper subject for the dis-

The cussion of Europe, collected in congresses.
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THE CONGRESSES B

ears The doctrine was that, as modern Kurope w u n 1 1 < 1
I' 0 Pi sition to revolution tl i e po rs had the right
d we iuty bound to intervene to put down re
t onl in their own t pect t n y t

of ]\urope, against the will < ft people of that
against the will of the sover o f t stat t
ests of the established monarchical order. A change of
government within a given state was not a domestic but
an international affair.

This doctrine did not originate in 1820. The principle The Con-
was clearly laid down in the treaty of Quadruple Alliance grcss of

Aix-la-

of 1815 as far as France was concerned. It had b n chapelle,

elaborated at the Congress of Aix-la-Chapelle in 1818. 1818.
There the five Great Powers had declared their purpose to
maintain the general peace which was " founded on

religious respect for the engagements contained in t! 1C
Treaties, and for the whole of the rights resulting therefrom."
The phrase was vague because the povrs could not agree
on anything more definite. How much did it mean or might
it be made to mean? Would revolutionary movements in any

country be considered as justifying intervention in the in-
terests of the sacred treaties? The opportunity to t--t the
matter had now arisen. Mctternich, as usual, was quite equal
to the occasion. A congress was called at Troppau to consider The Con-
the affairs of the Kingdom of Naples. Austria, Russia, Prut- *ress of
- T, , -r. f , A i TT " -t Troppau,

sia, France, and England were represented. Unanimity wa^ 1820

lacking but there was a majority for the ominous principle.
The three eastern powers, Russia, Pru-ia, and Austria,
absolute monarchies, now formally accepted the principle
of intervention as laid down by Mrtternich. 'I'll. \VOll 1(1
refuse to recognize as legal chants brought about in any
state by revolution, even if the king of that state himself
consented. They asserted their right to intervene to over-
tl, rnu* si nv nnh news, first bv iisinc? conciliatory methods,
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break out. And the right so to intervene was held to be
implicit in the treaties of 1815 on which the European
system rested. From this view England dissented vigorously,
declaring that in her opinion the powers by those treaties
intended to guarantee to each other only their territorial
possessions, not at all their form of government. That
was a domestic concern. England and France, though
not signing th e new declaration, remained, however,
merely passive and the absolute monarchies had their
way.

Ihe Con-r Having established the principle the Congress next de-
gress of

Laibach, cided to apply it to the Kingdom of Naples. They accord-
1821. ingly adjourned to Laibach, inviting the King of Naples to

meet them there. The Neapolitan Parliament was opposed
to letting him leave the kingdom and only finally consented
after he had again sworn to the constitution, and had with
facile duplicity declared that he wished to go solely to inter-
cede for his people and " to obtain the sanction of the powers
for the newly acquired liberties." Falsehoods with Ferdinand
I were redundant and superfluous. " I declare to you," he
said, " and to my nation that I will do everything to leave my
people in the possession of a wise and free constitution."
Parliament, deceived by the royal mendacity, permitted him
to go. ^^ No sooner was he out of his realm than he retracted
all his promises and oaths and appealed to the Allies to
restore him to absolute power, which was precisely what
they had already determined to do. Austria was commis-

sioned to send an army into the kingdom. It did so. The
opposition of the Neapolitans was ineffective and Ferdinand
was restored to absolutism by foreigners in 1821. He broke
his return journey at Florence in order to make the amende
honorable to a probably outraged Deity by placing a votive
lamp in the Church of the Annunciation.
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INVOLUTION IN PIKDMONT

ment of the worst kind was henceforth m< ted out to thi
unfortunate kingdom.

Just a Neapolitan revolution wa g snui 1 t
an insurrection d t t t pposit end f t

ninsula, in Piedmont. The causes of this nioveinriit \\ re

discontent at the stupid reaction of the last five y« ir-. the
desire for constitutional government, and dislike of
The insurgents were led to believe that they would ha\> the
support of Charles Albert, Prince of Carignan, hi ad of
younger branch of the royal family and heir presumptive
to the crown, as his relations with Liberals were known to

be intimate. His political importance was considered great
owing to his nearness to the throne. As the knur, Victor
Emmanuel I, had no son, the crown would upon his des tl pass
to his brother, Charles Felix, and upon the lattt r's death,
he, too, being without direct heir, Charles Albert would him-

self become king.
The Piedmontese revolution broke out in Alessandria on The

arch 10, 1821 T tionists demand Danish Revolution
in

C tut d war against Austria as th t in- Piedmont.

f Piedmont 1 Italy The K wavered for several
davs. II d t ish a civu war, Piedmontese fighting civil
Piedmontese, which would surely come if he should refuse
the demands and attempt to put down the movement. On
the other hand,he knew that if he should grant thosedemands,
the powers would intervene to suppress constitutionalism
here as they had done in Naples and his promi>es would have
been in vain. Unable to decide between the cruel alternatives

of civil war or foreign intervention and conquest, and dis-
covering1 no ther course to follow, he abdicated on March . 1o

in favor of his brother CharK - Felix. As the latt-rr

was not in Piedmont at the time, Charles Albert was ap-

pointed regent, until his arrival. Charles Albert, therefore.
f\'\r rt V rt Y-fc 4-h«VV J"k ** » i ; r» a TO o
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" with such modifications as His Majesty, in agreement
with the national representation, shall consider advisable."
The new King shortly disavowed these concessions. The
w le imbro t short by th t o f th wers.
An Austrian army was .already on the borders and a hundred
thousand Russians were ordered forwa d from G Th

revolutionists clashed at Novara with an army composed
of Austrians and Piedmontese loyal to the King. They were
easily routed and the revolution was over. Charles Felix,
an absolutist king, was upon the throne, and Austria had
again shown her resolution and her power. Once more the
demand for constitutional freedom had been suppressed, once
m Metternich had triumphed

Reasons for Thus both th Ital movem t f a f P lit
the failure

fe had ded in disast ;r. The reasons f th 1
of the

movements tructive and are important f lerstanding of t-

of 1820. Itali P .b m The Neapolitan re t ion failed beca
of t Europ lit 'bidding it b
of the treachery of the King, because of the illiberal treat-
ment of Sicily by the revolutionists. That of Piedmont
failed because it was the work of a small clique, had no
broad basis of appeal to the people, lacked leadership and
definite aims, neglected details, and also because of the
opposition of the powers.

Thus two revolutions had been overcome and the system
of the Congress of Vienna preserved in Italy. There re-
mained the more remote problem of Spain. Th e prmcip iule
there, however, was the same and the Allies felt obliged to

The Con- assert it. This was the work of the Congress of Verona.
g-ress of 'p}ie revolution in Spain was still triumphant. The King
Verona.

and the reactionary parties could not by their own strength
regain their old position. They appealed to the allied mon-
archs and by 1822 they, thoroughly committed to the policy
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INTERVENTION IN SPAIN J

tion of Ferdinand VII to the fulne^ of his p t
of the expected refusal the ministers should quit Madrid

war should be d K n land Dsed this policy
with hig hut vain. Ce o\v a t

oughly reactionary country, was commissioned to carry out
the work of restoring Ferdinand. The Spaniards refused
to accede to the demand of the powers, and in April
a French army of a hundred thousand under the Duke <>f
Angouleme, heir presumptive to the French throne, cr<>- d ^^

the Pyrenees. The Spanish Government had no army nd
no money and could not oppose the advance of the invaders
with any vigor. The French spent six months in travt i -ing
the peninsula from north to south, meeting no serious resist-
ance. The Cortes retired from Madrid to Cadi/, before the

invaders, taking the King with them. The siege of Cadi/.
was now begun. The war was soon over with the sei/.ure
of the fort of the Trocadero and Ferdinand was back upon
hi s bsolute throne, by t f I p ported the
Holy Alliance.

There now began a period of od t A t il
acts passed by the Cort since 1820 re annulled. A
organization called t e Society f tl Ext* rminat
Angel " began a mad hunt Liberals, throwing them into
prison, shoot th m d The war of revenge knew no
bound Juntas of purihVat helped it on.
sands } were driven from the country, hundreds \sere executed
The French Government, ashamed of its protege, endiuvon

t o the savagery, but with slight I
chapter in the history of Spain.

The Holy Alliance by these triumphs in Naples, Pi. dinont, The
triumph

and Spain, showed itself the dominant force in Kumpean of the Holy

politics. The system, named after Mi-ttcrnich. ' mse Alliance.
diplomacy had built it up and beeau he stood in the vu-
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Against the decisions of the congresses we have passed in
review, one power, England, had protested, though to no
effect. England's prestige had steadily declined since the
Congress of Vienna. The three eastern powers simply filed
her protests against their intentions in their archives, paying
no further heed. England, which had driven the French
out of Spain ten years before, now saw them coming in again,
this time with ease and success. As England's influence
abroad decreased the wrath of Englishmen grew, and with
the advent of Canning to the cabinet England delivered some
swift blows in retaliation, showing that she was still a power
to be reckoned with. It was, of course, useless for her to

think of opposing the three great military monarchies by
arms. ut the contest between her and them was now

removed to a field where her authority would unquestionably
prove decisive.

Having restored the King of Spain to absolute _ - A A .-^- m 4 -" _ power,

the next wish of the Holy Alliance was to restore to Spain,
and thus to monarchy, the revolted Spanish-American colonies.
England let it be known that she would oppose any steps
having this end in view, save those of the Spaniards them-
selves, and, as she controlled the sea, her declaration virtually
was that she would keep the Holy Alliance restricted to
the continent of Europe and would prevent it from sending
ships and troops to the scene of the revolt. She sought
and received the co-operation of the United States in this
purpose, though no alliance was formed and each power
acted independently. The United States had approved the
secession of the countries to the south of her, so plainly to

her advantage and so evidently in imitation of her example.
This Government had also in 1819 virtually d Sp
to cede Florida, hitherto a Spanish possession And now
just after the close of the successful French invasion and
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in the White Hou>«', gave cinpliatic notice to the Jloly
Alliance of the attitude this country would n MUMC in case
it should endeavor to win back her colonies for Spain, should
Spain herself be unable to do so. We should consider raj
attempt on the part of these absolute monarchies of Europe
" to extend their system to any portion of this hemisphrre
as dangerous to our peace and safety," and we could not
view any interposition for the purpose of oppressing the
South American states " or controlling in any other manner,
their destiny, by any European power, in any other light
than as the manifestation of an unfriendly disposition to-
wards the United States." These suggestions from England
and the United States were sufficient to prevent the sum-*

nooning of any new congress to consider tin re-conquest of
America and thus to add new laurels to the Holy Alliance.
The doctrine of intervention had reached it- high wat r
mark as applied to the interests of reaction, had n i\ul
an emphatic defiance - a defiance made the more resounding
by the recognition shortly by England and the Unit.d States
of the independence of the South American republics. Aus-
tria, Russia, and Prussia protested against a course which
" tended to encourage that revolutionary spirit it had been
found so difficult to control in Europe." Canning proudly
said, "We have called in the New World to n dress the
balance of the Old." On the other hand, Metternich's

opinion of Canning Avas that he was a " malevolent meteor

hurled y an y Providence upon Europe
The Mettcrnich system, t ked, A\as t lu fore The

Metter-

long a series of b f in w h it never recovered, in tl nich sy
overthrow of the restored Bourbons in Fram , in the Igian 'tern

revolution of 1830, and, in a certain way, in the Greek war checked.
of independence.



CHAPTER IV

FRANCE DURING THE RESTORATION

THE REIGN OF LOUIS XVIII

The pro- No country in Europe had undergone between 1789 and
f ^ ~, 1815 so sweeping; and so vital a transformation as had
fects of the 7
French France, the birthplace of the Revolution and still the home
Revolution, of its unrealized ideals. Institutions, feelings, aspirations,

mental outlook of a kind quite new in Europe, had been
adopted by millions of Frenchmen as a new evangel. Much
had been irrevocably destroyed by the Revolution, much had
been created, much had been merely sketched. It remained

r th e teenth tury t fill in this tl The old
f m o f iety tc 1 Fr had be tomed for

t was ne and a type new to Europe, of imm
P y power, had b folded Th Id had b
one f privileged cl T new w democrat Th e
three great institutions, agencies of the privileged few, which
had long weighed down with paralyzing effect upon the mass
of Frenchmen, the monarchy, the nobility, and the church, had
been brought into subject t the people, had b wea k

d immeasurably as controlling forces in the life of mod
F France had made a passionate effort t f h

f m all rms o tocracy, temp d lesiast-
ical. France in 1815 was by far the most democratic coun-
try in Europe, in her feelings, her thoughts, her customs,
and her institutions.

These changes had, however, not been brought about by
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expense, and it was precisely because men wer. not agn I
as to the permanence of the principles and decisions of the
Revolution that the contest between the adherents of the old

and the supporters of the new was to be carried over into
the new era, and indeed still continues. The war of opinions
which began with the Revolution was not ended in 17(J-"> or

in 1815, nor has it entirely ended yet, for the reason that
not all Frenchmen have at any time been ready to accept
the present fact, the status quo, but have tried repeat, dly to
re-open the discussion, and to modify, if not to reverse, the
decision. This warfare is the warp and woof of French
history in the nineteenth century.

One thing, however, was settled at the outset. The old The

regime was not to be restored. The Hourbons recovered the r«8toration
of the

right to rule only on condition that their monarchy should be c * Bourbons

a constitutional one. The Allies who, as the phrase ran, not a
had " broug ht back the Bourbons in their bauriracre," in- restoration

ggage,
of the old

sisted on this, believing it the only means of assuring theregime.
continuance of their rule, and Louis XVIII, rather than

have a constitution forced upon him by the representatives
of the French people, granted one himself. This procedure
had the manifest ad V ant a ere for him that he did not i ppear^

t receive his t f the peop ditions imp
by them, that he did not at all recognize the revolutionary
prmcij f 1Pop r sovereignty, that he appeared to

y by right of birth, by divine right, a> had his amvst
I t plenit h powi he won I *. grant

tain p h s peop The monarchical princip
blemish Conseq , on his fir>t ret

to France in 181 I, he issued the most famous document The Co»-
"titutioiul

ted with h s name t tut Charter, which
Charter.

pended late during the Hundred was d
181 d d n f rc 18 thr. . kin.
T * \ j i i . vi rr / \ / 1 WOJ..1 f I \
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The form of By this act the King decreed that his own person should
government. mviolable, that his ministers might be impeached by the

chambers, that he alone should possess all executive power,
that he should command the army and navy, declare war,
make treaties, and appoint to all positions in the public
services; that the legislative power should be exercised by
himself and legislature consisting of two houses, a Cham-
bcr of Peers and a Chamber of Deputies ; that the king alone
should propose all laws ; that they then should be discussed
by the chambers and accepted or rejected according to their
desire, but not amended save with his consent. If he should

t propose a law desired by t mbers they might pet
tion him to do so and might suggest the provisions they >n him
w d like to see it tain but if t kin shold ject
this petition it should not be again presented during the same
session. No tax could be levied without the consent of the

chambers.

A restricted The Chamber of Peers was to be appointed by the king
suffrage. for life, or for hereditary transmission, as he might see fit.

Its sessions were to be secret. The Chamber of Deputies was
to consist of representatives chosen for a period of five years.
The suffrage was carefully restricted by an age and prop-
erty qualification. Only those who were at least thirty years
of age and paid at least three hundred francs in direct
taxes should have the right to vote for deputies, and only
those were eligible to become deputies who were forty years
of age or over and paid a direct tax of at least one thousand
francs. These provisions were very favorable to the wealthy.
Indeed, they made the chamber a plutocratic body. There
were less than 100,000 voters in France out of a population
of 29,000,000, and not more than 12,000 were eligible to
become deputies.

The Charter proclaimed the equality of all Frenchmen,
i i " 1 1 > "
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longer based on birth but on fortune. Ni-verthelcs . this
was a more liberal form of frovernment th; an s he 1

ever had under Napoleon, and was the most liberal to be
seen in Europe, outside of England. The number of vot rs
and of those eligible as deputies increased with the inrr se
of wealth. The influence of English example is apparent
in many of the provisions of the Charter.

There was another set of provisions in this document of Provisions
even greater importance than those determining the future concernin**-* J- " 

1-J1 civil

form of government, namely, that in which the civil rights rights.
of Frenchmen were narrated. These provisions show how
much of the work of the Revolution and of Napoleon the

ourbons were prepared to accept. They were intended to
reassure the people of France, who iVared to sec in the
Restoration a loss of liberties or rights which had become

most precious to them. They were thus intended to win for
the restored monarchy a popular support and a guar.-mte
of permanence it thus far lacked. It was declared that all
Frenchmen we're equal before the law, whatever their tit I
or rank, and thus the cardinal principle of the Revolution
was preserved; that all were equally eligible to civil and
military positions, that thus no clavs should monopolize
public service, as had largely been the case before the Revolu- Recognition
tion; that no one should be arrested or prosecuted save 

of the

work of the

by due process of law, that t us t v f arbitrary Revolution.
imprisonment w; > not to return; that . re 1 I) 111
plete religious f 0111 ts, though 1 Cathol* t

icism was declared to be the religion of the state; that t!
press sho u I b e f .. while conforming1 to tlir laws hichn

""

y t buses of that brrty a rase
piciously t 1 who had purchased the con-

fiscated property of the crown, the church, and the 1.
during the Revolution were assured that their titl re

T 1 i _I . t II «Wl I I 41 I-
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a social title carrying with it no privileges and no exemp-
tions from taxation or the other burdens of the state.1

Such were the concessions that Louis XVIII was willing
to make to the spirit of the times and the demands of the
people. They constituted an open recognition of the fact
that the France of 1815 was not to be a restoration of tl

France of 1789. Certain phrases of the Charter g se
but they were mainly those of the pre* mble in which the 1
1 ored to maintain the claim of the divine right of monarchy

d t t h t tli d precedents. Th
phrases were far-fetched and curiously archaic, but the f

mained that t ll it tat th C ter granted
France a larger port f f-government than it had
enjoyed before, except during a brief period in the Revolu-
tion. And it put the Bourbon monarchy on record as
recognizing the principal results of the democratic evolution
of society. The Restoration started out by accepting the
centralized administrative system, the great law codes, the
concordat, and the nobility of Napoleon, and the social or-
ganization created by the Revolution.

The political condition of France after 1815 was exceed-
ingly troubled. The nation was divided into several parties
whose animosity toward each other had only been embittered

Louis by the Hundred Days. Louis XVIII, restored for a second
XVIII, time by the victorious enemies of France, was eminently quali-1755-1824

fied to calm the seething passions of his countrymen and lead
them in the necessary work of recuperation. He was natu-
rally a man of moderate opinions. A thorough believer in
the divine right of monarchs and asserting the belief with
fervor, he was, however, too clear-sighted to think that mon-
archy of the type historic in France could be restored. He
saw as clearly as any one in the realm the greatness of the

that, h,ld latfprlv flPPn n T?ra nnf> art r\ fliof
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his very throne would be imperiled if lie atlunph-d to un< >
any of the important work of the Revolution. II willingly
granted a constitution to his people, sharing with them the
power which his ancestors had wielded alone. He preferred
to rule as a constitutional king than not to rule at all.
He had known the bitterness of the exile's life too well to

desire to be compelled to "resume his travels" owing to
any illiberal conduct on his part. The throne was for him
only the " softest of chairs." Cold-blooded, skeptical, free
from illusions, free from the passion of revenge, indolent by
nature, he desired to avoid conflicts and to enjoy his power
in peace. His policy, which from the beginning he at-
tempted to carry out, was expressed by himself a few years
later in these words: " The system which I have adopted

. . is based on the maxim that it will never do to be

the king of two peoples, and to the ultimate fusion of tlies
for their distinction is only too real-all the efforts of my
government are directed."

The personality of the King seemed, therefore, admirably The
adapted for the problem that confronted France in 181">. c difficultiesof his

ut there were difficulties in the situation that foreboded situation.
trouble. Louis XVIII had been restored by foreign armies.
His presence on the throne was a constant reminder of the
humiliation of France. Moreover, his strength lay not in
himself but in the historic role of his house, in immemorial

prescription, and the power of mere custom over the French
mind had been greatly lessened durin (T th. |st t wi ut v -
five ears. ut a more serious feature was his environ-

t Th t was now com d of e n - ho hail

nffered g robbedy f t R d b
f their property, d from the count rv, wl d seen

y of their relatives executed by It i- but
1 that th hould have come back full of h !

i_ " i
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Louis XVIII. More eager to restore the former glory of
the crown, the former rank of the nobility and the clergy,
more bitter toward the new ideas than the King himself,

The Ultras, they were the Ultra-royalists, or Ultras-men more royalist
than the King, as they claimed. They saw in the Revolution
only robbery and sacrilege and gross injustice to them-
selves. They bitterly assailed Louis XVIII for granting the
Charter, a dangerous concession to the Revolution, and they
secretly wished to abolish it, meanwhile desiring to nullify
its liberal provisions as far as possible. They constituted the
party of the Right. Their leader was the Count of Artois,
brother of Louis XVIII, who, the King being childless, stood
next in line of succession. These men, not very numerous,
but very clamorous, formed the natural entourage of the
mona rch. The matter of most pressing importance to
France was what power of resistance the King would show
to this resolute and revengeful band. Would he in the end
give way to them or would he be able to control them?

The other parties in France in 1815 were shortly differen-
tiated. There was the party of the Left. This was not so
much a coherent group as a conglomeration of the disaffected.
It included those who believed in a republic, who, however,
were for some time so few as to be a negligible quantity. It
also included the adherents of Napoleon. This class was
numerous and composed chiefly of old soldiers who saw them-
selves, the glory of the Napoleonic state, now degraded, put
on half-pay, thrown into the background. These radical
and discontented elements were opposed to the very existence
of the Bourbon monarchy. But they were hopelessly dis-
credited by the abuses and the failures of both the Republic
and the Empire.

The Center There were two other parties, called the Right Center
parties. an(j the Left Center. They comprised the body of moderate
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convinced supporters of the constitutional regime, luit they
differed from each other in their interpretation of what the
Charter should mean. The Right Center accept ""(! it i>
a finality, to be carried out honestly and to the letter. The
Left Center believed in its honest execution, but also be-

lieved that, while the Charter should be thus observed, men

should work for its further expansion, that as the years
went by larger constitutional liberty should be accord* i
to the people. The Charter was for them not a finality
but a stepping-stone. But further progress should be at-
tempted only slowly and after full reflection. Of these four
parties, two were distinctly unconstitutional-the Ultras and
the Radicals or Left T former, professing a moment
li I to the Charter, were resolved to alter it
possible in fundamental and comprehensive waj s. Th >
in principle opposed to a written constitution. They v d
to restore the absolute authority of the king and the f
privileged positions o f del 1 and T Chart
stood bluntly in the Consequently, however much th-;.
might dissemble, they favored its ultimate ahrogat Tl
H favored its destruct t pposite re

that the Repub or t Km} tlK t

Revolut m de triumphant once inon Tl t d.l
parties were the friend f t new reinmc.

Th The Whitet f th first .-Mi- med to show t great
Terror.

power of the Ultras. Reaction set in fast and furiously in
1815. There occurred a series of outrages that have come
down in history as the White Terror, in contradistinction
to the Red Terror of the Revolution. Immedlal l.v aft»r

the battle of Waterloo rioting broke out in Mar-eill. s 1 1
by Royalists, and resulting in much plundering and many
murders. The movement spread to other depart mmN m the
south. Religious motives were added to the politi< d, as the

Al-- - 1 . . i , I ,
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flag of t bons was disgraced by these atrocit com
tted by Royalist Government was in no sense

f them, but it was criminally negligent in not trying
to repress t

With the meeting of the first legislative chambers thi) s
campaign or revenge and reaction became systematic and f
frenzied. The Chamber of Deputies was overwhelmingly
Ultra-royalist, elected, as it had been, amid the terror
and demoralization of the crashing Empire. It demanded
satisfaction for the treachery of the Hundred Days. As
a result Marshal Ney, " the bravest of the brave," and other
distinguished French soldiers, wyere condemned to death and
shot-an everlasting disgrace to the Bourbon monarchy.
The Chamber demanded repressive measures of various kinds
from the King and got them. It demanded still more violent
ones which the Kino1 would not concede. The dissension

between the Moderate Royalists, represented by the King,
the ministry, and the Chamber of Peers, on the one hand, and
the Ultras, represented by the Count of Artois and the
Chamber of Deputies on the other, soon reached a climax.
The King himself said bitterly, " If these gentlemen had
full liberty, they would end by purging even me." The
representatives of the foreign governments intervened to
say that so unreasonable a reaction must cease, in the in-
terest of the stability of the Bourbon monarchy and of the
peace of Europe. They feared that the revolutionary ele-
ments of France would break out again, stung by such in-
sane legislation. The Ultras even went so far as to reject
the budget, a blazing indiscretion, as it offended all who
were financially interested in France, foreigners and French-

Louis men. The King now took a decisive step, prorogued the
XVIII Chamber, and then dissolved it. He then appealed to the
checks the

people to return a moderate Chamber. The aDneal was



THIS WORK OF RECONSTRUCTION

d t h f i r s t ' nsis in parliamentary g<m-rnm
but the temp f th Ult had been .shown th th
vividness of Ugh tiling. F had had P warn
ing of dang t would lie in the triumph of that
party.

From 1816 to 1820 the Government of France u ahl« A period of
to advance along more liberal lines. The two chief mini-h-i">, m<>derate^""^ * « » " * "

liberalism.
Richelieu and Decazes, both convinced adherents of the Hour-

ban monarchy, were men who saw the utter folly of attempts
at reaction such as those just witnessed and who believed
that the pressing needs of France were very different from
those of a faction bent on revenge. The two Center> now-
controlled Parliament, and for several years worked in har-
mony with the King.

They accomplished much for the rehabilitation of France.
In 1815, it will be recalled, the Allies had imposed a lar; war
indemnity on France, and had insisted that she support an
army of occupation of 150,000 in eighteen fortn --es of the
northern and eastern departments for a minimum of three,
a maximum of fi ve, years This was a great financial burden
and a greater humiliation. The liberation of the soil of the The libera-

tion of the
foreign armies was a task which the King and the mini>trv territory

had very much at heart. To effect this the people had to
make great sacrifices, for before it could be accomplished
the national credit must be re-established and to effect this

Frenchmen must pay higher taxes. This tiny did, and
France proceeded to pay off the immense war indemnity
more rapidly that the powers that had imposed it h;>d ex-
pected would be posMhle. By 1817 the Allies agreed to
withdraw thirty thousand of their troop>, and at the Con-
gress of Aix-la-Chapelle in 1818 they agreed to withdraw
the remainder before the close of that year. Thus the out-
ward evidence of the appalling national humiliation w is
moved. "I can die at neacc." said Louis XVIII, " since I
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mistress in her own house. The foreign ambassadors ceased
their weekly meetings in Paris, designed for the drafting of
advice to be given to the French Government. The foreign
tutelage was over.

Reorgani- The reorganization of the army was undertaken at this
zation of time. The military power of France had been sadly shattered
the army.

in the general downfall of the Napoleonic system. The army
was reduced to a few corps kept up by voluntary enlistment.
Now that the foreign troops were to be withdrawn and France
was to resume her full place in international affairs it was

y i t an army that should command respect.
Th difficult t w A larg my
could not be raised by volunteering. And yet forced military
service had become, under Napoleon, so hateful a burden that
it had been expressly forbidden in the Charter. A corn-
bination of the two methods lay at the basis of the new law.
Voluntary enlistments were still to furnish the bulk of the
army If these should not be sufficient recourse should be had
to compulsion to complete the corps. All young men of
twenty years of age should draw lots. The " bad numbers "
alone would be forced to serve for six years. Forty thousand

might thus these two processes be enrolled every year
Having served in the active army six years, they should pass
into the reserve army for six years more. This reserve
should be used only in defense of the soil of France, should
not be ordered out of the country. It was estimated that
thus there would be an army of 240,000 men on a peace

footing. Promotion was to be for service and merit and
was to be equally open to all. The bill was violently opposed
bv the Ultras for the reason that it destroyed all hope of
the nobility monopolizing the positions in the army. Their mT *
chances were simply the same as those of other men. The
bill became law in 1818. Thus the basis of the military in-
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On two other subjects this modi-rate mini>trv of Kirln- The
lieu carried important legislation, the electoral >v-tem and th« 

electoral

"yitem.
liberty of the pn s. ( mcerning both matters the Chart, r
had merely laid down general principl. s, having the manner
in which they should be applied to be d" \> nnin- ! by the
legislature in special laws. A liberty so large enabled the
legislature to determine the real character, the rang' , and
effect of two fundamental privileges, and as the different
parties soon saw that by framing the laws in this wn r
in that, they could further their own interests, both matters
became the subject of passionate contention in parliament
all through the period of the Restoration, and la us very
dissimilar in character and in effect were passed as first
one party, then another, gained ascendency in the state.
Moderates and Ultras differed on these questions as on
others.

Concerning the electoral system, the ideas of the Mod-
erates were shown in the law of 1817, passed by the Hiclie! u-
Deca/es ministry. The Charter merely state d the qualifica-
tions required of voters and of deputies. The manner in
which the voters should elect the deputies was not defined.
The law of 1817 established the system of the so-called ; n-
cral ticket (xcrutin ilc listc) ; that is, the voters of each de-
partment should meet in the chief town of the department,
and there elect all the deputies to which the department was
entitled. This system favored the Modi-rates and Liberals-
who belonged generally to the bourgeoisie, to the industrial
and trading classes, largely an urban population, whereas
the country gentlemen, the landed proprietors and their
tenants, living in the country, were chiefly Ultras, members
or adherents of the aristocracy of the old regime. Many
of these found it difficult or expensive or annoying to make
the trip to the chief town of the department, where alon

nn o PC Thus the law, which remained
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The press There was passed 1819 press law, much more liberal
law of 18:

that of the Napoleonic period, which had in the m
bee d over t th first ars f t Restorat

Th hip was bolished d P cases w h
forth to be tried before j But under t ystem

papers were a luxu] "y, enjoyed only by the rich and well
to-d o, as they were not Id by e gle copy but lyt
subscribers at a high price, and in addition there was a i t mp
tax on each copy of two cents, and a postage duty of one
cent. Moreover, while freedom in establishing newspapers
was guaranteed, as a matter cf fact only the well-to-do could
establish them, owing to the large preliminary deposit re-
quired of their proprietors, which was to serve as a guaranty
fund for the payment of fines that might be inflicted as a
result of damage suits."

Activity of But this body of liberal legislation rested upon an insecure
the Ultras. basis, the favor of the King, and the coherence of the great

mass of moderate men, the Centers. The Ultras did not re-

linquish their activity and were alert to seize upon every
incident that might discredit the party in power. Nor had
they long to wait. Events shortly occurred that aroused
misgivings among the most timid of the Moderates, tending*

to drive them over to the Ultras, events, too, that shook the

firmness of the King. According to the Charter there was
to be a partial renewal of the Chamber of Deputies each year,
one-fifth of that body passing out, and their places being
filled by new elections. These elections showed a distinct
trend in favor of the Radical party, or party of the Left.
At the first renewal in 1817, twenty-five " independents " of
the Left were returned; in 1818 the result was similar, the

Left increasing to forty-five. Among them were Lafayette
and Manuel, both prominent figures in the Revolution.
Now the principles of the Left were not only liberal, but were

-r » " * . 1
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The elections in 1819 added greatly to the Crowing Left - Election of
it numbering now ninety out of a total of Hut Grigoircmore

damaging than the number was the character of * me of

the members chosen, particularly of Gn'goire. (ii
had played a prominent role in the Revolution, having been
a member of the Constituent Assembly and of the Conven-
tion. He had aided in the overthrow of the Roman Catholic

Church. He had shown himself a fervid republican. A
remark of his that kings are in the moral world what
monsters are in the physical had had an immense notoriety,
and was not yet forgotten. lie was not a regicide, as he was
absent from Paris at the time of the trial of Louis XVI,

but he was, owing to his utterances, commonly considered
one. No man was more odious to the Ultras and his election

to th e Chamber outraged their deepest feelings. Some of
them had themselves helped bring about his election, believ-
ing that the triumph of so notable a revolutionary would
help them in upsetting the mild policy of the ministry
and bring about the longed-for reaction. In this they wer
largely right, as this election aroused consternation in the
ranks of those who had hitherto been moderate, and drove

many t the nip f t ie Ult T e hicf t
Decazes, (Rich having previously gned), w on

d that some change must be made in the policy of t
Government Th Ult r ged against this k% regie-id
priest,' declared that either h ist yield to the dynasty
or the dynasty to him, and a tormy session and amid
shouts f " Long live tl e K m. * roted his exclusion fto

the Chamb t h h had b ti chosen. T freedom

of elections thus grossly violated, as well as the p
of the Cha: t t the past should be f

t an t r more d t t Mod 1 t now Murder of

occurred-the murder of the Duke of Herry The Duk.- thc Dukc of
Berry.
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ing of February 13, 1820, as he was helping his wife into
a carriage at the door of the Opera, he was violently
attacked by a man, named Louvel, who plunged a dagger
into his breast. The Duke died in the opera house at five
o'clock, surrounded by the royal family, and demanding
pardon for the murderer. The murderer desired to cut off
the Bourbon line, which he thought he could do as the Duke
had no children. His act was his own; he had no accomplices.

ut the Royalists at once asserted that the Liberal party was
responsible and that anarchy was the natural result of the
policy of liberalism. Their opposition was directed against
the ministry under Decazes, whom they succeeded in forcing
to resign. At his resignation Louis XVIII is said to have

marked, " It over with m meaning t from t
time on his policy of reconciliation was over, that the party
headed by the Count of Artois wo ld trol T was
virtually to be the case. In 1820 began the great royalist
reaction, started in 1815, suspended from 1816 to 1820,
when the more moderate policies prevailed, and destined now
to last with but a single slight interruption until 1830, when
it culminated in a new revolution.

Electoral The Right, now in control, proceeded to undo much of the
law of

1820. work of the preceding ministries. th tor 1 f
1820 that of 1817 was rescinded, and ystem brought
into existence. The Chamber of Deputies was enlarged
from 258 members to 430, an increase of 172. The electors

of deputies were no longer to meet together in the chief
town of the department and vote for all the deputies from
that department, but were to be divided into as many groups
or colleges as there were arrondissements or districts in the
department. Each voter was therefore to vote for one deputy
only, the one from his district. Thus the principle of single-
member constituencies was adopted. This arrangement
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town, but. enabled to vote at plan nearer honir, would come

to the polls in larger numbers. In this way °,53 memb rs
were to be chosen. The other 172 were to b elect d in a

special manner. At the chief town of each department \v re
to meet one-fourth of the voters, those who paid the heaviest
taxes, and they were to choose the additional 17^. This
method, of course, greatly augmented the power of the rich.
It thus happened that about twelve thousand voter-* had the
right to vote twice, once in the district and once in the de
partment college, and similarly were twice reprt nted - by
the deputies chosen in both ways, in both of which elections
they participated. Hence this electoral law of 1 -" .!() was called
the law of the double vote. Moreover, the pr ^ident of each The double
electoral college was to be chosen by the central government yote
and the voters must write out their ballots in his

and hand them to him unfolded - an excellent device for

b th Government t b pr< p them in
vor of it s tes. T b was «y ti>tcd in
e Cliamlx d itsid Tl debate was 1 and im-r>

passioned, participated in by over a hundred and tv\-nty
membcrs. T princip f t 1 w, the double vote, was

lopted only by a majority of fi Hailed with i nthusiaMii
by t Ult t assu tli tendency. I5y 18:: I- th

P e ts, or K be red o sevi-n.
I ral press f 1819 went the same wav ft Thc censor

ship re-
f existence of ten mont It was ded 1 ce stored.

was restored. No journal could be founded without
the Government's consent, no single issue could appear with-
out the censor's permission, the Government might Rispend
its publication for six months, and even under c.-rtain con-
ditions suppn s it (18^0). This control, which would ap-
pear sufficient, was strengthened two years later by an
additional law which enabled the Government to suppn

i -.. 1 m ~\ w~\ »^ itn infrur-
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f elections d of tli e or ns f P and agitation, th
Ultras pushed confidently forward, and their fut ppeared

d by the birth f a st ni son f t Duk f

French Berry. They d the King t sen an my t Spinvasion of
to restore Ferdinand VII to an absolute throne in the interests

Spain.

of the Holy Alliance (1823). They thus hoped to throw
military glamor over the restored House of Bourbon, to
fface by dazzling ploit t mfort memory o f

those perf d by Napol Flushed with an easy vict
in Spain, the Ult re med the p )hcy < f political and

ous t t home with great enth m
Triumph of Thinking that a new elect f the Chamber of Deput
the Ultras.

d during the war fever would result hemingly in it
the Villele ministry (1822-1.828) c d th dsting

Chamb t be dissolved d new :lect t b dered.

They were held in February 1824, and resulted as desired
in a sweeping triumph of the Ultras. Of the 430 deputies
elected only fifteen were Liberals. This triumph had been
achieved only by the grossest abuse of power on the part of
the Government, which stopped at nothing to gain its ends.
It even went so far as to relieve many prominent Liberals of
taxes, so that they could not meet the tax qualification for
voters or for membership in the Chamber.

A law was now passed decreeing that the new Chamber
should last seven years, to be entirely reconstructed at the
end of that time. This was an arbitrary change in the
Charter.

The reactionary party, now overwhelmingly in the major-
ity in the Chamber, and declaring that that Chamber should
not be altered for seven years, thus lengthening the term
and suppressing the annual partial renewal, considered that
it could safely advance to the realization of its most cherished
plans, too long held in abeyance. Their project was helped
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CHARACTER OF CHARLKS X

of his brother for several years. His accession, however,
would necessarily give it additional impetus. He needed
only six years thoroughly to uproot the elder branch of the
House of Hourbon.

THE REIGN OF CHARLES X

The characteristics of the new King were well known. II- Charlct X.
was the convinced leader of the reactionaries in France from 1757'1836-

1814 to 1830. He had been the constant and bitter oppo-
nent of his brother's liberalism, and had finally seen that
liberalism forced to yield to the growing strength of the
party which he led. He was not likely to abandon lifelong
principles at the age of sixty-seven, and at the moment
when he seemed about to be able to put them into force.
Louis XVIII had made an honest effort to reconcile the two

s oc i a 1 regimes and systems into which Frenchmen were di-
vided the old pre-revolutionary regime and the new re ime,
the product of the Revolution, the old nobility and the
modern middle class with its principle of equality before
the h iw. The nobility had returned from abroad unchan: -d,
with ideas of feudal privileges, with the determination to
restore as much as possible of the old power of the landed
aristocracy and of the church, faithful support of the
monarchy by divine right. The policy of reconciliation had
been badly shattered during the closing wars of Louis J "/

XVIII's regn. With the accession of Charles X it was Policy of
entirely abandoned, and that of restoration vigorously at-

King.
tempted. Not that this was proclaimed from the housetop^.
Charles rather at first attempted to reassure the somewhat
perturbed mind of the nation. He announced his firm in-
tention to support the Charter, and dec-land that a 11
Frenchnu1 n were, n his eyes, equal. He liberated political
prisoners and won great applause by abolishing the censor-

1 L
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medieval mum that mpressed most unpleasantly a
p at had r a generat b living n th
t ties of e mod pirit It d th t
ncre dib e height f bsurdity to see t King ted on

parts of person with sacred oil, p
d. it was rted, and dating from t t o f C

Nor could France, in the modern scientific atmosphere,
gravely believe, as it was asked to, in the power of the king's
touch. Beranger's witty poem on Charles the Simple was
on everybody's lips.

The nobles But the legislation now brought forward by the King, and
indemnified

largely enacted, showed the belated political and social ideasfor property
confiscated t Government. It was first p d t grant nine
during the dred and eighty-eight million francs to the nobility
Revolution. land d b fiscated d the Revolut an d d

as " national property " to private individuals. The Charter
explicitly assured the purchasers of this land that they
should not be molested in their possession. But the courtiers,
despite this assurance, were demanding the restoration of
their estates to themselves. The King expressed the belief
that by this act the last wounds of the Revolution would be
closed. The emigres should not receive their lands, but they
should receive a money indemnification.

The debates on this proposal were heated. Many of the
Ultra-royalists criticised it, saying that the sum proposed
was entirely insufficient. Many rejected the very idea of
indemnification, but demanded that the " stolen goods "
themselves be given back. That there was an article in the
Charter preventing this they did not consider a legitimate
obstacle.

The Opposition, however, did not lack arguments. Had the
descendants of those whose property had been seized after the

f th "FVUrt. nf Nnntps pvpr boon indemn ified?
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COMPENSATION OF THK KMKJHKS

had to flee from France to save their lives, hut many of

these emigres who were now to help -them Ives out of the

puhlic treasury had fled voluntarily in order to bring about
an invasion of France by foreigners, and, when that invasion
had occurred, had themselves joined it and borne arms against
France. Confiscation of property was a very proper pun-
ishment for such persons. Again, those who had remain 1
at home and defended the fatherland had suffered as much

as those who had emigrated and then invaded it. Further-
more, this measure would aid only the landed proprietors,
but many fortunes, based upon personal property, had like-
wise been destroyed by the Revolution.

The bill passed (1825) and became law, though the Op-
position in the Chamber of Deputies was larger than had
been expected. Charles called it " an act of justice." It
was perhaps wise in the sense that all purchasers of nation d
domains, who, despite the assurance of the Charter, were
constantly threatened, were henceforth safe. The value of
these properties immediately rose in the market. Hut while
the act pleased the emigres and satisfied the purchasers of
their domains, it offended the great mass of Frenchmen.

The manner in which the transaction w > to be carried into Method of
effect was as follows: the sum involved was estimated at about

indemnity.
b the fi (lit f he state did

permit the outright payment of >o im i capital; it
d I d. t "e t t t pit hut the intc t

year. This, it was estimated, would increa-e the annual
" penditures of the state by about thirty m rhi> sum

procured by the conversion of the existing debt oi 1*
from a five p t. to a three p t. hasi>. t IV
bout 8.000.000 francs in interest I. . I- thi \

tl demnifi of the emigre- WOllld hr ell' d it
taxes. But this new act offend.-d the

w\
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two-fift Th he monarchy made f a powerfi
clas s capitalists, particularly th b s of Parii
M y was tak from Pet pay P 1 Th 5 strengt
of th s class, which felt itself outrageously defrauded, w
to be "1830 to the great discomfiture of the Bourb
monarchy.

The law Another law that cast discredit upon this reig d helped
against

sacrilege dermine it with the great ass f F was th
law against sacrilege. By this act burglaries committed
e lesiast building d the prof t o f h vessels

d t ditions, made punishable with deat
This barbaric 1 as matt o f fact f d

but it b triking wit t the temper of the party
power d h ever since been a mark of sha P
Bourb arc It Iped t we en the hold f th
Bourb s on F It ted a feeling of itens
bitter m g th midd d wer 1 of socie

which were still largely dominated by the rationalism of the
Clerical eighteenth century. They began to fear the clerical re-
reaction action more even than the political and social. The re-

newed missionary zeal of the church, the denunciation by
Catholic bishops of civil marriage as concubinage, the open
and great activity of the Jesuits, a society that had been
declared illegal in France, all indicated the growing influence
of the clergy in the state, an impression not decreased when,
in 1826, the Papal Jubilee was celebrated with great elab-
orateness, and Frenchmen saw the King himself, clad in the

violet robe of a prelate and accompanied by the court,
walking in a religious procession through the streets
of Paris. The university was under the control of the
local bishop, who kept watch over professors whose opinions
were denounced as dangerous, and who suspended many of
their courses, as, for instance, those of Cousin and Guizot.
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PROPOSED LAW OF INIiriUTANCl 87

Criticism of the evident policy of the (iovernment was Attempt to
becoming general and ominous. But the ministry proo-edi-d Te'C8tabli8h
with its plans with unusual fatuousness. It now attacked 

the prin-
ciple of

what was regarded as one of the most precious acquisitions primo-
of the Revolution, the right to an equal division of an in-
heritance among all the heirs. The ministry brought for-
ward a proposal, quite modest in its scope, to re-establish
the principle of primogeniture. The Civil Code provided
that in case the deceased died without leaving a will, his
real estate should be apportioned equally among his heirs;I

and this equal division was to be made of most of his property
in land, even if he did leave a will. He was given lihert
freely to dispose by will of only a portion larger or smaller,
according to the number of children.

The proposal now made was that this disposable part, whicl i
a man might will to his eldest son if he chose, should go to
him likewise, if there were no will, as a legal advantage over
the other children. This was to be the law only for those
who paid three hundred francs in direct taxi-. As matter
of fact this law would affect probably not more than eight \
thousand families out of six million. Furthermore, the

father was in no way forced to constitute this preference
for his eldest son, since he was left full liberty of testa-

mentary disposition. Yet the mere suggestion threw the
country into commotion. e prevailing thought was ail ex-
pressed by the Duke of Broglie, who said: & MM " 1 1 hi s is no

; i w. It is a manifesto against existing society. It is a
forerunner of twenty other laws which, if your wisdom does
not prevent it, will break in upon us and will leav. no
rest to the society of France, hich has been the growth
of the last forty years." The proposition was defeated in
the Chamber of Peers. For several nights the streets of
Paris were illuminated in gratitude for this escape from
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m to the press law more st t Charles X had ig since re-
destroy the
freedom of gretted h t in bolishing th A bill was
the press. now proposed which d an mazing mesh d th e

printing p f F ping was it char
acter, giving the Government a practically unlimited con-
trol of all publications, both periodical, like the daily pap

d period that it d immediately a m
b pposit It was denounced as barbaric by Chat

briand, the foremost m f letters in F Printing
d Casimir-P uppressed in F e to th e d
tage of Belgium." Th gaged ii th 3 bu: as

well as th prominent t id memb f th French
Acad 5 protested th gor. Tl b passed th
Chamber of Deputies, but m the Chamber of P s PP

t so t d ped t the ministry deemed it wise
thd th measure before it m a t P

was illuminated in honor of this escape. The provinces
imitated the capital. These outbursts of joy were occa-
sioned not only by the withdrawal of the press law. The
people were already celebrating the fall of the hated Villele
ministry, which was felt to be imminent.

Disband- The mistakes of this ministry, however, were not yet over.
ment of the

National A few days after the withdrawal of this press bill the Na-
Guard. tional Guard was reviewed by the King. The King was

personally received with much warmth, but cries of " Long
live the Charter," " Down with the Ministers, down with the

Jesuits," were heard from the troops. Villele at once de-
manded that these troops be disbanded. The King consented
and it was done. This was a mistake for two reasons: be-

cause it offended the bourgeoisie of Paris, thus far opposed
to the ministry but loyal to the King, and because the men
were permitted to retain their arms, of which three years
later they were to make effective HSP.
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THE MAKTIGNAC MINISTin

The chief resistance the ministry had <"nconntrn d had come Attempt to
from the Chamber of Peers, which had favored a mod. rate 8tamP out

the opposi-
policy. Villele thought to overcome this by parking that tion in Par

chamber with men who would support the ministry through liament.
thick and thin. Consequently seventy-six new pt-rs were
created, enough, it was thought, to enable the ministry to
control that body thenceforth. Hut it was also clear that
the opposition was growing in the Chamber of Deputii > too.
Although the ministry was able to get its measure through
that chamber, its majority was gradually becoming smaller.
Villele therefore decided to dissolve the Chamber, although
it had yet four years to run. He expected by manipulation
of the election to get an assembly in its plan- overwhelmingly
in favor of the ministry. Thus, with the press shackled,
and the Chamber of Peers and Chamber of Deputies con-
trolled, the ministry could retrieve the rebuffs it had recently
experienced and carry out its policy in all its vigor.

Never did a minister make a greater mistake. The min-
istry was overwhelmingly defeated in the elections. Its sup-
porters numbered only 170; the combined opposing elements
counted 250. Villele retired from office.

The Martienac ministry now came in in January 1 S&S. The
TL u i -*.u » Martigrnac

The difficulties in its way were numerous. It had neither t . fministry.

the favor of the King, nor the hearty support of the
Chambers. Charles X told the new ministers, " Villeli 's pol-

v mine, and I hope y dravor to carry it
as best you can." Marticrnac, 1 m 1 no s t
tempt, but strove rather to carry out a liberal policy
hat k that of th j years 1816-20. The prof "

(iuizot, V courses \ had - ppcd. were

ted. A somewhat more liberal p as carried.
bolishing censorship ..am 1 t IF f trm nr\ A

d tional law was enacted directed against the .1 a d
IP mnrp liberal religious i-lrment. H
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ted the lib f the ministry C les believed
1 had the i ght t h th minist t t him
whether they pleased the Chamber or not. " I would rather
saw wood," he said, " than be a king of the English type."

The With the fall of the Martignac ministry in 1829 fell also
Polignac

ministry. the last attempt made under the rule of the Bourbon Legiti-
mists to fuse old and new France, to reconcile monarchy and
constitutional freedom. The announcement of the new min-

isters was received with great popular indignation. The
chief minister was Polignac, son of the Countess of Poli-
gnac, the friend of Marie Antoinette. Polignac had been
one of the leaders of the emigres at the outbreak of the
Revolution, had joined in the Cadoudal conspiracy against
Napoleon, had been sentenced to death, but had escaped with
simply imprisonment, owing to the intervention of Josephine.
In 1815 he had protested against the Charter, and had long
refused to take the oath to support it. He had for years
been very closely identified with Charles X, and had favored
the most extreme laws proposed by him. Other ministers
were Bourmont in the War Office, a man who was commonly
supposed to have been a traitor to Napoleon, consequently
to France, in 1815, and Labourdonnaye, Minister of the
Interior, connected in the popular mind with the White Terror
of 1815. Even Metternich, who could ordinarily view a

policy f t th fortitud dered tin dvent
f such a ministry a matter of consid e gravity 14 The
:hange in the ministry is of the first importance," he wrot
u All the new minist are P r yalist E rything
about t pisod eans t kit Tl feeling,
that the PP tment of this ministry was virtually a d
tion of t the bitter end against the modern socie f
France, was despread, d was a d by 1 part
Journal rnais w h loyalty t th ou b monarchy w un-
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CONFLICT BETWEEN KING AND CIIAMBKU

dangers which they felt Sock-ties \ re form Widespread
Old t like t Carbonari enewed t tivil \ . oppo*ition

began to s t t li f H-mrb d a con-

stitution were two incompatible term>. A faction was organ-
ized to prepare the way to the throne of the Duke of
Orleans. Men began to study those chapter* of KnglUh
history which told how one prince could be put a^ide for
another more to the likin of the nation. The groups op-
posed to the new ministry differed widely from each other
in belief and purpose, Orleanists, Bonapartists, Republicans ;
but they were temporarily united in a common opposition.
Indignation at the appointment of such a ministry was hot! i
widespread and deep, and became all the more vehement when
Polignac declared his object to be " to reorganize society,
to restore to the clergy its former preponderance in the
state, to create a powerful aristocracy and to surround it
with privileges."

For the time being, however, the ministry remained in- Conflict
between

active, apparently amazed and checked the remarkableCharles X

ebullition of hostile feeling its appointment had called forth and the
with the meeting of the Chambers. Early in March 1830 Chamber of
began a conflict which, short and sharp, ended in the over-
throw and exile of Charles X. The King opened the sessit n
with a speech which clearly revealed his irritation at the
Opposition, and his emphatic intuition to support the min-
istry. The Chamber of Deputies, not at all intimidal 1,
replied by an Address to the King, passed by a vote of
to 181, which was virtually a demand for the dismissal of
the unpopular ministry, that thus " constitutional harmony "
might be restored. The King replied by hiring that " In-
decisions were unchangeable," and by di-"lving the Chamber,
hoping by means of new elections to secure one subservient
to his will. But the people thought othenrw The el -

, I * * 4 * h «* 4* ft\ Iv hi i -
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99 were returned. The total Opposition was increased from
to 270. The ministry could count on less than 150

votes in the new Chamber. The voters had spoken decisively.
This Liberal majority was not opposed to the monarchy.

Had the King been willing to make some concessions, had he
dismissed the ministry, the majority of the Opposition would
have been satisfied. Charles X was urged to take this course
by the most absolute of rulers, the Emperor Alexander, and
by the most absolute of ministers, Metternich. Polignac was
willing to go. But Charles had so conspicuously identified
himself with his minister that yielding on that point seemed
to him like abdicating. His own brother, Louis XVI, had
come to a tragic end, he said, because he had made conces-
sions. The ministry remained.

The Charles was unconquerably stubborn. Other methods of
ordinances

of July. gaining his ends having failed, he now determined upon
coercion. He resolved to issue a series of ordinances to meet

the demands of the situation. The ordinances consequently
appeared in the Moniteur, the official organ, July 26, 1830.
They were four in number. The first suspended the liberty
of the press. For the publication of any periodical a pre-
liminary authorization of the Government was thenceforth to
be required. This authorization must be renewed every three
months and might be revoked at any moment. Thus the edi-
tors of France could not lawfully publish another issue without
obtaining the permission of the Government. This, it was
supposed, would effectually silence the opposition press. The
second ordinance dissolved the Chamber of Deputies, just
elected and overwhelmingly against the ministry, before that
Chamber had ever met. This was to sport with the voters'
rights to choose the deputies whom they desired. The reason
assigned for this step was that during the late elections
methods had been used " to deceive and mislead the
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THE JULY ORDINANCES

one-fifth renewable each year. The property qualifi ilion
for the suff'rage was so manipulated as practically to ex-
clude the rich bourgeoisie, merchants, and manufacturers,
liberals and partisans of the new regime born of the K<solu-
tion, and to lodge political power almost entirely in th«
hands of the class of great landed proprietor-, chit fly mem-
bers of the nobility of the old regime. The electorate \ is
hereby reduced by about three-fourths. Instead of about
100,000 voters there were now to be about 25,000. The
fourth ordinance ordered new elections and fixed the date for

the meeting of the new Chamber of Deputies that would
emerge from those elections.

The King had persuaded himself that in issuin these ordi- Charles X'§
* 4> "_ J_L A

nances he was acting not against the Charter but in con- ln erp" a

tion of the

formity with it. He based his right upon an interpretation charter.
of Article 14, which gave him the power to make " t e
necessary regulations and ordinances for the execution of
the laws and the safety of the state." He held that the king
alone had the right to interpret the Charter, as the king
alone had granted it. His interpretation was monstrous
and his application of it pure absolutism, since, if the ordi-
nances were legal, the most carefully safeguarded clau>»
of the Charter could be made null and void by the monarch'-
act. Needless to say, the Charter did not give the king
the right to alter or abolish the fundamental provisions of
the Charter. If so the French people would enjoy their
liberties simply at the humor of the monarch. Not to have
opposed these ordinances would have been to acquiesce quietly
in the transformation of the French government into
the absolute monarchy of the time of Louis XIV. If il
French cared for the liberties they enjoyed, they could not
permit this action of the King to stand. They mu-t repc
the assault upon their political system to whatever extent
mirrVif Ko natooco r-tr fr\r* f)ir» flrcf on/1 fliirrl nr/1 innnfv > U'rlV
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The King's that th d b no ti bl Th d ffected
mistaken

they said, onlyjudgment. peop paper ra d t
had th ht to vot an dingly small minority N

ght that the masses of th peop joyed was infringed
Th peop theref d h no mot or esire t
rise to aid simply the privileged few. It was the belief
of the ministry that the mass of the nation was indifferent
to the electoral law and was satisfied with material pros-
perity. The Government, entertaining this view of the
situation, took no serious precautions against trouble. The
Minister of Police assured his colleagues that Paris would
not stir. Charles X, having signed the fateful decrees,
and feeling secure, went off to hunt at Rambouillet. On
his return that evening everything was quiet and the Duchess
of Berry congratulated him that at last he was king.

The opposi- The constitutional party, in truth, was poorly organized
tion of the

liberal for resistance and moved slowly. The ordinances were aimed
editors of at the newspapers and the Chamber. The Chamber had
Paris. not yet met. Its members were scattered over France,

although some were in Paris. The first step in resistance
was taken by the liberal editors of Paris. Under the leader-
ship of Thiers they published a protest. The reign o f
law has been interrupted; that of force has begun. The
Government has violated the law; we are absolved from"

obedience. We shall attempt to publish our papers without
asking for the authorization which is imposed upon us. The
Government has this day lost the character of legality which
gives it the right to exact obedience. We shall resist it
in that which concerns ourselves. It is for France to

*

decide how far her own resistance shall extend." On the

following day the liberal members of the Chamber of Depu-
ties drew up a formal protest against the ordinances, but
outlined no course of action. The Revolution of 1830,
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clearly seen, popular anger began to manifest itself. Crowds
assembled in the streets shouting "Down with the Minis-
try!"; "Long live the Charter!" Fuel was added to the
rising flame by the appointment of Marmont, odious as a
traitor to France in 1814, to the command of the troops in
Paris. The workmen of the printing establishments, thrown
out of employment, began agitating, and other workmen
joined them.

On Wednesday, July 28, civil war broke out. The in- The July
surgents were mainly old soldiers, Carbonari, and a group of Devolution
republicans and workmen-men who hated the Bourbons,
who followed the tricolor flag as the true national emblem,
rather than the white flag of the royal house. This war
l.i-ited three days. It was the July Revolution-the Glorious
Three Days. It was a street war and was limited to Paris.
The insurgents were not very numerous, probably not more
than ten thousand. ut the Government had itself prob-
ably not more than fourteen thousand troops in Paris. The
insurrection was not difficult to organize. The streets of
Paris were narrow and crooked. Through such tortuous
lanes it was impossible for the Government to send artillery,
a weapon which it alone possessed. The streets were paved The* *

with large stones. These could be torn up and piled in c ar*c& 
" of the

such a way as to make fortresses for the insur; nts. In T
the night of the 27th-28th the streets were cut up by hun-
dreds of barricades made in this manner of paving stones,

of overturned wagons, of barrels and boxes, of furniture, of
trees and objects of every description. Against such ob-
stacles the soldiers could make but little progn-s. If they
overthrew a barricade and passed on, it would immediately lie
built up agan behind them more threatenin than before
because cutting their line of reinforcements and <>f pos hie
retreat. Moreover, the soldiers had only the flint-lock gun,

f+ ̂r*± *~± %^ *^ ̂ ^ w~^ � 4-1, 4- li o f 111 f MO M n f insurgents.
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its streets and lanes. Moreover, the soldiers were reluctant

to fight against the people. The fighting continued two
days amid the fierce heat of July. About six hundred lives

The were lost. Finally Charles, seeing his troops worsted and
ordinances

withdrawn gradu driven back out of the city, determined to with-
draw the ordinances. His messengers, who were bringing
this news to the insurgents, were greeted with cries of " Too
late, too late! The insurgents were no longer content
with the withdrawal of the odious measures that had pre-
cipitated the contest. They would have nothing more to
do with Charles X. But the determination of the govern-
ment to succeed his was a delicate matter. Those who had

done the actual fighting undoubtedly wanted the republic.
But the journalists and deputies and the majority of the
Parisians were opposed to such a solution. They now took

The the aggressive and skilfully brought forward the candidacy
candidacy of Louis Philippe, Duke of Orleans, representing a younger
of Louis

Philippe. branch of the royal family, a man who had always sympa-
thized with liberal opinions. On July 30 appeared a mani-
festo written by Thiers in the interest of this candidacy,
running as follows: " Charles X may no longer return to
Paris: he has caused the blood of the people to flow. The
Republic would expose us to frightful divisions; it would
embroil us with Europe. The Duke of Orleans is a prince
devoted to the cause of the Revolution. . The Duke of

Orleans is a citizen king. The Duke of Orleans has borne
the tricolors in the heat of battle. The Duke of Orleans

l can bear them we h th >rs. The Duke

f Orl m ,k no announcement H awaits our will.

Let us proclaim that will and he will accept the Charter, as
we have always understood it and desired it. From the
French people will he hold his crown."

On the following day the deputies who were in Paris met
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ABDICATION OF CHARLKS X

respect our rights, for he will hold his from us. The

Duk o f O "leans accepted the posit t the p T
f the Chambers which should detenu in pon the future form

n f v rnment for F He added, " The Chart h

henceforth be a reality." But the transition from the old

to the new was not yet completed. The people, who, during
these three hot July days, had done the actual fighting,
desired a republic. They had their quarters at the Hotel
de Ville and must be reckoned with. The final decision be-

tween monarchy and republic lay in the hands of Lafayette,
the real leader of the Republicans. It was of tin high* t
importance to know his attitude.

On July 31 Louis Philippe rode to the Hotel de Ville dressed
the unif >rm of a general and wearing the tricolor cock

H ppeared on the balcony. Lafayette appeared with
hi m ,nd embraced him. The effect of the little panto
was stantaneous. Th shouted Louis Philippe
This popular appl ded the brief hope of t Repub
licans. Th d virtually ga ther sovereign
France.

Char X now accepted t hit II abdicated, Abdication
of

did his Idest the Duke of Ang m favor of t Charles X.

posthu son f t lat D f Berry, th Duk f
B d lat 11 k nown in e history of i ranee as
the Count of Chambord and as II y V, t title he would
have worn had he ever b ki ( r The lead f the
movem t had, how t d concern m tl it u re

t f F ance. They wished to be mt n d of
t legitimate royal line. T 'ir first tep was din ctcil
gainst Ch irk X d h liate fa y D B
epetition ( f t rience o f t rmer tioni>t§ of

having a king as prisoner they sent troops against t
frighten him out of the country. The method ceil

i i A *l,o a
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melancholy court in Holyrood Palace, Edinburgh, of somber
memory in the life of Mary, Queen of Scots. Removing
later to Austria, he died in 1836.

Louis The Chamber of Deputies, whose dissolution by Charles X
Philippe bef
King. t had ever come together, had been one of the causes

f this revolution, organized itself August 3 and undertook
a revision of th( Chart It th ;n called Louis Philippe

the throne, ig g the claim o f tl gitimate p
th year-old Duk f B d Th t was
now considered over. It had had no such scope as had
that of 1789. It grew out of no deep-seated abuses, out
of no crying national distress. France was growing every*

day richer and more prosperous. It was an unexpected,
impromptu affair. Not dreamed of July 25th, it was over
a week later. One king had been overthrown, another created,
and the Charter slightly modified. Parliamentary govern-
ment had been preserved; a return to autocracy prevented.

The end The essential weakness of the monarchy of the Restoration
of the 

was shown by the ease with which it was terminated. ItRestora-

tion. always labored under the odium of its origin, having been
brought back, as the phrase went, " in the baggage of
the Allies," the enemies and vanquishers of France. The
very presence of Louis XVIII and Charles X in France was
a reminder of the humiliation of that country, was a trophy
of her enemies' victories. Moreover, it was an inevitable

fatality of this monarchy that its natural representatives
and counselors had been long in exile, did not understand
the complete intellectual transformation of their country-
men, had themselves always lived in a world of ideas alien
to modern France, viewed the country they had to rule
through a distorting though inevitable medium of precon-
ceptions, prejudices, and convictions. Th e ourbon mon-
archv accomplished much that was salutarv. It restored
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old, aristocratic regime and it was imp. lied by its very
nature to seek to approach that ideal. When it approached
too near it suddenly found itself toppled over.

This ends the Restoration and the reign of Louis Philippe
now begins. Those who brought about the final overthrow
of the elder Bourbons received no dequate reward. They
had the tricolor flag once more, but the rich bourgeoisie had
the government. The Republicans yielded, but without re-
nouncing their principles or their hopes. Cavaignac, one
of their leaders, when thanked for the abnegation of his
party, replied, " You are wrong in thanking us ; we have
yielded because we are not yet strong enough. Later it
will be different." The revolution, in fact, gave great
impetus to the doctrine of the sovereignty of the people.

"
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CHAPTER V

REVOLUTIONS BEYOND FRANCE

Wide- THE influence of the Revolution of 1830 was felt all over
spread in-
fluence of Europ n Poland, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, England,
the July and the Netherlands. It was the signal and encourage-
Revolution. ment for wide-spread popular movements which fo: a short

tim : seemed to threaten the whole structure erected n 1815

at Vienna. It created an immediate problem for the rulers
of Europe. They had bound themselves in 1815 to guard
against the outbreak of " revolution," to watch over and

assure the " general tranquillity" of Europe. They had
adopted and applied since then, as we have seen, the doctrine
of intervention in the affairs of countries infected by revolu-
tionary fever, as the great preservative of public order.
Would this self-constituted international pol ce acquiesce in
the overthrow of the L gitimate king of France by the mob
f P Now that t had aeram brok t in

that restless country, would they " intervene " as they had
done in Spain and Italy? At first they were disposed to
do so. Metternich's immediate impulse was to organize a
coalition against this " king of the barricades." But when
the time came this was seen to be impracticable, for
Russia was occupied with a revolution in Poland,

Powerless- Austria with revolutions in Italy, Prussia with simi-
ness of the lar movements in Germany, and England was engrossed in
Holy
Alliance. the most absorbing discussion of domestic problems she had

faced in many decades. Moreover, England approved the
revolution. All the powers, therefore, recognized Louis

T
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j)iit upon the throne of France hy tin- All'u-s of Is 15, >vas
now pushed from it, and the revolution, hat*,i «,f the other
powers, had done it.

THE RISE OF THE KINGDOM OF BELGIUM

Another part of the diplomatic structure of 1815 was The

now overthrown. The Congress of Vienna had created an congress o f% t

Vienna tnd

tially artiH tate to th f France, the K 8 the Kmg-

dom f f Netherland It (1 done this plicitlv or dom of the
ic purpose of having a barrier against France. The Be Nether-

lands.

ian provinces, hitherto Austrian, were in 1815 annexe
to Holland to strengthen that state in order that it might
be in a position to resist attack until the other power, should
come to its rescue. The Congress had also di-clared and

teed t trality f the new stat addition
protect gainst an aggressive F

But it was easier t d are these t peop finally
united under one r uler t to in them an .1

a single country. Though it might seem a t
the map that th peop f t t corner < f K 1>
must be essentially homogeneous, such not at all the case.
There were many more points of diffe than of similarity
bet th Th t evolution had t b t A union

of two

11 th e same. Except under the overpowering nil f Na- funda-

poleon they had not been under the same government MIHV mentally
1579. Holland had been a republic. The Belgian nv- dissimilar
nccs had remained subject to Spain at the time that Hol-peoplei.
land had acquired her inde and had later pasted
under Austrian rule. They were also divid.-d by language.

Dutch spoke a Teutonic tongue, ilu- Belgians eitlu-r
Flemish, a Teutonic speech, yet differing fro... the Dutch,
or Walloon, allied to the French. They wen divided by re-
ligion. The Dutch were Proti-tants and Calvinists ; the Bel- O

" 1 ,1: ***>** A i pronomii1 life
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a turing peopl d ilined toward protecti
There w f rm f ver, under which such d

milar peoples might have lived harmoniously togeth th
f a p 1 Each might have had th monar

but have kept its own institut d f d it 1
f d B V no thought was

:h an arrangem t It was decided that th Id
b 1 se d mplet

The spirit This was the first disappointment for the Belg They
of nation-had hoped that henceforth they would have a large m
ality awak-
ened among f independ They had never yet tituted a nat
the For centuries they had been subject to the Spaniards and
Belgians. the Austrians. But the French Revolution had powerfully

aroused the longing for a national existence. This desire
for liberty and independence, thwarted in 1815, operated
with growing force throughout the period of their connection"

with Holland. The Belgians saw themselves simply added to
and subjected to another people inferior in numbers to"

themselves. *

Difficulties Friction began at once. The king, William I, had prom-
in the

d a tituti t h ted kingdom d ppointed adrafting
of the m to d it T e mm ted o f
Constitu- an equal number of Dutch and Belgian members. There
tion. 

were discussions as to the capital. The Dutch desired
Amsterdam ; the Belgians, Brussels. No decision was pos-
sible, and it was decided consequently to make no mention
of the subject in the Constitution. It was agreed that there

ould be a legislature consisting of two chambers, an Upper
Chamber i ppointed by th king a I lected by th
provincial estates. Th tt was t b mposed f 55
Dutch and 55 Belg memb Th Belg >bj ected
to th lity, saying that they were a population of
three hile H d had less than two m Hoi

^-* ^^-fc I« ̂ v fM. » I ̂  ̂ ~h » « * *^ -*^ ---" V J a.1. J. *i I. J
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AN UNSATISFACTORY UNION ioa

of civilization must be taken into account; morco , that
if population were regarded as the sole basis of the state
Holland had a right to count in her colonies She insist-.I
upoi a epresentat t t eq 1 t that f t ne
inco P ted territ ther d recocnize the
predominance of the ot r, e ty of representation was th
only possible outcome.

Eq ghts were granted in f wo hip Th
w s denounced by the Belgian Cathol The Constitut
gave great power to the king. The legislative bodies could
reject but not amend bills. The right of trial by jury
was not guaranteed, a right the Belgians had enjoyed under
the French rule. The Constitution was now submitted to

assemblies of the two peoples for approval. The Dutch
assembly accepted it but the Belgian rejected it. Never-
theless, by an arbitrary exercise of power the King declared
it in force.

A union so inharmoniously begun was never satisfactory Friction
to the elgians Friction was constant. Tl betweenH' Belgi ns

the

objected with justice that the officials in the state and army Belgiang
were almost all Dutch. They objected to the King's attempts and the
to force the Dutch language into a position of undue privi- Dutch.
lege. They objected to the system of taxation, particularly
to two odious taxes on bread and meat, now imposed. lie-

ligious differences inflamed passions still further. Though
the fact remains that during this period and largely becMii-»>
of this union the material prosperity of the Belgians ad-
vanced greatly, still the union never became popular. The
evident desire of the King to fuse his two peoples into one
was a constant irritation. The system was more and more
disliked by the Belgians as the years went by.

Thus, long before the revolution in France, there was a The
strong movement in Belgium in favor of larger liberty, f influence ofthe July

-» f* * * j~i»- n f A
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as a spark in the midst of all this inflammable material.
On August , 1830, rioting broke out in Brussels. It^w^'

was not at first directed toward independence. The Bel-
gians would have been satisfied if each country could have
been given its own government under the same king. The
King rejected this proposal to change a " real into a

" personal '* union. His troops attempted to put down the
insurrection. There were in September several days of fight-
ing in Brussels as there had been in Paris, and of the same
character. The royal troops were driven out, and on Octo-
ber 4 the Provisional Government that had arisen out of

The the turmoil declared Belgium independent and called a con-
Belgians gress to determine the future form of government. The
declare

their inde King now prepared to make concessions, but it was too late.
pendence. The congress decided in favor of a monarchy as the form

of government, adopted a liberal constitution, and at the
suggestion of England and France elected as king Leopold
of Coburg, who had just declined the new throne of Greece,
but who accepted this.

The task of greatest difficulty was to get the new kingdom
recognized by the Great Powers, which in 1815 had added
Belgium to Holland. Would they consent to the undoing
of their own work? The " king, William I, was resolved
not to give up Belgium and was preparing to reconquer it,
which he probably could have done, as Belgium had no
army. Everything, therefore, depended on the powers
which had suppressed t n Sp d It t
y bef re. Would they d t in in the interest f
the treaties of 1815 N , h the were divided, and

n t d y th lvat f th e new tat Th
Tsar wished to intervene in order " to oppose an armed
barrier to the progress of revolution." Prussia seemed simi-
larly inclined, but Louis Philitme. knowino- that
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vened France also would intervene against them in d
t< hold the balanci »>even t tl e wo hoi q t u
b settled by the p g assembled.

November 1830 an insrrect 'ke out in Poland, Interven-

Inch effectually prevented Russia from acting in the Belgi; ,, tion of the

tter caused P to fix her attent Holy
upon her east 'M Allies

boundaries, and filled Austria with appreh "iiMon. Thus t >c prevented
Holy Allies, hitherto so btab s t pponen ta of fey cvenu

tionary movement 
in Poland

ver re, were n no po

t tamp t such a ment B e gum T part
Hie work of the Congress of Vienna had consequently b

d A new state had arisen in Europ as a res lt of
t It tionary how \\ s, vered

up th ct f th e p n now tin t it
Conf. f the powers, held in Lond t th 1 G f
1830 d 1831, accepted parat f B m
from Holland guaranteed the trality of t 1 1 e k Recogni-
dom, and tioned the choice by the B f Id tion of theKingdom of
as t 1 The powers had the satisfaction of k Belgium.

t i thoucrh the territorial arrangements of lenna \v
altered, France, the arch-enemy, had gained nothing. M "
over, the monarchical principle was saved, as . Igiurn
had been prevented from becoming a republic; but the
new monarchy was constitutional, a fact pleasing to
England and France, but odious to the three eastern

p

T e f the Belgian revolution had to a considerab
t b en ered pos>ib by a revolution in Poland

hich ded in disast f N .u nor

Prussia, nor Austria would have acquit-sc, d so easily i"
the e dismemberment of the Kingdom of the Netherland> had
thev t feared that if they ent t war with Kr
cerning it, F wo 1 t ,1 the Poles, d h
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of Belgium; but it was also followed by the disappearancef

of the Kingdom of Poland.

REVOLUTION IN POLAND

The resto- Poland had been d to the last quarter of the eighteenth
ration of tury dependent state. During th ter it
the King-
dom of deper dence had been destroyed and its territory seized by its
Poland in three neighbors, Russia, Prussia, and Austria, in the famous

1815. partitions of 1772, 1793, and 1795. But the Polish p
passionate love of country was not destroyed and their hop
that Revolutionary d N me F d t
their independ w inte It however, destined
to disappointment. But with the fall of Napoleon hope
P in ther quart Alexander I, Tsar of R

sia, was in 1815 filled with g d mant asp
t d was a few y rs a p t f lib d as n
varous count Und the infl of th s

conceived the plan of restoring the old Kingdom of Poland.
Poland should be a kingdom entirely separate from the Em-
pire of Russia. He should be Emperor of Russia and King
of Poland. The union of the two states would be simply
personal.

Alexander had desired to restore Poland to the full extent

of its possessions in the eighteenth century. To render
this possible Prussia and Austria must relinquish the prov-
inces they had acquired in the three partitions. This, as
we have seen was not accomplished at the Congress of
Vienna. There were henceforth four Polands-Prussian

Poland, Austrian Poland, Russian Poland, and a new small

independent Poland, created by the Congress of Vienna, the
Republic of Cracow. The new Polish kingdom, erected by
Alexander I in 1815, was then simply a part of historic
Poland, nor did it indeed include all of the Polish territories
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POLAND A CONSTITUTIONAL KINGDOM K)7

to be a Diet meeting every two yen-. Tln\ \ is to consist Alexander I
of a Senate, nominated by the king, and of a Chamber

conititu-

of Nuncios, elected by the assembli* s ( f the h an tion to
the communes. The latter chamber w to be elected for Poland.

six years, one-third renewable every two years. Roman
Catholicism was recognized as the state religion; but a
generous measure of toleration was given to other sects.
Liberty of the press was guaranteed, subject to laws de-
signed to prevent its abuse. The Polish language was
made the official language. All positions in the govern-
ment were to be filled by Poles, not by Russians. No people
in central Europe possessed such liberal institutions as those
with which the Poles were now invested. A prosperous
career as a constitutional monarchy seemed about to begin.
The Poles had never enjoyed so much civil freedom, and
they were now receiving a considerable measure of home-rule.

But this regime, well-meant and full of promise, en- Friction
countered obstacles from the start. The Russians were 

betw««n

the Polei

opposed to the idea of a restored Poland, and particularly and the
to a constitutional Poland, when they themselves had no Bustians
constitution. Why should their old enemy be so greatly
favored when they, the real supporters of the Tsar, were
not? The hatred of Russians and Poles, a fad centuries

old, continued undiminished. Moreover, what the dominant
f Poles desired, f than liberal t,

independence. They could never forget the i f t
prosperity. Unfortunately they had not the wi o

f-cont use t present considerable t
the purpose of building up the social solidarity which Poland
had alw 1 lacked dressing t crvm rievaiu-es f
th e f gainst the nobles, by making all Poles feel that
they were a single people rather than two cl;i>-« "« of opp
sors and oppressed. They did t s gradually t de-

._ i
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with the limited powers Alexander had granted and shortly
became obstructive and censorious-conduct lacking in tact
and judgment.

The Diet criticized certain acts of the Tsar's officials and

the Tsar warned the Diet. Friction developed from time
to time, and, moreover, as the years went by, Alexander's
early liberalism faded away. His successor, Nicholas
who came to the throne in 1825, was a thorough-going
absolutist. The spirit of unrest was strong among the mass»

of the lesser Polish nobility, a class little accustomed to self-
control and also strongly influenced by the democratic ideas

Influence f Western Europ Th party was now inflamed by t
of the July
E,evolution. ports of the successful revolution in F by the belief

that the French would aid them if they strove to imitate t
exa Wh theef the T mm d th Pol

army to prepare for a campaign whose object was the sup-
pression of the Belgian revolution, the determination of the
Liberals was quickly made. They rose in insurrection on
the 29th of November, 1830. The Russian Grand Duke
Constantine was driven from Warsaw. The revolutionists* t

first tried negotiation with the Tsar, hoping in this way
to secure their demands for larger political liberty. The
attempt failed, but consumed time which the revolutionists
could have used to much better advantage in arousing and

ganizing th try Wh th Tsar t word t
P cl h a but t a t lath :ondit s sion

»

or annihilation-then the more radical revolutionists seized

control of the movement, declared that the House of Roman-

off had ceased to rule in Poland, and prepared for a life and
death struggle.

The Polish Russia's military resources, however, were so great that
expectation polanfj could not hope alone to achieve her national inde-
of foreign , rru _, ""!/" " "" "" i_ i.
"^ ^- � pendence. The Poles expected foreign intervention,but no m-aid disap- ~ r °
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opinion, refused to move. Louis Philipjjc, fV. ling liis"

throne quite insecure, did not wish to ha/ard it in the
tudi-s of a war. The revolution from which he h. 1 himself

profited was a half-way affair. Revolutionary flames feed
each other. If France should aid Poland tin- n-stk- rlnnrnts

at home would be encouraged to go further and insist
upon a thoi 'ougn cnange in France which would endanger "I
his position. England was not disposed to injure
Russia, \\ hicl might somewhere else wreak vengeance
upon her. Prussia and Austria felt that an independent
Poland would be a menace to them, as it would seek to

w th r Polish P M pat of
t as they ght they to become, or no

reason bett t a pop t, pat of
rev jlution?

Thus Poland was left to fight alone with Russia and of The failure
the outcome there could be no doubt. The Poles fought of thc in~

surrection

with great bravery, but without good leadership, without
careful organization, without a spirit of subordination to
military authorities. The war went on from January 18 I
until September of that year, when \Varsa\v fell before
the Russians. The results of this ill-advised and ill e- cut-d

insurrection were deplorable in the extreme. Poland ceased
to exist as a separate kingdom and became merely a province
of the Russian Empire. Its Constitution w s abolished and
it was henceforth ruled with great severity and arbitrariness.
The insurgents were savagely punished. Many were exe-
cuted, many sent to Siberia. Thousands of Poli.>h officers
and soldiers escaped to the countries of western Europe and
became a restless element in Paris, Berlin, and Vitnim, al-

ways ready to fight for liberty. Even the Polish language
seemed doomed, so repressive was the policy now followed
by Russia. The Poles' sole satisfaction was a highly

It i 1 i
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REVOLUTION IN ITALY

Italy after A n tli r try which felt th ifthe revolu- tionary
tions of 1830 was Italy Th e t f 1820 d 1821 d

1820. d northern d t Italy. , They had b
y crushed, largely by Aust m During the next

decad t fl ghed ever m h y pon
e ms 1 Discontent wit ting dit was

»\ jL_

eral. The various governments were despotic, react
y, unenlightened C ari were onstantly plot

ting new t i I 1830 P Metternich de

clared Italy to be of all European lands the one which
had the greatest tendency to revolution.

Revolu- Metternich's diagnosis was destined to immediate vindica-
tionary tion. Revolutions broke out in the states of central Italy
movements

in 1831. in 1831. The Prince of Modena and the Duchess of Parma,
Marie Louise, the former Empress, were forced to flee from
their states. More serious was the rising in the Papal
States against the government of the priests. In the Ro-
magna, the northern part of the Papal States, Bologna, the
center of the disturbance, declared the temporal power of
the Papacy at an end. Nearly every town in the States
except Rome joined the movement.

The revolutionists expected the inevitable hostility of
Austria but hoped for the support of France as well as
of the people in other Italian states. But France was a

most uncertain reed. Louis Philippe desired peace above
all things, not wishing to risk his newly acquired power
in the chances of a war so far away and with so strong
a state as Austria. His prime minister declared in a cele-

The brated speech that " French blood belongs to France alone,"
Italians

receive no a phrase odious to all Liberals as in it there was only egoism.
help from Louis Philippe, too, was probably influenced by fear of the
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irritati-d, permit Napoleon's ><>n, the Duke of H ichstadt,
now a virtual prisoner at Vienna, to return to France, in

which case Louis Philippe's power would prohahly founder
quickly? Feeling his position strong, Alt it rnicli d«-ri«. 1
to intervene and suppress the insurrection. Austrian troop>
were sent southward. The exiled rulers were easily re-tored.
The Pope recovered his provinces. Hut con ft re nee of
the five great powers at this juncture demanded that he
carry out extensive reforms, nminly in the direction of put-
ting the government into the hands of laymen. The Aus-
trian forces were then withdrawn. Rut the papal promi-«-s,
not being kept, insurrection broke out again in . Again
the Papal Government was powerless to maintain itself. The
Austrians once more crossed the frontier, at the re- Austrian

quest of the Pope. But this time France intervened, not ijlterven
tion

in the interest of the Italians but, as she held, in the gen> ial
interest of the European equilibrium which would be upset
by the predominance of Austria in Italy. Asserting that
she had as good a right to be in the Papal States as
Austria, she seized the fortress of Ancona, announcing that
she proposed to stay there as long as Austrian troops re-
mained. All this was a mere episode in the game of the
balance o ower. The two powers watched each other on

the Pope's dorn til 18538 t Aust ha
thd tl r troops, F P A \b
m was rest Papal States and i duchies.
T another attempt of I t their own The result!

ffairs had failed. The leaders were incapable, t odds t 
of the

insurrw:

great. But there were cert f impo e. Tl i tions.

absolut ty f driving A f t I1
if t insula was ever to have a f its own, waa

proved once m 1 the difficulty of driving her out
The hostility of the Papacy t project

e
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the capital of a new state of Italy. The revolutions of
1820 and 1821 had mainly been the work of military circles.
The movements of 1831 and 1832 were joined by many
merchants and laborers. Liberalism was appealing with
increasing force to classes of the population hitherto passive
or ignored. Liberalism was becoming more democratic.
But for the time being reaction again held sway in Italy.

REVOLUTION IN GERMANY

Revolution Th in 1830 lut n ged th v g :hem
in

1 bout G m in Poland dGermany. J in France, in Belg m -

in Italy The m t ffected Germ itself.
Brunswick. S y, Hesse-Cassel, and t S duch
revolutionary movements broke out with the result that sev-
eral new constitutions were added to those already granted.
The new ones were chiefly in North German, whereas the
earlier ones had been mainly in South German states. But
the two great states, Austria and Prussia, passed unscathed
and set themselves to bring about a reaction, as soon as
the more pressing dangers in Poland and Italy and Francer

were over, and they themselves felt secure. Using certain
popular demonstrations, essentially insignificant, with all the
effect with which he had previously used the Wartburg
festival, Metternich succeeded in carrying reaction further
than he had been able to even in the Carlsbad Decrees of

1819. Those decrees were aimed chiefly at the universities
and the press. New regulations were adopted in 1832 and
1834 by which he secured not only the renewal of these but
the enactment of additional repressive measures.

New In 1832 six new articles were adopted by the Diet of
measures the Confederation, by which the suppression of liberalism was
of re- dered more thorough than ever. By them y Germ
pression.

soverei bound t y petition of his local assem
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concessions from the prince, or to pass any lav.-j prejudicial
to the objects of the Confederation. A commit! " was to

be appointed by the Diet to watch over the legislation of
the different states, and to report all measures that threat-
ened the rights of the Diet or of the individual sovereigns.
The Federal Diet was made a kind of Supreme Court with
power to interpret the fundamental laws of the Confedera-
tion and to decide what state laws were inconsistent with

them, that is, were unconstitutional.

The Diet also passed other repressive measures forbidding Mettemich
political societies, public meetings, and revolutionary badg< - 

supreme in
,

Germany.
and promising aid to sovereigns in case of need. The de-
crees against the universities were enforced with renewed
vigor. Thus not only universities, but chambers of deputies
were now under the Metternich system. This was Metter-
nich's crowning achievement in Germany. Again a pcrsccu- f

tion of professors, students, and journalists, surp >sing pre-
vious ones, was instituted. Obstinat » chambers of deputies

dissolved. Constitutional life in the few states where it

existed was reduced to a minimum. The political history of
Germany offers but little interest until the great mid-century
uprising of 1848 shook this entire system of negation and
repression to the ground.



CHAPTER VI

THE REIGN OF LOUIS PHILIPPE

The career Louis PHILIPPE, the new monarch of the French, was
of Louis

Philippe, already in his fifty-seventh year. He was the son of the
1773-1850. t Philipp t wh had trigued during the

Revolution f t throne occupied by h i cousin, Louis XVI,
had, as a member of the Convention, voted the latter's

execution, and had himself later perished miserably on
the scaffold. In 1789 Louis Philippe was only sixteen
years of age, too young on the whole to play a political
role, though he became a member of the Jacobin Club. Later,
when the war broke out, he joined the army of his country
and fought valiantly at Valmy and Jemappes. Becoming
suspected of treason he fled from France in 1793 and entered
upon a life of exile that was to last twenty-one years. He

t t Switzerlan h l d r a h le, teachi
graphy and mathematics in a school in Reich nau. Lea

ing there when his incognito was discovered he traveled s
far north as the North Cape, and as far west as the United
States. He finally settled in England and lived on a pension
granted by the British Government. Returning to France
on the fall of Napoleon he was able to recover a large part
of the family property, which, though confiscated during the
Revolution, had not been actually sold. During the Restora-
tion he lived in the famous Palais Royal in the very heart
of Paris, cultivating relations that might some day prove

His useful, particularly appealing to the solid, rich bourgeoisie
liberalism by a display of liberal sentiments and by a good-humored,
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with the sons of the bourgeois] delicate compliment fully
appreciated by the latter. His palace was the nut-ting place
for the liberal, artistic, intellectual society of Paris. Here
certainly was a prince as nearly republican as a prince could
he. The rights won by the Revolution would surely not be
endangered by a man who so easily adapted himself to the
new ideas that had come into the world with the great up-
heaval. Frenchmen, who dreaded the idea of a republic,
discredited by the horrors of the Revolution, and who wished
to do away with the old-style monarchy, revived by Charle-
X, might naturally be hopeful of combining the advantages
of both and avoiding the evils of both by placing so amiable
and enlightened a prnce n power

Thus the legend grew up, carefully fostered, that here
was a prince who put patriotism above self-interest, who
had fought and suffered for his country. It was not known
t! icn , or in 1830, that he had sought to fight against it
(hiring Napoleon's reign, nor was it known that under this
exterior of ostentatious liberalism there lay a strong ambi-
tion for personal power, a nature essentially autocratic,
thoroughly imbued with extreme monarchical principles.
Louis Philippe had learned the arts of intrigue, of self-
control, of silent, incessant exploitation of circumstances for
his own advancement.

Such was the man who in 1830 became king, called upon His legal
to govern a country in a sea of troubles. His legal title title to thc

throne.

to the throne was very weak, his actual position for many
years most precarious. He had been invited to ascend the
throne simply by the Chamber of Deputies-a chamber, more-
over, which had been legally dissolved, which, furthermore,
had never been authori/ed to choose a kin#, which was,

therefore, giving away something it did not possess. More-
over, of that chamber of 430 members only 252 took part in

t 01 o ; f 7 1 1 1
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116 THE REIGN OF LOUIS PHILIPPE

choice of the new king was never submitted to the people for
ratification, was never even submitted to the voters, who

numbered about a hundred thousand. Louis Philippe was
virtually the elect of 219 deputies who, in turn, had no legal
standing. Though the people of France acquiesced in the

* * » *

new regime, they never formally sanctioned it. The new
king, in order to show clearly the break with the past,
assumed the name Louis Philippe, rather than Philip VII.

The Con- The Chamber of Deputies, before calling Louis Philippe
stitution to the throne, drew up a Constitution to which he took oath.
revised.

The Constitution was really a revision of the Charter of
1814 in those articles which had occasioned trouble during
the last fifteen years, or which seemed inconsistent with the
new monarchy. The fatal Article 14 was modified to read,
" The king issues the ordinances necessary for the execution
of the laws but never has power to suspend the laws or
prevent their execution." Another change was that the
right of initiating legislation should no longer belong simply
to the king, but should be enjoyed by both chambers. The
sessions of the Chamber of Peers were made public like those
of the Chamber of Deputies.

Instead of the formula, " the Catholic religion is the re-

ligion of the state," a phrase that denoted a position of privi-
lege, a new formula appeared to the effect that that religion
was " professed by the majority of the French." It was
explicitly provided that the censorship should never be re-
established. Article 67 said, " France resumes its colors.

For the future, no other cockade shall be worn than the

tricolor cockade." .Thus the flag of the Revolution, lustrous
with victories on a hundred battlefields, replaced the white
banner of the Bourbons. The preamble of the Charter of
1814 was suppressed because it sanctioned the theory of*

monarchy by divine right and because in it the king con-
descended to orant Frenchmen nVhts as an n f
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CHARACTER OF THE JULY MONARCHY 117

altered. The age qualification was reduced for deputies
to thirty years, for voters to twenty-five. It was, however,
stated in the revision that the electoral system should be
determined by ordinary law, thus providing for a super-
session of the existing method.1

A law was accordingly passed in 1831 establishing the sys- The fran-
tern that destined t main in f til 1848. The l chise

lowered.

of the double vote was rescinded. The franchise, hitherto

given only to those paying a direct property tax of 300
francs, was now extended to those paying one of 200 francs.
The qualification was reduced to 100 francs in the case of
certain professional classes, the " capacities," so-called, law-
yers, physicians, judges, professors. Thus the electorate
was doubled. But France was still far from democracy. At
the beginning of the reign the voters numbered about two
hundred thousand out of a population of about thirty mil-
lions. France was still governed by the propertied classes,
by an aristocracy of wealth. Under the July Monarchy the
bourgeoisie enjoyed a practical monopoly of power.

There was from the beginning a division of opinion s The char-
acter of the

to the character of the new monarchy. Did Louis Philippe July Mon-
rule by divine right, or did he rule by the will of the people, archy.
expressed by their deputies? The very nature of the July
Revolution showed that the former claim was untenable.

That revolution had been made by the people of Paris
against the monarch who ruled by divine right. Even with
Charles X out of the way his legitimate successor was not
Louis Philippe but the little Duke of Bordeaux. But did
the accession of this prince to the throne prove on the other
hand that 11 sovereignty was vested in the people? Many
claimed that such was the case, that the people of France
had virtually elected Louis Philippe king, that they might
with equal propriety have rlected any one else, that having
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who held this view declared that this was to make the July
Monarchy virtually a republic, and the fact remained that
the republic had been deliberately rejected. This party
argued that the new monarchy was peculiar-that the
basis of the new system was a kind of contract between
the king and the nation; that neither was absolutely sov-
ereign, but that each possessed a part of the sovereignty;
that thus each was indispensable to the other, each incom-
plete without the other; that France did not recognize with-
out qualification the doctrine of the sovereignty of the people,
or that of the sovereignty of the monarch; that the fusion
of the two, inevitable, complete, was the basis of the state;
that the true theory of the monarchy was that expressed
in Louis Philippe's phrase that he was " king by the grace
of God and the will of the nation,"

Insecurity Not only was the legal basis of the July Monarchy un-
of the new certain, but its practical hold on France was most precarious.
regme

It was forced to devote the first half of its life to the prob-
lem of getting solidly established. Improvised at the mo-
ment of revolution, cleverly set up in the midst of general
confusion, it was singularly lacking in all the qualities that
impose upon mankind, that command immediate respect, that
indicate the possession of authority and power. There was
nothing majestic about its origin. It had no roots. De-
vised by the rich bourgeoisie, it seemed the expression of
purely business considerations. Whether it could captivate
the sentiments of France, could throw about itself the glamour
that usually hovers over a throne, remained to be seen. It
certainly possessed no prestige at the moment of its incep-
tion. Metternich analyzed the situation with keenness.
" Louis Philippe finds himself at his accession to the throne
in an untenable position," wrote the Austrian Chancellor,
" for the basis upon which his authority rests consists only
of pnrmtv TJ; 1 "
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torical right, which was behind the Restoration; lacks the

popular force of the republic, the military glory of the
empire, the genius and the arm of Napoleon, the Bourbon

support of a principle. Its durability will rest solely upon
accidents."

Its durability, however, proved greater than had that of A period
the Napoleonic Empire or of the Restoration. Yet it had first of storm

and stress.
to pass through a long period of storm and stress. It had
enemies without, who denied its very right to exist. And
even the supporters of the new regime were divided into two
parties who could not long co-operate, so different were
their views of the policies that ought to be followed by the
Government both at home and abroad. There was the

so-called party of movement or progress, with Laffitte, a Th« Pr°-
rich Parisian banker, and Lafayette, at its head. r m " gressiveI his

party.
party did not consider that the rev< lut was over as soon
as L Philipp< t P a t They wished t

:ffect m m n a dem t sense , t

th revolutionary t but gradually ; and abroad, they
shed to aid those peoples which were revolting against

r ule as in Belgium, Poland, and Italy T by making
F more democrat an d by pporting democrat
movements elsewhere F wo ld resum th d

position of leadership in liberalism, which she had held under
the Revolution of 1789.

The other party was called the party of resistance, of The con-
conservatism. It believed that the Revolution of 18)50 had

party.

terminated on August 9th when Louis Philippe accepted the ^^v

revised constitution and became king. It held that the
Revolution had simply substituted for a king who wished
to overthrow the parliamentary system established in 1814?
a king who wished to maintain that system; that the Revolu-
tion meant the preservation «f pvistincr institutions, did of existing institutions,
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France ought immediately to recover her normal condition,
that the revolutionary passions which disturb men's minds
and injure business ought to be quieted at once. Abroad,
as well as at home, it would pursue a policy of peace.4

Casimir-Perier, Guizot, and the Duke of Broglie were leaders
of this group.

Popular Louis Philippe's preferences were decidedly for the latter
unrest. party. Yet he could not at first break openly with the

former. For some time, therefore, he called members of

both to the ministry. Such a ministry could not from
the very nature of the case have a clear, coherent policy.
Revolutionary passions still ran riot in Paris. Crowds de-fc

manded the execution of the ministers of Charles X, who
had advised the autocratic actions of that monarch. Mobs

attacked Legitimists in the streets of Paris. These out-

breaks resulted in business stagnation. The working classes
suffered. It is said that 150,000 of them left Paris in

search of employment. Public credit sank rapidly. The
bonds fell. No one could foresee what would happen either
at home or abroad. The bourgeoisie felt insecure and rallied
to the party of resistance.

Finally March 13, 1831, Casimir-Perier and the party
of resistance came into power. That party was destined
t m n r , th m t more or less

marked, during the rest of the reign of Louis Philipp Its
policy truly expressed the essential < haract f th July
M hich fell after eighteen y because it had not

mplished the democratic ref demanded by the party
of progress.

Casimir- Casimir-Perier was a man of great wealth, of imperious
Perier and 

temper, of positive opinions, of incisive speech. The prin-
the policy
of the con ciples according to which he intended to administer the
servatives. government were boldly and clearly stated in an address
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his intention to carry out without weakness and without
exaggeration the principle of the July Revolution. Now
that principle was not insurrection; it was n>i-tance to
executive aggression. " France was exasperated, she was
defied; she defended herself, and her victory was the victory
of law basely outraged. Respect for plighted faith, rt -pect
for law, that is the principle of the Revolution of July, the
principle of the government founded by it. For that Revo-
lution founded a government and did not inaugurate an-
archy. It did not overthrow the form of society, it affected
only the political system. It aimed at the establishment
of government that should be free but orderly. Thus
violence must not be, either at home or abroad, the character

of our government. At home every appeal to force, abroad
every encouragement of popular insurrection, is a violation
of its principle. Such is the thought, such the rule of
our home and foreign policy. Order must be maintained,
the laws must be executed, authority respected. Public
security and tranquillity must be revived. The Revolution
has not begun for France the reign of force. The blood
of the French belongs to France alone. The first result
of this Revolution has been to render monarchy more popular
by reconciling it with liberty."

Casimir-Perier formulated for foreign affairs the principle Foreign
of non-intervention, promising not to intervene in favor of po lcy*
peoples in insurrection, but asserting that foreign powers
had likewise no right to intervene beyond their own frontiers.
This principle was absolutely opposed to that on which the
Holy Alliance had been acting. Later Casimir-Pi'ner did
intervene in Italy and in Belgium in the name of the principle
of non-intervention.

This policy of rigorous restoration of order was begun
at once. Casimir-Perier died in 1832 after a service of
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Opposition Th Government ded t trength it could get
parties. f a concentrati< a .1 it rces r the preservat

f it tence, for the part th desired th throw
f the Orleanist Monarchy were act d daring. Th

parties, the Legitimists and the Republicans, it finally suc-
eeded i] g, though t t ft m hedding
f blood

The For the Legitimists, those who defended the rights of
Legitimists Charles X and his descendants, Louis Philippe was a usurper,

a thief who had treacherously stolen the crown of the Duke
of Bordeaux, the legitimate king. This party was numer-

The ically small, but it had in the Duchess of Berry a dauntless
Duchess of and resolute, if imprudent leader. A woman o f unusu al
Berry. "

personal charm, attracting people to her and her plans
despite their better judgment, she now, an exile in England,*

conceived the idea of winning a throne for her son, the
Duke of Bordeaux. That the accomplishment of this would
be the very climax of adventure did not sober her romantic,
passionate nature. She believed that foreign monarchs
would aid in asserting the principle of legitimacy, which
lay at the basis of their own power. The magic of Na-
poleon's return from Elba was fresh in the mind of Europe.
Might not a beautiful woman, representative of the House
of Bourbon, succeed where the audacious soldier had suc-
ceeded? The Duchess won the reluctant consent of Charles

X. She counted for success upon the favorable situation
of the European powers, upon the supposed strength of
the Bourbon party in France, upon the co-operation of the
clergy and the nobility, and upon the support of the Vendee,
considered the home of chivalric devotion to the white

flag of the Bourbons. She felt so sure of success that
she had already prepared a new constitution. She was
warned in vain by prominent Legitimists of the total lack
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for the promised rising of Marseilles. Even the news that
(his had failed and that the leaders were prisoners did not
daunt her. She had told the faithful to be ready for her
in Vendee on the first of May. She must keep the promise.
Eluding the spies who were upon her heels, after great hard-
ship, constant danger, and numerous adventures, she suc-
ceeded in reaching her destination. But the Government knew
of the plan and the few hundred defenders of the legitimate
monarchy were put down after a brave resistance. The
Duchess escaped, reached Nantes after great exertions, and

eluded the police for several months. She was betrayed by
a person whom she had employed on several errands, was
arrested, and was imprisoned until it was thought she was
dishonored and rendered politically impotent by the birth
of a daughter and the avowal of a secret marriage.

At the very time this royalist insurrection was being put
down in the west, a republican insurrection burst out in
Paris. Lafayette had won the acquiescence of the Republi-
cans in the erection of the July Monarchy, but only by
assuring them that it would be the " best of republics." But
this did not prove to be the case. By 1832 it seemed clear
to them that they had been duped, and that the July Mon-
archy promised no growth in liberty for France. They
then became its bitter enemies.

An insurrection broke out in Paris in June 1832 on the Republican

occasion f th insurrec-ner of General Lamarque, a prominenttions.

Republican. It w t tioned by the prominent
of the re b party Th gei known t h R
publicans, remained inact Th gents, theref

"re obscure, d th i. w mall, yet they fought
th desperat r t d y in the streets of the capit

Th y were defeated because they were unable to gain t
"p tion of "y ble body of The work

C Tt _* "-* n wti «r,. i^^fc. I ̂ ^
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ing the first frankly republican insurrection since 1815, and it
was the strongest opposition the Government of July had
thus far had to overcome. The Republicans were not
discouraged by this failure, but went on preparing for the
future. The Government favored a law aimed at breaking
up the secret societies which were spreading republican
principles, by restricting the right of association. Hence-
forth, any association, whatever might be its nature and
whatever the number of its members, must submit its con-

stitution and by-laws to the Government, and might not
exist without its consent. Hardly had the new law
been passed than new insurrections burst forth in several

cities Particularly important was that in Lyons in April
1834 hich grew out of labor troubles but quickly t k n

political charact F fi d y th t ged in that
city, fi lly ft great tions, being put dow by the
Govern ent rrecti .1 d m sever other

cities.

Vigorous The ment was ful suppressng th re-
measures public ph l It made no attempt to conciliate th
of the Gov-

discontented. It did ternment. tudy t e lab problem, which
was one of the causes of the prevalent unrest, but deter-
mined to crush this annoying faction once for all. Repub-
licanism must be stamped out. To this end the press must*

be controlled. The revised Charter of 1830 had provided
for freedom of the press, and had declared the censorship
abolished forever; yet the July Monarchy from the very mo-
ment of its inception had vigorously prosecuted republican
journals, instinctively recognizing in them its most danger-
ous enemy. From July 1830 to September 1834 it had in-
stituted over five hundred trials of journalists alone, had
imposed heavy fines and long terms of imprisonment upon
editors. The Tribwie, the most aggressive republican sheet,
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ATTACKS UPON LOUIS PHIIJPPK

In addition to pr« >s prosecutions the Government del r- The prose-
mined to prosecute some of those who had been arrested in cution °t
the recent riots. It instituted a monster trial of 161- ac- J0urna 18tit

cused, not before the jury courts, distrustful of the results
in that case, but before the Chamber of Peers. Over four
thousand witnesses were called. The defendants refu-cd to

recognize the jurisdiction of the Peers or to defend them-
selves. The case dragged on for months, from March 1> J5
to January 1836, creating much bitterness of feeling. Fi-
nally the accused were condemned to various terms of im-
prisonment or to deportation. But the decision w s not
enforced. A general amnesty, proclaimed a little later on
the occasion of the marriage of the King's eldest son, liber-
ated them. By these vigorous methods, however, the repub-
lican party was effectually silenced for many years. Its im-
potence was increased still further by divisions among the
members themselves.

Not only were attacks made upon the Government during Attempts
these stormy years, but attempts upon the life of the King ̂ °n * life of

were frequent. These were ascribed to the Republicans
and served to discredit them still further. They were not the Philippe.
acts of the party but of isolated individuals. From 1835
to 184-6 six different attempts to assassinate the monarch
were made and numerous other plots were discovered before
they could be put into operation. The most horrible of
these was that of Fieschi in 1835. An infernal machine

composed of many gun-barrels was discharged by a Corsican,
Fieschi, at the King as he was passing with his three sons
and many members of the court and army through the
streets of Paris, July 28, 1835. Eighteen persons were
killed on the spot, many more were injured. The King and
his sons escaped as by a miracle.

The Government, encouraged by the widespread execration The Sep-
T rni f\. f*m I \ < i o II tember
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and the press. The Minister of Justice was empowered to
establish as many of these assize or special courts as might
be necessary to judge summarily all those attacking the
security of the state. The accused might be judged even
though absent. In jury trials the decision might hence-
forth be given by a mere majority, seven, instead of the two-
thirds vote, eight, previously required. The third and most

The press important law concerned the press. It was designed to pro-
law. tect the king, the constitution, and the fundamental prin-

ciples of society from attack. Heavy fines, as high as
50,000 francs, were imposed for. various offenses for a
summons to insurrection, even if the insurrection should not

occur; for attacks upon the King, even allusions to his per-
son, or caricatures; for publication of jury lists; for the
collection of subscriptions to aid newspapers to pay their
fines. The law went even further and forbade Frenchmen

under heavy fines the right to defend other forms of govern-
ment than the existing one, to declare themselves adherents
of any fallen royal house; to question the principle of
private property. The censorship was re-established for
drawings, caricatures, and plays. The preliminary deposit
required of papers was raised to 100,000 francs.

These September laws gave great offense to all liberal
and moderate men. After five years of freedom of the
press to return to so far-reaching a suppression of that
freedom seemed unjustifiable. The most careful defense
of the King and the constitution was certainly desirable,
but did it require any such drastic measures at this time?
Would not the very multiplicity of crimes tend to encourage
crime:

These laws greatly weakened the July Monarchy. Men
felt that individual liberty was only an empty word. The
press law was aimed particularly at the Legitimists and
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this resource, largely disappeared. The press in France
was in as deplorable a condition as in the worst days of the
Restoration.

The Government might now feel secure against the at- The Bona-

tcmpts of the Legitimists and the Republicans. The only Partists-
other party that was an inevitable opponent of the July
Monarchy was the Bonapartist. But of this Louis Philippe
entertained no fear. Indeed, with what proved to be singu-
lar fatuity, he distinctly promoted by his actions the growth
of a sentiment that in the end was to prove very costly both
to himself and to France. With the evident intention of

showing that the July Monarchy, unlike that of the Ri^tora-
tion, was truly national, that it had no desire to eliminate
all reminders of the Napoleonic era, but rather regarded
them as among the priceless glories of France, he completed
the Arc de Triomphe, begun by Napoleon, named street^
and bridges after Napoleon's battles, and caused the Na- Louis
poleonic history to be portrayed on the walls of the palace at J 4.

. . . . J " and the

Versailles, side by side with that of Louis XIV. Literature Napoleonic
was already busy creating the Napoleonic legend, which, ig- iegend.
noring the evils and the frightful cost to France of the great
Emperor's rule, was immortalizing his achievements and
mourning his tragic end. It was singular policy, indeed,
for a descendant of Capetian kings to foster the reviving
interest in the career of the illustrious founder or a r f ival

family. But that no danger lay that way seemed to be
proved by two attempts on the part of the heir to the
Napoleonic throne to overthrow the July Monarchy, which
was sh owing itself so complaisant to the Napoleonic senti-
ment, attempts which resulted in ridiculous failures.

Napoleon I had died in 1821, and his son, the King of I-onis"

Rome, known after 1818 as the Duke of Reicl^adt, had
Bonaparte.

died m 1832. 
.

The headship of the family thus passed to 1808-1873.
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that the succession should be in this line in case he should

leave no direct descendant. Prince Louis, born in the Tuile-

ries in 1808, had been educated in Germany, and had gone to
Italy, where, in 1831, he had participated on the popular side
in the revolutionary movements described above. He was now
living in Switzerland, brooding over his fortune, taking seri-
ously his role of pretender, publishing his political views.
Suddenly he appeared before the garrison of the fortress of
Strassburg in 1836, wearing the familiar Napoleonic coat
and hoping to win the support of the soldiers by the very
magic o f hi s name. Thus having a lever he could perhaps
topple Louis Philippe from his throne. He failed miserably,
and was brought to Paris a prisoner. The Government,
thinking it wise to treat this episode as a childish folly, did*

not prosecute him but allowed him to sail to the United States.

But Louis i turned t year to Swit land H moved
to England P the threat of Louis Philippe, taking pai t
then fash or mi-fashionable lif aborating h
polit 1 theories and planning f his pc t 1 fut H

dertaking had failed but h had i t least an d
himself to F as t h r of th Great N 1

He believed firmly h s t d felt that w Id
m d b d t fi t terrupted k o f h

uncle.

The second The Government of Louis Philippe proceeded to inject
funeral of still further vitality into the growing Napoleonic legend. ItNapoleon I.

secured the consent of the English Goverment to the removal
of the remains of Napoleon from St. Helena to Paris, where
they might repose according to the wish which the Emperor
had himself expressed in his last testament, on the banks

of the Seine, " in the midst of the French people whom I
have loved so well," and in December 1840 they were de-
posited beneath the dome of the Invalirles with elaborate
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THE BOULOGNE FIASCO

overeign of this land; as such he might rest in St. Duni.-.
But he is entitled to more than the usual burial place ofI *

kings." The question put by Lamartine was pertinent.
What was the Government thinking of " to allow the French
heart and imagination to be so fired? "

Meanwhile, Louis Bonaparte, pretender to the throne, had The
resolved to take advantage of this renewed interest in Na- ou ognc

fiasco.
poleon. Declaring that the ashes of the Emperor ought
to rest only in an Imperial France, he mad ther attempt
to overturn the G ment of L Philippe. On August
6 1840 ded th about s mp near B
logne, hoping to win over the garrison of that town and
then to enact another " return from Elba," an event whose

f t r dvent was lively, but n ment
difficult peat He brought with him proclamat

g the House of O ethroned T f o f
this attempt was more humiliating than that of Strassb
four years ea l The little group was scattered by t
pp of troops. They fled toward the beach

t f m surr dered ut a few, j mong th the
Prince, plunged int the i ter in order t ) get a boat

by, which capsized as they were attempting to scramt
into it They were d by th e t ut the
Prince, brought before the Chamber of P r trial, had
a h t ni a P For the first t in m
f 1 ie d, "I t t ab t m 1 y h

in F ce ,nd to Tl,p freely to Freiu
d undeserved proscription whicl i twenty-five years

has dragged f f th » steps f a t t
P h I have just left h t b able to imp
tl courage of my heart I epr before yoi a
principle, a cause, a defeat. The principle is t eignty

f t defeatpeop the cause is that of the Empire: t
T T_
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a ason. Tw J fter that he was the most important
figure in F

Ministerial The parliamentary history of France during the ten years
instability. 

om 1830 to 1840 was marked by instability. There were
ten ministries within ten y Yet there was a fairly
t P licy. Ministri ght disapp ir and r w ones
come on t le scene, but a a ft he fall f Laffitt , 1831.

were composed of men of the party of resistance, such as
Casimir-Perier, Broglie, Thiers, and Guizot. The chief work

was to consolidate the July Monarchy, to put down its ene-
mies, and to keep the peace with foreign countries. When,
however, the members of this party had finally triumphed
over their adversaries, they divided against each other. The

Rivalry of personal rivalry of two men, Thiers and Guizot, was largely
Thiers and the cause of this. Each desired the leading place in the
Guizot.

Government. Out of this rivalry arose two parties, one called
the Left Center, with Thiers as leader, the other called the

Right Center, under Guizot. The division, however, was
not based simply upon the personal ambitions of the two
men. Each had its theory of the constitution. Thiers
held that th*e king reigns but does not govern; in other
words, the king must always choose his ministers from the
party that is in the majority in the Chamber and must
then let them govern without intervening personally in
affairs. Guizot, on the other hand, held that the king

I the greatest derat r th P f
the majority but that he was not bound strictly t foil w
that majority The th 55 h d is not an empty

h

Louis Louis Philippe had no desire to be simply an ornamental
Philippe head of the state, as he was according to Thiers' view. He
intends to

rule. desired to be the real ruler, to govern as well as to reign.
He insisted upon conducting foreign affairs himself, and he
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all appearance of assuming personal power. But now that
his enemies were overthrown and crushed, now that thoi-

reet insurrect were tamp t beg il
his re 1 purp in learly was to he ruler in t

as well as in theory. Taking advantage of the party d
sions just ded t he d T t hief minist
and a man too independent to be a mere spokoman of the

King, to resign in 18ii(i ml d t the ministry M
m wh tly supposed uld, because of

political convictions, be very willing to be the repn Mntat
of the Kind's personal views. Men be an t once t talk

of u personal government," of the interference of the mon- Personal

arch in the realm that properly, they held, belonged to
ment

parliament. References to Charles X became frequent. A
vigorous opposition to this " court policy " and " court min-
istry " finally brought about its fall in 1839. Thereupon
Soult became chief minister, but was looked upon as as much
the representative of the King as Mole had been. HU brief
ministry was notable for a direct rebuff administered through
him to the monarch. Louis Philippe asked for an appro-
priation for his son, the Duke of Nemours. The Chamber
rejected the request by a vote of 226 to 220. The Soult
ministry then retired and at last the King, appearing to
renounce his personal ambition, called Thiers to the ministry.

The chief feature of the short Thi< rs ministry was its Thiers and
treatment of the Eastern Question, which in the Easternt new phase

Question.

had been for several years before Europe again. Tin- exig-
ence of the Turkish Empire was once more threatened, this
time by a powerful vassal of the Sultan. After the Greek
war of independ h th y of Egypt, M
h«met Ali, had greatly aided the Sultan, the former was d

tisfied wit eward. lie 1>« L-'an to extend , -sons

by arms. He conquered all of Syria (!S:i2). He pushed for-
, 1 :_j.
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i ffered her aid and succeeded in making a treaty with
the frightened Sultan, the treaty of Unkiar Skel 1833

hereby, for certain obligat e w t m e
q d al t complet trol of the Turkish ern-

ment. England, hostile as ever to II fl nee in
Turkey and also wishing to maintain her own commercial
prestige in the East, came to the aid of Turkey. Russia
and England, therefore, declared their intention of maintain-

ing the integrity of the Sultan's dominions, though their mo-P

tives were contradictory. Prussia and Austria took the same
side, asserting e ghts of legitimat m t
be maintained. O th t hand F s pp ted M
hemet A T French had b attracted toward Egypt

Napoleon's expedit The Egyptian ar rmy was
g d d drilled by Frenchm F had just

conquered Algiers. A close connection between Mehemet
Ali and France would probably offer considerable commer-
cial and political advantage in the Mediterranean. Thus
France became the patron of Mehemet. But she stood
alone. Her isolation was shown to all the world when the

powers met in conference in London in 1840 and, ignoring
her, because they knew that she was hostile, made a treaty
with Turkey, pledging themselves to force Mehemet Ali to
terms. The publication of this treaty aroused a warlike feel-
ing in France, as it seemed to exclude her from the concert of

ers, as in 1815. Thiers urged dopt f
measures, but the King vigorously opposed P I
which d F d the July Monarchy t

Resigna- greatest danger. Thiers resigned and Guizot now became
tion of chief minister. France adopted a policy of peace and the
Thiers. 

danger of a war passed. Thus the King rather than the
ministry had determined the policy of the Government. In-
cidentally, Louis Philippe found himself relieved of the min-
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THE QUIZOT MINISTRY

an trument through "li li as bled car t
with great skill his personal policy during the remainder
of his reign.

With the elevation of Guizot to the leading p( it ion in Guizot,
the Government, France attained ministerial stability. The 1787'1874-
administration of which he was the head remained in power
from 18-10 to 1848. Guizot was now fifty-three years of
age. He had been a Liberal at the time of the Empire and
the Restoration. Eminent as a professor, an historian, and
an orator, he was a man of strong and rigid mind, holding
certain political principles with the tenacity of a mathema-
tician. In a world of change he remained immutable. lie Guizot'g
refused to recognize that France needed any alteration po 1 lca,

. . . - principles.
in her political institutions. He believed in the Charter of
1814? as revised in 1830. Any further reform was un-
necessary and would be dangerous. To preserve order
within and peace without, that the wealth of France might
increase, was his programme. His policy was, as he said"

in his opening speech in the Chamber, the " maintenance
of peace everywhere and always."

These were also the views of Louis Philippe. The King
could in no sense use Guizot as a pliant tool. Guizot
was a man of far too great independence of thought, of
f ar too vigorous and oriinal character, to be the tool of
any man. But this harmony of opinions was so complete
that the King could complacently watch his minister carry
out the royal programme, and Louis Philippe was always
far more concerned with the reality than with the appear-
ance of power.

Moreover, the Government was scrupulous in its adherence The Govern-
to parliamentary forms, in which Guixot was a strut be- j ly

liever. This ministry always had a majority in the Cham- parlia.

her of Deputies. That majority, indeed, increased at each mentary.
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the ministry directed the Government d th ministry
tantly had a majority of the Deputies to approve it

t t F tnessed w a policy f stiff con-
tism or >bility tantly supported by e

Chamb

How the The attention of the country tly became riveted
Govern-

on that majority. t ibtained It w :1ment ob-

tained its that it did not represent public opinion, did not at all
majorities, express the convictions of France as a whole. It became

evident on examination that that majority, the never failing
support of the ministry, was obtained by laborate system
f pt Philippe and Guizot took t

of public opinion. They fixed their attention solely upon
what was called the pays legal, that is, upon the body which
possessed political rights under the constitution, namely, the
voters and the deputies whom the voters chose. Now the

The ma- number of voters was about 200,000, the number of deputies
nipulation 430. Bodies so small could be manipulated and the manip-
of the

voters. ulation was the supreme task of Guizot, the very founda-
tion of his system. It was accomplished without difficulty.
France was a highly centralized state, with local govern-
ment largely controlled by the central power. Consequently,
the ministry had at its disposal an immense number of
offices and it could do numberless favors to individuals and

to communities. The electoral colleges, which chose the
deputies, were small bodies frequently consisting of not
m than two hundred members, many of whom w
hold Th ffice-holders did as they were told by e
Government, and other members were bribed in various

ways by appeals to their self-interest. If they elected the
candidate desired by the minister they might be rewarded
by seeing a railway built in their district, for this was the

of railwnv hnilrli nrr? nr rmo- ht Vvf n-m tr»J-»nnr»n
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corruption of the electorate, but it worked well in the opinion
of the ministry. It insured the election to the Ch amn«T b

f a large number of deputies pleasing to the ministry.
Within the Chamber the same methods were used. About

two hundred deputies, nearly half the assembly, \\ere at The ma-
the same time office-holders. The Government controlled niPulatIon

of the

them, as all promotions or increases of salary were dependent deputies.
upon its f avor. The ministry only needed to gain fe\T
more votes to have a majority, and this was easily accom-
plished by a tactful distribution of its favors among those
who had an eye to the main chance. There were plums
enough for the purpose offices to be bestowed, railroad
franchises to be granted, lucrative contracts for government
supplies to be awarded. "What is the Chamber?" said a
deputy in 1841. " A great bazaar, where every one barters
his conscience, or what passes for his conscience, in exchange
for a place or an office."

Such a system was a mockery. The forms of the con- The
stitution were observed but its spirit was nullified. "_ servility of

Parliament.
interest was exalted above the interests of the nation. Th

ministry commanded a servile parliament. It is one o f th
ironies of history that Guizot, a man of most scrupulous
honesty in private life, should have been the master mecha-
nician of so corrupt and demoralizing a political machine.

Opposition to this system was, of course, inevitable, and
is the main feature of ilie domestic politics of France from
1811 to 1848, when Louis Philippe and Guizot and the
entire regime were violently overthrown. Reformers de-
manded that there be a change in the composition of the
Chamber of Deputies and in the manner of electing it, par-
liamentary reform and electoral reform. Electoral reform Demand for

electoral
should be effected by increasing the body of voters, by and par- " " " i " "" ""

lowering the property qualification, and by adding certain liamentary
1o rtrf-fcii n Tn I -VT I v 4- f/wl i >
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difficult. The ministry absolutely refused to consider this
proposton. According to Guizot there were voters enough ;
moreover, the number was increasing with the increase of
wealth. He even rejected a proposition that would have
added only fifteen thousand voters to the existing electorate.

Rigid oppo- It was demanded that the reform of the Chamber itself
sition of

the Guizot should be effected by forbidding deputies to hold office.

ministry. Against this also the ministry set itself. Both plans, there-
fore, were rejected and the policy of immobility complacently
continued. Year after year the two demands were brought
forward Jn the Chamber ; year after year they were voted
down by the pliant majority. Reformers appeared to be
hopelessly checkmated by the smooth operation of the machine
they were denouncing. Well might Lamartine exclaim to
Guizot, " According to you, the genius of the politician '
consists of only one thing - placing yourself in a position
cr ted by c by a lt d th e m
mmobile, inert, impl -ble t 11 improvement. If in t th
that were all the merit of a statesman directing a g
ment, th wo Id b no more d f tat t

ould do as w This inertia ultimately disgusted
f the conservat themselves. One the memb wh

had hitherto followed the ministry, summing up its work in
1847 said " What h they for the past seven year

thing, nothing, nothing." " F ance is bored" said L
martine.

Rise of Yet this July Monarchy with its negative policy of resist-
radicalism 

ance in season and out of season, resistance to lawlessness

in the streets, to attacks of Legitimists and Republicans,
demands f tive foreign policy favorable to liberty

t demands titutional r< f rm horn was 1

in a world fermenting with ideas, apparen 1V10US O f
the fact. Not only did its policy alienate many former
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t a new t f d an ds n e m ph n ds
soc l form wa ting bitter enmit t

quar d preparing a t b ous fut was
grow p n F a party more radical than t re-
publican, a party that ked f d not only t nge
in t political m o f t government but weepng

teration in the form of society tion of the g t
f the population who were wage-earners to the p

ged f t pitalist m T J y M
rchy w ment of the bourgeoisie, of the well-t

pitalists. They alone possessed the suffrag C n-
q tly, the remainder of the population was in a polit

sense f no port The legislat ted d
these eighteen y rs was lass leislat i
the b d w mad no ttempt to meet t

ds of the m Yet the distress of the msses was wide- Economic

spread and deep and should have appeared clear and oininou? distress.
to the Government. Under the Restoration, but chiefly
under Louis Philippe, France was passing from the old in-
dustrial system of small domestic manufacture to the new
factory system, the application of machinery to industry on Introduc-
a large scale, the employment of the new motive force, steam. 

tlon ° e

factory

This transition was in every country painful, involvi ... . . . ng as system.
it did a dislocation and clumsy maladjustment of forces,
and giving rise to most vexatious labor questions. Cap:
talists who could give or withhold the chance of employ-
ment had the upper hand and knew it. Grossly excessive
hours of labor were required, and women and children who
could tend machines were sacrificed to the new system in
a manner that had never been possible under the old. The
strange new conditions, the manifest evils dangerous to
mind nd body, required new laws for the protection of
the weaker class. But legislation lagged far behind. Kin- Condition
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terested in lessening the misery which the new order pro-
visionally caused. And the law of France forbade the

workmen themselves to combine for purposes of improving
their condition. Ignorant, poor, lacking leadership, with-
out political power, smarting under a sense of oppression
and injustice, they were the inevitable enemies of a regime
that passed them by, giving them no heed. In 1831 the
silk-weavers of Lyons, earning the pitiful wage of eighteen
sous a day for a day of eighteen hours, had risen in in-

t d th despairing banner, " We will l by
k die fight

Growth of Sch ditions p ked d d y t
socialism.

/ to preach new doct g the organizat
f dustry a d e l quest o f the r lt f
pital and l doctrines henceforth called socialistic and

appealing with increasing force to the millions of laborers
who believed that society weighed with unjustifiable severity
upon them, that their labor did not by any means receive
its proportionate reward. St. Simon was the first to an-
nounce a socialistic scheme for the reorganization of society
in the interest of the most numerous class. He believed

that the state should own the means of production and should
organize industry on the principle of " Labor according to
capacity and reward according to services. 9 St. Simon
was a speculative thinker, not a practical man of affairs.
His doctrine gained in direct importance when it was adopted
by a man who was a politician, able to recruit and lead
a party, and to make a programme definite enough to appeal

Louis Blanc, to the masses. Such a man was Louis Blanc, who was

1811-1882. destined to play a great part in the overthrow of the July
Monarchy and in the Republic that succeeded. In his
writings he tried to convince the laborers of France of the
evils of the Drevailino* economic n -foci iir
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the state must be organized on a thoroughly democratic
1 ISIS. This was the condition precedent to all suce. -.
Only then and with the full power of the state at their
disposal could the laboring das-' s work out their own sal-
vation. The state, organized as a democratic republic,
^hould then create so-called national or social workshops,
advancing the necessary capital. These would be con-
trolled by the workers who would share the proceeds. Thry
would gradually supersede the existing workshops or fac-
tories, controlled and directed by the private individuals
who had supplied the capital and who appropriated the
profits. Private competition would give way to co-operative
production. The individual producers would disappear.
Louis Blanc's theories, propounded in a style at once clear
and vivid, were largely adopted by workingmen. A social-
ist party was thus created. This party threatened the
existence of the monarchy; it also threatened the industrial
and commercial system in vogue. It believed in a republic
as the only government that the democracy could hope to
control; but it differed from the other republicans in that,
while they desired simply a change in the form of govern-
ment, it desired a far more sweeping change in society. As
early as 1S4-2 a German named Stein wrote: "The time for
purely political movements in France is past; the nei
revolution must inevitably be a social revolution."

Thus it is evident that the amount of discontent with the Widespread

Government of France was great and growing. From nearh opposition
to the

every quarter enemies arose. These enemies differed frompolicy of

each other-they might not be able to co-operate in con- the Govern
tractive work, but they could co-operate in destroying th ment

exiting system. There were the moderate Orleanists, con-
vinced friends of monarchy, who were repelled by the prev-
alent corruption of Parliament and wished to end it; there
were the convinced Republicans, silenced but not suppressed;
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f th foreig policy f th ministry, which appeared h
miliatingly submissive to England on cert t

d f pleasing the absolute and reactionary in"

f central Europe on others,t kit ds Liberals every
where, too pettily personal, also, in that fit aims was

ie advancement of the dynastic ambitions of Louis Philippe,
who sought to promote by marriage alliances the fortunes of
his family, even at the expense of the interests of the nation
which he n led

Fusion of These various groups, exceedingly dissatisfied with the
the oppos- t d ged 1848, thoug tentionally
ing parties.

1 ympathetically, toward the most t d k
less upheaval France had known since 1789-a movement

tiated by t derat M t pidly thered
by the Republicans, and in the end partly dominated by th
S list Eacl o f hese parties was t d
by temperament tly opposed e ther. Th e im
mediafo occasion r th perat was hed by
the coi tinued demand f< lect r d parliamentary re-
form.

The electoral and parliamentary corruption of the July
Monarchy has been described. Year after year the ministry
had proved itself stronger and had defiantly resisted all
proposals. The King was fatuously opposed to reform
in itself. Guizot, believing in growth, nevertheless held
that the time had not yet come for any alteration in the
prevailing system. Beating against this wall, which seemed
to grow higher and more solid each year, the Opposi-
tion came to see that there was no hope of overthrow-
ing the obstructionist ministry by ordinary parliamentary
methods.

The Guizot constantly asserted that the demand for reform
" reform 

was simply brought forward for political purposes, thatbanquets."
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THE REFORM BANQUETS 111

quets," which were to be attended by the people and addressed
by the reformers. Petitions for reform were to be circu-
lated on these occasions. Thus popular pressure would be
brought to bear on Parliament and King. These banquets
were instituted by those loyal to the monarchy, but hostile
to its policy. They simply wished to change the latter.
Similar meetings, however, were instituted by the Republic-
ans, who were opposed to the very existence of the monarchy.
On the 18th of July, 1847, Lamartine, now rapidly ad- Emergence
vancing as a leader of the latter party, prophesied a coming ofLamartine.

revolution. " If the monarchy," said he, - is .. unfaithful to

the hopes that the wisdom of the country reposed in 1830,
less in its nature than in its name, if it surrounds itself with

an electoral aristocracy rather than unites the entire nation,
if it allows us to descend into the abyss of corruption, rest
assured that the monarchy will fall, not in its own blood
as did that of 1789, but in the trap it itself has set. And
after having experienced revolutions of liberty and counter-
revolutions of glory, you will have a revolution of the public
conscience and a revolution of contempt."

Great enthusiasm was aroused by these informal plebi- The people
scitcs all over the country during the summer and fall of 8UPPort the

demand for

1847. It was conclusively shown that the people were re(orm>

behind this demand for reform. But the monarchy remained
unaffected-still gave its systematic refusal. The King
denounced in his speech from the throne this agitation " fo-
mented by hostile or blind passions." He denied the legal
right of the people to hold such meetings. To test this
right before the courts of law the Opposition arranged a
great banquet for February 22, 1848, in Paris. Eighty-
seven prominent deputies promised to attend. All were to
meet front f ic church of the Madeleine and march

to the banquet hall. In the night of February 21-22 the
Government nosted ardors forbiddincr this -orocession and
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test. But a vast crowd congregated, of students, working-
men, and others. They had no leader, no definite purpose.
The crowd committed slight acts of lawlessness, but nothin
serious happened that day. But in the night barricades
arose in the workingmen's quarters of the city. Some shots
were fired. The Government called out the National Guard.

It refused to march against the insurgents. Some of its
members even began to shout, " Long live Reform ! " " Down
with Guizot ! " The King, frightened at this alarming as-

Resignation pect, was willing to grant reform. Guizot would not con-
of Guizot. sent and consequently withdrew from office. Thi is news

was ted th thusiasm by e d id. tl
g of February 23d, P was ted d e

trouble seemed ended. The contest thus far had been simply
between Royalists, those who supported the Guizot ministry,
and the reformers, and the fall of Guizot was the triumph
of the latter. But the movement no longer remained thus
circumscribed. The Republicans now entered aggressively
upon the scene, resolved to arouse the excited people against
Louis Philippe himself and against the monarchy. They
marched through the boulevards and made a hostile demon-
stration before Guizot's residence. Some unknown person
fired a shot at the guards. The guards instantly replied,
fifty persons fell, more than twenty dead. This was the
doom of the monarchy. The Republicans seized the occa-
sion to inflame the people further. Several of the corpses
were put upon a cart which was lighted by a torch. The
cart was then drawn through the streets. The ghastly
spectacle aroused everywhere the angriest passions; cries
of " Vengeance!" followed it along its course. From the
towers the tocsin sounded its wild and sinister appeal.

The over- Thus began a riot which grew in vehemence hourly, and
throw of which swept all before it. The cries of " Long live Reform! "Tmiis
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THE FALL OF THE JULY MONARCHY

Count of Paris, who should be King Louis Philippe II,
.'hose mother, the Duchess of Orleans, should be regent.

rl "oyal family left the Tuileries and escaped from Pari
fety. Another French king took the road to England

d entered upon a life of hich was to end only with
death in 1850

The Government of France had been swallowed up by
another revolution. The King nd the minister were over-
thrown. Who would succeed them? The King had abdi-
cated in favor of his grandson. But would the revolution-

ists recognize him The Duchess of Orleans with great
bravery went directly to the Chamber of Deputies with her
two sons, nine and seven years old. A painful scene fol-
lowed. The majority of the deputies hailed her as regent
and her son s king, but soon the mob, consisting of the
tudents, the Republicans, and Socialists who had forced

the abdication, invaded the Chamber. The president de-
clared the session closed. The mob continued in the hall,

re-enforced by new armed bands, which denounced the idea
of a regency, denounced the Chamber and the deputies, and
cried No more Bourbons; a Provisional Government and

after that the Republic." Out of this wild turmoil by no
1( -gal method arose a new system. The republican deputies The rise

the Second

finally declared the House of Orleans deposed and proclaimed Republic.
a Provisional Government and Lamartine read a list of sevi-n

names of those who should compose it. All were deputies.
Tin's list had been previously drawn up at the office of the
\utionaL the leading liberal newspaper The crowd in
the hall shouted their approval. This assembly did not
proclaim the Republic.

While this government was arsng n the Chamber, an-
other movement was in progress, in another part of the city.
The republican Socialists, meeting in the office of the Reform,
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These established themselves in the Hotel de Ville and pro-
claimed the Republic. Thus there were two governments
as a result of the insurrection. The members chosen in the

Chan ber traversed the st f P r the Hotel de Vil

Ther the tw groups were d t w d
th w government for the members of both. The Repub

lie was immediately proclaimed bject t tification by t e
pec
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CHAPTER VII

CENTRAL EUROPE BETWEEN TWO

REVOLUTIONS

PRUSSIA

THE French Revolution of 1848 was the signal for the The Febm-
most wide-reaching disturbance of the century. Revolu- ary Revo'
tions broke out from the Baltic to the Mediterranean, from gignai for

France to the Russian frontier. The whole system of re- other revo-
action, which had succeeded Waterloo and which had come to lutions'
be personified in the imperturbable Mctternich, crashed in
unutterable confusion. But in order to understand the

swiftness and completeness of this collapse, one must know
something of the evolution of central Europe between 1830
and 1848, for the revolutions of 1848 were no sudden and
accidental improvisations, but were simply the decisive and
dramatic culmination of movements everywhere making for
change. The Revolution of 1848 was a signal and an
encouragement to other peoples to attempt similar things;
it was not a cause. Particularlv necessary is it to trace */ "/

the inner evolution of Germany, Austria, and Italy during
this period, which was not at all one of stagnation, but
one characterized by great nd fruitful fermentation of
ideas.

The interest of German history between 1830 and 1848 The general
character _«_ _^K_ _"_ ^^b -^h. I

does not lie in the evolution of political liberty, for political of the
repression and absolutism were the order of the day. It period-
lies rather in growth ( long economic lines, in intellectual

" en n i nirnm 4- 1 4- c i r\ in those
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F German history the all-i tant tter is the evol
t during those y o f a markab tuat hot
Prussia and Austria, which was highly favorable to revolu-
tions in the fulness of time. The Confederation as a whole

had no evolution, but was a sleeping, hollow mockery. The
evolution of the lesser states, important no doubt, must be
neglected in a study of this scope. The ideas, personalities,
tendencies, and situations that were to prove determinant for
central Europe, came not from them but from the two first-

class powers already named, which stood confronting each
other in the Confederation and in Europe as a whole, ren-
dering unity impossible, and both opposed to liberty.

Evolution And first of the evolution of Prussia during these years.
of Political liberty, as we have seen, was denied. No constitu-Prussia.

tion was granted, no parliament created, but it would not
be reasonable to emphasize that fact unduly. Their absence
was not acutely felt save by a small enlightened minority.
Such liberties Prussians had never known, and there were

few serious practical grievances. The state was well ad-
ministered. The king, Frederick William III (1797-1840),
was honest and beloved, the administration hard-working
and economical, the policies enlightened. The period be-
tween 1815 and 1848, though politically unimportant, was
immensely significant in other ways. While university pro-
fessors and students suspected of dabbling in politics were
shamefully persecuted, the regime was not opposed to in-
tellectual progress. Under it great advances were made

Great in- in all branches of education from the lowest to the highest.
tellectual Intellectual activity, forbidden to enter the political field,
activity.

overflowed into others. It was a period of great and durableri

conquests in the domain of science, rich in leaders who held
high the best traditions of scholarship and widened the
bounds of human knowledge.
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UKFOHMS IN PRUSSIA U ;

ough reorganization. Before German unity could be The
achieved Prussian unity must be secured. Hie treaties of achieve~
1815 had transformed Prussia by almost doubling her t err-
tory and her population. Out of ten million inhabitants unity im-
five million were new subjects, difficult to assimilate: tli e m- perative.

habitants of the Rhenish provinces had been for twenty
years a part of the French Empire and were strongly at-
tached to French ideas; the Poles still bitterly regretted the
loss of their former independence; the Saxons resented their

t t P Th peop did t them
Prussians, t h fate had put them under a P

k Th task f building anew the P tat t
f such varied elements, of making a thoroughly horn

eous kingd was dered all the more difficult f
the fact that Prussia was divided into two separate, un-
connected parts, an eastern and a western, separated by
Hanover, Brunswick, and Hesse-Cassel. Her boundaries

were not those of a healthy state. These were the problems
whose Solution would take time. Meanwhile certain definite

reforms were undertaken.

The financial question w a s t urgent, and this was Kevision ofto

faced heroically. The burden of t N the systemP dof taxation.
een tremend Th P russian debt was large; deficit-

were usual. y revsng her system of taxation, and by
rigid economy, order was finally brought about, there were
Mil-pluses instead of deficits, and in 1828 government bonds
food at par.
The ffreat interest of the Prussian Government in the The

question
material development and prosperity of the country was of the

h« >t shown in its tariff policy. Prussia, as has been said, tariff.
was divided into two unequal and unconnected parts. The
boundaries were very extensive, increased still further by
the fact that entirely within her territory lay states or
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one th ther indust Th was thing
like freedom trade between the different part ideed.
there were in old Prussia al ty different tariff
systems in operation, sepa] ting district f "om district.
Cities were shut off from the ding intry districts
by tariff walls, and province from p All this meant
th mm could not flourish, hampered on ev d

id that dust] th s ipport f comm t
pand, ( ng t nar >w and un t m ket Unde

th dit one dustry th muggling Th
m gglers5 trade w y, owing to the fact that the f

tiers t b g ded were over 4,000 m g that
on b. 'ded by a larg mb f toms

"ffi als, which w Id invc e g P All this was
ged 1818, under the infl of a great ancial

f m Maassen. All t toms were dished

and free trade was established throughout all Prussia. Then
a tariff, very simple and covering few commodities, was
established against the rest of the world. This tariff was
put low enough to make smuggling unprofitable. Products
that would be brought over sea were taxed higher, as they
must enter by the few ports, which could be easily guarded.
Having established a common tariff for her own kingdom,
Prussia sought to induce other German states to enter into.
union with her, to adopt the same tariff against other na-
tions and free trade with each other. She offered to share

th t revenues ted P t ding t pop 1
Th ther states protested vehemently at first against

what they considered the high-handed measures of the larg
state, but they saw th a tages of union. Th
first to join were t hich were entirely inclosed hie. i
had p t t ly inclosed by P h commerce
W rmtoirJo 4- T»
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unions of their own. These, however, did not prosper.
One by one the other states joined the Pru^ian Union, led
thereto by the apparent advantages of free trade with each
other and by Prussia's liberal terms. By 1842 all, save the
Hanseatic towns and Mecklenburg, Hanover, and Austria,
had joined. The treaties between the co-operating states
upon which the union rested were made for brief periods, but
were constantly renewed.

The advantages of the Zollverein were both economic and The ad-
political. Industry grew rapidly by the application of the

of the Zoll-

principle of free trade to the states of Germany. It created verein.

a real national unity in economic matters, at a time when
Germany was politically only the semblance of a union; it
accustomed German states to co-operation without Austria,
and it taught them the advantages of Prussian leadership.
Men began to see that a Germany could exist without Aus-
tria. The Zollverein is generally considered in a very real
sense to have been the beginning of German unity.

As long as Frederick William III lived it was recogni/A'd Death of
lit -i 111 i " ii 1-1. "' i " j.'i. L' Frederick
that no changes would be made in the political institutions& 

< ... William

of Prussia. It was tacitly understood that his declining j
years should not be disturbed, that the demands for reforms
should not be pressed. ut when he died in 1840, says
von Treitschke, " all the long pent up grievances and hopes
of Prussia overflowed irresistibly, gushing and foaming like
molten metal when the spigot is knocked out." All eyes
were now turned upon his son and successor, Frederick
William IV.

Th Frederickew f ty-five years of age, was Iready we William IV,
f unusual intellect irk. mobil 1795-1861.

thusiastic, imaginat qiU'llt tionalist d
b P He was a patron of learning, surround

himself with sell tists, and writ G e d said
f " i fnlnnt mli«cf n\vjikpffl w tnlrnts in
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latterly not approved the policy of his father. This im-
pression he confirmed by his acts at the opening of his
reign. He issued an amnesty pardoning political prisoners.
He restored Arndt to his professorship at Bonn. He re-
leased Jahn. In a series of impassioned utterances he spoke
glowingly of Prussia's destiny. It seemed that a new and
liberal era was dawning.

But disillusionment soon began. The people wanted re-
forms and expected them from the new King. His predeces-
sor had consented to the creation of local diets for local

The demand concerns *n each of the provinces into which Prussia was
for a par- divided. He had promised a central parliament but had
liament. not kept the promise. The demand now was for this.

Would Frederick William IV grant it? This question was
asked him by the estates of the Province of Prussia. His
answer was kindly and vague. A little later a real answer
came in the form of an ordinance which somewhat increased

the powers of the provincial estates and provided that dele-
gations from each should unite in Berlin. This was not at
all what was wanted. Several of the provincial estates de-
manded the fulfilment of the promises of 1815. Books ap-
peared discussing constitutional questions. The press took
the matter up vehemently, the censorship having been some-
what slackened. The King apparently made no effort to
win back the favor of his people. His policy was evidently
purely reactionary. Popular meetings were forbidden in
certain provinces; the press, too free for his satisfaction,
was shackled again. Even the independence of the judiciary
was threatened.

Year after year went by and the people became impatient
because no parliament was created. The King, meanwhile
wavering between the most exalted notions of the divine
origin and nature of his position and his desire to live in
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of his people. Finally, on February 3, 1847, he issued a
Letter Patent which marks the beginning of the constitu- The Letter
tional history of Prussia. By this Patent it was announced *a.tent of

February,
that the king would summon all the provincial asscmblii 1847.
to meet in one general assembly or United Landtag when-
ever the needs of the state should demand new loans, the

levying of new taxes, or the augmentation of those already
existing. The United Landtag was to have the right of
petition, and the king might consult it in regard to new
legislation. There were to be two chambers, meeting apart,
except when considering financial questions, the former a
chamber of lords, the other of the three estates. At first

enthusiastic, the people were shortly chagrined at the out-
come of 11 their efforts. The Landtag was not to meet
at definite periods but only when the king should summon
it. It was to resemble a medieval diet more than a modernt

parliament. Even its power in financial matters was greatly
limited. All discussion involvincr the tariff was reserved

for the Zollverein. Provincial and local taxes remained to

b determined absolutely by t crown. I case f war
the Government ght t ting taxes, b

y ged to bring the matt t t ttent f tl e
t Landtag. E th e r t of petit fully

restricted. The king would receive petitions only when t
thirds of both houses had agreed upon them.

This was not the constitution the people had b Popular
demanding y it the k t required ever t t dissatis-

faction.
United Landtag toget Moreover, he retained the corn-
plcte law-making p a d an Imost tricted power
over the nation's pu The new parliament was to rcpre-

it, not the people, but social classes.
Moreover, in the speech from the tin with which

Frederick W lliam IV opened (hi- assembly th lowing
t 1 i 1 '
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of written paper to come, like a second Providence, between

our Lord God in Heaven and this land, to govern us by
its paragraphs. The crown cannot and ought not to de-
pend upon the will of majorities. I should never have called

you together if I had the least idea that you could dream
of playing the part of so-called representatives of the
people."

Conflict A conflict began at once between the King and the United
between

Frederick Landtag, which developed into a deadlock. The Landtag
demandedWilliam IV real parliament. The King demanded loans.

and the Neither yielded to the other, and in June 1847 the Landtag
United 

was dissolved. Nothing had been accomplished. A grave
Landtag.

constitutional crisis had been created. The monarch stood

in direct opposition to the Liberals. Such was the danger-
ously overheated state of the public mind when news of the
revolution in Paris reached Berlin.

AUSTRIA

Austria The history of Austria between 1815 and 1848 resembles
not a in some respects that of the German Confederation in that
homoge-
neous state it was not the evolution of a single homogeneous state.

Movements proceeded from several local centers. For pur-
poses of simplification it is well to examine each in turn.
In the provinces of Austria proper, in the western part
of the empire, the movement took the form of a demand
for the diminution of the autocratic system. There, as
elsewhere in Europe, after 1840 a popular feeling that the
time had come for larger liberty was distinctly perceptible.
Yet there the difficulty of its achievement was at its maxi-
mum. For as long as Francis I lived there was no hope
of sympathy from the throne. His successor, Ferdinand I
(1835-48), was a man of less ability and was, moreover,
mentally incapacitated for rule. This meant that Metter-
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freely published owing to the severi of th' ecus orship;
yet there were a few journalists and lawyers who managed
to express a desire for some measure of political freedom
and for a constitution. One significant feature of the time The indut
was the transit " " f trialrom d t t new in t ni

lution.

P Th e troduct f unery, bringing with it
e factory system, was now plished d w accom-

panied by the terrible evils which had marked this transition
in England and in France. Many laborers were thrown out
of work, wandered about the country, demoralized, starving,
and drifted to the cities, particularly to Vienna, forming a"

desperate element, easily incited to deeds of violence, as the
was to show. An industrial crisis preceded t P lit
of 1848 and profoundly influenced its cours

T P d preceding 1848, politically f < )" t The devel-
opment of

w d notable by th lopment of the spirit of nationali-

nali among several of the varied peoples who had h ties within
t n q t d the H of Hapsburg. This the empire.
was most significant phenomenon of these years, as t>

was to be the m t permanent in its effect r
f P t dividuality, t s t f e rights of

tionality, wh one f t principal features f the
histoi of teent tury ywhere, had come t
be th most t characterist f Aust evolution in

particular, and is so still. Under the asgis of the House
f Hapsb 1 nat were g and were strug

r a la 1 er d more independent in t CO 1-
lect ive tat This spirit was particularly p d in

emia d H

ohe inia ha een ted with Austria since 1526. Its Bohemia

population consisted of Germans and of a branch of the
Slavic race called Czechs. The Germans had for more than

two centuries been preponderant. Their language was that
of thp rrnvAmrrmnf f r» /ln /^n n f nri f), 1 n
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ness gradually awoke. The idea that the Czechish nation-
ality could be revived took strong hold of a few educated
men who believed that Bohemia should be torn from German

control and that the native Czechish element should be put
in its place. The movement was at first confined to univer-

ty men, was literary and scientifi A g p of historians
f h m Palacky was the lead 3 by their his-

2s of Bohemia when she had been an independent kingdom
in Icated the wish that she might again be one. Prid<
was ted, too, by reviving a wl t
nati literat Henceforth eve Czech o Id cease

to use German and speak his own native tongue. Thisn

movement grew, passing from university circles to the mass
of the people. It was directed against the German office-
holders in Bohemia and against the use of German in the
government and in education. While during the period
from 1815 to 1848 it accomplished no practical reform, it
created a public opinion and a vehement aspiration for na-
tional independence that constituted an important factor in
the general situation of that year.

Hungary. A more pronounced national and racial movement within
the empire was going on at the same time in Hungary,
a country peopled by several different races speaking differ-
ent languages and possessing different institutions. The
leading races were the Magyars; the Slavs, broken up into
several branches, north and south of the Magyars; the Ger-
mans or Saxons; and the Roumanians. The Magyars,
though numerically a minority of the whole people, were
more numerous than any other one race, were the most de- */

veloped politically, and had, ever since they had come into
the country in the ninth century, regarded it as their own
and had paid scant attention to the other races. Two sec-
tions of Hungary, Croatia, peopled almost entirely by Slavs,
f\r\f\ TVansvlvfima. flip w rtco ir» no r\if on-f o
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annexed countries and subject to the king Of Hungary, they
enjoyed a certain measure of autonomy. Croatia, for in-
stance, had a viceroy or ban and a Diet of its own. Transyl-
vania had its Estates, infrequently convoked.

Hungary had a constitution dating in part from the thir- The
ternth century. It was in 1222 that the Golden nil 0 r Hungarian

Constitu-

Andreas II was issued, nearly contemporary with Magna tion.
Charta. There was a Diet or Parliament meeting in
Presburg in two chambers, or Tables, as they were called ;
a Table of Magnates, composed of the highest nobility, of
certain of the higher clergy and office-holders ; and a Table
of Deputies, chosen by the congregations or county assem-
blies, and by the free cities. Hungary was divided into
more than fifty counties, each one of which had its local
assembly or congregation.

The nobility alone possessed political power. Only nobles The impor-
sat in the national Diet, and only nobles were members of tance of the

nobility.
the county assemblies. The nobility was itself divided into
two sections, the very wealthy, the Magnates, about five hun-
dred in number, and the petty nobility, numbering perhaps
seven hundred thousand, poor, in many cases uneducated and
hardly to be distinguished from the peasants among whom
they lived, save by their privileges. Everywhere feudalism
flourished in its most flagrant form and perhaps as nowhere
else in Europe. The aristocracy not only constituted all
the assemblies, national and local, but they filled all the
offices. They enjoyed old feudal dues and paid no taxes
themselves. The very tax intended to defray the expense The
of the local administration, which they monopolized, was laid Pjejalence

of feu-

upon the class beneath. Their lands could be alienated dalism.

only to members of their own order. Their palaces in th
cities were not subject to municipal jurisdiction. The en-
tire class of the bourgeoisie had only one vote in the Diet.

linn i* fVin laVirtrinrr rl.-i nnss sMftcd AI1V
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It is evident that though Hungary had a constitution c_j C »/

it was not of the modern type but of the medieval. To
take a place among the progressive lands of Europe, Hun-
gary needed to be brought within the region of modern ideas.
One of those who saw this and whose whole activity was to
contribute powerfully to this modernization, was Count Ste-

Szechenyi phen Szechenyi, a great Hungarian Magnate who, himself
and reform 

an aristocrat, boldly told his fellow-aristocrats that the
time for reform had come, that they must reform them-
selves, and must change radically the conditions of their
country. He was rather a social than a political reformer,
interested chiefly in the encouragement of material prosper-
ity, which necessitated the removal of many abuses from
which the aristocracy profited. He devoted his time, his
money, and his immense prestige to social and economic im-
provement, to the draining of marshes, the building of roads
and tunnels and bridges, the clearing of the Danube for nav-
igation. His aim was to make Hungary a busy, prosperous,
modern industrial state instead of an illustration of belated

medievalism. He encouraged the foundation of learned
societies, the use of the national language, the establishment
of a national theater. His work was* mainly outside the
Diet and consisted chiefly of his vigorous writings and his
example. He was not a political revolutionist, not an
enemy of Austria. The spirit in which he worked was
shown by his admonition to his countrymen: " Do not con-
stantly trouble yourselves with the vanished glories of the
past, but t let y det d patriotism bring about
the prosperity of the beloved f atherland M y there are wh

ink that H gary h b t I for my part lik
think that Hungary shall be."

The policy Meanwhile the Diet, controlled in both houses by the
of the Magyar aristocracy, accomplished little in the direction of
Diet.
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dependence for Hungary in the collective state. One gam
it made-that concerning the Magyar langua; -.

Latin was the language used in the Hungarian Diet. It Thc
was the language of the Roman Catholic Church and had

question.
formerly been the language of diplomacy. In a country
where so many tongues were spoken its use seemed a
felicitous arrangement, favoring no one race. It was neu-
tral. But the Magyars, now alive with the spirit of self-
assertion, sought to depose Latin and to place Magyar in its
stead as the official language. This they finally achieved in
1844. The Croatian deputies, on the other hand, wished
still to speak Latin, but were not permitted to. The Mag-
yars showed that their desire was not the freedom of the
several peoples of which Hungary was composed, but only
their own freedom, indeed, the freedom to impose tluir
will upon others. Their object was the complete Magyar-
ization of all who lived in Hungary, were they Croat ians,
Servians, Roumanians, or what else. In this struggle over
language lay the germ of a conflict of races which was later
to be most disastrous to the Magyars themselves. They were
not willing to grant to others the rights which they had
demanded for themselves.

While the Hungarian Diet was zealous in asserting the Rise of a
claims of Hungary against Austrian domination, and wa> radlcal

party.
eager to air Hungarian grievances against the Imperial Gov-
ernment, it refused to undertake any large measure of inter-
nal reform. The Magnates, intent upon the preservation of
their unrivaled position, blocked the way of even those
changes which the other chamber, representative of the
numerous lower nobility, was disposed to grant. Gradually
there grew up as a result a party much more radical, nour-
ished in the ideas of western Europe, democratic, and be-
lieving that the existing medieval institutions, the Diet and
the countv assemblies, must be thoroughly reorganized or _ .
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H 'y greatest d F Deak. wh >e per-
sonality 1 triking, but whose services t h ountry
w t b e lid a during K th d first
com t as th. dit a pap which described
in vid and liberal the debat the Diet When it

was forbidden to print these reports he had them litho-
graphed. When this was forbidden he had them written

t by hand by a P s f m nuenses and distributed by
t F llyl ted and sentenced to prison.

During his imprisoi ment o f th "ee years Kossuth applied
himself to serious studies, particularly to that of the English
lang ge, with such success that h ble later to add
large audiences in England and the United States with
remarkable effect. In 1840 he was released and obtained

permission to edit a daily paper.
After 1840 the mass o f the nation turned away

from Szechenyi and toward Kossuth and Deak. Szechenyi,
a Magnate, wished the gradual reform of his country from
above, and had no sympathy with democratic movements.
Kossuth, on the other hand, was the very incarnation of the
great democratic ideas of the age. Sharing fully Szechen-
yi's desire to place Hungary in th r 1 f m d
nat t devel P ts mat prosperity, its civilizat
he did not believe it possible to accomplish this by the meth-
ods hitherto followed, and without a thoroughly modernn

constitutional government. He believed that free political
institutions contribute directly to material well-being and to
civilization.

Kossuth, now as a brilliant editor and as an even more

brilliant orator, conducted an agitation that had little in
common with the reform movement of the Liberals up to
this time. He did not believe that the necessary reforms
could ever be brought about by existing agencies-either by
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who le. He demanded democratic ref is in every ( part
niciit of the nat 1 life: ubolit o f t ic privilej. f ti
tin ty an 1 of their exempt f taxation; eq t

qual burd r all tizens; trial by jury; reform of
d s impassioned appeals were ma

directly to the people. He sought to create, and did creat
a o ful P b c P lam r hang
vigorous liberal opposition to the established order, an op-
position ably led and full of fire, grew rapidly. In 1847
it published its programme, drawn up by Dcak. This de- The

demands of

manded the taxation of the nobles, the control by the Diet the Hunga-

of all national expenditures, larger liberty for the press, rians in
and a complete right of public meeting and association; 1847-
it demanded also that Hungary should not be subordinate
to Austrian policy, and to the Austrian provinces. Such
was the situation when the great reform wave of 1848 began
to sweep over Europe.

ITALY

The Italian revolutions of 1820 and 1821, and of 1831 and Italy after
1831.

1832 had had no depth of root, no powers of endurance
and had been easily crushed out by a few thousand Austrian
bayonets. The humiliation of liberal-minded Italians wa«
great indeed. It was clear to all that the methods hitherto
employed w Id b e d q te to th d Tl t fif
ears were devoted to a deeper study of the problem, t the

elaboration of several plans ts solution, to the long and
patient pr< f preparing r an lependent national
existence a peopl king the most t elements

teristic of such a state. During this period a group Importance
f t fi th unusual prom T pre of a group

of writers.

revolutions had failed, partly at least, because of the narrow
b on hich they rested Disaffected ircl " am 1
members of d. inconmetentlv directed
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not yet learned the fundamental necessity of solidarity. In-
surrections were pitifully local; Italians of different states
rendered each other no assistance, or only the slightest, in -^^^^"-

movements that would have a common advantage for all and
that to succeed must have the support of all. It was im-
perative that a universal mental state be created, that a

m pirat haract th lib lenient
where, that an Italy of the imagination and aff ihould

t, even if the Italy of reality w o an exp
f graphy. All Ital must hold a mm :t f

political ideas, whether they be Piedmontese, Sicilians, Vene-
tians, or subjects of the Pope. To bring this about was
the work of several gifted men, working mainly through
the channel of literature.

Joseph Foremost among th J ph M ini. Mazzini was
Mazzini, piritual rce f the Ital tion, the prophet1805-1872

of a state that was not yet but was to be, destined from
youth to feel with extraordinary intensity a holy mission
imposed upon him. He was born in 1805 in Genoa, his
father being a physician and a professor in the university.

n in h boyh w morbidly P with th
PP an d misery f h country the midst c

the noisy, tumultuous life of the students around me I
n his interesting though fragmentary autobiog-

raphy, " somber and absorbed and appeared like one sud-
denly grown old. I childishly determined to dress always
in black, fancying myself in mourning for my country."
It was after the failure of 1821 that Mazzini first became

conscious of the mission of his life. While walking one Sun-
day with his mother and a friend in the streets of Genoa,
they were addressed, he says, " by a tall, dark-bearded man"

with a severe, energetic countenance and a fiery glance that I
have never since forgotten. He held out a white handker-
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ting wrong in my country gainst Inch it was duty intense
to struggle, and the thought that I, too, must hear my part pa
in that struggle, flashed before my mind on that day, for tin-
first time, never again t 1 ve in T remembrance f

those refugees, many of whom became my friend* in after
life, pursued me wherever I went by day and mingled \\itli led
my dreams by night. I would have given, I know not what,
to follow them. I began collecting names and facts, and
studied as best I might the records of that heroic struggle,
seeking to fathom the causes of its failure."

As Mazzini grew up all his inclinations were toward a
literary life. " A thousand visions of historical dram "; and
romances floated before my mental eye." But this dream
he abandoned, "my first great sacrifice," for political agita-
tion. He joined the Carbonari, not because he approved even
then of their methods, but because at least they were a revolu-
tionary organization. As a 'member of it, he was arrested His impris
in 1830. The governor of Genoa told Mazzini's father that onraent-
his son was "gifted with some talent," but was " too fond of

walking by himself at night absorbed in thought. What on
earth has he at his age to think about? We don't like
young people thinking without our knowing the subject
of their thoughts." Mazzini was imprisoned in the fortress
of Savona. Here he could only see the sky &nd the sea,
" the two grandest things in Nature, except the Alps,"
he said. After six months he was released, but was forced

to leave his country. For nearly all of forty years he
was to lead the bitter life of an exile in France, in Switzer-

land, but chiefly in England, which became h
Aft from prison Mazzini f 18JJ1 a Founder of

ty, " Young Italy," destined to be an import; f 
" Young

Italy."
aking the new Italy. The Carbonari had led t

tions and had failed. M disliked that organi/ation
I in 1, nvinrr tin t nifp nlftn
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b :t ganization; otherwise it would be stamped t
But it must not be m body of pirators; it t
b ducat proselyting, seeking t win Ital by it
moral d intellect rvor to an idealist view o f f

a s< self s ficing sense of duty. Only th under
were to b admitted to membership, because h ppeal was
part larly t th un P uth i t th ; head o f
the insurgent multitude," he said, " y know t the sec
f the power hidd these youthful heart the mag
fluence exercised on the masses by the voice of youth

will find m th e y g a hst post th new
"

g With M e berat and fiat o f
The Italy was indeed a new religion, appealing to the loftiest
methods of emotions, entailing complete self-sacrifice, complete absorp-
the society.

tion in the ideal, and the young were to be its apostles.
Theirs was to be a missionary life. He told them to travel,
to bear from land to land, from village to village, the torch
of liberty, to expound its advantages to the people, to
establish and consecrate the cult. He told them to " climb

the mountains and share the humble food of the laborer ;

t t the workshop d th tizans: t P t. them
of their rights, of the memories of their past, of their past
glories, of their former commerce; to recount to them the-

endless oppression of which they were ignorant, because no
one took it upon himself to reveal it." Let them not quail
before the horrors of torture and imprisonment that might
await them in the holy cause. " Ideas grow quickly when
watered with the blood of martyrs." Never did a cause
have a more dauntless leader, a man of purity of life, a
man of imagination, of poetry, of audacity, gifted, more-
over, with a marvelous command of persuasive language.
The response was overwhelming. By 1863 the society reck-
oned 60,000 members. Branches were founded evervwhere.
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TIIK ALMS OF "YOUNG ITALY"

more remarkable- from the fact that its members were un-

known men, bringing to their work no advantage of wealtii
or social position. ut, as their leader wrote later, " All
great n tional movements begin with the unknown men of
the people, without influence except for the faith and will
that counts not time or difficulties."

The programme of this society was clear and emphatic. The aims
First, Austria must be driven out. This was the condition of the

society.
precedent to all success. War must come-t ic sooner the
better. Let not Italians rely on the aid of foreign govern-
ments, upon diplomacy, but upon their own unaided strength.
Austria could not stand against a nation of twenty millions
fighting for their rights.

At a time when the obstacles seemed insuperable, when Unity aj * " "

but few Italians dreamed of unity even as an ultimate ideal, prac lca
. ideal.

Mazzini declared that it was a practicable ideal, that the
seemingly impossible was easily possible if only Italians would
dare to show their power; and his great significance in Italian
hist y that succeeded in imparting his burning f

Ititudes of oth The one thing w g to twenty
in o f It d f mancipating t
IS t power, but faith h sai d II f one long
postolate, devoted to the preaching of the true gospel H
itings thrilled th fid d hop .. Young Italy

in ist be nei h a ?ct nor a party, but a fa a d an
postolate." t f Italy were united what h ou Id be
t rm f govern m t M believed that it hould

h e a public, b i sovereignty reside ?s essentially n the
people, and only completely express tself that f
.Moreover, great memories are repub d t

m I elements in Italy dynasty rendered
t l »ry or by important service- t It ah

-. 
no powerful d pected toeracy t t.'ik the inter

r»lnrr» bffwppn thp throne and t neo 1 Tha
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believe. Every argument for federation was a stronger
argument for unity. " Never rise in any other name than
that of Italy and of all Italy."

Mazzini as Mazzini's work, when it passed from the realms of ex-
a conspir- hortation, of ideas, to practice, proved ineffective. Young
ator.

Italy attempted several insurrections which were less im-
portant and less successful than those conducted by the
Carbonari. He himself lacked some of the qualities of
practical leadership. He was dogmatic, intolerant. He
underestimated the strength of the opposition. As a man
of action he was not successful. Nevertheless is he one of

the chief of the makers of Italy. He and the society which
he founded constituted a leavening, quickening force in the
realm of ideas. Around them grew up a patriotism for a
country that existed as yet only in the imagination. Their
influence even reached the king of Piedmont, who had driven
Mazzini into exile and who kept him there. " Ah, Ricci,"
said Charles Albert, " the form of governments is not eternal;
we shall march with the times." *

But to many serious students of the Italian problem Maz-
zini seemed far too radical; seemed a mystic and a rhetori-
cian full of resounding and thrilling phrases, but with little
practical sense. Men of conservative temperament could not
follow him. Repelled by the needless waste of life in small
and pitifully weak insurrections, alienated by the sweeping
character of his demands, these moderate reformers thought
that the problem was of a different nature and ought to re-
ceive a different t Th beg b 1840 t
press their views in books which were widely read and which
exerted a considerable influence.

Gioberti, O o f th w T M an d C Primacy f th.
1801-1852. Italians," a book by a Piedmontese priest, Gioberti, f treed

lik Mazzn, t 1 broad in»e e m y y rs b
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no less a position in the world than independence. He
believed in independence as fervidly as did Mazzini, but he
did not believe in the possibility of Italian unity, for Italy
had been too long divided. The divisions were deep-seated ,
historic, insuperable. Unity could never be brought about
by peaceful methods, and ought never to be attempted by
force. Gioberti believed in a federation of the states of

Italy under the presidency or leadership of the Pope. Thus
Italy would be secure from f oreign aggression or control
and a free field would be opened for all kinds of internal
improvement. He held that the genius of Italy was mon-
archical and aristocratic, whereas Mazzini had declared it

to be republican and democratic. He believed that the
futility of conspiracies and secret societies and insurrections
had been proved, that they did not further but hindered the
cause. He concurred with Mazzini in believing in inde
pendence.

ut to many who did not agree with Mazzini, Gioberti's D'Azeglio,
idea that hope lay in the Pope seemed preposterous. This
attitude was expressed by D'Azeglio in his " Recent Events
in Romagna" (1846), scathing commentary on the
wretched misgovernment of the Pope within his own do
minions, a vivid portrayal of the evils under which his
subjects groaned. D'Azeglio also denounced the republican
attempts at insurrection. Hope lay, in his opinion, in the
king of Piedmont.

Still another point of view was represented by Cesare Balho Balbo,
1789-1853

in hi s Hopes of Italy" (1844). He too was a Pied-
montese. He did not believe in unity; that was a madman's
dream. Like Gioberti, he believed in federation, but federa-

tion could not be accomplished as long as Austria remained
an Italian power. " Without national independence other

good things are as nought. ' Austria then must he eliin-
inatorL hiif ir a WOT orrnin «f n f Ttnlmn
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felt to be near at hand. Might not Austria expand east-
ward at the expense of the Sultan, and might she not then
" make Italy a present of her independence ? " Certainly
a fanciful idea. Balbo pointed out the defects of the Italian
character, and urged his countrymen to cast off their indo-
lence, to cease to be " the land of the olive and the orange,"
and to develop strength and earnestness of character.

The Hisor- Ou f this fermentat f id w a more vigorous
gimento. spirit f t. of d tisf tion, of aspirat Th is

the beginning of what lied in Italian the Risors-iment
th t Although id f how that t
should be brought about were at variance with each other,
every utterance urged it forward. No political party was
organized, but a general state of mind was created which
held that Italy must become independent, which meant that
Austrian influence must be eliminated, and that the Italians. f

d d th them s f th would Th w tch

w d was given by Charles Albert, King of Piedm t Wh
;ked h th w be accom plished said
Italia ra d se It; do it alone.

Pius IX, Events in the realm of politics only intensified the effect
Pope,
1846-1878. of these books, seeming to open wide the door of hope. In

1846 a new Pope was elected, Pius IX. It was considered
auspicious that he was chosen by the anti-Austrian mem-
bers of the conclave. He was known to have read Gioberti.

His first acts were liberal. He pardoned political offenders,
thus condemning his predecessor's policy. He appointed
a commission to consider the question of railways, whose
introduction had been opposed by his predecessor, one reason
having been, it was said, his belief that they would " work
harm to relig Hep ted against the Aust
pat f F Metternich d this tendency with
alai m He had previously d th a lib Pop was
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ty " passed unlieeded t momentary enthusiasm. " e

believer," wrote Mazzini to him, " and unite Italy
Ref m were speedily granted T d Pied

mont by the princes, stimulated by the spect a re-
forming Pop A tizens' guard was established in the
former, that is, the people were given arms. This they
believed would henceforth make despotism impossible.
Charles Albert of Piedmont, hitherto called the "Hesitating Charles * O

King," because of his constant vacillation between absolutism Albert
King of

and liberalism, now veered toward the latter, influenced Piedmont.

by the action of the Pope and by the consensus of ideas
represented in the Risorgimento. In October 1847 he issued
a decree granting many reforms in local government, the
organization of the police, and the censorship of the press.
Shortly afterward he proclaimed the civil emancipation of
Protestants. These reforms were received with great en-
thusiasm, an enthusiasm vastly augmented by a letter which
he sent at this time to a scientific congress in which he said:
" If Providence sends us a war of Italian independence
I will mount my horse with my sons. I will place myself
at the head of an army . What a glorious day it will
be in which we can raise the cry of a war for the independence
of Italy!"

In January 1848 a revolution broke out in the Kingdom
of Naples, the first of that year of revolutions. The king,
Ferdinand II, was forced to yield to the demand for a con-
stitution.

Such was the condition of Italy at the opening of 181.8.
the brink

The demand for reform was universal, but now news arrived of revolu-

h d It peedily t p on f th t tion.
far greater undertaking, the ending of gn domination.
The news was that the monarchy of L ; Philippe was
ov thrown; that the Second Republic ¥ declared; that
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previously driven so many. The hour for Italy seemed to
have struck in the hour of the distress of Austria. For

the year 1848 was to be one of revolution the like of which
E pe had not k the Napoleonic period. Event
were t d each other of a most sensat charte

and the reaction of these events upon each other, of nation
upon nation, of parts of nations upon other parts, was to
be the most distinguishing as well as the most confusing
characteristic of the time.
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CHAPTER VIII

CENTRAL EUROPE IN REVOLT

CENTRAL EUROPE at the of 1848 was then in The great

a estless, disturbed, ex pectant stat Everywh mid-centurym
uprising.

? wearied with the old d d demand hang A
ilutionary spirit was t "k. th p c m nd m Ger-
y, Italy, and Austria was ted Int a ty so

perturbed d so t me tli o f tli f L
Philippe. It w the spark that set the world in conflagra-
ti Th was received with joy by the discontented
everywhere, who by it were themselves nerved to resistless
enerirv. Revolution succeeded revolution in the various

countries with startling rapidity. The whole political system
of conservatism seemed about to founder utterly. The great
mid-century uprising of the peoples had begun.

The storm-center of this general convulsion proved to be Vienna the
Vienna, hitherto the proud bulwark of the established order. "torm-c enter.

Here in the Austrian Empire one of the most confused chap-
ters in European history began. A wild welter of disintegra-
ting forces threatened for a while the very submer-ion of the
Danubian state. The movement was so complicated and
intricate that to give a clear account of it is exceedingly
difficult. The immediate impulse came from Hungary.
There the Diet had been in session since 1847, engaged in
working out derate reforms for the kingdom The effect The de-
of t! ic news f t 11 o f Philippe w trifying cisive in-

tervention

The passion f the hour was expressed in a flaming speech of Hungary
by Kossuth, o proved himself a consummate spokesman
fnr n T*»r»nr»m in 1 I f nf; m d eiHlOWOO
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the feelings of the time, and seized the leadership from more
moderate men. With bitter execration he fulminated against
the Austrian Government as a charnel house whence issued

suffocating vapors and pestilential winds benumbing the
senses, deadening the national spirit. Only with a free con-
stitution could the various races of Austria have a happy
future and live together in brotherhood. The effect of this
speech in Hungary and throughout the Austrian states was
mmediat d prof d Translated into German, and

p blished in Vienna, it inflamed the p f the peopl
d lat a t broke ut i g d

largely by students and workingmen. The soldiers fired and
bloodshed lted Barricades were erected and the peopl

d soldiers fought hand to hand. The crowd surged t
d into the imperial palace, a d ded the hall in which

The over- the Diet was sitting, crying " D th Metternich ! " Met-
throw of

ternich, whMetternich. thirty-nine years had st d t the d f
the Austri tates, who was the very source and

tion, imperturbable, pitiless, masterful, was now d
g t disg from Aust England, t

witness his whole system h completely beneath th on-
slaught of the very forces for which he had for a gener t
shown contempt.

The effect produced by the announcement of Metternich's
fall was prodigious. It was the most astounding piece of
news Europe had received since Waterloo. His fall was
correctly heralded as the fall of a system hitherto impreg-
nable.

As Hungary, under the spell of Kossuth's oratory, had
exerted an influence upon Vienna, so now the actions of the
Viennese reacted upon Hungary. The Hungarian Diet,
dominated by the reform and national enthusiasm just un-

The March chained and constantly fanned by Kossuth, passed on March
Laws.
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ing touch. These celebrated laws represented the demands of

the Hungarian national party led by Kos- uth. T y con-
cer d t t subjects, the int eorgani/ation of
Hungary and the future relations of that kingdom to th
em pi s a wo hole. y s y the d tocrat
polit m hinery d substituted a mod dem t

titut Hencef there was to be a Diet meeting
ally t Presburg, a t near Austria but at

Budapest, in th very heart of the kingdom, a Diet
t b lected t by the privileged nobility but ery
Hung ng property to the value of b one
hundred and fifty dollars. The feudal services owed the
nobility by the peasants were abolished, and nothing was
said of compensation, save that it was a " debt of honor,

presumably to be discharged by the nation later. Religious
freedom, liberty of the press, trial by jury, a national
guard were all proclaimed. And as regards the relations
of Hungary to the empire, it was declared that Hungary
should henceforth have its own ministry, not only for domestic
business, but also for war, finance, and foreign affairs.
These latter departments had hitherto belonged to the
central government. The March laws made Hungary prac- Hungary
tically an independent nation. The only connection with

independ-
Austria was in the person of the monarch, who could act ent.

in Hungary, however, only through this Hungarian ministry.
The consent of the Vienna Government was all that was now

needed to complete this virtual separation, and this consent
was shortly given under the compulsion of dire necessity
(March 31). Thus, with remarkable swiftness and without
bloodshed, Hungary had practically won her independence.
Henceforth she would be mistress of her own destinies. That

she so understood the matter was shown by her creation of a
national army with a national flag, and by the appointment

f i ** i fi ft i n ri o r* n i \ |* r*i
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educated, but a minority, and the Czechs, poorer, but a
majority, ambit to m Boh a parate stat b
ject o t t mp The movem t f or th reviv
f C hish tionality had been growing since 1830, ex-

pressed particularly by th of the Czechish lang
as a mark of distinction from the German, as a method of

spiritual unification. This had been accompanied, as we
have seen, by a revival of interest in Czechish and Slavic
history. The Bohemians now sent a deputation to Vienna
March 19th, to ask for the complete equality of Czechs and
Germans, for the familiar liberal reforms relating to the
Diet, the press, taxation, and religion, and for local auton-
omy. The Emperor a few days later conceded most of these
demands.

Revolution Meanwhile, recognizing the opportunity, the Liberals of
in the Vienna and the Austrian provinces snatched at advantages
Austrian 

for themselves. They demanded a constitution for the whole
provinces

empire, and larger local self-government for the Austrian
provinces. These demands, too, were granted, of course
because of the helplessness of the Government. That help-
lessness was due chiefly to the critical situation in Italy. In
Hungary, Bohem d th Aust P exte
rights in the direct f self-government, of titut 1
reform, of p freedom, had b won. t there had

been a repudiation of the emp The emp
legitimate headship w tioned. But in Italy it
just this that was denied. Th Aust P th

Revolution Lombardo-Venetian kingdom. The leading city of Lombardy
in w j Milan, f Venet V Th tat a d long re-
Lombardy-

ted Aust Ian rule Moreover, th thVenetia. tates of Italy

had, since 1815, been practically dominated by Austria.
In the peninsula the desire to expel the foreigner completely,
and to achieve unity, was strong and growing. This is an

t * t
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in insurrection, and expilled the Austrian troop-, which were
unprepared. Venice, under the inspiring li-adtrship of Daniel
Manin, threw off the Austrian allegiance and declan d if elf
a republic once more. Piedmont, an independent state, threw
in its lot with these rebels, and sent its army into Lombardy.
The other Italian states, Tuscany, the Papacy, and Naples,
being compelled thereto by the popular demand, sent troops
forward to northern Italy to co-operate. The moment
seemed to have arrived for the liberation of the peninsula Italy
from Austrian control. The peoples and governments a . renounces

Austrian

peared to be unanimous in their determination to drive out control.

the Austrians once for all. Italy had practically declared
its independence. Here, then, was the critical point that
must be defended at all costs. Fortunately for Austria she
had in northern Italy a commander equal to the task,
Radetzky, a man who had served with credit in every Aus-
trian war for sixty years, and who now at'the age of eighty-
two was to increase his reputation. Radetzky, forced
out of Milan, retired to the famous Quadrilateral, the fort-

resses on the Adige and the Mincio, Legnago, Peschiera,
Verona and Mantua, one of the strongest military positions
in Europe. Temporarily on the defensive, he believed he
could win in the end if properly supported. lie succeeded
in convincing the Austrian Government that the crucial
point was Italy, that here the fate of the empire would be
lecided.

Meanwhile, there were March days in Germany, too. - Eevolution
in

tria's distress was Germany's opportunity as it was Italy's. Germany.

As we have seen, the personality and system of Mettermch
had imposed themselves upon the German Confederation.
and through it upon the states of which it was composed.
The new> of his fall had immediate and resounding effect, and
particularly in Prussia, for months kept fevnvd by its
striifffirle with Frederick William IV for a real parliament
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bloodshed. The King, who had begun to w bef
th o k, issued on the 18th a proclamation in which h
s d the United L dt t co-op te in raming a

titution for the realm, guaranteeing the p 1 and civil
liberties that had been demanded for years. He also promised A/
to lead in the attempt to achieve unity for Germany.

The For the moment seemed to h hen this, also, might
national

be w t of the chaos of the times, when the 1
movement.

federation erected by the Congress of Vienna might be trans-
formed into a strong and vigorous union. The Liberals had
always desired this, and had recently become unusually active
in outlining plans and preparing for the future. The revolu-
tion in France gave them encouragement. The fact that
Austria, interested in the preservation of the old Confedera-
tion, was now impotent, that the princes everywhere in Ger-
many were powerless to oppose, greatly advanced the cause.
A self-constituted committee of Liberals met at Heidelberg
early in March and decided to call a preliminary assembly
to consider the whole question. This preliminary assembly,
or Vorparlament, met from March 31st to April 4th and
arranged for the election, directly by the people, of an
assembly that should draw up the constitution for a united
Germany. The princes of the different states were forced
to sanction this proceeding, as was also the Diet. In April

The Par- and May the elections were held, and on May 18th the first
liament of German National Assembly or Parliament of Frankfort met
Frankfort. 

amid the high hopes of the people.
Thus by the end of March 1848 revolution, universal in its

range, was everywhere successful. The famous March Days
had demolished the system of government that had held

The sway in Europe for a generation. Throughout the Austrian
March Empire, in Germany and in Italy the revolution was tri-
revolutions umphant. Hungary and Bohemia had obtained sweeping con-
every-
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pendent of Austria, and the r«^t of Italy \\ s moving to sup
port th bel a titut had b proini>i'd P

d a convent ,bout to meet to give liberty and unity
German

ut the period of triumph was brief. At the moment of Austria
greatest humiliation Austria began to show remarkable be£ins the

work of

powers of recove In the rivalries of her races ml j restoration.

her army lay her salvation. The Government won its first
victory, not in Italy, which was the critical point, but in

ohemia. There, in March, the Germans and the Czechs

had worked together for the acquisition of the reforms de-
scribed above. But shortly serious differences drove the two
races apart. The Germans wished to have Bohemia repre-
sented in the Frankfort Parliament, and included within the
new Germany that was expected to issue from the delibera-
tions of that body. To this the Czechs, however, were
strongly opposed, f earing that this would only mean the
complete submersion of their own nationality in that of
Germany, the Germans being overwhelmingly predominant.
What they aspired to was ultimately a Czechish or Slavic
kingdom of their own. Fearing this very thing the Germans
in Bohemia redoubled their efforts to make the connection

between Bohemia and Germany close. Racial animosities
were thus vigorously fanned. The result was street dis-
turbances in Prague between the Germans and Czechs, cul- Bohemia
minating in an insurrection June 12th. Wffldischgratc, conquered.
commander of the troops in Prague, proclaimed the city in
a state of siege. Unable to restore quiet by negotiation he
bombarded the city on the 17th, soon subdued it and was
dictator. The army had won its first victory, and that, too,
by taking advantage of the bitter racial antagonisms in
which the Austrian Empire so abounded.

In Italy also the army was victorious. Radetzkj had Italy
correctly foreseen the future. The Italians, after the first Partially
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recalled and northern Italy was left to itself. The rulers
of those states had sent their armies forward to join Piedmont
in the war with Austria, not because they had wished to, but
because of popular pressure which they now felt able to defy.
Charles Albert was no match for Radetzky, and was defeated
badly at Custozza, July £5th. Austria recovered Lombardy
and could even have invaded Piedmont had it not been for

*. the opposition of France and Great Britain. Hostilities
were brought to a close by an armistice August 9th. By the
middle of the summer of 1848 the Austrian Government

was again in the saddle in Bohemia, and had partially re-
covered its power in Italy. But in Vienna itself and in
Hungary its position was still most precarious.

Hungary, as w have seen, had won by the March L
f 1848 a posit f pract depend f Aust

It possessed its own ministry, wh tituted th re
g ment Th roe f th Emp w s most c m

bed, yet he w d t endu th humiliati f or
present. But the Austrian ministry was only biding it

tim t bl th gant Magy G ment Th
Civil pport m th the outbreak of civil dissension with
dissension Hungary itself. Th 1 d t riv s rose
within

Hungary. to the highest pitch. T M ars, though a minority of
the whole people, had always been dominant and the victory
of March had been their victory. But the nat
was strong ai d wi wit Serb C tians. and R"-

m Th the summer of 1848, demanded f t

Hungarian Diet much the same privileges which the Magyars
had won for themselves from the Vienna Government. They

t

wished local self-government and the recognition of their
own languages and peculiar customs. To this the Magyars
would not for a moment consent. . They intended that there
should be but one nationality in Hungary- that f the
TIT J* 11 I
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official language than their own. They, therefore, refused
these demands point-blank. As a consequence, the bitten^t
race hatreds broke out in this Hungarian state, whose power
had been so recently established, and was so lightly grounded.
The Magyars insisted that the .Magyar language .should
be taught in all the schools in Croatia and should be ii
in all official communications between that province and the

t government in Budapest. The Croatians resenb i The
this uncompromising and ungenerous policy and their resent 

Croatians

rise

nient pidl} b hellion The Aust Governmentagainst the

appointed Jellachich, a Croat colon d a bitter oppo- Magyars.
nent of the Magyars, as g ban of Croatia. This th
Hungarians felt to be an insult, and their relations with t
V Government b T i trained. Jellachich
labored from h outset t t fl f t hatred

f Croat and M gy ld the Aust Government
sanction these acts of one of its subjects against Hungar
That Government had approved the March Laws which ga

ge p wers to Hunary, and Hungary included Croati
S d th S H Gov-

t w tirely within it ght when it demanded
that Jellachich be dismissed and that th g ment of March
I. yally ap d But Austria had made t

y f co l on. t saw w in J a h a means Austria
exploits the

f llin t t it own posit w t t n- situation.

secure to permit it to proceed penly boveboard
t that direct d policy that it followed was t
t now pparently concedi Hungarian de-
mand t t same tim t discredit Jellachich. ich. It

d be impossib our sp t t th anoeuvers
n det Suffice it t s ndid in-y at duct so

ed daily the t bet gary and A
dered by Hui g y responsib f th tions of J

M A d i the inner olit
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Austria itself. The Hungarian ministry since March had
been a moderate one, in favor of maintaining peace. It
included all the more important Magyar statesmen. But
the perilous position into which the Magyars were drifting
naturally favored the more warlike and revolutionary leaders
who embodied the passionate hatred of the Slavs and Austrians.
Peaceful negotiation between the various parties to the con-
flict failed, and in September 1848 matters were precipitated
by Jellachich, who began a civil war by leading- an army

Radical of Croatians and Serbs against the Magyars. The effect
party in of this action was to arouse the Magyars to a fever heat,
Hungary
seizes and to play directly into the hands of the aggressive war
control. party. Kossuth and the extreme radicals now came into

power. Those who stood for peaceful relations with Austria,
like Deak, gave up in despair. The Austrian Government
finally assumed the aggressive. On October 3d the Emperor
declared the Hungarian Diet dissolved. At the same time
Jellachich, so odious to all Magyars, was given the command
of all the imperial troops in Hungary. The immediate
effect, however, of this action was not what had been in-
tended, but was rather another outbreak in Vienna itself.

There the revolutionists, sympathizing with the Magyars,
rose and actually controlled the city for several weeks. The
Emperor fled to Olmiitz. But now the army appeared upon
the scene. Windischgratz, recalled from Prague, besieged
Vienna for five days, finally forcing its surrender October
31, 1848. Austria had won her third victory; for in Bo-
hemia, in Italy, and now in Vienna the army had intervened
with decisive effect and had either crushed or checked the

revolutionary parties, and had won back for the Government
some of the ground lost in March.

The reactionary party in Austria now became stronger
and more determined to finish with this ubiquitous revolution.
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The purpose of this manoeuver was to permit by a show Abdication
of legality the abrogation of the March Laws in Hungary of the

Emperor of
Promises made by Ferdinand, it was held, were not binding <"> Austria.
upon his successor, and the promises of March were hence- Accession
forth to be repudiated. Schwarzenberg, one of the m<»t ot Francis
reckless, daring, and autocratic ministers of the nineteenth 

Joicph I.

century, now became the real leader of the Government.
T A t try, at t fulent f it P re-
tracted e March L d prepared to subdue Hungary
as it had subdued m d \ ienna. Hungary stiffened
foi the c >ming conflict S declared F oseph a Hungary

declares

US! per. Only that pei King of Hungary who had Francis

bet crowned H r tii he crown of St. Stephen. ?n« Joseph
Sli therefore f se d t recognize the new ru ler unt he usurper
should be crowned and take the oath to the constitution,

and she held that Ferdinand was still King, and prepared
to fight in his defense and that of the March Laws which

he had sanctioned.

Thus it came about that the year 1849 saw a great war War
in Hungary. Austrian armies were sent into that country 

between

Austria and

from various directions. The ungenerous conduct of the Hungary.

Magyars toward the other races in Hungary was now given
its reward. Not only did the Hungarian armies have to
face Austrian troops, flushed with victory, but in the south
the Serbs were in full revolt, in the east the Roumanian

peasantry favored the Austrians, in the south and south-
west th Croatians and Slavonians under Jellachich

were eager for revenge. The result was that the Hungarian
armies in the period from January to March 1M5) were in
the main unsuccessful. In April, however, they gained several
victories and drove back the Austrians. Then, in a frenzy
of excitement the Hungarian radicals, led by Kossut Hun

d the Diet to take the momentous step of declaring that Declaration
t e H e f HaDsb as se d had c d °
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gary While the word republic was not uttered, such would
probably be the future form of government if the Hungarians
succeeded in achieving their independence. The Hungarian
victories still continued for a while, but the action of the

Diet in declaring independence altered the situation disas-
trously. The matter became international. Foreign inter-
vention brought this turbulent chapter abruptly to a close.
The young Francis Joseph I made an appeal for aid to
the Tsar of Russia. Nicholas I showed the greatest alacrity
in responding. The reasons that determined him were vari-

ous. He was both by temperament and conviction predis-
posed to aid his fellow-sovereigns against revolutionary
movements if asked. He w an tocrat d interested

the preservation of autocracy wherever it existed. Also
he had no desire to see a great republic on his very borders.
Furthermore, a successful Hungary might make a restless
Poland. Many Poles were fighting in the Hungarian armies.

Hungary Russian troops, variously estimated at from 100,000 to
conquered. 200,000, now poured into Hungary from the east and north.

The Austrians again advanced from the west. The Hun-
garians fought brilliantly and recklessly, urged on by the
eloquence of Kossuth. They sought the aid of the Turks
but did not receive it. They ppealed to the SI
promising them in dversity th "ght they had ref d
in prosperity, but vain. Th ove helmii mbers o
th r pponent dered the st e hopel Kossuth
resigned in favor of Gorgei, a leading general. The latter
was forced to capitulate at Vilagos, August 13, 1849. The
war of Hungarian Independence was over. Kossuth and
others fled to Turkey, where they were given refuge. Nich-
olas proudly handed over to Francis Joseph his troublesome
Hungary, which Austria, if left to her own resources, would
probably have been unable to conquer. The punishment
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province of Austria, and was crushed beneath the iron heel.
The catastrophe of 1849 seemed the complete annihilation
of that country.

Meanwhile Italy also had been reconquered by the revived The
military power of Austria. The " ,. i j , . conqueit ofrmistice concluded in _. .

Italy cora-
August 1848 between Austria and Piedmont, after the battle
of Custozza, lasted seven months, during which time diplo-
macy was vainly attempting to effect a peace. Austria
crushed Lombardy as never before beneath a harsh military
rule. Charles Albert considered himself now so deeply
pledged to deliver Italy that he resolved to reopen the war
and did so in the spring of 1849. But his chances were
much poorer than in 1848. During those months absolutism
in its severest form had been restored in Naples, and Naples
consequently would send no aid; also the Pope had fled from
Rome, his prime minister, Rossi, having been murdered, and
had gone to Naples as the guest of Ferdinand. Rome had
been declared a republic, with Mazzini as one of the Triiim-
virs, as the executive was called. Tuscany, also, had been
declared a republic, the Grand Duke having likewise taken
refuge with Ferdinand of Naples. Tuscany and Rome were
consequently involved in such internal complications that
they could not be counted on in a renewal of the war. More-
over, there was little sympathy between the republicans of
these states and the monarchists of Piedmont, for one of

the causes here, as everywhere, of Austrian success lay in
the fact that the revolutionists were divided among them-
sel ves. When Charles Albert took the field, therefore, in Abdication

of
1849 h t k it 1 N help m om t tat t Ch.irles

the south. The result was not long doubtful. At N Albert.

March 23, 1849, the Sard army was utterly overt]
The King himself glit d on e battlefield, but
vain. E death h t me ff he d Believing

pHpr t m h P TTI.'l 1 r h t f another
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dversity w dest d t be gl Passing int exile,
Charles Albert died a few months lat He had rendered

r, a t service his house d t > Italy r h e
had shi that th » Italian p who wa;
to risk ything for the national He had enlisted
the interest d faith of the Ital the G ment

of Piedmont, in the House of Savoy. He was looked upon as
a martyr to the national cause.

The battle of Novara was followed shortly by the over-
throw of the Florentine Republic and the restoration of the
grand duke of Tuscany. But the restoration of the Pope

Overthrow and the extinction of the Roman Republic was a more
of the difficult task. That republic, under the leadership of Maz-
Roman

Republic. zini, was becoming popular with the former subjects of the
Pope, and would no doubt have lived had foreign powers
been willing to let it alone. But they were not. France, believ-
ing that Austria would intervene if she did not, and wishing
to assert something like a balance of power in the peninsula,
decided to send an expedition to restore the Pope, but at
the same time to preserve the free institutions that had re-
cently been won by the Romans. The president of the re-
public, Louis Bonaparte, favored this for personal reasons
He wishe win the favor of the Catholics and conserva-

tives of France. And thus France, pledged by its very con-
stitution " never to employ its forces against the liberties of
another people," went to work to destroy a sister republic.
It should be said that the true Republicans in France strove
to prevent the Government from embarking upon this policy,
but in vain. At first the French were repulsed, but then, re-
inforced and far superior to the Romans, they began a siege
of the city which lasted about three weeks, ending in its cap-
ture June 30, 1849.

Fall of With the fall of Venice before the Austrians in August"
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was restored, greater apparently than ever. Piedmont alone
preserved a real independence, but Piedmont was for the
time being crushed beneath the burdens of a disastrous war
and a humiliating peace.

Meanwhile the victories of the Liberals in Germany were The Par-
being succeeded by defeats. There hope had centered in of

Frankfort.
the deliberations of the Parliament of Frankfort, consisting
of nearly six hundred representatives, elected by universal
suffrage. The assembly was composed of many able men,
but it possessed only a moral authority. Though its exist-
ence had not been prevented by the rulers of the various
states, because they had not dared to oppose what the people
so plainly desired, still those rulers gave it no positive sup-
port and played a waiting game, hoping to be able to pre-
vent the execution of any decisions unfavorable to them-
selves. The assemb'ly aspired to give unity and a constitu-
tion to Germany. But having no draft ready to discuss,
much time was lost. Debates on rather abstract questions,
too, which might better have been postponed, consumed many
weeks, during which the old order was beginning to win back
its old position, particularly in Austria. Gradually, how-
ever, the Constitution was elaborated. It reduced con-

siderably the powers ( f th e 1 rulers d fed a
fairly strong federal stat T most th y stic

g baffled t mbly: what territ >ry sho Id be included
in th new Gei m y, and wh h Id be it d T
diffici It w e re trem in th case. They lay in the
fact t t t lere were two great powers, Austria and P
the f u damental fact, as we have seen, of the historical

tion of Germany. Any decision of either question would The
probably offend one or the other. Austria was the chirf Gordianknot.

problem. Should she be admitted into the new union? If

so, wholly or only in part? If wholly, that would mean
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liament would have to legislate for a most motley aggregation
of peoples. Moreover, the empire thus created would be
no Germany, but a nondescript. Austria, largely non-
German, had a population of 38,000,000. The rest of
Germany would number only about 32,000,000. Austria
would, therefore, have an absolute majority in the parlia-
ment, and the actions of that majority might be determined
by the desires of Hungarians and Slavs. Obviously such
an unity would be a mockery. Moreover, to permit such
dissimilar elements to live together the loosest confederation
would be necessary, and Germans were tired of loose con-
federations. On the other hand, to admit only the German
provinces of Austria would be to break up the unity of
Austria, and to this the Austrian Government objected. It

was finally decided, however, to include those provinces only.
The boundaries of the new union were to be the same as those

of the German Confederation.

The other most important question was what should be
the form of the new government, and who should be the
executive? Should there be an emperor or a president or
a board, and, if an emperor, should his office be hereditary,
or for life, or for a term of years? Should he be the
ruler of Prussia or of Austria, or should first one and then

the other rule? The final decision was that Germany should
be an hereditary empire, and on March 28, 1849, the King
of Prussia was chosen to be its head. Austria announced

curtly that it " would neither let itself be expelled from the
German Confederation, nor let its German provinces be
separated from the indivisible monarchy."

Leadership The center of interest now shifted to Berlin, whither a

in delegat t to offer to Fred k William IV th mp
Germany crown f a lited German w :>uld he acce t If
offered to

hould, the wthe Kiner of scheme to which twenty-eight m tat
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in 1847 that he was willing to settle the German question,
" with Austria, without Austria, yes, if need be, again>t
Austria." Now, however, he was in a very different mood.
He declined the offer of the Frankfort Parliament. The

reasons were varied. Austria protested that she would never
accept a subordinate position, and this protest alarmed him.
And he disliked the idea of receiving a crown from a revolu-
tionary assembly; rather, in his opinion, ought such a gift
to come from his equals, the princes of Germany.

Thus the two great German powers, Austria and Prussia, Rejection
rejected the work of the Frankfort Parliament. Rebuffed of thework of the

in such high quarters, that body was unable to impose its work
upon Germany, and it finally ended its existence wretchedly. Parliament.
In session for over a year it accomplished nothing. But the
responsibility for the failure of Germans to achieve a real
unity in 1848 and 1849 rests primarily not with it, but with
Prussia and Austria. Its failure, however, and its mistakes

probably made it easier for the next generation to solve
the problem.

The King of Prussia now attempted to form a union along The
his own royal lines. This brought him into conflict, how-"humilia-tion

ever, with Austria in 1850, which peremptorily ordered him Oimutz. »>

to abandon his schemes, which he forthwith did. This was
the famous " humiliation of Oimutz." Austria then de-
manded that the old German Confederation of 1815, which

had been suspended in 1848, be revived with its Diet at
Frankfort. This was done in 1851.

T permanent t f t mid-century uprising f Results of
tral Europe were very slight. Everywhere the old go ._ 

the revolu

tiona of

ts sliped back into the old grooves and resumed the 1848
d trad it T \vo tat emerg t

tut hich they kept, S whose Constitut
Statute granted by Charles Albert on M 4. 1848, estab

a al itnf irmn 1 rv rnment
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s fficed t P m th titutional stat

f E P By it th Id bsolutism of th tat was
hanged, at least There was henceforth a parl

ment consisting of two chamb pect this d
m was a bitt d ppointment ll Lib th

d f 184 King had promised univers f
ge, but the Constitution as finally promulgated rendered

t illusory It tablished a ystem que n h wo ld
U l suff was t withdrawn, but was marvelously
manipulated Th t e divided i h lect
district throughout Prussia into three classes, according to
wealth. The amount of taxes paid by the district was
divided into three equal parts. Those voters who paid the
first third were grouped into one class, those, more numerous,
who paid the second third into another class, those who
paid the remainder into still another class. The result

was that a few very rich men were set apart by themselves,
the less rich by themselves, and the poor by themselves.
Each of these three groups, voting separately, elected an
equal number of delegates to a convention, which convention
chose the delegates of that constituency to the lower house
of the Prussian Parliament. Thus in every electoral as-
sembly two-thirds of the members belonged to the wealthy

ass. There was no chance in such a system for the poor, for
the masses. This system, established by the Constitution of
1850, still exists in Prussia. It gives an enormous prepon-
derance of political power to the rich. The first class con-
sists of very few men, in some districts of only one; the second
class is sometimes twenty times as numerous; the third
sometimes a hundred, or even a thousand times. Thus

though every man twenty-five years of age has the suffrage,
the vote of a single rich man may have as great weight as
the votes of a thousand workingmen.
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CHAPTER IX

THE SECOND REPUBLIC AND THE FOUNDING

OF THE SECOND EMPIRE

THE SECOND REPUBLIC

THE Revolution of 1848 in France was extraordinarily The French
swift, entirely unexpected, and extremely radical. " Though Revolution

of 1848.

the February Revolution," says de Tocqueville, " was of all

our revolutions the shortest and the least sanguinary, yet
r more ti any ther it filled the minds ai d hea s f
en th the id nd feeling of its omnipot B

S as a moderate demand for a larg torate, it
passed far beyond this t th re 1 o f t \ new and

rt A lut f ee } t w is made
without premeditat thout definit P or credited
lead The day of the 24th of February was made mem
r; ibl t ding up h t th irresistib
pressure. On the morning of that day t P b 1C
demand f a public; by t a p b t d
in the history of France, had been proclaimed. This sp
tacular outcome wras t least imagined, as it had seemed
for the past few years that t blican party which had
so trc bled L Philipp ears as king was now
morib Sud e y d th e p f t
t awoke, and, though the party of 11 Parisan mnorty
t won the triumphs ( f t day d hiblished it gnne.

The Second Repub ted nom inall y fi rears. Stages in
the hist

f om 1848, to December 2, 1852, wh t
of the

._ j
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188 THE SECOND REPUBLIC

successively by the Provisional Government, chosen on Feb-
ruary 24th, and gmp f r ,b t ten weeks, th

r bout a ear by th Nat Constituent Assembly
which framed the Constitution of the Republic, and then by

Presid and Legislative Assembly, created by this
titutio The history of the Republic was to b

troubled

Two ele- The Provisional Government was from the first composed
ments in

the Provi- of two elements. The larger number, led by Lamartine, were
sional Gov-vSimP^y Republicans, desirous of a republican form of gov-
ernment. ernment in place of the monarchical. " I regard the repub-

lican government," says Lamartine, " that is to say, the
government of peoples by their own reason and their own
will, as the sole aim and the sole end of the great civilizations,

The as the sole means of realizing the great general truths that
Repub- a people desires to inaugurate in its laws. Other forms
licans.

of government are states of tutelage, confessions of the
eternal minority of peoples, imperfections in the sight of
philosophy, humiliations in the sight of history." The

The other element of the Provisional Government was represented
Socialists by Louis Blanc, Flocon, Albest, men who believed in a

republic, but as a means to an end, and that end a social,
in rev "lut m o wished prim to improv

the condit f the lab classes, to wo k ut in actua

1 d titut the socialistic theories propounded
with such effectiveness during the later years of the reign i
of Louis Philippe, and particularly the principles repre-
sented in Louis Blanc's famous phrase, " the right to labor."-

What these men most desired was not a mere political
change, but a thoroughgoing reconstruction of society in
the interest of the largest and weakest class, the poor, the
wage-earners. Blanc's conception of the republic he thus
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I believed then, as I do now, that the chief end to be kept
in view is to make him that works enjoy the fruits of his
work; to restore to the dignity of human nature those whom
the excess of poverty degrades; to enlighten those whose
intelligence, from want of education, is but a dim, vacillating
lamp in the midst of darkness; in one word, to enfranchise

the people, by endeavoring to abolish this double slavery,
ignorance and misery." x

Blanc was a convinced Socialist, intelligent and thought-
ful. The interests of the working classes constituted, in Blanc's

theories.

his opinion, the supreme problem of government. He wished
to replace private property by public property in the in-
terest of the greater number. He would do this by co-
operative societies. Production should not be carried on
b c pi talis t ploying lab r wages and ret
profit r themsel T lab. hould man ge the
various indust them re whatever rewards

there w T o tart th perat societies t e aid
of th tate, f hin c pit wo Id b necessai But
in tin gradually d thout the wh P
ess f product d be transferred from t trol
of the few to that of the many.

A scheme so novel and so opposed to the habits and in-
stitutions of the ages was bound to be misconceived and
misrepresented. Believers in the existing order would de-
nounce every economic change as robbery; believers in
change would be more dominated by passion, by hatred
of the rich, by a desire for a division of property, than
by moderate or equitable plans of economic reform.

The Provisional Government, divided as it was into So- Achieve-
cialists and Anti-Socialists, ran the risk of all coalitions, ments of
*i t. t u " j j j. " , i " . i j- " the Provi-
that or being reduced to impotence by internal dissensions, gional Oov
as was to be immediately shown. Certain great reforms eminent.
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penalty for political offenses was abolished. Universal
suffrage was proclaimed, and thus political power passedn

suddenly from the hands of about two hundred thousand
privileged wealthy persons to over nine million electors.
Negro slavery throughout the French colonies was abol-
ished, as it had been in the first French Revolution. The

freedom of the press was established, as were the freedom of
public meeting and association and the right of all citizens to

ecome members of the National Guard. The results were

almost instantaneous and completely changed the character
of political life in Paris. Newspapers and party pamphlets,
sold cheaply, appeared in profusion, expressing the most
varied and in many cases most radical ideas, and influencing
far greater numbers than the French press had previously
done. Political clubs, similar to those of the Revolution,

were opened and formed additional clearing-houses for
P d debate, and National Guard rose in a

weeks from 50,000 to about 200,000. In other words, the

masses of Parisian workmen now had weapons in the hand,
as members of the Guard, and means of self-expression and
propaganda in clubs and newspapers.

The Conflicts between the two great currents of opinion began
stion of

on very day of the proclamation of the Republic. Armed
the flag.

workmen came in immense numbers to the Hotel de Ville

and demanded that henceforth the banner of France should

be the red flag, emblem of Socialism. Lamartine repelled
this demand in a brilliant speech. " You desire," he said,

to replace a revolution marked by unanimity* and frater-
nity with one of revenge and suffering. You demand that
the Government raise as a sign of peace the standard of
war to the bitter end among citizens of the same country.
Never will I sign such a decree. I will repel to the last

of mv llfp tVn fl on*
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made the circuit of the world with the name, the gl y, and
t berty f F Lamart loquence was over-
whelming. The workmen themselves stamped upon the red
flag

t t G t hieving an orat l victory w
f forced to yield to the socialist party in two import t

pect O t f Louis Blanc, it reconized t e
so-called " right to labor.' It promised work to all citi-
zens, and as a means to this end it established, against its
own real wishes, the famous National Workshops. Blanc
demanded that a Ministry of Progress be established, to
organize co-operative associations of the kind which he had
advocated. But, instead, the Government established a Labor The Labor

Commission.
Commission, with Blanc at its head and with its place of

meeting the Luxembourg Palace. This was in debat
society, a body to in\ tigat in fl t d

port to the Government It d no p o f t
or of putting its opinions into execution. Moreover, by re-
moving Louis Blanc from the Hotel de Ville to another
part of Paris, the Government really reduced his influence
and that of his party. Yet this Labor Commission, thus
lamed at the start, set loyally to work. It was composed
of delegates of workingmen representing different crafts,
of political economists, and even of employers. Declaring
that " manual labor too prolonged ruins the health of the
laborer, and by preventing the cultivation of his mind, under-
mines the dignity of man," it demanded the reduction of
the working day from eleven to ten hours in Paris, a nd
from twelve to eleven throughout the country. The Pro-
visional Government then decreed this change, but the de-
cree remained a dead letter, as employers ignored it. The
Commission persuaded the Government to abolish the
"sweating" system. It also acted as a court of arbitni-
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Its the endless hopes it had aroused. The irritation constantly
impotence

deepened, and the Commission became in the end a center of

much inflammatory talk. Looked to for leadership by tens
of thousands of workmen, it was a source of danger to the
Government. Deprived of all modes of legal action, it might
become the seat of conspiracies and illegal proceedings.

The The National Workshops, too, were a source of ultimate
National disappointment to those who had looked to them to solve
Workshops

the complex labor problems of the modern industrial system.
Conceded by the Provisional Government against its will, and
to gain time, that Government did not intend that they should
succeed. Their creation was intrusted to the Minister of

Commerce, Marie, a personal enemy of Louis Blanc, who,
according to his own admission, was willing to make this
experiment in order to render the latter unpopular and
to show workingmen the fallacy of his theories of pro-
duction, and the dangers of such theories for themselves.
The scheme was represented as Louis Blanc's, though it
was denounced by him, was established especially to dis-
credit him, and was a veritable travesty of his ideas.
Blanc wished to have every man practise his own trade in
real factories, started by State aid. They should be en-
gaged in productive enterprises; moreover, only men of

d :haract h o Id b » permitted t ^pJ t associa-

t tead f t the Governme mply t m o f
the most iried rt c bb p t metal work
masons to lab P< productive tasks, such as mak
exc t f r P ib] c w k They w organized in a
military fashion, and the w form, two
a d

Their rapid It was properly no system of product that w being
growth. tried, but a system of lief r th e mployed h were

m rvunnrr tn p tlint ni ^
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in the middle of April; over 100,000 in May. As there
was not work enough for all, the number of working days
was reduced for each man to two a week, and his total

w r th w fixed ght f Th res It w
that large m nib of m kept idle most of the tim
were given u tched wages, and had plenty of time t d
cuss their g They hed t material

t agitat This experiment wasted the pub
money, accomplished nothing useful, and led t treet
w a r f the most pp 1 kind

The P Government was, as th m g fied. The
National

only a temporary organization whose duty was to adminis- Constituent

ter the state until an assembly should be elected the Assembly.
new universal suffrage, which assembly should then frame
a Constitution. The elections were held April 23d, and the
National Constituent Assembly met on May 4, 1848. The
assembly consisted of nine hundred men, about eight hun-
dred of them moderate Republicans. The Socialists had
almost disappeared.

The Assembly showed at once that it was bitterly opposed The
to the opinions of the Socialists of Paris. The Provisional *sf°l y

. , hostile

Government now laid down its powers, and the Assembly to the
chose five of its members, all Anti-Socialists, with Lamartine Socialist!,
as the head, as the new executive until the Constitution should
be drawn up. All these men had been opposed to Louis

lane. The Assembly also refused to create the Ministry
of Labor demanded by the latter. The workingmen of Paris,
irritated at this refusal and at the outcome of the elections,

d seeing tl t they had t t P m this
Assembly, rose in tion, endeavoring t acco nplish
a new revolution which should bring in the socialistic stat
as that of February had brought th pub dem

t On May 15th they invaded the Chamber, drove out
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came to the rescue of the Assembly, and some of the leaders
of the insurgents were made prisoners.

Abolition The Assembly, irritated in turn by the humiliation to
* flip

National which it had been subjected, resolved to root out the great
Workshops, source of danger, the National Workshops. The Govern-

ment announced their immediate abolition, giving the work-
men the alternative of enrolling in the army or going into
the country to labor on public works. If they did not
leave voluntarily, they would be forced to leave. The laborers,
goaded to desperation, prepared to resist and to overthrow
this Government which they had helped bring into existence,
and which had proved so unsympathetic. Organized as a
semi-military force, angered at the hostility of the bourgeois
to all helpful social reform that could make their lives easier,
they began a bitter fight. The Assembly saw the terrible
nature of the conflict impending. General Cavaignac was
given dictatorial powers by the Assembly, the executive com-

The June mission of five resigning. During four June days (June
Days. 

, 1848) the most fearful street fighting Paris had ever
known went on behind a baffling network of barricades. The
issue was long doubtful, but finally the insurgents were put
down. The cost was terrible. Ten thousand were killed or

wounded. Eleven thousand prisoners were taken, and their
deportation was immediately decreed by the Assembly.
The June Days left among the poor an enduring legacy
of hatred toward the bourgeoisie.

A military The republic of order had definitely triumphed over the
dictator-

ship. socialistic agitation. But so narrow had been its escape,
so fearful was it with anxiety for the future that the dic-
tatorship of Cavaignac was continued until the end of Octo-
ber. Thus the Second Republic, proclaimed in February
1848, after ten troubled weeks under a Provisional Govern-
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UNPOPULARITY OF THE RKPUBLIC

greatly contributed to the overthrow of the Rep M y
o f t b rgeois 1 g esc t qperienced t
most te fi dist Many facturers an
merchants were ruined by the economic crisis created by the
disturbed state of affairs. Bonds depreciated in two months Growing
fro n 116 francs to 50, with the result that fortunes in- wo»_itlon

to the

vested in these securities were suddenly cut in two. Their Republic.

holders became enemies to the Republic, because they wished
above everything a government of order, under which alone
business could flourish and property be secure. This class
was very influential.

The peasants also turned against the Republic. They
were told that the Socialists were going to take their lands
from them and divide them. They were as strongly
attached to the principle of private property as were the
rich, and for the same reason desired a government of order.
But more important, because alienating the peasants from
the Republic, was the action of the Provisional Government
in levying a new tax.

The financial situation of France at the close of the July
Monarchy was unsatisfactory, and was rendered worse by
the Revolution, which caused widespread business uncer-
tainty, undermined credit, and made the collection of taxes
difficult. ankruptcy was not to be thought of, as the
Government did not wish to have the Second Republic mean,
in the opinion of mankind, the repudiation of debts, as had
the First. On the other hand, no new loan could be raised.
The Government, therefore, did the only thing it c d d An
it increased the direct taxes t one-half (forty-fi unpopularfinancial

times supplementary to each franc hitherto paid) T measure.

fell not only upon the middle class, but also P the p
t Nothing could have been more disast r th

Repub hich thus lost its popularity with the most num
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influence upon the elections for the Constituent Assembly,
not being widely known.

The After the suppression of the Socialists in June the As-
framing- of sembly proceeded to frame the Constitution, for which taskthe Consti-

tution. it had been chosen. It proclaimed the Republic as the
definitive government of France. It declared universal suf-
frage. It provided that there should be a legislature con-
sisting of a single chamber. A second chamber seemed
aristocratic, and, moreover, likely to be a check upon the
first, that is, upon the people seeking to legislate, and
therefore was rejected. The Assembly was to consist of
750 members, chosen for three years, to be renewed in full
at the end of that period.

The powers The executive was to be a President of the Republic elected
of the for four years and ineligible for re-election save after aexecutive.

four years' interval. He was given very considerable pow-i

ers. It was felt that the danger in giving him these would
be neutralized by the shortness of his term and by his inability
to be immediately re-elected. He was given the right to
propose legislation to the Assembly, to " dispose of the armed
force," to negotiate and ratify treaties, though these should
become binding only when sanctioned by the Assembly, to
appoint and dismiss ministers and other officials, civil and
military. The President therefore was to be a person of
power. How he should be chosen was the most important ques-
tion before the Constituent Assembly, and was long debated.
The Assembly, dominated by its fundamental dogma of uni-
versal suffrage and popular sovereignty, was disposed to

Discussion have the President chosen by all the voters. The danger
concerning in this procedure lay in the lack of political experience ofthe presi-
dency. the French electorate, and the probability that they would

be blinded by some distinguished or famous name in making
their choice, not guided by an intelligent analvsis of char-
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agree, and in that case with the chance of victory resting
with the President, a single individual, knowing his own
mind, acting directly and swiftly, rather than with the
legislature divided into parties, and necessarily acting
slowly. This likelihood that the President, wieldin the
military and civil power, might overturn the Republic and
make himself a despot, was distinctly foreseen by some mem-
bers, who explicitly warned the Assembly against it, notably
by Jules Grevy, later a President of the Third Republic,
who urged that the President be chosen by the legislature
and that he be removable at any time by it. Thus Par-
liament would be the supreme body in the state, not simply
a co-ordinate and rival power, and presidential usur- The
pations would be impossible. " Are you quite sure." said f"sidentto be

Grevy, " that in that series of men who are to succeed each Chosen by
other every four years to the presidential throne, there will universal
be only devoted republicans anxious to descend from it? su r
Are you sure that there will never be any one sufficiently
ambitious to try to perpetuate his power? . . . And if this
man is a member of one of those families which have ruled

over France, if he has never expressly renounced what he
calls his rights, if commerce is languishing, if the people
are suffering, if they are passing through one of those crises
in which misery and deception deliver them over to those who
conceal by promises their projects against liberty; will you
guarantee that this man of ambition will not succeed in over-
throwing the Republic?" Events were shortly to prove
Grevy's clear right to the title of prophet, but his proposi-
tion was now voted down overwhelmingly. " Something
must be left to Providence," answered Lamartine. Another

amendment was suggested that at least no member of any
of the families which had ruled France should ever be

chosen President. This, too, for doctrinaire reasons, and
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The voters untrammeled in their choice. Thus in the very ct of
to be un-

trammeled drawing up a Constitution for the Second Republic,
in their the Assembly rendered easy, if not inevitable, its over-
choice. throw.

Though the Republicans of 1848 committed many grave
errors, owing partially to their inexperience, partially to
their indisposition to abate any of their traditional political
principles in the face of the extraordinary exigencies of
a tumultuous and turbulent year, yet their work had certain
consequences destined to survive. For fifty years the Re-
public had been associated in the minds of multitudes of
Frenchmen with the Reign of Terror, had signified violence,
disorder, and confiscation of property. It now became evident
that it might mean something very different, for here was a
Republic which suppressed insurrection and restored order
with a resolution and thoroughness that the monarchy had
not shown under Charles X or Louis Philippe, one, more-

over, which preferred unpopularity to bankruptcy. The
June Days and the tax of the forty-five centimes were direct
causes of its downfall. Yet by them the Republic as an ideal
of government ultimately gained strength, though the present
experiment proved ephemeral and weak.

Louis f For, in leaving the choice of the President to universal
Napoleon suffrage, this republican assembly was playing directly into
Bonaparte's
opportunity, the hands of a pretender to a throne, of a man who believed

he had the right to rule France by reason of his birth, Louis
Napoleon Bonaparte, nephew of the Great Napoleon and
legitimate heir to his pretensions. At the time of the Feb- .
ruary Revolution this man was practically without influence
or significance, but so swiftly did events move and opinion
shift in that year 1848 that by the time the mode of choos-
ing the President was decided upon, he was already known
to be a leadine* candidate, a fact, tlmt sfnmr»prl thnf
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ceived his position with utmost seriousness. fie belicM-d His
that lie had a right to rule over France, and that the <l.i\ Previo115

career.
would come whin he would. He adhered to this belief for

sixteen years, though those years brought him no practical
encouragement, but only the reverse. Gathering about him
a few adventurers, he attempted in 1836, at Strasburg, and
in 1840 at Boulogne, to seize power. Both attempts, already
described, were puerile in their conception, and were bun-
glingly executed. Both ended in fiasco. He had gained the
name f being ridiculous, a thing exceedingly difficult for
Frenchmen to forgive or forget. As a result of the former
attempt he had been exiled to the United States, from which

hortly turned A t of the latter he was m
prisoned in the fortress of Ham in northern France, from
which he escaped in 1846, disguised as an ordinary mason,
named Badinguet. He then went to England and in
1848, at the time of the Chartist risings, he was a
spec ial constable stationed in Trafalgar Square. This
was certainly no record of achievement. ut the star
in their courses were fighting for him. The Revolution
of 1848 created his opportunity, as that of 1789 had
created that of the First Napoleon. Like his great pro-
totype, whom he constantly sought to imitate, he offered
liis services to the Republic. He was elected a member of A member

of the

the Constituent Assembly, whore the impression he created Constituent

was that of a mediocre man, with few ideas of his own, who Assembly.

could probably be controlled by others. His name, how-
ever, was a name to conjure with. This was his only capital,
but it was sufficient. The word Napoleon was seen to be
a marvelous vote-winner with the peasants, who, now that
universal suffrage was the law of the land, formed the great
majority. .. How should I not vote for this gentleman,"
said a peasant to Montalembert, " I whose nose was fro/en
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publicans, who had governed France since February, but
he was not popular, and, moreover, he was hated by the
workingmen for his part in the June Days. Ledru-Rollin
w the candidate of the Socialist i, an aggressive party, but
mad d t law-abid t by th nts f th
year, and s in th g minority Lam art was

o a ididat H sun had m ted ftly to 11
merid plendc February, b w as ftly paling
Moreover, the parties opposed to the very idea of a republic
now rallied about Louis Napoleon-the Legitimists and the
Orleanists, as they preferred even an Empire to a Republic,
an unknown man who seemed pliable to a man known for
firmness, rigidity, and strenuous republicanism, as was Ca-
vaignac. Moreover, the enigmatic candidate was most pro-
fuse in pleasing promises to various groups. There were

Causes of other causes for Louis Napoleon's overwhelming triumph.
his triumph The Republic had been proclaimed by a faction in Paris, and

had never been formally approved by France. It was as-
sociated in the minds of men with grave uncertainty as
to rights, of property, rights to which the French have
always held tenaciously. Louis Napoleon, by his profes-
sions and his family traditions, seemed to stand for order
and stability. Again, for many years a series of brilliant
writers had been portraying in history and in poetry the
wonders of the Napoleonic era. Men's actual knowledge
of the evils and oppressions of that era was growing less
as the older generation, which could have told the true tale,
was disappearing, and a new Napoleonic legend, fair, thril-
ling, and altogether admirable had grown up. It mattered
little that this legend was vitiated through and through
by mendacity and distortion of history.

Louis For those reasons, when the presidential election of De-
Nanoleon A T XT f\ 4^-n f\ I^A
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than 18,000. Tin- new President entnvil upon his duties
December 20, 1848. On that day before the Assembly he
swore " to remain faithful to the democratic republic," and
said: " My duty is clear. I will fulfil it as a man of honor.
I shall regard as enemies of the country all those who en-
deavor to change by illegal means that which France has
established."

The French had thus selected a Prince as President, an The

Legislative
innovation in the art of government. In the following May Assembly.
they did an equally astonishing thing in the election of
a Legislative Assembly. This Assembly of 750 members con-
tained about 500 Monarchists, who were divided into Legiti-
mists, Orleanists, and a few Bonapartists ; about 70 mod-
erate Republicans of the kind that had thus far controlled
the Republic, and about 180 Socialists. Thus the first
legislature elected under the new Constitution of the Republic
was overwhelmingly monarchical. Only 70 could be held
to be sincerely attached to the present form of government.
The explanation of this remarkable result lies in the fact
that the Days of June were still very vivid in men's minds.
The mass of Frenchmen voted for monarchical candidates

because they believed that the Republic was dangerous to
order and property.

Thus both the President and the majority of the Assembly President
b,' , i " i " " p 1 1 /-* &nd Assem- y reason of their very being, enemies of the Con-' * 

^ 
J »' f bly opposed

stitution under which they were elected. The situation was to the Con.
one that could not permanently endure. The three years stitution.
that elapsed between the inauguration of the President and
the x:oup d'etat of 1851, which virtually ushered in the
Empire, though it was not formally proclaimed until a year
later, were a period not of legislative and social reform,
but of adroit and tortuous factional politics, played not for
the advancement of France, but for the advantage of party.
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They com- operated against the republican party, which each felt to
bine to be the real enemy. Opportunities for doing this were notcrush the

Repub- slow in presenting themselves. Some of the Republicans
licans. unwisely attempted an insurrection against the Government,

June 13, 1849. This was easily put down. Following up
their victory, the authorities proceeded to cripple the Oppo-
sition severely. Thirty-three of their representatives were
arrested and deprived of their seats in the Legislative As-
sembly. Their journals were suppressed. Public meetings
were forbidden for a year, an order renewed several times
later. As school-teachers had been effective friends of

the Republic all over France, education was largely reorgan-
ized with a view of bringing it more closely under the control
of the clergy, friends of monarchy. Paris was declared
under martial law, which gave greater actual power than ever
to the President.

The This removal of the republican leaders rendered easy the
Franchise

Law of passage of further repressive legislation. The Assembly
1850. next enacted the Franchise Law of 1850. This provided

that to be a voter one must have resided in a given commune
for three years, and that that fact must be proved by the
presence of one's name on the tax list. This law virtually
abolished universal suffrage and re-established in a round-
about way a property qualification. It deprived over three
million workingmeri, one-third of the electorate, of the suf-
frage, either because they paid no taxes or because to get
work they had frequently to change their residence and
could not, therefore, meet the three-year residence qualifica-
tion. Those thus disfranchised, of course, bitterly hated
the Assembly. Another law was then passed restricting
the freedom of the press by re-establishing the requirement
of a preliminary deposit of 50,000 francs from all editors.

c C'-ro 1
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and Assembly, fell to warring with each other. This Presidentcon-

flict, showing itself in m.'iny minor matters, became most 
demand!

the re-

pronounced and bitter over the question of a revision of vision of
the Constitution. The Constitution forbade the re-election the Consti-

of the President at the end of his four-year term. Louis 
tution.

Napoleon had no desire to retire to private life. He
believed that if only this article were stricken out the
immense majority of Frenchmen would re-elect him. He
demanded that this clause be revised by the Assembly.
The Assembly refused. The President was balked in
his ambition of continuing in power by peaceful means.
He now showed that he was ready to resort to any
means to that end. He planned and carried out with
extraordinary precision and success a remarkable coup
d'etat. In order to discredit the Assembly with the people,
he demanded that the law limiting the suffrage, which he
himself had strongly urged, be repealed. This was refused,
the Assembly not wishing to stultify itself so conspicuously.
The President, with audacious duplicity, then posed as the
guardian of the Constitution, as the representative of the
principle of universal suffrage. He believed that the work-
men would not intervene in behalf of the Assembly if he
should attack it.

For a successful coup d'etat secrecy was the absolute
prerequisite, and never was secrecy better guarded. Pos-
sessing the power of appointment to civil and military posi-
tions, the President filled the more important ones with
creatures of his own, who had everything to gain and little
to lose from the overthrow of the existing >ystem. Such were
the Minister of War, \\lio controlled the army; the Minister
of the Interior, who controlled the officials in the departments;
and the Prefect of Police, who controlled the police of Paris.

The 2d of December, 1851, anniversary of the coronation The
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monarchist, were arrested in bed and taken to prison. A
battalion of infantry was sent to occupy the Legislative
Chamber. Placards were posted on all the walls of Paris,
pretending to explain the President's purposes. The As-
sembly was pronounced dissolved, universal suffrage was de-
clared re-established, the people were convoked in their pri-
mary assemblies. The President explained that he must save
the Republic from its enemies, the Monarchists and the An-
archists, who put " in jeopardy the repose of France," that
he made the people of France arbiter between the Assembly
and himself, " by invoking the solemn judgment of the only
sovereign that I recognize in France, the people." To
accomplish the security the nation sorely needed after so
much turmoil, he proposed the following changes in the con-t

stitution: the President should hold office for ten years;
ministers should be solely dependent upon him; there should
be a council of state to prepare the laws and to discuss
them before the legislative body; a legislative body to discuss
and vote the laws, elected by universal suffrage; another
assembly, " composed of all the illustrious persons of the
country," to be the " guardian of the fundamental compact,"
and of the public liberties. This system, created by the
First Consul at the beginning of the century, has already
given to France repose and prosperity; it will guarantee
them to her again The people were called upon to ap-
prove or disapprove these suggestions.

Brenti of The significance of all this was at first not apparent to
December those who read the placards. But signs of opposition
ML

began to show themselves as their meaning became clearer.
Some of the deputies, going to their hall of meeting,
found entrance prevented by the military. Withdraw-
1 o another place, and proceeding to impeach the Presi-
dent, thev were attacked bv thp t.rnnna. wlin nrrps
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was the work of the 2d. Would the people resent the high-
handed acts of this usurper

The President had not neglected to make unprecedented
preparations for this contingency. His police controlled
all the printing establishments, whence usually in periods of
crisis emerged flaming appeals to revolt; also all the bell
towers, whence in revolutionary times the tocsin was accus-
tomed to ring out the appeal to insurrection. Nevertheless,
on the 3d barricades were raised. On the 4th occurred The

" massacre
the famous " massacre of the boulevards." Over 150 were

of the

killed and a large number wounded. Paris was cowed. The boulevards.
coup d'etat was crowned with success. To prevent any pos-
sible rising of the provinces martial law was proclaimed in
thirty-two departments, thousands of arbitrary arrests were
made, and the work on which the Prince President entered

on the night of December 2d was thoroughly carried out.
Probably a hundred thousand arrests were made through-
out France. All who appeared dangerous to Louis Na-
poleon were either transported, exiled, or imprisoned. This
vigorous policy was aimed particularly at the Republicans,
who were for years completely silenced.

Having thus abolished all opposing leadership, Louis Na-
plebiscite

poleon appealed to the people for their opinion as to in-
trusting him with power to remodel the Constitution along
the lines indicated in his proclamation. On December
7,439,216 voted in favor of so doing, and only 640,737
voted in the negative. While the election was in no sense
fair, while the issue presented was neither clear nor simple,
while force and intimidation were resorted to, yet it was

evident that a large majority of Frenchmen were willing
to try t gain the experiment of a Napoleon.

The Republic, though officially continuing another year, Napoleon
was now dead. Louis Napoleon, though still nominally ' * CJ T\*T*rir P
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establishing the imperial dignity, and of proclaiming Louis
Napoleon Bonaparte emperor, under the name of Napoleon
III. 7,824,189 Frenchmen voted yes ; 253,145 voted no. On
the anniversary of the coup d'etat, December a day so
fortunate for Bonapartes, Napoleon III was proclaimed Em-
peror of the French, and the Second Empire was established.

THE SECOND EMPIRE

The Presid wh by th dl tcl y a n
by a profitable absence of scruples, and by favora e cir< m
stances, had known how to become an Emperor, was no mere
vulgar adventurer, but was a man of ideas as well as au-
dacity, of generosity as well as egoism, of humanitarian
aspirations for the betterment of the world, as well as of a

vivid perception of the pleasures of personal advancement.
His ideas, expounded gracefully in writings and in speeches,
were largely derived from a study of the life of the Great

Napoleon Napoleon. Long before he became President of the Republic
in, he published a book called " Napoleonic Ideas," an appraisal1808-1873

of the historic significance of the First Emperor. It appears
from this that Napoleon I had two purposes in life. One
was the preservation of all that was valuable in the Revolu-
tion, the foundation of the state and of society upon a solid,
enduring basis-which could only be accomplished by the
exercise of absolute power on the part of the ruler a nd
the other was that this great end having been attained, the
preliminary, probationary period of despotism would give
way, and the edifice would then be " crowned with liberty,"
which it were unsafe earlier to bestow-that through the
training received from an active and intelligent despot France
would be fitted to enter upon the life of freedom, which
appears to be the goal as well as the dream of modern

mnc
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and reactionary nations which had waged war upon him, had Th« pro-
ilcfeated him at Waterloo, and had thus cut right athwart &rammc of

the new

his beneficent activity. However inaccurate a judgment Emperor.
this may have been, it was of importance, as it furnished
the new ruler with a programme. He declared his desire to
finish the work his uncle had been forced to leave unfinished,

to restore order, so sadly compromised by the unstable,
feverish regimes since 1815 - and this he could only do, he
held, by exercising autocratic power - and then to cap the
structure with liberty in all its plenitude. The history of
the Second Empire falls into these two divisions - autocracy
unlimited from 1852 to 1860, and a growing liberalism from
1860 to 1870, when the Empire collapsed, its programme woe-
fully unrealized.

The political institutions of the early Empire merit do- The politi-
scription. They were adopted largely from the Consulate. "

, 
J 

. tions of the

The machinery was elaborate, and mainly valuable for pur- Empire.
poses of deception. The principle of universal suffrage,
proclaimed by the Republic of 1848, was preserved, was in-
deed in theory made the basis of the whole imperial regime,
but was ingeniously rendered quite innocuous to the autocrat.
There was a Legislative Body of 251 members elected every
six years by universal suffrage. But most modest was to
be the role of this assembly. It was to be no real parlia-
ment, such as had existed under Louis XVIII, Charles X,

Louis Philippe, and the late Republic. It could not even
elect its own president, who was appointed, as were the
vice-presidents, by the Emperor. It could not propose legis-
lation. All bills were laid before it by the Emperor. It
could not question the ministers, or by adverse votes over-
throw them, as they wore appointed by the Emperor and
were responsible to him alone. Its sessions were public, but Parliament

carefullyI *-**-* *"* *** j^ n f\ **\ ̂+j \ r ^ ̂  T^ 4-1, f fiv Th us
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lished by th pap save an fficial minute, dry, ana-
lytical, cone drawn up by the presid ffi himself
as has b lid an ppointee of the Emp Polit LC£
loq w th< 1 spirit fully to be exorcised. N

m P h f a Lamartine, inflam shaping t
de op Parliament w so tely ted from th

Its legisla- public. Even the subjects of legislation on which it might
tive power
limited. express approval or disapproval were carefully limited, a

large legislative power belonging to the Emperor alone. It"

did not even control taxation. Though it voted the budget
each year, the Emperor had the right during its recesses*

to contract extraordinary loans, which, of course, meant that
he virtually possessed the vital power of taxation. This
was really the old regime back again.

The Senate.
' There was also a Senate, composed of the Emperor's ap-

pointees-marshals, admirals, cardinals, and others, irre-
movable, serving for life. This body had no legislative
power, no executive power, no judicial power. It was de-
clared " the guardian of the fundamental law "; that is, the.

Constitution. All laws must be submitted to it, not for

discussion and possible amendment, but that it might oppose
their promulgation if it found them opposed to the Constitu-
tion. It was to interpret doubtful or obscure phrases of
the Constitution; it might propose amendments, senatus con-
sulta, which would become definite when sanctioned by the
Emperor. Its powers were nominally extensive, purposely
vague, and might easily become entirely inoperative. The
Senate, as a matter of fact, was the mere tool of the

Emperor.
The Council There was also a Council of State, appointed by the Em-
of State.

peror and removable by him, with power to frame laws
to be submitted by the ministers to the Legislative Body,

tl
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mand of the army and the navy, decided upon war and
peace, could alone conclude treaties of peace, of commerce,
of political alliance. He was the fountain of justice, pos-
sessing the full power of pardon. He appointed to all im-
portant offices. The ministers were absolutely dependent
on him. He appointed the Council of State, the Senate,
the High Court, and, as we have seen, could largely manipu-
late the Legislative Body, which, moreover, he alone could
convene, adjourn, and dissolve. He alone had the ri
to propose laws; the C of State worked them out
det d th Legislat Body ipproved a ft th h
as f h pow< were t Iready sufficient CO Id t

d promulgate them. Having dissolved the legislature, h
d not an th for six month

In short, the Emperor was the state. All this machinery l'*tat!
did not disguise, but rather accentuated his autocracy. The C'est moi.
important fact for several years was not the activity of
these various bodies, but of the one man. Parliamentary
institutions, until I860, were little else than a sounding-
board for the wishes of the monarch.

It is true that France had a Legislative Body, which was,
however, thoroughly bottled up, as we have seen. This
body was elected by universal suffrage, but the elections
were controlled in various ways by the Government. It
proposed in every district an official candidate, whom it
forced all office-holders to support actively. It hampered
in numerous and ingenious ways independent candidates. -^^"- -^^

All meetings for campaign purposes were prohibited as
"prejudicial to the free exercise of the suffrage." The The prew

shackled
press, so essential an aid in any free political life, was thor-
oughly shackled, so that practically only those newspapers
favorable to the Government could flourish. No new jour- "
nal might be established without the preliminarv permission
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the importance of the place of publication, which might be
as high as 50,000 francs for Paris, as high as 15,000 for
the departments. A system of warnings was developed,
whereby after two warnings that articles had appeared dis-
agreeable to the Government, the publication might be in-
definitely suspended. New press misdeameanors were
crea ted. To describe the sessions of the Legislative Body
other than by the publication of the official minutes was
one of these. To publish false news another. Press cases
were taken from juries, who showed a tendency to be just,
and handed over to special courts which had the right to
act summarily.

Under this system political life was completely stamped
out, intellectual independence well-nigh extinguished. Re-
pression was all-powerful and endlessly pervasive. France
was no longer a land of freedom. For several years she
breathed a mephitic atmosphere of intellectual humiliation
and effacement.

The Empire In return for all this Napoleon sought to entertain nd
both re-

divert and enrich France.
pressive His government was " both re-

and pro- pressive and progressive-repressive of whatever imperiled
gressive. his power, progressive in devotion to whatever might adorn

and strengthen it." * Marrying at this time a young
Spanish woman of twenty-six years of remarkable
beauty and of noble birth, Mile. Eugenie de Monti jo, " a

marriage of 1 ove as he told the French people, the
Tuileries immediately became the center of a court life
probably the most brilliant and luxurious of the nineteenth
century. Fete followed fete in swift succession. Life
could not be more lavish or more Sumptuous
and showy, the balls, dinners, military parades, illuminations
were, it was given out, not mere self-indulgence for the

Tl
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criticized, asking if it was worth while to overthrow parlia-
ment in order to put an orchestra in its place, but in the
main, joy was unconfincd; and bourgeois society paid court
society the genuine compliment of imitation.

But pleasure did not engross the attention of the new The
sovereign. His reign was distinguished by a spirit of great 

Emperor'i
activities.

enterprise, kindly feeling for the masses, good works of
benefit to the different classes of society. The Emperor
was no incorrigible conservative like Metternich, but a very
modern man, anxious that his reign should be memorable
for works of utility, of improvement. He had a genuine
love for humanity, a sincere desire to help those who are
heavy laden. He founded hospitals and asylums freely,
and relief societies of various kinds for the poor. The free
distribution of medicines was provided for. In 1864 labor-
ers were given for the first time in French history the right
to strike, which has proved a most important weapon in
their hands for the betterment of their conditions. Banks Economic

ganized from which landed proprietors, both great 
develop-

ment.

and small, might obtain l y t s to enable them
to carry on improvement gricult The railways, de-
nounced by Thiers as " the costly luxury of the rich," " toys
for the Parisians," were extended in a few years from a
mileage of 2,000 to one of 6,000. Steamboat lines were
stablished to enlarge the markets of France by trans-

atlantic commerce. Canals were begun. For the Emperor
was distinctly a man of his age, responsive to new ideas, and
sincerely enthusiastic in promoting all the progress in theI

arts and trades which the marvelous discoveries of modern

science rendered possible. No class of the population was
ignored in these schemes. In Napoleon's opinion, preceding
governments had failed precisely because they had considered
onlv a class t. o mnrmrr>lii n I, nl tl IP !i r
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THE SECOND EMPIRE

in Paris in 1855, bringing thousands of visitors to Paris, and
giving a distinct impulsion to material progress by its im-
pressive revelation of the wealth of the tools at man's dis-
posal.

Paris A grandiose scheme for the modernization and beautifica-
beautified tion of Paris was projected, which, carried out by Baron

Haussmann, made it the most attractive and comfortable

capital in Europe. This transformation of the capital,
indeed, was one of the principal undertakings of the Second
Empire, an undertaking in process of execution during the
entire course of the reign.

General All these enterprises greatly stimulated commerce. An
prosperity. era of unwonted speculation now set in. The Stock Ex-

change reflected vividly the buoyancy and daring of the
period. Fortunes were made quickly, and of a size hitherto
unknown in France. Thus, in an air of general prosperity,
of economic expansion, of multifarious activity, men forgot
their loss of liberty, and even the great famines, great floods,
and important business failures which occurred during this
period did not produce the usual unrest. They were re-
garded as merely the reverse of what was, in the mam. a
most attractive picture.

In 1856 Napoleon III was at the zenith of his power.
The Empire had been recognized by all the other states of
Europe. The Emperor had, with England and Piedmont
as allies, waged a successful war against Russia in the
Crimea.1 He was supposed to have the best army in Europe,
and he was honored in the face of all the world by having

fhe Con- Paris chosen as the seat of the congress which drew up
gress of the treaties at the end of that war. And now an heir was
Paris, 1856.

born to him, the Prince Imperial, as interesting to his day
and as ill-fated as the King of Rome had been in his. For-

A 4- rv 1
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thi s not evident for some time. Tin- Emperor's poli< y The
liad thus far been dominated by a very clear perception EmPeror's
of self-interest. Now it was to change, become less precise, peace.
bolder, and more uncertain, calculated to arouse criticism
and to create a lack of confidence, a general sense of in-

security. In preparing France for the Empire while yet
he was the dictatorial President of 1852, Napoleon had taken
special care to reassure her on one point. As the First
Empire had been a period of unexampled war, would not
the Second be the same? In a speech at Bordeaux, which
became famous, Napoleon had with great deliberation treated
this subject. " Nevertheless," said he, " there is a fear to
which I ought to reply. In a spirit of distrust certain
people say: the Empire is war. But I say: the Empire is
peace. I confess, however, that I, like the Emperor, have
many conquests to make. I wish, like him, to win and to
reconcile the hostile parties," and to achieve economic and
moral victories of various kinds. Such are the con-

ques that I templat a d 1 o y wh d
me. wh o desir myself, t w< "If are o f tli fatherland
yot are my sold rs." T th atte t f con-
que t th E P ve himself, as we h seen, wi tli
ene 1 success. But e th part of his P
h did t dh t w freq t in h reign,
wars t d P him but created by him, wars
disast t himself d t h dynasty, as the

in ones f First Emp d b t t First
Nap

The p f t Emp t home after I860 dot
mined by the policy abroad T was determined by the
Emperor, who had uncontrolled rights of kincr war, which
r i gh ts unwise used. beg o f his ri The Italian

War oftronh ns 1C nnrtirinntinn in h It an war f
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III in the making of modern Italy, the consequences of
which were to be for him so unexpected, so far-reaching,

d th d so disastrous. And tly to app

that policy we must first trace the history of th f th
Kingdom of Italy.
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CHAPTER X

CAVOUR AND THE CREATION OF THE KINGDOM

OF ITALY

CAVOUR AND NAPOLEON III

WITH the failure of the revolutions of 1848-9 Italy re- Reaction in
turned to her former condition, of division into small states, , 

*

1848.

arbitrary government, and domination of Austria. The
punishment of Liberals was general, and at times savage,
particularly in Lombardy-Venetia and in Naples. In tl
latter case the proceedings were so iniquitous that Glad-
stone, in a flaming pamphlet, denounced the Neapolitan
government as the very negation of God erected into a
system. After the Pope's return to Rome, his government
was guilty of such misdeeds that its supporter, Louis Na-
poleon, protested, though in vain. In Tuscany the govern-
ment was characterized by severity, Lombardy and
Venetia by long-continued persecutions. Constitutions that
had been granted were generally revoked. One state in
the peninsula formed a brilliant exception to this sorry
system of reaction - Piedmont. Though badly defeated on
the battlefield at Custozza in 1848, and at Novara in
it had gained an important moral victory. An Italian prince
had risked his throne twice for the cause of Italian in-

dependence, conduct which for multitudes of Italians marked

the House of Savoy as the leader of the future. More-
over, the king who Imd done this, Charles Albert, had also
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216 CREATION OF THE KINGDOM OF ITALY

Victor Austria offered Victor Emmanuel easy terms of peace if
Emmanuel

II, 1820- he would abrogate this constitution, and prospects of aggran-
1878. dizement were dangled before him. He absolutely refused.

This was a turning point in his career, in the history of
Piedmont, and in that of Italy. It won him the popular

Piedmont a title of the Honest King. It made Piedmont the one hope
constitu- of Italian Liberals. was naton and consttutona.
tional state. TT . - .-=-.-_ _ . . IT-IT

"Henceforth her leadership was assured. ±or the next ten

years her history is the history of the making of the King-
dom of Italy. Thither Liberals who were driven out of
the other states took refuge, and their number was large.

Victor Emmanuel was a b Idier, a man. not of bril

1 t mind, but of sound and independent judgment, of ab
lute loyalty to his word, of intense patriotism. And he
had from 1850 on, in his leading minister, Count Camillo di
Cavour, one of the greatest statesmen and diplomatists of
the nineteenth century.

Count Cavour was born in 1810. His family belonged to the
Cavour, nobility of Piedmont. He received a military education1810-1861

and joined the army as an engineer. But by his liberal
opinions, freely expressed, he incurred the hostility of his
superiors and was kept for a time in semi-imprisonment.
He resigned his commission in 1831, and for the next fifteen\

years lived the life of a country gentleman, developing
his estates. By studying the new scientific processes of
agriculture, by introducing and inducing others to introduce
machinery, by experimenting with canal irrigation and arti-
ficial fertilizers, he was largely instrumental in revolution-
izing farming in Piedmont. During these years, to vary the
monotony of existence, he visited France and England
repeatedly, interested particularly in political and economic
questions. He was anxious to play a part in politics him-
self, though he saw no chance in a conntrv as vet without
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COUNT CAMILLO DI CAVOUH 217

studied abroad the institutions he dr>in-d for his own country, Interest
particularly the English parliamentary system. Night after in P°litical

and CCO'

night he sat in the gallery of the House of Commons, seeking nomic 
,1 " in tint

quei

to make himself thoroughly familiar with its modes of proce- tions.
dare. Cavour's mind was the opposite of Mazzini's, practical,
positive, not poetical and speculative. He wrote on social and
economic questions. Particularly did he advocate the build- I
ing of railroads as tending effectively to promote the moral
unity of Italy, which must precede political unity. They
would sweep away local jealousies and bind the Italians
of different sections together commercially. Rome ought
to be the center of the system, which should unite the whole
peninsula. In all these plans for the material enrichment
of Piedmont and of Italy, he was dominated by the patriotic
consideration that they would contribute to the achievement)
of independence and unity. In 1847, when the censorship
of the press was abolished in Piedmont, Cavour saw that
his opportunity had come, left his retirement, and founded
a liberal newspaper called II Risorglmcnto. Its aims were Becomes an
" independence, union between the princes and people, editor.
nd reforms.' He welcomed with enthusiasm the creation

in 1848 of a parliament for Piedmont and of a constitution,
which he had, indeed, been one of the boldest to demand.

" Italy," he said, " must make herself by means of liberty,
or we must give up trying to make her." This belief in
parliamentary institutions Cavour held tenaciously all
through his life, even when at times they seemed to be a
hindrance to his policies. He believed that in the end,
sooner or later, the people reach the truth of a matter. He
was elected to the first Piedmontese Parliament, was taken

into the cabinet in 1850, and became prime minister in 18,52. Cavour
He held this position for the remainder of his life, w ith the* ' ister.

exception of a few months, proving himself a great states- ,
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vara, that if Piedmont would " gather to itself all the living
forces in Italy it would be in a position to lead our mother
country to those high destinies whereunto she is called."
To accomplish this, he now said, " Piedmont must begin
by raising herself, by re-establishing in Europe as well as
in Italy a position and a credit equal to her ambition." He
threw himself with enthusiasm and intelligence into his pre-
liminary work of making Piedmont, a small and poor coun-
try, strong, vigorous, modern, of calling the attention of
the great powers to this little state beneath the Alps. To
accomplish this the army must be ganized and strength
ened, the fleet built up, fortificat ted Th w* T- -

involve 1 mm e pendit But Piedmont's debt had
b en tly increased by the 1 ar. Th terest on""

t had mounted f m bout two million lire in 1847 to thirty
million in 185£. There were large annual deficits; bank-
ruptcy appeared imminent. Economy rather than expendi-

Policy of ture seemed imperative. Not so thought Cavour. He be-
economic lieved in spending freely on improvements, because theydevelop-
ment. were necessary, and because in the end larger revenues would

result. He urged large appropriations not only for the army,
but for public works. He encouraged agriculture, completed
the railway system of Piedmont, stimulated commerce and in- ^^^^^ ̂ ^^^ ^H

dustry treaties of commerce with other states, secula-
rized some of the monastic lands, levied new taxes, all this,

of course, by securing the necessary laws from Parliament.
The result of all this activity was that Piedmont entered
upon a period of rapid growth in material prosperity, and
the new burdens were as easily borne as the old had been.
Cavour was thus able to create a large and well-equipped
army of ninety thousand men, remarkable for a state whose
population was only five million. And this facilitated his

r\t TTTQ f f an nil fl.mnncr
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PIEDMONT AND THE CRIMEAN WAR 219

out of Italy before any Italian regeneration could
achieved. But he did not believe with Mazzini and others

that the Italians could accomplish this feat alone. In his

opinion the history of the last forty years had shown that
plots and insurrections would not avail. It was essential
to win the aid of a great military power comparable in
strength and discipline to Austria. This explains why he
urged that Piedmont participate in the Crimean war.

The Crimean war was fought in 1854 and 1855 by France why
and England agains ssia Piedmontpower

partici-
from dismembering the Turkish Empire. There seemed to pated in

be no reason for a small and struggling state like Piedmont the Cri-
to interfere. It had no serious quarrel with Russia. The war
preservation or dismemberment of Turkey was for it a matter
of only remote concern. Yet Cavour, looking beyond the
immediate question, believed that Piedmont's and Italy's in-
terests would be subserved by an alliance offensive and de-
fensive with the two western powers against Russia. For
he believed that thus Piedmont would win the good will of
her two allies, and might take her place as an equal at the
council board of European diplomacy. Such a position
this state, petty and poor, in comparison with France and
England and Austria and Russia, with barely five millions
of people, had hitherto not held. Among the " powers"
she was practically unreco . For reasons, then, quite
remote from question at issue, and reasons, there-
fore, which Cavour could not publicly give, he wished to use
this opportunity. His plan was bitterly denounced and
generally condemned. It was said that the quarrel was
none of Piedmont's, that by sending her army to the Crimea
she would be exposing her own frontiers, that her finances
would be ruined by this additional strain, that she should
husband her money and her men for her own struggle, which
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Cavour at But he succeeded in carrying it through. Seventeen thou-
the Con- sand Sardinians were sent to the Crimea, where they proved
gress of
Paris. excellent soldiers and won distinction. ut Cavour was not

aiming primarily at military glory, but at moral and diplo-
matic victories. Piedmont had entered the alliance uncon-

ditionally. She was not promised that, participating in
the war, she would be permitted to participate in the making
of the peace, and when the Congress of Paris was called in
1856 Cavour started out not knowing ether would be* *-*

admitted to it, owing to Austria's opposition. He was going to
Paris, he said, in order " to sniff the air." But a few days
after his arrival he was informed that he would be received.

The two great powers could not well consent to the ignoring
of their ally. Cavour had won the interest of Napoleon III,
who in 1855 had asked him, " What can be done for Italy? "
Cavour memorandum. Now in Paris,

after the treaty had been made, Napoleon caused the ques-
tion of Italy-a question foreign to the purpose of the
Congress-to be brought before it. This was Cavour's
chance. The Italian situation-was to be discussed in a

congress in which Austria sat. Clarendon, representing
England, indignantly denounced the Papal Government as a
" disgrace to Europe," and Ferdinand's misrule in Naples
as crying for the intervention of the civilized world. This
speech created an extraordinary sensation. Moreover, by

Discussion bringing the Italian question forward, it furnished Cavour an
of the opportunity to speak. His speech was brief, cautious, and
Italian 

bold. The main cause of the evils from which Italy sufferedquestion
was Austria, he declared. " Austria is the arch-enemy of
Italian independence; the permanent danger to the only
free nation in Italy, the nation which I have the honor to
represent."

Moral Cavour returned from Paris with no material advantage
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So had the Pope, and so had the King of Naples. Piedmont
had again shown that she was the champion of all Italy.
Many who, influence lazzini, had hitherto hdievi-d that
Italy's salvation lay in a republic, began to change their
opinion, and to entertain an increasing confidence in the
patriotism and statesmanship and military power of the
Piedmontese monarchy. Cavour had gained for himself a
great reputation as a diplomatist. Prince Metternich, now
in retirement, and a connoisseur in such matters, is said to

have remarked: " There is only one diplomatist in Europe, but
unfortunately he is against us; it is M. de Cavour." Cavour
was now one of the commanding personalities of Europe.
His position in his own country was more solid than ever.

After the Congress of Paris Piedmont proceeded still
further to make herself the model state of Italy. Laws Army
were passed strengthening the army. Industry expanded

ened.

under wise legislation. Education was stimulated, and the
National S was organized to encourage the growth
in the other states of Italy of a sentiment in favor of Pied- Founding

of the
inont. The motto of this society was: " Independence and National

Unity; out with the Austrians and the Pope." The sub- society.
jects of other states were to be won from their loyalty to
their own princes to loyalty to Piedmont. A revolution
in opinion and sentiment was to be effected that later a
polit 1 revolution might be easier. Th s socie was suc-

ful. M y, like Manin, who had hithert een Repub
d th P blicanism d declared them

selv es willing under certain conditions t How Piedmont
.. Make It te Manin, " and we are with you; if not

t Th National Society .pread pidly throughout
he other stat s here were d t

get d e b f t II c of Sav< ivoy, and i
tate of mind w ted f ble to tlie overthrow of tli

T \ vr * * **<"«-* *t ,**,«-* « . , .**. ! i- « 4- .**. * £ IV iI m-J % ^^ W^
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Cavour and had 1855 ked what he could do for Italy, and C
Napoleon d responded with all explicit Sudd all hope f

this consummat med dashed to tl f groi d by a murd
ous attempt upon the life of Napoleon by certain Italians,
led by Orsini (January 14, 1858). This, however, did
not deflect Napoleon from the alliance with Sardinia toward

which he had been tending for some time. The motives that
influenced him to take the step momentous for himself
as well as for Italy were numerous. The principle of
nationality which he held tenaciously, and which largely
determined the foreign policy of his entire reign, prompted
him in this direction-the principle, namely, that peoples
of the same race and language had the right to be united
politically. He sought, as we shall see, to further this
principle in several cases, with results very disastrous to
himself and to France.

Further, Napoleon had long been interested in Italy. He
had himself taken part in the revolutionary movements there
in 1831, and had probably been a member of the Carbonari.
Moreover, it was one of his ambitions to tear up the treaties
of 1815, treaties that sealed the humiliation of the Na-

poleonic dynasty. These treaties still formed the basis of
the Italian political system in 1858. Again, he was
probably lured on by a desire to win glory for his throne,
and there was always the chance, too, of gaining territory.
Fear, also, may have influenced him. Orsini had not been the
first Italian who had tried to assassinate the Emperor; he

might not be the last, if he should do nothing for Italy.
At any rate, the Emperor decided to draw closer to Pied-

The mont. Hardly six months after Orsini's attempt, he in-
intervlew vited Cavour to meet him at Plombieres, a watering place
at Plom- in the Vosges mountains. The meeting, which occurredbieres.

July 21, 1858, was shrouded in utmost mystery. Only
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and conspirator, was now closeted with a conspirator far
more skilful than himself. The interview of Plomhieres is

one of the most famous in the history of the century. There
were long conversations, a memorable description of which lonir

turned in a letter which Cavour immediately sent t
Victor Emm d which constitutes our chief f

information concerning the intrigues of two unscrupulous con-
men conspiring for different reasons to bring about a war.1 

to

g about
No written agreement or treaty of alliance was made, but it a war.

was agreed y that France and Piedmont should go to
war with Austria, but only upon some pretext which could be
justified before Europe, and which would make it appear that
the two powers were not bent upon revolution, but that they
were merely repelling Austrian aggression. A rising in
Massa and Carrara was to serve as the pretext. If Austria The

conditions
should begin war against Piedmont, France would come to the , agreed
latter^s assistance, and if the allies were victorious Italy should upoll

be reconstituted as follows: Lombardy and Venetia should be

added to Piedmont, as should also the duchies and parts of
the Papal States, the Romagna and the Legations. Austria
would thus be completely expelled from the peninsula, and

mm of Northern

Italy. The rest of the Papal States, with the exception of
Rome and a region round about should be added to Tuscany'%^^^^F

which would thus form a kingdom of Central Italy. These two
kingdoms and that of Naples and the Papal States should
then be united into an Italian Confederation under the presi-

dency of the Pope who might consequently feel compensated
for the loss of most of his possessions. In return for her
aid France was to receive Savoy and possibly Nice. The
Emperor urged a marriage between his cousin Prince Napo-
leon and the daughter of Victor Emmanuel. No definite
agreement was then made. Prince Napoleon was a de-
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girl of sixteen. Ultimately this sacrifice was made so re-"

volting to Victor Emmanuel and the Piedmontese. Early
in December 1858 these verbal agreements were put into
writing, though not, it would seem, although the matter is
most obscure, into a binding treaty.

Difficulties Though Cavour had apparently achieved the dream of his
d d 

an alliance with a great military power, his positionof Cavour's

position. during the next few months, between the meeting at Plom-
bieres, July 1858, and the final declaration of war, April
1859, was one of extraordinary difficulty. He had invoked
a powerful spirit. Could he control it, or would he become
the mere sport of it? Might not Napoleon, notably of a
changeable mind, change it now at the critical time, leaving
Piedmont high and dry, at the mercy of her powerful
neighbor, Austria, leaving Cavour and all his policy a
wreck ? Might not the other powers, getting wind of the con-
spiracy, step in to prevent war, the necessity of which was
the very basis of Cavour's policy for the creation of modern
Italy, as it was of Bismarck's policy later for the creation
of modern Germany? If the war should come and Napoleon
should be faithful to his engagements, might not the greatest
danger lie right there? Might not a victorious Napoleon in
Italy do what a victorious Napoleon had done in Italy
before, use his opportunity for his own advantage and not
for that of the Italians, whom he ostensibly came to succor?
Cavour did not wish to play a game for Napoleon. The
risk at any rate must be run.

Cavour's It had been stipulated by Napoleon that he would support
diplomacy. 

Piedmont in a war with Austria if Austria appeared as the
aggressor. Cavour's policy therefore for the next months
was to provoke Austria to this end. It was a period of
great tension for the Piedmontese minister, in which he dis-

-wr 4* -vt rt ^x *"V'11'W»rtr\T11 "MTV
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projects of these conspirators. Into the interesting details
of tin se machinations we cannot go. In the end they were
successful, and Austria was goaded by Cavour's conduct
to take the fatal step. She demanded that Piedmont disarm
within three days, otherwise war would be declared. W ar
was precisely the thing Cavour wanted, and for which he
had for months been ceaselessly working. He had contrived
to make Austria appear the aggressor and now the case had
arisen for which Napoleon had promised his aid. Piedmont
refused the Austrian ultimatum, and at the end of April The
1859 war began. he public opinion of other nations blamed Austro-

Sardinian
Austria and exonerated Piedmont, most unjustly, for this War.

war was Cavour's, desired by him and brought about by him
with extraordinary skill. That he had succeeded in throw-

th h P bility for it on h my was y
ther evidence of the cunning of his fine Italian hand
The Austro-S ted only about two month The

Th Aust armies w 1 8 but mpetently led. camPai*n "/ .* 1 o r A of 1859.
They wasted the time bef t arrival of the French troops
when Piedmont was a th mercy hen the French
arrived, the Emperor t t t head, j t fight g began.
The th t of wa: was limited to Lombardy T i battl
of Magent (Jun< d f Solf nno une w

t the A The latter was f the greatest
bat f tli teent tury It ted eleven rs

ore lan 260,000 men were engaged, nearly 800 cannon. I
The Allies lost over 17,000 men, the Aust .bout Ot) 000.

All Lombardy was conquered, and Milan was occupied. It
seemed that Venetia could be easily overrun and the termina-
tion of Austrian rule in Italy effected, and Napoleon's
statement that he would free Italy " from the Alps to the
Adriatic " accomplished. Suddenly Napoleon halted in the The Pre-liminaries

full tide of success, sought an interview with the Emperor of Villa-<«" T " 1
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(1) The creation of an Italian Confederation under thev

honorary presidency of the Pope. (2) The cession to
France, and the transfer by France to Sardinia, of the
province of Lombardy. (3) The inclusion of Venetia in the
Italian Confederation, as a province, however, under the
Crown of Austria. (4) The restoration of the Grand Duke
of Tuscany and the Duke of Modena to their respective
states, whence they had just been driven by popular uprisings.

Reasons The considerations that determined Napoleon to stop in
for Napo-
leon's the middle of a successful campaign, and before he had
action. attained the object for which he had come into Italy, were

many and serious. While victorious on five battlefields he
had no reason to feel elated. Magenta and Solferino had
been victories, but he saw that they might easily have been
defeats. He had conquered Lombardy, but Austria had
150,000 men in Venetia, and 100,000 more were advancing

to join them. Austria's troops would then outnumber his.
Moreover Austria would now plant herself firmly in the
famous Quadrilateral, whose fortresses could only be taken,
if at all, after long and difficult sieges. Furthermore, the
control of events was plainly slipping from him. The effect
of the Piedmontese propaganda in the other states of Italy
was already becoming apparent. During the war the Ro-
magna had thrown off its allegiance to the Pope, the author-
ity of the rulers of Modena and Parma had been renounced
by their rebellious subjects, and all three-the Romagna, the
two duchies, and Tuscany also, were clamoring for annexa-
tion to Piedmont. If the war should continue the other

Italians might show the same determination and Napoleon
might find that, instead of an enlarged kingdom of Piedmont,
a kingdom of all Italy had been created, and many of the
leading men in France were denouncing as very dangerous

nn nf a nnwerful state on her
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and was templating intervention, and F was n no
condition to fight Austria and Prussia combined. AI>o, the
Emperor had been touched by the horrors of the battlefield.
" The poor people, the poor people, what a horrible thing
is war," he was heard to say more than once at Solferino.

Austria was eager for peace. Her army was badly led. Austria
She was involved in trouble with Hungary. She did not ea*er for
relish being saved by Prussia, for Prussia might then seize
her leadership in Germany. Francis Joseph, too, like Na-
polcon, was horrified by war. " Better lose a province," he
said after Solferino, " than be present again at so awful a
spectacle." Thus both rulers were willing to come to
terms.

The news of the armistice came as a cruel disappointment
to the Italians, dashing their hopes just as they were appa-
rently about to be realized. The Government of Victor
Emmanuel had not even been consulted. In intense indigna-
tion at the faithlessness of Napoleon, overwrought by the
excessive strain under which he had long been laboring
Cavour completely lost his self-control, urged desperate
measures upon the King and, when they were declined, in a
n't of rage, threw up his office. The King by overruling E-esigna-
Cavour showed himself wiser than his gifted minister. As tion of

Cavour.

disappointed as the latter, he saw more clearly than did
Cavour that though Piedmont had not gained all that she had
hoped to, yet she had gained much. It was wiser to take what
one could get and bide the future than to imperil all by some
mad course. Here was one of the Great moments where the in-

dependence and common sense of Victor Emmanuel were of
great and enduring service to his country.

Napoleon had not done all that he had planned for Italy, Piedmont
yet he had rendered a very important service. He had se-

acquires
Lombardy,

cured Lombardy for Piedmont. It should also be noted that
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ANNEXATIONS AFTER VILLAFRANCA

Thus by the preliminaries of Villafranca, embodied later
in the Peace of Zurich, November 10, 1859, the Emperor
of the French and the Emperor of Austria put an end to
the process of Italian unification shortly after it had begun.
Piedmont had grown by the addition of Lombardy and that
was all. Austria was still an Italian power, and by the
terms agreed upon was to be ar member of the projected ^-fc -^ -i^fc
Italian Confederation. That she could use that position
to continue her leadership in Italy was proved by her success
in using the German Confederation for purposes of leader-
ship in Germany. The Pope was still a temporal ruler and
his power indeed was to be augmented by the presidency of the
Confederation. Thus the Austrian Emperor and the Pope
stood in the way of Italian aspirations as before. No wonder
that Cavour said, though incorrectly, that all the efforts
Piedmont had made during the past ten years had gone for
nought. But the Peace of Zurich was destined never to be
carried out save in one respect that Lombardy was added to
Piedmont. Victor Emmanuel saw what Cavour failed to see,

that the chapter was not closed but that it might be carried
further, that central Italy at least might be drawn into the
enlarged Kingdom of Piedmont.

Central The situation in central Italy was this: During the war
Italy. the rulers of Modena, Parma, Tuscany, had been overthrown,

and the Pope's authority in Romagna, the northern part
of his dominions, had been destroyed. Assemblies called in
those states by revolutionary leaders voted, in August 1859,
in favor of annexation to Piedmont. Thus the provinces
of central Italy hurled defiance at the two Emperors who
had decided at Villafranca that the rulers of those countries

4- "no nffpr at the
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attack. But unofficially Piedmont gave them encouragement
to hold out for annexation.

The Italians of the central states stood firm. It was Impossibil-
evident that the former rulers could only be restored bv ity** J ^±^

storing the
force and Napoleon promised that force should not be used, old order.
either French or Austrian, to accomplish their restoration.
For months this anomalous situation continued, harassing
to every one. The central states, under the leadership of
Pk-dinontese statesmen who had gone to them to assume
direction, revised and rendered uniform their laws, and

created a common military force that they might in the
end bring about fusion with Piedmont. Diplomacy sug-
gested a congress which was never convened, and for some
time things drifted. Slowly the whole confused situation
began to clarify. Napoleon came to see that if the peoples")
were left to themselves they would never restore their rulers
but would insist upon union with Piedmont; that, moreover,
the federation under the presidency of the Pope could never
be brought about except by force. He saw also that the
restoration of the rulers to their duchies would be an

advantage to Austria but not at all to France. He had no
desire that Austria should be again predominant in the penin-

. sula. Other events co-operated to hasten a solution. In Knjj- England's J. - *

land, in June 1859, a new election had occurred and a ministry par lclption in

had come into office which was very friendly to the cause of affairs.
' Italian unity, and which particularly wished the Italians to

be strong enough to be independent of the French. The
B English Government protested against the employment of

French or Austrian forces to repress the clearly expressed
will of the people of central Italy and to restore the princes.

II This was England's great service to the Italians. " The
es people of the duchies have as much right to change their
he soverens, said Lord Palmerston, " as the English people "
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Cavour Another event tending toward the solution of the question
returns to

office. was the return of Cavour to power in January 1860, after
an absence of six months. Cavour saw that the annexation

of central Italy to Piedmont could be effected only with
Napoleon's consent, which, therefore, must be secured. But
N 1 w t yet g t It was 1 th a b
gain must be made. Piedmont could have the annexa-
tions for a price and that price was the cession of Savoy
and Nice to France, which Napoleon had not claimed before
as he had not carried out the agreement of Plombieres, but
which he now demanded as compensation for the creation of

mp tant state on the southeastern bord f F d
because he wished, by enlarging the national boundaries, to"

ay the sharp criticism which his Italian policy had aroused
horn It was greed that plebiscit Id b

tak n in th tat f t It t see if they wished
jxati t Piedmont d S d N t see f

they wished ; t t F Th theory, th
principle woi Id b pheld that peopl e a ght o
dispose of them es. *

Annexa- Th plebiscit in It ted as was expected
tion to

Piedmont. (March 11-12, 1860.) The vote was almost unanimous in
favor of annexation. 1

Modena, Parma, Tuscany and the Romagna were thus
added to the Kingdom of Piedmont, which had already re-
ceived Lombardy. The Pope issued the major excommuni-
cation against the authors of this spoliation of his do-
minions (Romagna), but Victor Emmanuel accepted the
sovereignty thus offered him, and on April 2nd, 1860, the
first parliament of the enlarged kingdom met in Turin.
A small state of less than 5,000,000 had grown to one of
11,000,000 within a year. This was the most important

m svstem of EuroDe since 1815. As
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that congress had decided was to be a mere " 
gfograp

pression " was now a nation in format And this was

being ccomplished by the triumphant t o f t
principles utterly odious to the monarchs of 1815, the right
f r kit d the ght o f peop t det their

own dest 1 them these annexat > the

result of war and of plebiscites.
But Piedmont's triumph was not without an element of Cession

bitterness for it had been bought with a price, and that price of Sav°y
was the cession of Savoy and Nice, with a population of by the

about 700,000, to France. Savoy was the cradle of the Treaty of
ruling house and its abandonment was a great humiliation, ̂urilj'

March 24,

but it was, in Cavour's opinion, inevitable. ecau.M- of it 1860.

Garibaldi, a citizen of Nice, attacked him in Parliament with
remarkable vehemence. You have made me," he said, ..

stranger in the land of my birth." " The act," replied
Cavour with impressive dignity, " that has made this gulf
between us, was the most painful duty of my life.
what I have felt myself I know what Garibaldi must have
felt. If he refuses me his forgiveness I cannot reproach him
for it." Parliament supported Cavour, ratifying the cession
by a majority of 229, more than four-fifths of the entire
chamber. The plebiscites in Savoy and Nice took place a
few days later and resulted in an almost unanimous vote for^
annexation to France. One result of this annexation of Effect

Savoy and Nice was to prove very important for France. ?pon __ Napo-
» . Icon III.

It alienated England from Napoleon completely. England
did not wish to see her powerful neighbor grow larger. The
depth and unfortunate effect of this estrangement Napoleon
was to feel fully before many months had passed. More-
over, might not this acceptance of Italian territory involve
hi nil in furtl icr I tali an complications? Was he not morally
compromised? That Cavour appreciated the advantage of
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explain the cryptic utterance, but every one knew that he"

was still far from his cherished goal. Napoleon III would
still be very useful. Sophisticated Guizot, then living in
retirement, made at about this time an observation: " There

are," he said, " two men upon whom the eyes of Europe
are fixed, the Emperor Napoleon and M. de Cavour. The
game is being played. I back M. de Cavour."

THE CONQUEST OF THE KINGDOM OF NAPLES

Much had been achieved in the eventful year just described,
but much remained to be achieved before the unification of

Italy should be complete. Venetia, the larger part of the
Papal States, and the Kingdom of Naples still stood outside.
In the last, however, events now occurred which carried

The the process a long step forward. Early in I860 the Sicilians
Sicilian

Insurrec- rose in revolt against the despotism of their new king,
tion. Francis II. This insurrection created an opportunity for

a man already famous but destined to a wonderful exploit
and to a memorable service to his country, Giuseppe Gari-
baldi> already the most famous military leader in Italy, and
invested with a half mythical character of invincibility and
daring, the result of a very spectacular, romantic career.

Giuseppe Garibaldi was born at Nice in 1807. He was therefore
Garibaldi, sars older thai1807-1882. years younger than Mazzini and three y

C Destined by his p t f th priesthood h
preferred t sea 5 d r m y ears h e lived a rovh g
and dvent s 1 s lif H joined "Y g

Italy ' Hi " 1 *mt y p was hiefly gul
erilla fighting. He took part th ful
t ganized by M S; y in 1834, and as a

res It w con d m d t death H m ged t escape t
South Am h r the xt urt years, he was

a + o ri in w f th
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penalty of death, and immediately thousands flocked to the
tandard of the "hero of Montevideo" to fight under him
gainst the Austrians. After the failure of that campaign The de-

he went, in 1849, to Rome to assume the military defense fe^st of
Rome.

of the republic. When the city was about to fall he escaped
with four thousand troops, intending to attack the Austrian
power in Venetia. French and Austrian armies pursued him.
He succeeded in evading them, but his army dwindled away
rapidly and the chase became so hot that he was forced
to escape to the Adriatic. When he landed later, his enemies
were immediately in full cry again, hunting him through for-
ests and over mountains as if he were some dangerous game.
It was a wonderful exploit, rendered tragic by the death
in a farm-house near Ravenna, of his wife Anita, who was his

companion in the camp as in the home, and who was as
high-spirited, s armg as courageous as lie. Garibaldi
finally escaped to America and began once more the life
of an exile. But his story, shot through and through with
heroism and chivalry and romance, moved the Italian people
to unwonted depths of enthusiasm and admiration.

For several years Garibaldi was a wanderer, sailing the
seas, commander of a Peruvian bark. For some months,

indeed, he was a candle maker on Staten Island, but in 1854 Leader of

he returned to Italy and settled down as a farmer on the "The Hunt-
ers of the

little island of Capri t t ts of 1859 once moreAlps."

hroviirht him out of tirement. Ag a lead o
t h plunged int t war against Aust .1

mensely increased his reputat H e d b th
idol of soldiers d advent fpr f OIH' d " >
Italy to the other. Multit were y f
blind confidence wherever he might lead. His name w
t ^pJ with. T now occurred, in I860, t t
brilliant episode of his career, the Sicilian expedition and
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the aid of the Sicilians who had risen in revolt against their
king, Francis II of Naples.

Cavour's His determination created a serious problem for Cavour.
dilemma i

The Government of Piedmont could not sanction an attack

upon the Kingdom of Naples, with which it was at peace,
without seeming a ruthless aggressor upon an unoffending
state, and without running the risk of a European inter-
vention which might undo all the work thus far accomplished.
In Cavour's opinion the newly enlarged kingdom needed time
for consolidation before undertaking any further task. On
the other hand, if Garibaldi determined to go it would ber

dangerous to try to prevent him, and yet the result of a
successful campaign might make him a rival of Cavour and
might be used to checkmate Piedmont. It was imperative
that Piedmont should still direct the evolution of Italy
toward her future destiny. Cavour could not approve the
expedition, and he was not prepared to condemn it. He
therefore adopted the plan of secretly conniving at the
preparations, at the same time holding Piedmont officially
aloof from all connection with it. Thus he could assure"

the powers that Piedmont had nothing to do with it. If it
should fail, he could not be reproached, whereas if successful,
he might profit by it. He had need of all his customary
wariness in this juncture.

The Expe- On May 5, 1860, the expedition of " The Thousand," the
dition of 

Red Shirts," embarked from Genoa in two steam Th
The

Thousand." were the volunteers, nearly 1,150 men, whom Garibaldi's
ame had caused to rush into the new adventure, an adventure

that seemed at the moment one of utter folly. The King of
Naples had 24,000 troops in Sicily and 100,000 more on
the mainland. The odds against success seemed overwhelm-
ing But fortune favored the brave. After campaign
of a few weeks, in which he was several times in great danger,
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th pet o f t e mm and f th N fipplitai
troops. Audacity had won the victory He med tli e
positi f Dictat Sicily th me of Viet Em
manuel II (August 5, 1860).

Garibaldi now crossed th e trait t th mainland de- Conquest

termined to conquer the entire Kingdom of Naples (August 
of the

Kingdom

19, 1860). The King still had an army of 100,000 men, of Naples.
but it had not even the strength of a frail reed. There was
practically no bloodshed. The Neapolitan Kingdom was
not overthrown; it collapsed. Treachery, desertion, corrup-
tion did the work. On September 6th, Francis II left
Naples for Gaeta and the next day Garibaldi entered it by
rail with only a few attendants, and drove through the streets
amid a pandemonium of enthusiasm. In less than five months
he had conquered a kingdom of 11,000,000 people, an
achievement unique in modern history.

Garibaldi now began to talk of pushing on to Rome. To Garibaldi
Cavour the situation seemed full of danger. Rome wa> attack

occupied by a French garrison. An attack upon it would Kome.
almost necessarily mean an attack upon France. A clash
between Garibaldi's followers and the French troops which
were maintaining the Pope's power in Rome would probably
bring an intervention of Napoleon, this time against the
Italians. There must, therefore, be no attack upon Rome.
But while Rome itself and its immediate neighborhood must
be preserved inviolate for the Pope, Cavour did not think
that the two eastern provinces of the Papal States, Umbria
and the Marches, need be. They desired annexation to Pied-
mont and were only kept down by an army of volunteers,
drawn from Ireland, Austria, France and other Catholic
countries. Ought people who wished to be free from the
Pope's rule to be kept in subjection by an army of
mercenaries?
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and that would range Italy against, not only France, but
Austria, two great empires, and everything that had been
so painfully accomplished would be imperiled. To prevent
Garibaldi's advance which, once under way, would be beyond
control, Victor Emmanuel must take charge of the re\olu-
tion in southern Italy. Yet if Victor Emmanuel's troops
entered the Papal States all the Catholic countries of Europe,
outraged at the despoiling of the Pope, might intervene
and undo what had been already done. Cavour believed
that if he left the Pope unmolested in Rome, Napo-
leon would have no objection to the rest of the Papal States
going into the new kingdom, if the population desired it.
In this estimate he was correct. Understanding finally that
Napoleon approved, if only the thing were done quickly,
Victor Emmanuel's army crossed into the Papal States and
defeated the Papal troops at Castelfidardo (September 18th,
1860). They then entered the territory of Naples. The
climax to all this unification movement was now at hand.

O October 11, 1860, Parliament voted overv helmingly
a,vor of th< t f all t i provinces in t and

southern It wh se peopl h o Id declare in f f it
by plebiscite. The plebiscite took place in the Kingdom of

The annex- N October 21-22, I860, and w helmingly
ation of the

vor f t O th m 1 a d PP telyKingdom
of Naples 1,300,000 voted yes, 10,000 no; in Sicily 432,000 yes, 600 no.
and of A few days later the Pope's former subjects in the Marches

Umbria and voted for annexatiOn by 133,000 to 1,200; and in Umbriathe

Marches. by 97,000 to 380. Majorities so staggering showed how
unanimous was the desire for unification.

After having conquered the Papal army at Castelfidardo,
Victor Emmanuel had advanced with his army into the
Kingdom of Naples for the double purpose of defeating
the army still under Francis II at Capua and Gaeta,
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in political sagacity. It was imperative that Viet Em
manuel's authority should be sup in Naples, t e
might control the evolut f event )th purp
now hieved T t P of Fr 11 were defeated
at Capua on the first and second of November, and Siege of
the siege of Gaeta, where Francis took his last stand, Gaeta.
began.

Garibaldi had demanded the resignation of Cavour from
Victor Emmanuel and seemed disposed to insist upon certain
conditions before handing over his conquest to him. The
King's attitude was firm. He declined to consider the dis-
missal of Cavour. Moreover, now that Victor Emmanuel was

himself in the Kingdom of Naples with a large army, and was
backed by the vote of the Parliament and the plebiscites
favoring annexation, Garibaldi yielded. On November 7th,
Victor Emmanuel and Garibaldi drove together tlirough the
streets of Naples. The latter refused all rewards and honors
nd with only a little money and a bag of seed beans for his

farm he sailed away to Caprera. Gaeta fell on February
13, 1861, and the King fled to Rome, entering upon a
life of exile which was to end only with his death in
1894.

On the 18th of February, 1861, a new Parliament, repre- The
_i " 11 TJ. i j. ir j_* j T^ A " 'f Kingdom

senting all Italy except Venetia and Home, met m 1 urin. f 
* 

,
. . . of Italy

The Kingdom of Sardinia now gave way to the Kingdom of proclaimed.
Italy, proclaimed March 17th. Victor Emmanuel II w < de-
clared " by the grace of God and the will of the nation, King
of Italy."

A new kingdom, comprising a population of about t unity-
two millions, had arisen during a period of eighteen months,
and now took its place among the powers of Europe. The
Pope refused to recognize this " creation of revolution V
md excommunicated the criminal invaders of his states.

Victor Emmanuel he denounced as " forgetful of every reli-
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with which he has sought to seal his " sacrilegious usurpa-
tions," Pius IX formally protested.1

The But the Kingdom of Italy was still incomplete. Venetia
kingdom
still in- was still Austrian and the Patrimony of St. Peter was still

complete subject to the Pope. This was a strip along the western
coast, between Tuscany and Naples, twenty or thirty miles
wide, and included the incomparable city of Rome. The
Pope's power rested on the French garrison. The new
Kingdom, however, was not strong enough to take Venetia
from Austria, nor disposed to defy the Emperor Napoleon
by an attack upon Rome.

The There were, indeed, some Italian nationalists who were

question of willing to forego permanently the possession of Rome as
Home.

the capital. D'Azeglio called the desire for it simply " a

classical fantasticality." Moreover, it was 
" a malarial

town fit only for a museum." Not so thought Cavour, who
believed that " without Rome there was no Italy." He
declared that now that national independence had be<

d th great bject must b t mak th e Etern
City, on which rest twenty-fi ries f glory, the sp
did pit f the It Kingd m The posit of th
c .pital w t t be determined by the charact of th
limate or topography, but by moral d the m

primacy of Rome am 11 Italian cities was unquestionab
They t h Rome, but on two conditions, that F
h Id conse and that the Cathol wo Id h o Id h

no just ground to bel that it meant the subject f
th Pop C ped t th Pop would be willi
t hi s temp po on th e guarante that his
pirit thority should be ful y a "ded nd even

tended. The principle of " a free cl free stat

absorbed his thought i t tli tim At h q lest Parl
ment voted the principle that Rom hoi Id be the capital of

^:~i
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now fell ill. Overwork, the extraordinary pressure under
which he had for months been laboring, b ht on in-
somnia; finally fever developed and he died on the morning Death of
of June 6th, 1861, in the very prime of life, for he was only Cavour.
fifty-one years of age.

" Cavour," said Lord Palmerston, in the British House of
Commons, " left a name ' to point a moral and adorn a
tale.' The moral was, that a man of transcendent talent,
indomitable industry, inextinguishable patriotism, could over-
come difficulties which seemed insurmountable, and confer

the greatest, the most inestimable benefits on his country.
The tale with which his memory would be associated was the
most extraordinary, the most romantic, in the annals of the
world. A people who had seemed dead had arisen to new
and vigorous life, breaking the spell which bound it, and
showing itself worthy of a new and splendid destiny." 1

Throughout his life Cavour remained faithful to his funda-
mental political principle, government by parliament and
by constitutional forms. Urged at various times to assume
a dictatorship he said he had no confidence in dictatorships.
" I always feel strongest," he said, " when Parliament is
sitting." " I cannot betray my origin, deny the principles of
all my life," he wrote in a private letter not intended for
the public. " I am the son of liberty and to her I owe all
that I am. If a veil is to be placed on her statue, it is not
fo r me to d o it."

1 Quoted by Cesaresco: Cavour, 216
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CHAPTER XI

BISMARCK AND GERMAN UNITY

Reaction 1848 and 1849 the reformers of Germany, as of other
in Germany
after 1849. countries, had made a vigorous effort to effect profound

alterations in the political and social institutions of their
CO try Momentarily successful, their day of power proved
brief, and by 1850 the old authorities were once more solidly

tablished in r Id posit A pract bsolutism
gned again throughout most of central Europ

f th G an so 1 desired d r which th

F kfort Parliament had struggled with such earnest futil
ity, the old Diet of 1815, slow, cumbrous, impotent save
for repression, quietly slipped back into the familiar, well-
worn grooves, resuming its sessions in May 1851, and de-
voting its attention to the removal of the debris left by the
revolutionary hurricane which had just swept by. A period
f reaction began more far-reaching in its scop

than th hich d followed th C g o f V o f
1815 Th period m b dered t h lasted from
the diplomatic defeat of Prussia at Olmiitz in 1850 to 1858
when William I med th Reg y f Prussia, and
t 1859 "h Aust w as merly th t t
of i Itra-conservatism, suffered an important diminut f
power and prestige in the military defeats in Italy which have
been described above.

During this period the work of 1848 and 1849 was undone
wherever possible, and a persecution of Liberals carried out
so thoroughly that tens of thousands left the country. This
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peace. This was the beginning of the large German emigra-
tion to the United States, which has since attained such

impressive proportions and been attended by such im-
portant consequences. Austria and Prussia took the lead
in the familiar work of repression.

The King of Prussia, Frederick William IV, had, as we Prussia a
have seen, granted a Constitution and created a Parliament ̂ ons \ ?~70 

... tional but

during the recent convulsion, but it quickly became evident not a par-
that he had no intention of establishing the parliamentary liamentary
system as it had been developed in England. He did not for s a e*
a moment propose to weaken the royal power by dividing it
with any assembly, even with one which, like this, represented
only the rich. No new taxes or laws might be passed without
the consent of the new chamber, but old ones might be
continued without that consent. The Chamber had no con-

trol whatever over the ministry. With machinery like this
Parliament could not have prevented reaction even had it
so desired; but constituted as it was, it became itself one
of the instruments of reaction.

That reaction began at once. The King was urged to
abolish the Constitution outright, but this, mindful of his
oath, he never did. However, a method of " interpreting "
it virtually achieved the same end. The ministers gained
great skill in the art of ruling with the Constitution against
the Constitution. Laws which they disapproved were simply
not executed or their contents were by " interpretation "
molded to the heart's desire. The Constitution had pro-
claimed the right of association and public meeting, but as
a matter of fact this right was permitted only to those
favorable to the Government. Public meetings were watched
by agents of the Government, who, on the least pretext .
might dissolve them. Everywhere the police were active
and unscrupulous. Arbitrary arrest and imprisonment were

i i
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strokes. Men who were supposed to be democrats were
hounded in every way. " No lawyer would give me work,"
wrote one of them; " no business man had the courage to
seek the aid of my legal knowledge; no editor would consent
to publish a book of mine." With great difficulty he suc-
ceeded in bringing out three novels. At once the Govern-
ment forbade their introduction into public libraries, forbade
thei r sale. Certain physicians were denied the certificates
necessary to the practice of their profession because, as
democrats, their " morality" could not be guaranteed.
Abuses of power succeeded each other rapidly. " God in^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B

Heaven," wrote Bunsen, " what a frightful situation for
Germany! " The mails were not respected. Postmen were
ordered not to deliver letters to Liberals. Even reactionaries

themselves felt the pinch at times. " I cannot write you
much about politics," Bismarck informed his wife, " for all
lette are pened And S> D t get, when
you writ m th y lett ers are t d imply by
myself but are so d t th e post ffice, by P f
eve feather: b without ption, prud in
remarks."

The censorship abolished by the Constitution was not re-
stored, but the same end was otherwise achieved. Methods

were followed in this respeot, as in many others, which were
copied from Napoleon III, who was applying them success-
fully in France. Much ingenious reasoning was displayed .
at times by government officials. In one case the police

Control d that the law permitted the publicat f news-
of the

pap but t th ir s 1 d thus one Lib pap
press.

suppressed y h means virt bsolutism was restored
in Prussia after the liberal awakening of 1848 and 1849.
No relief was found in the Chamber, for the Government

secured large and dependent majorities there, by the same
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with a Constitution, was really ruled without regard to its
provisions.

The governing forces were the King and the landed nobil- The Priv
ileged

ity. These were the " Junkers," whom Bismarck later called clasi.

the " pariahs of modern civilization," hide-bound conserva-
tives, completely dominated by the ideas of old-time feudal-
ism. The House of Lords was now one of their seats of

power. Indignant at the former freeing of their serfs they
labored with much success to regain old rights, such as the
police power on their estates, and hunting privileges. They
had a monopoly of the higher grades in the army. All these
measures irritated various classes of society and unrest, not
peace, was the ominous result. No wonder that Bernhardi ex-
claimed, " The Constitution is nothing but a name," and that
another who lived through it all wrote a little later, " The
period from 1849 to 1858 was the most shameful in the his-
tory of Prussia."

But signs were not lacking of the dawning of a new day.
The economic evolution of the country was proceeding on
the whole unimpeded and quietly, and that evolution tended
directly toward liberty, for it meant the transformation
of Germany from an agricultural, feudal, and patriarchal
into a great industrial nation. Even the Government itself
facilitated this transformation which w s in the end to be

so prejudicial to its system, imitating in this, as in so
many other respects, the example of Napoleon III, who
thought that the best way to make people forget their loss
of liberty was to enable them to get rich. But in the main
this transformation was effected, not by governmental meas-
ures, but by the unseen, unconscious operation of the ordinary
laws of business.

This economic transformation is the most important Economic
feature of German history in the decade from 1850 to 1860, 

1 

trans-

formation
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had been discovered in California in 1848, and in Australia

in 1851. It has been estimated that the world's production
of the precious metal was about four times as great in 1856
as in 1847. The increase in the quantity of the medium of
exchange had, among other important results, for Germany
this, the sudden creation of a large number of banks and

business corporations. In Bavaria, for instance, only six stock
companies with a capital of five millions had been founded
between 1839 and 1848; but from 1849 to 1858 forty-four
were established with a capital of one hundred and seventy
millions. The capital of the banks created in Germany
from 1853 to 1857 aggregated about 750 millions. All this
meant an immense increase in the resources available for

industry.
Industrial Germai y had r various reasons remained industrially
develop- f behind neighb CO t part larly F d
ment.

gland. H population was largely rural, two-third
h bitants were c It list What dust

ted were sm There were very few 1 t er-

the capital of Prussia, had a population of about 450,000
d the entire Confederation t were only or seven

ties of more than 100,000 bit ant Both ports an d
mp ts w few G m sold little but r w material
All this was rapidly changed. Capital being easily

d dred f w enterp w tarted P t
larly was the exploitation of t mmense m 1 ources
f t try, thus far largely neglected, undertak wi tli

S energy C m w ;re opened up, factor n d
un d arose on d Alfred Krupp made e t

dry, begun by his fath 1810, one of the most fam
tablishments of the kind in tl w Id Workmen, attracted

by higher wages than could be procured in agriculture, flocked
to the cities, which increased rapidly. Economists state that
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THE RISE OF THE BOURGEON 11

alities of patience, order, adaptability, and an abounding
ith in the advantages to be derived from the application

to economic life of the discoveries of science and from the use

of scientific method The m f railroad pidly
creased, in Prussia f .lone in a few years from 114 miles t
800, and the number of travelers increased fourfold.

All this had important political and intellectual conse- Bise of a
quences. It meant the rise of a modern capitalist cla , a wealth7

middle

rich bourgeoisie, which would insist and which would have class.

the power to insist that the state should no longer be run
along medieval lines for the benefit of a feudal monarchy,
and a feudal nobility of landlords. And the result of this
economic revolution was to broaden men's horizon, and to

weaken the local states-rights feeling. Manufacturers and
merchants were anxious for the widest market, and impatient
of laws and institutions that hindered business. They saw
the inconveniences that flowed from the existing political
organization of Germany, the petty state animosities and
the powerlessness of the Confederation abroad. They wished
a reorganization of the country so that Germany should
have the weight in international affairs that was necessary for
the development of her wealth. That they might compete
in the world markets they must have the support of the Gov-
ernment. The Government of the Confederation was impo-
tent. This growing class therefore would hail with enthu-
siasm any attempt to strengthen it. Thus business was
undermining the established order in politics. The require-
ments of modern industrialism were potent factors in the
ultimate creation of German unity.

At the same time a similar trend was unmistakable in Intellectual

the intellectual evolution of Germany, and was shown in
the various fields of theology, science, history and litera-
ture. From the romantic, the metaphysical, the specula-
tive people thev had been. Germans were be com in a1 Dractical.
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new heaven and a new earth were taking the place of the
old. The German intellect was showing its enterprise, its
daring in every line, and was heaping up great riches. An in-
tellectual environment was being created in which the great
realist of the century in Germany could breathe and work
successfully. It would be difficult to show all this except
at length, and this would be impossible in the present trea-
tise. But the fact remains that Schopenhauer in philoso-
phy, and Helmholtz and Virchow in science, were laying
intellectual foundations for the unification of Germany and
the hegemony of Prussia.1 The historians of the period,
Sybel, Treitschke, Droysen, Freytag, produced histories in
abundance which were really great patriotic pamphlets,
therefore less valuable as histories than as organs for
shaping public opinion toward great and decisive action in
the field of politics. They were vigorously patriotic,
nationalistic in tone, Prussian in sympathy. Even Momm-
sen and Curtius, who wrote in the field of ancient history,
distinctly revealed the current preconceptions and aspira-
tions of the day.2

Influence Opinion in Germany was greatly stimulated by the events
of events Italy. The Italian war of 1859, and the formation of
in Italy

upon the Italian Kingdom exerted a remarkable influence upon
German events outside of the peninsula. Here was a successful
thought. application of the doctrine of nationalities. Might not the

precedent receive wider application? Poland, Denmark,
Germany felt a powerful impulsion from beyond the Alps.
This influence was shown in the very month of Villafranca.

The For July 1859 saw the genesis in Hanover of a new patriotic
National

Union. society, called the National Union, whose purpose was
to create a national party for the purpose of " achiev-
ing the unity of the fatherland and the development of
its liberties." The society soon spread throughout Germany.
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campaign prove the necessity of the former? If Napoleon
III could invade Italy, might he not with equal ease invade
Germany? There must be a thorough military reorganiza-
tion so that Germany should be safe from possible aggres-
sion, and to accomplish this the Confederation, as a whole,
must first be reorganized. Cavour was, in the opinion of
the members of the National Union, the model whom German

statesmen should imitate. Prussia ought to do for Germany
what Piedmont had done for Italy. Let her become frankly
liberal, then Liberals everywhere would support her, and she
could make the fatherland. This was not the method fol-

lowed, as we shall see. Germany wras made by an autocratic
not by a liberal government. And the reason was that the
conservative class was stronger in Germany than in Italy,
and happened to find two able leaders, William I and

ismarck, as the Liberals in Italy had found two of their
kind, Victor Emmanuel and Cavour. Though the National
Liberals in Germany influenced public opinion extensively
and thus facilitated in the end the rise of German unity,
they clashed with those who actually carried out the work,
and were themselves defeated. The chievemcnt of German

unity was to be no imitation of an Italian example.
The full import of all these changes in the economic life

and in the intellectual outlook, this fermentation of ideas,
was shortly to be shown in the reign, destined to prove most
illustrious, of William I of Prussia. The preliminary stage
was over, the period of action was about to begin.

In 1857,Frederick William IV became,by reason of mental William I. ^^^

disease, inc* pable of tering the Government As tin 1797-1888.
Kincr had no son, his brother, William I, becam 1 present

t Th llowin ear ^ b ic Regent, which
gave him complete independence of It was rccocruized
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general had been the disappointment in Prussia over the
timidity, the reactionary character, and the fruitlessness of
his predecessor's rule. The new ruler was intellectually the
very antipodes of his brother, slow, solid, persistent, firm,
rather than brilliant and imaginative. Common sense was his
strongest quality as versatility had been that of his brother.
William was the son of the famous Queen Louise, was born"

in 1797, and had served in the campaign against Napoleon
in 1814. He was now over sixty years of age. His entire
lifetime had been spent in the army, which he loved passion-
ately. In military matters his thorough knowledge and
competence were recognized. He had resented deeply the
action of his brother at Olmiitz, action dictated by the
military weakness of Prussia. William believed that Prus-
sia's destiny depended upon her army. The army was neces-
sary for his purpose, which was to put Prussia at the head
of Germany. " Now," he had written in 1849, " wnoever 1

wishes to rule Germany must conquer it; and that cannot be
done with phrases." The mobilization of the Prussian troops
in 1859 convinced him more than ever that the army needed
strengthening. He now brought forward a definite military
programme.

The Prussia had been the first state, and was thus far the only
Prussian 

one, to adopt the principle that all male citizens must be
army.

soldiers. By the law of 1814 universal compulsory three
years' service in the active army was established. The
soldier then passed into the reserve for two years, which
meant that he would be summoned to military exercise for
several weeks each year; he then passed into the landwehr
for several years (from the ages of twenty-six to thirty-
nine), receiving some little training intermittently. Then
he passed into the landsturm, where he remained until the
a/o-e of fift.v. to he callpH out onlv in thp rasp of Hirpst.
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ARMY REFORMS

taken of the increase of population. In 1820 the popula-
tion of Prussia was about 12,000,000. The nil mb of

yearly recruits had been fixed at 40,000 and regiments
for that number had been established. ut in 18(jO the

population was about 18,000,000, and if all able-bodied
men of military age were recruited, as by law they should
be, there would be 63,000. As a matter of fact, however, The
the number of recruits had been kept at 4-0,000, which meant ° lga ory* 

r* A**VTI stA M f\ service not

that many thousand young men, by law required to serve enforced.
three years under the colors, had been excused in practice
from service, and that others had been required to serve
only two years. This kept the army down to about 130,000
active soldiers on a peace footing, 215,000 in time of war.

William I believed such a condition full of danger for Cj

P Considering himself primarily a sold e fi
l r f P ponsib r her def s h e-

solved t y through c Ttain : f rms. I 1859 he P
pointed Albrecht von Roon Minister of in politi a

need tionary, i military matters a man of great Army
reform.

ledg and ability. I 1860 r e f rm f
th rmy bmitted to the Prussian Parliament. ce-
forth the law requi 15 ring universal military service w to b
rigorously enforced

This would mean 63,000 recruits each vear instead f"

40000 d d g an rm f 190000 m
peace, 450,000 in t f wr the service in the reserve be

gthened f m o t f y T t t
rces of Prussia would be doubled. To do this necessitated

the creation of new recriments with their officers and colors. "^

Th w uld involve an incn ise in the budget, which could Opposition
of the

on l b e sanctioned by Parliament. But the Chamb< o f Chamber.

Deputies was from the beginning opposed to this cha
t t ted ppropnat once on clerstand

1. i i T -irt »" nv n mf»Ti f
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ments must be disbanded, their officers dismissed, that what

had been done must be undone, that the royal plan of army
reform must be abandoned, although it had been put into
force at least provisionally, that the Government must, in
a most conspicuous matter, retrace its steps. Over this
q t a bitt d- prol ged troversy bet een
the C i and the Chamber of Deputies, each side growing
stiffei as the contest proceeded. The King was absolutely

Determina resolved not to abate one jot from his demands. He be-
tion of

William I lieved that the organization of the army, and the system
of national defense belonged exclusively to himself, as they
had undoubtedly to previous Prussian kings; that the fact
that in 1850 a Constitution had come into existence creating
a Parliament in no respect altered the situation; that indeed
the right had been expressly confirmed by that Constitution;
that Parliament was in duty bound to vote all appropriations
necessary for him to discharge his duties as supreme ex-
ecutive and commander-in-chief. Parliament, on the other

hand, held that by the Constitut 1 grants must b
ted by it, that if it were bound to vote them on the m

demand of the King its discret an er would simply
d s PP tirely P t must, in th terest f
the people, insist upo: t preservati tact of its dele-

ted powers, and th CO of th P was th hief
of these. A deadlock ensued. The King was urged to
abolish Parliament altogether. This he would not do be-
cause he had sworn to support the Constitution which es-
tablished it. He thought of abdicating. He never thought
of abandoning the reform. He had written out his abdica-
tion and signed it, and it was lying upon his desk when
he at last consented to call to the ministry as a final experi-
ment a new man, known for his boldness, his independence,

Otto von his devotion to the monarchy, Otto von Bismarck.
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BISMARCK'S POLITICAL PRINCIPLES

con flict t UDOII it t te p a d new
be- )i* Prussia and for the world.

I ti tl terview Bismarck told the King frankly that
was w illing t "y t h policy i cthe the P merit

cd t t or not I rather rish tli the King,
h d, "t rs y 1 Majesty t i contest wit
parliamentary government." His boldness determined the
King to tear up the paper containing his abdication and to
continue the struggle with the Chamber of Deputies.

The man who now entered upon the stage of European Bismarck'i
politics was one of the most original and salient characters prev ous
A C oo T* A AT* career.

of his century. Born in 1815, he came of a noble family in
Brandenburg, and as a young man seemed completely imbued
with all the narrowness of his order, its vigorous insistence
upon the preservation of existing institutions, its tenacious
adherence to forms of belief that had long been undermined
in Europe. Receiving a university education, he entered
the civil service of Prussia only shortly to turn from
its monotonous routine with invincible disgust. He then

settled upon his father's estate as a country squire. For
years lie gave himself up to the problem of retrieving
the family fortune, and with ultimate success. In 184?7 he
emerged from his country life and began his political career
as a memlx?r of the United Diet. He now had an opportu-
nity to expound his political views, which he did with
emphasis. No compromise with the Revolution was his
watchword. More royalist than the King he resented
the King's act of granting a Constitution to'Prussia but,
once granted, he would abide by it. But he had no notion
that the Constitution should transform Prussia into a state

like England, the model which Liberals were constantly urging
other people to follow. " The references to England are
our misfortune," he said. If Prussians were only English-

n »"» *"J ^-* ̂ % n r» rf-vr> r-i *-v^l *"» 4-1 VI O f l ncr-
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the Prussian monarchy. It had been the Prussian kings,
not the Prussian people, who had made Prussia great. This,
the great historic fact, must be preserved. What Prussian
kings had done, they still would do. A reduction of royal
power would only be damaging to the state. " The Prussian
Crown must not allow itself," he said, " to be thrust into

the powerless position of the English Crown, which seems
more like a smartly decorative cupola on the state edifice,
than its central pillar of support, as I consider ours."
When the democrats declared that England had been made
great by democracy he flatly contradicted them. England
had grown great under an aristocratic constitution. 'It
remains to be seen whether this reformed constitution (1832)
will maintain itself for centuries as did the earlier rule of

the English aristocracy." He defended vehemently the
Prussian nobility, a class at that time bitterly attacked.

y them, and by their blood, the Prussian state had been
built up ismarck was the uncompromising foe of the
attempts made in 1848 to achieve German unity, because
he believed those attempts involved a diminution in the
importance of Prussia, and he was above all a Prussian.
" The Frankfort crown may be very brilliant," he said,
" but the gold which would give truth to its brilliancy can
only be gained by melting down the Prussian crown," some-
thing he could not contemplate without horror. The
scheme for a union annihilates the integrity of the Prussian
kingdom . . . Prussians we are and Prussians we will\

His remain. His attitude toward the assembly, of which he-
attitude " 

.

was a member, is shown by the words, " I know that what
toward

parlia- I have said to you will have no influence on your votes,
mentary in- but I in q d that y t w 11 b as
s titutions. mpletely without infl the course of event N

E uroDean state had ffered a in com let e hum " i "
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BISMARCK'S DISLIKE OF DEMOCRACY

the Revolution." " I regard Austria as the representative
and inheritor of an ancient German power which has often
gloriously wielded the German Mvord." The reason for this
defense of Olmiitz is high! y significant. " The only sound
principle of action for a great state is political egoism, and
not romanticism, and it is unworthy of such a state to strive
for anything which does not directly concern it." * A war
with Austria in 1850 would ha'\ i- meant the ruin of Prussia.

Therefore egoism, the sole legitimate motive force in politics,
justified the convention of Olmiitz. " According to my con-
viction," he said in a speech which he incorporated in part
more than forty years later in his Reminiscence*, " Prussian
honor does not consist in Prussia's playing the Don Quixote
all over Germany for the benefit of mortified parliament
celebrities who consider their local constitution in danger.
1 look for Prussian honor in Prussia's abstinence before His

11 things from every shameful union with democracy; in hatred of
democracy.

Prussia's refusal to allow, in the present and all other
questions, anything to happen in Germany without her
consent; and in the joint execution by the two protecting
powers of Germany, with equal authority, of whatsoever
they, Prussia and Austria, after joint independent delibera-
tion, consider reasonable and politically justifiable."

By such utterances, poorly delivered, for he was no
orator, Bismarck made himself immensely disliked by
all Liberals. On the other hand, such downright and un-
compromising flouting of all the popular phrases of the
day, such unqualified and defiant adherence to monarchy
and aristocracy comment d him to the King, who appointed
him, in 1851, Prussian delegate to the Diet at Frankfort
Bismarck's career now broadened, and during the next eight
years he studied and practi>ed the art of diplomacy, in

1 Bismarck's political principles may be best studinl in the speeches
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which he was later to win many sweeping victories. He
made the acquaintance of all the important statesmen nd
politicians of Germany and studied their characters and
ambitions.

Bismarck He had not been long in Frankfort before his views in
in the Diet, regard to Austria changed. He came to regard her as the

constant and determined enemy of Prussia, and to believe
that her policy was to reduce Prussia to the position of a
mere satellite, and Bismarck had no notion that a nation

of 17,000,000 should occupy that position. At once this
jingo Prussian bent all his energies to convince his superiors
in Berlin of this fact. He soon saw that, though bound
together in the same federation, the harmony of the two
great German powers had been destroyed by the events of
1848. As early as 1853 he said in a report to Berlin
that there was not room in Germany for the two powers
that one or the other must bend. Three years later he
expressed his opinion even more clearly, " I only desire to
express my conviction that ere long we shall have to fight
Austria for our very existence; it is not in our power to
avert that eventuality, for the course of events in Germany"

can lead to no other result." * In 1859, as he was leaving
the Diet for the mission to St. Petersburg, he summed up
the situation, " I see in our federal alliance that Prussia

has an infirmity which sooner or later we shall have to
heal ferro et igni, unless we begin in good time to seek a
remedy for it." " Bismarck," wrote the Austrian delegate at
th Diet, "bel that P form t t f

world." He did so regard it, and his activity largely made it
so for others.

Such was the man, who in 1862 at the age of forty-seven,
accepted the position of President of the Prussian Ministry
at a time when King and Parliament confronted each other
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conflict continued. The Constitution was not aholUlu-d. The

Parliament was called repeatedly, the Lower House voU-d penj):di°f
conflict.

year after year against the budget, supported in this by
the voters, the Upper House voted for it, and the King acted
as if this made it legal. The period was one of virtual
dictatorship and real suspension of parliamentary life. The
King continued to collect the taxes, the army was thoroughly
reorganized and absolutely controlled by the authorities, and
the Lower House had no mode of opposition save the verbal
one, which was entirely ineffective.

Thus the increase in the army was secured. But an army Army
is a mere means to an end. The particular end that reformis-

carried

marck had in view was the creation of German unity by
means of Prussia and for the advantage of Prussia. There
must be no absorption of Prussia in Germany, as there had
been of Piedmont in Italy, Piedmont as a separate state
entirely disappearing. And in Bismarck's opinion this unity
could only be achieved by war.

He boldly denied in Parliament the favorite theory of the
Liberals, that Prussia was to be made great by a liberal, free,
parliamentary government, by setting an example of pro-
gressiveness, as Piedmont had done, which would rally Ger-
mans in other states about her, rather than about their own

governments. In what was destined to be the most famous
speech of his life he declared in 1863 that what Germans
cared about was not the liberalism of Prussia but IMT power.
Prussia must concentrate her forces and hold herself ready
for the favorable moment. The boundaries of the kingdom,

as determined by the Congress of Vienna, were not favorable
to a sound political life. " Not by speeches and majority
votes are the great questions of the day decided-that was
the great blunder of 1848 and 1849-but by blood and
iron."
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markable diplomatic astuteness and subtlety, unfolding sur-
prising resourcefulness in using the exceedingly complicated
international relations of his day in such a way as to
further his Prussian and German plans, he proceeded to
reshape Europe in most important particulars. He was
favored in this by the jealousies of the powers and the
general incompetence of their ministers. It was fortunate
for Prussia that at a time when it was directed by one
of the geniuses of the century, other countries were directed
by mediocrities. His own ability, great as it was, would

t .1 h s fficed t mplish the work of th
few years.

Prussia's The German Empire is the result of the policy of blood
three and iron as carried out by Prussia in three wars which were
wars.

crowded into the brief period of six years, the war with
Denmark in 1864, with Austria in 1866, and with France

in 1870, the last two of which were largely the result of his
will and his diplomatic ingenuity and unscrupulousness, and
the first of which he exploited consummately for the ad-
vantage of Prussia.

The The first of these grew out of one of the most complicated
Schleswig- questions that have ever perplexed diplomatists and statesmen,
Holstein

question. the future of Schleswig and Holstein. These were two duchies
in the Danish peninsula, which is itself simply an extension
of the great plain of northern Germany. Holstein was in-
habited by a population of about 600,000, entirely German;
Schleswig by a population of from 250,000 to 300,000 Ger-
mans and 150,000 Danes. These two duchies had for cen-

turies been united with Denmark, but they did not form
an integral part of the Danish kingdom. Their relation
to Denmark was personal, arising from the fact that a Duke
of Schleswig and Holstein had become King of Denmark,
just as an Elector of Hanover had become a King of Eng-
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THE SCIILESWIG-HOLSTEIN QUESTION1 ',1 " i

dom. ut there were plain obstacle > in the way
(not Schleswig) was a part of the German Confederation;
the King of Denmark as Duke of Holstein was represented
in the Diet of Frankfort, as were the of P ru a an

the Emperor of Austria. Now the Germans in Schleswig
wished to have that duchy also a part of the German Con-
federat d were warmly supported t d by
t P b P o f G evervwliere. o ti t

d, th e Danes of Schleswig wished t h t duchy
d to Denmark d turally supported n this

by the Danes of that kii
The question had long been before Europe, but in 1863 Action of

Denmark
it became acute, when on November 13, 1863, the Danish concerning

Parliament adopted a new Constitution, which incorporated Schleswig.
Schleswig with Denmark. Two days later the king,
Frederick VII, died, but his successor, Christian IX, signed
the Constitution. What would Germany do? Would it
allow Germans to be annexed to a foreign country out-
right? The Diet at once protested, and ordered an army
sent into the duchies to prevent this consummation, and in
doing this it had the enthusiastic support of public opinion
throughout Germany. Bismarck, however, declined to join
in this policy. lie saw in the situation a chance for the
eventual aggrandizement of Prussia, and for a possible
future quarrel with Austria. He, therefore, wished Prussia
to follow an independent line. He urged Austria to join with
Prussia in upholding the London Protocol of 1852, which
both powers had signed, as had the other powers of Europe,
a treaty which regulated the succession to the duchies, under
cMTlain conditions, the main condition being that Christian
might be Kiuir of Denmark and Duke of Schleswig, but that
the duchy should preserve its separateness from Denmark.
Bismarck's position was that Austria and Prussia had a Bismarck's 

JL - m m ft .
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him supporting this Treaty of London, claiming that they
mply upholding the sacredness c f internat gree-^

ment The two powers proclaimed their intention to adh
to that treaty, but demanded that the D withdi

t Constitut h they declared in defi f
it. The duplicity of Bismarck's policy lay in the fact
that he had assured himself that the Danes would not make

this concession, which, moreover, he did not wish them to

make, as his whole purpose was to pick a quarrel from
which Prussia might profit. To make assurance doubly
sure, the ultimatum presented to Denmark demanded the
withdrawal within forty-eight hours of the Constitution in-

porat eswi This, as a matter fact, w
impossible, even if the Danes had unanimously desired it.
The King could not do this of his own prerogative: he
must have the assent of his Parliament. His Parliament

had been dissolved and a new one had not been elected.

Naturally, this could not be done in two days. At the
expiration of that time Prussia and Austria declared war
against Denmark in the name of the Treaty of London of
1852. But Bismarck knew that a war between two coun-

Prussia tries abrogates existing treaties between them, a fact which
and he was prepared to utilize to Prussia's advantage in time.
Austria

at war In the name of the Treaty of 1852 he made war against
with Denmark for the real purpose of breaking that very treaty.
Denmark. A war between one small state and two large ones could

not be doubtful. Sixty thousand Prussians and Austrians
invaded Denmark in February 1864, and, though their cam-
paign was not brilliant, they easily won. The only danger
was in a European intervention. A conference was held in
London for the purpose of arranging a settlement by di-
plomacy. But nothing was accomplished. Russia was grate-
ful for Prussian aid in the recent Polish insurrection: France
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successful for Prussia and Austria, and Denmark on Octo-

ber 30, 1864, signed the Treaty of Vienna, whereby ,she Treaty of
renounced all rights to Schleswig, Holstein, and the little Vicnna>

Oct. 1864.
duchy o f Lauenburg, contiguous to the latter, in favor

of Austria and Prussia, and agreed to recognize any dis-
position they should make concerning them. Bismarck later
regarded his handling of the Schleswig-IIolstein matter as
the diplomatic masterpiece of his career.

The question now was what should be the future of the The

duchies? Their inhabitants wished to form a separate 
futu re

of the

state under the Duke of Augustenburg and be admitted as duchies
such to the German Confederation. The people of Ger-
many were overwhelmingly in favor of this arrangement,
and Austria favored it. But isrnarck's ideas were very
different. He did not care for another German state.

There were too many already, and this one would only be
another enemy of Prussia and ally of Austria. Moreover,
Bismarck wished to annex the duchies wholly or in part to
Prussia. He desired aggrandizement in general, but this
particular addition would be especially advantageous, as it
would lengthen the coast line of Prussia, would bring with
it several good harbors, notably Kiel, and would enable
Prussia to expand commercially. Thus the two powers
were at variance over the disposition of their spoils. is-
marck, recognizing the impossibility of gaining his end
directly, agreed to recognize the Bights of Augustenburg
on certain conditions, which he knew Augustenburg would
never accept. Prussia and Austria thus differed from the Friction

t to the future of Schleswig and Hoist 
between

S
Prussia

of fric-ti t became so great hat and
war bet t m d imminent i 1865. But A Austria.

<lid not feel in condition for war, and, though Bi>marck
favored it, the King of Prussia opposed it. Tie
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August 14, 1865. Joint rule was given up in practice,
though not in principle. The duchies belonged to the two
powers, but henceforth Austria alone should administer Hoi-

Prussia stein and Prussia Schleswig. Lauenburg was sold outright
acquires to Prussia by Austria for two and a half million thalers.
Lauenburg
by pur- This was the first of Prussian annexations. The treaty also
chase. signified a virtual abandonment of the Duke of Augusten-

burg.
Bismarck approved the Treaty of Gastein, because, in his

opinion, it ended nothing. He called it a mere " stopping
of cracks." He regarded it simply as a new trick in the
game with Austria. That the Convention was universally
denounced abroad and in Germany as merely cold-blooded
bargaining was a matter of indifference to him. Out of the
situation which it created he hoped to bring about the war
with Austria, which he had desired for the past ten years as
being the only means whereby German unity could be
achieved by Prussia and for its advantage. In this he
was successful within a year. There was not room in
Germany, he thought, for both powers, " one or the o ther

must bend." He now directed his attention to the creation

of an international situation which would leave Austria iso-
*

lated in the event of a conflict. He turned to diplomacy,
and the result was an interview with Napoleon III, and an
alliance with Italy. The attitude of France he regarded
as most important. Consequently, he took occasion to

The seek a conference with N ^"oleon III at Biarritz. The meet-
meeting- at ing: at Biarritz (Oct. 1865) has been considered, though in-C ^ f * C_7
Biarritz. "

correctly, to have had somewhat the same importance in Ger-
m history that that of Plombie i h s in Italian. What
P kn w only imperfectly N< mal, writt en-
c5 O gagements were made. Bismarck returned with the conviction
that Napoleon would remain neutral in case of a war between
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his favorite doctrine of nationalities. Bismarck told the

Emperor that the constitution of the German Confedera-
tion ought to be completely reformed. Napoleon seems to
have entered no protest. Bismarck, holding that states-
manship is simply enlightened egoism, believed that in re-
turn for permission to make these changes France must
be paid. Consequently, he dangled before the Emperor
chances of enlarging the boundaries of France, but all
this was very vague, though quite friendly, and resulted
in no precise agreements.

Bismarck sought a treaty of alliance with Italy for the Treaty
of alliance

coming encounter. Italy coveted Venetia, nd in April with Italy.
1866, after much diplomatic maneuvering, arising from the
fact that neither power had confidence in the honesty of
the other, a treaty was made and signed on April 8, 1866.
It was to the effect that if Prussia should within three

months go to war with Austria for the sake of reforms
in the German Confederation, Italy should also declare
war against Austria; that neither would make a separate
peace; that if the allies were successful, Italy should receive
Venetia from Austria and Prussia an equivalent amount of
Austrian territory.

From the moment this treaty was signed Bismarck de-
voted all his efforts to bringing about the war with Austria
within the three months. It was not difficult to find pre-

text Treaty f Gastein proved a most t
aid. Prussia protested vigorously t Austria's method
of s dministering Holstein. Aust ted t ticism
as an impertinent interf r own tfair- K
t between th t P t s became strained t
breaking point, and both began to arm. St m week
went by before hostilities commenced.

Bismarck's ultimate purpose in all his actions was the Bismarck
_. prepares
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mere sordid q a bout t t d hich
no idea wsa pparent save self-aggrandizement H now

ght to g t d a m port t
t this riv* Iry of Aust d P He preferred
appear t b fighting r th f. rrn o f th Germ
federat tl than f tin duch On April 9th, th
v d ft r e L gm t o f the treaty t Italy d
in consonance with one f its provisions, th one

deed, on which th whol treaty ted d
Bismarck Prussian plan for the reform of the Confederation to b
proposes a trod
reform of d into the Diet at Frankfort. The plan was entirely
the Con- un ted. It w v n ll that d th
federatioa. t f th p t h th but definit that it

proposed that in addition to the Diet there should be chosen
by universal suffrage a popular chamber to share in the
management of common affairs. The amazement of Ger-
man Lib was unbounded. Here w t m h had

spent his life deriding and defying parliaments and ridiculing
democracy now adopting its extreme demand-universal suf-
frage. The Liberals thought it a mere trick and did not take
the proposal seriously. This was a turning point in Bis-
marck's career. He was now presenting a scheme for the re-
organization of Germany, and he saw that if Prussia was
to gain the leadership she must make some sacrifices to
the feelings of the other states. They would not willingly ac-
cept the leadership of an autocratic, parliament-defying
Prussia. By conceding universal suffrage, liberal opinion,
hitherto hostile to Prussia, might be won. The full effect of
this proposal was not seen until later. Prussia's power wasf

not immediately increased, owing to the distrust which Bis-
marck's career inspired in the minds of Liberals. It seems
likely that Bismarck did not now fear universal suffrage, as
he had seen how favorably it had worked in France fnr a
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wished to throw upon her the odium of beginning the civil
war which he was doing everything in his power to render
inevitable. At last the moment came. On June 1, 1866,
Austria brought the Schleswig-Holstein question before the
Dict. At once Bismarck declared that this was a breach

of the Treaty of Gastein. That agreement was, therefore,
void and Prussian troops were sent into Holstein, Austria's
jurisdiction. Austria on June llth moved in the Diet
that the Federal forces be sent against Prussia. Prus-ia Prussia
announced to the other states that every vote in favor of withdraws

from the

this motion would be regarded as a declaration of war. Confedera-

On June 14th the vote was taken and the motion carried, tion.

Pronouncing this levying of war by the Confederation
against one of its members illegal, Prussia declared the
Confederation dissolved, again brought forward her reform
plans, and prepared for immediate action.

Thus the German civil war began. Bismarck had brought The
about his dream of a conflict between peoples of the same 

Austro-

Prussian

race to determine the question of control. It proved to war.

be one of the shortest wars in history, one of the most de-
cisive, and one whose consequences were most momentous.
It is called the Seven Weeks' War. It began June 16,
1866, was virtually decided on July 3d, was brought to
a close before the end of that month by the preliminary
Peace of Nikolsburff, July 26th, which was followed a«/

month later by the definitive Peace of Prague, August 23.
Prussia had no German allies of any importance. Several
of the North German states sided with her, but these were
small and their armies were unimportant. On the other
hand, Austria was supported the four kingdoms. a-
varia, Wurtemberg, Saxony, and Hanover; also by Hesse-
Cassel, Hesse-Darmstadt, Nassau, and Baden. But Prussia
had one important ally, Italy, without whose aid she might
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minutest detail, and with scientific thoroughness, and when
the war began it was absolutely ready. Moreover, it was
directed by the greatest military genius Europe has seen

Hellmuth since Napoleon, General von Moltke. Moltke had studied
von Moltke,
1800-1891. profoundly Napoleon's methods. A thorough master of th

principl f war, h W part larly markabl as an
o nizer. H had fully worked t th 1 n

of the modern m of rapid c< mm t e rail-

w d the telegraph. Devoting endless time and th jght
t( el t minute preparat so that it happened that
no ar ever in history had b ble t get d way
with the quickness of the one he commanded, he also dis-
played audacity in action. He had, moreover, under him
men similarly trained in theory, in the actual handling
of troops, and with similar qualities of intelligence, judg-
ment, and daring.

On the other hand, the Austrian army had as commander
Benedek, who said of himself that he could command a

division, but felt unable to command an army, forced, how-
ever, by loyalty to the Emperor to accept a command which
he had at first refused. His army also had no such per-
fection of organization as had that of Prussia. Moreover,
Austria had two enemies to fight-one in front, Prussia;
one in the rear, Italy, condition always full of
danger.

Prussia Prussia had many enemies. Being absolutely prepared,
conquers

North while her enemies were not, she could assume the offensive,
Germany and this was the cause of her first victories. War began

June 16th. Within three days Prussian troops had occupied
Hanover, Dresden, and Cassel, the capitals of her three
North German enemies. The Hanoverian army defeated
the Prussian at Langensalza June 27th, but was compelled
to capitulate two days later, the Prussians having received
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of the opening of the war she was ready to attempt the
gn-at plan of Moltke, an invasion of Bohemia. The rapid-
ity of the campaign struck Europe with amazement. Moltke
sent three armies by different routes into Bohemia, and The

battle of
on July 1866, one of the great battles of history, that Koniggratz
of Koniggratz, or Sadowa, was fought. Each army num- or Sadowa.
bered over 200,000, the Prussians outnumbering the Aus-
trians, though not at the beginning. Since the battle of
Leipsic in 1813, so many troops had not been engaged
in a single conflict. King William, Bismarck, Roon, and
Moltke took up their position on a hill, whence they could
view the scene. The battle was long and doubtful. Be-
ginning early in the morning, it continued for hours, fought
with terrific fury, the Prussians making no advance against
the Austrian artillery. Up to two o'clock it seemed an
Austrian victory, but with the arrival of the Prussian Crown
Prince with his army the issue was turned, and at half-past
three the Austrians were beaten and their retreat began.
They had lost forty d men, while the P

bout ten thousand. The P y during the
next three w s dvanced t thin ght o f t P f
Vienna.

On June 24th the Austrians had been victorious over

the Italians at Custozza. Yet the Italians had helped

Prussia in detaining 80,000 Austrian troops, which, had they
been at Koniggratz, would probably have turned the day.
The Italian fleet was also defeated by the Austrian at Lissa,
July 20th.

Prussia still had enemies, the Confederate rimes, an d

th e troop of the South German states, notably Bavaria.
But she made equally short work of these obstacles. The

avarian army was defeated at Kissingen July l()th. Finally
Frankfort, hitherto the seat of the German Confederation,
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Causes of Some have already been indicated. The armies which Moltke
Austria's

defeat. commanded were probably the best that had ever appeared
upon the field of battle, ai d t icy were directed by a
master-mind w 

*

h ve coherence and harmony t( eir
movement The Aust ar on th th hand w

in point of military instruction, inf Moreover, it
was t pervaded by the same t enthusiasm.
Aus tria was not gle people, but a collection of peopl
whc were separated by jeal and a ties and t

my exemplified these d The H garans g
thsiast pport, for, since 1849, the had b lienated

from the Empire v hich had t aw th Constitut
The Slavs were lukewarm, hating the G ment of V
which was largely Germ Th l f Aust in G
many were poorly equipped, poorly commanded, and unable

perate heartily Ag hile the Ast n artillery
d cav y p t th P e infantry

was equipped with a weapon f f or. T needle gun
is king said the Lond Tim ft th e news of Konig-
gratz. This gun was superior to the Austrian in that, being
more easily loaded, it could be discharged four or five times
a minute, while the Austrian gun could be discharged only
once. In almost all the encounters of the war the losses were

proportionate to the rapidity of fire. Again, the tactics of
the Austrians increased their losses immensely. They fought
in serried ranks, while the Prussians, having learned that the
progress in firearms rendered such methods very costly,
fought in loose order, taking advantage of the inequalities
of surface, and of the protection afforded by trees and
thickets.

Results of The results of the Seven Weeks' War were momentous.
the Austro-

Prussian Fearing the intervention of Europe, and particularly that
war o f w«<5 ft ri rl TIT
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Prussia,1 but finally won the day, and the Preliminaries of
Nikolsburg were agreed to, July 2(5Hi. Austria was to cede
Venetia to Italy, but was to lose no other territory. She was
to pay a small indemnity and was to withdraw permanently
from the German Confederation, which, indeed, was to cease
to exist. She was to allow Prussia to organize and kad a
new confederation, composed of those states which were north
of the river Main. The South German states were left free

to act as they chose. Thus Germany, north of the Main,
was to be united.

Having accomplished this, Prussia proceeded to make Annexationi
important annexations to her own territory. The King-to Prussia-
dom of Hanover, the Duchies of Nassau and Hesse-Cassel,

and the free city of Frankfort, as well as the Duchies of
Schleswig and Holstein, were incorporated in the Prussian
kingdom. Her population was thereby increased by over
four and a half million new subjects, and thus was about
twenty-four million. Her territory was increased by thir-
teen hundred square miles, almost a fourth of her former
area. H ;r western and eastern provinces were Hi is fi na y

ted by the absorption of those states that lay bet' en
I sh gained esion she had always lacked S

henceforth controlled H t rn t f G in y \\ itl
brief gaps, from Russia to Holland. There was no thouerht
of having the people of these states vote on the question
of annexation, as had been done in Italy, and in Savoy and
Nice. They were annexed forthwith by right of military
conquest. Reigning houses ceased to rule on order from
Berlin. With singular fatuity European nations allowed
the swift consummation of these changes, which altered the
balance of power and the map of Europe-a mistake that
France in particular was to repent most bitterly. " I do

1 This is explicitly asserted by Bismarck in one of the m< t dramatic
>ections of his Reflections and Reminiscence* (II, 47-.H). On the
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not like this dethronement of dynasties," said the Tsar, but
he failed to express his dislike in action.1

Bismarck, now wishing for the support of the Liberals in
his future work, came before the Chamber of Deputies and
asked and received an indemnity for having governed with-
out a budget. Thus he recognized the rights of the Cham-
ber under the Constitution. But this action was more formal

th an real. The Crown had won these amazing successes
in the face of the bitter opposition of the Chamber, opposi-
tion to the reorganization of the army, to the war with
Denmark, and to the war with Austria. The Crown had

defeated Parliament morally, as well as practically. The
confidence of the German people in parliamentary govern-
ment was seriously undermined.

The The German Confederation, established in 1815, dis-
North

German appeared forever in the cataclysm of 1866. The Diet of
Confedera- Frankfort was no more. Austria was excluded from Ger-

tion, many by the Treaty of Prague. There was now formed
1867-1871 *

a new confederation, more limited geographically, but of
far greater power than the old-a real federal state. This
North German Confederation included all Germany north
of the river Main, twenty-two states in all: i.e., two king-
doms, Prussia and Saxony; ten duchies, seven principalities,
and the free cities of Hamburg, Liibeck, and remen. Not
included were Bavaria, Wurtemberg, Baden, and that part
of Hesse-Darmstadt south of the boundary river.

The Constitution of this new state merits examination,

as, with certain slight and formal changes, it subsists to-day
as the Constitution of Germany. Bismarck was its author.
After some amendments were made in it with Prussia's con-

sent, it was accepted by the Governments of the several

*The Russian Government, declaring that, as the German Confedera-
tion had been founded in 1815 by the Congress of Vienna, to which
all the powers were parties, it could not be abolished by Prussia alone,
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states, and was then submitted in 1867 to a National As

mbly chosen by manhood suff the p P Passed
by this body with some slight alterations, it was fi lly rati-
fied thout urther amendment by the legislatu: i of the
several states.

The new federal organization was to consist of a Presi- The
dent, the King of Prussia, of a Federal Council (Bundes- Bundes-

rath.

rath), and a Parliament (Reichstag). The Federal Coun-
cil was really the old Diet of Frankfort, preserved in the
new scheme. It was to be composed of delegates sent by the
sovereigns of the different states, to be recalled at their
pleasure, bound by instructions given them by their princes.
The voting power of the different states was fixed arbitrarily
and not according to population, differing from the Senate
of the United States in that the number of votes allotted the

different states greatly varied. There were to be 43 votes
in all. Of these Prussia was to have 17, Saxony 4, Mecklen-
burg-Schwerin and Brunswick 2, each of the others 1. In
order to have a majority, Prussia would have to gain the
support of five little principalities, which she could easily do.
In regard to military organization, no change might be
made in the laws without the consent of Prussia.

Associated with this Bundesrath, or Council of Princes, The

as it really was, was the Reichstag, or Parliament, com-
Reichstag.

posed of 297 members, elected by direct manhood suffrage
and by secret ballot, for three years. Of the two bodies
the Reichstag was much the less important, therein differing
from the popularly elected chamber in other countries. The
emphasis in this new organization of Germany was put upon -^^^"- -^"-

the princes, the sovereigns, not upon the people. The people
were given a place in the system, but a subordinate one.
Bismarck always considered the Bundesrath the key to
the Constitution. Large powers of legislation were given

A 1
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us work quickly," Bismarck said while the Constitution was
under disscusion, " let us put Germany in the saddle; she

will soon lei t d anoth Bismarck an prophecy
destined to c< me t G rmany tered upon a period
f r markab prog hich h tinued t th da

Legislat tivity supplemented and hed the t mp
of diplomacy and war. The old Confederation had failed
in two particulars, said Bismarck in the Parliament of 1867:
it had failed to insure the national safety, and it had failed
to develop adequately the prosperity of the nation. These
were not to be the failures of the new. Its military strength
was«amply assured. The armies of the different states were
now all organized on the Prussian model, with the President
of the Confederation as chief. He now commanded an army

Alliance of 800,000 men. Moreover, Bismarck was able, by playing
with South upon their fear of France, to induce the South German states
German

states. to enter into a military alliance, offensive and defensive, with
the North German Confederation. This increased the army
to over a million. In a military sense Germany was unified.

Laws were rapidly passed aiming to increase the material
well-being, to enlist firmly on the side of the new experiment
the capitalist, industrial classes. The growth of the modern"

industrial system had been, as we have seen, one of the
rces mak f or uni It had greatly helped t reate

tl t t which Bismarck had b .bl w k so

effectively. The business world now demanded that the
tat d it by th m f m trict which

h d th Zoll erem d which hampered et

Consoli- tivity. Cert law; hich tricted th f movem
dating the ie peopje were repealed, passports being suppressed,
new

system. the absolute, unqualified right of every citizen to reside any-
where in the Confederation guaranteed. This aided indus-
tries by providing them a free and mobile labor market.
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PROGRESSIVE LEGISLATION

cinial syst A single monetary s\ was 1
cre .1 o f e great ty of currencies in v f
Th t f b "porat )ns was encouraged.
Laws limiting the rate of interest h<>li>hed. The postal
system was ganized. Com 1 treat es were made
with ot t Workingmen were g i the right to

rm unions. T Its of all this tivity were tab
The pecuniary advantage of large and influential classes la
in the success of the Confederation. Economic life bound

the different states every year more tightly together.
Meanwhile Germans were biding the time when by the

addition of the South German states the political unity
would be complete. This was to be the result of the Franco-
German war of 1870.
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CHAPTER XII

THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE SECOND

EMPIRE

WE have traced th f Italy, the rise of P W
have now to trace the decline and fall of th ;h Emp
The history of that Empire from it dation in 1852 t
1860 h b c bed It w a d f despot
g ment and of d terrupted success. Th
period from I860 to 1870 wit the gradual transform

f the Emp m mtocracy t lib lism. th rise
of a P f ppositi a disast "g
pol a wing dem 1 ization w th the tat d a

1. t gic collap
Disastrous The turning point in the history of the Empire was the
effect of the

Italian war Italian war. However beneficial to Italy, that war raised
One o fupon Napo- UP f°r Napoleon a host of enemies in France.

leon III. t res had b th ttack P the temp P
of the Papacy That P was t overthrow fact
but it was in principl The Pope had lost most of h
states, the re: t were in d Cathol w bitt "

th d iat o f N l This w most m

him, as his strongest supporters had hithert o been th
lergy, the clerical press, d th thful But o

s also w ffended monarchists b f th

throw of the kingdom of Naples and the duchies ; patriot
f varous ffiliat and memb the lib tit

" i
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EFFECT OF THE ITALIAN WAR OF 1859

Only the democratic party in France seemed pleased with The war
this venture, and for reasons that might well give the Em- appro"

only by the
peror pause. This was the smallest of all the parties. It democratic
was by its fundamental principles opposed to the very party.
existence of the Empire. " To find partisans of an Italian

war, one must seek them in those circles which are plotting
the overthrow of the Empire," an official had reported to
the Emperor before ever the war had begun. These demo-
crats approved a war against Austria, the traditional op-
ponent of liberalism. They favored a war that might dam-
age another enemy of theirs, the Roman Catholic Church.
They applauded it warmly because its tendency seemed to be
inevitably democratic and anti-clerical. They were pleased
to have the Emperor enter upon a doubtful adventure, be-
lieving that one adventure might lead to others, that he would
alienate former supporters, and would therefore be forced to
seek new ones, and that thus a situation favorable to them-

selves might be created. But even they were disappointed
at the outcome of the war and were therefore critical. The

Austrians were still in Venetia; the Pope was still in Rome.
The Emperor's reputation as a ruler, of intelligent views Napoleon's
j.j.. «, , j i .1 i. i j vacillation.

and of decision oi character, was damaged both at home and

abroad. As the war progressed it revealed the lack in
its author of any definite purpose to be vigorously adhered
to, Napoleon III at first agreeing to drive the Austrians
out of the peninsula and to free Italy from the Alps to the
Adriatic, then stopping midway in the process and dictatin
the Preliminaries of Villafranca and the Peace of Zurich, only
to permit them both to become immediately dead letters, and
watching the revolution, unchained by his act, progress until
the most sweeping change in Italian history had been effected
and unification had been practically achieved. By a policy,
alternately so reckless and so pusillanimous, he lessened his
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throw of long-established, legitimate governments, he made
legitimate governments everywhere suspicious and even hos-
tile; by declaring that he was seeking only justice and
not aggrandizement and then adding Savoy and Nice to

England France as payment for his services, he alienated England,
offended,

as well as other states, which saw only hypocrisy in his
acts and which feared that he was desirous of repeating the*

policy of conquest of his illustrious uncle. Such was the
tcome of a policy, fortunate for the Italians, unfort ate
r the E P The d ad a long commentary

P >n Napoleo litial error. F, t J was t
xperience to full the embarrassments created by his¥

i 1-advised Ital policy.
Treaty of It w t th time that in a different sphere he offended
commerce

a othei t h m H m d in 1860offends powerful interest
Protec- with unusu y, a treat of m rce with England
tionists. This treaty lved a reat reduction f t on m

articles, and was a step in the direction of free trade. While
popular with political economists, and while probably ad-
vantageous to France as a whole, it was bitterly resented*

by the great manufacturers, who, given no warning and
theref time to adapt themsel t hanged condit
believed that they would be utterly ruine r dred

f them m t P t se an d th th e Em-

peror in order to present their cause. They were un-
successful. The audience was not granted, but they pub- .

lished a vehement protest against the new policy. " We are
about to be condemned without having been heard." But
while the manufacturers were indignant, many in France
were grateful, notably the wine producers, who, according
to the new treaty, would have a larger market in England
than ever. But the Emperor had thus by 1860 offended
large and influential classes: Catholics in their beliefs by
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BEGINNING OF THE LIBERAL KM I'IKK

it was likewise declared, had subordinated the welfare of

France to that of Italy.
Feeling that lie was losing strength with the Conservatives, Napoleon

Napoleon now begun to seek the support of the Liberals, turns to
Liberals-

hithert UN.lj. h 1 U'*J. bitt pponent j. U' ins was the beg il U to f

the so-called Liberal Empire, marked, as the years went, b
greater concessions , t d haract r of

the goven ment pletely transformed Th n 1859
Napoleon issued an hich permitted e Repub-
licans. who had been en from France by the coup d'etat
f 1851 t turn. Many w p n Alg

G Many were 1 m Switzerland, Eng
d From t t t exiles now m b k

but not all of them. " I shall return," said Victor Hugo,
" when Liberty returns."

Napoleon next took a step which seemed to indicate that
he was finally to enter upon the work of crownng his
regime with liberty, which he had declared to be the ideal
of the Napoleonic system. In November 1860 he slightly
enlarged the power of the legislature. By the decree of Powers of
November 24th he gave the Senate and Legislative 

Parliament

ody increased.
the right at the opening of each session to frame an address
to the monarch in reply to his address from the throne.
Such was the custom in England, and such had been the
custom in France under the parliamentary monarchy from
1815 to 1848. Thi s gave the legislature the chance once
a year to discuss the whole policy of the Government, as
each phrase of the address was being composed and debated.
Everything could be passed in review at that time. Another
innovation, hardly less noteworthy, was made at the same
time. A full stenographic report of the sessions of the
Legislative Body was henceforth to be published. The people
were no longer to be reauired to rontpnt f-Vipmsplvps wi
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passioned, incisive, instructive. Another article provided
that henceforth ministers, representing the Government,
should appear before the Chambers authorized to explain
and defend its policy.

Though by this famous decree Napoleon III divested him-
self of none of his prerogatives, nevertheless the importance
of Parliament was henceforth increased. This was the first

and most important of the successive steps in the evolution
of the autocratic into the liberal Empire. But the Emperor
was mistaken in supposing that he could win the Liberals
to his side. Pie was simply giving them greater oppor-
tunities for opposition. Under the operation of this decree

Revival of parliamentary life awoke again in France. Communication
interest in between the Legislative Body and the country, broken since

1852, was re-established. Extraordinary interest was shown
by the people in the next session of that Chamber, which
was characterized by much brilliant oratory and keen criti-
cism. It was noted with surprise that many of the most
effective speeches were directed against this or that phase
of the imperial government. The Emperor had evoked a"

spirit which it would be difficult to suppress. The Opposition
in the Chamber was small numerically, but was aggressive. */ CJO
That it produced some effect was shown by the next elec-

Rise of a tions, those of 1863, when its number increased from five
Republican
Party. to thirty-five, of whom seventeen were out-and-out Repub-

licans. This was of course, a powerless minority in
a chamber of nearly 260 members. But the popular
vote was significant. The opponents of the Empire,
Catholics, Protectionists, Monarchists, Republicans, had
obtained about two million votes - almost a third of those
cast.

It was just this time, when various difficulties were arising
hi m -f-Vio n omr -nr Vii/>V» lio Vio/1 -r» i/-»nolir
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THE MEXICAN EXPEDITION

miles away, in a country of which he knew but little, and
in which political institutions had for half a century rested
on a very shifting basis-Mexico.

England, Spain, and France had certain grievances against The
Mexico for her unjust treatment of their citizens resident Mexican
Ai- j u AU -** /-« j. iii expedition.
there, and when the Mexican Government suspended by
arbitrary decree the payment of interest on bonds held
abroad, they proceeded to organize an intervention. They
were the more able to do this than in ordinary times, owing
to the fact that the United States, the natural opponent
of any such intervention, was then involved in civil " 'i

war

that forbade her attempting to prevent it. Consequently,
in October 1861 these three powers signed the Treaty of
London agreeing upon joint intervention for the sole pur-
pose of securing adequate protection for Europeans resident
in Mexico, and the proper discharge of financial obligations
incurred by that country by previous treaties. The Allies
expressly stated that they had no intention of making terri-
torial conquests or of overthrowing the existing Mexican gov-
ernment, which was a republic under Juarez as president.
The expedition was sent out, arriving in December 1861
and January 1862. But by April it became clear to Spain
and England that France had distinctly other purposes in
this affair than those stated in the trea of alliance. Na-

poleon's real intentions, shortly apparent, were the over-
throw of the republic and the establishment of a monarchy
in Mexico under a European prince. The English and
Spaniards would give no sanction to such a scheme, and
consequently entirely withdrew in April 1862. The ex-
pedition now became one purely French. The question
of financial honesty on the part of Mexico was lost sight
of, and a war began, a war of aggression, entirely uncalled
for, but a war which in the end punished its author more
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Napoleon's Napoleon III was a man of ideas, a man of imagination,
purposes. with a mind ranging boldly and far at times. His ideas

were frequently grandiose, yet vague and dim, his imagina-
tion lively, yet frequently unsound, superficial, deceptive.
While a prisoner in the fortress of Ham he had written
and published a pamphlet concerning America. In this
he proclaimed the necessity of digging a great canal to
connect the Atlantic and Pacific. On it a " new Constanti-

nople " might arise, near the borders of North America and
South America, as ancient Byzantium had arisen at the
point where Europe and Asia meet. The founder of such
a place might work out for the new world what had been
worked out in Europe-an equilibrium of the different forces

by strengthening the enfeebled Latin element and hemming"

in the overflowing Anglo-Saxon element.
The theory of nationalities would thus win another vic-

tory. Latins would hold in check the aggressive Anglo-
Saxons. The colonies of Spain and France would be more*

secure, French commerce would find new outlets, the ma-

terials for French industries would be more easily procured.
And, said Napoleon, " We shall have established our benefi-
cent influence in the center of America." Another reason

may have influenced the Emperor. The Republic of Mexico
had in s< me of its legislat deeply ffended the Rom
Catholic Ch h Might he not win back th or f
Catholics feited by his Ital pedition by undert
this one? "

Napoleon This expedition for the overthrow of the Mexican Republic,
overthrows pronounced by courtiers " the grandest thought of thethe Mexican

Republic. reign," was a long drawn out folly. The French troops
were checked at Puebla on May 5, 1862-the first military
defeat of the Empire. But, reinforced, they were victorious,
and General Forey, the French commander, called together
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of Austria, brother of Francis Joseph, since 1848 Emperor
of Austria. This assembly represented, perlmj», 350,000

people out of about 7,000,000. It offered a fatal gift.
This young prince of thirty-one was of attractive and popu-
lar manners, and of liberal ideas. Young, handsome, ver-
satile, half poet, half scientist, he was living in a superb
palace, Miramar, overlooking the Mediterranean, amid his
collections, his objects of art, and with the sea which was
his passion always before him. From out of this enchanting
retreat he now emerged to become the central figure of

short and frightful tragedy. Mexico lured him to his
doom. Influenced by his own ambition and that of his
spirited wife, Carlotta, daughter of Leopold I, King of
Belgium, and receiving definite promises of French military
support until 1867, he accepted the imperial crown and

d in M M 1864

Th tire project, born e b of Napol on III, Disastrous
was to prove hopeless from the start, disast t all who outcome of

this ad-

participated in it, to t Emperor and Empress, and to venture.

Napoleon. i. T e difficult nfror t th : new monarch
were ins iperab A erilla rvarfa re w c d on sue-

f y by Ji rez g P he F so Idiers d put
ting them on the def E t t f
th Frencl irmy th tl sea were .v threatened

imilian t last i isued a d that anv enemies t

with arms would be summaril shot a decree that made

him hated by all Mexicans, and that gave to the war a
character of extreme atrocity. A greater danger threatened
the new empire when General Lee surrendered at Appomat-
tox. The United States had looked from the first with

disapprobation upon Napoleon's project. Now that the Interven
Civil War was over, she threatened intervention. Napoleon tion of theUnited
T1*C1 O 4- 10 L- tin's; nnnntrv. Anci con-
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ing to Europe to persuade Napoleon in frantic personal
interviews not to desert them, received no promise of support
from the man who had planned the whole adventure, and
in the fearful agony of her contemplation of the impending
doom of her husband became insane. Maximilian was taken

by the Mexicans and shot June 19, 1867. The phantom
empire vanished.

Discom- A most ensive enterpri; th French Emp
fitnre of Na- It had t to the financial f F nce, already
poleon III.

badly disorganized. It had prevented h ying a part
in d t in tral Europ in 1864-66,
in the Danish war, and the Austro-Prussian war, th

m f which t lt so ly the import ce
Europe by the exaltat f mbitious, agg

sive, and powerf military state, Prussia. It had damaged
lly before E by th t f his p oteges

an g bef e th th t f th United
Stat H my h once b pelled, before Puebla
in 1862, the first military defeat h g H had
sq dered uselessly his military resources and had increased
th t debt b ted that the

war was as disastrous for Napoleon III as the Spanish war
had been for Napoleon I.

In 1868, after the great humiliation resulting from the
can w d from the fut ttempt t play an

ffective part in European diplomacy in the crowded y
f 1864-68, which will be described lat Napol III

feel i tly th d f w sources f strength, could
Additional ly turn to the Liberals with still larg mcessions. Other
concessions mot fluenced him t o th th direct on than
to liber-

alism. he had previously gone. He had declared at the begin-
ning of his reign that autocratic power was to be merely

1 l_"»"»«"» l^^ 1*1 I- '
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GAMBETTA ATTACKS THE EMIMH1

Moreover, he was now becoming prematurely old, and was
suffering acutely from disease, a fact that must be borne
in m d fort as h. P t P n t vacillat

d 1 "S t t t f s man. wli had P
J icted th d ecision d prompt Self-interest

als o w Id b. ?rved ano tl w As h is policy was
dly compromised in every way, t uld be evident

dvantage in making the assembly, the people, share the
ponsibility with himself. In 1867 the right of interp The right

tion was granted the Chamb li ave its memb the of inter-
pellation

power to question the ministers concerning their acts andgranted.
policies t ny moment. In 1868, upon the Emperor's
recommendation, a law was passed freeing the press from
a considerable number of restrictions that had previously
weighted it; also a law permitting, under certain elaborate
conditions, the right of holding public meetings.

The Empire had thus entered upon a frankly liberal"

path. The result was not to strengthen, but greatly to
weaken it. Many new journals were founded, in which
it was assailed with amazing- bitterness. A remarkable free-

dom of speech characterizes the last two years of Napo-
leon s reign A movement to erect a monument to a

blican deputy B d h had b hot on e
barricades in 1851 at the time of the coup d'etat, seemed

e Government to be too insulting It prosecuted t
in wno were h ducting the subscript O f tli
was defended by a brilliant, impassioned young lawyer and

t in th c th of France, thirty rs f age, who
w hortly t c a reat figi [ politics, a under of
the Third Repub Gambett ducted himself not a Dramatic
lawyer defending his client, but as an avenger of the wrongs e

of France for the past seventeen years, impeaching bitterly
t t gn of Nap III P ticularl} d he
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282 TRANSFORMATION OF SECOND EMPIRE

debts and crimes." " These men pretend to have saved so-
ciety. Do you save a country when you lay parricidal
hands upon it? " The end of this remarkable discourse
remains famous: " Listen, you who for seventeen years have
been absolute master of France. The thing that character-
izes you best, because it is evidence of your own remorse,*

is the fact that you have never dared to say: We will place
among the solemn festivals of France, we will celebrate as a
national anniversary, the Second of December. . . . Well!
this aniversary we will take for ourselves; we will observe
it always, always without fail; every year it shall be the
anniversary of our dead, until the day when the country,
having become master itself once more, shall impose upon
you the great national expiation in the name of liberty,
equality, and fraternity."

Bitter at- This address had a prodigious effect. Nothing so defiant,
tacks upon so contemptuous of the Government, had been heard in
Napoleon
III. France since 1851. Though Gambetta's client lost his case,

it was generally felt that the Empire emerged from that
court-room soundly beaten. It was clear that there was
a party in existence bent upon revenge, and willing to use
all the privileges a now liberal Emperor might grant, not
gratefully, but as a means of completely annihilating the
very Empire, a Republican party, aggressive, and growing,
already master of Paris, and organizing in the depart-
ments.

The Third There was also in existence another party which played
Party. a commanding and decisive part in the closing years of the

reign, the Third Party, so called from the fact that it
stood between the thorough-going supporters of the Empire
and the Republicans, its active enemies. This party was
willing to support the Empire loyally if Napoleon would
make it franklv and completelv liberal, that is, if he would
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POPULAR APPROVAL OF THK EMPIRE

Two policies were now urcred P Napolec one by
those of his immediat -cle - a r t to the st g meas-
ures of 1852, a reno ment of ll mpromisi -vith the
Liberals; the other, t ic one advocated by the Third Party
The elections of 1869 reinforced the latter by showing that
though 4,438,000 votes had been cai ,st f or th j officij can-

dates, 3,355,000 d b t r th pposed N
P >leon adopted th P o f th Third Party, an by a

iti Itum of September 8, 1869, supplemented by
ano th f April 1870 th P lit system f tl
Empire was completely transformed T Senate is d The trans-

formation

prived of its powers as guardian of the Constitution, and of the

became a law-making chamber simply. The Legislative Body Empire
became complete master of itself, having the right to completed.
choose its own officers, to make its own rules, to initiate
legislation, and to demand explanat f th ministers,

ho were declared responsible. Finally, on J y 2, 1870,
O w a s f made head of the ministry, and w

pported by a majority of the Chamb O felt that
h c d assure the E P a happy old a and his
son a quiet accession to the throne.

The approval of the people was now sought for these Popular
changes. As the Constitution of 1852 had been ratified approval>
by popular vote, ought not the Constitution of 1870, so
profoundly altered in the course of the last ten years, to
be likewise approved? Believing that a vote of France on
all these changes would only consolidate them and put be-
hind the Emperor an immense popular support, thus enabling
him easily to dominate all the hostile parties which had
recently become so aggressive and annoying, Napoleon now
invited the people to vote on this proposition: "The
French nation approves the liberal reforms made in the
Constitution since I860, and ratifies the scnatns consultum of
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The The plebiscite took place May 8, 1870, and resulted over-
plebiscite
of May, whelmingly in favor of the Empire, 7,358,786 voted yes;
1870. 1,571,939 voted no. Napoleon III could claim that he

had as many supporters in 1870 as in 1852. The Re-
publicans, a small minority, opposed this plebiscite, not
because they did not believe in the right of the people to
rule, but because they considered it in this case a mere trick
to gain an apparent absolution for the sins of the Empire.
Every one must approve the reforms, but would not such
a vote mean that reform need go no further? Now, said
Gambetta, only one form of government adequately ex-
presses universal suffrage-the Republic. This party,
revolutionary in its aims, appeared now to be utterly dis-
credited by the great success of the Empire in the plebiscite.
Yet its victory was very near. The Empire seemed solidly
re-established upon the confidence of the people. In less
than three months, however, it had declared a war against
Prussia, in the midst of which it utterly collapsed and was

Sudden succeeded by the Republic. To understand the reasons for
collapse of this sudden and complete downfall, it is necessary to surveythe Empire.

the diplomacy of the period just preceding 1870, and to
describe the general and immediate causes of that war.

"

/
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CHAPTER XIII

THE FRANCO-GERMAN WAR

CONCERNING that diplomacy much is known but much re-
mains obscure. Not until the archives of France and Ger-

many, the papers of Napoleon III, William I, Bismarck, and
their ministers and agents are freely given to the world will
it stand forth fully revealed. Yet fragmentary and un-
satisfactory as our information is, the broad outlines of the
story can be drawn with reasonable certitude.

Up to 1862 Napoleon had been uniformly successful. He
had defeated R d Aust PP d t b th t

t redoubtable military powers in Europe, in the C
d Ital wa r s. 1862, however, h tered P tli
tarred Mexican expedition, t .. dest thought of t

"
g , s h court pronounced it T weakened

him in many ways, indicated above, but, particularly did it
trammel him in his Europ diplom t the y t
wnen ts w g upon each other thick and t
altering prof dly t f of Europe. Napoleon, d
tracted by a ting, distant, and ingl war, was t
able t t th d 1 ' d t modeling of

tral Europe, th ri P More tel
t ,1 limitations, his lack of clear thought and persistent
tion, his half-hearted, waveri hifting nat

brought out in high relief against the hard, practical
t trained yet ruth haract o f t cl f t Napoleon's

tion of Germanv, Otto von Bismarck. His doctrine of
adherence

f* 1 * i " inn Q I irinc Misv lit r*ic l oo n TM rn
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286 THE FRANCO-GERMAN WAR

forward the development of another state on the frontiers
of France - Prussia. In the Schleswig-Holstein affair of
1864 he secretly advised Prussia to take both duchies. " I
shall always be consistent in my conduct," he had said in

1863. "If I have fought for the independence of Italy,
if I have lifted up my voice for the Polish nationalities,
I cannot have other sentiments in Germany, nor obey other
principles." The strengthening of Prussia was a far more
serious matter for France than the strengthening of Pied-
mont, as Prussia held the left bank of the Rhine, the Rhine

provinces, which Frenchmen regarded as rightfully theirs.
Frenchmen protested against this dangerous policy of en-
couraging the growth of the ambitious neighbor.

In 1866 Napoleon had an excellent opportunity to re-
cover from his initial mistake in Germany. In that year
Prussia and Austria went to war, nominally over the ques-
tion of these very duchies, in reality for the leadership of
central Europe. Bismarck, long planning such a war, had

The been particularly anxious about the attitude of France, and
meeting at hacj SOUgnt to divine the probable conduct of the French
Biarritz.

Emperor, in the famous interview at Biarritz (1865). We
have no official details as to the result of that interview,
but it is clear that Bismarck left it with the conviction that

Napoleon would be neutral. This would free Prussia from
any anxiety about her western boundary, and she could
throw her whole force to the south against Austria and -

her allies. It is evident that Napoleon looked forward to
such a war between the two German powers with compla- -
cency. He believed there was nothing to fear from Prussia.
He even urged Italy to conclude the treaty with Prussia,
apparently thinking that the two combined could hold out
longer against Austria. Thus, in his opinion, the war

1-11 " 1
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NAPOLEON III IN 186G 287

for ai id. His calculation was based upon his belief in the
vast military superiority of Austria. The war came, and,
contrary to expectation, it was short and swift. Prussia
was victorious, not Austria. The battle of Koniggratz,
or Sadowa, July 3, 1866, was decisive. Even then it was
not too late for an intervention. Napoleon could have Napoleon's
played a commanding part in determining the terms of peace failure to

use his

had he threatened to come to the aid of Austria, as Austria opportunity

d II Minister of Foreign Aff to him July in 1866.
5th: "Let the Emperor mak military demonst
tion, and he will be astonished at the facility with which h

becom bit d master of t tuation without strik

ing a blow." King William later said that the war of 1866
was the ruin of France, " because Napoleon should have
attacked us in the rear." This was what Bismarck most

feared.

But the golden hour slipped by. Napoleon missed one
of the greatest opportunities of his entire career. Had

e refused to sanction the annexations of Prussia unless

compensated, he could have secured important additions to
France. Pacifically inclined, racked by a disease which re-
duced his powers of concentration and decision, perhaps
distrustful of his army, which was depleted by the Mexican
campaign and which had no eminent commander, his conduct
was vacillating and weak. Accomplishing nothing for
France, he yet irritated Prussia by a half measure of in-
sisting that the new confederation should not extend south
of the river Main.

The year 1866 is a turning point in the history of Prussia, Thc year
1866 a

of Austria, of France, of modern Europe. It profoundly turning
altered the historic balance of power. By the decisiveness p0int in
of the campaign, and by the momentous character of its modern

Ai- i i. *~, history.
consequences, Prussia, hitherto regarded as the least im-
nnrfnnf f O Q f
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288 THE FRANCO-GERMAN WAR

powerful in Europe was not entirely proved, but the feeling
was widespread that such was the case. The center of
interest in central Europe shifted from Vienna to Berlin.
The reputation of Napoleon III was seriously compromised.
The instinct of the French people saw in the battle of
Koniggratz, or Sadowa, as they called it, a humiliating
defeat for France, though it was a battle exclusively be-
tween Prussia and Austria, France being no party to the
war. The instinct was largely right. At least the Peace
of Prague involved and indicated the diminution of the
authority and importance of France. For a reorganiza-
tion so sweeping in central Europe, as the overthrow of
Austria, her expulsion from Germany, and the consolidation
and aggrandizement of Prussia, a powerful military state,
upset the balance of power. A feeling of alarm spread

"Revenge through France. "Revenge for Sadowa," was a cry often
for heard henceforth.
Sadowa." Its meaning was that if one state like

Prussia should be increased in area and power, France
also, for consenting to it, had a right to a proportionate
increase, that the reciprocal relations might remain the same.
The hold of the Emperor upon his own people was greatly
weakened, and Napoleon knew it. To recover this, to re-
new his prestige by securing an increase of territory, he
now resorted to diplomacy, seeking to appeal to the gener-
osity or gratitude of Bismarck, having neglected to appeal
to his fears. For a year negotiations went on, in 1866 and
1867, between the two powers, looking to some possible
enlargement of the boundaries of France. These negotia-
tions concerned, now the left bank of the Rhine, now Luxem-
burg, now Belgium. Bismarck drew them out in order
to gain time and also evidence with which to discredit

Failure of Napoleon still further. Then, at the ripe moment, he
apo eon s biockecj every proposal, and no course was left open to the

dmlnmarv. ./ j. JT



FRICTION BETWEEN FRANCE AM) PRUSSIA

o f war. The Emperor tried to persuade France that all
these changes in central Europe had really increased the
strength of France. The argument was labored, and, more-

over, reacted most disastrously, for when in 1868 he urged
the reform of the French army, largely along the lines of
the Prussian organization, which had proved so successful,
the Chamber acceded only in slight part, quoting his own
assertion that France stood in Europe stronger than ever
as a result of the Seven Weeks' War in Germany. Thus
the one method of augmenting the influence of France was

rejected, and Parliament must share the responsibility of
the lack of preparation of 1870 with the Emperor and
Liberals must share it with Conservatives. A few years
earlier Napoleon might have forced such proposals throu
Parliament. In 1868 he was no longer in a position so
to do. The Opposition was too numerous, and he had
made too many enemies by his Italian and Mexican policies.
Moreover, he had just increased the power of the legislature.
And not for a moment admitting that the Empire was in
danger, he could not use the greatest of all arguments
the safety of the state.

From 1866 to 1870 the idea that ultimately a war would
come between Prussia and France became familiar to the

people and Governments of both countries. Many Frenchmen
desired " revenge for Sadowa." Prussians were proud and
elated at their two successful wars, and intensely conscious
of their new position in Europe. The newspapers of both
countries during the next four years were full of crimina-
tion and recrimination, of abuse and taunt, the Government

in neither case greatly discouraging their unwise conduct,
at times even inspiring and directing it. Such an atmosphere
was an excellent one for ministers who wanted war to work

in, and both France and Prussia had just such ministers. Bismarck
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sent to the extension of the Confederation to include th e

South German states. All that he desired was that it should

come at precisely the right moment, when Prussia was
entirely ready, and that it should come by act of France,
so that Prussia could pose before Europe as merely defend-
ing herself against a wanton 'aggressor. In his Remi-
niscences he avows that he entertained this belief as early
as 1866: "That a war with France would succeed the

war with Austria lay in the logic of history"; and again,
" I did not doubt that a Franco-German war must take

place before the construction of a United Germany could
. be realized." The unification of Germany being his supreme
aim, he was bound by logic and ambition to see that that
war occurred.

U tunately, there entered in 1870 t th Foreig
Office of France a pronounced and bitter opponent of Prus-
sia, the Duke of Gramont, a reckless and unwise politician,
whose brief career in office was to be very costly to his
country. With two such willing ministers, a cause of war
was not long in being found. It was offered in a form which
did not directly concern either Germany or France, the
filling of the vacant throne of Spain.

The In 1868 a revolution had occurred in Spain, which re-
Spanish

sulted in the overthrow and exile of the Queen Isabella II.candidacy
of Leopold The Provisional Government which then arose proceeded upon
of Hohen- the task, always delicate, of finding a new ruler. It chose

Prince Leopold of Hohenzollern, a kinsman of the King of
Prussia, who at first declined. Three times the offer of

th Spanish crown w d t Leopold, twi 1869
d again in March 1870. In an interview with Bismarck

May 1869 Benedetti, French ambass? d t Berlin, made it
apparent that the candidacy of the Prince would b ted
i J*
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had pted the throne of Spain readied Paris by y f
Mad July £, 1870. Instantly great indignat was

:pressed t pa Th tement P
.pidly i] G mont declared t C a b that

t e electi f th P was n dm "as psett
our isadvantag h present q m f o

"
in Eur p d periling " the interest (I honor f
Fi 'ance." To prevent it, " we shall discharg our duty

thout hesitat d thout weak " Benedetti was

ordered by the French Government to proceed at once to
Ems, a watering resort near the Rhine, where King William
was at the time, and to make a formal demand that the

candidacy be withdrawn. Now neither Napoleon III, more
and more exhausted by disease, nor the Prime Minister,
Ollivier, desired war, though both were anxious for a diplo-
nmtic victory. Nor did William I desire it. Moreover,
the Governments of England, Austria, Russia, and Belgium
labored in the interests of peace. On July 12th the can- The candi-
didacy was announced withdrawn by the father of Prince dacy with-
_ , . drawn.

Leopold.

The tension was immediately relieved: the war scare was
over. Two men, however, were not pleased by this out-
come, Gramont and Bismarck. This was, says a biogra-
pher of Bismarck, " the severest check which Bismarck's
policy had yet received; he had persuaded the Prince to
accept against his will; he had persuaded the King reluc-
tantly to keep the negotiations secret from Napoleon; how-
ever others might disguise the truth he knew that they
had had to retreat from an untenable position, and retreat
before the noisy insults of the French press and the open
menace of the French Government." l Bismarck con-

sidered the reverse so great and humiliating that he thought
must in self-respect resign and retire into privat f 11
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has achieved," said Guizot, now a very old man, living in
retirement, " the finest diplomatic victory which has been
won in my lifetime." This victory was now thrown away.
The whole matter was unwisely reopened and rendered far
more acute by the French ministry, supported by the
Parsan war party, which now made an additional demand,
namely, that the King of Prussia should promise that this
Hohenzollem^ candidacy should never be renewed. This
demand was presented to William I by Benedetti, July 13th,
in Ems. The King refused but with entire courtesy. In the
meeting of the French ministers, held on the evening of the
13th, it was not felt that this refusal made war necessary.

Meanwhile King William had caused a description of the
events of that day (July 13th) to be telegraphed to Bis-
marck, who was in Berlin, leaving with him the decision as to
whether the facts of the new French demand and his refusal

to entertain it be published. Here was Bismarck's op-
portunity, which he used ruthlessly and joyously to provoke
the French to declare war. The form in which the Ems des-

patch p blished w tended by him to b d flag
f th c b d tainly fulfi d th tnt

The Ems The Ems despatch w t falsified has been freq tly
despatch. asserted but it wa densed a h t the

negotiations at Ems appeared to have been sharp and dis-
t d Jbruptly terminated, wh eas they had b
t d pectful both d While the tex o f

the Ems despatch was not changed save by excision, the t
t was greatly d tent Itered, so that th

P thought that th K g th 3 French that thei
mb had b Ited Th ffect of its publicat

the 14th was tan d malign It d th
indignation of both countries to fever heat. As if it were
not sufficient, the newspapers of both teemed with false, abus-
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and was swept from his real convictions by the war party. The war
The Empress, it appears, urged it out of hatred of Prussia Part?
as a Protestant nation, and in the belief that it would

strengthen the imperial throne. The ministry went with the
current. No one in authority dared brave unpopularity in
Paris, and consequently war credits were voted amid great
excitement on July 15th and France entered into the valley
of the shadow. Ollivier, head of the French ministry, de-
clared that he accepted this war " with a light heart."-^^"-

Thiers, demanding that the Chamber be informed of the con-
tents of the despatches which were prompting such perilous
action and declaring that having gained " the essential thing
we ought not to break because of a mere detail of form
ought not to effect a rupture on a question of touchiness " France

was hissed in the Chamber. War was declared by France declares
virtually on July 15th, technically on July 19th. Only ten war

Prussia.

members in the Chamber, among whom were Thiers and Gam-
betta, voted against it. Paris resounded with cries, " On to

erlin!" Victory seemed certain. The Minister of War was
confident. The Minister of Foreign Affairs believed that
within a few hours the triple alliance for which there had been
negotiations for some time would be concluded with Austria
an d It y w grew directly t f m "e diplomat!

c The F le did n ly the peopl
f Paris, inflamed by an official p Ind til it wa

declared, e French people hardly knew c f t natter o f
dispute. It came P hem unexpectedly T war was
made by the responsible heads of two Governments. It
ts origin in no sense t 1 ther country. Its im

mediate occasion was tri But it w t cause o a

remarkable display of patriotism in both countries.
The war upon which the French ministry entered with

so light a heart, was destined to prove the most disastrous
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threw the South German states, upon whose support she had
counted, directly into the camp of Bismarck. They regarded
the French demand, that the King of Prussia should pledge
himself for all time to forbid the Prince of Hohenzollern's

candidature, as unnecessary and insulting. At once Bavaria
and Baden and Wurtemberg joined the campaign on the side
of Prussia.

France Not only Prussia therefore but united Germany stood
isolated. confronting France. Moreover, Bismarck's diplomacy was

able to isolate France from the rest of Europe. Bismarck
published a draft of a treaty drawn up some years before,
between Prussia and France, but never signed, which pro-
vided for the annexation of Belgium to France. France
protested, but in vain, that the treaty had been dictated
by Bismarck. This so worked upon English opinion, which
has always opposed French extension northwards, that the
English Government immediately proclaimed its neutrality.
France had counted upon the ultimate aid of Austria, but
Bismarck gained the support of Russia to this extent thatI

Russia threatened to invade Austria if Austria supported

France. Italy, too, was neutralized by the fact that she
could not safely move alone.

Thus at the beginning of the month of August it was
clear that France would have no ally. The French military
authorities made the serious mistake of grossly underestimat-

th difficulty of the task before them Th M >tei
f War declared that F w dy m th dy

that her preparations were more advanced than those of th
enemy. T s prem 1J .f h an t m
mediat Wh th G m m mobilized d

d toward the front th mazing swift d
d ease, in the French army con son. P
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the case of the reserves. It frequently happened that men The French
living in the east of France must cross to the west and get aray-
their arms and uniform, then recross to the east to join
their regiments. Not only was time lost, but the railway
system was deranged by the crowds of men traveling to
and fro for this purpose. Also the trains, thus crowded
with soldiers, were prevented from transporting adequate
supplies.

The confusion, the lack of preparation, the defects of
the military machine were incredible and were apparent from
the very first day. Despatches from corps commanders are
all in the same strain. " We need everything," wrote Gen-
eral de Failly on July 19th. " We are in want of every-
thing," telegraphed Bazaine on July 21st. " Everything is
completely lacking," announced another a little later.
Marshal Leboeuf who, as Minister of War, had declared

that everything was ready even to the last button on the
last gaiter, soon lost his optimism, and on July 28th tele-
graphed that his troops could not advance because they
lacked bread. Tents were frequently wanting, or there were
tents without tent pins. Pots and kettles, medicines for
men and for horses, means of transport, wagons, blankets,
were frequently lacking. There were cannon without ammu-
nition, horses without harnesses, machine guns without the
men who knew how to fire them. Examples might be end-
lessly multiplied. More, however, are needless to show the
chaos that reigned in the French army. Frequently soldiers
and even generals went astray, not able to find their places.
" Have arrived at Belfort," telegraphed General Michel on
July 21st. " Can't find my brigade; can't find the general
of the Division. What shall I do? Don't know where my

regiments are." It has been observed that this document is
probably uniaue in military records.
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draw. The Germans could put into the field nearly 450,000
men, and had very large reserves which could be gradually
made into new armies. Again, on the French side there
was confusion in the direction of the forces. The Emperor
was very ill, of the disease of which he died three years later,
yet, irresolute and feeble, he was at the outset commander-
in-chief. During the first two weeks of the war he made
three different arrangements concerning the command of the
Army of the Rhine.

The The French had dreamed of a swift invasion of Germany.
Germans

Once in t G minvade ny they thought that the South
France. Germans would rise to their aid, that then Austria and It

w om« and the march to Berlin would begin. Nothing >
f th t occurred Th r fficers had map f G m J

which they never needed, few of F Th Germ'

crossed into Alsace and Lorraine, and between August 6th and
September 2nd the French suffered reverse after reverse. On
the former day MacMahon was defeated in the battle of

Worth and subsidiary engagements. The French fought
bravely and the Germans paid heavily for their success.
Nevertheless, it was an unmistakable victory. MacMahon
retreated rapidly to the great camp at Chalons, east of Paris.*

West of Worth the Germans defeated the French on the
*

same day (August 6th) at Forbach and Spicheren, and
drove the army back toward Metz, one of the strongest
fortresses in France. The German armies pressed on, en-
deavoring to prevent Bazaine, now commander of Metz, from
retreating and joining MacMahon. This they succeeded in
doing in a series of very bloody battles, Borny, to the east
of Metz, on August 14th; Mars-la-Tours, to the west, on
August 16th; and Gravelotte, also to the west, on August
18th. The result was that Bazaine, with the principal French

i 7
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to the relief of Metz. This it attempted but did not accom- The battle
plish. On September 1st the battle of Sedan was fought, of Sedan.
with the result that the French were surrounded by the
Germans. On the next day, September 2nd, the French

army surrendered to the Germans. Napoleon himself was
taken prisoner of war. The French lost, on September 1st,
about 17,000 in killed and wounded, and 21,000 captured
by the enemy. On the 2nd over 81,000 officers and men
surrendered and became prisoners of war.

Disasters so appalling resounded throughout the world.
France no longer had an army; one had capitulated at
Sedan; the other was locked up in Metz. The early defeats
of August had been announced in Paris by the Government
as victories. The deception could no longer be maintained.
On September 3rd this despatch was received from the
Emperor: " The army has been defeated and is captive;
I myself am a prisoner." As a prisoner he was no longer
head of the government of France; there was, as Thiers
said, a "vacancy of power." On Sunday, September 4th,
the Legislative Body was convened. But it had no time to
deliberate. The mob invaded the hall shouting, " Down The fall of
with the Empire! Long live the Republic!" Gambetta, the Empirc'
Jules Favre and Jules Ferry, followed by the crowd, pro-
ceeded to the Hotel de Ville and there proclaimed the Re-
public. The Empress fled. A Government of National De-
fense was organized, with General Trochu at its head, which
was the ctual government of France during the rest of
the war.

The Franco-German war lasted about six months, from

the first of August 1870, when fighting began, to about the
first of February 1871. It falls naturally into two periods,
ti 1C and the republican. During the first, which
was limited to the month of August, the regular armies
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the Government of National Defense, made a remarkably
courageous and spirited defense under the most discourag-
ing conditions.

The Gov- The new Government of National Defense, thus impro-
ernment of vised, and representing only a spontaneous movement of
National

Defense. opnon, never legally sanctioned, was the government of
France till the close of the war. It threw all the blame of

the war on Napoleon, and declared itself ready for peace;
only it would not consent to a peace involving the violation
of the territory of France. " Not an inch of our soil will
we cede," said Favre, " not a stone of our fortresses." As

Germany intended annexations as a result of her victories,
this utterance meant that the war must continue.

The Germans, leaving a sufficient army to carry on the
siege of Metz, advanced toward Paris. They began the
siege of that city on September 19th. This siege, one o f
the most famous in history, lasted four months, and aston-
ished Europe. Immense stores had been collected in the
city, the citizens were armed, and the defense was energetic.
The Parisians hoped to hold out long enough to enable
new armies to be organized, 'and diplomacy possibly to
intervene. T > accomplish the former a delegation from
the Government of National Defense, headed by Gambetta,
escaped from Paris by balloon, and established a branch
seat of government first at Tours, then at Bordeaux. Gam-
bett by his imm ener s loq his patriotism
w s able to raise new a m hose resistance ast i hed th

Germans, but as they had not time to be thoroughly trained,
they were unsuccessful. They could not break the immense
circle of iron that surrounded Paris. After the overthrow

f the Emp th war w duced t th s f Pari
d th ttempts of these improvised rm t b thi

rr\~i I t
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war supplies, the greatest capitulation "recorded in the
history of civilized nations." A month earlier, on Septem-
ber 28th, Strassburg had surrendered, and 19,000 soldiers
had become prisoners of war.

The capitulation of Metz was particularly disastrous be-
cause it made possible the sending of more German armies
to reinforce the siege of Paris, and to attack the forces
which Gambetta was, by prodigies of effort, creating in the
rest of France. These armies could not get to the relief
of Paris, nor could the troops within Paris break through
to them. The siege became simply a question of endurance.

The Germans began the bombardment of the city early The siege
in January. Certain sections suffered terribly, and were paris.

ravaged by fires. Famine stared the Parisians in the face.
After November 20th there was no more beef or lamb to be

had; after December 15th only thirty grammes of horse meat
a day per person, which, moreover, cost about two dollars
nd a half a pound; after January 15th the amount of

bread, a wretched stuff, was reduced to 300 grammes. Peo-
pie ate anything they could get, dogs, cats, rats. The
market price for rats was two francs apiece. By the
31st of January, there would be nothing left to eat. Addi-
tional suffering arose from the fact that the winter was one
of the coldest on record. Coal and fire wood were ex-

hausted. Trees in the Champs Elysees and the Bois de
oulogne were cut down, and fires built in the public squares

f the poor Win froze in c asks. On January 28th,
with famine almost upon her, Paris capitulated after an
heroic resistance. The armistice of Versailles was concluded

-. -*

which really closed the war.
The armistice was designed to permit elections to be Election of

held throughout France for an assembly that should pro . a National
Assembly.nounce upon the Question of neace. As neace would involve
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ingly held on February 8, 1871. The peasants voted over-
whelmingly for those favoring peace. As Gambetta, leader
of the Republicans, favored war to the bitter end, they
voted largely against the republican candidates. Thus the
first Assembly, elected under the Third Republic, was com-
posed of a majority of Monarchists, divided into two wings,
the Legitimists and the Orleanists, and a minority of Re-
publicans. Only a handful of Bonapartists were chosen,
so vast was the disgrace now attached to that name. The
Assembly met at Bordeaux, February 12th, and, believing
that if F continued th war h might Itimately b

hilated, bel :vmg that th< mental necessity of self-
preservat demanded an immed e cessation, voted over-

helmingly for p
Thiers The Governme t f Nat Defense now laid down it
chosen 

powers, yielding to the National Assembly. This Assembly
Chief of

the Execu- chose Thiers as " Chief of the Executive Power," and em-

tive. powered him t gotiat with Bism r p ace. Th
question of the perm »ve )f F was post
poned until a more con t i Thi« was now th
most popular man in F He had, in July 1870, d
his i s utmost to prevent France from going to war. He had,
during the war, journeyed from one capital of Europe to an-
other, London, St. Petersburg, Vienna, Florence, on a futile
diplomatic mission, seeking to win foreign support for France.
He was over seventy years of age, but was about to render
his most valuable services to France.

Treaty of The terms of peace granted by Bismarck were extra-
Frankfort ordinarily severe. They were laid down in the preliminary

Peace of Versailles, February 26, 1871. France must
pay an indemnity of five thousand million francs ($1,000,-
000,000) within three years. She must cede Alsace and a
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versy these preliminaries were embodied in the final Treaty
of Frankfort, signed May 10, 1871, and ratified by the
Assembly of Bordeaux by 433 votes to 98.*^ i 

Meanwhile other events had occurred as a result of this Fal1 of the
Temporal

war. Italy had completed her unification by seizing the Power.

city of Rome, thus terminating the temporal rule of the Pope.
The Pope had been supported there by a French garrison.
This was withdrawn as a result of the battle of Sedan, and

the troops of Victor Emmanuel attacked the Pope's own Completion
troops, defeated them after a slight resistance, and entered 

of Italian

unification

Rome on the 20th of September 18TO. The unity of Italy
was nowr consummated and Rome became the capital of
the Kingdom.

A more important consequence o f the war was the com- Completion
pletion of the unification of Germany, and the creation of of German

unification.

the present German Empire. Bismarck had desired a war
with France as necessary to complete the unity of Germany.
Whether necessary or not, at least that end was now secured.
After the early German victories, and during the siege of
Paris, negotiations were carried on between Prussia and the
South German states, looking toward their entrance into the
Confederation. In the case of Bavaria and Wiirtemberg,
states of considerable size, concessions had to be made, pre-

serving to them certain powers not retained by the other
states. Finally treaties were drawn up and the King of

avaria, prompted and directed by Bismarck, urged
th e King of Prussia, in behalf of the princes, to
assume the headship of united Germany, and to revive the
Empire.

Finally on the 18th of January 1871, surrounded by the
princes of Germany and by the generals of the army, King
William I was proclaimed German Emperor. This
mpmnrjihlo rnromnn nno nf flip snnrpmo ironies of history
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had been secured to some extent by the humiliation of
Germany.

The war of 1866 had resulted in the expulsion of Austria
from Germany and from Italy. The war of 1870 completed
the unification of both countries. Berlin became the capital
of a federal Empire, Rome of a unified Kingdom.
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CHAPTER XIV

THE GERMAN EMPIRE

T Germ w mpleted th ficat f Growth of
G man That ficat s. however, no by-product nationalfeeling im
f a war, no astounding improvisation of a genius in politics Germ
d diplomacy Th dat had been laid since 1815.

and the superstructure had b 1 o wly d painfully built
P M a rces had long been co-operating, as we have

seen d had at last converged toward this triumph
issue. Most effective of all was the passion for nationality,
which gave to the nineteenth century such elevation of emotion
everywhere. But all these factors might have failed of re-
sults in the domain of politics had it not been for the rise of a
forceful and sagacious statesman to a position of vast power
in the Prussian state. How he used that power has been
shown. *

The Constitution of the new state was adopted immediately Constitu-
after the close of the war with France, and went into force tne new 

.,

April 16, 1871. In most respects it is simply the Constitu- German
tion of the North German Confederation of 1867. The name Empire.

Confederation gives way to that of Empire, and the name of
Emperor is substituted for that of President. But the Em-
pire is a confederation, consisting of twenty-five states, and
one imperial territory A Lorrain T King o f
Prussia is ip fact German Emp The d th

d the Reichstasr cont rged by the adm o fc^

memb fr th w states, but t practically th
me p The Emperor declares war with the consent of Th
e desrath: he makes treat h, if they concern EmPeror
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whom he removes, who is not responsible to the Parliament but
to him alone. Under the Chancellor are various secretaries

of state, who simply administer departments, but who do not
form a cabinet responsible to Parliament. The Empire is a
constitutional monarchy, but not a parliamentary one.

The Bun- Laws are made by the Bundesrath and the Reichstag.
desrath. The Bundesrath consists of delegates appointed by the rulers

of the different states. The votes of each state, ranging
in number from one to seventeen, are cast only as a unit and
that according to the instructions of the state govern-
ment. The Reichstag is the only popular element in the
Empire. It consists of 397 members, elected for a term
of five years by the voters, that is, men twenty-five years of

The age or older. The powers of the Reichstag are inferior to
Keichstag. those of most of the other popular chambers of Europe. It

neither makes nor unmakes ministries. While it, in con-
junction with the Bundesrath, votes the appropriations,
certain ones, notably those for the army, are voted for a
period of years. Its consent is required for new taxes,
whereas taxes previously levied continue to be collected
without the consent of Parliament being secured again. The
matt on hich Parliament may legislat are th con-

g army 5 navy ? comm tariffs, railways, postal
ystem, telegraph civil d m al law. On matters not
t the jurisdict f the Emp h state legisla

as it chooses. 1

A confed- The German Empire is unique among federal governments
eration of in that it is a confederation of monarchical states, which,
monfircliic&l i " " T i " " *

moreover, are very unequal in size and population, ranging
states. . .

from Prussia with a population of 37,000,000, and cover-
ing two-thirds of the territory, down to Schaumburg-Lippe,
with a population of 45,000. Three members of the Empire
are republics: Liibeck, Bremen, and Hamburg. The rest
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more or less liberal. This confederation differs from other

governments of its class in that the states are of unequal
voting power in both houses, one state largely preponderat-
ing, Prussia, a fact explained by its great size, its popula-
tion, and the importance of its historic role.

Since 1871, Germany has had three Emperors, William I
(1871-1888), Frederick III (March 9-June 15, 1888), and
William II, since 1888.

The reign of William I, as Emperor, falls into two periods; Reign of
from 1871 to 1878, a period of internal administrative re- EmPeror

William I,

forms, and of bitter struggles with the Roman Catholic
Church-and from 1878 till 1888, the year of his death, a
period characterized by the prominence of economic ques-
tions, of protection to industries, of social reforms, and of
the acquisition of colonies. During all this time Bismarck Bismarck's

command-

was the Emperor's chief minister or Chancellor. Having in ing position.

nine y made the King, wh h d P the point
f abdicating, the most powerful ruler in Europe, and having

e G m uni , he mained t c f fig t
tate twenty years longer unt gnat 1890

His position now was one ( f immense prestige and auth
Much legislation rendered d .bl th new t

tion was passed t t w vears. Imperial offi
ganized. An imperial bureau of railroads was estab

lishcd (1873) I 1873 tallism was adopted th
place of the c fusion of groschen, kreutzer, which hindered
t New coins were issued, bearing on one side the effigy

f the Emperor, and the other _ f the Emp
.. t P t e people t d news of un
The Imperial a ik ted in 1875, and 1877, "lab-

te 1 on 1 an criminal proced on b a krupt
on the judicial organization, and till t a c vil co d

passed. A ystem of local government was adopted
f 1 A A !"% « v ^ L-% Jl "" * . ,-J *»*.-» n »^ J-+ 1 Jl * J* * 1 J
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THE KULTURKAMPF

A religions N sooner was the new Emp tablished th t was
conflict.

torn by a fierce religious conflict that lasted many years,
the so-called Kulturkampf, or war for civilization, a contest
between the State and the Roman Catholic Church. Ger-

many had, since the time of Luther, been divided among
the Protestants and Catholics, the Protestants predominat-
mg South German states, Bavaria, Baden, were Catholic.
In Prussia, the stronghold of Protestantism, there were two
strong Catholic sections, to the east in the Polish provinces,
and to the west along the Rhine. Many causes contributed
to the fanning of religious passions at this time. By the
Prussian Constitution of 1850 almost complete liberty of
action and control of organization were granted the Church,
which availed itself most energetically of the advantage thus
offered. Religious societies, monastic orders, missions, were

tablished widely and conducted tive and uncommonly
ful prop da d g th n t fifteen y Prom

t mong th were th Jesuit Tw 1 were
larmed by this progress, th thod Protestant an (1

those devoted to freedom of thought, who dreaded the rise
of religious fanaticism as prejudicial to culture.

Causes The wars with Austria and France increased the religious
of the

Kultur- disturbance. They were victories by a Protestant state
kampf. over two strongly Catholic powers. Leadership in Germany

had passed from Austria, in Europe from Austria and France,
to the principal Protestant nation of the continent, Prussia.
In the Seven Weeks' War,the Catholic states,Bavaria,Baden,

had sided with Austria. It was widely believed that the
French war had been largely occasioned by the Jesuits,
working through the Empress Eugenie, and animating her
ardent desire to humble the growing Protestant power. Bis-
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to solicit Bismarck's intervention in behalf of the Papacy.
He was coldly received. Apparently with the purpose of
bringing political pressure to bear upon the Chancellor, a
Catholic party was organized at once, the so-called Center, Formation
and in the election to the first Imperial Parliament it won of tne
sixty-three seats; in the election to the Prussian legislature _en er

J & Party.
or Landtag, forty-seven. This party desired the restoration
of the temporal power and the independence of the Church.
The immediate cause of the conflict was the proclamation
by the Vatican Council in 1870 of the new dogma of papal Dogma
infallibility, the dogma that the Pope can not err " whe of Papal

Infalli-

he defines ex cathedra^ and in virtue of his apostolic authority bility.
any doctrine of faith, or morals," a dogma that shocked
Liberals thoroughly penetrated with the modern scientific
spirit, and that seemed to politicians to assert that the
Pope was superior to all rulers, and had a claim upon the
loyalty of the faithful superior to that of their sovereigns.

On the promulgation of this dogma a conflict broke out
between the Church and the State. In the Vatican Council

the German bishops had opposed the new dogma, but had
been in the minority. It was now required that all bishops
and priests should subscribe to it; the large majority did
so, but some refused. A leading opponent was Dollinger,
a distinguished professor and theologian. Ordered to ex-
plain the dogma in his university of Munich he denied the
principles on which it was based. " As a Christian, a theo-
logian, an historian and a citizen, I cannot accept this
doctrine," he declared. He was accordingly excommuni-
cated. As an answer to this the university elected him as
its Rector. The conflict quickly widened, affecting schools
and parishes. The dissidents called themselves Old Catho- The Old 1 

>-" i 1 1 Catholics.
lies, proclaiming their adherence to historic Catholicism, but
rejecting merely this addition to their creed as false. These
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the lectures of such professors. The Old Catholics thereupon
appealed to the imperial and state governments for pro-
tection. A religious war was shortly in ̂ progress, which grew
more bitter %ach year. First the Imperial Parliament for-
bade the religious orders to engage in teaching; then, in
1872, it expelled the Jesuits from Germany. Of all legisla-

The Falk tion enacted during this struggle the Falk or May Laws of
laws. the Prussian legislature were the most important (passed in

May of three successive years, 1873, 1874, 1875). Bis-
marck supported them on the ground that the contest was
political, not religious, that there must be no state within
the state, no power considering itself superior to the estab-
lished authorities. The State must be lay. He also be-
lieved that the whole movement was conducted by those
ipposed t G m uni Anything that imperiled that

ty must be crushed. Th M L w e th 5 State
large P over th ducat d ppointm of e
clergy They forbade the R Cathol Ch re h t m-

ene in y way in c 1 ff . or t coerce citiz
or "ffi 1 th d that gym h Id p
the regular stat mination of the gymnasium, and sh Id
study th f th y a st ty; that
all Catholic sem o Id be subject to state inspect
They al tablished t over th ppointm t d
dismissa of priest A 1 w passed m aking c 1 m
riage compulsory. This w duce the power that priest

d exercise by refusing to marry a Catholic and a Protest
ant, and i w even Old Cathol Relig o d w
suppressed

Conflict of Against these laws the Cathol dignantly protested
Church and The Pope declared them null d d th lergy dState.

to ibey th m d th faithful rallied th PP o f
th clergy. T rce th m th Government ted
fin , impri ment, dep t o f s lary e 1 from

r T arl T \nr h o r p. into little
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and schools. It dominated politics for several rs.
In o thousand parishes in P 11 8 serv
were P dcd an emir 1 li were closed. Th was no
prirst to baptize or to marry. Eight out of the twelve
bishoprics were vacant. One bishop had fled to Austria,
another was in hiding in a little village in Holland, and in
order to visit his fellow-Catholics at Munich, had disguised
himself as a peddler; another, a cardinal, had taken refuge
within the Vatican itself. The national life was more and

more troubled, and the end was not being accomplished.
Indeed, the resistance of the Catholics only stiffened under
what they called this " Diocletian persecution." In the
elections of 1877 the Center succeeded in returning ninety-
two members, and was the largest party in the Reichstag.
It was evident that the policy was a failure. Other ques-
tions were becoming prominent, of an economic and social
character, and Bismarck wished to be free to handle them.

Particularly requiring attention, in his opinion, and that of
William was a new and most menacing party, the
Socialist. ismarck therefore prepared to retreat. The Bismarck'i
death of Pius IX in 1878, and the election of Leo XIII, retreat.
a more conciliatory and diplomatic Pope, facilitated the
change of policy. From 1878 to 1887 the anti-clerical
legislation was in one detail after another abandoned. First

the May Laws were suspended, in 1879; then rescinded in
1886; religious orders were permitted to return, with the
exception of the Jesuits (1887). Of the various laws only

ose concerning civil marriage and the civil registration
of births and deaths, and the state inspection of schools
were left. In return for the measures surrendered Bismarck

gained the support of the Center for laws which he now had
more at heart.

The relig flict lasted fifteen years, and was ac
d S fi ve. It ly permanent result was to cons< lidat

" 1 1 " 1r -MJ-*
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BISMARCK AND THE POLICY OF PROTECTION

Financial I 1879, Bismarck b ght bout a profound ange n
and in-

dustrial the financial and industrial policy of G m y by ind g
questions. Parliament to i bandc th e pocy f a low tariff d

mparat f ? trad d t dopt a ystem o f high
tariff and pronounced protect H purposes were o-
fold He wished to increase thi of the Empire and
t ? native industries. Th the Emp

ted mainly of customs dut Furth dsif
ary were furnished by th 1 states, their quotas b i
pportioned accordin t pop lat N th revenue
rom customs proved insi fficient. For some years there had

been a deficit, which inv Ived h n d h t ,t
of the states, to enable them to meet the assessments. If

the revenue of the Empire should be increased so that it
could meet its own expenses and have a surplus, its political
strength would be greatly augmented. For, instead of ap-
pealing to the states for contributions, it could distribute the
surplus to the states, thus relieving them of taxation for
federal purposes; and could also use it as a fund for the
social reforms which Bismarck had in mind and which will

shortly be described.
Adoption Moreover, Bismarck now desired high tariff duties in order
of the to protect and encourage home industries. In adopting
policy of 

the principle of protection, he was not influenced, he asserted,protection.
by the theories of economists, but by his own observation
of facts. In his speech of the 2nd of May 1879, in which
he introduced his protective policy, he said that he did
not propose to discuss protection and free trade in the
abstract. He observed that while England was the only
nation following the latter policy, France and Austria and
Russia and the United States were pronounced adherents of
the former, and that it was too much to ask that Germany

should permanently remain the dupe of an amiable error.
" We have hitherto," he said, " owing to our policy of the
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open door been the dumping-ground for the over-production
of other countries. It is this, in my opinion, that has de-
pressed prices in Germany, that has prevented the growth
of our industries, the development of our economic life. Let
us but close the door, let us raise the somewhat higher barrier
which I am now proposing, and see to it that at t we
preserve for German industry the same market which

w good-naturedly allowing oregners to exploit.
T t is that our t tisfactory and
opinion, is worse than that of any of our protectionist neigh-
bors. If the dangers of protection were as great as thej Its advan-

painted by ent free-traders France would h tage proved
«/ by the

been a ruined and impoverished country long ago, because of
the theories which she has f d ever since the time of C of other

bert. For the abstract teachings of science in nations.
this connection I care not a straw. I base my opinion on ex-
perience, the experience of our own time. I see that protec-
tionist countries are prospering, that free-trade countries are
retrograding and that great and powerful England, the
mighty athlete, who, having hardened her sinews, stepped out
into the open market and said: 'Who will fight me? I am
ready for any and all,' even she is gradually returning to-
ward protection, and will in a few years adopt it, in order to
keep for herself at least the English market." 1

On another occasion Bismarck pointed out that England
had adopted free trade only after having given such ample
protection to her industries that they were able to outstrip
all others in the world. Only then did she dare to issue her
challenge. He cited the remarkable development of the
United States after " the most gigantic and expensive war of
all history," as proof of his contention. ecause it is my
deliberate opinion that the prosperity of the United States Germany

shonld

is chiefly due to her system of protection, I urge that Ger-imitate the

many has now reached the point where it is necessary that she United
follow her example." States.

'Kohl, Die politischen Reden des Fursten Bismarck. VIII. 11-32.
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Bismarck won the day, though not without difficulty.
Germany entered upon a period of protection, which, grow-
ing higher and applied to more and more industries, has
continued ever since. Bismarck believed that Germany must
become rich in order to be strong; that she could only
become rich by manufactures; and that she could have

The system manufactures only by giving them protection. The system
gradually was worked out gradually and piecemeal, as he could not
applied.

carry his whole plan at once. By means of the tariff Bis-
marck wished to assure Germans the home market. Not

only has that been largely accomplished, but by its means the
foreign market also has been widened. Through offering
concessions to foreign nations for concessions from them,
Germany has gained for her manufactured products an en-
trance into many other countries, which was denied them
before. The prodigious expansion of German industry after
1880 is regarded as a vindication of this policy.

BISMARCK AND SOCIALISM

The growth In 1878 Bismarck turned his attention to the Socialist
of Socialism. 

party which had for some time been growing, and now
seemed menacing. That party was founded by Ferdinand
Lassalle, a Socialist of 1848, much influenced by the French

school of that day. The party, originally appearing in 1848,
was shortly broken up by persecution and did not reappear
until 1863. In 1865 Lassalle founded a journal called the
Social Democrat. In opposition to this party a somewhat
different Socialist group was led by Karl Marx. These two
were rivals until 1875, when a fusion was effected and the

party platform was adopted at Gotha. In 1871 the Socialists
elected two members to the Reichstag, three years later their
representation increased to nine, and in 1877 to twelve. The
Socialist votes polled in the first ordinary returns were: in
1871,124,655 out of a total of 3,892,160; 1874, 351,952 out
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ruling cla ^es of Germany, and, as its aim- were revolutionary Alarm of
the ruling . * V 4and destructive of the entire existing order, it was a more
classes.

serious enemy than the Center and Ultramontane party.
William I regarded Socialism as his personal * nemy, and
considered himself commissioned by God to combat it. Bis-
marck had never yet proposed any comprehensive programme
against it, but he had long hated the party, as was natural,
considering his training and environment, and considering
also the declarations of the Socialists themselves. Their

leaders, Liebknecht and Bebel, had opposed the North Ger-
man Confederation, the war with France, the annexation of

Alsace and Lorraine. The Socialists expressed openly and
freely their entire opposition to the existing or der i n Ger-
nany. It was only a question of time when they must clash
violently with the man who had helped so powerfully to
create that order, and whose life-work henceforth was to

consolidate it. Again, the Socialist party was radically
democratic, and Bismarck hated democracy. A conflict be-
tween men representing the very opposite poles of opinion
was inevil ible. The occasion came in 1878, when two at- Attempts
ii i ii TI- * "! j -r» A i. upon the
tempts were made upon the life of the aged Emperor, the

first on May llth, and the second on June 2nd, the latter Emperor.
proving very serious. These attempts upon the life of a
man who was their hero horrified and angered the people.
The would-be assassins had acted of their own motion, but

they were Socialists. The Socialists denounced their acts,
nevertheless public opinion held them responsible. Bism re k
determined to use this opportunity to crush them once for
all. He would use two methods, one stern repression of
Socialist agitation, the other amelioration of the conditions 6

of the working class, conditions which alone, he believed,
caused them to listen to the false and deceptive doctrines
of the Socialist leaders.

First came repression. In October 1878 a law of great Severe
11 ^ T i. . measures

spvorifv. intpnr?orl fn stairm nnt romnlrtelv II Socialist m^
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forbade all associations, meetings and publications having
for their object " the subversion of the social order," or in
which " socialistic tendencies " should appear. It gave the
police large powers of interference, arrest, and expulsion from
the country. Martial law might be proclaimed where de-
sirable, which meant that, as far as Socialists were con-

cerned, the ordinary courts would cease to protect individual
liberties. Practically a mere decree of a police official
sufficed to expel from Germany any one suspected or accused
of being a Socialist. This law was enacted for a period of
four years. It was later twice renewed and remained in force
until 1890. It was vigorously applied. According to statis-
tics furnished by the Socialists themselves, 1400 publica-
tions were suppressed, 1500 persons were imprisoned, 900
banished, during these twelve years. One might not read the
works of Lassalle, for instance, even in a public library.

This law, says a biographer of Bismarck, is very disap-
pointing. " We find the Government again having recourse
to the same means for checking and guarding opinion which

Their Metternich had used fifty years before."* It was, moreover,
failure. an egregious failure. For twelve years the Socialists carried

on their propaganda in secret. It became evident that their
power lay in their ideas and in the economic conditions of
th w 1 sses th th an in m ganizations,
which might be brok A pap was P iblished for
them in Switzerla d eve w d f P

found their way into the hands of workingmen in Germany,
despite the utmost vigilance of the police. Persecution in i

their case, as in that of the Roman Catholics, only rendered
the party more resolute and active. At first it seemed that
the law would realize the aims of its sponsors, for in the

Continued elections of 1881, the first after its passage, the Socialist
growth vote fell from about 493,000 to about 312,000. But in
of the

Socialist 1884 it rose to 549,000; in 1887 to 763,000; in 1890 to
S\/\S\ 1 i " 1
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the Reichstag. In that year the laws were not renewed.
The Socialists came out of their contest with Bismarck

witli a popular and a parliamentary vote increased three-
fold.

ut Bismarck had at no time intended to rest content

with merely repressive measures. He had purposed from the
beginning to effect such sweeping reforms in the conditions
of the working classes that they would see that the State
was their true benefactor, and would rally around it, leaving
the Socialist party stranded and with no further reason for
existence. In the very year 1878 he said in the Reichstag,
u I will further every endeavor which positively aims at im-
proving the condition of the working classes," and he
promised to consider " any positive proposal " coming from
the Socialists " for fashioning the future in a sensible way."
In this he and Emperor William I were in entire accord, as
they had not been in the Kulturkampf. The Emperor in
opening the Reichstag in 1879, said, " A remedy cannot The
aione 1 be sought in the repression of socialistic agitation; *mPenalGovern-

there must be simultaneously the positive advancement of ment Tinder-

the welfare of the working classes. And here the case of takes social
those work-people who are incapable of earning their own 

reform.

livelihood is of the greatest importance." Two ears later
(March 8, 1881) he said, "That the State should interest
itself to a greater degree than hitherto in those of its mem-
bers who need assistance, is not only a duty of humanity
and Christianity-by which state institutions should be
permeated-but a duty of state-preserving policy, whose
aim should be to cultivate the conception-and that, too,
among the non-propertied classes, which form at once the
most numerous and the least instructed part of the popula-
tion-that the State is not merely a necessary but a benev-
olent institution. These classes must, by the evident and
direct advantages which are secured to them by legislative
mp/isnrps. HP IpH tn rpcmrrl thp Shi to., not, s an institution con-
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b as one servin t own nees d d interest is-

marck said in 1884: " The whole matter centers in the ques-
tion: Is it the duty of the state, or is it not, to provide
for its helpless citizens? I maintain that it is its duty, that
it is the duty not only of the Christian state . . . but
of every state." 2

Various The method by which Bismarck proposed to improve the
forms of condition of the working class was by an elaborate and
insurance

proposed. comprehensive system of insurance against the misfortunes
and vicissitudes of life, against sickness, accident, old age
and incapacity. It was his desire that any workingman
incapacitated in any of these ways should not be exposed
to the possibility of becoming a pauper, but should receive

State a pension from the state. His policy was called State
Socialism.

Socialism. " Give the workingman the right to employment
as long as he has health," he told the Reichstag, " assure

him care when he is sick, and maintenance when he is old.

If you will do that without fearing the sacrifice, or crying
out ' State Socialism ' as soon as the words * provision for old
age are uttered then I believe these gentlemen
(the Socialists) will sound their bird call in vain; and as
soon as wo kingmen see that the G ment
interested in their welfare, the flocking to them will cease."

The Bismarck's proposals met with vehement opposition, both in
measures

carried. the Reichstag and among influential classes outside. It was
only slowly that he carried them through, the Sickness In-
surance Law in 1883, the Accident Insurance Laws in 1884

and 1885, and the Old Age Insurance Law in 1889. These
laws are very complicated and cannot be described here at
length.

Bismarck wished to have the state bear the entire expense.
He did not wish to have it come as an additional burden

to the working people. But he was not able to secure the
consent of the Reichstag, which gave as reasons for its op-
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position the enormous amount of money required, the great
centralization of power in the hands of the Government which
would arise from a s} tern requiring so many officials and
handling such large sums, and the weakening of the sense of
self-reliance and personal responsibility with the workingnx ri.

As finally enacted in the case of accident insurance the
employers bear the burden alone. The employer is obliged

law to insure his employees, entirely at his own expense.
In the case of sickness insurance, as a rule, the employer
must pay one-third and the employee two-thirds of the
premium, and in the case of the old age and incapacity
insurance, the premiums are paid by the employers, the
employees, and to some extent, by the state.

Such was Bismarck's contribution to the solution of the Bismarck

social question, which grew to such commanding importance a Ploneer
as the nineteenth century wore on. In this legislation Bis-
marck was a pioneer. His ideas have been studied widely
in other countries, and his example followed in some. Daw-
son calls him " the first social reformer of the century. »>
Bismarck, once charged with changing his opinions to meet
the occasion, replied that he had frequently changed his
opinions. "But I have been faithful to this: the unification
of Germany under the leadership of Prussia. Everything
else is accessory." That this system of state insurance, by
relieving the mental and physical distress of millions of
German laborers would strengthen the Empire, as well as
benefit humanity, was, in his opinion, an additional reason
for its adoption.

The Socialists did not co-operate with him in the passage Not snp-
of these laws, which they denounced as entirely inadequate por t y

the

to solve the social evils, as only a slight step in the right socialists.
lirection. Nor did Bismarck wish their support. They
were Social Democrats. Democracy he hated. Socialism
of the state, controlled by a powerful monarch, was one
thins1. Socialism carried through bv the people believing
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in government and society, a very different thing. At the
very moment that Bismarck secured the passage of the
Accident Insurance Bill he also demanded the renewal of the

law against the Socialists. His prophecy, that if these laws
were passed the Socialists would sound their bird call in vain,
has not been fulfilled. That party has grown greatly and
almost uninterruptedly ever since he began his war upon it.

ACQUISITION OF COLONIES

The One of the important features of the closing years of
beginning
of a colonial Bismarck's political career was the beginning of a German
empire. colonial empire. In his earlier years Bismarck did not be-

lieve in Germany's attempting the acquisition of colonies.
In 1871 he refused to demand as prize of war any of the
French colonial possessions. He believed that Germany
should consolidate, and should not risk incurring the hos-
tility of other nations by entering upon the path of colonial
rivalry. But colonies, nevertheless, were being founded under
the spirit of private initiative. Energetic merchants from
Hamburg and Bremen established trading stations in Africa,
and the islands of the Pacific, for the purpose of selling their
goods and acquiring tropical products, such as cocoa, coffee,
rubber, spices. The aid of the Government was invoked
at various times, but Bismarck held aloof. The interest

aroused in the exploits of these private companies gave rise
towards 1880 to a definite colonial party and the forma-
tion of a Colonial Society, which has since become
important.

A result of Th h a in th policy o f th Government, h
the adop-

from f o f
tion of the to one of energetic participation and

* *

policy of q t ion of w largely a res It f the adopt
protection. f th policy f protect >n and tive govern en-

couragement of manufactures and comm the debat
the tariff bill of 1879 Bismarck said that it was d b
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and that therefore the emigration which had for years
drawn tens of thousands from the country, particularly to
flu* United States, would be decreased. But to develop
manufactures to the utmost, Germany must have new markets
for her products; and here colonies would be useful. In
1884 he adopted a vigorous colonial policy, supporting and
expanding the work of the private merchants and travelers.
In that year Germany seized a number of points in Africa, in Energetic
the southwest, the west, and the east. A period of diplo- *n erven"

tlon ln

matic activity began, leading in the next few years to Africa.
treaties with England and other powers, resulting in the
fixing of the boundaries of the various claimants to African
territory. This is the partition of Africa described else-
where.1 Germany thus acquired a scattered African em-
pire of great size, consisting of Kamerun, Togoland, The
German Southwest Africa, German East Africa; also a part 

German

colonies.

of New Guinea. Later some of the Samoan islands cam*

into her possession, and in 1899 she purchased the Caroline
nd th Ladrone island ex pting Guam, f Sp
bout f millo lla

THE TRIPLE ALLIANCE

While domestic affairs formed the chief concern of Bis-

marck after the war with France, yet he followed the course
of foreign affairs with the same closeness of attention that
e had shown before, and manipulated them with the same

display of subtlety and audacity that had characterized
liis previous diplomatic career. His great achievement inO

diplomacy in these years was the formation of the Triple The Triple
Alliance.

Alliance, an achievement directed, like all the actions of
hi career, toward the consolidation and exaltai o f his

country. The origin of this alliance is really to be found
in the Treaty of Frankfort, which sealed the humiliation
of F rance. The wrestiner from France of Alsace and Lor-

** *^ *"J T* l^ n ^- j% rf~> t ̂  *^ r "i* ,!«*; f a f
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revenge, of a war for their recovery. This has remained the
open sore of Europe since 1871. Firmly resolved to keep
what he had won, Bismarck's chief consideration was to

render h a w ir hopeless, therefore, perhaps, impossible.
Isolation of F must be isolated so completely that she d t
France.

dare t This w plished, first by the friendly
derstanding brought about by ismar k bet the th

r rs o f tern Europe, the Emperors of Germany, R
d Aust But th derst ding was hattered by

events in the Balkan peninsula during the years from 1876
to 1878. In the Balkans, Russia and Austria were rivals,

and their rivalry was thrown into high relief at the Congress
of Berlin. Russia, unaided, had carried on a war with

Turkey, and had imposed the Treaty of San Stefano upon
her conquered enemy, only to find that Europe would not
recognize that treaty, but insisted upon its revision at
an international congress, and at that congress she found
Bismarck, to whom she had rendered inestimable services

in the years so critical for Prussia, from 1863 to 1870, now
acting as the friend of Austria, a power which had taken
no part in the conflict, but was now intent upon drawing
chestnuts from the fire with the aid of the Iron Chancellor.

The Treaty of Berlin w a humiliat f or R d a
triking success for Austria, her rival, which w now em

powered t Bosnia and Herzeg No w d
that the Russian Chancellor, Gortchakoff, pronounced the
Congre f Berl th darkest episod h 55career,

and th Alexander II declared t ' Bismarck had

gotten his promises of 1870. 55 B y f avoring one o f his
allies Bismarck had alienated the other. In this fact

lay the germ of the two great international combina-
tions of the future, the Triple and Dual Alliances,
factors of profound significance in the recent history
of Europe.
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tally off* tided at his conduct, and that the friendly under-
standing with her was ovi-r, Bismarck turned for compensa-
tion to a closer union with Austria, and concluded a treaty Austro-
with her October 7, 1879. This treaty provided that if 

German

Treaty of
either Germany or Austria were attacked by Russia the 1879.
two should be bound " to lend each other reciprocal aid
with the whole of their military power, and, subsequently,
to conclude no peace except conjointly and in agreement";
that if either Germany or Austria should be attacked by
nother power-as, for instance, France th e liy should

remain neutral, but that if this enemy should be aided by
Russia, then Germany and Austria should act together with
their full military force, and should make peace in common.
Thus this Austro-German Treaty of 1879 established a
defensive alliance aimed particularly against Russia, to a
lesser degree against France. The treaty was secret and
was not published until 1887. Meanwhile, in 1882, Italy Entrance
joined the alliance, irritated at France because of her seizure ° * yJ 7 into the

the year before of Tunis, which Italy herself coveted as a alliance.
seat for colonial expansion. Thus was formed the Triple
Alliance. The text of that alliance has never been pub-
lished, but its purpose and character may be derived from
that of the Austro-German alliance, which was now merely
expanded to include another power. The alliance was
made for a period of years, but has been constantly re-
newed and is still in force. It is a defensive alliance, de-

signed to assure its territory to each of the contracting
parties.

Thus was created a combination of powers which dom-
inated central Europe, from the Baltic to the Mediterranean,
and which rested on a military force of over two million
men. At its head stood Germany. Europe entered upon a"

period of German leadership in international affairs which
was later to be challenged by the rise of a new a Ilia nee
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THE REIGN OF WILLIAM II

Death of On the 9th of March, 1888, Emp W m I died t
William I th ge of ninety He was succeeded by hi Fred

k III fifty-seventh y The Emp
a m i of moderatio f lib m in p an dm
f th e English com titutic It is supposed that, had he

1 ved. he autocracy of th 1 w Id h ven way t
a genuine parliamentary system like that of England, and
that f greater liberty would have b ted
But he was already a dying man, ill of cancer of the th t
H gn w one f phy y patiently b U:

e t use h CO Id or y dicat h h
writing or by sig Th ign w soon over, before the
era of liberalism d t t > daw: Frederick was King

d Emp ly f m M h 9 tc ue 15, 1888."

Accession of H w ded by his son, Will m II. th P
William II.

Emperor. The new ruler was twenty-nine years of age, a
young man of very active mind, of fertile imagination, versa-
tile, ambitious, self-confident, a man of unusual promise.
His education had been thorough and intelligent. In poli-
tics he was without experience. In his earliest utterances
he showed his enthusiasm for the army and for religious
orthodoxy. He held the doctrine of the divine origin of
his power writh medieval fervor, expressing it with frequency
and in dramatic fashion. It was evident that a man of

h a haract w w h t govern, and t mply
He would not be willing 1 t fface himself b

hind the imposing figure of the great Chancellor. Bismarck "

had prophesied that the Emperor would be his own C
yet h did t h th wisdom t > resigr when th "Id
Empe died d t depart t dignity He <
power From the beginning frict on dev oped bet en
th two. They thought differently, felt differently
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in which two persons so self-willed and autocratic could
divide power. As Bismarck stayed on when he saw that
his presence was no longer desired, the Emp i t willing
t b dowrd by so g 1 illust a The
minister, finally demand* d h resignation in 1890. Th resigna-
in bitterness and humiliat ded the polit 

tion of
career f

Bismarck

ho, according t k himself, had " cut a figure
in tl hist y of Germany and P He lived 1
year 1 onger, mg in i»y» at tne age or eighty-t 1898 t tli f
leavi S hi S pitaph, " A faithful t of Emp
Will I Thus vanished from m who will i

in history as one of the few great founders of states.
Since 1890 the personality of William II has been the

decisive factor in the state. His Chancellors have been,

in fact as well as in theory, his servants, carrying out the
master's wish. There have been four: Caprivi, 1890-1894;
Hohenlohe, 1894-1900; von Billow, 1900-1909; and eth-

mann-Hollweg since July, 1909.
The extreme political tension was at first somewhat re- The Anti-

Socialist

lieved by the removal of Bismarck from the scene. Thepolicy

early measures under the new regime showed a liberal tend- abandoned
ency. The Anti-Socialist laws, expiring in 1890, were not
renewed. This had been one of the causes of friction be-

tu the Emp and the Ch marck wished
th m "enewed. d t trin y d T Em
peror wished to try milder methods, hoping to underm
the Socialist pletely by further m s of d
economic ar t t kill them kind Th

repressive laws lapsing, the Socialists reorganized openly,
and have conducted an aggressive campaign ever since. The
Emperor, soo n recognzng e futility of anodynes, became the
their bitter enemy, and began to denounce them vehemently,
hut no new legislation has been passed against them, although O JT O * C7
several times attempted.

In commercial matters William II. without abandoning
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with other nations, aiming to gain larger markets for the
Remarkable products of German manufacture, and his reign has been
expansion

of German notable for the remarkable expansion of industry and
industry. commerce, which has rendered Germany the redoubtable

rival of England and the United States. In colonial and
foreign affairs an aggressive policy has been followed. Ger-
man colonies as yet have little importance, have entailed
great expense and have yielded only small returns. But the
desire for a great colonial empire has become a settled policy
of the Government, and has seized the popular imagination,
as was shown in the last elections, those of 1907. In that

year the Socialists having opposed the policy of the Gov-
ernment in Southwest Africa, the Reichstag was dissolved,
with the result that, for the first time in many years, they
lost greatly in the number of representatives elected by them
to the Reichstag. Their numbers fell from eighty-one to
forty-three, but their popular vote was larger than ever by
about a quarter of a million.

Germany Connected with the growing interest of Germany in com-
a naval 

mercial and colonial affairs has gone an increasing interestpower.

in the navy. Strong on land for fifty years, William II
desires that Germany shall be strong on the sea, that she
may act with decision in any part of the world, that her
diplomacy, which is permeated with the idea that nothing
great shall be done in world politics anywhere, in Europe,
in Asia, in Africa, without her consent, may be supported
by a formidable navy. To make that fleet powerful has
been a constant and is a growing preoccupation of the
P g

Continued I the polit world the rise f th Social Democrat
growth of party th most important m It rpresentSocialism.

t merely a desire f lution in th m
t presents a protest a t th tocrat vern-
ment of the present ruler, a demand for radically democrat
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THE SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC PARTY

Parliament does not control the Government, s the

ministers are not responsible to it. There is freedom
of speech in Parliament, but practically during most of
this reign it has not existed outside. Hundreds of men have,
during the past twenty years, been imprisoned for such
criticisms of the Government as in other countries are the

current coin of discussion. This is the crime of lese-majestc,
which, as long as it exists, prevents a free political life. The
growth of the Social Democratic party to some extent rep- The Social

T\ WLA *t 4» i

resents mere liberalism, not adherence to the economic theory "uemocrallc
. party

of the Socialists. It is the great reform and opposition numerically
party of Germany. It has the largest popular vote of any the largest.
party, 3,250,000. Yet the Conservatives with less than
1,500,000 votes elected in 1907 eighty-three members to the
Reichstag to the forty-three of the Socialists. The reason
is this. The electoral districts have not been altered since

they were originally laid out in 1869-71, though population
1 tly shifted f try t Th t h
grown rapidly since then, and it is in industrial centers th
th Socialists are st gest B n wit pop t in
1871 of 600,000 d six mcmb in the Reichstag.
It still has only that number, though its population is over
two million, and though it would be entitled to twenty mem-
bers if equal electoral districts were granted. These the
Socialists demand, a demand which, if granted, would make
th in the most powerful party in the Reichstag, as they

the popular vot For th "y eason t G v rnment
has t r f d tl e d m d Tl treme opponent
of th Social Democra s even u at universi liversal suffram

teed by the Constitut b .bolished, as th
v t h t party T th t the Govemm

tyet
At the present time several questions are important O

f these is the greatly increased taxation rendered necessary,
mvmcr ol.-il orate and costlv naval pro-
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the building annually, for several years to come, of fou r
Dreadnoughts.

The Th e th t are political: th t f
demand for

electo form in Prussia: of th distributelectoral o f t
reform. both the P Landt d the Imperial Reichstag

d of ministerial responsibility
The P lect 1 system is that of the three cl

previously described.1 Accord t is a man's voting
pow determined by th t of his t Vot

divided into three groups, according to taxes paid d
:h group h an 1 representation in th mbl or

g that choose the deput t the lower house of th
Prussian legislat The first cl cont from three t
five per cent of the voters, the second from ten to twelve,

whereas the third class contains perhaps eighty-five per cent,
yet has only one-third of the members of the colleges. The
result is, as has been said, representation in the Chamber of
Deputies only for the rich and well-to-do. The working
classes are almost entirely unrepresented. Because of this
method of indirect elections, down to 1908 the Socialists were

unable to elect a single member to the Prussian Chamber.
With direct election they would have been entitled to about a
hundred seats.

The demand Again, th lect r district r th P Chamb
for parlia-

have not been changed since 1860. There are therefore greatmentary

reform. q lit s bet them. T th P f East
Prussia th tual nu r o f bitants t h deputy
63,000, while in Berlin it is 170,000. The demand is grow-

ing that many districts be partially or wholly disfranchised
or merged with others, and that other districts receive a
larger representation."

n the Empire a similar problem is yearly becom
te. In 1871 Germany was divided in 397 com tit
for the Reichst The numb h as mained th m
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PRESENT PROBLEMS

tation. Yet during that time t!u- population of the Empire
has increased from about forty-one millions to over sixty
millions, and there has been a great shifting in popu-
lation from the country to the cities. One of the divisions
of Berlin, with a population of 697,000, elects one repre-
sentative, whereas the petty principality of Waldeck, with
a population of 59,000, elects one. The 851,000 voters
of Greater Berlin return eight members; the same number of
voters in fifty of the smaller constituencies return forty-eight.
A reform of these gross inequalities is widely demanded.

Another subject which has recently received great em- The demand
phasis is that concerning ministerial responsibility. The for ministe-

rial respon-
indiscretions of Emperor William II have made this one sibility.
of the burning questions. An interview with him, in which
he spoke with great freedom of the strained relations be-
tween Germany and Great Britain, was published in the
London Telegraph on October 28, 1908. At once was
seen a phenomenon not witnessed in Germany since the
founding of the Empire. There was a violent popular pro-
test against the irresponsible actions of the Emperor, actions
subject to no control, and yet easily capable of bringing
about a war. Newspapers of all shades of party affiliation
displayed a freedom of utterance and of censure unparal-
leled in Germany. All parties in the Reichstag expressed
their emphatic disapproval. The incident was not sufficient
to bring about the introduction of the system of the responsi-
bility of the ministers for all the acts of the monarch, and the
control of the ministry by the majority of the Parliament
in short, the parliamentary system in its essential feature.
But it will probably prove to have brought Germany con-
siderably nearer to that system, through which the voters
of a country have the supreme authority in the state.

The great industrial expansion of Germany has created
a numerous and wealthy bourgeoisie and an immense labor
cl ass. In o thor rniin trios HIP arlvrnh of the bourgeoisie
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F t th ose o f e eighteenth century Th cl
trong in G m y An aut cratic go t m

or it devel pm t which case it will b s m
but if by ind creet or wilful acts the monarch threatens the
mat l wlf re of a class powerful by reason of its wealth
and intelligence, the instinct of that class has been to seek
to curb the power of the individual, to seize control of
the state. And one of its strongest weapons has hitherto
been an appeal to the sovereignty of the people. Whether
such a turn in the evolution of Germany is impending only

The Present the future can show. It is enough here merely to indicate
situation.

what appears to be the most significant feature of the
present situation. Whether the people will gain in power,
as they have gained in other countries, or lose even the portion
they now have, remains to be seen. At present they count
for less politically in Germany than in the other countries
of western Europe.
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CHAPTER XV

FRANCE UNDER THE THIRD REPUBLIC

WE have seen that the Republic was proclaimed by the
Parisians September 4, 1870, as a result of the defeats of the
Empire in the Franco-German wa r, culminating at Sedan.
Immediately a Provisional Government of National De-
fense assumed control. In all this there was no appeal to the
people of France, no ratification by them. This Govern-
ment gave way in February 1871 to a National Assembly
of 750 members, elected by universal suffrage for the pur-
pose of making peace with Germany. It was felt that
the Provisional Government, not popularly chosen, but the

t f a Parisian insurrect w a s t competent to

tt so g matt as it necessarily d
th cession of territory t th Germ Th National The
Assembly, which first met at Bord , showed a IT jority of National

Assembly.
Monarchists. The reason was th as Gambett and the

leading Republicans wished to continue the war, and as the
mass of peasants wished peace, the latter voted for the oppo-
nents of Gambetta, who were chiefly Monarchists. There is 

^^

dence to show that in doing this the peasants w
pressing P t the Repub f. m o ov-

ment and in favor of a M They wished t
topped, and took the most obvious means to that end Th

Assembly Bord made the peace, ceding A an d
Lorraine, and assuming the enormous war indemnity. But
P did not re rn t F as r t c the Treaty
f kfort Th Terrible Y as th French call
t, of 1870-71 had m hon- stor< Civil war fol

1 ow the war wit th reigi hort but exceedir
t in ferocit war bet t t o f P and tl
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deaux. That Assembly had, as we have seen, chosen T
as liief f th tive power," pend "th t
de as t definit ra o f ovc ment

the fundamental question was postponed. Thiers was
chosen for no definite term; he was the servant of the As-

sembly to carry out its wishes, and might be dismissed by
it at any moment.

THE COMMUNE

Paris Between the Government and the people of Paris seriousJ ^- 1

*n c disagreements immediately arose, which led quickly to theAssembly
mutually war B Commune. Paris had proclaimed the Republic.
suspicious. But the Republic was not yet sanctioned by France, and

existed only de facto. On the other hand, the National
Assembly was controlled by Monarchists, and it had post-
poned the determination of the permanent institutions of
the country. Did not this simply mean that it would abolish
the ublic pro cl am the Monarchy, when it should
judge moment propitious? This fear, only too well
justified, that the Assembly was hostile to the Republic,
was the fundamental cause of the Commune. Paris lived

in daily dread of this event. Paris was ardently Republican.
For ten years under the Empire it had been returning Re-
publicans to the Chamber of Deputies. These men did not
propose to let p d'etat lik lat of Louis Napoleon in
1851 S in. V t f the Assembly were well
adapted to deep d tensify th Deling of dr< un-i

certainty Th Assembly owed it distrust of P
Versailles voting in M 1871 t it w Id h forth sit in V
declared sailles. th d a sm d sleepy town, and one
the capital

ted with the history of Monarchy, was t b
pit f France instead of the great city w h had sus-

tained the tremend siege and by h If-sacrifi a d
ff g had d best to hold hi t honor of t



PREVALENT ECONOMIC DISTHKSS

she suffered also in hi T material interests at a time of great
financial distress. Property-owners, merchants, workmen
were affected by this decision, which really removed the

capital from Paris. The prosperity of Paris, sadly under-
mined by the war with the Germans, now received an
additional blow from the Government of France.

Other highly imprudent acts of the Assembly tended in
the same direction. The payment of rents, debts, notes
falling due, had been suspended during the siege. The
Parisians wished this suspension prolonged until business
should revive. The Assembly refused to grant this, but
ordered the payment of all such debts to be made within
forty-eight hours. The result was that within four days
150,000 Parisians found themselves exposed to legal prosecu-
tion because of inability to pay their debts. This meant im-
mense hardship to the business world.

Again, the majority of workingmen still without employ- Distress
ment had as their only means of support their pay as 

of the

members of the National Guard. This was now suppressed
by the Assembly, except for those supplied with certificates
of poverty. The economic misc of larcre numbers was
thus mere d t t y time they n eeded re f ft
the harrowing g T e Natic Guard included most
f t ble-bodied m populat the city. It had

defended the city during the siege, and its arms were left
ts hands after the p As soon as the siccre was raised

t "h a 1 to-do memh o f t G d left P

in large numbers, perhaps 150,000 of them, to rejoin their
families in the provinces and abroad. The poor remained,
perforce, without work, and now in most instances deprived
of their franc and a half a day-an immense mass of dis-
contented men, wretched, suspicious, armed, and inflamed
by every rumor that the Republic was in danger.

There was also in Paris a considerable population having Revolu-
diverse revolutionary tendencies-Anarchists. Jacobins. So-
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P 1 III, and had a larg llowi mong e k
1 Among the tless, discontented, poverty-strick

m f the great th leaders worked th success.
There arose out of the confusion of the time the idea of the

commune, or the individual unit of the nation, the city, or the
The idea village. It was held that in the future government of France
of the emphasis should be given to the commune, that it should becommune

vested with large powers to exercise as it saw fit, that the role
of the state as a whole should be circumscribed. Looked

at in one light this was the old idea that France was too
highly centralized, local government too limited, too much
controlled by the state. Let France be decentralized, was" »

the cry Each commune should be largely independent,
uncontrolled in most matters by the central government.
Such a scheme had this connection with the situation ofp

the hour: it would free the cities, most of which were re-

publican, in great measure from the control of the central
government, which in the Assembly was monarchical. It
would also be of advantage to the Socialists, who aspired to
invest the commune with extensive powers in order that they
might be used to bring about in each unit an economic and

1 revolut Th th (I 1 Republicans, susp
f the Assembly and prone to believe that the Republic was in

d er, and a rev( a revolutionary party influenced by Socialists
d inciting the people of the crowded workingm ' ar-

t It both mphasized th mp t o f t
commune.

The It was through the Nat Guard that th f d
National d scontent gained expression The Guard chose in FebruaryGuard.

1871 a committ f t direct it, and to prevent ar
t t Paris and against the Republic on the part of

th e Nat Assembly. It moved s m cannon t one
f th trongest point th e ci Th j Goverr t

believing an insurrection likely, and not willing to strength
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The National Guard protected them; popular defiance of
the Government had begun. The insurrectionary spirit

spread with great rapidity throughout Paris until it devel-
oped into a war between Paris and the Versailles Government.
Two of the generals of the latter were seized and shot by the
insurgents. The Government forces were withdrawn from
Paris by Thiers, and the city was left entirely in the hands
f tli gent

T* t 0 f th t g rnment ft a f field The
r th gent th ty Th m d lenient rnof the

d complete cont A lection was held in P commune.

March 26th of a G ,1 Council of 90 members to sen

theg ment of th mm Th government, com
rnonly d the Commune, organized itself by appoint
minist or h f department . It dopted th

P b c d ar f the Revolut d the :ed flag < f
e Socialist This g rnment consisted of revolutionist

but the revolutionists differed widely and bitterly from each
other, and in these divisions lay their weakness and the cause
of their ultimat th Th ideal of the new govern-
ment, as d th peope, w the decentralizat
of Fran Th t government should simply consist
f delegates from the comm es. F s to b a kind

of federat f t e l t Th( Comm ts vehe-

tly denounced as a a d th th "y were 'king to
dest th f F worked t by Frenc
Revolut they were simply trying t abolish the kind o

" posed on us up to t lis da by the Empire, th
Monarchy, and P tarism," which had been but " d
potic, unintelligent, arbitrary, and onerous centralizat
They wished by new an d f e d spontaneous unity of
the communes, co-operat luntarih t olish th "Id
ystem militarism, officialism, exploitation, stockjobb

monopolies, and privileg t which the proletariat owes it
"" j _^ * * * *"" ̂k « *^ o n A mic nr fnrtun its d
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be our ally in this conflict, which can only end by the triumph
of the communal idea or the ruin of Paris!"

The This government and this ideal did not succeed, as success
Commune depended on defeating the Versailles Government. Troops
and the

National were sent out from Paris to break up the National Assembly
Assembly in Versailles, but they failed, their leaders were seized and
clash. shot on the spot. The Commune in revenge ordered the

arrest of many prominent men in Paris, who were to be
kept as " hostages."

To Thiers and the National Assembly the whole affair
was infamous. It imperiled the very existence of France.
It was a bold and unscrupulous attempt of a single city to
defy all France, the more infamous as foreign troops were
still in control of the country. For Frenchmen to defy
the Government of France, to begin civil war in the pres-
ence of the victorious Germans, was bitterly humiliating
to the nation before all the world. Some attempts at

bringing about a reconciliation were made, but failed.
Thiers, to disarm the cry that the Republic was in danger,
denied that the Government was preparing to destroy
the Republic, flatly contradicted the Communist leaders
" they are lying to France "-and announced that if any
such conspiracy existed anywhere he would not lend him-
self to its execution, and a law was passed, April 14th,
enlarging the powers of local governing bodies. But he
was emphatic that the unity of France must be preserved,
and it was clear that the only way to do this was to put
down the insurgents of Paris. This was for some time
impossible, as the Assembly had few troops, and those were de-
moralized. But with the return of soldiers from Switzer-

land and from Germany, an army of 150,000 men was gotten
The together. With this army a regular siege of Paris was be-
second gun, this time by Frenchmen, Germans who controlled thesiege of
Paris. forts to the north of Paris looking on, the second siege of the

Jl /�« -* --" ^r f^L. ~ i --
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eign war, surpassing it in bitternesa and ferocity. It
lasted nearly two months, from April 2d to May 21st, when
the Versailles troops forced their entrance into the city. Then
followed seven days' ferocious fighting in the streets of
Paris, the Communists more and more desperate and frenzied,
the Versailles army more and more revengeful and sangui-
nary. This was the " bloody week," during which Paris The
suffered much more than she had from the bombardment of bloody

week."
the Germans-a week of fearful destruction of life and

property. The horrors of incendiarism were added to those
of slaughter. " Everything," says Hanotaux, of May 23d,
" 

was burning; there were explosions everywhere. A night
of terror. The Porte Saint-Martin, the church of Saint-

Eustache, the Rue Royale, the Rue de Rivoli, the Tuileries,
the Palais-Royal, the Hotel de Ville, the left bank from the
Legion d'Honneur to the Palais de Justice, and the Police
Office were immense red braziers, and above all rose lofty
blazing columns. From outside, all the forts were firing
upon Paris. The gunners were cannonading one
another across the town, and above the town. Shells fell

in every direction. All the central quarters were a battle-
field. It was a horrible chaos: bodies and souls in col

lision over a crumbling world. " * The Communists shot
their hostages. Finally the agony was brought to a close.
On May 28th the last insurgents were shot down in the
cemetery of Pere-Lachaise. 4

The revenge taken by the Government possessed no quality The Qov-
of mercy. Racked by the horror of the week, infuriated by ernment's

revenge.

the belief that the Communists, seeing their defeat approach-
ing, had made a deliber ite attempt to destroy the city, horror-
tricken at the murder of the hostages, of whom one was

the Archbishop of Paris, it punished right and left summarily.
Many were shot on the spot. " The number of men," says
Hanotaux, " who perished in this horrible fray, ^s ithout any

pr nrm t\ f 1 a YET o f 17
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th sq private or public gard saw trenche s opened
in wh n mel P w dep ted without register

d thout list, by th d Arrest d t als went
on y Up t 1875 over 43,000 had b n arrested,
over 350,000 d o Th pri w judged by
courts-martial. N t thousand were dem d sum

marily to various punishments, thousands being deported t
New C a. It was not until 1879 that imnesty was
passed f th maining prisoners, and the ly owing to
th mpassioned pi Gambett r pity Th res lit of
11 thi w the deep embitterment of cl gainst each

Th tionary party, crushed and silenced
hed its hatred of the bourg turned its hatred

THE GOVERNMENT OF TRIERS

France at Having put down the insurrection of Paris and signed
peace. the hard treaty with Germany, France was at peace. She

had between July 1870 and June 1871 received such stag-
gering blows that she had sunk rapidly from the position
of the first power on the Continent to the rank of fourth
or fifth. Immense destruction of national wealth and na-

tic 1 prestige had characterized the Terrible Y Tim
w ded r ganizat France, overwhelmingly

"ushed. must be built P w Th w k f reconstru
The t w immediately d k by th Government f
government Th That Goveri m lasted over two years, and it
of Thiers. h evements w tab Thie had b :h »sen by

th Assembly f d " chief of th t " The
Assembly was the thority in F severs

ars. It had b lected February 8 1871 but no
definite powers had been vested in it, nor had the leng th
ts term b fixed W Id th Assembly, which had be
elected to decid th stion f p a.ee and war, consid
tself c< mpetent to sit longer, to determine the future g
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should be a Monarchy, and not the Republic proclaimed by
the crowd of Paris on September 4th? These were vital
questions, which were, however, but slowly answered. The
Assembly remained in power for nearly five years, from
February 1871 to December 31, 1875, refusing to dissolve.

On August 31, 1871, it passed the important Rivet law, The
by which it accepted provisionally the existing government, 

Rivet law

declared that the chief of the executive should take the

title of President of the French Republic, and that he should
be responsible to the Assembly. The law also proclaimed
that the Assembly possessed constituent powers, and was
under the obligation to exercise them at the proper time.
No definite term was established for the presidency. It
was to last, so the Rivet law itself stated, as long as the
Assembly lasted. The government, therefore, was one
strictly by parliament. All sovereignty was declared vested
in the Assembly. T was re mply 1 e d o f th
majority. A soon as h lost his majority he stepped
down and ou (1873)

befor tha time c h mplished an t or-
dinary wo Urging the part t d their merely
partisan ii terests for the time being, h PP aled t o their
patriotism hich was t lacking. F must be re-
organized, the w d s f the past year healed. After that
let the question < f the final form of government be brought
forward.

T financial burd ted by the war, the Com
of the

d the loss of Alsace-Lorraine were f on examinat " Terrible

t mount to over fifteen b f or bout rce bil- Year."

lion dollars. The loss in life was great. It is estimated
that about 140,000 men were killed, and more than that
number wounded; that about 340,000 entered hospitals for
various diseases. France lost about 1,600,000 inhabitants

by the cession of Alsace-Lorraine, and apart from that, her
1 DODulation snffWprl 1 n f nn f
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was to get the Germans out of the country. By the Treaty
f F kfort F w t P ithin three years a war

indemnity of e bil cs. Until this was accom
plished there was t b a Germ army of occupat
France, supported by F d oc py a t
number of departments. Th rmy w to be withd
gradually, as th talm f the indemnity were paid.
The army at first numbered it 500,000 men and 150,000
horses. The cost of their support was heavy.

The Thiers wished to bring about evacuation with the utmost
liberation possible speed, in order to remove the humiliation of a vic-of the

territory. torious foreign soldiery in France, the possibility that their
presence might at any moment provoke some incident which
would lead to a new war, and also to save millions. Under

his leadership the task of paying the Germans was under-
taken with energy and carried out with celerity. The first
five hundred million francs were paid in July 1871, and the
German troops were withdrawn from Normandy. By the end
of September 1871 1,500,000,000 had been paid, and troops
had been withdrawn from all but twelve departments. By the
end of 1871 the army of occupation numbered 150,000 men
and 18,000 horses. Payments proceeded rapidly. In Sep-
tember 1873 the final instalment was met, and the last Ger-I

man soldiers left France. Thus French soil was freed nearly
six months earlier than was provided by the treaty. This
rapid liquidation of the indemnity had been effected by two
successful loans contracted by the Government, one in 1871
for over 2,000,000,000 francs, the other in 1872 for nearly
3,500,000,000 francs. The former was oversubscribed two

d a half times the latter over fourteen tim Th

g success bore striking evidence to the wealth of th try
For h t services in this initial work of th tru

tion c f Franc( th e Nat A mbly voted that Th
had deserved o f th country That the cour try
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The two years of Thiers' presidency were notable for the
energy and success of the work of rebuilding France. Two
measures in particular merit description, the local govern-
ment bill, and the bill whereby the army was reconstructed
and put on a far larger and sounder basis than ever
before.

Local government was partially reorganized in the direc- Reform
tion of decentralization. Some of the powers hitherto be- ln local

government
longing to the central government were now vested in the
departmental and communal councils. Hitherto the prefect,
head of the department, and appointed by the central gov-
ernment, had had almost unlimited powers throughout his
department. Ever since the Revolution various attempts
had been made to reduce this excessive concentration of power
in the hands of the officials in Paris. The outbreak of the

Commune had made this question acute. A law was passed
in 1871 permitting all adult men of a year's residence in
the commune to elect the communal council, and in the smaller

communes permitting the council to choose the mayor. In all
towns of over 20,000 inhabitants, and in the chief towns of

departments or arrondiss lents, the m t to be
appointed by the centra government The e was
;i mpronnse between N bet poleonic ce tralizat d the

mplet< f-government demanded by rad ^formers
I \ only 460 mm would t may forth b
ppointed from Pa

he reconstruct f th a my w so urgent. A Army
reform

law was passed in July 1872 wh ts essential feat
til m th b as is o f th military system o f F

The example of Prussia, so successful, was folio d H
th t was to be universal compulsory military r\

The National G d s bolished. Th y, based
on universal obligatory service, was to be divided int r
parts, with various terms: five y the active army, and

fferent d th various reserv ertain special
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as tance you m wh showed cert rtifi ,te

d ducat Th must. howev< pay th
tat th mount of 1500 cs. Oth sses ex-

empted entirely from service-ecclesiastics, teachers, and
sons of wid supposed t b support f m
The enactment of this law, with the principle of compulsory
service fi y in th t a my w one of th

t import t )f the e y f the Third Re
publ the f f the th t m G rmed

th reviv of French milit y p°w F went
teadily ahead with her proj t f '8 Not

w a w d 1 my provided, but t
built pment created 11 b densom yet willingly

b

The In regard to the subjects which grew out of the war, the
question
of the terms of peace, and the necessary measures of reconstruction,
permanent the Assembly was able to work on the whole harmoniously.
form of But now a question, which could no longer be postponed,
government.

d which w highly divisive in its t tered P
t a ase th uestion of th > permanent form f

ment. The Republic existed de facto, but not in 1
It d been merely proclaimed by an insurrectionary body
in Par in September 1870 Th Assembly, which was
elected th 11 Feb nd which represented
all France, proved to be composed, as we have seen, in
the majority, of Monarchists. Would these Monarchists
consider that they were elected to make a constitution.
not simply to determine the question of peace and war?
If so, would they not simply declare the restoration of
the Monarchy ? They did not at first attempt this, probably
because they preferred that the odium of a peace relinquish-
ing French territory should attach to the Republic, not to
the restored Monarchy. But now that the peace was made,

Thiers the territory freed, the necessary laws passed, the Monar-
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was originally a believer in constitutional monarchy, but
he was not afraid of a republican government, and during
the years after 1870 he came to believe that a Republic
was, for France, at the close of a turbulent century, the
only possible form of government. " There is," he said,
" only one throne, and there are three claimants for a
seat on it." He discovered a happy formula in favor of
the Republic, "It is the form of government which divides
us least. ' And again, " Those parties who want a mon-
archy, do not want the same monarchy." By which phrases
he accurately described a curious situation. The Monarch- The
ists, while they constituted a majority of the Assembly, Monarchist

parties.
were divided into three parties, no one of which was in
the majority. There were Legitimists, Orleanists, and
Bonapartists. The Legitimists upheld the right of the
grandson of Charles X, the Count of Chambord ; the Or-
leanists, the right of the grandson of Louis Philippe, the
Count of Paris ; the Bonapartists, of Napoleon III, or his
son. The Monarchist parties could unite to prevent a definite,
explicit establishment of the Republic; they could not unite
to establish the monarchy, as each wing wished a different
mon rch. Out of this division arose the only chance the
Third Republic had to live. As the months went by, the
Monarchists felt that Thiers was becoming constantly more
of a Republican, which was true; not a Republican of affec-
tion, but one of reason. He was, therefore, too danerous &

a man to leave in power as he might, so great was the
authority of his name and argument, persuade the former
Monarchists to become Republicans. Indeed, it has been
estimated that probably about a hundred members of the
Assembly were influenced by him in that direction. If a
monarchical restoration was to be attempted, therefore,
Thiers must be gotten out of the way. But he had thus far
been indispensable. Now, however, that peace was made, Resigrna-

o <}_ 1, was con-
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the Assembly, and resigned, and Marshal MacMahon was
chosen president to prepare the way for the coming monarch.

THE FRAMING OF THE CONSTITUTION

Earnest attempts were made forthwith to bring about
a restoration of the monarchy. This could be done by a
fusion of the Legitimists and the Orleanists. Circumstances
were particularly favorable for the accomplishment of such

The a union. The Count of Chambord had no direct descendants.

Count of The inheritance would, therefore, upon his death, pass to theChambord

House of Orleans, represented by the Count of Paris. The
elder branch would in the course of nature be succeeded by
the younger. This fusion seemed accomplished when the
Coun o f P ted the Count of Chambord rec

him as head of the family A mmittee of nine memb
f the A mbly presenting the Monarchist parties, th

Imp lists holding aloof, negotiated d g th
1873 with th " King " rning the term
The negotiations were successful on most points, and it
seemed as if by the close of the year the existence of the
Republic would be terminated and Henry V would be reigning
in France. The Republic was saved by the devotion of the
Count of Chambord to a symbol. He stated that he would
never renounce the ancient Bourbon banner. " Henry V

could never abandon the white flag of Henry IV," he had
already declared, and from that resolution he never swerved.
The tricolor represented the Revolution. If he was to be
King of France it must be with his principles and his flag;
King of the Revolution he would never consent to be. The
Orleanists, on the other hand, adhered to the tricolor, knowing
its popularity with the people, knowing that no regime that "

repudiated the glorious symbol could long endure. Against
this barrier the attempted fusion of the two branches of
the Bourbon family was shattered. The immediate danger to
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storing the monarchy. The Count of Chambonl might, per-
haps, change his mind: if not, as he had no son, the Count
of Paris would succeed him after his death as the lawful

claimant to the throne; and the Count of Paris, defender

of the tricolor, could then be proclaimed. The Monarchists, 
_

therefore, planned merely to gain time. Marshal Mac-
Mahon had been chosen executive, as had Thiers, for no

definite term. He was to serve during the pleasure of
the Assembly itself. Believing that MacMahon would re-
sign as soon as the King ,really appeared, they voted that
his term should be for seven years, expecting that a period Establish-
of that length would see a clearing up of the situation, either ment of the

Septennate.
the change of mind or the death of the Count of Chambord.
Thus was established the Septennate, or seven year term,
of the president, which still exists. The presidency was
thus given a fixed term by the Monarchists, as they sup-
posed, in their own interests. If they could not restore
the monarchy in 1873, they could at least control the presi-
dency for a considerable period, and thus prepare an easy
transition to the new system at the opportune moment.

But France showed unmistakably that she desired the
establishment of a definitive system, that she wished to be
through with these provisional arrangements, which only
kept party feeling feverish and handicapped France in her
foreign relations. France had ap yet no constitution, and yet
this Assembly, chosen to make peace, had asserted that it
was also chosen to frame a constitution, and it was by
this assertion that it justified its continuance in power long
after peace was made. Yet month after month, and year Assembly
after year, went by and the constitution was not made, nor 

reluctant

to frame a

even seriously discussed. If the Assembly could not, or constitu.
would not, make a constitution, it should relinquish its power tion.

and let the people .elect a body that would. But thi s it
steadily refused to do.

pro A rh'srmte oven as to what the form of govern-
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is e th Assembly had elected a Presid t
Republic. It had thus inferei tially ratified the proclamat
of the Parisians of September 4, 1870. But was th m
provisional? The Republic needed to be founded on f mda
m 1 laws bef t Id lly be considered established

The B t y would the Assembly t kly procl
Assembly
active the Republic, even after the attempt to restore " He V
against had failed, but, on the other hand, it endeavored to st mp
Repub- th Republ prop d which w teadily
licans. 

d among the people under th piring leadership c
Gambett d to increase it P r in this contest with
the Republicans, the Assembly altered the local governmen
laws described above. By the law of 1873 the mayors of all
th comm in F were t b ; appointed directly or

directly by the ministry a cted by th c
1, as by the law of 1871 Th g th ministry

control of a number of office-holders in each town, who must

do its bidding. Busts representing the Republic were re-
moved from all public buildings; the name Republic was
ostentatiously omitted from public documents. Republican
newspapers were prosecuted and harassed in many ways.
In a year more than 200 of them were arbitrarily suppressed.
Such conduct rendered the Republicans more united and
resolute. Gambetta journeyed from town to town, winning
over to the Republic by his remarkable eloquence and powers
of argumentation " new social classes, now J5 influential

reason of universal suffrage, the lower ranks of the bour-
Growth geoisie, and the working class. The party grew steadily.
of the Every day, therefore, the Assembly could less safely appeal

to the Pe°Ple bJ a dissolution, yet with the rising tide of
party.

disaffection it must appeal to it or must set about giving
the country permanent institutions, as a method of restoring
quiet. Just at this time, when feeling ran so high, the
Bonapartist party became aggressive, and won a number
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finally to take up seriously the consideration of the con-
stitution. Would not the people rush to the support of
the Bonapartists when they saw that the Assembly could
not establish the Monarchy, and would not establish the
Republic? A number of Orleanist members preferred even
a republic to another Napoleonic empire, and it was through
their secession that the majority shifted in the Assembly to
the Republicans. Only, they insisted on making the Re-
public as conservative as possible, with as many of the at-
tributes of monarchy as could be thrown about it. As
the Republicans needed the votes of these Orleanists in order
to carry through their plans at all, they were forced to make
liberal concessions in this direction.

Out of this confused and abnormal situation arose the The Con

laws known as the Constitution of 1875; a law on the Organ- stitntion
of 1875.

tion of the Senate (February 24) ; on the Org tion of
Public P (February d on the Relat ions of

the Public Powers (July 16) ; and other organic laws passed
lat At the beginning of the discussion it was found that

"d " republic " was avoided in the texts. Proposed in
the f m o f an amendment, it was voted down. Only later, mendment, it was voted do1

d by indirect >n, was it adopted in speak of the mode
f elect i of " the President f t Rej Even th

phrase, t le fan W mendment, was adopted by a
majority f y one te. 353 t 3 Throughout the

titution it y t th t presidential
title that t d T m 1 but only this
mplicit statement that F a P b The difficult
word was officially uttered by an Assembly that would
established monarchy if it could have.1

By the 1 f 1875 legislature consisting of two 1
was established, a Senate and a Chamber of Deputies. The
Senate was to consist of 300 members, at least forty years The

of age The Monarchists wished to have the members Senate«
t A i-onri»rc matter ex-
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ppointed by the President It w ,s fin lly determined, h
th on f th, or 75, sh Id b lected f lif

the Assembly itself, the remainder f term of nine y
Th Republ wished t h th sen at sen
direct universal suffrage, but the Assembly wished to limit
the sphere of universal suffrage as much as possible. It
was finally decided that the senators of each department
should be chosen by an electoral college. This electoral
college should consist of various classes, the deputies from
that department, members of the general department coun-
cil, members of the arrondissement or district councils, and,

more important than all the others because more numerous,
of one delegate from each commune of the department, chosen
by the communal council. The Monarchists insisted on
this arrangement as likely to give them control of the
Senate. No distinction was made between communes. A large

city and a small country village were each to send one delegate
to the college which should choose t tor. As the rep

tat from tl try communes or 11 g were tli
m num lass, and as the Monarchists, b 1

landed proprietors, had great influence in th 1 district
t was likely that the Senat Idth be controlled by them
One-third of the Senat w to be renewed every t ree years.

Th was o to b a Chamber of Deput lected by
univers suffrage for a four-year terr Senat i and
Chamber of Deputies, meeting together shoi Id titut
National Assembly. Organized in this f m t ildh
the power t lect the President and to revise the Constit

The
t The President hosen f years, and may b i re-President
lected. Th dedno president no P

b i w I case f a vacancy in the presidency the N
t 1 Assembly meets and elect i a new President, genera

th ty-eight h The President has th ght t<
tiate legislat as h the memb f t cham



FRANCE A PARLIAMENTARY REPUBLIC

tion of the army and navy, and the appointment t 1
d military posit II may, wit t t f tli

Senate, dissolve the Chamber of Deputies before the exj
t f its legal term and order a new elect Hut t
powers are merely nominal, for the reason that every act of
the President must be countersigned by a minister, who
thereby becomes responsible for the act, the President being
irresponsible, except in the case of high treason.1

The most fundamental feature of the French Republic,
as established by the laws of 1875, is the parliamentary
system, as worked out in England. " The ministers are
jointly and severally responsible to the Chambers for the
general policy of the government, and individually for their
personal acts," says the law. The ministry, therefore, is The
the real executive, and it is practically a committee of ministry
the Chambers, chosen to exercise the executive power under
the nominal direction of the President. The ministry must
resign as soon as it loses support of the Chambers. The
Chambers, therefore, possess control of the executive, as
of the legislative power. These powers, instead of being
carefully separated, as in our constitution, are really fused,
as in the English system. Parliament is the center and
head o f power. The President's position resembles that
of the constitutional monarch; one of ceremonial representa^
tion of the state, without real power, other than that which
may flow from his personality, his powers of suggestion
or advice, which the ministers may listen to or not. The ^J

minist are responsible to parliament, that is, practically
t e Chamber of Deput s the pop h er. It
is th Ch th y m k d k stri
by it tes, that controls t t b i o f t

government. The Chamber has proved able even to force
the President to resign before the expiration of his seven-

Tlicse laws are given in Anderson, Constitutions and Documents,
Ko. also in DnHH MnrWn rnnctitntirmc T OAK. ,n P 1, i M
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year term by refusing to support any ministry, thus bring-
ing all state action to a standstill. France has a con-
stitution more democratic than that of England or the
United States, in both of which countries the popularly
elected chamber encounters serious checks.

France a Not that this was apparent to the Assembly that created
parlia- this system. Not for some years was it clear that the
mentary
republic. democratic element of this constitution was to be the vital

part. The monarchical assembly that established the par-
liamentary republic in 1875 thought that it had introduced
sufficient monarchical elements into it to curb the aggres-
siveness of democracy and to facilitate a restoration of the
Monarchy at some convenient season. By reducing the
presidency to a nominal position it aimed to prevent one-
man power, th m ce of a B maparte, as in 1848 an d
1851 Th S te, it thought, would b a hical
stror ghold And the President and Senate could probably
keep t Chamber of Deput heck by their p f
dissol1 in g it Th Republ pted this system as
better than monarchy or th t P s :h me.
It bor< th e n Republ a they hoped t m t a
Republ c in m th an nam Som Rad Repub
however, denounced the Constitut m kery

The Constitut f 1875 was plainly a comprom be-
tw PP ther of which could an un-

Dyed victory. It was as Hanot ys, 
" 

a dose prepared
for a convalescent country."

Dissolution Having completed the Constitutional Laws, the National
of the Assembly which had been in session since February 1871,
National

Assembly. which had ratified the Treaty of Frankfort, had liberated
the territory, and had reorganized the army and local gov-
ernment, dissolved itself December 31, 1875. The elections

to the Senate and Chamber of Deputies were held at the
beginning of 1876. The Monarchists secured a slight ma-

« i f T* 4* V-\ rf% I -f r^ir^w t-v 11 *-* n -w\ « *-» *i -»^
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licans, insisting, however, that three depai muiiU were outside
politics, therefore not controllable by Parliament-the de-
partments of War, Navy, and Foreign Affairs.

The Monarchists now began a vigorous agitation against The
the Republicans. They were powerfully supported by tin- RePubllc

" " . i i T-- i- " 10^-. 111 . i and the

clerical party, which, ever since 1871, had been extremely church.
active. The Republicans resented this intrusion of the
Catholic party into politics, and their opinion was vividly
expressed by Gambetta, who in the Chamber threw out a
phrase which became famous-" Clericalism that is our
enemy,"-meaning that the Roman Catholic Church was
the most dangerous opponent of the Republic. These Anti-
Republican groups persuaded President MacMahon that
he was not bound to accept a ministry at the bidding of
the Chambers, that he had the right to a personal policy,
a programme of his own. As certain elections of the bodies
which participated in the choice of senators were to be
held toward the close of 1877, and as they would probably
result in the Republicans capturing the Senate, if conducted
by a Republican ministry, and as he believed that the
triumph of the Republicans would be harmful to France,
to the army, to foreign prestige, MacMahon virtually dis-
missed, May 16, 1877, the Simon ministry, which had the
support of the Chamber, and appointed a ministry, composed
largely of Monarchists, under the Duke de Broglie. Ther
upon, the Senate, representing the same views, consented to
the dissolution of the Chamber, and new elections were pre-
pared.

Thus a constitutional question was created - the relation MacMahon's
of the Presidency to the Chamber of Deputies. If the Presi- con<*Ption* 

. of the

dent was to resemble the British sovereign, he had no right
to a personal policy of his own, no right to dismiss ministers
acceptable to Parliament. MacMahon's opinion was that
he had that right, and that " if the Chamber did not ap-
prove, it remained for the people to decide between him
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This was a contest for political power between the Presi-
dent and the Senate on the one hand, the Chamber on the

th As the Constitut g th President and Senat
th ght to dissolve the Chamber, they had the upper hand
t least until the p ted. A crisis had arisen hicli

lved an terpretat o f t Constitut The P
dent did not consider himself a mere figurehead, did not
propose to consider the Chamber of Deputies as supreme.

This question was now fought out before the people. A
new Chamber of Deputies was to be chosen. The Broglie
ministry used every effort to influence the voters against
Gambetta and the Republicans. Republican office-holders
were removed and reactionaries put in their place. The
political machinery was used to hamper the Republicans,
to silence or curb the Republican newspapers. Gambetta
coined another famous phrase, when he declared that after
the people should have spoken, MacMahon must " either
submit or resign For this he was prosecuted, and
condemned to three months of prison and a fine of 2,000
francs. Official candidates were put forth for the Chamber,
supported by the ministry and office-holders. The clergy
took an active part in the campaign, supporting the official
candidates, and preaching against the Republicans, conduct
which in the end was to cost them dear. The struggle was
embittered. It was a contest between the monarchical and

republican principles, with the clergy, then very influential,
in favor of the former. The bishops ordered a supplication
for a favorable vote. The supplication was apparently

Victory of t h d The Republicans were overwhelmingly victori
the Repub- jn the new Chamber they had a majority of over a hundred
licans.

M a bmitted," and took a Republican ministry
the next year, 1878, an elect f third o f th

Senat occurred. The Republicans w n trol o f
that body. With both Chambers Republican, Marshal M

rr\ 1_ - J I -V ^ ""* j^ j 1
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who were opposed to the Republicans. MacMahon refused
to remove them on the ground that this would be prejudicial
to the army, which should be kept out of politics. Rather
than acquiesce he resigned the Presidency, January 30, 1879. Resignation
The National Assembly immediately met and elected Jul I 

of

MacMahon.

Grevy president, a man whose devotion to Republican prin-
ciples had been known to France for thirty years. For the
first time since 18^1 the Republicans controlled the Chamber
of Deputies, the Senate, and the Presidency. Since that
time the Republic has been entirely in the hands of the Re-
publicans.

REPUBLICAN LEGISLATION

Jules Grevy had in 1848 advocated the suppression of
the Presidency on the ground that one-man power was _ ,_ .J & r President.
d ancrerous. He now administered the office in a manner

sharply contrasting with that of MacMahon. He had no
personal policy, he never personally intervened in the con-
duct of affairs; that was the province of the ministry. His
example has been followed by succeeding presidents. Thus
the Presidency has lost any suggestion of monarchy it may
ever have had. In the war of politics the President is a
neutral figure, affiliating with no party.

The Republicans, now completely victorious, and no Republican
longer merely on the defensive, shortly broke up into numer- legislation.
ous groups. Ministries changed with great frequency, and
it is not in the permutations and combinations of politicians
that the main significance of the next period lies, but in
the constructive work which aimed to consolidate the Re-

public. Two personalities stand out with particular promi-
nence: Gambetta, as president of the Chamber of Deputies,
and Jules Ferry, as member of several ministries and s
twice thisprme minister. The legislation enacted during
period aimed to clinch the victory over the Monarchists

i " 1 1
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ferred from Versailles, where it had been since 1871, to
Pari (1880) d J 14th. th f th torm f

the Bastill ymb of the triumph of the peopl th
monarchy, was declared the national holiday, and ele
brated r th first time in 1880 amid great e in
The ri ght of cit zens freely to hold public meetin they
might wish and with preliminary permi i of
t G ment, was d, as w; 1 a practically

limited freedom of the p s (1881) cipal councils
more given the right to elect mayors (1882), and

their i dministrative pow w e tly ted (1884)
This w gement of the sphere of local self-g
ment. a t s f polit 1C t f th P
Workingm permitted, for the first time, freely to f m
trades unions (1884). Divorce, which Napoleon had
trod d int th Code b hich w lished 1814

was restored in 1884.

Creation The Republicans were particularly solicitous about educa-
of a

national tion. As universal suffrage was the basis of the state, it
system of was considered fundamental that the voters should be in-
education. telligent. Education was regarded as the strongest bulwark

of the Republic. Several laws were passed, concerning all
grades of education, but the most important were those
ioncernmg primary 1 A law of 1881 made primary
ducation gratuitou one f 1882 made it compulsory be-

between the ages of six and thirt d later laws made it
entirely secular. No religious instruction is given in these
schools. All teachers are appointed from the laity. This
system of popular education is one of the great creative
achievements of the Republic, and one of the most fruitful.
It has increased the number of those in primary schools by
850,000. Illiteracy has dropped from 25 per cent, to 4
per cent, for the men, and from 38 per cent, to 7 per cent, for ^^"-^

the women. To carry out this system immense expenditures
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been built, or rebuilt, at an expense of over 140 million
dollars, and the appropriations for the maintenance, which
falls upon the state, for primary education is an affair
of the nation, not of the locality, has trebled. This legis-
lation was enacted under the vigorous direction and in-
spiration of the Minister of Public Instruction, Jules Ferry,
and is one of his most enduring titles to fame. Laws were
also passed concerning secondary, university, and technical
education. The Government undertook in this legislation
to free the schools from all clerical control, on the ground
that the clergy were enemies of the Republic. Further
evidences of this anti-clerical feeling are found in the ex-
pulsion of the Jesuits from France in 1880, and in the re-
fusal to all unauthorized religious orders of the right to
maintain schools. Schools might, however, be maintained
by the secular clergy and by those orders which should receive
the sanction of the Government.

The ublic also entered upon a policy of large ex- Public
penditures public works, such as the building of rail-
ways, canals, the dredging of harb --"*- 

Works 

d the erec-

ti. d pment f t al o tl Belg an d
G man t

In 1884 the Constitution was revised in that the principle Revision
of life membership in the Senate was abolished. There were 

of the
^^^*^^tafc ~^^ -^- ̂^ ̂^^»- _ Constitu

75 such seats. It was provided that, as these seats became tion

vacant, they should be filled by the election of ordinary
senators, for the regular term of nine years.

Under the masterful influence of Jules Ferry, prime minis-
ter in 1881, and*again from 1883 to 1885, the Republic
embarked upon an aggressive foreign policy. She estab-
lished a protectorate over Tunis; sent an expedition to
Tonkin, to ascar; founded the Frerich^Congo. This Colonial
policy aroused bitter opposition from the beginning, and policy.
entailed large expenditures, but Ferry, regardless of grow-
ing oDDosition. forced it through, in the end to his own
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tures were various. One reason was economic. France

was th riv y of Germany and Italy d F
believed that she must g w m kets as compensation

r ose was grad g- Ag , F wo Id
g in prestige abroad, and h own feel f con-
tentment, if she turned her attention to empire-building and
ceased to think morbidly of her losses in the German war.
Her outlook would be broader. Moreover, she could not

afford to be passive when other nations about her were
reaching out for Africa and Asia. The era of imperialism
had begun. France must participate in the movement or be
left hopelessly behind in the rivalry of nations. Under
Ferry's resolute leadership the policy of expansion was
carried out, and the colonial possessions of France were
greatly increased, but at the expense of political peace at
home.

THE RISE OF BOULANGISM

Increase Policies so decided, so far-reaching, so ambitious had
of the

many enemies Clericals, Monarchists. Such sweeping un-national

debt. dertakings as educational reform and empire-building were
very expensive The Government gave up all idea of
economy, and was forced to negotiate new loans, thereby
greatly increasing the national debt, and to levy new taxes.
Moreover, there was a vigorous group of Republicans, the
Radicals, whose leader was Clemenceau, who denounced these

colonial enterprises as involving war, which they hated,
as being an attack upon other peoples who had a right to
e free, as expensive and therefore an unjustifiable luxury

for a country that had been through the experience of
France, and as tending to divert attention from domestic
problems, whose solution they felt to be urgent. These Rad-
ical Republicans demanded the separation of Church and
State, the reduction of the powers of the Senate, an income
tax that wealth might bear its proper proportion of the
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failure of the war in Tonkin, these Radicals joined with the

Monarchists and Clericals in May 1885 to overthrow Ferry,^ " ~^^*^^^^ ^^ -^^-" *

one of the strong figures of the Republic's history. Though
he had vastly augmented the empire, public opinion had been
so vehemently aroused by the campaign of attack and slander
against him that he had become extremely unpopular.

During the next three years, from 18$£ to 1889, the
political situation was troubled, uncertain, factious, nervous.
There was no commanding personality in politics to give Death of
elevation and sweep to men's ideas. Gambetta had died in Qambetta.-

1882 at the age of forty-four, and Ferry was most unjustly
the victim of obloquy, from which he never recovered. Minis-
tries succeeded each other with meaningless rapidity.
Politics appeared to be merely a petty game of getting
offices, not of pursuing matured policies of state. There
was a great deal of discontent with the Republic. Many Discontent

with the
had been embittered by the policy of secularizing education; Republic.
many by the colonial ventures. The Republic was a a r 1 i a-

d parliamentary institutions were in th
>pinion of y utt ?rly discredited. The incessant change
f ministries, the petty bitter personalit f polit
fe, the absence of conspicuous leaders with large ideas, ren-

dered F disillusioned d bored Th Republic was
spending more than it me on t dertakings de-

bed abo d deficit e t alarming the
P b mind Just t h ie t a ,ndal was un-

.ed President G 7 household II son-m-
w w nd t b USl his fluence r pur-

oses f trafficking in the best f p L the Legion
of Honor, and as a It, the President no sense in-
volved, yet defendir his son-in-law, was rce d t "fi"

1 ded "y Carnot moderate R i (De-
cember 3, 1887). M many believed that as no
regime in France for a tury had outlasted eighteen y
H IP nnlrl f n n ovnm^ ir*n fl fl, o lit it!1 \ t 'M
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Such state of discontent and despondency, justified in
part, in part fictitious, created a real crisis for the Re-
publ hich it i very [f was tak If the Parli

tary Repub was un b ive a st and intel
rnment, might not F welcome a dictat as

he had done in th case f tw P bl A
P w t hand anxious t serve in thi c pacity

Boulanger. ner A dashin figure on horseback, an
ttract P k er B lang ght t use th

P lar discontent for his own advancem Made M

ter of War in 1886, he showed much activity, seeking
favor of the soldiers by improving the conditions of life
in^the barracks, and by advocating the reduction of the
required term^of service. He controlled several newspapers,
which began to insinuate that under his leadership France
could take her revenge upon Germany by a successful war
upon that country. The scandal of the Legion of Honor

decorations occurring opportunely, and involving the resigna-
tion of the President, encouraged his campaign. He posed
as the rescuer of the Republic, demanding a total revision
of the Constitution. His programme, as announced, was
vague, but probably aimed at the diminution of the import-
ance of Parliament, and the conferring of great powers upon
the President, and his election directly by the people, which he
hoped would be favorable to himself. For three years his
personality was a storm center. Discontented people of the
most varied shades flocked to his support-Monarchists,

erialists, Clericals, hoping to use him to overturn the
Republic. These parties contributed money to the support of
his campaign, which was brilliantly managed, with the view
to focusing popular attention upon him. To show the popu-
lar enthusiasm Boulanger now became a candidate for Parlia---^- 

_ _

ment in many districts where vacancies occurred. In five
months (1888) he was elected deputy six times. A seventh
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Would he dare take the final step and attempt to seize
power, as two Bon.-ipartes had done before him? He did
not have the requisite audacity to try. In the face of
this imminent danger the Republicans ceased their dissen-
sions and stood together. They assumed the offensive.
The ministry summoned Boulanger to appear before the
Senate, sitting as a High Court of Justice, to meet the
charge of conspiring against the safety of the state. His
boldness vanished. He fled from the country to Belgium.
He was condemned by the Court in his absence. His party
fell to pieces, its leader proving so little valorous. Two
years later he committed suicide. The Republic had The

,1 -i " "" TIT i i " " "! *~»i i- Republic
weathered a serious crisis. In the elections to the Chamber _ ., weathers

of Deputies of 1889 the Republicans defeated badly all oppo- the crisis.
nents-Monarchists, Imperialists, oulangists gaming a
majority of nearly a hundred and fifty. It w s cl ear that
the Republic was becoming year by year more solidly estab-
lished in the devotion of the voters. This was shown again
still more strongly four years later, in the elections of 1893.

The utter collapse of Boulanger had several important
consequences It strengthened ublic, proved_its^
\ -itality, and discredited its onents. It also discredited!" - " *' --.. - -

the idea of a revision of the Constit lop. From now on

conditions began to improve. The Exposition of 1889 in
Paris was a great success, proved to all the
markable recuperation of France, and was a reminder of
the Revolution of 1789, from which the country had gained
so much. Convinced that the Republic was to be perma-
nent and not a transitory phenomenon, Pope Leo XIII
ordered the bishops to cease their attacks upon it,
and in Parliament a certain number of Catholic politicians
rallied to it. In 1891 an alliance was made ussi.-t The Dnal

which ded the long period of diplomat lation, served Alliance.
as terweig t t Tripl A of German
A, ,-rl Tfol,r a v» a n fi'uftr.,1 n "; \VP 11
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future. In 1892 France entered upon a policy of high
tariffs for purposes of protection.

The RejDuJblicans were henceforth in an overwhelming ma-
jority, but divided into various groups. The Radicals
were more numerous than before, and a new party appeared,
the Socialists, with some sixty members. As the Republic
was becoming more solidly established, it was also becom-
ing more radical. The history of the next fifteen years
was to be the proof of this.

In 1894 President Carnot was assassinated. asimir-

Perier was chosen to succeed him, but resigned after six
months. Felix Faure, a moderate _ _ - - j-^^ _ _ f ublican, was chosen
to succeed him. Under Faure the alliance with Russia was

further strengthened and This is the most

important fact t diplomat hist y f F
tendine* to rase 1 r ternat posit d t mak
her more contented by gratifying her self-esteem, and by in

h f securit

Faure died in office in 1899. Under his presideney (1895
1899) the most burning quest f it p w
th f m y years a dominant issue, creat
anoth serious crisis the Republic. An exam tion of
that case is tial t n understanding of
his to

THE DREYFUS CASE

The October 1894, Alfred Dreyf s, an Alsat Jew, and
Dreyfus a c pt th a tillery ttached t th General Staff
case.

was ted mid mst of unusu y

treated with great harshness, and was brought before a court-
martial, where he was accused of treason, of transmitting
important military documents to a foreign power, presuma-
bly Germany. The accusation rested on a document that
had come into the possession of the War Office, and was
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DREYFUS CONVICTED OF TREASON

inc-losed. The bordereau bore no address, no date, nor

signature, but it was declared to be in the known hand-
writing of Dreyfus. The court-martial, acting behind
closed doors, found him guilty, and condemned him to ex-
pulsion from the army and to imprisonment for life. In
January 1895 he was publicly degraded in a most dramatic Dreyfus

f\f ed

manner in the courtyard of the Military School, before and im-

a large detachment of the army. His stripes were torn prjsoned
from his uniform, his sword was broken. Throughout this
agonizing scene he was defiant, asserted his innocence, and
shouted " Vive la France! " He was then deported to a
small, barren, and unhealthy island off French Guiana, in
South America, appropriately called Devil's Island, and was
there kept in solitary confinement. A life imprisonment
under such conditions would probably not be long, though
it would certainly be horrible.

No one questioned the justice of the verdict. The opinion
was practically unanimous that he had received a traitor's
deserts. Only the immediate family and circle of Dreyfus
maintained that a monstrous wrong had been done, and
demanded further investigation. Their protests passed un-
heeded. The case was considered closed.

It was reopened in 1896 by Colonel Pkquari, one of the Picquart 1 */ I "

youngest and most promising officers in the army, attached
since June 1895 to the detective bureau, or Intelligence
Department, of the General Staff. In the course of his
duties he had become convinced that the " bordereau n was

not the work of Dreyfus, but of a certain Major Esterhazy,
who was shortly shown to be one of the most abandoned
characters in the army. Picquart informed his superior,
the Minister of War, of this discovery. The military
authorities, instead of investigating the matter, not wishing
to have the case reopened, sent Picquart to Tunis and
Algeria, the purpose apparently being to get him out of
the way. Colonel Henry was appointed to his place.
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of the documents in the famous case had found their way
into print; the mysterious elements in the proceedings
aroused curiosity and some uneasiness.

Toward the end of 1897, Scheurer-Kestner, a vice-presi-
dent of the Senate, who had become convinced of the inno-

cence f D tried t h th case reopened H
fforts met with the blunt statement of the prime minist

Mel that the Dreyfus case no 1 g ted, w a
hose iuq But thil i/ t that a man of such import

and i w tegrity of character and mind, as S
Kestne was d that a c 1 wrong had b m
mitted w s of unmist bl quence The w f
the ti-Dreyfus party was increased; cr minat d

ations flew back and forth. Race hatred of t s ,

zealously fanned for several years by a group of journalists,
fed the flames.

Esterhazy was n w rought before a court-martial, g
a "very travesty of a trial, and triumph tly quitted
gratulated, avec emotion, by the membe f the court itself
(January 11, 1898). On the t d Colonel Picq t
was arrested and imprisoned on harges made by Esterhazy

Zola O the day following that, January 13th, Emile Z th
ts

w ll-k own n list, published a letter of great boldness d
reopen the
case. brilliancy hich he made most scathing charges t

the judges of both the D d Esterhazy courts-martial
d practically dared the Government to prosecute him His

desire was thus to reopen the whole Dreyfus question. The uestion.
Government prosecuted him in a trial which was a parody
f justice, secured hi c dem t t mprisonment and

fi an d ded th< ^stio on of Dreyfu Th j Zola
demnat w is lat quashed by a high t on a

m technicality H w lat tried gain, and n
demned (July 1898) by default, having fled to Lond

The Dreyfus case had not b re "pened
M n th P rvtrof a n
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CA^ \IGNAC AND THE DREYFUS CASK

is Minister of War. On July 7, 1898, Cavaignac, in-Speech of
tending to settle this troublesome matter once for all, made * a gnaC|tt 

.... Minister

a speech before the Chamber of Deputies in which, omitting Of War.
all mention of the bordereau, he brought forward three docu-

ments as new proofs of the guilt of Dreyfus. His speech was
o convincing that the Chamber, by a vote of five hundred

and seventy-two to two, ordered that it should be posted in
every one of the thirty-six thousand communes of France.
The victory was overwhelming.

Immediately, however, Colonel Picquart wrote to Cavai-
gnac that he could prove that the first two documents cited
had nothing to do with Dreyfus, and that the third was an
outright forgery. He was rearrested. It was immediately"" -""

after this that Zola was condemned for the second time, as
stated bove.

Events now took a most sensational turn. At the end of

August the newspapers of Paris contained the announce-
ment that Colonel Henry had confessed that he had forged
the document which Picquart had declared was a forgery
and that then he had committed suicide. Cavaignac re-

gned, maintaining, however, that t me of Henry did not
prove th f Dreyfus.

The P b c was istly disturbed by th t Why
w is tl lere any n d f new proof to establish Dreyf
gu and if t w proof was the work c f crime hat

bout the original proof, the famous bordereau? At this
junct t case was f ri * i " d t th e t of Cassat^^^^^^"^^"^""^^

le highest court in France. While it was deliberating, th
President, Faure. known as an ar ti-Dreyfusite, died suddenly

der somewhat myst instances, and on February
18, 1899, Emile L :bet, k to be f vor b to a reop

ing of the question, was chosen as his successor.
Sensations showed no signs of abating. On June 2nd,

Esterhazy, who had fled to England, announced that he had
himself written the bordereau. The enemies of Dreyfus now
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Court party to make this declaration. On the next day the Court
of Cassation of Cassation annulled the decision of the court-martial of
orders a

retrial of 1894, and ordered that Dreyfus be tried again before a
Dreyfus. court-martial at Rennes. Dreyfus was brought from Devil's

Island, and his second trial began in August 1899.
This new trial was conducted in the midst of the most

excited state of the public mind in France, and of intense
interest abroad. Party passions were inflamed as they had
not been in France since the Commune. The supporters
of Dreyfus were denounced frantically as slanderers of the
honor of the army, the very bulwark of the safety of the
country, as traitors to France.

At the Rennes tribunal, Dreyfus encountered the violent
hostility of the high army officers, who had been his accusers
five years before. These men were desperately resolved that
he should again be found guilty. The trial was of an ex-
traordinary character. It was the evident purpose of the
judges not to allow the matter to be thoroughly probed.
Testimony, which in England or America would have beenI

considered absolutely vital, was barred out. The universal
opinion outside France was, as was stated in the London

Tim that th le case against Captain Dreyf t
orth by the heads of the French army, in plain combination
gainst him, was foul with forgeries, lies, contradictions and

lit d that th t justify h demnat
had b h

Dreyfus Nevertheless, the court, by a vote of five to two, declared4

again hi m guilty, " with extenuating circumstances," an amazing
declared verdict. It is not generally held that treason to one's
guilty.

country can plead extenuating circumstances. The court
condemned him to ten years' imprisonment, from -which the
years spent at Devil's Island might be deducted. Thus the
" honor " of the army had been maintained.

Drevfus President Loubet immediatelv pardoned Drevfus, and he
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VINDICATION OF DUKYFUS

rage on Loubet. On the other hand, Dreyfus demanded
exoneration, a recognition of his innocence, not pardon.

But the Government was resolved that this discussion,
which had so frightfully torn French society, should cease.
Against the opposition of the Dreyfusites, it passed, in 1900,
an amnesty for all those implicated in the notorious case,
which meant that no legal actions could be brought against
any of the participants on either side. The friends of
Dreyfus, Zola, and Picquart protested vigorously against the
erection of a barrier against their vindication. The bill,
nevertheless, passed.

Six years later, however, the Dreyfus party attained its Dreyfus
vindication. The revision of the whole case was submitted to vindicated

the Court of Cassation. On July 12, 1906, that body quashed
the verdict of the Rennes court-martial. It declared that

the charges which had been brought against Dreyfus had no
foundation, that the bordereau was the work of Esterhazy,
that another document of importance was a forgery, th t
the Rennes court-martial had been guilty of gross injustice
in refusing to hear testimony that would have established
the innocence of the accused. The case was not to be sub-

mitted to another military tribunal but was closed.
The Government now restored Captain Dreyfus to his

rank in the army, or rather, gave him the rank of major,
allowing him to count to that end the whole time in which
he had been unjustly deprived of his standing. On July
21, 1906, he was invested with a decoration of the Legion
of Honor in the very courtyard of the Military School,
where eleven years before he had been so dramatically de-
graded. Colonel Picquart was promoted brigadier-general,
and shortly became Minister of War. Zola had died in
1903, but in 1908 his body was transferred to the Pantheon,
as symbolizing a kind of civic canonization. Thus ended
the "Affair."

The Dreyfus case, originally simply involving the fate
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Significance nificance. Party and personal ambitions and interests
of the sought to use it for purposes of their own, and thus the
case.

question of legal right and wrong was woefully distorted
and obscured. The Anti-Semites used it to inflame the

people against the Jews. They won the support of the
Clericals, ingeniously suggesting that the so-called anti-
religious legislation of the Third Republic, particularly that
establishing secular education, was really the work of the
Jews, influencing politicians by their money, and that the
Jews were now getting control of the army, and that
Dreyfus himself showed how they would use it for traitorous
purp Furth ;r, reactionaries of all kinds joined the

ti-Dreyfus party: Monarchists, anxious to discredit the
Republic, that thus they might profit lled Nat list

to change the governm long the lines of B Jilai
gism and to adopt f policy On th >th<
hand, th Hied t th e o f Dre s thoi w h

ieved in his innocence, those who denounced the hatred of
a race as a relic of barbarism, those who believed that the

military should be subordinate to the civil authority and
should not regard itself above the law, as these army officers
were doing; all who believed that the whole opposition was
merely conducting an insidious, covert, dangerous attack
upon the Republic, and all who believed that clerical influence
should be kept out of politics.

THE SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND STATEri

Formation One result of the Dreyfus agitation was the creation in
of the the Chamber of Deputies of a strong coalition, called the
" Bloc."

" Bloc," which consisted of the Radical Republican and
Socialist parties. This coalition has, in the main, s ub-
sisted ever since, and has controlled the government. Its
first conspicuous head was Waldeck-Rousseau, a leader of
the Parisian bar, a former follower of Gambetta. In
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GROWTH OF THK RELIGIOUS OHDKKS

aiul vvliich foreshadowed a policy which ha.*, filled the recent

history ( f F m-e. r real ifronting F Question
of Church

d, arose from t growing p f reliiri d and State.
orders of monks and nuns. " In this country, whose moral

h s r t ries constituted its strength and great O Cj
s, two classes of young people are growing up ignorant of
h other until the day when they meet, so unlike as to risk

t mprehend one )tht Such a t plained
y by th t f P< which no long even

t d by e titut in the tclt( o f a l
power. y which t that the youth of France w
growing up, divided int t classes, h t up
life, whose mental proces p g p l

d m were so dely t variance that the m
ty of the nation was destroyed. And the cause of th

the astonishing and dangerous growt in recent y f
reliiri ous ders or Congregations, whose infl P a

derabl d tion of the young was highly
harmful. H P that was a 1 of the Stat
Waldeck-Rousseau pointed out that these orders, not aut
ized under the laws of France, were growing rapidly in we 1th Growth of

d nib t bet 1877 d 1900 th i t religiousmber of _&
orders.

nuns had increased from 14,000 to 75,000 in orders not

authorized; that the monks numbered about 190,000; that
their property, held in mainmorte, estimated at about 50,-
000,000 francs in the middle of the century, had risen to
700,000,000 in 1880, and was more than a billion francs

in 1900. This vast absorption of wealth, thus withdrawn
from circulation, was an economic danger of the first im-
portance. But the most serious feature was the activity of
these orders in teaching and preaching. Waldcck-Rousseau
believed that the education they gave was permeated with
a spirit of hostility to the Republic; that the traditional
hostility of the Roman Catholic Church to liberty was in-
culcated; that this Roman spirit was a menace in a country
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to the State which Parliament must face; that to preserve
the Republic defensive measures must be taken. Holding this
opinion, the Waldeck-Rousseau ministry secured the passage,

The July 1, 1901, of the Law of Associations, which provided,
Law of

Associa- among other things, that no religious orders should exist
tions. in France without definite authorization in each case from

Parliament. It was the belief of the authors of this bill that

the Roman Catholic Church was the enemy of the Republic,
that it was using its every agency against the Republic, that
it had latterly supported the anti-Dreyfus party in its
attempt to discredit the institutions of France, as it had done
formerly under MacMahon. Gambetta had, at that time,
declared that the enemy was the clerical party. " Clerical-
ism," said M. Combes, who succeeded Waldeck-Rousseau in
1902, " is, in fact, to be found at the bottom of every
agitation and every intrigue from which Republican France
has suffered during the last thirty-five years."

Animated with this feeling the Associations Law was en-
forced with rigor in 1902 and 1903. Many orders refused
to ask for authorization from Parliament; many which asked
were refused. Tens of thousands of monks and nuns were

forced to leave their institutions, which were closed.

Religious a law of 1904 it was provided that all teaching by religious
orders for- orders, even by those authorized, should cease within ten years.bidden to

engage in The State was to have a monopoly of the education of the
teaching. young, in the interest of the ideals of liberalism it represented.

Combes, upon whom fell the execution of this law, suppressed
about five hundred teaching, preaching, and commercial
orders. This policy was vehemently denounced by Catholics
as persecution, as an infringement upon liberty, the liberty
to teach, the liberty of parents to have theifr children edu-
cated in denominational schools if they preferred.

This, as events were to prove, was only preliminary to
a far greater religious struggle which ended in the com-

J f
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The relations of the Roman Catholic Church and the State The

down to 1905 were determined by the Concordat, concluded
of 1801.

between Napoleon I and Pius VII in 1801, and put into force
in 1802. The Concordat provided that the archbishops and
bishops should be appointed by the State with the consent of
the Pope; that the bishops should appoint the priests, but
only with the consent of the Government; that the State
should pay the salaries of the clergy, both priests and bishops,
who thus became a part of the administrative system of
the country. Ecclesiastical property, cathedrals, parish
churches, residences of bishops and priests, and seminary
buildings had all been declared the property of the nation
in 1789, and still remained such, but these buildings were
to be placed at the disposal of the clergy. Thus the Church
was harnessed to the State, which had extensive powers over
it.

Thi ystem in d disturbed throughout th nine-
teenth mtury d th various egimes, but with th
dvent of the Third Republic serious friction began t d
1 P T Republ believed in the thorough secul
t f the Stat d they were resolved that the clergy

hould not use their power over men's minds and
in pposit t tli t or P o f th Repub

th r determinat t b o h »t fluence

the State, many measures were passed, between 1881 and
1903; schools were made undenominational, no clergyman Anti
might te them, no religious exercises might be conducted clericallegislation.
in them praj the sessions of P ment were 1
ishe ; hospitals were made secular; divorce, which had been

lished in 1814, w is restored, and, as just described, the

religious orders were brought into subjection to the State,
and, indeed, largely dispersed. These acts were partly the
reply of the Republicans to the anti-republican activity of
the ecclesiastics which ran through the whole thirty years,

_ t%^ ̂̂ fc ^F
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This is unquestionable. The Pope himself recognized it
when, in 1893, he urged the clergy to accept the Republic
as their lawful government. Many Republicans were not
only intent upon maintaining the Republic, but were anxious
to undermine religion, considering it an obstacle in the way
of progress, of civilization. But many who were not opposed
to religion believed that religion did not concern the State,
but was a private matter. They held that the State had
no right to tax people for the support of a Church in which
many had no belief or interest; that the State had no right
to favor one denomination over another or over all others;

that it must, in justice to all its citizens, be purely secular,
entirely neutral toward all creeds and churches.

The clergy There was ceaseless friction, then, for thirty years between
in the Church and State. The opposition of the Republicans was
Dreyfus
affair. augmented by the activity of the clergy in the Dreyfus

a ff air. Diplomatic incidents, in themselves of comparatively
slight importance, brought matters to a head. In April
1904 the President of France, Loubet, went to Rome to

render a visit to Victor Emmanuel III, a " 
usurper " in the

eyes o f th e Pope. The latter protested to the Catholic
powers of Europe against what he called "a grave offense
to the Sovereign Pontiff." The French in turn resented
what they regarded as an impertinent interference with their
conduct of their foreign relations. Other disturbing in-
cidents followed. These incidents did not cause the rupture;
they merely furnished the occasion.

The Ever since June 1903, a parliamentary committee had been
abrogation studying the problem and trying to draft a measure of
Concordat, separation of Church and State. A law was finally passed,

December 9, 1905, which abrogated the Concordat of 1801.
The State was henceforth not to pay the salaries of the
clergy; on the other hand, it relinquished all rights over

* | 1 j-iji-g1-1 i 1 X. -^ *" *^ ~w^ *** ̂i
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been in the priesthood for a few years only. In regard
to the property, which, since 1789, had been vested in the
nation, the cathedrals, churches, chapels, it was provided
that these should still be at the free disposal of the Roman
Catholic Church, but that they should be held and managed
by so-called "Associations of Worship" (associations Associa-

^ " m

cultuelles), which were to vary in size according to the *ons
' J & Worship

population of the community.
The law contained many provisions designed to prevent

these associations from amassing more than a given small
amount of wealth by legacies, gifts, or otherwise; and to
prevent the clergy, now cut off from all official connection
with the State, from using their influence against the Re-
public. The Church must not become too powerful. It was
stated that the property thus to be left in the hands of the
associations amounted to over a hundred million dollars.

The disestablished Church would not have to make this

enormous expenditure for the construction of new places
of worship. A year was given for the making of the
necessary arrangements.

This law was not universally condemned by the Catholics
of France. Many believed that the Church should
adapt itself to i at least provisionally. Seventy-four
bishops decided to give it a trial if a certain alteration
could be made in the character of the Associations of

Worship.
It is probable that this d have been conceded Opposition

of Pius X.
by the Government, but t t to be tested, for Pop
P X mned t 1 f 190 > unreservedly. He de
'lared that t e lamental principle of separation of Ch
ind State is absolutely false thesis, a J P

error. He denounced the Associations of Worship as giving
the a dministrat t t t t d tituted

1 The Separation Law applied also to Protestant and Jewish churches,11
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hierarchy, but t tion of laymen," and declared that
th w s a violat f th princip on which ted th
Church which " was founded by Jesus Christ."

The Pope's decision was final and decisive for all Cath
It was based on fundamentals. No change in details could
alter it. The bishops who had been willing to try the new
law acquiesced in its condemnation. What would Parlia-
ment do about it? The year was running out. Would
the churches be closed? If so, would not France be drawn

into a lamentable religious war, the outcome of \ hich o one
could foretell? The Government was determined to avoid

that contingency. The Minister of Public Worship, Briand,*

decided to apply to the situation a law passed in 1881 regu-
lating the holding of public meetings. Designed for secular
meetings, there was nothing to prevent its being applied to
religious. It was therefore announced that priests might
make use of the churches after merely filing the usual appli-
cation, which should cover a whole year. This compromise
also was rejected by the Pope.

law of Parliament therefore passed a new law, promulgated
Jan. 2, January 2, 1907. By it most of the privileges guaranteed1907. "

the Roman Catholic Church by the Law of 1905 were abro-
gated. The critical point was the keeping of the churches
open for public worship. It was provided that their use
should be gratuitous, and should be regulated by contracts
between the priests and the prefects or mayors. These
contracts would safeguard the civil ownership of the build-
ings, but worship would go on in them as before. This
system appears to be gradually gaining lodgment in the life
of France.

Separation The result of this series of events and measures is this.
of Church Church and State are definitively separated. The people have
and State. 

apparently approved in recent elections the policy followed"

by their Government. Bishops and priests no longer receive
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rights of assembly and freedom from governmental par-
ticipation in appointments. The faithful must henceforth
support their priests, and bear the expenses of the Church.
Whether private contributions will prove sufficient remains
to be seen. The churches have been left them by this prac-
tical but irrational device. Other ecclesiastical buildings,
such as the palaces of bishops, the rectories of priests, and
the edifices of theological seminaries, have been taken from
ecclesiastical control, and are now used for educational or

ch an itabl e purposes, or as government offices. The former
palace of the Archbishop of P aris is t p t pied by
the Minister of L or. The fam minary of St. Sulp
is now d t th tl L mbourg M s in

ACQUISITION OF COLONIES IN THE NINETEENTH
CENTURY

France, in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, had Th
colonial

possessed an extensive colonial empire. This she had lost to empire.
Kngland as a result of the wars of the reign of Louis XV,
the Revolution, and the Napoleonic period, and in 1815
her possessions had shrunk to a few small points, Guadaloupe
and Martinique in the West Indies, St. Pierre and Miquelon,
off Newfoundland, five towns on the coasts of India, of

which Pondicherry was the best known, Bourbon, now called
Reunion, an island in the Indian Ocean, Guiana in South

America, which had few inhabitants, and Senegal in Africa.
These were simply melancholy souvenirs of her once proud
past, rags and tatters of a once imposing empire.

In the nineteenth century she was destined to begin again,
and to create an empire of vast geographical extent, only
second in importance to that of Great Britain, though vastly

1 See the admirable and detailed article by Professor Othon Guerlac
in Political Science Quarterly, June 1908, entitled, "Church and State
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inferior to that. The interest in conquests revived but slowly
after 1815. France had conquered so much in Europe from
1792 to 1812 only to lose it as she had lost her colonies, that
conquest in any form seemed but a futile and costly display
of misdirected enterprise. Nevertheless, in time the process
began anew, and each of the various regimes which have sue-
ceeded one another since 1815 has contributed to the build-

ing of the new empire.
Algeria. The beginning was made in Algeria, on the northern coast

of Africa, directly opposite France, and reached now in less
than twenty-four hours from Marseilles. Algeri was nom-
inally a part of the Turkish Empire, but the p f th
Suit was g ficant. A native Dey th re 1 ruler
The population consisted of Arabs, a nomadic and pastoral
people, descendants of the Arabian conquerors of the sev-
enth century, and of Berbers, an agricultural people, de-
scendants of the natives who, more than twenty centuries
before, had fought the Carthaginians. All the people were
Mohammedans. The capital was an important town, Algiers.

Down to the opening of the nineteenth century Algeria,
Tunis, and Tripoli, nominally parts of the Ottoman Empire,
were in reality independent, and constituted the Barbary
States, whose main business was piracy. But Europe was
no longer disposed to see her wealth seized and her citizens
enslaved until she paid their ransom. In 1816 an English
fleet bombarded Algiers, n leased no 1 th 3,000 Ch
t ptives, and destroyed piracy

Th French co t f Alg 8 t f a disput
g a loan made by the Dey to the Directory in 1797

Th > dispute e ded Its by th Dey t e nth9

result that 1830 the latt pow t a fleet f a
hundred hip d fi dred ports across the
Mediterj d seized the capital. France had not
t.pn hp rnnmipst nf flip whnlp rnnntrv. nnlv fhp nnnish
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led on, step by step, until she had everywhere established
her power. All through the reign of Louis Philippe this
process was going on Its chief feature w. an intermittent
struggle of fourteen years with a native leader, Abd-el-Kader,
who proclaimed and fought a Holy War against the in-
truder. In the end (1847) he was forced to surrender, and
France had added what is still her most important colony.
This is also another episode in the dismemberment of the
Turkish Empire, whose disintegration in Europe, in the
Balkan peninsula, is elsewhere described.

Under Napoleon III, the beginning of conquest in another Other
part of Africa was made. France had possessed, since the Africanconquests.
time of Louis XIII and Richelieu, one or two miserable ports
on the western coast, St. Louis the most important. Under
Napoleon III, the annexation of. the Senegal valley was
largely carried through by the efforts of the governor
Faidherbe, who later distinguished himself in the Franco-
German war. Under Napoleon III also, a beginning
was made in another part of the world, in Asia. The perse-
cution of Christian natives, and the murder of certain French
missionaries gave Napoleon the pretext to attack the king
of Annam, whose kingdom was in the peninsula that juts
out from southeastern Asia. After eight years of inter-
mittent fighting France acquired from the king the whole
of Cochin-China (1858-67), and also established a pro- Cochin-
tectorate over the kingdom of Cambodia, directly north. China.

Thus, by 1870, France had staked out an empire of about
700,000 square kilometers, containing a population of about
MX million.

er t present Repub tl k f ExpansionP an
under the

datii h s b n rried much f rt til un d Third

of the preceding regimes. There have been extensive annex- Republic
ations in northern Africa, western Africa, the Indian Ocean,
and in Indo-China.
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nominally a part of the Turkish Empire, with a Bey as
sovereign. After establishing herself in Algeria, France
desired to extend her influence eastward, over this neigh-
boring state. But Italy, now united, began about 1870
to entertain a similar ambition. France, therefore, under
the ministry of Jules Ferry, an ardent believer in colonial
expansion, sent troops into Tunis in 1881, which forced the
Bey to accept a French protectorate over his state. The
French have not annexed T formally, but they cont olit
bsolutely through a Resident at the court of the Bey hose
d th 1 is p tic ally ibliged follow

Western In western Africa, France has made extensive annexa-

Africa. tions in the Senegal, Guinea, Dahomey, the Ivory coast, and
the region of the Niger, and north of the Congo.
occupying the oases in the Sahara she has established her
claims to that vast but hitherto unproductive area. This
process has covered many years of the present Republic.
The result is the existence of French authority over most
of northwest Africa, from Algeria on the Mediterranean,
to the Congo river. This region south of Algeria is called the
French Soudan, and comprises an area seven or eight times
as large as France, with a population of some fourteen
millions, mainly blacks. There is some discussion of a Trans-
Saharan railroad to bind these African possessions more
closely together.

In Asia, the Republic has imposed her protectorate over
the kingdom of Annam (1883) and has annexed Tonkin,
taken from China after considerable fighting (1885). In

Madagascar, the Indian Ocean, she has conquered Madagascar, an
' island larger than France herself, with a population of two

and a half million. A protectorate was imposed upon that
country in 1895, after ten years of disturbance, but after
quelling a rebellion that broke out the following year, the
protectorate was abolished, and the island was made a
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of France is eleven times larger than France itself, has an
area of six million square kilometers, and a population of
about fifty millions, and a rapidly growing commerce. Most
of this empire is located in the tropics, and is ill adapted to
the settlement of Europeans. Algeria and Tunis, however,
offer conditions favorable for such settlements. They con-
stitute the most valuable French possessions.
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CHAPTER XVI

THE KINGDOM OF ITALY

THE Kingdom of Italy, as we have seen, was established
in 1859 and 1860. Venetia was acquired in 1866, and Rome*

in 1870. In these cases, as in the preceding, the people
were allowed to express their wishes by a vote, which, in
both instances, was nearly unanimous in favor of the annexa-
tion; in the former case by about 647,000 votes to 6^; in
the latter by about 130,000 to 1,500.

Difficulties The new kingdom had to face problems of the gravest
confronting anj most varfe(j character, problems which the sthe new »" V* n «« j~* "»" JL truggle
kingdom. for unity, so absorbing, had obscured, but which now ap-

peared in all their saliency. Political unity had been gained,
but not moral unity. " We have united Italy," said
D'Azeglio in 1861, " now let us unite Italians," by which
was meant that peoples differing in their historical evolution,
in their institutions, in their economic life, in their tempera-»

ments, and which had for centuries regarded each other with
indifference or animosity, must be made to feel that they were
one. These peoples had never been united since the fall
of Rome, and Venetians, Sicilians, Tuscans, Romans, Pied-

montese, differed profoundly. The contrast was sharpest
between the north and the south. They were like two differ-
ent countries. " To harmonize north and south," said

Cavour, " is harder than fighting with Austria or struggling
with Rome." A fusion of such dissimilar elements could

only be slowly achieved, and must be the result of many
forces. But it must imperatively be the first object of
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Since 1815 there had been several states, each with its

own government, its own diplomatic corps, its own courts,
sy-tem of taxation, its own tariff, and coinage. This variety
could not be preserved in the new kingdom, which was not a
federal state, like Germany, but a single government, unitary.
Only one section had had training in parliamentary govern-
ment, Piedmont, and that only since 1848. The others had Piedmont
been under despotisms, severe as in Naples, enlightened as in alone

accustomed

T y Piedmont had mplished the gre work f to constitu-

fication, yet it wras not, like Prussia, larg an ll tional gov-
h ther stat mbined but m fr f f ernment.

or five millions out of twenty-two or more. It could not,
therefore, impose its will upon the others as Prussia could
upon Germany. Could elements so dissimilar, men so little
likely to understand each other's point of view, so little
dominated by the same ideals, work together effectively?
Might they not tear down the whole edifice, the mere shell
of which had been so painfully erected? Now that Italy
was united, it must be thoroughly transformed that it might
continue. " Unify to improve," said Cavour, " improve to
consolidate." A work of organization, so vast and varied,
would need, not years, but generations. In 1870, after the
fall of Rome, Victor Emmanuel showed that he understood

the situation. "Italy is united and free; it remains for us
henceforth to make her great and happy." This was the
programme of the Government.

This work, begun in 1861, has continued ever since,
marked by notable achievements, by distressing failures,
but, on the whole, by distinct and great progress. Only
ertain features of the later story can be indicated here.

The work of construction was undertaken earnestly. In
1H61 the Constitution of Piedmont was adopted, with slight
variations, as the Constitution of Italy. There was to be a The Con'

stitution
parliament of two chambers, a Senate and a Chamber of
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parliamentary system was introduced, ministers rep t
the will of the Lower Chamber and t d by it, legisl
tidn enacted by the two Houses. The first capital was Tu

F 1865, and lly Rome since 1871. Th.
kingdom divided f dminist tive p P t fifty

districts, resembling the French departments, which
d t ty-nine after the annexat f Venet d

Rome. This broke up the old provincial lines, centralized the
state, by giving the appointment of all prefects and mayors
of cities to the national government, tended to destroy the
spirit of local individuality, and to exalt Italy and Italian
patriotism.

The The most perplexing question confronting the new king-
question dom concerned its relations to the Papacy. The Italian
of the

Papacy. Kingdom had seized, by violence, the city of Rome, over
which the Popes had ruled in uncontested right for a
thousand years. Rome had this peculiarity over all other
cities, that it was the capital of Catholics the world over.
Any attempt to expel the Pope from the city or to subject
him to the e f S »y would here arouse th th
ful, already m d might cause an intervent
in behalf of th t t f the temp w Th
were henceforth to be two sovereigns, one temporal, one
spiritual, within the same city. The situation was absolutely
unique and extremely delicate. It was considered necessary
to determine their relations before the government was trans-
ferred to Rome. It was impossible to reach any agreement
with the Pope, as he refused to recognize the Kingdom of
Italy, but spoke of Victor Emmanuel simply as the King of
Sardinia, and would make no concessions in regard to his own

The Law of rights in Rome. Parliament, therefore, passed in Florence ,
Papal Guar- ̂ay 13, 1871, the Law of Papal Guarantees, a remarkable
antees.

act defining the relations of Church and State in Italy.
4- f n-m TITOO f\ t rmn-
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THE LAW OF PAPAL GUARANTEES <)

any way the spiritual activities of the Pope, though taking
from him his temporal powers. Catholics must feel that the
Pope was no creature of the Italian government, but had
entire liberty of action in governing the Church. Conse-
quently his person is declared sacred and inviolable. Any
attacks upon him are, by this law, to be punished exactly as
are similar attacks upon the King. He has his own diplo-
matic corps, and receives diplomatic representatives from
other countries. He has his court, the Curia Romana, as the The Cnria

King has his. That he may communicate with the outside Romaiia-
world directly, and not through agencies controlled by the
Kingdom, he has his own independent postal and telegraph
service. Certain aces are set apart as entirely under
his sovereignty: the Vatican, the Lateran, Castel Gan-
dolfo, and their gardens. Here no Italian official may en-
ter, in his official capacity, for Italian law and admin-
istration stop outside these limits. A similar exemption
holds wherever a conclave or a church council is held. In

return for the income lost with the temporal power, the
Pope is granted 3,225,000 francs a year by the Italian
Kingdom. This law has been faithfully observed by the
Italian government. But neither Pius IX, nor Leo XIII, nor
Pius X has been willing to accept it. The Pope considers
himself the " prisoner of the Vatican," and since 1870 has not The

" prisoner
left it to go into the streets of Rome, as he would thereby be of the

tacitly recognizing the existence of another ruler there, the Vatican.'
"

p The Pope has never accepted the annuity H
has even forbidd Catholics t t tional elect

or t ac Pt tional offices, as that w Id b s a rec t
that an Italian nat ts. They m te in m P 1
elections. M palities existed long before the Kingdom

The PG g d t t of the king
dom, and t lution of the question of the relations of th
Ch h and the Stat m s mot s ever. The stat
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in Rome, and we shall remain." The Italian Government

has never feared the Pope, but it did for several years fear
an intervention of Catholic powers, a danger which, with"

the lapse of time, has practically disappeared.
Another difficult problem for the Kingdom was its financial

status. The debts of the different states were assumed by it
and were large. The nation was also obliged to make large
expenditures on the army and the navy, on fortifications,
and on public works, particularly on the building of rail-
ways, which were essential to the economic prosperity of
the country as well as conducive to the strengthening of
the sense of common nationality. There were, for several
years, large annual deficits, necessitating new loans, which,
of course, augmented the public debt. Heroically did suc-
cessive ministers seek to make both ends meet, not shrinking
from new and unpopular taxes, or from the seizure and sale
of monastic lands. Success was finally achieved, and in
1879 the receipts exceeded the expenditures.

Death of In 1878 Victor Emmanuel II died and was buried in the

Victor Em-Pantheon, one of the few ancient buildings of Rome. Overmanuel II.

his tomb is the inscription, " To the Father of his Country."
He was succeeded by his son Humbert I, then thirty-four
years o f age A month later Pius IX died, and was suc-
ceeded by Leo XIII, at the time of his election sixty-eight
years of age. But nothing was changed by this change of
personalities. Each maintained the system of his predecessor.
Leo XIII, Pope from 1878 to 1903, following the precedent
set by Pius IX, never recognized the Kingdom of Italy, nor
did he ever leave the Vatican. He, too, considered himself a

prisoner of the " robber king."
The edu- Another urgent problem confronting the new kingdom
cational was that of the education of its citizens. This was most
problem.

imperative if the masses of the people were to be fitted for
the freer and more responsible life opened bv the political
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the population of the Kingdom were illiterate. In Napk
and Sicily, the most backward in development of all the
sections of Italy, the number of illiterates exceeded ninety
per cent, of the population; and in Piedmont and Lorn-
hardy, the most advanced sections, one-third of the men
and more than half of the women could neither read nor

write. " Without national education there exists morally
no nation," Mazzini had said. " The national conscience

cannot be awakened except by its id. Without national
education, common to all citizens, the equality of civic
duties and rights is an empty formula."

In 1877 a compulsory education law was passed. This
was extended by a new law passed in 1904. But as the
support of primary schools rests with the communes, and
as, in many cases, they have evaded their responsibility, the
system of universal education has not been established in

practice. Italy has done much during the last thirty years,
but much remains to be done. Illiteracy, though diminish-
ing, is still widely prevalent. Recent statistics show that
forty per cent, of the recruits in the army are illiterate.
Satisfactory results will probably not be obtained until the
Government itself assumes the support and direction of the
schools instead of leaving them in the hands of the local
authorities.

In 188& an electoral reform, which had long been dis- Extension
d, was passed. Hithert of thet ff had b lim

suffrage.
ted to p e ty-hold t nty-five y o f d

paying an ann tax of t least ty lire. Under t
ystem less than two and a half per cent, of the populat

possessed the ght t t S widespread was illiteracy
that it was not considered wise to proclaim universal suff
T property q lificat w w educed f forty
Hi o nineteen li ghty tesimi, and th <i li
fication was lowered to twenty-one, and an additional method
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had a primary school education were given the franchise.
This reform more than tripled the number of voters at
once from 627,838 to 2,049,461. Of these about two-

thirds secured the right through meeting the educational
qualification. While, therefore, the suffrage is not universal
it tends to become so with the spread of elementary education.

The Triple This period of internal reforms was interrupted by foreign
Alliance.

politics. In 1882 Italy entered the alliance with Germany
and Austria. The reasons were various: pique at France,
dread of intervention in behalf of the Pope, and a desire
to appear as one of the great powers of Europe. Thef

result was that she was forced to spend larger sums upon
her army, remodeled along Prussian lines, and her navy,
thus disturbing her finances once more.

Italy now embarked upon another expensive and hazard-
ous enterprise, the acquisition of colonies, influenced in this
direction by the prevalent fashion, and by a desire to rank
among the world powers. Shut out of Tunis, her natural
field, by France, she, in 1885, seized positions on the Red
Sea, particularly the port of Massawa. Two years later"

she consequently found herself at war with Abyssinia. Th e
minister who had inaugurated this movement, Depretis, died

Francesco in 1887 H w ded by Crisp one f t
Crispi. strik igpe lities Italian politics have produced since th

time of C Crisp threw himself heartily int th
lonial scheme, extended the claims of Italy in East Af
d tried t play :>ff one t lead t nother

T o th e w colony he ave th m of Erit At th
m tim an Itali protectorat w tablished over a
"S in tern Af d Somaliland But 11 th

i d 1 d P campaigns against the nat
Italy w trying t th 1 of a great p w hei

Ambitious her resources did not w t it Th q f thi
military d ambitious military, naval, and colonial policy
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ending January 1, 1891, amounted to the enormous sum of
over seventy-five million dollars. To meet the situation new
taxes had to be imposed upon a people already heavily over-
burdened. The reaction of this upon internal politics was
disastrous. The resultant economic distress expressed itself The
in deep dissatisfaction with the monarchy, and in the growth resultant

distress

of republican and socialistic parties. Riots broke out in
1889 in Turin, Milan, Rome, and in the southern province
of Apulia. Crispi adopted a policy of stern repression, which Policy of
restored quiet on the surface, but left a widespread feeling rePression
of rancor behind. He fell from office in 1891, but, his suc-

cessor being unable to improve the financial situation and
the internal conditions of the country, he came back into
power in 1893 and ruled practically as a dictator until 1896.
His policy was the same as before, vigorous repression of
all opposition to the existing system. He made no attempt
to remove the causes of discontent.

But Crispi only gave fuller range to his excessive ambi-
tions in the colonial field. Extending the field of occupation
in East Africa he aroused the bitter opposition of Menelek, War with
ruler of Abyssinia. The result was disastrous. The Italian Abyssinia.
army of 14,000 under Baratieri, was overwhelmed in 1896
by Menelek with 80,000, no less than 6,000 of the Italian

troops perishing T s hing defeat sealed the doom f
Crispi, who immediately resigned. The Marquis di Rud
b me prime minister a d ttempted a p y f pacifi
t Italy renounced h trem ms restricted h

l are d d th l o f th d h

were prisoners of war in the hands of Menelek. The
pressive policy at home was abandoned, and an attempt was
made to investigate the causes of discontent. But this
policy was suddenly cut short by formidable and sanguinary
riots that broke out in various parts of Italy in May 1898.
The movement was general, though most bloody in Milan.
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t unwise tt t J an ternat 1 hope-
lessly out of proportion to the country resources. n the
south and center the movement took the form of " bread

riots," but in the north it was distinctly revolutionary.
" Down with the dynasty," was a cry heard there. All these

__ *

movements were suppressed by the Government, but only
after much bloodshed. They indicated widespread distress
and dissatisfaction with existing conditions.

Assassina- In July 1900, King Humbert was assassinated by an
tion of

Humbert I Italian anarchist who went to Italy for that purpose from
Paterson, New Jersey. Humbert was succeeded by his son
Victor Emmanuel III, then in his thirty-first year.

Victor Em- The new King had been carefully educated and soon
manuel III.

showed that he was a man of intelligence, of energy, and of
firmness of will. He won the favor of his subjects by the-

simplicity of his mode of life, by his evident sense of duty,
and by his sincere interest in the welfare of the people, shown-

in many spontaneous and unconventional ways. He became
forthwith a more decisive factor in the government than
his father had been. He was a democratic monarch, in-

different to display, laborious, vigorous. The opening decade
of the twentieth century was characterized by a new spirit
which, in a way, reflected the buoyancy, and hopefulness, and
courage of the young King. But the causes of the new
optimism were deeper than the mere change of rulers and
lay in the growing prosperity of the nation, a prosperity
which, despite appearances, had been for some years pre-
paring and which was now witnessed on all sides. The worst
was evidently over. The national finances were being con-
servatively managed. Since 1897 the receipts have con-
stantly been larger than the expenses. Between 1901 and
1907 the surpluses were successively thirty-two, sixty-nine,
thirty-three, forty-seven, sixty-three, and one hundred and

I Vil f\ r\i rvrilir orlif a WA.S
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as lo\v as seventy-two in 1894-, rose 1<> par and above par. A
beginning was also made in the imperative work of reducing
taxes and of shifting somewhat their incidence, which was

grossly unjust to the poorer classes.
These facts were full of encouragement, but they repre- Industrial

sented an effect as well as a cause. Behind a flourishing exPansion-

budget stood an expanding economic activity. Italy was
becoming an industrial nation. This is the vital fact in
the situation to-day. Metallurgy has made such progress
Ill t y that the two li ics of nav d r il w y

truct It s no dependent p gn
itries. The development of these two industries has given

powerful impulse to activity in other direct The k
d tt d c h in manufact h r pidly

vanced. The merchant marine has greatly increased.
More remarkable than the progress made in the last twenty

years, and more engaging the public attention, is the progress
that seems destined in the future, and for this reason : industry
depended, up to the close of the nineteenth century, upon
team d t depend p c oal. Italy t a great

disadvantage compared with ot tries b lacks
th t disp b lement o a d ron h s

therefore oblied t This is a tremendous hand

c t the last t d e d f th tury reve led t
th d the possibility of t f electricity a source
f energy f dustrial pursuits. F lectricity « w h i t

coal," as it is sometimes call d, Italy expects her transfonna- Advent of
tion into a great industrial power for, while Nature has re-

the age of
electricity.

d her coal she h g ter power in th
t m which flow rapidly from the Alps and A

It h b n timated t mount f e can
draw from t be from three to five million hors

power. The motive power used in the manufacturing estab-
lishments of the United States in 1900 was, according to
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G i hould see h t in th w

Iready prof dly t th dit f mod
dustry and which her mountain streams will furnish her so
abundantly.

Increase This transformation into a great industrial state is not
of the

population. only possible but is necessary, owing to her rapidly increasing
population, which has grown, since 1870, from about 25,-
000,000 to nearly 35,000,000. The birth rate is higher than
that of any other country of Europe. But during the same
period the emigration from Italy has been large and has
steadily increased. Official statistics show that, between 1876

and 1905, over eight million persons emigrated, of whom
over four million went to various South American countries,

P Argent and t th United Stat Perhap!
half of the t number have returned to their nat ive land

for much of the emigration is of a temporary character.
Emigration has increased greatly under the present reign,
while the economic conditions of the country have begun
to show improvement. This is explained by the fact that
the industrial revival described above has not yet affected
southern Italy and Sicily, whence the large proportion of
the emigrants come. From those parts which have experi-
enced that revival the emigration is not large. Only by an

Problem of extensive growth of industries can this emigration be stopped
emigration. or least rendered normal. Italy finds herself in the posi-

tion in which Germany was for many years, losing hundreds
of thousands of her citizens each year. With the expansion
of German industries the outgoing stream grew less until,
in '1908, it practically ceased, owing to the fact that her
mines and factories had so far developed as to give employ-
ment to all.

Though the conditions of Italian life present many grave
problems, yet it is clear that the prosperity of the country
TO a c i-n 4- :~ 4. ~~ " J J * _^k " -.--H^ V _& .^HiI ̂ ^TB J V f ~* ̂ ^ ̂"^H ^^^fc. f^m ^^ ^^^t
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but is, to some extent, due to the ease and cheapness of
our present means of communication, and hoars witness to
the difference between Italian wages and foreign wages, to
the fact that the labor market to-day is mobile, is, in fact, a
world market. Victor Emmanuel III, by associating himself Italia

rediviva!

actively with all works of national betterment, has strength-
ened the hold of the monarchy upon the people. The repub-
lican agitation appears moribund. And the governing classes
of the state have profited by their mistakes, and have learned
the truth of Cavour's assertion-that the first attribute of

a statesman is " tact to discern the possible."
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CHAPTER XVII

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY SINCE 1849

AUSTRIA TO THE COMPROMISE OF 1867

Austria's AUSTRIA, perilously near dissolution in 1848, torn by
punishment i "" " -r§ i " TT "* "»" i i *r

of Hungary nf Hnnp-flTv revoiutlons m Bohemia, Hungary, the Lombardo-Venetian
kingdom, and its influence in Germany temporarily para-
lyzed, had emerged triumphant from the storm, and by
1850 was in a position to impose her will once more upon
her motley group of states. She learned no lesson from the
fearful crisis just traversed, but at once entered upon a
course of reaction of the old familiar kind. Absolutism was

everywhere restored. Italy was ruled with an iron hand,
Prussia was humiliated in a most emphatic manner at
Olmiitz, the German Confederation was restored, a nd
Austrian primacy in it conspicuously reaffirmed. Hungary
felt the full weight of Austrian displeasure. She was con-
sidered to have forfeited by her rebellion the old historic
rights she had possessed for centuries. Her Diet was abol-
ished, her local self-government, in her county assemblies, was
suppressed, Croatia, Transylvania, and the Servian country
were severed from her, and the Kingdom itself was cut up into
five sections, each ruled separately. Hungary was hence-
forth governed from Vienna and largely by Germans. She
was for the next few years simply a vassal of Austria, whose
policy was to crush and extinguish all traces of her separate
nationality. Francis Joseph, however, found it in the end
impossible to break the spirit of the Magyars, who bent
beneath the autocrat but did not abate their claims. During
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December 31, 1851 " in the name of the unity of the empire
ami monarchical principles." For ten years absolutism and
centralization prevailed throughout the dominions of the
youthful ruler. One achievement of the revolution remained
untouched, the abolition of feudalism, the liberation of the
peasantry, a great economic and social change benefiting
millions of people.

To perpetuate a system of this character the Government Failure of
must sedulously avoid any disaster that would weaken its the war in

... . Italy.
power, any crisis in which it would need the support of all
its subjects. This it did not do. The crisis of 1859, the
failure of that year in Italy, sealed the doom of a system
universally odious, and which was now seen to be unable
to maintain the integrity of the Empire. As a result of the
\var Austria was forced to cede Lombardy to Piedmont,
and afterwar remain inactive while the Italians made

waste paper of the Treaty of Zurich, which she had con-
cluded with France. She was compelled to continue this
passive attitude because of the utter demoralization of
her finances, and particularly because of the threatening
situation in Hungary. Austria's distress was Hungary's
opportunity. Thousands of Hungarians had joined the
armies opposed to her, and rebellion was likely to break
forth at any moment in Hungary itself. Peace had to be
secured at any price.

Tins time the Austrian government profited by experience. Francis
In order to increase the strength of the state by actively Joseph re-

verses his

intr resting his various peoples in it so that they would be policy.
willing to make sacrifices for it, Francis Joseph resolved
to break with the previous policy of his reign, to sweep
away abuses, redress grievances, and introduce liberal re-
forms. But the problem was exceedingly complicated, and
was only slowly worked out after several experiments hac
been tried which had resulted in failure. The chief difl>

ilt i a \r in " i /i 111 c ft vtr\rk r\ t , r n t
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yet the power of the monarchy remain strong, Austria remain
a great European power, able to speak decisively in European
councils? Opinion was divided as to the method to rsue.

Federalism There w t least tw part h who wished t em-or centrali-

zation? p'__ Hinciple of federalism th ove-i. ment, and

those wished to emphasize the principle of unity The
federalist ded that th q th ^^Pc tri

with th Emp 'e should be g d, that e h sh
make its own internal laws, and should administer them.

"

Austria would then be a federal state with home rule as the

recognized basis of the ve ment of th » several parts, and
with a central parliament P mperial aff Th
other party, emphasizing th f unity, believed that th
central government should possess large powers in order to
play a commanding role among the European states. That
the unity of the Empire might be preserved, and emphasized
home rule sheuld be limited in scope, the central government
must be endowed with great authority.

Austria The Emperor at first tried the fe(jeral system in 1860.becomes a . .*!.,.
constitu- ^nis experiment not working to his satisfaction, he m-
tional state, augurated a new system in 1861. Under this there was

to be a parliament for the whole Empire, divided into two
chambers, meeting annually. Its functions were important.
The two chambers were to be a House of Lords, appointed
by the Emperor, and a House of Representatives of 343
members to be chosen by the local diets. (Hungary 85,
Transylvania 20, Croatia 9, Bohemia 54, Moravia
Galicia 38). The local diets were to continue for local
affairs but with reduced powers. By this constitution,
granted by the Emperor, Austria became a constitutional
monarchy. Absolutism as a form of government was aban-
doned.

Hungary But this constitution was a failure, and chiefly because
refuses to of the attitude of the Hungarians. To the first parliamentr>n-
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ment was made satisfactory to her. Why did she refuse
to recognize a constitution that represented a great advance
in liberalism over anything the Empire had known before?

Why did she refuse to send representatives to a parliament
in which she would have weight in proportion to the number
of her inhabitants? Why did she steadily refuse to accept
an arrangement that seemed both liberal and fair?

It must be constantly remembered that Hungary consists
of several races, and that of these races the Magyars have
always been the dominant one, though in a numerical minority.
This dominant race was divided into two parties, one of
irreconcilables, men who bitterly hated Austria, who would
listen to no compromise with her, whose ideal was absolute in-
dependence. These men, however, were not now in control.
They were discredited by the failures of 1849. The leaders
of Hungary were now the moderate liberals, at whose head
stood Francis Deak, the wisest and most influential Hun-

garian statesman of the nineteenth century. These men
were willing to compromise with Austria on the question
of giving the requisite strength to the government of the
whole Empire to enable it to play its role as a great European
power, but they were absolutely firm in their opposition
to the constitution just granted by Francis Joseph, and im-
movable in their determination to secure the legal rights
of Hungary. Their reasons for opposing the new const itu- Reasons
tion, which promised so vast an improvement upon the old for her
unprogressive absolutism that had reigned for centuries,
for thwarting the Emperor, who was frankly disposed to
enter the path of liberalism, are most important.

They asserted that Hungary had always- been a separate The
nation, united with Austria simply in the person of the Hungarians

their

monarch, who was king in Hungary as he was emperor in � historic

his own hereditary states; that he was king in Hungary only rights."
after he had taken an oath to support the fundamental laws
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institutions were in part centuries old, had in a sense been
redefined in the laws of 1848, which Ferdinand I had

formally pted w statement: that no hang
could be mad with t of both tract

parties; that the Emperor-King as merely party t e
tract had no ht t ,lter them in jot or tittle by

exercise o f his ( .._ w power; that they w thei f re sti
the 1 w of the land t Hungary w an hist ric tat
wit definite boundaries, including Transyl Cr<
tia; " that a peopl w h h had a past is never bl

to forget its history "; that the new constitution was one
" granted " by Francis Joseph, and if granted, might be
withdrawn; that whatever its abstract merits were, it was
unacceptable by reason of its origin; that, moreover, it was
designed for the whole Empire, and that its effect was to

And demand make Hungary a mere province of Austria; that what
the restora-

was wanted was not a constitution, but the constitu-tion of their

constitu- tion of Hungary, which had, since 1848, been illegally
tion. suspended. *

This party differed from the revolutionary party of
1848 and 1849 in that it recognized that the times did not
permit a merely " personal " union of Austria and Hungary,
but that the interests of each demanded a certain " real'

union, a certain strength for the central government that ,
should enable it to act with decision and authority in foreign
affairs, and the party was prepared to make concessions
enough to render this possible. Only, the concessions must
come later, after the Emperor had formally recognized the
historic rights of Hungary, and must come then only after
fair discussion. The unity represented by the new parlia-
ment it would never consent to. In that assembly it would
be a minority outnumbered by " foreigners," for all the
other peoples of the Empire were, in its eyes, foreigners ;
it would not fuse its individuality in the general mass of all
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himself personally bound to accede to the laws of 1818,
which his predecessor, Ferdinand, had ratified.

The new experiment of an imperial parliament finally
broke down beneath the impact of this persistent Hungarian
refusal to accept it. For four years, from 1861 to 18f)5,
there was a deadlock, neither side giving way. The con- A deadlock.
dition of the country grew worse, the deficit continued to
increase. The Emperor, recognizing the failure of his plans, Francis

Josephrecognzng that Hungary* was really a separate nation,
yields.

strongly conscious of her own distinct history and person-
ality and utterly unwilling to enter a unified monarchy
however liberal, - finally determined to adapt himself to the
situation. Negotiations were begun with the Hungarians,
the object of which was to harmonize their claims with
the unity and power of the Emp These negotiations b
g 1865, were interrupted in 1866 by the Austro-P s-

and were completed in 1867. Indeed, the war facili-
tated tl great work, as showing once more how heavy was
t t t t Empire of Hung disaffect how im
perative it was for the power of the monarchy that Hungary
should be contented. Moreover, as by that war Austria
was expelled from Germany, it was imperative for the mon-
archy to gain additional strength elsewhere. The negotia-
tions resulted accordingly, in 1867, in the Compromise or The
Ausgleich, which is the basis of the Empire to-day. It was 

omPr°" 
0 r J mise of

accepted by the Emperor and the Parliaments of both coun-
t ries. Francis Joseph was in the same year crowned King
f Hungary.
Thus was created a curious kind of state defying classifi

t Neither federalism nor was th t f

the long constitutional struggle, but dualism. The Empir The Dual
was henceforth to be called Austria-Hungary, and was to h onarc
a hy. Austria-Hungary t o f t d
tinct, independent stat h tand l p a
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in Hungary that of King. Each has its own parliament,
its own ministry, its own administration. Each governs
itself in all internal affairs absolutely without interference
from the other.

But the two are united, not simply in the person of the
monarch. They are united for certain affairs regarded as
common to both. There is a joint ministry composed
of three departments: Foreign Affairs, War, and Finance.
Each state has its own parliament, but there is no parliament
in common. In order then to have a body that shall super-
vise the work of the three joint ministries there was

The Dele- established the system of " delegations." Each parliament
gations. chooses a delegation of sixty of its members. These dele-

t meet Iternately V d Budapest They
are really mmitt f th o parliament They it

d debate separately, each us t own 1 ae-e d
they communicate with each other in writing. If after th

m tions no decision has been reached a joint
is held in which the question is settled without debate by a
mere majority vote.

Other affairs, which in most countries are considered com-

mon to all parts, such as tariff and currency systems, do
not fall within the competence of the joint ministry or
th e delegat They are t b gulated by t
concluded bet en th t p liament f period f t
y itra, an kward arrangem ting an intens

d r th g f th greement most
diffi c lt

The This Compromise was satisfactory only to the Germans
Compromise an_j Magyars, each the dominant party in its section,
satisfactory

only to the but each also in a numerical minority.
dominant One of the important results therefore of the expulsion
races. of Austria from Germany after the Austro-Prussian war

of Iftfifi was the internal transformation of the Austrian
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ence th c 1 or Comp of 1867 w ked

out. By tl the f Austr Emp divided int
two states, t Emj f t d th K g d m f
Hungary, t t toget k henceforth as Aust
H y T Leitha forms in part the bound

y between the two, Hu n y being known as T leith ana
Aust "ia as Cisleithania. Th e capital of Austi s Vic
of Hungary, Budapest. The Constitution of the collective
state is the Compromise of 1867, already described. Each
state also possesses a constitution of its own. In Austria the Constitution
Constitution of 1861 was liberally revised by five laws passed of Austria.
in 1867, by which full parliamentary government was es-
tablished, the Emperor choosing his ministry from the
majority party or group in Parliament. The Parliament or
Reichsrath was to consist of two chambers, a House of Lords

and a House of Representatives, which numbered at that
time 203 members. These were chosen, not directly by the
voters, but by the diets or local legislatures of each of the
seventeen provinces into which Austria is divided, for each
province has its local legislature for local purposes.

In Hungary the Constitution of 1848 was restored, with Constitution
IA j.' rr<i_ TT i- j T i. * j. of Hungary.

some alterations. Ihus Hungary had a parliament of two
chambers, the Table of Magnates, composed chiefly of nobles,
and the Table of Deputies, elected directly by the voters,
all males twenty years of t ge and paying a certain amount
in taxes. Though this amount was small it resulted in the
exclusion of about three-fourths of the adult males. Thus

thcr state did 1 suffrage exist. A demand r
this h b peatedly mad hot t

suits that will appear later.
Neither of the two states had a 1 gencous populat The

In each there was a dominant race, the G lans in Austria, dominant
races.

the M "gy in H nry. T Comp >e of 1867 was
.tisfactory t t alone. I each try there were
bordinate ai r ivfll rnpps. pnmis 1 f Riir\Tf»mjir»v rtf
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dered more insistent by th ght f t e kab success
f the M ars in rt ir divid lity

gai tl w Croat oma T Jl
Austr th w t provinces, eacl t t own
diet, ] t Imost 1 a riety f races. S
of th tably Bohemia, had form eentur had
a parate statehood, which the wished t th
w ining an increasing self-consciousness, and desired

future controlled by them d in t terest
Divisive The st gg1 f e races were tined t > f c m th
effect

of the t important feature of Austrian history d gt t
principle of forty ars. Itsh Id be noted that the principle of nat
"nationality ality, tive in bring Jbout the unificat f Italy
in Austria- and Q y, has tended in Austria in precisely the oppositHungary.

direction, th plitt g p of a single state into m D ,1
m was established in 1867 but th bordinate races refuse

to acquiesce in that as a final form. They wish to change
the dual into a federal state, which shall give free play
to the several nationalities. The fundamental struggle all
these years has been between these two principles - dualism
and federalism. These racial and nationalistic struggles
have been most confusing, crossing each other in various
ways, and rendered more complex by their connection with
other forces, such as liberalism, clericalism, socialism. In
the interest of clearness, on a few f the more imp tant
can be treated here.

The Empire of Austria and the Kingdom of Hungary,
having had different histories since 1867, may best be treated
separately.

THE EMPIRE OF AUSTRIA SINCE 1867

Austria The first years in Austria under her new constitution w
since 1867. 

years of liberal ref *m The constitution g iteed com
plet "lig liberty T t tl guarantei

J i 1
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on a basis of legal equality; each person might fn 1\-Liberal
choose his church and that of his children, or might decline le£islation-
connection with any. The public schools were to be open
to all citizens without regard to creed. Churches might
maintain schools of their own if they wished to. A form
of marriage by civil authorities was established for those
r,tM s in which the priest refused to officiate. By these laws
religious liberty and secular education were established. The
Pope denounced them as " abominable," and declared them

nuH and void " for the present and the future." Despite
these fulminations they went into force.

At this time also other useful laws were passed, regulating
the finances, altering the judicial system, and introducing
trial by jury, and reorganizing the military system along the
successful Prussian lines of universal military service of three
years, with service in the reserve for several years longer.

At the same time the Austrian Government was con- Demands of

fronted by questions far more baffling. Various nationali- the Czechs.
ties, or would-be nationalities, demanded that they should
now receive as liberal treatment as Hungary had received
in the Compromise of 1867. The leaders in this movement
were t C is f h 1868, definitely stated

er pos hich was precisely that of the Hung
before 1867 T med that h was n hist

d independent nat ted with the other stat u d
the House of Hapsburg only in the person ( f the monarch
They demanded that the kingdom of Bohem sh o Id b

tored, that F Josep d b d in Praeru
th th crown of Wencesl

G th th, the S d Serb

the south, brought f d similar, though not as sweep
demands. These groups, imitat t ful thod
f the Magyars, re d t t in the Aust P t

in Vienna, declining to recocrnize tfo y f ns tit
tmnc in fli o f,- rf-*T ^^rl-^ljr^l^ 4-
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The reduced. The agitation became so great that the Emperor
Emperor decided to yield to the Bohemians. On September 14, 1871,
prepares to
concede he formally recognized the historic rights of the Kingdom
them. of Bohemia, and agreed to be crowned king in Prague, as

he had been crowned king in Budapest. Arrangements
were to be made whereby Bohemia should gain the same
rights as Hungary, independence in domestic affairs and
union with Austria and Hungary for certain general pur-
poses. The dual monarchy was about to become a triple
monarchy.

Opposition But these promises were not destined to be carried out.
of Germans The Emperor's plans were bitterly opposed by the Germansand

Magyars. of Austria, who, as the dominant class and as also a minority
of the whole population, feared the loss of their supremacy,
feared the rise of the Slavs, whom they hated. They were

bitterly opposed, also, by the Magyars of Hungary, who de-
tared that this was d g the Comprom f 1867, and
ho feared part larly t tth f the Slavic state of B

hem uld rouse the Slavic peoples of Hungary to deman
the m j rights, and the Magyars were determined n< t
t snare h with them their privileged position. The oppos
tion to the Emperor's plans was consequently most emphat

d rmidabl It w pointed out that the m "8
ment of foreig affaii w Id b m h m diffi c It th
three n t d e ting th th o. Th e Emp
yielded th pposit Th d that was t place
Bohemif on an lity with Aust ad Hungai never

Triumph of c Dualism had triumphed over fed lism. to the im
dnalism. mense indignat f those who saw the prize snatched from

them. Where the Bohem had failed, obviously th k
groups Galicians, Serbs - could not succeed. The Compro-
mise of 1867 remained unchanged. The House of Hapsburg
to this day rules over a dual, not over a federal state.

A radical change in the constitution was thus definitely
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splitting into two groups. The constitutional regime slowly
truck root. For some years it was the Germans who con-

trolled the Austrian Parliament and the ministry. In 187'S a.
change was made in the electoral system. Hitherto the Electoral

reform.
members of the Reichsrath, or Imperial Parliament, had
been elected by the diets of the different provinces. This
was objected to as giving the Reichsrath the appearance
of a congress of delegates, rather than of a real parliament.
Moreover, any diet, by refusing to elect delegates (as
hernia had frequently done), could so reduce the national
representation as to destroy its moral authority. The new
law of 1873 withdrew this power from the provincial diets
and gave it directly to those who had the right to elect
the diets. Now the right to choose the members of these diets
was not vested in a general mass of electors, but was vested
in certain groups or classes, four in number-the landowners,
the cities, the chambers of commerce, and the rural districts.
Each class elected a certain number of members of the diets.

It was now provided that each should henceforth elect a cer-
tain number of members of the Reichsrath. All that the

car h of 1873 accomplished was to substitute direct elec-
tion the four classes for indirect election by the diets.
The number of members of the Reichsrath was increased

from £03 to 353. The number of voters in each class

d th "lat weight of th dual t va d
enonnously. Thus in 1890 th 1 o f d
there was one deputy to evei y 63 vot one t in t
class o f hamb of commerce, one to 2,918 that o f

cities, one to 11,600 in that of rural districts. With such

a system further demands for reform were inevitable, and
have, as we shall see, figured prominently in later history.

T G lement maintained trol of the Aust

Parliament as long as it remained united, but breaking up
finally into three groups, and incurring the animosity of
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The Taaffe character under Taaffe. This ministry lasted fourteen
ministry. > frQm Taaffe steadily refused

to alter the Constitution of 1867 in the direction of federal-

ism, his policy nevertheless greatly stimulated the growth of
the federalist spirit. Relying for parliamentary support
upon the Czechs and Poles against the Germans, he was forced
to make concessions to them. In Bohemia the Czechs were

d hey secured lectoral l
assured them a majority in the Bohemian Diet and in the
Bohemian delegation to the Reichsrath; they obtained a
university, by the division into two institutions of that of
Prague, the oldest German university, founded in 1356.
Thus there is a German University of Prague and a Czechish
(1882). By various ordinances German was dethroned from
its position as sole official language. After 1886 office-I

holders were required to answer the demands of the public
in the language in which they were presented, either German
or hish T e perated f bly r G
officials, who w y lable to speak Czechish, wh
the Czechs, as i i both languages.

In Galicia the Poles, though a m btained control of
the Diet, supported by the Taaffe ministry, and proceeded
t opp he Ruthe C t SI p

The Slavs ded Slavicize t p Thus the Slavs were
favored. d during the long ministry of Taaff d e ev olu-

t f th SI c nat lit d peopl prog d t
the expense of the Germans.

Under this long administration the financial condition of
Austria improved. The c hronic deficit disappeared and
receipts exceeded expenditures for the first time in many
years. In social legislation the policies of Bismarck were
imitated by the compulsory insurance of workingmen and the
repression of Socialists, for it was also at this time that the

rnrvi *
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tion of the state. This party was not local, like the racial
and nationalistic groups, but was interprovincial, thus cut-
tin the p t d ting and g th
confusion.

In Bohemia there was a movement in favor of democracy, Division
which was independent of the Socialists. The Czechs had among the
long been divided into Old and Young Czechs. Czechs.They
had worked together as against the Germans, but now that
they were in the main victorious in this, they flew apart.
The Young Czechs were a democratic party, demanding

I sufFrag secular hools, liberty of t ic pr( ,nd
f public meetings. After 1887 this party, profit by

t concessions f th Taaffe ministry, beg t gitat
fiercely in favc f a reconstrution of Bohemian nationality
whereas the 0 C hs were willin t bide by the C
P f 1867. By 1891 the Young Czechs had pt
tl Old Czechs complet m the field A ttempt by
the Government to stop this movement had resulted in total
failure. The Germans of Bohemia, on the other hand,

opposed with vehemence the nationalist aspirations of the
Czechs. So fierce did race struggles become that in 1893
the Government was forced to proclaim the state of siege
in Prague. The situation became so difficult for the Taaffe
ministry that it resigned in 1893.

Thus racial movements and democratic movements were

in full swing at the close of this long ministry. To satisfy
the latter, Taaffe, just before his fall, brought forward
a radical electoral reform, which would have increased the

number of voters from about 1,500,000 to 4,500,000. The

proposal failed, but, the agitation continuing, the succeeding
ministry in 1896 carried through a more limited measure.
The existing four electoral classes were left as they were; Electoral

| but a fifth class was created, which was to elect 72 additional reform.
members to Parliament. This class was to include all men of
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tly, posssessed under the new system a d t Th
result was to make the system of representation more complex
than ever, without giving numbers anything like their due
weight. Thus five million and a half voters would choose 72
members, whereas the 1,700,000 voters of the four other

classes would choose 353; the class of great landed proprie-
tors, numbering only about 5,000, would choose 85 members.
Obviously, such a system would not satisfy the growing
demand for a democratic suffrage. It was a mere temporary
expedient.

Universal The agitation for universal suffrage continued to increase
suffrage. during the next decade, and was finally successful.

the law of January 26, 1907, all men in Austria over twenty-
four were given the right to vote, and the class system was
abolished. The most striking result of the first elections
on this popular basis (May 1907) was the return of 87
Socialists, who polled 1,041,948 votes, nearly a third of those
cast. This party had previously had only about a dozen
representatives. The race parties, such as the Young Czechs,
lost heavily. Whether this means that the period of extreme
racial rivalry is over and the struggle of social classes is
to be the feature of the future, the future only will show.

THE KINGDOM OF HUNGARY SINCE 1867

Hungary, a country 1 th an Aust larg th
G Brit found he his one dividuality definitely
reco ized d teed by the Comprom f 1867
She had successfully resisted all attempts to merge her with
the other countries subject to the House of Hapsbui Sh
is dependent kingdom under the crown of St. Steph
Th s 1 o ffi l language is Magyar, which is neith SI

Teutonic, but Turanian in orig
Th politi history f H gary since th Comp e

f Race and
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1867 was the Magyar, and it has remained the ruling race. The
Though numerically in the minority in 1867, comprising Magyars.
only about six million out of fifteen million, they were
a strong race, accustomed to rule and determined to rule.
The majority of the population, on the other hand, was split
up into several races, consisted mostly of peasants, and had
no political training, and no able leadership. Only in Croatia
was there a Slavic people, with separate institutions and a The
strong individuality. The Magyars recognized this fact, Croatians.
having learned a useful lesson from the failure of 1849, and
concluded with Croatia in 1868 a compromise very similar
to the one they had themselves concluded with Austria in the
year preceding. In regard to all the other races, the dom-
inant people resolved to Magyarize them early and thor- The policy
oughly, a policy it has since steadily persisted in. The Mag-

ization.

yars have insisted upon the use of the Magyar tongue in
public offices, courts, schools, and in the railway servic
wherever, in fact, it has been possible. They have refused to
make any concessions to the various peoples, and have, indeed,
tried to stamp out their peculiarities. Besides pursuing this
policy of vigorous amalgamation, they have developed the
country economically. The Government has taken over the
great railways, has made them productive, and has used them
to f rther this process of Magy ,tion by encouraging th

intry people to cc in t ties, where the Magya:
fl uence is strongest Tl i h ve steadily supported thi

C nprom f 1867, by which they have greatly profited
T hi ve duced th thority f lesiast m th
tate by tablishing civil marriage, and the registration of

hirt death d inarnag by t thorit tl icr
by t lergy
t Hungary has not yet been Magy d Race ques- Race

t are till import t T Croat larg questions.
dependence than they now h There are powerful part
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R in t th t And m y o f e S in th
th desire annexat to the Kingdom of Servi

M ears a party has arisen m th*

Magyars thems und the 1 dership of FJ K
suth, son of L< Kossuth of 1848 hich pp o
the Compromise of 1867, and wishes to have Hungary more
ndependent than sh This party demands that Hungary
hall have h diplomat ps, sh trol h !

t wit g CO t dependently of Austria, and
hall p ght to have her own tariff. Part a

does it demand the use of Magyar in the Hungarian part
of the army of the dual monarchy-a demand pressed pas-
sionately, but resisted thus far with unshakable firmness
by the Emperor, Francis Joseph, who considers that the

Struggle safety of the state is dependent upon having one language
over the* in use in th my, that th m t b fusion d
question

disaster on the battlefield S f t dence h
of language.

occurred over this question, both in Parliament and outside of
t, but the Emperor has not yielded. Governmei "nment was brought
t deadlock d, indeed r s ears the Ausgleich
CO Id n be d save by th bitrary act of the
Emperor, for a y t a time. Francis Joseph finally threat

d. if f rce d t de t rec tion of the H g

lang to with it the introduct f univers
suffrage into Hungary, for which there is a growing p uL
demand. This the Magyars do not wish, fearing that it will
rob them of their dominant posit " V1V1 a p ful
weapon to the politically inferior but m races
and that they will, theref , ultimately be submerged by th
lavs bout tl L an twenty-five per cen t. of
dult m pop lat f Hungary at present p th
ote.

Territorial Thi H f Hapsburg has lost > 1815 :h
gains and T V l-i 11 Cf rl m Tf has d,
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over by the Congress of Berlin of 1878 to Austria-Hungary
to occupy " and " administer." The Magyars opposed
the assumption of these provinces, wishing no more Slavs
in the monarchy, but despite their opposition they were
taken over, so strongly was the Emperor in favor of it. This
acquisition of these Balkan countries renders Austria-Hun-
gary a more important factor in all Balkan politics, and
in the discussions concerning the so-called Eastern Question,
namely, the future of European Turkey. In October 1908
Austria-Hungary declared them formally annexed.



CHAPTER XVIII

ENGLAND TO THE REFORM BILL OF 1832

England in GEEAT BRITAIN appeared in 1815, to the superficial ob-
1815. 

server, in a brilliant light Sh d persisted, when oth
had faltered, in her bitter hostility to Napol She had

een th e so f the CO lit d th crown victory
f T 1 jmed t h r th head f e

t f Europe. Her energy and her wealth seemed t
b bounded. Her pop t had b 14,000,000
at the beginning of the great war; at the end it was 19,000,-
000. Her debt, it is true, had increased with appalling
rapidity. Over a billion dollars in 179&, it was over four
billion in 1815.1 The annual interest charge amounted
to over 150,000,000 dollars. Her expenditures duringI

those years exceeded seven billion dollars. But while her
debt and the yearly expenditures grew at an unprecedented
rate, the wealth of the country grew more rapidly, and the
burden of the state was more easily borne than ever. For
the period had been one of extraordinary material develop-
ment. The growth of her industry at home and her com-
merce abroad had made her easily the first industrial and
the first commercial power in the world. This industrial
and commercial supremacy, fully revealed during the Na-
poleonic wars and the period just succeeding, rested upon
a series of remarkable inventions and discoveries made by

Englishmen in the latter part of the eighteenth century,
inventions so momentous, so far reaching in their results,

The n fl IT Industrial
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dustry has brought with it a complete change in the material
conditions of life. The change is most striking in the
domain of manufacture. Previously nearly everything was
made by hand. Now a succession of English inventors
Hargreaves, Arkwright, Crompton, Cartwright-invented
machines which completely altered the methods of production
in the two basic industries of England, the manufacture of
cotton and woolen goods. These machines could produce
more in a given time than many hand laborers could do. The
machine was substituted for the hand of man, as the chief

feature in production. But there was a limit to which, under
existing conditions, machine industry could be developed.
That limit was determined by the amount of motive force
available for running the machines, usually too large and
heavy to be operated by hand. The only motive force then A new
used, in addition to that of men and animals, was that of the motlve

force.

wind a d falling water, exploited by windmil d wat
wheels. t h rce was carious d eas9 n y

trolled Th e d ght b t g or th might
e no d Th river might do d by flood or

might run dry. Industry needed motive f limit
less in .tity capable of gulat This it d
ki steam For a long time the exp P f st
had attracted attention, and there had been some speculation
during the last hundred years as to the possibility of using it.
A blacksmith, Newcomen, had made a tolerable steam en-

ine in 1705, which could be used in pumping water, and
was so used in many mines during the century. But it was
James Watt, a mathematical instrument maker, who con-

structed the first efficient and economical steam engine.»

Applying for his first patents in 1769, he continued to
study the problem and improve the engine until his death The steam*

in 1819. From about 1781 steam engines began to be cn
used in manufacturing, especially in cotton and woolen fac-
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The These inventions and processes were for a while monopo-
industrial lized by Great Britain, for it was not until after the down-
primacy of
Great fall of Napoleon that they came into general use on the
Britain. Continent. Manufacturing on a large scale, she was able

to outstrip all possible rivals. She first developed the so-
called factory system, and first utilized its advantages.
These inventors, says an historian of modern England,
" did more for the cause of mankind than even Wellington.
Their lives had more influence on their country's future than
the career of the great general. His victories secured his
country peace for rather more than a generation. Their
inventions gave Great Britain a commercial supremacy which
neither war nor foreign competition has yet destroyed." l
" It is our improved steam engine," wrote Francis Jeffrey in
the Edinburgh Review in 1819, " that has fought the battles
of Europe, and exalted and sustained, through the late tre-
mendous contest, the political greatness of our land. It is
the same great power which enables us now to pay the interest
of our debt, and to maintain the arduous struggle in which
we are still engaged with the skill and capital of countries less
oppressed with taxation." 2

Advantages But England profited not only from the genius of her
derived inventors. The long war itself had greatly contributed tofrom the

Revolu- her commercial expansion. England had not been invaded;
tionary her industries had not been injured, their activity interrupted
and 

or rendered precarious, as had been the case in all the coun-
Napoleonic
wars. tries of the Continent. She prospered both because she

was unmolested and because they were molested, so that they
were forced to rely upon her for many things which in normal
times they would have manufactured for themselves. The
war, too, had given her the command of the seas. The
carrying trade of the world was almost entirely hers.

H ec
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The material development of England filled other nations
with envy. Her empire also was commanding in its range
and universality. As one fter another of the countries
of Europe became the enemy of Britain, she attacked its
colonies. Thus at the close of the long war she had en-
riched herself with valuable possessions, hitherto belonging
to France and Holland.1

The proud position that England held was scribed, 'in The renown
the general opinion of Europe, to the excellence of her Parlia"

ment.

government. I his government enjoyed a great reputa-j. mi " j. " j j. j.
tion on the Continent. It had remained erect throughout
a period when other government one ft ther. had
collapsed. It had 11 ow d a u f in, persistent policy
from the beginning to the end, wit ingle slight interrup-
t h th j policy o f ot ,t had v d a d
hanged d changed a id v( d g It seemed that

m t be some pecul t system that remained
in bl in a wo Id f h g Europeans heai d f

England as a land of freedom, of representative government,
of local self-government. The renown of her Parliament
had filled the world. It was known that her Parliament

was her real ruler, that though the king reigned he did not
govern, that the real executive was the ministry of the hour,
that ministries rose and fell according to the will of Parlia-
ment. The fact that England was so successful under this
parliamentary and cabinet system of government, which was
supposed to be the mouthpiece of the English people, gave
great impetus to the demand for similar institutions on the
Continent. Engl an d was the model to which Liberals and
reformers everywhere were prone to point.

Yet on examination it was seen that this structure was

far from fair, that it was honeycombed with abuses, marked England a
by glaring discriminations between social classes, that Eng- iana Of the
land was a land of privilege, a land of the old regime, that Old Regime.
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her institutions required radical change to bring them into
proper adjustment with the new age and its ideas. While
the French across the Channel had, by supreme and violent
exertions, asserted that the modern state must rest upon
the principle of equality, and had, in order to give that
principle definite lodgment in the facts of the national life,
reduced the aristocracy and humbled the church, in England

the ruling class maintained its position unshaken. England
remained a land of the old regime until 1832, forty years
after the great transformation in France.

Commanding Power rested with the aristocracy, composed of the no-
position of bility and the gentry. This class largely controlled local
the nobility.

government and local taxation. The local self-govern-
ment " of England, so much praised and idealized abroad,
as if it were government of the people by the people, did
not exist. In the counties the country nobility filled the
most important offices in the local governing boards and
in the militia. Smaller offices were occupied by its depend-
ents. In the boroughs, too, its influence was generally de-
cisive with the close corporations which controlled most of
them. Its power was glaringly apparent at the top, in
Parliament. The House of Lords was composed almost
exclusively of large landed proprietors. This was the in-

The House expugnable bulwark of the prevailing social class. But the
of Commons. House of Commons was also another stronghold hardly

s secure. This body s pposed as t n h
t b P tat f th mm f England, con-
picuously belied its name. Its composition was so ext

dinary that it merit description, particularly as th
eat reform movement of th t generat rned it

primarily, its thorough It tion being correctly felt to b
the condit solutely precedent to all other reform

The system The H« f Comm 1815 ted of 658 mem
of represen- prs " 489 n f th ese were returned by England, 100 by Ire-
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universities. Jn England each county had two members,
and nearly all of the boroughs had two each, though a few
had but one. Representation had no relation to the size

of the population in either case. A large county and a
small county, a large borough and a small borough, had
the same number of members. In times past the king had
possessed the right to summon this town and that to send
up two burgesses to London. Once given that right it
usually retained it. If a new town should grow up, the
monarch might give it the right, but he was not obliged
to. Since 1625 only two new boroughs had been created.
Thus the constitution of the House of Commons had

become stereotyped at a time when population was in-
creasing and was also shifting greatly from old centers
to new. An increasing inequality in the representation
was a feature of the political system. Thus the county
and borough representation of the ten southern counties of
England was 237, and of the thirty others only 252; yet
the latter had a population nearly three times as large
as the former. All Scotland returned only 45 members,
while the single English county of Cornwall (including its
boroughs, of course) returned 44. Yet the population
of Scotland was eight times as large as that of Corn-
wall. i

The suff the counties was unif d w s e The county

byth ho possessed land yielding them an income of f 
suffrage.

in a year. t s th ked t it ave a y
restricted suffrage, for England was th d of large estate

d th e tendency toward the absorpt of small estat
in la g ones was teadily increasing. T s 1 rm
holdin land is own right, win w so m in
France, had become a t y in England a m
tenant of a large land Accurate statist a 1 c k

1 These numbers include not onlv the rountv ren resent at ives nroner
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ing, but Gneist estimates that at least four-fifths of the
cultivable land of the United Kingdom belonged to not
more than 7,000 of the nobility and gentry. The county
voters, then, were chiefly the men who had large country
estates, and not the farmers and peasantry who tilled them.
The county representation was consequently a stronghold
of the aristocracy. Counties in which there were so few
voters could often be easily controlled by the wealthy land-

rs. Indeed, in many counties the election of the land-
owners' nominee was accepted as so much a matter of course
that there were no opposing candidates. In at least three
counties there had been no contest for over a hundred years.

Scotland In Scotch counties the condition was even worse. There

the suffrage was not determined by ownership of land, but
by the possession of a so-called " superiority," or direct
grant from the crown, producing at least 400 pounds a
year. The result was that there were not three thousand
county voters in all Scotland; yet the population of Scot-
land was nearly two million. Fife had 240 voters, Crom-
arty 9. In the county of Roxburgh in 1831 the result
of the election was a "great majority " of 40 to 19. Yet
that county had a population of more than 40,000. The
climax was reached in Bute, where there were 21 voters out

of a population of 14,000, only one of whom lived in the
county. On a certain occasion only one voter attended
the election meeting of that county. He constituted him-
self chairman, nominated himself, called the list of voters,'

and declared himself returned to Parliament.

The suffrage Such th t t th t of Great Brit

boroughs. hich turned 186 memb t th e H use of Commi
But more important were the boroughs, which returned 467
memb the i t th if w f m in

the b gh on tli ther hand th w s a bewildering
^^^ ""^H fc"^ ^^^ ^^J ^^ ,* U4- *~ ,r~* tl
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and wealthy class was even greater and more decisive than
in the counties. The boroughs were of several kinds or Nomination
types-nomination boroughs, rotten or close boroughs, bor- boroughs.
oughs in which there was a considerable body of voters,
boroughs in which the suffrage wa« almost democratic. It
was the existence of the first two classes that contributed

the most to the popular demand for the reform of the
House. In the nomination boroughs, the right to choose
the two burgesses was completely in the hands of the patron.
Such places might have lost all their inhabitants, yet repre-
sentation, being an attribute of geographical areas rather
than of population, these places were still entitled to their
two members. Thus Corfe Castle was a ruin, Old Sarum

a green mound, Gatton was part of a park, while Dun-
wich had long been submerged beneath the sea, yet these
places, entirely without inhabitants, still had two mem-
bers each in the House, because it had been so decided

centuries before, when they did have a population, and
because the English Parliament took no account of changes.
Thus the owner of the ruined wall, or the green mound, or
this particular portion of the bottom of the sea, had the
right of nomination.

In the rott lose b ghs the members were elected Kotten
by th corporation, that by t inavor d Iderm boroughs
or tta iuffrage was in th a ids s of t ho h
were so f from d t fifty any cases, an
generally so p that the pat CO Id y 1 nfluer
them by bribery or intimidat t cli his c didat
Elect h cases were a mere matt f form W

pole states that in 1793 245 members were notoriously
t d by the influence of 128 p Thus peers, them-
l ves tt n th H f Lords, had representat
tting th H Lord L t turned

nine members, and was known as " premier's cat
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1th .ppointments to the highest bidd d a com
10,000 pounds t r a parl

ment B gh-mong iw com It was tated

in 1817 that seats were bought and sold like tickets to the
opera. Thus at the period at which this history opens
a considerable majority of the members of the House of
Commons was returned through the influence of a small
body of patrons. These were noblemen, or wealthy land-
owners, who aspired to become noblemen and chose this

method of acquiring political power, that thus they might
in the end be raised to the peerage.

In the third class of boroughs, those with a fairly large
electorate, there was much bribery, while the fourth class
of practically democratic boroughs was very small. On

TJnrepre- the other hand, there were large industrial cities with no
sented representation at all, such as Manchester, with a popula-cities.

tion of 140,000, Birmingham with 100,000, Leeds with
75,000, Sheffield with about 70,000. 2

Bribery, as has been said, was customary. The polls
were kept open for fifteen days. Where there were contests

Bribery. the expenses were borne by the candidates. These were
sometimes enormous. A case is on record in which the two

candidates spent 200,000 pounds in a single election. Rich
men were willing to make these vast expenditures. For once
in Parliament they were on the road to political power and
social eminence. They or their sons might enter the peerage,

Some of the most honorable and useful members bought their seats
as the only way of getting into Parliament on an independent basis,
though they utterly detested the system. See the case of Romilly.
Cheyney, Readings in English History, pp. 644-646.

1 The salient fact about the suffrage in boroughs before 1832 is that
m M

ing a tolerably complete list of these H
re house-holders, house-holders paying scot and lot: inhabitants,

»-»4- i t * 1 \ inhabitants navim? scot and lot: burgesses, capital
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and numerous sinecures might fall in the direction of the
family. For this reason men who were making their fortunes
in industry sought to enter the class of landed proprietors
by purchasing large estates. Thus the established order
gained additional support in the ambition of the newly aris-
ing moneyed class. Well might the younger Pitt exclaim:
" This House is not the representation of the people of
Great Britain; it is the representation of nominal boroughs,
of ruined and exterminated towns, of noble families, of

w It y divid f gn potentat T overn-
ment of England was not representative, but w s oligarch

Closely identified with the State, and, like the State, thor- The
oughly permeated with the principle of special privileges, Established

Church.
was another body, the Church of England. Though there
was absolute religious liberty in Great Britain, though men
might worship as they saw fit, the position of the Anglican
Church was one greatly favored. Only members of that
church possessed any real political power. No Catholic
could be a member of Parliament, or hold any office in the
state or municipality. In theory Protestants who dis-
sented from the Anglican Church were likewise excluded
from holding office. In practice, however, they were enabled
to, by the device of the so-called Act of Indemnity, an act
passed each year by Parliament, pardoning them for having^^- - -^^^«-

held the positions illegally during the year just past. The*

position of the Dissenter was both burdensome and humiliat- Dissenters.

ing. He had to pay taxes for the support of the Church
of England, though he did not belong to it. He had to
register his place of worship with authorities of the
Church of England. He could only be married by a clergy-
man of that church, unless he were a Quaker or a Jew. There
was no such thing as civil marriage, or marriage by dis-
senting clergymen. A Roman Catholic or a Dissenter could
not graduate from Cambridge, could not even enter Ox-
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of this religion was that those embraced it who were in-
fluenced by self-interest, who were ambitious for political
preferment, for social advancement, or for an Oxford or
Cambridge education for their sons. It was " ungentleman-
like " to be a Dissenter.

Abuses Not only was the Church of England privileged with
XT* A

reference to other churches, but within the Church itself
Church.

there were great inequalities. Bishops and archbishops
received large salaries, ranging from ten to one hundred
and fifty thousand dollars a year. These prizes went to
the younger sons or proteges of the great families. The

ssumption was, as Sir Leslie Stephen says, that " a man

of rank who takes orders should be rewarded for his con-

descension." On the other hand, there were thousands of

parish clergymen with wretchedly low salaries. The latter
had little chance of promotion. There were pluralities
and absenteeism in this Church, exactly as in the Roman
Catholic Church in pre-revolutionary France. The clergy
were eminently respectable, but eminently worldly, a social,
if not a spiritual, force in the life of England, an interested
bulwark of the established order.

Th re titut of England, theref w con-
trolled by the rich, and th terest of th h Legis
lat favored th P ful, the landed nobility id th

h ass f manufacturers th w growing p, wh
terest w mil The imm m f th P

The people received scant consideration. Their education was woe-

neglected. fully neglected. Probably three-fourths of the children of
England did not receive the slightest instruction. Laborers
were forbidden to combine to improve their conditions, which
the state itself never dreamed of improving. Even their
food was made artificially dear by tariffs on breadstuff's
passed in the interests of the landlords. The reverse side of
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liberalism, whether in politics, in economics, or in social
institutions.

The conditions just described had not escaped challenge.
In the last quarter of the eighteenth century, two writers in
particular, of great vigor and originality, Adam Smith and
Jeremy Bentham, had subjected English institutions and
policies to trenchant and damaging criticism. Adam Adam
Smith had published in 1776 his " Wealth of Nations," Smith
a comprehensive condemnation of the prevalent economic
theories and practices of Great Britain. He denounced
protection and defended free trade, and urged liberty in
the economic life in place of constant and minute govern-
mental regulation. Bentham criticized government and Jeremy
jurisprudence and morals. Aroused by Blackstone's pane-

Bentham.

gyric of the British Constitution as the perfection of h m
wisdoE h published 1776 "a Fragment on Govern
ment,' h h howed paringly it defect H
laid d this, and th k n lat :r years, th<
principle that " the greatest happ o f t greatest num
her is th dat o f m d legislat " that

the end of all government is utility, or the good of the
governed." Obviously, English government was not based
on any such principle. Bentham applied his principle of
utility to all the institutions of England in succession
the monarchy, the church, the courts, parliament-showing
how harmful rather than useful each was. lie was con-

structive also, showing how the grievous defects could be
remedied.

The views of Smith and Bentham made no impression Effect of
upon Parliament, but they gradually influenced the rsng 

the French

Revolution

generation. They contributed greatly to the reforms upon^"

effected from about 1825 to 1850. They would probably England
have been effective much earlier had it not been for the

French Revolution, which, working much good for France,
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resisted, because, as any one could see, they led to anarchy
and violence and a Reign of Terror. From 1793 to 1815
the liberal reformers of England were silenced by the odium
attached to the deeds of their French neighbors. Salutary
changes were delayed for a whole generation. The Tory
party, opposed to all change, was assured of a long lease
of power, one that lasted, indeed, until 1830.

Economic The demand for reform was resumed, however, after the

distress final victory over Napoleon at Waterloo, and became moreafter 1815

and more emphatic. It drew its main strength from the
deep and widespread wretchedness of the people. Con-
trary to all expectations, the peace did not bring with it
happiness and prosperity, but rather intense suffering and
the hatred of class and class. The reasons for this are

4

not far to seek. As long as war continued England was
the manufacturer and the common carrier of the world.

Now that the war was over this practical monopoly was
destroyed, the foreign market was restricted by the renewed
activity of European manufacturers and merchants, who
could now conduct their business in security. The export
trade fell off rapidly. Then the English Government re-
duced its expenditures suddenly by one-half, greatly injur-
ing all those industries which had furnished it the materials
of war. Thus manufacturers, losing customers at home
and abroad, were forced, some into bankruptcy, others to
curtail their activity, in other words, to dismiss thousands
of workmen. And at this very moment, when laborers

lack of em- being thrown t f employment finding thei
ployment. wa s d ced, th n mb w being ased by th

disbandm f th milit a d th r idu t th army

and navy. The navy alone was reduced from 100,000
men in 1815 to 33,000 in 1816. At the time when the

number of laborers was greater than the demand, 200,000
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Add also the fact that the modern industrial or factory

syst< was painf y pplant t Id system of house-
hold dust d temporarily throwing multitud t
of e niployment, or employing them un hard even m-
hum an conditions, and it is n< t difficult t derstand th

widespread, desperate discontent of the mass of the popu-
lation. A Parliament, organ of the rich minority, refused
to help them; it even forbade them to help themselves, for
it was a misdemeanor for workmen to combine. If they
did, they would be sent to jail. Labor was unorganized.

The prevalence of such conditions naturally furthered The demand
the demand for reforms, long held in check by the war. 

for reform.

Now that the war was over, the time seemed to have come

for legislation remedial of the many abuses in English in-
stitutions, and of the existing economic distress. But the
ministry and Parliament saw only danger in change, and
set themselves grimly against all concessions. The years
from 1815 to 1820 are years of repression and alarm, as
pronounced in England as in most of the countries of
Europe.

The demand for reforms came primarily from the poor William
and disheartened masses, who possessed a remarkable leader Cobbett.
in the person of William Cobbett, the son of an agricultural
laborer. For some years Cobbett had published a liberal
periodical called " The Weekly Political Register," in which
he had opposed the Government. In 1816 he reduced the
price of his paper from a shilling to twopence, made his
appeal directly to the laboring class, and became their guide
and spokesman. The effect was instantaneous. For the first
time the 1 w had an org heap, moreover brilliantly
written, for Cobbett's literary ability was such that a Lond
paper, the Standard, declared that for clearness, force, a d
power of copious illustration he was unriv led since the tim
of Swift. Cobbett was the first great popi] ar editor, who fo
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classes. He was a great democratic leader, a powerful
popular editor, a pugnacious and venomous opponent of
the existing regime, a champion of the cause of parliamentary
reform.

Parliamen- For Cobbett persuaded the working people that they must
tary reform. f»rsj. j-o voj-e before they could get social and

economic reforms. Parliamentary reform must have prece-
dence. Let the people get political power, let them change
Parliament from the organ of a narrow class into a truly
national assembly, and then they could abolish the evils
from which they suffered, and put useful statutes into force.
He demanded, therefore, universal suffra e. Other lead-
ers appeared also, and a considerable fermentation of ideas
among the unpropertied and working classes characterized"f

these years.
Certain radicals took more active measures which aroused

disproportionat ,1 m in the mind f th ministry, wh
ted a w F ;h Revolut in P .1 mmo-

tion, and dy t > g t Imost any length t >tamp
out the ti bl pirit, The dist f th in es led

Popular dis- to disturb Riots broke out in 1816. Farm building

turbancfts. barns, stacks, business premises were set o fi Mach
were broken by workm ho th mght them the cause of their
w Ob tradesm w re attacked. The ministry,

thinking it necessary in the interests of property to make
an example, arrested seventy-three of the wretched rioters
of Ely, secured the condemnation to death of thirty-four
of them, and the actual execution of five. Such was the
reply of the British Government to the prevalent discontent.
Similar disturbances occurred elsewhere, and were similarly

suppressed. A political demonstration of a radical char-
acter was held in Spa Fields in London in the same year
(1816). The Government prosecuted the leaders for

Q 1 at er
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was the most perfect the world had ever seen, the people
threw stones at his carriage, breaking one of its windows.

The legislation occasioned by these occurrences was harshly Suspension
repressive. No less grave a measure was passed than one sus-
pending the Habeas Corpus Act, an act which no Parliament
in Great Britain, since that of 1817, has felt it necessary
to suspend. An act for the suppression of seditious meet-
ings was hardly more defensible. It was the object of this
bill to prevent political discussion by the public. Only with
the special permission of a magistrate could a debating club
meet or a lecture be given or a reading room be opened.
The ministry even declined to make any exception of lectures
on medicine, surgery, and chemistry. Such legislation only
the gravest necessity could justify, and such necessity did
not i'xist. That it could be used to damage political oppo-
nents of the existing ministry was soon made evident. The
suspension of the Habeas Corpus Act drove Cobbett, the
most aggressive opponent of the ministry, into temporary

1 exile.

Two years later a more important event occurred in Man- The
chester. A public meeting was held in St. Peters Field, Massacre of

Peterloo.

August 16, 1819, for the purpose of petitioning for parlia-
mentary reform and the redress of grievances. This meet-
ing had been declared illegal by the authorities, yet the organ-
izers had determined to hold it nevertheless. Fifty thousand
men, women, and children came together accordingly to listen
to Hunt, a popular orator. The police attempted to arrest

: Hunt and the other leaders. The crowd closed in around

them, jeering. The magistrates apparently lost their heads.
They ordered a body of cavalry and yeomanry to rescue

iaf the police. The result, however, was that the troops charged
the crowd which was unarmed. There was a scene of fear-

ful confusion; several defenseless people were killed at once;
many more were injured. This so-called Massacre of Peter-
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action of the magistrates and induced Parliament to

The Six pass the famous Six Act Gag Laws which represent th
Acts. lim f t sor :t England hich st

gently restricted the freedom of speech, of the press, and of
public meeting, which had long been the boast of England.

Such was the answer of the Tory aristocracy under Lord
Liverpool to the demands of the discontented and distressed.
No attempt on the part of the privileged classes to examine
the grievances of the people, to seek to remove the causes
of the universal discontent, but only harsh and repressive
legislation that encroached gravely upon the traditional
liberties of the British people. The conquerors of Napoleon
were easily frightened. Their policy of coercion was suc-
cessful. The radical party was silenced. It reappeared
ten years later, however, and contributed immensely to
the cause of parliamentary reform which then became irre-
sistible.

Death of In 1820 George III died at the age of eighty-one. He had
George III. 

for many years been insane, and the regency had been exer-
cised by his son, who now became George IV, and who
reigned from 1820 to 1830.

The dawn After 1820 a change gradually came over the political
life of England. The Tory party still retained its great
majority in Parliament, but it showed a tendency toward
liberalism. With returning prosperity after the resump-
tion of specie payments in 1819, the disturbances of the last
few years ceased, and the panic, into which the governing
classes had been thrown by the French Revolution, passed
away. Several of the more reactionary members of the
ministry died or resigned, and their places were taken by
men of a younger and more liberal generation. Canning,
Peel, and Huskisson made the Tory party an engine of
partial reform. Under Canning, as Foreign Secretary from

. 1 *-» r* n i -i Wl f\ T V i 1T1 _11 n f n on is
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THE DAWN OF LIBERALISM

t t ff o f th tat h se t ght b
thought to imperil the- principle of monarchy. Canning freed

gland from ll t th th H y A H
ognized th depend o f the Spanish colonies in

Am If Sp d quer them she might t
no f gn try, declared Canning h Id subd ue em
fo her. « I c d tl New World h : said. « t re-

dress the balance of the Old." The main significance of
Cam ng Ldministrat f th F Office is that t
least one o f the re P with bol d success
efied the in d t tionary policy of th
hsolute m h es o f t Continent. Similar int

tions in Portuguese and Greek affairs served the cause of
liberalism in those countries.

While Canning was making England's foreign policy more Economic
liberal, Huskisson was introducing greater liberty into com-
merce by carrying bills in 1823 altering the Navigation
Laws, which threw restrictions about the carrying trade,
and by reducing the duties on many articles of import.
This was not free trade, but it was a step in that direction.
The more strongly protected interests maintained their
ground for a generation longer. When Huskisson began
his reforms about 1,500 Acts of Parliament regulated the
administration of the tariff system; the number was now
reduced to eleven, thus greatly simplifying that department.

Another important reform of these years was that of the The *enal
Code.

Penal Code. The code then prevailing was a disgrace to
England, and placed her far behind France and other coun-
tries. Tl icre was a c need for reform. The pun ish-

ment of death could be legally inflicted for about t hun-
dred ff for picking 'm pocket teal ing five
shilli nffS om a st or forty lillings f m a dwelling
house, for stealing fish juring Westminst

r d n g th tening lett ar making a Ise try
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This code, as a matter of fact, was not enforced. It was

shown, for instance, that in the twelve years, from 1805 to
1817, 655 persons had been indicted for stealing five shillings
fro m a shop. Of these 113 had been sentenced to death,
but the sentence had not been carried into effect in a single
instance. While this was an evidence that the humane

feeling of the age condemned the law and would not enforce
it, still the code, by its ve: y harshness, tended to encour

diff ce t l aw. T great formers, Romilly and
Mackintosh, had labored for fifteen years to persuade Parl

t t lter this barbarous code, but with only disheartening
Reformed result t now Sir Robert Peel t p th form, and
by Sir proposed d 1823 th lit f th d a th
Robert Peel

penalty in about a hundred cases. The Tory party now
accepted proposals it had previously fiercely combatted.
It is a curious fact that even before this more humane policy
was adopted with reference to the misdeeds and weaknesses
of men, a law for the prevention of cruelty to animals, the
first of its kind, had been passed (1822).

Religious Another reform of these years no less significant lay in the
inequality. direction of greater religious liberty. In 1815 there was

in England religious freedom but not religious equality.
People might worship as they saw fit. Nevertheless, as we
have seen, men paid a penalty for belonging to any other
than the established Church of England. Political priv-
ileges were conditioned upon creed. It has been only by a
series of acts passed in the nineteenth century that England
has thrown open her political life to all, irrespective of

The church connections or religious beliefs or professions. The
religious first step taken was the removal of the disabilities from whichdisabilities
of Dis- Protestant Dissenters suffered. These were imposed by the
senters. so-called Test and Corporation Acts. These acts, put upon

the statute book at a time when there was grave fear of a
assault vmon Prntpsf.fl.nfism. Vm.fl heen intended to
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sacrament must be received according to the rites of the
Anglican Church, and the oaths of supremacy and allegiance
taken. The Test Act required a declaration against transub-
f.intiation. Though these acts were designed to exclude

Catholics, they went further and excluded as well Dissenters
generally. Yet with singular inconsistency Dissenters were
permitted to be members of Parliament, and thus to partici-
pate in the making of the laws of England. For a long time,
however, they did not vigorously object to the injustice
and inconvenience which they suffered, inasmuch as they
hated and feared Catholics more than they coveted political
power, and believed that the repeal of the Test Act would
inevitably lead to the emancipation of the Catholics, which
they did not wish to see. Moreover, as has been already
stated, a convenient device was made to fit their case. They

were, as a matter of practice, permitted to hold office, though
in so doing they were lawbreakers. Then Parliament would
pass an act of indemnity pardoning them for what they had
done. This had for a loner while been the established custom;

quently the Test Act no 1 g perated to the excl
f Dissent ;rs from office, but s "y badg religi<
inferiority i 1828 the Test d C porat Acts w Repeal of

the Test
P led s being no g in rmony with tl g or

and

with the wish f Dissent Hencefort J P onCorporation
entering P ffi must m declara t t t Acts.
fait f Christ that h d not use h thority
in y gainst Established Ch Th w d

had t ffect f luding Jews from office, thereby occa-
years to come a new agitation and a new ref

Th the monopoly of the Church had particul
been brok The repeal of the Corporation and Test Act
was an a< t f complete justice to Protestant Nonconf

ts, but of only partial justice to Roman Catholics. T h Catholic
the latt c d n o w hold t ffi th w s till disabilities.
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1679, and which was still in force, requiring all members of
Parliament to take the oath of supremacy and to make a
declaration against transubstantiation and the adoration of
the Virgin Mary. Thus, while after the repeal of the Test
Act in 1828, Catholics might be appointed to municipal and

t iffices, they might not sit in either House of Parl
ment. They were not up lity with Protest t
polit 1 matters, and had hare in the legislation of th
empire. Moreover, their position was anomalous and con-
tradictory. In Ireland all forty shilling freeholders pos-
sessed the suffrage. Thus a large number of Catholics could
vote for members of the House of Commons, but practically
they could only vote for Protestants, as Protestants alone
would subscribe to the oath and declaration required of all
members. Nevertheless it was not illegal for Catholics to vote"P

for one of their own faith and elect him. They would, of
course, be throwing away their suffrage as such a person
would certainly, for the reason given, not be permitted to
take his seat.

Catholic Catholic Emancipation, as the removal of these disabilities
Emancipa-was called, had for forty years been a prominent question
tion.

in English politics. Some of the great statesmen of Eng-
land had tried to solve it favorably to Catholic claims,
notably Pitt and Canning, but without success, owing to
the prevalent bigotry. George III and George IV were
violently opposed, George III declaring that he should
reckon any man his personal enemy who should propose
any measure of relief, and they were supported by the more
conservative Tories. The question entered upon the acute
t in 1828. The Duke of Wellingt w prim mi
>ter d Sir Robert Peel w the most important m mb
f th :abinet o th pposed on principle to Cathol
mancipat The ministry wished to postp .11 d

r»-
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\videsweeping and portentous, convulsed this long suffering
people. A man of remarkable powers of leadership had
arisen and had forced the crisis. Daniel O'Connell is one Daniel

of the most extraordinary men in Irish history. A thrilling O'connc11
orator and a shrewd and energetic lawyer he could inflame
vast multitudes of men, yet could lead them safely past snares
and pitfalls. Believing that Ireland could only obtain
justice by an overwhelming display of force he founded the
Catholic Association to advocate Catholic claims. This

soon b so powerful a polit body s t alarm 1 th e
Government. A law was dingly passed 182 d

t dissolut T law was from tin tart a dead

lett The Association, dissolved, immediately reappeared
in tl r f Monster meeting w held here the

tchery of O'C tory was displayed and his
;i 1 ous p o f t o f an tab d injured

peop picuously manifested. Th t demon-
trations were marked by no exi They constituted
ndignant and resolute protest t unf gislat
O'Connell now decided P an t bold that he believed
t would mean t i d of th gitat A vacancy occurred
in t parliament presentat from th unty f
Clare. O'C decided t b a didate. H was t O'Connell

umphantly elected. He was a Catholic, therefore debarred elected toParliament.

the laws from membership. The electors voted for him
despite the fact that they were throwing their votes away.
They aimed to produce a moral effect and they succeeded.
It was evident that O'Connell could be similarly returned
in almost every other county in Ireland should the occasion
occur, that the people were in earnest, and united. It was
the fear that this was the attitude of a united people on
the very brink of a revolt rather than any sense of the
justice of the cause that prompted Wellington and Peel to
bring in the famous Emancipation Bill, to force it through an

"tl
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this step by fear of civil George IV felt, as he afterward
Emancipa- said, like a person with a pistol at his breast. Like most
tion carried.

persons suc]1 predicament he yielded (1829). Catholics
were henceforth admitted to both Houses of Parliament, and

with a few exceptions they might now fill any municipal and
state office. The act established real political equality be-
tween Catholics and Protestants.

The But at the very time that Catholics were given the right
res nc ion sit in Parliament, they were in large majority deprived\) L l/il

suffrage in e suffrage, for the property qualification for voters in
Ireland. Ireland was raised from forty shillings to two hundred.

Thus in removing one grievance a new one was created,
certainly an ineffective method of pacifying Ireland. One
hundred and ninety thousand forty-shilling freeholders were
disfranchised offhand. It is to be said, however, that this

Tory Parliament would not have consented to Catholic
Emancipation had it not known beforehand that this blow
would be dealt to democracy.

Tory The reforms that have just been described were carried
opposition through by the Tory party. There was one reform, how-
to the

reform ever, more fundamental and important, which it was clear that
of Parlia- that party would never concede, the reform of Parliament
ment. itself. The significant features of the parliamentary system

have already been described. That they required profound
alteration had been held by many of the Whigs for more than
fifty years. But the Whigs had been powerless to effect
anything, having long been in the minority. A combination
of circumstances, however, now brought about the downfall
of the party so long dominant, and rendered possible the
great reform. George IV died on June 26, 1830, and was
succeeded by his brother William IV (1830-1837). The
death of the monarch necessitated a new election of Par-

liament. Many of the influential Tory politicians, indig-
"n an t flint Wpllincrtnn and Peel had consented to the
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opposed to them. Wellington's foreign policy increased the
unpopularity of the ministry. Moreover, just at this time
the distress of the working classes was great, and they were
demanding parliamentary reform with renewed vigor. Sud- Influence of
donly the French Revolution of 1830 occurred. T, , j the FrenchIt exerted _ . .

Revolution

great influence in England. To the distressed and dis- Of
contented it was an encouragement to further activity.
But its influence upon the well-to-do middle class was more
important as it proved that great changes could be
effected without bringing social anarchy in their train.
Thus the specter of revolution that had haunted the imag-
ination of the solid, conservative class of Englishmen was
finally laid by a revolution both reasonably orderly and most
salutary. This class was no longer unwilling to co-operate
with the working people. It now took up with energy the
demand for reform.

The elections of 1830, held under such circumstances,

resulted in a Tory loss of fifty members in the Commons.
Though that party still had a majority it was not likely
to last long, as many Tories were opposed to Wellington.
Parliament met in November 1830, and the question of re-
form was immediately introduced. The Duke of Wellington The Duke
showed his position by a remarkable eulogy of the English of Wellin£-
Parliament as one which " answered all the good purposes reform
of legislation, and this to a greater degree than any legisla-
ture had ever answered, in any country whatever," that it
possessed and deservedly possessed " the full and entire con-
fidence of the country." He would go still further and say
" that if at the present moment he had imposed upon him
the duty of forming a legislature for any country an
particularly for a country like this, in possession of great
property of various descriptions-he did not mean to assert
that he could form such a legislature as they possessed now,
for the nature of man was incapable of reaching such ex-

f\ f orm
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results." Under these circumstances he would himself never

bring forward any measure changing that system, but he
" should always feel it his duty to resist such measures when
proposed by others." 1

Fall of the The result of this speech, which was entirely sincere but
Tory seemed the very abdication of the intellect, was to arouse such
ministry widespread indignation that the Wellington ministry was

shortly swept from office, and the Whigs came in. Thu s
was broken the control the Tory party had exercised with
one slight interruption for forty-six years.

The First Earl Grey, who for forty years had demanded parlia-
Keform

Bill. mentary reform, now became prime minister. A ministry
was formed with ease, and included many able men, Durham,
Russell, Brougham, Palmerston, Stanley, Melbourne, and on
March 1, 1831, a Reform Bill was introduced in the House

of Commons by Lord John Russell. It aimed to effect a
redistribution of seats on a more equitable plan, and the
establishment of a uniform franchise for boroughs in place
f the g t d absurd variety of franch then existing

Th distribution of seats was based on two principles, th
withdrawal of the right of representation from small, de-
cayed boroughs, and its bestowal upon large and wealthy
towns hitherto without it.

Provisions. Accordingly the bill proposed to deprive all boroughs
having a population of less than 2,000 of their separate
representation in Parliament; to deprive all boroughs of less
than 4,000 inhabitants of one of their two members. It
was estimated that 110 boroughs would be affected, and that
168 seats would be abolished.2 The ministry proposed that
these should be given to the counties and the great unrepre-

1 Quoted in May, Const. Hist, of Eng., I, 331-332. Kendall, Source
Book of English History, No. 129.

The list read by Lord John Russell of the boroughs which it was
nronosed wholly or nartiallv to disfranchise, with the number of voters
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sented boroughs. The bill amazed the House by its thor-
oughgoing character and encouraged the reformers. Neither
side had expected so sweeping a change. The introduction
of the bill precipitated a remarkable parliamentary discus-
sion, which continued with some intervals for over fifteen
months, from March 1, 1831, to June 5, 1832.

Lord John Russell in his introduction of the measure, lord John

fter stating that the theory of the British Constitution Russell's
was no taxation without representation, and after showing speech.
that in former times Parliament had been truly representa-
tive, said that it was no longer so. " A stranger who was
told that this country is unparalleled lth and industry

d more d d m ghtened th y country
is b t that it try that prides itself on it

freed d that once in y sev y t elect P
tat rom its populat t t as the guard a d

P of that freedom d b d curious
to see how that representation is formed, and how the people
choose their representatives, to whose faith and guardian-
ship they entrust their free and liberal institutions. Such
a person would be very much astonished if he were taken to
a ruined mound and told that that mound sent two repre-
sentatives to Parliament; if he were taken to a stone wall

and told that three niches in it sent two representatives to
Parliament; if he were taken to a park where no houses were
to be seen, and told that that park sent two representatives
to Parliament. ut if he were told all this, and were aston-

ished at hearing it, he would be still more astonished if he
were to see large and opulent towns, full of enterprise and
industry and intelligence, containing vast maga/ines of every
>pecit-s of manufactures, and were then told that these towns

>ent no representatives to Parliament."
Lord John Russell estimated that the electorate would be

enlarged by about a half a million additional voters by this
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Sir Eobert The first man who arose to oppose the bill was the repre-
Inglis's sentative of the University of Oxford, Sir Robert Inglis,speech

who represented the opinions and prejudices of the country
gentlemen so vitally affected by the measure. He denied
flatly that the population of a town had ever had anything
to do with its representation or that representation and
taxation were in any way connected in the British Constitu-

tion. " Can the noble lord show that any town or borough
has been called into parliamentary existence because it was
large or populous, or excluded from it because it was small?
The noble lord has tried to make much of the instance of

Old Sarum. In one and the same year, the 23rd Edward I,
a writ was issued to both Old and New Sarum, and in neither

case was it conferred on account of population or taxation.
On the contrary, I believe it was given, in the first instance,
to oblige some Earl of Salisbury by putting his friends into
the House. And in an account of the borough it was stated
that it had lately been purchased by Mr. Pitt, the possessor
of the celebrated diamond of that name, who has attained

an hereditary seat in the House of Commons as much as
the Earl of Arundel possessed one in the House of Peers
by being the owner of Arundel Castle. How then can it be
said that, according to the constitution of the country noble-
men are not to be represented and their interests regarded
in this House. , . It is in vain after this to talk of the

purity of repres ,t mer tim I defy th b
Kepresenta- lord to point 01 any time wh th presentati
tion never 

"

better than it is t present. I say, theref ore, that ^ s
better.

proposed is not torat Th H and the c try
may judge what it is, but I will state in one word that it
Revolution, a revolut that 1 t th tural

influence of rank and property." Sir Robert proceeded to
show that some of the greatest men in parliamentary annals

a 11 nn
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these debates, the younger Pitt, B Canning, F that
thus they had a chance to show their talents and were lat
c hosen t iprcsentat f larg t t no sue
t ever have chosen them had they not previously
had this opportunity to prove t bility It is only by

ans that young m who are ted by birth
or d wit g t can ever hope t it th
H u 1 s they re cu d I will call it d wi
that talent of b tory Inch is d r th purp
of influencii g the lowest and most debasing p f th
people."

Hunt, one of the radical leaders, former hero of the field Hunt's

of Peterloo, and now a member of the House, took part in sp
the debate. "How is this House constituted?" he asked,

"How are many honorable members elected? Look at the
borough of Ilchester and the boroughs of Lancashire and
Cornwall, and see what classes of men return members to this
House. I will tell the House a fact which has come to my
knowledge, and which bears on that particular point. In
the borough of Ilchester many of the voters are
of the most degraded and lowest class, who can neither
read nor write, and who always take care to contract debts
to the amount of £35 previous to an election, because they
know that those debts will be liquidated for them. Is that,
then, the class of men which the House is told represents the
property of the country? I am one who thinks that this
House ought to be what it professes to be-the Commons
House of Parliament, representing the feelings and interest
of all the common people of England."

Another member, Sir C. Wetherell, denounced the pro-
posed loss of their positions by 168 members as 

" 
corpora-

tion robbery," as a new Pride's purge, as an imitation of the
illegalities of the Cromwellian period, as republican in prin-
ciple, " destructive of all property, of all right, of all
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Sir Robert only brought out young talent that otherwise could get no
Peel's pport ty t how itself but th they rn hed fug
criticism.

r dist hed members, who by some cap of ne
had lost their hold upon their constit d that th
these men could continue in the service of the nation.

" During 150 years the constitution in its present form has
been in force; and I would ask any man who hears me to
declare whether the experience of history has produced any
form of government so calculated to promote the happiness
and secure the rights and liberties of a free and enlightened
people." Stanley, later Lord Derby, replying to the con-
tention that the nomination boroughs opened an opportunity
to very able men to enter Parliament who might not find any
other way, said, " Whatever advantage might be derived
from this mode of admission would be more than balanced

by this disadvantage - that the class of persons thus intro-
duced would, whatever may be their talents and acquire-
ments, not be looked upon by the people as representatives."

Macaulay Macaulay delivered a speech on the second day of the
on the debate that made his reputation as one of the foremost
Bill.

orators of the House. Replying to Sir Robert Inglis he said,
" My honorable friend challenges us to show that
the constitution was ever better than it is. Sir, we are

legislators, not antiquaries. The question for us is, not
whether the constitution was better formerly, but whether
we can make it better now ? " Shall " a hundred drunken

potwallopers in one place, or the owner of a ruined hovel
in another," be invested with powers w hich are withheld
from cities renowned to the furthest ends of the earth for

the marvels of their wealth and of their industry?" "But^

these great cities, says my honorable friend are
virtually, though not directly, represented. Are not the
wishes of Manchester, he asks, as much consulted as those

- --~« L^ ̂  «,-, 4- ̂ ,J i-k *n I i n f ?
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liivc If the wishes of M; er have as much weight
with us as they would li der a system which should
give presentat t t h can the b
dang giving represcntat t an "hesterr Kef

to the utility of the close borough i afford
to in f talent h that we t judge of the form
of government by its general tendency, not by happy acci-
dents," and that if " there were a law that the hundred tallest

men in England should be members of Parliament, there would
probably be some able men among those who would come
into the House by virtue of this law.

Thus the debate went on, an unusual number of members Ministry

participating. But the bill did not have long to live. The defeated,
Parliament

Opposition was persistent, and on April 19th the ministry dissolved.
was defeated on an amendment. It resolved to appeal to the
people. Parliament was dissolved and a new election
ordered. This election took place in the summer of 1831
amid the greatest excitement and was one of the most momen-
tous of the century. From one end of the land to the other
the cry was, " The bill, the whole bill, and nothing but the
hill. There was some violence and intimidation of voters,

and bribery on a large scale was practised on both sides.
The question put the candidates was, " Will you support the
bill or will you oppose it? " The result of the election was an
overwhelming victory for the reformers.

On June 24, 1831, Lord John Russell introduced the Second
Reform

econd Reform Bill, which was practically the same as the Bill.

first. The Opposition did not yield, but fought it inch by
inch. They tried to wear out the ministry by making
dilatory motions and innumerable speeches which necessarily
consisted of mere repetition. In the course of two weeks
Sir Robert Peel spoke forty-eight times, Croker fifty-seven
times, Wetherell fifty-eight times. However, the bill was

Defeated

finally passed, September 22nd, by a majority of 106. It by the
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It was the Lords who chiefly profited by the existing system
of nomination and rotten boroughs, and they were enraged
at the proposal to end it. They were determined not to lose
the power it gave them.

The defeat of the bill by the Upper House caused great
indignation throughout the country. Apparently the Lords
were simply greedy of their privileges. Again riots broke
out in London and other towns, expressive of the popular
feeling. Newspapers appeared in mourning. Bells were1

tolled. Threats of personal violence to the Lords were made,
and in certain instances carried out. Troops were called
out in som Engl d, it was widely felt, w

toward a 1 w

Third liament was now p gued It reassembled D mb
Reform

Bill. 6th, and on the 12th, Lord John Russell rose again and in-

troduced his third Reform Bill. Again the same tiresome
tactics of the Opposition. But the bill finally passed the
House of Commons, March 23, 1832, by a majority of 116.

Again the bill was before the Lords, who showed the same
disposition to defeat it as before. The situation seemed
hopeless. Twice the Commons had passed the bill with the
manifest and express approval of the people. Were they
to be foiled by a chamber based on hereditary privilege?
Riots, monster demonstrations, acrimonious and bitter de-
nunciation, showed once more the temper of the people.
There was only one way in which the measure could be
carried. The King might create enough peers to give its
supporters a majority in the House of Lords. This, how-
ever, William IV at first refused to do. The Grey ministry
consequently resigned. The King appealed to the Duke
of Wellington to form a ministry. The Duke tried but
failed. The Kins: then gave way, recalled Earl Grey to
power and signed a paper stating, " The King grants per-
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never created. The threat sufficed. The bill passed the The Bill
Lords, June 4, 1832, about 100 of its opponents absenting passe *
themselves from the House. It was signed and became a
law.

The bill had undergone some changes during its passage.
In its final form it provided that fifty-six nomination or
close boroughs with a population of less than 2,000 should
lose their representation entirely; that thirty-two others,
with population of less than 4,000 should lose one seat
each. The seats thus obtained were redistributed as fol- Hedistribu-

lows: twenty-two large towns were given two members each; tion of
Seats.

twenty others were given one each, and the larger counties
were given additional members, sixty-five in all. Scotland
and Ireland were by companion bills given increased repre-
sentation. One hundred and forty-three seats were thus re-
distributed. There was no attempt to make equal electoral
districts, but only to remove more flagrant abuses. Con-
stituencies still varied greatly in population. The total
membership of the House was not altered but remained 658.

The Reform Bill also altered and widened the suffrage. The
Previously the county franchise had depended entirely upon county

franchise.

the ownership of land; that is, was limited to those who

owned outright land of an annual value of forty shillings,
the forty-shilling freeholders. The county suffrage was
now extended to include also copyholders and leaseholders,
i. e., farmers and tenants of land whose tenure was for sixty
years, and of the annual value of ten pounds, and to tenants-
ut-will holding land worth fifty pounds a year. Thus in the
counties the suffrage was dependent still upon the tenure
of land, but not upon outright ownership. There were, it is
seen, several methods of acquiring the county franchise.

I n tli e boroughs a far greater chanere was made. The The
previous local franchises were all abolished, the personal borough

franchise.

rights of living voters being guaranteed, and a new uniform
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rented a house or shop or other building of an annual rental
value, with the land, of ten pounds. Thus the suffrage was
practically given in boroughs to the great middle class.
There was henceforth a uniform suffra e in boroughs, and a
varied suffrage in counties.

The law applied only to England. In the same session
similar reform bills were passed for Scotland and Ireland.
In order to reduce bribery, voting in each constituency
was limited henceforth to two days.

Not a The Reform Bill of 1832 was not a democratic measure, but
democratic

reform. it made the House of Commons a truly representative body.
It admitted to the suffrage the wealthier middle class. The

mb o f t P ticularly th b gh w con-
derably increased; but the laborers of England had no vot
or had the poorer middle class. The average ratio of vote

to the whole population of G Britain w ,b t one t
thirty Th measure, theref though re ded as
by th Whig ministry w n so garded by th t
majority, who were still disfranchised. No fui Herat
was made until 1867, but during the whole period th
a demand r t 1831 d 1832 th

by their monster meetings, riots, acts of violence, had helped
greatly to pass the bill only to find when the struggle
was over that others and not themselves had profited by
their efforts.

The passage of the Reform Bill showed clearly the pre-
dominance in the state of the House of Commons over both

King and Lords in case the House has the evident and em-
phatic support of the people.
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CHAPTER XIX

ENGLAND BETWEEN TWO GREAT REFORMS

(1832-1867)

ENGLAND had entered upon a period of Whig government An Era
that was destined to be almost as prolonged as the preceding of Whlg A

" government.
period of Tory rule. The Tories had been in power from
1784 to 1830, with but one short interval. From 1830 to

1874 the Whigs controlled the government, with the excep-
tion of short periods which amounted in all to eight years.
In the elections of 1832, held under the new conditions,

the Whigs were overwhelmingly victorious. The Tories re-
turned only about 150 members. The terms Tory and Whig
now gradually gave way to the terms Conservative and
Liberal, which are still in use.

The reforming activity of the Whigs, which had achieved
the notable triumph of the great change in the House of
Commons, continued unabated for several years. Several
measures of great importance were passed by the reformed
Parliament during the next few years.

One of the first of these was the abolition of slavery in
1833. It had been long held by the British courts that
slavery could not exist in the British Isles, that the instant
a slave touched the soil of England he became free. More-
over, after a long agitation, England had abolished the
slave trade in 1807. Henceforth it was a crime to kidnap

negroes in Africa and sell them into slavery. But slavery Slavery in
itself existed in the West Indies, in Mauritius and in South the colonies.
Afri ca. There were about 750,000 slaves in these colonies.
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with the rights of property, and it might ruin the
prosperity of the colonies. Two causes were now working
for the abolition of slavery, a growing sensitiveness to the
moral iniquity of the institution and the decreasing influence
of its leading supporters, the West Indian planters, owing
to the fact that their trade with Great Britain had fallen

off greatly since 1815. For many years an anti-slavery
agitation had been in progress, ably led by Wilberforce,
Buxton, and Zachary Macaulay, father of the historian,
who had created the public opinion indispensably necessary
to any reform.

Various acts of legislation had been passed looking toward
the improvement of the position of slaves in the crown

colonies, but not providing for the abolition of the institu-
tion itself. These measures were indignantly and hotly
resented by the planters, who denounced the action of the
English government in vituperative terms, unwise conduct,
as t till th r lienated public op in th moth

Abolition CO A bill was passed A t 1833 decreeing th
of slavery davery should cease August 1, 1834. It provided r ie

mmediate emancipation of 11 :hild f six y d
inder;for period of apprenticeship f r lloth f r seven
ears, durii g hich th forths of their time was to bel

t their mer mast f th t them es. Th

is was argued, would give them the preparation necessary
for a wise and intelligent use of freedom, but the provision
did not work well in practice and was ultimately allowed
to lapse. A gift of twenty million pounds was made to "
the slave owners as compensation for the loss of their
property.

Conscience was aroused at the same time by a cruel evil
right at home, the employment, under barbarous conditions,
of children in the factories of England.

in industries was
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PJIOBLKM OF CHILI) LABOR 4-H

CO uld be carried on by children, and as their lubor was
cheaper than that of adults they were swept into the
factories in larger and larger numbers, and a monstrous
evil grew up. They were, of course, the children of the
poorest people. Many began this life of misery at the
age of five or six, more at the age of eight or nine. In-
credible as it may seem, they were often compelled to work
twelve or fourteen hours a day. Half hour intervals were
llowed for meals, but by a refinement of cruelty they

were expected to clean the machinery at such times. Fall-
ing asleep at their work they were beaten by overseers
or injured by falling against the machinery. In this in-
human regime there was no time or strength left for educa-
tion or recreation or healthy development of any kind.
The moral atmosphere in which the children worked was
harmful in the extreme. Physically, intellectually, morally,
the result could only be stunted human beings.

This shocking abuse had been attacked spasmodically and Previous
unsuccessfully for thirty years. In 1802 a law was passed attacks
limiting the number of hours to twelve a day, and providing systenlt
that work should not begin before six in the morning, nor
continue after nine at night. It applied, however, to but
few mills. In 1816 a bill was introduced providing that
no child should be employed for more than ten hours a day
in any factory. The House of Lords limited this to
cotton mills and extended the hours to twelve. Later it was

voted that each child should have a quarter of a holiday
on each Saturday. Such was the pitifully small protection
guaranteed children workers by the laws of England.

This monstrous system was defended by political econ-The
omists, manufacturers, and statesmen in the name of indi-systemdefended.|

4 vidual liberty, in whose name, moreover, crimes have oft n
b " en mmitted, the liberty of the manufacturer t conduct
his b thout interf f tsid liberty
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compelled to accept. A Parliament, however, which had
been so sensitive to the wrongs of negro slaves in Jamaica,
could not be indifferent to the fate of English children.
Thus the long efforts of many English humanitarians, Rob-
ert Owen, Thomas Sadler, Fielden, Lord Ashley, resulted in

The the passage of the Factory Act of 1833, which prohibited
Factory the employment in spinning and weaving factories of children
Act, 1833

under nine, made a maximum eight hour day for those from
nine to thirteen, and of twelve for those from thirteen to

eighteen. The bill also provided for the sanitary conditions
of the factories, for a certain amount of recreation and

education, and, most important, it created a system of
factory inspectors whose duty it was to see that this law
was enforced. This was a very modest beginning, yet it
represented a great advance on the preceding policy of*

England. It was the first of a series of acts regulating
the conditions of laborers in the interests of society as a
whole, acts which have become more numerous, more minute,

and more drastic from 1833 to the present day. " The idea
that an employer may conduct his business entirely as he
likes has no standing in modern English law.

The decay The reform spirit, which rendered the decade from 1830
of local to 1840 so tabl hieved anoth t improvem in
self-govern-

th radica transformat or m fment. P ove ment Th
local self-government of England enjoyed great fame abroad
but was actually in a very sorry condition at h Not only

the Parliament of 1830 the organ of ligarchy, but
was the system of local government. Usurpations o ower
by a single class had gone on flourishingly under the Tudor
and Stuart and even Hanoverian kings. The whole political
structure, local as well as general, was honeycombed with
notorious abuses. The municipal and the parliamentary
systems were closely bound together. The unreformed

niicp
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about the abolition of the evils of local government. In The
turies all the freemen of the borough had j oy ed necessity

for reform.

glits of citizenship, and local government had been pop
lar in charact ;r. But with the lapse of time the term " fre
men " had become technical and applied only to a few in each
borough, and frequently to non-residents. Thus Cambridge,
with a population of about 20,000, had only 118 " free-
men," Portsmouth, with 46,000, only 102. Many of these
were poor, paid small taxes, and were in no sense representa-
tive citizens, yet they alone possessed the right to vote in
municipal elections. Thus, in Cambridge, the freemen paid
only about two thousand pounds of the twenty-five thousand
of the city taxes. But in many cases even the " freemen "
had no political power, but only privileges of a pecuniary
nature, such as a right to share in certain charitable
funds and of exemption from tolls. In very numerous cases
the local government was entirely in the hands of the cor-
poration, that is, the mayor and the common council. The
mayor was chosen by the council and the councilors sat
for life and had the right to fill all vacancies in their body.
The government in such cases was literally a close corpora-I

tion. Thus, throughout all England, a very small minority
had an absolute monopoly of political power in towns and*^_ - ---^^^^^^J «^^^P^"

ctes.

These municipal governments were notoriously corrupt. Municipal
Elected for life and self-elected they had no sense of re- s°vern~

"i_'i'i. j. Ai- -j. i. i nM. " j- 
ments

sponsibihty to the community at large. Iheir proceedings notoriongiy
were generally secret. They levied taxes but rendered no corrupt.
account of how they expended them. Neglecting the needs
of the community for proper policing, paving, lighting,
sanitation, they used the funds largely for self-gratification
or personal advantage or the advantage of the party which
they favored. In many of the smaller boroughs the mayor
alone was practicall entire government. Generally
smn n if i n r*cn i; r»T»rm trns WPFP
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This system received its death-blow from the reform of

Parliament. The two systems hung together, were mutually
interdependent. The reform of one had, as an inevitable

consequence, the reform of the other. The power of the
privileged class in the House of Commons had rested largely
upon the ease with which they had been able to secure control

of these little local oligarchies, which had had the right to
elect the members of the boroughs to the House. In 1833
a commission was appointed to investigate the whole subject,
which it did with convincing thoroughness.

The reform In 1835 a law was passed, the Munici Corporations
of municipal 

Act, second in importance only to the Reform Bill. Thisgovernment.

act provided for the election of town councilors by all
the inhabitants who had paid taxes during the preceding
three years. This established a property and residence quali- *
fication. The town council was to elect the mayor. The town
council and the constituency together formed the corpora-
tion. The proceedings of the council were to be public;
the accounts were to be published and audited. Not only
were property owners but property renters included in the
new electorate. Those who rented property that was on ._- j * V/

the tax lists as worth ten pounds a year had the right to
vote as well as those who paid taxes themselves; in other
words, a man who paid a rent of about a dollar a week
for his house or his store was now enfranchised. This bill

did not apply to London, reserved for special treatment, nor
to sixty-seven boroughs, which were very small, but con-
cerned 178 boroughs, the large majority. It is estimated
that about two million people were affected by it. The bill
was not a democratic measure, but it gave borough govern-
ment, as the bill of 1832 had given parliamentary, to the
wealthy and the middle classes. It effectually restored
self-government. The basis of representation
widened since 1835. A similar act for Scotland, sweep-
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ACCESSION OF QUEEN VICTORIA

In the midst of this period of reform occurred a change Accession
in the occupancy of the throne. King William IV died June of" "* ^-* .

Victoria.
20, and was succeeded by his niece, Victoria. The
young uecn was the daughter of the Duke of Kent, fourth
son o f Ge orge III. She was, at the time of her accession
eighteen years of age. She had been carefully educated,
but owing to the fact that William IV disliked her mother,
she had seen very little of court life, and was very little
known. Carlyle, oppressed with all the weary weight of
this unintelligible world, pitied her, quite unnecessarily.
.. Poor little Queen!" said he, " she is at an age at which
a girl can hardly be trusted to choose a bonnet for herself;
yet a task is laid upon her from which an archangel might
shrink." Not such was the mood of the Queen. She was

buoyant and joyous, and entered with zest upon a reign which
was to prove the longest in the annals of England. She
impressed all who saw her with her dignity and poise. Her Her

1*4-* 1

political education was conducted under the guidance, first po 1 lca
0 education.

of Leopold, King of Belgium, her uncle, and after her acces-
sion, of Lord Melbourne, both of whom instilled in her mind

the principles of constitutional monarchy. The question of
her marriage was important and was decided by herself. Sum-
moning her cousin, Prince Albert of Saxe-Coburg, into her
presence, she offered him h d thing to d

he aft d said, yet the only thing . h 2 would ne
presumed to take such a liberty " himself as to ask for

t hand o f the of England. Th marriag c ele-
brated in 184-0, was a marriage of affect She is as full

f love as Juliet," said Sir Robert P Her married lif w; i s

pt happy d when t P Consort died
t\\< nty-one years later, she w D t
years he was her constant ad I so complete was the
harmony of t leir views that In practically quite as much
t f the country as was she*

T 1,,
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Hanover. the connection between England and Hanover, which had
ted since th lect o f H had becom k f

Great Britain in 1714, under t m I As th

Salic 1 aw Stained H that now passed
to the uncle of the Queen, the D f Cumberland, Ernest
Augustus. Thi is was on tl whole, more a gam for
England than a loss, as it freed her from vexatious en-
tanglements on the Continent. Far more serious was the
disruption of the colonial empire, threatened by the Canadian
Rebellion of 1837. This will be described elsewhere. More

serious still was the widespread unrest and discontent in
England itself, an unrest that found expression in the
Chartist Movement.

The The Reform Bill of 1832 had been carried by a combina-
Eadicals tion of Liberals and Radicals, the latter furnishing in thoseand the

Reform exciting days the appearance and the reality of physical
Bill. force, the monster meetings, the riots, which had made the

Tories feel that a civil war would result if they did not

yield to what was manifestly the people's will. A breach
between these two elements now ensued. The Radicals

1 >ked i upon the measure, to the passing of which they had
greatly contributed, as merely a step in the right direct

from hich they themselves had gained noth They
a genuinely democrat party mmg tl trodu t
into England of truly democratic government, popular con-
trol of the House of Commons and legislation in the interest
of the people, that is, the great mass of the wo: kers of G
Brit But h ft 1832, they attempted t bring

rward m f a :1 ff as a y pre-

liminary to all this, they met with uncomprom >pposi-
tio on the part of their form 1 Lord John R
to< k occasion to say publicly in 1837 that the Reform Act of
1832 had b made as ext as possibl th h P
hat it mieht be final; and that the q tion of the franch
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the same mind on this matter. There had been a reform

in 1832 in the interest of the middle classes. Clearly there
was to be no reform in the interest of the lower classes.

The middle classes had said so. The Radicals felt that a

middle class Parliament would consider simply the interests
of the middle class, and they desired a democratic Parlia-
ment to legislate for the masses of the laborers of England,
whether in town or country, for the laborers were the nation.
The breach between the former allies became complete. The The
Radicals dubbed Lord John, " Finality Jack." They began Radicals

agitate for
vehement agitation for further reform. Workingmen's further

associations, socialist societies, the discontented generally reform.

worked together.
In a pamphlet entitled The Rotten House of Commons

(December 1836), Lovett, one of their leaders, proved from
official returns that, out of 6,023,752 adult males living
in the United Kingdom, only 839,519 were voters. He also
showed that despite the reform of 1832 there were great
mequa liti es mong the constituencies, that twenty me mb ers
were chosen by 2,411 votes, twenty more by 86,072. The
immediate demands of the Radicals were expressed in " The The
People's Charter," or programme, a petition to Parliament

Charter
drawn up in 1838. They demanded that the right to vote
be given to every adult man, declaring, "we perform the
duties of freemen, we must have the privileges of freemen ";
that voting be secret, by ballot rather than orally as was then
the custom, so that every voter could be free from intimida-
tion, and less exposed to bribery; that property qualifica-
tions for membership in the House be abolished; and that the
members receive salaries so that poor men, laborers them-
selves and understanding the needs of laborers, might be
elected to Parliament if the voters wished. They also de-
manded that the House of Commons should be elected, not

for seven years, as was then the law, but simply for one
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pledges or indifferent or hostile to the wishes of the voters.
Annual elections would give the voters the chance to punish
such representatives speedily by electing others in their
place. ' The connection between the representatives and
the people, to be beneficial, must be intimate," said the
petition. Such were the five points of the famous Charter
designed to make Parliament representative of the people, not
of a class. Once adopted, it was felt that the masses would
secure control of the legislature and could then improve
their conditions.

Character The Chartists had almost no influence in Parliament, and

of the their agitation had consequently to be carried on outside
Chartist

agitation. in workingmen's associations, in the cheap press, in popular
songs and poems, in monster meetings addressed by im-
passioned orators, in numerous and unprecedentedly large
petitions. One of these was presented in 1839. It was in
the form of a large cylinder of parchment about four feet
in diameter, and was said to have been signed by 1,286,000
persons. The petition was summarily rejected. Notwith-
standing this failure another was presented in 1842, signed,
it was asserted, by over three million persons. Borne
through the streets of London in a great procession it was
found too large to be carried through the door of the House
of Commons. It was therefore cut up into several parts and
deposited on the floor. This, too, was rejected.

The Chartist movement lasted about ten years, from 1838
to 1848. It had periods of quiet, followed by periods of -
great activity. The latter were generally contemporary
with hard times. The whole movement was born of the

great distress and misery of the English working class.
The lack Unfortunately it lacked able leadership. Many of its sup-
of able

leadership porters were men of ability, devotion, and disinterested-
ness, but during most of the time the real leader was
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magnify a party. The Chartists themselves divided into
two groups: those who wished to use only peaceful methods
in their agitation, and those who wished to make an ultimate
appeal to physical force, believing the other method en-
tirely ineffective. Whenever the physical-force Chartists
attempted to act according to their principle they were
severely punished.

The Chartists could look to neither great party for aid. The
The movement smoldered on for ten years, blazing up 

of

1848.

threateningly in times of unusual distress. Indeed, it was
a kind of barometer, measuring the misery of the people and
their sense of injustice. After 1848 the movement sub-
sided. Encouraged by the French Revolution of that year
the Chartists held a great national convention or people's
parliament in London, and planned a vast demonstration
on behalf of the Charter. Half a million men were to accom-

pany a new petition to Parliament, which it was expected
would be overawed and would then yield to so imposing a
demand of an insistent people. The Government was so
alarmed that it entrusted the safety of London to the Duke
of Wellington, then seventy-nine years of age. His arrange-
ments were made with his accustomed thoroughness. One
hundred and seventy thousand special constables were en-
rolled, one of whom was Louis Napoleon, who before the
year was out was to be President of the French Republic.
The result was that the street demonstration was a failure,

nnd the petition, examined by a committee of the House,
was found to contain, not 5,706,000 signatures, as asserted,
hut less than two million. It was summarily rejected. The
movement died out owing to ridicule, internal quarrels,
but particularly because of the growing prosperity of the
country, which resulted from the abolition of the Corn
Laws and the adoption of Free Trade.

It is difficult to appraise the value and significance of this TheJ __ « £ * * -» ̂  A1 ̂P V4 I Tl ̂  rl L /> C\
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advocated have since been brought about. There are
now no property qualifications for members of the House
of Commons, and the secret ballot has been secured; the

suffrage is enjoyed by the immense majority of men, though
not by all; the payment of members has in principle been
approved by the House of Commons (1906), though not
yet put in force. Parliaments are still elected for seven
years. It seems that some of the tremendous impetus of
England toward democracy, which grew so marked toward
the close of the nineteenth century, was derived from this
movement of which Carlyle wrote in 1839: " The matter of
Chartism is weighty, deep-rooted, far-extending; did not
begin yesterday; will by no means end this day or to-
morrow.

Simultaneously with the Chartist Movement another was
going on which had a happier issue. The adoption of the
principle of free trade must always remain a great event
in English history, and was the culmination of a remarkable
movement that extended over forty years, though its most
decisive phase was concentrated into a few years of intense
activity. The change was complete from a policy which
England in common with the rest of the world had followed
for centuries.

England's In 1815 England believed thoroughly in protection.
policy of Hundreds of articles were subject to duties as they entered the
Protection

country, manufactured articles, raw; materials. English
shipping was also protected by the Navigation Laws. The
most important single interest among all those protected
was agriculture. Parliament in 1815 was a parliament of
landlords, and their legislation was naturally favorable to

The Corn their interest. Corn is a word used in England to describe
Laws. wheat and bread stuffs generally. The laws imposing duties

on corn were the keystone of the whole system of protection,
influential class in the nation
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assaults upon the Corn Laws. If these could be overthrown
it was believed that the whole system would fall. Not until
they were abolished would England be a free trade country.
The Corn Law of 1815 forbade the importation of foreign

corn until the price should have reached ten shillings a bushel.
Later, in 1828, in place of the fixed duty, was put the so-
called sliding scale, the duty on foreign grain going up as
the price of domestic grain fell, and decreasing as the home
price rose. But the object was the same, high protection
of ritish grain owers. This was the particular feature
which the reformers attacked. But for a long while the land-
lord class was so entrenched in political power that the law
remained impregnable. Small and piecemeal attacks were
therefore made upon other parts of the system. Huskisson Huskisson's
in 1823-5 succeeded in carrying through a modification of reforms-
the Navigation Laws of 1651. Previously all commerce
between England and her colonies had to be ca rried on in
English ships; and all commerce between England and any
other country had to be carried on by English ships or by
those of the country concerned. An act was passed in 1823
empowering the Government to conclude reciprocity treaties
with foreign countries, admitting their ships to British ports
on the same conditions as British ships, if they would put
British shipping on the same footing of equality with their
own in their ports. This opened the way for the ultimate
abolition of all restraints upon navigation. Huskisson also
succeeded in securing legislation reducing duties on almost
all foreign manufactures and on many raw materials. These
changes were a beginning in the direction of freer trade, but
they did not touch the strongest interest, the landowners,
protected by the Corn Laws.

For the next few years public interest was absorbed in sir Robert
the various reforms already described. In 1841 the Whig ministry

party, then under the leadership of Lord Melbourne, the
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His ministry lasted from 1841 to 1846. The financial con-
dition of the state was bad, and the distress of the laboring
classes general and acute. To provide a surplus in place
of a deficit, and to relieve trade Peel carried through an
extensive tariff reform. In 1842 there were about 1,200

articles subject to tariff duties. Peel succeeded in abolish-
ing or reducing the rates on about 750 of them. But the
most important interest still remained essentially unaffected.
The great struggle for free. came over the Co aws

The Anti- In 1839 there was founded, in Manchester, a great manu-
Corn-Law facturing center, the Anti-Corn-Law League. Its leader
League. 

was Richard Cobden, a young business man, successful, trav-
eled, thoughtful. Cobden was convinced that the Corn
Laws interfered with the growth of British manufactures.
H w soon joined by John Bright, like himself a m

hirer, unlike him popular orators of th
t t The L d th tw d

d V a m tuber < f Parliament, beg an t
gitation. It atte ipted t Englishmen that they
h Id mpletely reverse th commercial policy i: th
terest of th w prosperity The methods of the L

w business-lik th r gh It c mp w one
or p It distributed a vast number of pamphlet

tting forth the leading arguments. Lect w
to the large cit d to small try t s. a smffie
year four hundred lectures were delivered to 800,000 persons.
A purely voluntary movement, gifts poured in until in 1845
the League was spending a million and a quarter dollars.
Year after year this process of argumentation went on.

The This free trade party consisted_of manufacturers and
arguments merchants. . The manufacturers felt that they did not need
for Free

Trade. protection against foreigners, as they believed that their
own processes were so far superior that the latter could

l"fc y"fe ro-
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duty free. They also believed that it was absolutely essen-
tial for them to gain foreign markets, and that this could not
be done under the existing system. Increase your foreign
markets, they said, and you increase the employment of
Englishmen in English factories, a thing of utmost im-
portance as the population is growing rapidly. You will
only be permitted to export freely to other countries if you
consent to take freely in payment the commodities of those
countries, their grain, their timber. If you will take these,
they will purchase your woolens, your cottons, your hard-
ware, and will not attempt to manufacture these themselves.
If you do not, you will foster the growth of foreign com-
petitors in manufacturing and will make them rivals in the
markets of Europe, a suicidal policy. " In France," said
one orator, " there are millions willing to clothe themselves
in English garments, and you have millions of hungry mouths
to take their corn. In Hungary, not being able to sell
their corn to England, the people are turning their capital
to manufacturing their own cloth." Replying to the argu-
ment that the-removal of the (lorn Laws would mean the

ruin of Kn^lialt-agriculture, which it was necessary to en-
courage in order that the country might produce an adequate
food supply for its own needs, and not become dependent on
other countries for the very necessaries of life, they pointed
to Holland, declaring that it was " dependent upon every
country, that there were no corn laws, yet no scarcity o
food, that wages were high and trade brisk." One of the
most effective arguments was that the time had come when
the increasing population needed cheap food.

This agitation extended over seven years. It was con- The Irish
ducted quite independently of political parties. It does famine-
not seem, however, that the repeal of the Corn Laws could
have been carried had it not been for a great natural
calamity, the Irish famine of 1- 1 ">. "Famine itself, against
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potato. More than half of the eight million inhabitants
of Ireland depended on it alone for sustenance, and with
a large part of the rest it was the chief article of diet. A
failure in the potato crop could mean nothing less than
famine. In the fall of 1845 this was precisely what impended,
for a potato disease had set in and it was evident that
the crop would be hopelessly ruined. Potatoes could not
be obtained from foreign countries which, fearing for them-
selves, were forbidding their exportation. At the same time
the English grain crops were very poor, and foreign grain
could not be bought by these Irish peasants,. was
the duty. The alternatives seemed unavoidable, either star-
vation for multitudes or cheap grain, which could be ob-
tained only by the repeal of the Corn Laws. The famine
came, and tens of thousands perished of starvation. Great
charitable gifts from England and America aimed to relieve

Repeal of the distress but proved inadequate. Finally, in 1846, Sir
the Corn

Laws. Robert Peel carried against bitter opposition the repeal of
the Corn Laws by a combination of Conservative and Liberal^mJ ^^» . »^^^^^^M_^"--i^_^^^_^ ^_-- _t^^^^^^^*TW^P^i^fc«^^^^B^^^fc--i^^^-^^^-tafc.__t.^^^^«^^^^^^"ata--*_"_. *^^^* _^» - _^ _^ _^ *_*_-_- ^^*- ^^^^^

votes.1 But in so doing he split his party. The bill was
passed by 223 Liberals and 104 Conservatives, against 229
Conservatives. Peel had come into office in 1841 the head

of a party pledged to the support of the Corn Laws; in
1846 he repealed them against the passionate opposition of
two-thirds of his own party. The vengeance of the pro-
tectionists was not long in coming. Peel was shortly over-
thrown by their votes, after having revolutionized the com-
mercial policy of Great Britain. Peel had been converted
to the theory of free trade some time before the Irish crisis.
That crisis simply gave an irresistible practical reason for
putting the theory into immediate effect.

There still remained after this many duties for pro-

tective purposes in the English tariff, but the keystone of
-^ Tn 1S49 the Navigation
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Laws were final 1 d, and the ships of all the world Remaining
might compete with English ships for the carrying trade protective

duties

to England nd her colonies, might enter British harborsgradually
freely as ritish ships might. In 1853 Mr. Gladstone removed.

succeeded in having the duties removed from 123 articles,
and reduced on 133 others. In 1860 the number of com-

(lit es subject tc the t ff duced t 48 I 1866
e duty on lumb w Jbolished. England now has a

t ,riff. but it is revenue t r th protect
of English industries. Nearly all of the revenue from the
tariff, which now amounts to over a hundred and sixty
million dollars, comes from the duties on tobacco, tea, spirits,
wine nd sugar. England is absolutely dependent jupon
other countries for her food^supplies. It was evident as
early as 1845 that English agriculture couldjipt support
England's population.

The twenty years succeeding the repeal of the Corn Labor
Laws were years of quiescence and transition. Compar- legislation,
atively few changes of importance were made in legisla-
tion. Those of greatest significance concerned the regula-
tion of employment in factories and mines. Such legisla-
tion, merciful in its immediate""effects and momentous in

the reach of the principles on which it rested, was enacted
particularly during the decade from 1840 to 1850. The
initial step in such legislation had been taken in the Factory
Act of 1833, already described, a law that regulated some-
what the conditions under which_children_and women could
be employed in the textile industries. But labor was un-
protected in many other industries, in which gross abuses
prevailed. One of the most famous parliamentary reports
of the nineteenth century was that of a commission ap-
pointed to investigate the conditions in mines. Published Regulation
in 1842, its amazing revelations opinion and of laborin mines.

led to quick action. It showed that, children of five, six.
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labored under conditions fatal to health and morals; that

the hours were long, twelve or fourteen day, nd the
dangers great. They were veritable beasts of burden, drag-
ging and pushing carts on hands and knees along narrow
and low passageways, in which it was impossible to stand
erect. Girls of eight or ten carried heavy buckets of coal
on their backs up steep ladders many times a day. The
revelations were so astounding and sickening that a law
was passed in 1842 which forbade the employment of women
and girls in mines; and which permitted the employment offMMMT j+^^+*+^^ **^M«*b

boys of ten for only three days a week.
Factory Once embarked on this policy of protecting the econom-
laws.

ically dependent classes, Parliament was forced to go further
and further in the governmental regulation of private in-
dustry. In 1844 a law was passed which restricted the
labor of children in factories to half of each day> or six
and a half hours, or the whole of every other day, the labor
of women to twelve hours, and also restricting night work./^ ^^"^^

still further. The Factory Act of 1847, altered somewhat
by an act of 1850, practically established a ten-hour day
for labor, a demand long urged by the laboring class and
bitterly opposed by manufacturers as ruinous to industry,
as certain to lower wages, and to drive capital to foreign
countries, by economists as in violation of the " laws " of
political economy, by both as a violation of the right of
free contract.

Morley on Since then a long series of similar statutes has been enacted
the labor by the English Parliament, which it is here impossible to
code.

describe, so extensive and minute, that Morley, writing nearly
thirty years ago, and speaking of the Factory and Work-
shop Consolidation Act of 1878, an act of more than*

fifty printed pages, virtually a labor code, could say: " We

have to-day a complete, minute, and voluminous code for
t inn n f IflVinr: hnilrlinp-s must be kept pure of
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are not only limited, but fixed; continuous employment
must not exceed a given number of hours, varying with the
trade, but prescribed by the law in given cases; a statutable
number of holidays is imposed; the children must go to
school, and the employer must every week have a certificate
to that effect; if an accident happens, notice must be sent
to the proper authorities; special provisions are made for
bake-houses, for lace-making, for collieries, and for a whole
schedule of other special callings; for the due enforcement
and vigilant supervision of this immense host of minute
prescriptions, there is an immense host of inspectors, cer-
tifying surgeons, and other authentic^ vhose business it <r&

is ' to speed and post o'er land and ocean' in r estless
guardianship of every kind of labor, from that of the woman
who plaits straw t her cottage door, to the miner who
descends into the bowels of the earth, and the seaman who

conveys the fruits and materials of universal industry to and
fro between the remotest parts of the globe » i

S 1878 the principl f g ve al gulation h
been much more t pplied T lab d f
to-day tained th F tory d Workshop Act f
1901, c d by Dicey " the most notable achie m f
English l " 2

This mid-century period of English history so teri of
trades-

in polit 1 interest t to be highly significant nnions.
th in P It w th period which trad

in grew rapidly, solidified itself, perfected it a-
ch tie d discussed and larified the demand the

lab i c lass. The ( ffect f th preliminary ork was
pparent lat Work m g t r unions

a kind f ed t polit d anagement that w

'Morley, Life of Cobden, Ch. XIII.
1 The Combination Act of 1800 which, in connection with the law of

conspiracy then in force, made a trade union an unlawful association,- \ \
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a valuable training for the use of the suffrage, when they
should get it, as they did in 1867. Meanwhile they came
to attach less importance to purely political privileges, such
as those demanded by the Charter, and to study far more
carefully social questions, arising from the relations of capital
and labor. During these years a remarkable change of opin-

The growth ion was going on The beauties of individualism were seen
of collectiv- to be less attractive; the advantages of collectivism or social-
ism.

ism were more and more emphasized. The economic and
social beliefs of large classes of the population were under-
going a profound transformation. Th tion of thought
was one tending Distinctly toward lism T t

rmat w is proceeding qui lietly. d it "g i fi did
t bee pparent until aft th ssa f the Reform

Bill of 1867

Th period f mparative inact England w a
time of great and stirring events and changes abroad, the
period of the revolutions of 1848, of the Crimean War, in
which England played a leading part, of the making of
Italy, the rise of Prussia, the dismemberment of Denmark,
the humiliation of Austria, the Civil War in the United

States. The foreign policy of the ministry was active, the
domestic very subordinate.

Jews ad- Yet during these years certain internal reforms were car-
mitted to ried through, which are worthy of mention. In 1858 under
the House

of Commons. the Derby-Disraeli ministry Jews were permitted to sit
in the House of Commons; the oath required of members
containing the words " on the true faith of a Christian,"

was altered, and thus another piece of religious intolerance
was removed, another step in the secularization of the state
taken, and a controversy of twenty-five years terminated.
Another reform of the same session was the abolition of

the property qualification for members of Parliament. Thus
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one point of the Charter was registered quietly. The gov-
ernment of India also was greatly altered.

During many of these years Gladstone was Ch fin- Gladstone,
cellor of the Exchequer (1852-1855; 1859-1866), and in Chancellor

of the Ex-

this capacity was winning the name of the greatest finance chequer.

minister since Peel, and was laying deep the foundations
of his later power. His policy was economy, and the com- f r -J " " "/ 7

pletion of the free trade policy, which he believed would
augment the prosperity of England.

By the year 1860 the tariff list had been reduced to 48
rt Larg iugh Gladst t tli excise

pap was o lished, thus thering the publica-
tion of books and papers at a price within the reach of t

asses. Gladst also ca ,1 d rough a g s ih. me postal
f using the post offices of England as savings ban T savings'

banks.

ach locality could have its saving banks without e ere a-
t f n entirely new and elaborate machinery The
ystem went into force in 1861, and has proved very
i il i n encouraging tnrnt among thrift t king asses. B
re t d f 1862, 180,000 accounts had been opened
ince then the deposits have incre d :h y I 1907

these postal savings ba s d deposits of £157,500,000
and the number of depositors was nearly 10,700,000. De-

be made from a shilling upward. The interesti^BM^V^Mi^M* ^M^^VMMM^^ta^^^M^M^^^H^B^^B^M^^4«~^ I

is small, but the security, that of the State, is perfect. Every
little hamlet thus has its institution for savings, the local*

post office. Walpole calls this use of the post office " the
most efficient machinery for the encouragement of thrift
that the world had ever seen, or the imagination of man
had ever conjectured." Two years later, in 1864, Mr.
Gladstone was able to follow up this success by another, state
using the same machinery of the post office for the selling insurance.
of small life insurance policies, to the maximum amount of
a hundred pounds. Thus workingmen with small incomes
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Industrial While f the point of f polit f int re-
and

scientific fFected by legislation, this period, from 1846 to 1866
progress. is unusually b d insignifi g s f t im

portance were occurring in the domain of industry d sci-
ence. The printing press was being perfected, which cl

d vastly the cost of production of newspapers and book
dering t larg crc lation possible, which haract

istic and vital a feature of the modern world, and which has

contributed immensely to the democratic evolution of Eng-
land. Railway construction advanced rapidly, the drawing
power of locomotives was greatly augmented, iron
w s pplant den. mach Avas pplied

It th s ma h which astonishingly lightened
the w f the home, and which rated a revolut

the clothing trade, was being very widely adopted, im
ments of war were b mcreas d n po d deadl
During period th Atl t Cabl w y laid
after great and distressing failures, by an Am rus
Field, supported by British capitalists. A a q ence
cables were later laid in every direction, which were to bind
th whol e Id togeth by th r pid transm o f

iws, profoundly altering th dit o f mm an d
t t lat

During the period of transition just described, England
was outgrowing old forms of thought and organiz

^^m^^m ^^r ^^B A.

was evidently tending toward democracy. Yet this general*; "i--*"'* ~ * '' - *

trend was not mirrored in her political life and institu-I

tions. Parliament remained what the Reform Bill of 1832

had made it. From 1832 to 1867 there was no altera-^^^"V

t th franchise or in the distribut f t

the House of Comm Th the era of middl :1

ts predecessor had been one of aristocrat
But d th period w "eq tly made

en fro pvfpn N rn th; one man
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in six then had the right to_vote. The demand was pres- 1 The demand
by the Chartists from 18,'38_to 1848. After that, from 

for a

wider

time to time, proposals were made in Parliament to suffrage.
enlarge the electorate. Bills to this effect were introduced
in 1852, 1854, 1859, and 1860, but none of them pro-
gressed far. Both parties treated them gingerly and with
trepidation. Furthermore, the exceptional position held by
one man in English public life during these years, Lord Palm-
erston, was a deterrent, for Palmerston was strongly o
to change in the institutions of England. So commanding
was his personality that it came in a way to be tacitly
understood that no change should be attempted as long as
he remained in politics. But in 1865 Lord Palmerston
died, and shortly afterward Lord Derby and Earl Russell
passed from the scene of politics. In place of the old-
time statesmen, two younger men, ne ither of whom feared
innovation, occupied the center of the stage, Gladstone and
Dis rae li. Their rivalry constitutes the central thread of
parliamentary history for many years.

Then, too, the success of the United States in the Civil Effect of
the Civil

War greatly encouraged the democratic party in England, War.
for it was considered a trium democracy over aris-
tocracy. Moreover, in that war the sympathy of the work-
ing classes in England had been steadfastly with the North,
though they suffered greatly from the war, while the upper
classes had largely favored the South. The people, in
other words, had been right, when the favored class had
not, and when the ministry had so handled its relations with*

the United States s to 1 cave an ugly f eeling and a grave
diplomatic difficulty behind to harass the coming years.
Were not people who had shown such moral and intellectual
qualities worthy of any share in the government of England?
Thus the question of the further extension of the suffrage
came once more prominently before the English people and
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Gladstone under Earl Russell as prime minister, brought forward
introduces 

a bill to enlarge the electorate. Earl Russell had himselfa reform

bill. of recent years been favorable to reform. By the bill of
1832 the suffrage was given in the boroughs to those owning
or " occupying " houses or buildings yielding ten pounds
a year. From 1832 to 1867 England was consequently
ruled by the " ten pound householders." But five out of
every six men could not meet this qualification, and were,
therefore, without political power. The masses of working-
men could not afford to pay ten pounds a year for the
houses in which they lived.

The measure now introduced proposed but a slight change.
In boroughs the suffrage was to be extended to seven pound
householders. This would add only about 150,000 to theI

number of voters. The county franchise was not to be
treated even as liberally as the borough. The timidity of
this measure, and the half-hearted way in which it was urged,
encouraged all the opponents of change, and failed to arouse
any counteracting interest among the unenfranchised out-

The bill side of Parliament. The Conservatives were united against
defeated. it, and a body of the Liberals joined them. There was no

sign that the people wanted the measure, therefore this
coalition did not hesitate to defeat it. The ministry

resigned and Derby became prime minister, with Disraeli as
leader of the House of Commons. The Conservatives were

now in power, and the opponents of reform thought that they
had effectually stemmed the advance toward democracy.
Never were politicians more completely deceived. The
people instantly became alert and indignant at the rejection
of even so modest a measure. Gladstone, in his final speech

the bill, had exclaimed defiantly to his opponent Y
cann fight .gainst th time is on our d a
phrase that now becam battl Gladstone, d

51 n rl V, PP TYIP a fierv anostle of an extensive
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Mr. right, with ill-concealed menace, incited the people
to renew the scenes of 1832. " You know what your fathers
did thirty-four years ago, and you know the result. The
men who, in every speech they utter, insult the workingmen,
describing them as a multitude given up to ignorance and
vice, will be the first to yield when the popular will is
loudly and resolutely expressed. If Parliament Street, from
Charing Cross to the venerable Abbey, were filled with men
seeking a Reform Bill these slanderers of their countrymen
would learn to be civil, if they did not learn to love free-
dom." Under the influence of such incitement the people

peedily lost th difference, and great popular demonst
ns f tf m kind d in f vor f th bill

The people were manifestly in earnest
Seeing t d f ling that re was tab d

that, such being th case the Conservative party__might carried byDisraeli.

as 11 reap the advantages of ting it as t w t^

dvantages to accrue to others, Disraeli in the Wl
year, 1867, introduced f rm b Th w modeled

t entirely by the Liberals, who, led by Gladstone, d
feated the proposals of the ministry time after time, and

d in having t own p pies incorp ted in th
in The bill as finally passed was largely the work of
Gladst practically everything he a ked b the end

ded, but it was the audacity and subtlety and
In ess of D that ded in getting a very dical

bill adopted by t y same legislators who the year bef
had jected a moderat

Th bill fi passed August, 1867 d the Pr
e f the midd class i England made England a 

of the

bill.
democracy T franch borough w iven t .11
householde Thus, instead f t dP id or seven p

holders, all household hat th v 1 f th

houses, were admitted; also, all lodgers who had occupied
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was given to all those who owned property yielding five
pounds clear income a year, rather than ten pounds, as
previously; and to all occupiers who paid at least twelve
pounds, rather than fifty pounds, as hitherto. Thus the
better class of laborers in the boroughs, and practically all
tenant farmers in the counties, received the vote. By this
bill the number of voters was nearly doubled.1

So sweeping was the measure that the prime minister him-
self, Lord Derby, called it a " leap in the dark." Carlyle,
forecasting a dismal future, called it " shooting Niagara."
Robert Lowe, whose memorable attacks had been largely
instrumental in defeating the meager measure of the year
before, now said, " we must educate our masters." It should

be noted that during the debates on this bill, John Stuart
Mill made a strongly reasoned speech in favor of granting
the suffrage to women. The House considered the proposi-
tion highly humorous. Nevertheless, this movement, then
in its very beginning, was destined to persist and grow.

Acts, similar in principle though differing in detail, were
passed in 1868 for Scotland and Ireland.

Redistribu Also there was at this time some redistribution of seats

tion of f m sm b oro ghs t large t d t Thseats.

ttle doubt that the Conservat pected to be rewarded
f< P the Reform Bill of 1867, as the Lib had
b r P that f 1832, thought, that is, that th
ne f a :hised would, o o f titude CO them

m ffi If so, they were destined t o a g disappoint
ment T lections of 1868 Ited in giving the Lib

majority of a dred d twenty. Mr. Gladstone now
b cam th head of the most tabl Lib ministry of
modern times.

1 Just before 1867 the county voters numbered 768,705; the borough
voters 602,088. By 1871 the former had increased to 1,055,467; the
1..4-4- 1 A7ft QAfi
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CHAPTER XX

ENGLAND UNDER GLADSTONE AND DISRAELI

MR. GLADSTONE possessed a more commanding majority The Great
than any prime minister had had since 1832. As the en- Ministr7-
largement of the franchise in 1832 had been succeeded
a period of bold and sweeping reforms, so was that of 1867
to be. Mr. Gladstone was a perfect representative
prevailing national mood. The recent campaign had shown
that the people were ready for a period of reform, of im-
portant constructive legislation. Supported by such a ma-
jority, and by a public opinion so vigorous and enthusiastic,
Gladstone stood forth master of the situation. No states-

m CO Id h P t have in orabl conditions att
hi trance int power. H was t head o f a t

ted, d te party T ministry contained a e-
in rkab f ,b men. Mr. Bright w th oneO

f t eloq t ,tors ho h the English
tongue; Mr. Forster, Mr. Goschen, M L , and Lord
Clarendon were also members.

The man who thus became prime minister at the age of
fifty-nine was one of the notable figures of modern English
hist ory His parents were Scotch. His father had hewed
out his own career, and from small beginnings had, by
energy and talent, made himself one of the wealthiest and

most influential men in Liverpool, and had been elected a
member of Parliament. Young William Ewart Gladstone re- William
ceived " the best education then going " at Eton College and Ewart
Oxford University, in both of which institutions he stood out Gladstone' 

*/ «OrtA < f*r\f*
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In Memoriam. His career at Oxford was crowned by brilliant
scholarly successes, and here he also distinguished him-
self as a speaker in the Union, the university debating club.
In one of the discussions he denounced the Reform Bill of

1832, then pending in Parliament, as destined to change
the form of government and subvert the social order. Be-
fore leaving the university his thought and inclination were
to take orders in the church, but his father was opposed to
this and the son yielded. In 1833 he took his seat in the ^/

Entrance House of Commons as representative for one of the rotten^ -

xnto boroughs which the Reform Bill of the previous year had
not abolished. He was to be a member of that body for
over sixty years, and for more than half that time its
1 ding memb Bef re ttaining the premiership, th

1868, he had had a long political career and a varied
training, had held many offi Iminating in the Chancel
ship o f Exchequer and the leadership of the H o f
Comm Beg g a Conservat (M c lied
him in 1838 the " rising hope of the stern and unbending
Tories "), he came under the influence of Sir Robert Peel, a
man who, conservative by instinct, was gifted with unusual
prescience and adaptability, and who possessed the courage
required to be inconsistent, the wisdom to change as the
world changed. Gladstone had, after a long period of transi-
tion, landed in the opposite camp, and was now the leader

Leader of of the Liberal Party. By reason of his business ability,^^"^^ 9f ^f

the Liberal shown in the management of the nation's finances, his knowl-
/ Party. 

edge of parliamentary history and procedure, his moral
fervor, his elevation of tone, his intrepidity and courage,
his reforming spirit, and his remarkable eloquence, he was
eminently qualified for leadership. When almost sixty
he became prime minister, a position he was destined to
fill four times, displaying marvelous intellectual and physical

18
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t r him t rm a ministry .. My m 19 Dominance
t pacify Ireland Irish q t t. was to of Irish

questions
b t most bsorbing interest of Mr. Gladst lat
political career, dominating all four of his ministries.

To understand the question, a brief survey of Irish history
in the nineteenth century is necessary. Ireland was all
through th t th most discontented an d tched
part ( f t tish Emp ire. While England tan

w in nu b and wea th, Ireland d d in p l
tion, and her misery inci d In 1815 Ireland was in-
habited by two peoples, tl tive Irish, who were Cathol

d settl m England and Scotland, wh f r tl
most part A & f or Th latt wto Presbyt
a small but powerful minority.

The fundamental cause of the Irish question lies in the
fact that Ireland is a conquered country, that the Irish Ireland a
are a subject race. As early as the twelfth century the con^uered

. . , country.
English began . to invade the island. Attempts made by
the Irish at various times during six hundred years to
repel and drive out the invaders only resulted in rendering
their subjection more complete and more galling. Irish
insurrections have been pitilessly punished, and race hatred
has been the consuming emotion in Ireland for centuries.
The contest has been unequal, owing to the far greater re-
sources of England during all this time. The result of
this turbulent history was that in 1815 the Irish were a
subject people in their own land, as they had been for
centuries, and that there were several evidences of this

so conspicuous and so burdensome that most Irishmen could
not pass a day without feeling the bitterness of their situa-
tion. It was a hate-laden atmosphere which they breathed.

The marks of subjection were various. The Irish did
not own the land of Ireland, which had once belonged toquestion.
their ancestors. The various conquests by English rulers

foil H 1 pvtonsive confiscations of the land.
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were given in large estates to Englishmen. The Irish were
mere tenants, and most of them tenants-at-will, on lands that

now belonged to others. The Irish have always regarded
themselves as the rightful owners of the soil of Ireland, have
regarded the English landlords as usurpers, and have de-
sired to recover possession for themselves. Hence there has
arisen the agrarian question, a part of the general Irish
problem.

The Again, in 1815 the Irish were the victims of religious in-
religious tolerance. At the time of the Reformation they remained
question.

Catholic, while the English separated from Rome. At-
tempts to force the Anglican Church upon them only stif-"

fened their opposition. Nevertheless, in 1815 they were
paying tithes to the Anglican Church in Ireland, though
they were themselves ardent Catholics, never entered a
Protestant church, and were supporting their own churches
by voluntary gifts. Thus they contributed to two churches,
one alien, which they hated, and one to which they were
devoted. Thus a part of the Irish problem was the re-
ligious question.

The Again, in 1815 the Irish did not make the laws which
political governed them. In 1800 their separate Parliament in Dub-
question.

lin was abolished, and from 1801 there was only one Par-
liament in Great Britain, that in London. While Ireland
henceforth had its q t f tat in H(
of Commons, it w ays a hop el minority M

the Irish memb did t rea represei t the large
majority of th( I h Cathol ild sit in the H
of Commons. There w th t inomaly that, \ h
the majority of the Irish Id te f members of Pa

t, they m t t r Protest a bitter mockery
The Irish demanded the right to govern themsel Thus

th r pect o f th problem was polit
J ' 1 OCtCl 1 "
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olic Emancipation \v;is carried, which henceforth permitted Catholic
Catholics to sit in the House of Commons. riM t* T i. Emancipa-Ihe English AI y

fo tion.

statesmen granted this concession only when forced to do so
by the imminent danger of civil war. The Irish consequently
felt no gratitude. Moreover, at the moment when Catholics
were being admitted to Parliament, most of them lost their °

vote by the much higher franchise qualification enacted at
the same time, for the qualification was raised in Ireland
from forty shillings to ten pounds, though for England it
remained at forty shillings. Shortly after Catholic Emanci-
pation had been achieved, the Irish, under the matchless
leadership of O'Connell, endeavored by much the same meth-
ods to obtain the repeal of the Union between England and The repeal
Ireland, effected in 1801, and to win back a separate legis- movement.
lature and a large measure of independence. This move-
ment, for some time very formidable, failed completely,
owing to the iron determination of the English that the
union should not be broken, and to the fact that the leader,

O'Connell, was not willing in last resort to risk civil war
to accomplish the result, recognizing the hopelessness of such a
contest. This movement came to an end in 1843. However,

a number of the younger followers of O'Connell, chagrined at
his peaceful methods, formed a society called " Young Ire-
hind," the aim of which was Irish independence and a repub-
lic. They rose in revolt in the troubled year, 1848. The
revolt, however, was easily put down.

As if Ireland did not suffer enough from political and
social evils, an appalling catastrophe of nature was added. -^^^^H-

The Irish famine of 1845-7, to which reference has already The Irish

boon made, was a tragic calamity f hing fs famine.
effect f t c L did t heck it,

The distres tinued for several years, though gradually
less. The potato crop of 1846 was inferior to that

f 1845, and t ts of 1848 and 1849 were from
nnnn al \r ertiir lif t o nirl. hiif Wfls fli The
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1847 over 700,000 P were recevng government P-
port March and April of th y th death in
the workhouses alone were more than ten thousand a month.

Peasants ate roots and lichens, or flocked to the cities in

the agony of despair, hoping for relief. Multitudes fled
t Engl or crowded t emig: hip Ameri<

1 by the thousand f er or isti< It was
1 o wn o horror, and when it was over it w found

Decline of that the population had decreased from about 8,300,000
the popula- -^45 t l th 600000 1851 S th the de-
tion.

crease occasioned by emigration has continued. By 1881
the population had fallen to 5,100,000, by 1891 to 4,700,-
000, by 1901 to about 4,450,000. Since 1851 perhaps
4,000,000 Irish have emigrated. Ireland, indeed, is probably
the only country whose population decreased in the nine-
teenth century.

For many years after the famine, and the failure of
Y Ireland" in 1848, Irish polit were q t

Year after year the ceaseless emigration to the United Stat
continued. Finally, was org d m th Irish

The Fenian in America a t :ty, called the Fenians, whose p^^^^^

movement. pose was t h th depend f the republic i »f
Ireland. The Irish the t tries co-operated, ai d
in 1865 ar d 1866 were act J m 2S Stephens, the lead
in Ireland d that th flag of the Irish P bl
w Id b d 1865 The G rnment. med, t<

tring t m ting m f the lead , and e
g om Parliam the p nsion of th > Hab

Corp ct in Ireln M 1866 the F r
the United States attempted an invasion of Canad Ab
1200 f th m d th N ra River b sooi

driven back, though only after blood had been hed S
taken prisoners, were tried by courts-martial and shot I

-i n in Ireland and
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the alarm it aroused in England, and the vivid evidence
it gave of the unrest and deep-rooted discontent of Ireland.
The Irish question thus became again an exciting topic for
discussion, a problem pressing upon Parliament for solution.

When Gladstone came into power in 1868 he was resolved
to pacify the Irish by removing some of their more pro- The Upas
nounced grievances, the three branches of the Irish Upas tree,tree>
as he called them-the Irish Church, the Irish land laws nd^^*

Irish education.

The question of the Irish Church was the first one attacked. The Irish
This was the Anglican Church established and endowed in Clmrch-
Ireland at the time of the Reformation. It was a branch

of the Church of England. Its position was anomalous.
It was a state church, yet it was the church not of the
people, but of a small minority. Established to win over
the Catholics to Protestantism, it had signally failed of
its purpose. Its members numbered less than an eighth
of the population. There were many parishes, about 150,
in which there was not a single member. There were nearly
900 in which there were less than fifty members. Yet these
places were provided with an Anglican clergyman and a
place of worship, generally the former Catholic church
building. The Church was maintained by its endowment
and by the tithes which the Catholics, as well as the Protest-
ants, paid. Sidney Smith said of this institution: "On
an Irish Sabbath the bell of the neat parish church often
summons to service only the parson and an occasional con-
forming clerk; while two hundred yards off, a thousand
Catholics are huddled together in a miserable hovel, and
pelted by all the storms of heaven," and he added, " There is
no abuse like it in all Europe, in all Asia, in all the discovered
parts of Africa, and in all that we have heard of Tim-

buctoo." This favored corporation did not even discharge
its religious functions with zeal. Many a clergyman used

"nncitinn cimruv f <-\ prr lo ve d a
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The tithe The Irish resisted the payment of tithes, and the result was
war. the so-called tithe war, in which the peasant's property,

his cow or goat, his chickens or kettles, were seized and
sold for payment. Even such methods were not successful.
In 1833 only about 12,000 out of 104,000 pounds due
could be collected. At length, in 1838, the system was
abandoned. The tithes were made a tax upon the land,
which simply meant that the peasants no longer paid them
directly, but paid them indirectly in the form of the in-
creased rent demanded by the landlord. The Catholics
were still supporters of a wealthy and alien corporation.
Meanwhile, their own priests were exceedingly poor, and their
own services had to be held in the open air or in wretched
buildings. The existence of this alien church was regarded
as humiliating and oppressive.

Gladstone in 1869 procured the passage of a law abolish-
Disestab- ing tithes, even in this roundabout form, and disestablishing
lishment of
the Irish and partly disendowing the Church. The Church henceforth
Church. ceased to be connected with the State. Its bishops lost

their seats in the House of Lords. It became a voluntary
organization and was permitted to retain a large part of its
property as an endowment. The rest was to be appropriated
as Parliament should direct. It was to have all the church

buildings which it had formerly possessed. It was still very
rich, but the connection with the Church of England was to

January 1, 1871. The bill, though very bl
the Church, was denounced h bbery, as " highly off

to Almighty God," as the " greatest nat 1
mitted N theless, it passed d b m 1 w
branch of the fam Up tree had been lopped off

Gladst w pproached a f m serious dp
m problem th ystem f land t Ireland was

land ur Imost exclusiv< an gricultural country, yet th d
j^-^ ^^ ^^fc B^V ^ ̂ ^fc 1 f "^ I,' n , _ 4- U d
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sentees, who rarely or never came to Ireland, and who re-
garded their estates simply as so many sources of revenue.
The business relations with their tenants were carried on by
agents or bailiffs, whose treatment of the tenants was fre-
quently harsh and exasperating. In the minds of the Irish
their landlords were foreigners, who had acquired by robbery
land which they regarded as rightly belonging to themselves.
This initial injustice they never forgot. There had been
from the beginning a wide gulf between the two. As, how-
ever, there were almost no industries in Ireland, the inhab-

itants were obliged to have land. They were, therefore, in an The land
economic sense, at the mercy of the landlord. There was, d by a

few.

properly speaking, no competition among landowners to rent
their land, forc g them, therefore, to treat their tenants with
some liberality d derat The w petit

y among the applicant r 1 d, app ts so num
that they would offer to pay much more little plot

ht their potatoes, which f bed th f f d
than the value of the land justified. The result was that in
many cases they could not pay the stipulated rent and were
evicted. Their position only became still more deplorable,
for land they must have or starve; consequently, they would
promise a higher rent to some other landlord, with, in
the end, another eviction as a result. Now, eviction was

y, because th petty "in tenants-at t Tenants-at-
tenants who must leave their holding t will and will.

Pi o f t d, or on hort tice, generally
m bviously a most in o f t Land
were t ted r a y r or fi ears or ten, but o
as long as the owner should see fit. Occupat b
terminat b ptly by the land tarvat d th
peasant. Moreover. Irish landlord ted, as was cor-

tly stated t t time, not f that d a d t
y buildings an< 1 inp ments, but ply d

Tli n d mad
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No compen- fertilizing, as h Id, or wished; in very many cases the land
sation for Id h had no v 1 what but for these imp
improve-
ments. ments. Yet, as the law then stood, when a landlord evicted

his tenant he was not obliged to pay for any buildings
or improvements made during the tenant's occupation. He
simply appropriated so much property created by the tenant.

It would be hard to conceive <a more unwise or unjust
system. It encouraged indolence and slothfulness. The land
was wretchedly cultivated, because good cultivation of it was

Industry penalized. Why should a tenant work hard to improve the
and thrift quality of his holding, to erect desirable farm buildings, when
penalized. he knew that this would merely mean a higher rent or his evic-

tion in favor of some one who would offer a higher rent, in
which case all his improvements would benefit others and not
himself? In other words, it was a positive disadvantage to a
tenant to be prosperous. If prosperous, he made efforts to
conceal the fact, as did the peasants in pre-revolutionary
F N th l effect o f th s system were dis-

Misery of trous in the ext m Chronic and sh ing misery was the
the peas- lot of the Irish peasantry. " The Irish peasant," says an
antry.

official English document of the time/ " is the most poorly
nourished, most poorly housed, most poorly clothed of any in
Europe; he has no reserve, no capital. He lives from day to
day." His house was generally a rude stone hut, with a dirth.

floor. The census of 1841 established the fact that in the

case of forty-six per cent, of the population, the entire family
lived in a house, or, more properly, hut of a single room.
Frequently the room served also as a barn for the live stock.

Deeds of Stung by the misery of their position, and by the in-
violence. justice of the laws that protected the landlord, and that

gave them only two hard alternatives, surrender to the
landlord, or starvation, and believing that when evicted
they were also robbed, and goaded by the hopeless outlook
f or flit th Irish in wild racre. committed many
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law from the English Parliament, which only aggravated the
e vil.

Such was the situation. Mr. Gladstone, desiring to gov-
ern Ireland, not according to English, but according to
Irish ideas, faced it resolutely. He had an important argu-
ment at hand. While the system just described was the
one prevailing throughout most of Ireland, a different one
had grown up in a single province, Ulster, the so-called The Ulster
system of " tenant right." The tenant's right was un- system-
disturbed possession of his holding as long as he paid his
rent, and fair payment for all permanent improvements, in
case he should relinquish his holding, whether voluntarily
or because of inability to pay the rent. This was mere
custom, not law. ut the result was that the peasants
of Ulster were hard-working and prosperous, whereas in
the rest of Ireland the contrary was the case. The out-
going peasant received, as a matter of fact, for his improve-
ments from five to twenty times the amount of his annu
rent. It paid him, therefore, to make them. * Mr. Glad-
stone took this local custom and made it a law for all

Ireland. In the Land Act of 1870 it was provided that Land Act of
if evicted for any other reason than for the non-payment of 1870>
rent, the tenant could claim compensation for disturbance
from the landlord, and also that he was to receive compensa-
tion for all improvements of a permanent character on giving
up his holding. It was hoped that thus the peasants would
have a sense of security in their occupation, and that with
security would come prosperity and peace.

There were certain other clauses in the bill, not greatly
approved by Gladstone, but strongly urged by Mr. Bright,
whose influence with the people Gladstone did not wish to
alienate. Bright desired that the Irish peasants should The Bright
gradually cease to be tenants of other people's land, and clauses.
should become landowners themselves. This could only be
done by purchasing the estates of the landlords, and this
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clauses, therefore, provided that the State should help the
peasant up to a certain amount, he in turn repaying the
State for the money loaned by easy instalments, covering a
long period of years. Accordingly, carefully guarded land
purchase clauses were put into this bill.

The bill thus proposed went through Parliament with
comparative ease. On one point it was vigorously attacked,

The bill the clause giving a tenant compensation from the landlord
denounced if the landlord evicted him for any other reason than
as revolu-

tionary. for the non-payment of rent. This, said Disraeli, is revolu-
tionary. It alters, act of Parliament, the nature of
property, the thing least to be tampered with safely by legis-
lation. The landlord may no longer do what he will with
his own. In place of absolute and uncontrolled ownership,
you make the tenant part owner, for he can not be evicted
as long as he pays his rent. You create a hybrid and
dangerous form of land tenure, dual ownership. If you
violate the sacredness of property in land, you may do it
in other kinds, and thus the people will come to see that
they can acquire property not alone by labor, but by taking
another's act of Parliament. To which the rep was
th one's b t ght t property ditioned pon
its d ci t tv public welfare, that restrict m
be imposed en in th terest of ty as a le. and
that the principle of the factory acts, and of the laws regu-
lating b Itcorp tions, trade unions, was th
w mply now b pplied the first t to l d.

The Land The Land Act of 1870 did t "h what was hoped

Act a from it; did not bring peace to Ireland Landlords found
disappoint-

W£ment. y s f ding it and ev t became more m
th ever. The a t did not bid land ds t rase

rents, and did not guarantee the tenant compensation for
disturbance if he were evicted for non-payment of rent,
rmiv l if evicted arbitrarily. Practically, then, it was easy
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meet. Nor did the land purchase clauses prove effective.
Only seven sales were made up to 1877.

Nevertheless, the bill was very important, because of the Its prin-
principles upon which it was based. One principle w

portant.
that the landlord's ownership of the soil was not absolute
and unrestricted, that the tenant was in some sense a partner
in the land he tilled, in the soil of Ireland. Another

was the desirability of enabling the tenant to become com-
plete owner. The land-purchase section of the act proved
ineffective, largely because very timidly applied, but it con-
tained an idea that was to grow more and more attractive
and to be applied in a long series of laws destined in the end
to be highly successful. In the principles on which it was
based, the Land Act of 1870 was path-breaking.

Another measure of this active ministry was designed to Educational
provide a national system of elementary education. The reform
educational system of England was deplorably inadequate
and inefficient, inferior to that of many other countries.
England possessed the famous endowed schools of Eton,
Rugby, Harrow, but these and others were for the aristo-
crat d prosp mid classes. t she possessed
no i t syste f P b scno 1 1 r th mass of the
populat It i long th ac pted op England
that education was no part of the duty of the State.

he work that the State neglected was discharged in a Chnrch
measure, by the various religious dcnom schools.t What

duration the children of the working class received, they
d in schools maintained by volui t y gifts, generally

t with a cnu h li Most f e sc liools were

Anglican, some were Wesleyan, some Catholic, some Jewish.
In 1833 Parliament appropriated the sum of 20,000 pounds
in aid of schools established by voluntary effort. The sum
was ludicrously small. Prussia at that time was spending
many times as much for its popular education, and Prussia
nr o t% /^ «^ % rf"fc «" *-fc *^* ̂%
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had a duty to perform in educating its citizens. The sum
was enlarged to 30,000 pounds in 1839. Once embarked
upon this course, there could be no turning back. Th e
parliamentary grant grew greatly, and, between 1860 and
1865, it averaged annually not far from 700,000 pounds.
With this encouragement the number of voluntary schools
increased, but was, nevertheless, totally inadequate to the
needs of the nation. It came to be generally admitted that
this system would not suffice for the education of the people.

The system In 1869 it was estimated that of 4,300,000 children in

inadequate. need of education? 2,000,000 were not in school at all,
1,000,000 were in schools that received no grant from the
government, were uninspected, and were generally of a very
inferior character, and only 1,300,000 were in schools aided by
the State and inspected by the State. Moreover, whatever
facilities existed were unevenly distributed; many districts
being entirely without schools.v

The Many forces combined now to make the question of popu-
question lar education urgent. When the working classes in the
becomes

urgent. boroughs were given the suffrage in 1867, the cause of edu-
cation received a great stimulus. " We must educate our
masters," was the watchword. Foreign countries were cited
as examples. The northern states, which had conquered the
southern in the American Civil War, were the home of the

mm sch( .1 d on the C tinent m P e o f th
tory f P Aust Sadowa as the triumph

f th P s :hoolmaster, meaning that the Pru
army was th intelligent. Moreover, the trades-ur

presenting workingmen, favored popul d t
The The Gladst ministry d 1870, a bill designed
Forster to provide England for the first time in her history with aEducation

Act of rea national system of elementary d itio Th J
1870. tern then established remained without tial til

1QH9. Tf mnrked a great Drosress in the educational facili-
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managed by the State. It divided the country into school
districts. It did not propose to establish new school in
each district to be administered by the State. Its mi was
not to provide England with new secular schools, but to pro-
vide her with a sufficient number of schools of good quality.

It incorporated in its scheme the already existing church Church
schools. " Our object,"' said Mr. Forster, who was in schools in

i- £ j.1 u-11 a. " j. i A J.U i j. j. j corporated
charge of the bill, " is to complete the voluntary system, and n

to fill up the gaps." Each district was to be considered system.
by itself. If, at the end of a year, it was found to possess
already a sufficient number of schools, it was to be left alone.
Such schools must submit to State inspection, and would
then receive parliamentary aid. If the district were found
to be inadequately supplied with schools of this character,
then a new agency was to be created. Local school boards
were to be elected with power to establish new schools, i n
to levy local taxes for the purpose.

Thus there would be two sets of schools, church schools

supported by voluntary contributions, by grants of Parlia- Board
schools

ment, and by children's tuition fees, and " board schools," established.

supported by grants of Parliament, tuition fees and local
taxes.

The main difficulty encountered by educational reformers
in 1870, as had been the case before, and as is the case

to-day, was the question of religious instruction. There The
,._., , , " i j j. r j question

was a party among the Liberals who wished to have edu- ̂  religious
cation entirely secular, but this party was in the minor- instruction.
ity. The supporters of the voluntary schools wished to
have those schools permitted to teach the tenets of the de-
nomination as they had done in the past. There was in-
serted in this bill a so-called conscience clause, providing that The

i -. ,1.111 . * J.L " j. i " conscience
whore voluntary schools included as a part of their teaching clause

instruction in the religious beliefs of the denomination con-
ducting them, parents might have their children excused
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beginning or at the close of the school session. Thus the
children of Methodists and Baptists could attend an Anglican
school without being obliged to be instructed in the Anglican
beliefs.

B hould *e b< a J ligious instruct th
board sch hool t b pported by c
t A t party demanded th th s hoc t

\

least be entirely secular, but Parliament did not so decide.i

The The bill as passed provided that the board in each district
Cowper- h Id decid heth th h Id b ligious inst t
Temple

or t but that f instructior
amendment. t permitted h

techism :llg ml y which s distincti e f
part l r denomiat " h ld be taught.1 ther
words there might b ding of the Bibl d m t on
t b no trt y or d gm M

in board schools, as in volun tary, there should b
clause, and a time schedul .bl P ve th
children excused from such

Education. The law of 1870 did not establish either free, or com-
neither free,
nor com- pulsory, or secular education. It adopted, under the restric-
pulsory, tions indicated, denominational or voluntary schools, and
nor secular, allowed them to give denominational teaching, with, however,

a conscience clause which rendered it possible, as has been
said, for the son of a Methodist to attend an Episcopalian
school. It permitted undenominational religious teaching in
the board schools, but here, too, the conscience clause was
attached. The schools were not free, but pupils were

to pay tuition. It was held undesirable to relieve parents
of all feeling of responsibility for the education of their
children. School boards might, however, establish free pub- ^^^p-

lie schools in districts where exceptional poverty prevailed
or might pay the fees of poor children.

The Education Act of 1870 was a compromise between
t; o f
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education throughout the land. It kept the denominational
system and added another system to it. The bill was more
acceptable to the opponents of the Liberal ministry, mainly
Churchmen, than to its supporters and Non-Conformists.
John Bright thought it the " worst act passed by any Liberal
Parliament since 1832." Under it, however, popular edu-
cation made great advances. In twenty years the number
of schools more than doubled, and were capable of accommo-
dating all those of school age. In 1880 attendance was
made compulsory, and in 1891 made free.

The system just described remained in force till 1902, whe
a new education bill was passed.

Another reform carried through by this ministry, was Army
that of the army, by the introduction of a short service
with the colors, and a longer term in the reserve. Here
u*e see. as we do ywh E pe, the tremend
uence o f the P military system, which had proved

torious in the campaign culminating at Koniggrat It
had o g b supposed t an rmy o f t ns was the
best But Prussia had proved t trary. There military

mpulsory but limited to a f e t t
army Then the young men passed into the reserve, and
might be called out if necessary. Military service was their
profession for only a brief period. The Prussian army was
consequently an army of young men in the prime of physical
condition. Prussia's example has been followed since in
all the great European armies. Universal obligatory service Introdnc-
has never been adopted in England, but the period of active tion of
sen-ice of those enlisting was reduced by Gladstone so that servicc

the army became one of young men.
ut no real refonn in the army could be accomplished

without an additional change in its structure. Men ob-
tained promotion in the British army by purchasing posi-
tions of higher rank. There was a definite schedule of

A U, 1 HP-
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pounds. But the regulation price was by no means the
actual price. So eager were men to secure these positions

that they offered much more. Having paid for his position
an officer considered it his property, to be sold for what
he could get for it. He had a vested interest. Manifestly
this system was unfair to poor men, who might be meritorious
and able soldiers, as practically the desirable positions in
the army were open only to the wealthy class. Naturally
the growing democratic feeling of England, expressed in
many ways by this ministry, was impatient of a system
which rendered the army an appendage of the aristocracy.

Abolition Gladstone brought in a bill to abolish purchase, paying
of the present owners at the market price. " The nation," said
purchase he, " must buy back its own army from its own officers."
system.

Bitterly opposed by the officers and by their influential
friends inside and outside Parliament, the ministry suc-
ceeded, however, in getting its bill through the Commons
only to have it practically defeated in the House of Lords.
Mr. Gladstone then took a step for which he was severely
criticised. He advised the Queen to abolish purchase by

royal ordinance, which could be done, as the whole system
rested on royal ordinance, not upon an act of Parliament.
In this way the system was abolished (1871), and promotion
by merit substituted for promotion by purchase.

In the same session in which the military career was
thrown open to merit, regardless of wealth or rank, civil and

Civil academic careers were also made free to all classes. In
"

Service 1870, by an O in Council, the system f PP tmreform.
to most positio th Civil Serv P on the b
of standing in < pen competit minat Th ystem
had ea "1 b n applied to th idian service. Th ? step
now ta w trongly opposed one irgu t was
that it w ould result in eliminating the tocratk :1

m th service and would fill all posit with a 1
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all the stronger hold upon the higher positions, as has proved
to be the case, the greater part of the successful candidates
for those positions being Oxford and Cambridge men.

In 1871 the universities of England were made thoroughly The nni-
t The last remaining religious tests, which operated

thrown

y t t dvantag o f th e b f e Church fopen.

England bol I. Henceforth men of any relig
h S th could have all the advantage f

ty training and university degr This was anoth
tej> in religious and intellectual liberty. It abolished anoth
on poly f t Established Churcl Th t be-
ged henceforth to all Englishm
Another reform carried through by this ministry was th
allot Act of 1872. Voting P o th tim had been tion of the

ballot.
rivn voce. Each ter declared his didatt P bl t

t P g P1 F over irs th t o f
k t he b t t had b discussed. Indeed, it

was considered at the time of the Reform Bill of 1832. For

years Grqte, the historian of Greece, had brought the matter
up annually for discussion in the House of Commons. The
secret^ballot was one of the demands of the Chartists. But
the movement made no progress as the years went by. The
argument for open voting was that, as voting is a trust,
it must be discharged in a manner known of all men, that
thus it makes for courage and a due sense of responsibility.
If you render a man's vote secret you undermine the citizen's
courage, you foster evasion. This was Lord Palmerston's
view. It was at one time also Gladstone's, who made the

ingenious discovery that the secr< t ballot had led t th
1 f the Romar Repub' ut the facts were apparent

t the world t at pub 1C ting led to extensive bribery
d scandalous corruption, timidat d flourish Reasons
der such a system, and that the poorer peopl for secret

voting-.
franchised by the act of 1867 they plainly needed further
^ L t J. A 1 f\ VT f
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suffrage was not free. The farmer was afraid of the
landlord, and the laborer was afraid of the farmer; the
employer could tighten the screw on the workman, the
shopkeeper feared the power of his best customers, the
debtor quailed before his creditor, the priest wielded thunder-

bolts over the faithful. Not only was the open vote not
free, it exposed its possessor to so much bullying, molesta-
tion, and persecution that his possession came to be less of
a boon than a nuisance. i

It was evident that whatever the abstract arguments might
be, the concrete ones were all in favor of the secret ballot.

A bill was finally passed in 1872 providing for the Australian
system in voting, so called because of its use first in the colony
of Victoria.

Gladstone's Though Mr. Gladstone was losing popularity with every
waning new reform, alienating in each case those affected disad-
popularity. , , , . ,. , .,,

vantageously by the measure in question, he still went on.
He now approached the question of the third branch of the
Upas tree, the system of Irish education. In February

The Irish 1873 he introduced the Irish University Bill, designed to
University give adequate facilities to Ireland for higher education.Bill.

That the facilities were not adequate was clear. There
were in Ireland two universities, that of Dublin, which con-

ted of c lleg Trinity, a Protestant institut
gh admitting Catholics to its courses and deg an d

Q u iity tablished 1845, d t »f^^^h.^^^Hi ^^^^^

three coll 'S t Belfast. Cork id Gal Th
tirely secular; the Cath c d th m "godless." -The

Cathol tituting th m f the population, desired
ty of their own, endowed ai d thorized to grant

deg There had been established s m y bef ore a
so-called Catholic University of Dublin, but it w t em-
powered to grant deg Mr. Gladstone proposed in 1873
that th( re sno h Id b tablished a new universi r
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o t d b ffiliated T w ty was t b
niply endowed. The bill made shipwreck r, on the
eligious difficulty. It was provided that e h ge might The

h denominat d t c h d gma f it but thereli&ious
difficulty.

university was to be undenominational. Owing to the re-
., i. u j " i* i n " j. AU

ligious passions involved it was held that the university course
should not include teaching in theology, moral philosophy,
or modern history. The colleges might teach these subjects
but not the university. There was added the remarkable
provision that any professor might be suspended or removed
from his position if he wilfully offended, in speaking or
writing, the religious convictions of any student.

This bill satisfied no one. Catholics pronounced against General dis-
saying that they wanted a Catholic university, not an satisfaction

with the
undenominational one. Protestants, on the other hand, felt bill.

that at the very time they were liberalizing Oxford and
Cambridge by opening them to all, regardless of religious
affiliations, they ought not to encourage bigotry and sec-
tarianism in an Irish university. Moreover, the " gagging "
clauses were bitterly denounced. A university which should
teach neither modern history nor philosophy, and whose
professors should not have freedom of speech would be in the
eyes of reasonable men ridiculous and not worth establishing.

The opposition was very general and violent. Disraeli,
feeling that the moment had come when it would be possible to
overthrow the ministry, reviewed the whole record in a
caustic speech, denouncing all its reforming measures as
simply " harassing legislation," endangering all the institu-
tions of England. To which John Bright retorted that-

if the Conservatives had been in the wilderness they would
have condemned the Ten Commandments as " harassing

legislation." The bill was defeated, and Gladstone resigned,
but as the Conservatives would not take office at that moment

he came back into power for a few months.
Not onlv did Gladstone's domestic legislation xrive offense
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Unpopular- up enemies, but his foreign policy was characterized by many
ity of as weak, humiliating for England, lowering her prestige,
Gladstone's

particularly his adoption of arbitration in the controversyforeign
policy. with the United States over the Alabama matter. "

The grievances of the United States against England be-
cause of her conduct during our Civil War were a dangerous
source of friction between the two countries for many years.
Mr. Gladstone agreed to submit them to arbitration, but as

The the decision of the Geneva C mm w t England
Alabama (1872), his ministry suffered in popularity. Neverthel
award.

M Gladst had tablished a ble preced Th
was the greatest victory yet attained for the principle of
settling international difficulties by arbitration rather than by
war. In this sphere also this ministry advanced the interests
of humanity, though it drew only disadvantage for itself
from its service.

The All the accumulated disaffection of six years found vent
elections of jn the elections of 1874. The Liberals were defeated by a
1874.

majority of fifty. The Conservatives entered office with
Disraeli as prime minister and remained in power till 1880.
Thus fell Gladstone's first and most successful adminis-

tration, with a record of remarkable achievement in legisla-
tion and in administrative reform.

The Disraeli Mr. Disraeli now found himself prime minister, < hief f
ministry. a party controlling by safe majorities both Houses of Parl

ment. His administration lasted from 1874 to 1880 It

differed as strikinly from Gladst as hi t
d from that of his pred T was ow t

s The criticisms which his arty had l led at
pp ts, of disturbin everything by harassing leg

tion, imposed upon him the obligation of leaving thing l
f tivity in domestic legislat here possible, of effect
g only mild f ms w h ms w ecessar l
ol ff were th hief pat o f

i t
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political ideal, long germinating in his mind, succinctly
called imperialism, that is the transcendant importance of Imperial-
breadth of view and vigor of assertion of England's position ism.
as a world power, as an empire, not as an insular state. In
1872 he had said: "In my judgment no minister in thi>
country will do his duty who neglects any oppprtunity of
reconstructing as much as possible our colonial empire,
and of responding to those distant sympathies which may
become the source of incalculable strength and happiness to
this 1 an d." This principle Disraeli emphasized in act and
speech during his six years of power. It was imperfectly
realized under him; it was partially reconsidered and revised
by Gladstone upon his return to power in 1880. But it had
definitely received lodgment in the mind of England before
he left power. It gave a new note to English politics. This Importance
is Disraeli's historic significance in the annals of British ° , 

e

. . . colonies

politics. He greatly stimulated interest in the British col- emphasized.

onies^ He invoked " the sublime instinct of an ancient people."
The first two years of his administration were singularly

uneventful. The work of the preceding six years was ac-
cepted and left in the main untouched. Laws were passed
in the direction of economic improvement, to enable certain
large towns to provide laborers with better dwellings, if
they should wish to, to improve certain Friendly Societies
so that the savings of the poor would be more secure, to pro-
vide a system of land registration, so that land titles might be
more certain.

Disraeli had said that if Gladstone had been less eager to
reform everything in England and more insistent upon main-
taining her prestige abroad, it would have been better. He
criticised the party as secretly undermining the Empire, as
believing the Empire a burden, as looking upon the colonies
simply in a financial light as a great and dubious expense.
In opposition he spoke of the "cause of the Tory party"

" 1
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Now in power himself he set about reversing what he
considered to have been the unimaginative, unpatriotic pol-
icy of his predecessors. His first conspicuous achievement */ J- A

Purchase of in foreign affairs was the purchase of the Suez canal shares.
the Suez The Suez- canal had been built by the French against ill-
Canal

shares. concealed English opposition. Disraeli had himself declared
that the undertaking would inevitably be a failure. Now
that the canal was built its success was speedily apparent.
It radically changed the conditions of commerce with the %/ Cj

East. It shortened greatly the distance to the Orient by
water. Hitherto a considerable part of the commerce with
India, China, and Australia had been carried on by the long
voyage around the Cape of Good Hope. Some went by the
Red Sea route, but that involved transhipment at Alexandria.
Now it could all pass through the canal. About three-
fourths of the tonnage passing through the canal was Eng-
lish. It was the direct road to India. There were some

400,000 shares m^the Canal Company. The Khedive of
Egypt larg lock of th d the Khed was
nea bankrupt. Disraeli bought n 1875 h 177,000
h by teleg ph r f million pound d th t

w d to a people who had never d med f it
but who applauded what seemed a brilliant strok ih
heckmating the French It w d that th high ro

t Ind was w Financially it w an a d
tageous barg The shares are now worth m than
times what was paid for them Th p l significance of .

this act was that it determined at least in principle the f re
f th lat f England to Egypt, and that it m d

t trike th t of imperi lf tin which w D
eli's hief ambition and which the most notabl h

tit f h dministrat

At the same time Disraeli resolved to emphasize the im-
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portance of India, England's lading colony, in another
fl^M* ^^v ^ ^B ^ ̂ 

way. He propost <1 a ne\v and sounding title for the British
K S was to be Emp f Ind The Opposi- The Queen

tion denounced this as " cheap " and " tawdry," a vulgar proclaimed
Empress ot

P f pretension. Was not the title of King or Q India.
borne by the sovereigns of England r a thousand y
g g But Disraeli urged it s showing " the

in determinat f t peo of th i country to
t our t wi th e Ind Empi And it

will be an answer to those mere economists and those diplo-
matists who announce that India is to us only a burden
or a danger. By passing this bill then, the House will
show, in a manner that is unmistakable, that -they look
upon India as one of the most precious possessions of the
Crown, and their pride that it is a part of her empire and
governed by her imperial throne."

The reasoning was weak, but the proposal gave immense
satisfaction to the Queen, and it was enacted into law. On
January 1, 1877, the Queen's ssumption the new title
was officially announced in India before an assembly of the
ruli ng princes.

In Europe Disraeli insisted upon carrying out a spirited
foreign policy. His opportunity came with the reopening Reopening:
of the Eastern Question, or the question of the integrity °f the

Eastern

of Turkey, in 1876. For two years this problem absorbed Question.

the interest and attention of rulers and diplomatists, and
England had much to do with the outcome. This subject
may, however, be better studied in connection with the
general history of the Eastern problem in the nineteenth
century.1

Disraeli, who in 1876 became Lord Beaconsfield, continued

in power until 1880. The emphasis he put upon imperial
and colonial problems was to exert a considerable influence
upon the rising generation, and upon the later history of
England. But it involved him in several undertakings,
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particularly wars in Afghanistan and South Africa, which
did not prove successful, and which contributed to his over-

Fall of the throw and the temporary eclipse of hi s party. .In the
Disraeli elections of 1880 the Liberals attacked the whole policy of the

last six years with vehemence. The result of the elections
was the return of a Liberal majority of over a hundred.4 * _ - _. A^_ - , _ " ----- -" --- --- --- - --- . . _*>^_ _ '-^ VT ^ -

In April 1880, Mr. Gladstone became prime minister for the
second time.

The Second Mr. Gladstone's greatest ability lay in internal reform
Gladstone as his previous ministry had shown. This was th e field
Ministry,
1880-1885 of his inclination, and, as he thought, of the national wel-

fare. Peace, retrenchment, and reform, the watchwords of

his party> now represented the programme he wished to fol-
low. But this was not to be. While certain great measures
of internal improvement were passed during the next five
years, those years on the whole were characterized by the dom-
inance of imperial and colonial questions, with attendant wars.
Mr. Gladstone was forced to busy himself with foreign policy
far more than in his preceding administration. Serious
questions confronted him in Asia and Africa. These may
best be studied, however, in the chapter on the British
Empire.1

Two pieces of internal legislation of great importance
enacted during this ministry merit description, the^ Irish
Land Act of 1881, and the Reform Bills of 1884-5.__

Failure of f his p g ministry had not p fied
Land Act of Ireland deed, the Land Act of 1870 had proved no
1870.

fi 1 ttlement, but a great d PP tm It had estab-
lished the principle that the landlord hip in Ireland
w t bsolut e d tricted but was a kind of

limited part hip Th tenant w nroens ted
f deprived of his r -payment

tob mp ted y case, f r rmanent
mprovem which he had made upon the land But this w
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did t prevent the raisin f tin- t t t 11 f the
d d The bill was not far-reaching enough adeq Lately

t feguard terest f t tenant t con-
tained t ni y :cepti( d -cstrict The b

t, proved no solution, but t first o f a 1 1 ne
f in sures ted since ming t th ni o f t

agrarian difficulties under which the island suffered.
In his new measure Gladstone sought to give the peasant, The Land

in addition to the compensation for improvement previously Act of1881.
secured, a fair rent, a fixed rent, one that is not constantly
subject to change at the will of the landlord, and freedom
of sale, that is, the liberty of the peasant to sell his holding
to some other peasant. These were the " three F's," which
had once represented the demands of advanced Irishmen,
though they no longer did. Henceforth, the rent of an
Irish farm was not to be fixed by the ordinary law of supply
and demand, by an agreement between landlord and tenant,
but was to be determined court, established for the

purpose It was 
..

proper call fair "< rent.
It might not necessarily be fair, as the Land Court might
lean too much in favor of the landlord, or in favor of the

peasant. It was, however, a judicial rent. Rents, once Kents to be
judicially determined, were unchangeable for fifteen Judiciall7

j " L« i_ j« xi, i. i. " \ L i.u " i. j determined.

years, during which time the tenant might not be evicted
except for breaches of covenant, such as non-payment of
rent. There was also attached to the bill a provision similar
to the one in the preceding measure of 1870, looking toward
the creation of a peasant proprietorship. The Government
was to loan money to the peasants under certain conditions
and on easy terms, to enable them to buy out the landlords,
thus becoming complete owners themselves.

The bill was attacked with unusual bitterness. Land- Denounced
as confisca-

owners, believing that it meant a reduction of rents, deter- tion of

mined not by themselves but by a court, called it confisca- property.
A ror ll.
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of the whole country." It was attacked because it estab-
lished e prmcip that ts w t t b determined
like the price of other things, by the law of supply and
demand. Rents were not to be what the landlord might de-
mand and the peasant agree to pay, but were to be reasonable,
and their reasonableness was to be decided by outsiders,
judges, having no direct interest at all, that is, in last resort,

by the State. T bill w ticized Itering ruthlessly
the nature of property in land as tablishing dual
ship. The only alternative, however, was the single owner-
ship of the landlord, that is, his right to do as he liked
with the land, the very thing which had, it was asserted,
occasioned the many sufferings of Ireland, and the endless
series of coercion acts by which it had been so long ruled
arbitrarily. The bill passed. It did not pacify Ireland,
which was now putting forth new demands of a political
nature and was in the full swin^ of the Home Rule move-^y ' '" ii .

ment. It did not bring immediate but only ultimate im-
provement. Meanwhile disturbances, and even atrocious
crim continued (I f the profound t f th

ppy island
It was Mr. Gladstone who carried through the third great

reform act of the nineteenth century, by which England
h as b transf m d from an li hy into a democracy

The Th Ref m Bill of 1832 had g th s ffrag t
Reform

thier members of the midd ass. The Reform Bill of
Bill of

1884. 1867 had tak a 10 1 tep in the direct f democracy
by giving the vote practically to all household b

gh But those lived t in boroughs, but th
try, w t greatly profited by th m Ii

England there are th 1 dCJ of peopl o have t
with e d First, the landlord th owners 1

estates. These men belonged to the nobility and gentry
Y\ t~\ f \ f\ r rvmmrvnc 1 «32.
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lords, and who conduct the agriculture of the country, but do
not, as a rule, do the actual work of tilling the soil. These
men were largely enfranchised by the Reform Bill of 1832. -^^^"-

Third, there are the laborers, employed by the farmer to
do his work, day laborers. Now the Act of 1867 did not^r ^^^^^^^^^^^^^___^__

give them the suffrage, though it largely to
the day laborers in the boroughs by establishing the house-
hold and lodger franchise, a franchise so low that many
workingmen could meet it. The franchise in boroughs
was much wider than the franchise in counties. There was

apparently no valid reason for giving a vote to workingmen
living in boroughs and not to those living in country villages
or on farms. Mr. Gladstone's bill of 1884 aimed at the The county

abolition of this inequality between the two classes of con- franchise
... . , , ,. 

~4^ 
., "~, r /» r- " ii widened.

stituencies, by extending the borough irancnise to the
counties so that the mass of workingmen would have the
right to vote whether they lived in town or country. The
county franchise, previously higher, was to be exactly
assimilated to the borough franchise. The bill passed, and
in connection with bills enacted for Scotland and Ireland,V

doubled the number of county voters, and increased the
total number of the electorate from over three to over five

millions. Mr. Gladstone's chief argument was that the bill
would lay the foundations of the government broad and
deep in the people's will, and " array the people in one
^olid compacted mass around the ancient throne which it
has loved so well, and around a constitution now to be

more than ever powerful, and more than ever free."
The franchise bill 84 was accompanied, as had been

those of 1832 and 1867, by a redistribution of seats in Redistritm-
the House of Commons. By the Redistribution Act ofilon of

seats.

1885 inequalities of representation of the same type as
those rent It-red familiar in connection with the Reform Bill

of 1832, inequalities which had grown up in the last genera-
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1 th :P t ;P t d be merged in th e
counties in which they were situated. Towns whose p ula
t ranged bet 15,000 d 50,000 were t turn one
m mb Such were th tw disfranch 1

Th som ptions, but th res lit f th wh e
was the extinction of 160 seats. These were distributed

among the more populous boroughs and counties.
The Act of 1885 provided that henceforth boroughs with

more than 15,000, and less than 50,000 inhabitants, should
have one member; those with more than 50,000 and less
than 165,000, two members; those with more than 165,000,
three, with an additional member for every 50,000 inhab-^^^f^ ^^^^^^fc^h^fc-

itants above that number. Thus London, in place of theJL

previous 22 members, was to have which it was en-
titled if population was to be the basis. Liverpool was*

to have nine, Glasgow seven, and so on. The same was
to hold with the counties. Yorkshire was to have 26 mem-

*

bers, Lancashire 23. The result was that the great in-
dustrial centers, towns and counties, received representation
approximate to their importance.

The Redistribution Act of 1885 further applied in most

Single cases the principle of single member divisions. Previously,
member if a borough had had two members it yet formed one con-
districts

stituency. All the voters had the right to vote for two
members. Such boroughs were now divided into as many
constituencies as they were allowed members. While pre-
viously some counties had been divided as being incon-
veniently large, no boroughs had been. The Act of 1885
applied the new principle to towns and counties alike, each
constituency returning, with few exceptions, only one mem-
ber. For instance, Liverpool, which had previously sent
three members to Parliament, and which now was to send
nine, was divided into nine distinct constituencies, each re-
turning: one member; Lancashire was now split into twenty-
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nt this time to 670, where it still remains. The number in

1815 was 658. This was not changed in 1832, nor in 1867,
but after 1867 it had been reduced to 652 by the disfranchise-
rnent of several boroughs for corrupt practices.

Since 1885 there has been no new redistribution of seats,

and the equality of districts, roughly worked out in 1885,
has since disappeared in many cases. There is no
periodical readjustment according to population, as
in the United States after each census. To-day some elec-
toral districts are ten, or even fifteen, times as large t 3

others; many are two or three. Constituencies range from
about 13,000 to over 217,000.

Since 1885 also there has been no extension of the suffrage.
The evolution of the parliamentary franchise, which we have
traced through the three great measures of 1832, 1867, and
1884, has progressed no further. It should not be forgotten
that there is no single, uniform, universal qualification for Various
voting. A man gets the right to vote by being able to meet

turns for
one of several qualifications, and he may have several votes, voting..

if he satisfies the qualifications in different constituencies
(plural voting). He may vote if he owns land of forty
shillings annual value, if he holds land~of"
poun y a lease of sixty years, of fifty pounds by a lease of
twenty years, if he is a householder, no matter what the value
of the house is, if p er " of a house or building
or store, of the a f ten pounds, if he is a lodger
of lodgings of the annual value, unfurnished, of ten p d
Some ei joy th t under the provisions of the Act of 1884
s der those of the Act of 1867, some even under those of

the Act of 1832 The present (lit o f tl fraud
deed say President Lowell. " historical tlier tl

t mal. It Duplicated rt r in th
machim y required, and excludes a certain number of people
whom t ?re is no reason for excluding, while it admits many
Deoole o on h t to be admitted, if anv one is t 1)
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alone. No considerable class in the community is aggrieved,
and neither political party is now anxious to extend the
franchise. The Conservatives are not by tradition in favor
of such a course, and leading Liberals have come to realize
that any further extension would be likely to benefit their
opponents.

Lowell, The Government of England, I, 213-14.
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CHAPTER XXI

ENGLAND SINCE 1886

THE Gladstone ministry fell from power in 1885 chiefly
because of the unpopularity of its Egyptian "policy, which
will be described elsewhere. Lord Salisbury, since Lord

» 

Beaconsfield's death in 1881 leader of the Conservative party,
formed a ministry. This lasted but a few months, for The First
the general elections at the close of the year showed that Salisburyadministra-

the Liberals would have in the new Parliament 335 votes,

the Conservatives 249, and the Irish Home Rulers 86. Thus

the Liberals exactly equaled the other two parties combined.
The Irish held the balance of power. It is necessary at
this point to trace the history of this new party, which
was destined to exert a profound influence upon the course
of ritish politics.

During Gladstone's first ministry there was formed in The Home
Dublin the Home Government Association of Ireland, three Rule

"^b-^^^ ^^^^^^H^^K Movement.

years later reconstituted as the Home Rule League, and
demanding an Irish Parliament for the management of the
internal affairs of Ireland. The Irish had constantly

smarted under the injury which they felt had been done them
by the abolition of their former Parliament, which sat in
Dublin, and which was abolished by the Act of Union of
1800. The feeling for nationality, one of the dominant
forces of the nineteenth century everywhere, acted upon
them with unusual force. They disliked, for historical and
sentimental reasons, the rule of an English Parliament, and
the sense as well as reality of subjection to an alien people.
They felt that England must give them rights of self-
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ing 51 mi mbers in Parliament, wh supported the principl
of Home R Th lead t t w Butt wh

brought their demands before the House of Comm Th

party did not wish the separation of Ireland from England,
but a separate parliament for Irish affairs, on the ground
that the Parliament at Westminster had neither the time

nor the understanding necessary for the proper considera-
tion of measures affecting the Irish. It became much more

Charles aggressive when Charles Stuart Parnell became its leader
Stuart

in 1879. Parnell was a Protestant, of English education,
Parnell.

a landowner. Unlike the other great leaders of Irish his-
tory Grattan, O'Connell-he was no orator, and was of
a cold and haughty nature, but of an inflexible will. For
twelve years he played a great part in the politics of Eng-*

land and Ireland.

Discontented with the slow, easy, ineffective methods of
urging Home Rule hitherto followed, Parnell persuaded the

Adoption of party to adopt a more vigorous and defiant attitude. His
the policy policy was to keep the Home Rule party entirely separateof obstruc-

tion. from the other parties, and to use the modes of procedure
of the House of Commons in order to block the work of

the House; in other words, to resort to endless dilatory

mot d 11 11 an d peech t bstruct
Th e les of the House rendered this possible, as every mem
ber Id prop as m my amendm he chose t
bill, and could speak on those propo s a long as he h
The policy w d out by the Irish memb 1

h ther systematically 1879 it w timated that
Parnell had sp h dred times, and that o o th
had spoken over th hi dred tim ea h The purp
of this recoi h methods was to paralyze the action

f Parl m til it ve heed t h demand P

nt or delay all legislation on even th most "ry
bjects until their grievances wei e d d. an d t ow
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its rules in order to prevent this blocking of public business
by a small fraction of its members.

In the Parliament of 1880 the Home Rulers numbered Gladstone
unable to

Mr. Gladstone, still believing that land legislation pacify
would solve the Irish question, showed the intention of carry- Ireland.
ing further the policy begun in his first administration. He
caused the Land Act of 1881 to be passed. But the Home
Rulers all through his term pursued him even more vehe-
mently than they had his predecessors. They accepted the
bill as a mere instalment. But the first three years of
Gladstone's second administration were years of unexampled
bitterness. The Irish resorted to every means to get their
object, intimidation, violence, mutilation of cattle, burning
of houses, even the murder of landlords and some of the

Government officials in Ireland, notably Lord Frederick
Cavendish and Thomas Burke, shockingly assassinated in
broad daylight in Phoenix Park, Dublin, in 1882. Gladstone
replied by a policy of coercion. Conciliatory legislation
and stern repression of violence were his principles of action.
After 1883 the condition of Ireland became somewhat calmer,

but only after a confused and bitter struggle, which had
aroused all the hostile feelings of both the Irish and the
English. The Irish, it was clear, were prepared to fight
to the knife, were biding the time when they might force
Home Rule from Parliament by holding the balance of
power in the House of Commons. In the next Parliament,
which met in 1886, they were in this position. They had 86
members, all but one of whom represented Irish constituencies.

Mr. Gladstone entered upon his third ministry February The Third
1886. It lasted less than six months, and was whollj Gladstone

ministry.
devoted t the qi t of Ireland

It was vidcnt t til Irish <1 t would dominat
Mr. Gladst third ministry, as it had dominated his
first d largely his d Th w Id h b so
even f t Home Rulers had t held t 1» f
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the Conservat >s had t the Lib w in the general
lect M Gladst i had e: pressed during the cam

P h dei t th one or th o ther of th o

great English parties should have so large a majority that
the vexatious question could be handled without the aid
of Irish votes. There is, indeed, evidence to show that he
was quite willing that the Conservatives should solve this
question if they would only honestly face it. He wished
to raise it out of the realm of party conflict. That was
not to be, however, and the election had resulted in creating

The Home just the situation he had dreaded and deplored. The Irish
Rulers

hold the held the balance of power, and any proposals he might
balance of make would now be represented as simply a bribe for political
power position. Such a consideration, however, he proudly ignored,

and it had no hold upon serious politicians of either party,
for his noble record for fifty years gave it emphatic denial.
This was the situation as it presented itself to his mind.
The Irish people had expressed their almost unanimous wish
by returning a solid body of 85 Home Rulers out of the
103 members to whom they were entitled. Mr. Gladstone
had tried in previous legislation to rule the Irish according
to Irish rather than English ideas, where he considered those
ideas just. He believed the great blot upon the annals
of England to be the Irish chapter, written, as it had been,
by English arrogance, hatred, and unintelligence. Recon-
ciliation had been his keynote hitherto. Moreover, to him

Home Rule there seemed but two alternatives-either further reform

or Coercion? o the lines desired by th Irish or th Id d st
f d yet ful coercion. Mr. Gladst wo

have nothing more to do with the latter method He, tli
re. res d to endeavor to give to Ireland the Home R

Introduc- h e desired O i the 8th of April, 1886, he int
tion of the duce(j Irish Governm t B g that it
Home Rule

be f
Bill. d by a Land Bill, the two parts of a single schem
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mi-lit to sit in Dublin, controlling a ministry of its own, and
legislating on Irish, as distinguished from imperial affairs.
A difficulty arose right here. If the Irish were to have Shall the
a legislature of their own for their own affairs, ought they Irish sit

in West-

>till to sit in the Parliament in London, with power there minster?

to mix in English and Scotch affairs? On the other hand,
if they ceased to have members in London, they would have
no share in legislating for the Empire as a whole. " This,"
says Morley, " was from the first, and has ever since re-

maincd, the Gordian knot." The bill provided that they
should be excluded from the Parliament at Westminster.

On certain topics it was further provided that the Irish
Parliament should never legislate, questions affecting the
Crown, the army and navy, foreign and colonial affairs;
nor could it establish or endow any religion. After two
years it was to have control of the Irish police. Ireland
must contribute a certain proportion to the imperial ex-
penses, one-fourteenth, instead of two-seventeenths, s had
been the case since 1801.

r. Gladst did t bel that the Irish difficulty*

would be solved simply by new pol machinery. There
was a serious social q tion not reached by th he land
q t H troduced diately d b , which

to effect t transfer of land by purchase from land Purchase
Bill.

lords to peasants, and which might p 1 involve an ex- 1
penditure to the State of about 120,000,000 pound

The introduction of these bills, whose p wo Id m
a dical ns format of Ireland, precipitated one f

t struggles in English parliamentary ami .1
They to thew ged as necessa t "tti t q t once

bills.

r all on d basis, as adapted t b g peace and
tentment to Ireland a tli s trcng the U

Otherwise, said t who supported them, England had no
Itemative but coercion, a d y d dismal f O

th tli hand, the strongest t arose out of the
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Union. The exclusion of the Irish members from Parlia-

ment seemed to many to be the snapping of the cords that
held the countries together. Did not this bill really dis-
member the British Empire? Needless to say, no British
statesman could urge any measure of that character. Glad-
stone thought that his bills meant the reconciliation of two
peoples estranged for centuries, and that reconciliation
meant the strengthening rather than th we k f t
Empire, that the historic policy of England t ds Ireland
had o res Ited in 1 tion, hatred, the destruct o f

the spiritual harmony which is essential to real unity. But,
said his opponents, to give the Irish a parliament of their
own, and to exclude them from the Parliament in London,

to give them control of their own legislature, their own
executive, their own judiciary, their own police, must lead

The union inevitably to separation. You exclude them from all par-
in danger! ticipation in imperial affairs, thus rendering their patriotism

the more intensely local. You provide, it is true, that they
shall bear a part of the burdens of the Empire. Is this
proviso worth the paper it is written on? Will they not
next regard this as a grievance, this taxation without
representation, and will not the old animosity break out
anew? You abandon the Protestants of Ireland to the

revenge of the Catholic majority of the new Parliament.
To be sure, you provide for toleration in Ireland, but again
is this toleration worth the paper it is written on?

English Probably the strongest force in opposition to the bill was
dislike of the opinion widely held in England of Irishmen, that they werethe Irish.

thoroughly disloyal to the Empire, that they would delight
to use their new autonomy to pay off old scores by aiding
the enemies of England, that they were traitors in disguise,
or undisguised, that they had no regard for property or*

contract, that an era of religious oppression and of con-
fiscation of property would be inaugurated by this new

j.1.-: rrii "A rt --^ rt 1 " I ̂ 
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tion, Lord Salisbury, and by Mr. Gladstone's close friend
and previous political ally, John right. Lord Salisbury
expressed all the contempt of an aristocrat belonging to a
superior race. " Ireland, he declared, is not one nation,
but two nations. There were races like the Hottentots,

and even the Hindoos, incapable of self-government. He
would not place confidence in people who had acquired the
habit of using knives and slugs. His policy was that Par-
liament should enable the government of England to govern
Ireland. ' Apply the recipe honestly, consistently, and
resolutely for twenty years, and at the end of that time
you will find that Ireland will be fit to accept any gifts
in the way of local government or repeal of coercion laws
that you may wish to give her.' " 1 He a dded that rather
than spend the money in buying out the Irish landlords, it
would be far better to spend it in assisting the emigration
of a million Irishmen. Mr. Bright's opposition differed John
in temper, and was far more damaging in its effects. He

opposition.
had long been known as the friend of Ireland, as a dis-
believer in the policy of coercion, as an advocate of meas-
ures adapted to relieve the discontent of the people. But
he disliked intensely the idea of a second parliament in the
United Kingdom, which he did not think would be successful
or work harmoniously with the Parliament in London; he "^^r

believed a new parliament would prove most oppressive to
Irish Protestants; he spoke with extreme bitterness of the
Irish party in Parliament, and its olic for the last polic sx
years; he did not believe these men either loyal or honorable
or truthful, and he did believe that, if they obtained a Par-
liament of their own, they would use it against England.

itter personalities abounded in the debate. One mem-

ber characterized the plan as the offspring of " verbosity
and senility," as the " foolish work " of " an old man in

hurry." It was evident that the Home Rule Bill had aroused
£ 1 " i i
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Disruption The Conservative party opposed it to a man. And the
of the

Liberal Liberal party was in full process of disruption because of it.
Partv Even before the measure was brought in, many men who

had hitherto worked side by side with Mr. Gladstone in
his previous ministries, withdrew and went over to the Con-
servatives. These men called themselves Liberal-Unionists,

Liberals, but not men who were prepared to jeopardize the
Union, as they held that this measure would do-Lord Hart-
ington (later the Duke of Devonshire), Mr. Bright, Joseph
Chamberlain, Mr. Goschen, and many others. All the jour-4

nals of London, with the exception of one morning and
one evening paper, were vigorously opposed. The cruci ial
question was, how large the secession from the Liberal party
would be? Would it be large enough to offset the Irish
vote which would be cast for the measure? Finall a

vote was taken on the 8th of June, on the second reading
The bill of the bill. It was found that 93 Liberals had joined the
defeated

Opposition, and that the Home R 1 was beaten by 343
votes to 313. The tota 1 was thus enormous, 656 out of

the 670 members of the H Bet e-third and

fourth of the Liberal party had withdrawn from it on
account of this fateful measure.

Mr. Gladstone dissolved Parliament and appealed to the
people. The question was vehemently discussed before the

The voters. The result was disastrous to the Gladstonian Home
Conserva-

Rulers. 191 Gladstonians and 85 Irish Home Rulers were
tives re-

turned to returned, and 316 Conservatives and 78 Liberal-Unionists. *

power. Thus a majority of over a hundred was rolled up against
Gladstone's policy. Taking England alone, the result was
even more striking. There he had only 125 seats out o f
455; in London only 11 out of 62. On the other hand,
Scotland approved in the ratio of 3 to 2, Wales of 5 to 1.
Mr. Gladstone did not consider that such a result settled

the issue irrevocably.
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she would be fit to accept any gifts in the line of local The Second
O -L O _ -. , government or repeal of coercion acts that Parliament might Salisbury

/?, , " v TT " " " j. j- Ministry,
see nt to give her. He was now prime minister, and in a

position to put his opinion into force. Coercion more
.severe than that of previous years was the policy adopted
by this ministry, largely under the direction of Mr. Arthur
James Balfour, Chief Secretary for Ireland. That the
measures lowed were stringent was shown by a statement The
of Sir George Trevelyan that of the eighty-five Irish Na- coercion.
tionalist members, one out of every seven was in prison,
on his way to prison, or on his way out of prison. Need-
less to say, no reconciliation was to be effected by such
methods. The exasperation of the Irish was only intensi-
fied. Nevertheless, the system steadily applied was success-
ful at least in restoring quiet. In 1890 it was found possible
to relax it somewhat.

But the policy of this ministry was not simply negative.
The idea that buying out the landlords and enabling the
peasants to become full owners of their farms would solve
the agrarian question, and that the agrarian question was
at the root of Irish discontent, was no discovery of a
Conservative ministry. Clauses with this in view had been
inserted in Gladstone's Land Acts of 1870 and 1881, n d

the Land Bill of 1886 was a gigantic measure designed to
effect this on a grand scale. That measure, however,
frightened the taxpayers by the amount of the expenditure
involved, and, moreover, it necessarily fell with the Home
Kul e ill, of which it was intended to be the companion
piece. Gladstone's earlier acts had not had great effect, as
the State had offered to advance only two-thirds of the
purchase price. The present plan provided that the State
should advance the whole of it, to be repaid by instalments
until at the end of forty-nine years the peasant would have
his land as an unencumbered freehold. Thirty-three million

o i si n r TM1 landlords were
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do s large numb f The Government buys th
land lls it to the peasant, wh that tant becomes it
legal d wo h pay r t grad lly H t y
pays l th h year than h merly paid r

t d n e d h h h ld unencumbered.
Land

Purchase This bill was passed in 1891, and in fi y rs some 35000
Act. tenants were thus enabled to purchase their holdings under

its provisions. The system was extended much further inh

later years, particularly by the Land Act of 1903. From
1903 to 1908 there were bout 160,000 purch

A most important p f legislat d by this
try w th County Council Act f 1888 Th is

t rendered the county g ments of England and Wai
democrat Th ose S t had P b n en-
tirely unrepresentat haract They had been mainly
in the hands of the landlord class, members of which were

appointed by the Queen as magistrates or justices of the
peace. As such they met four times a year in quarter
sessions, and there regulated county affairs, levying taxes,
discharging certain judicial functions, regulating the liquor
trade, and the building and repair of highways, and super-
vising the actions of the officials of smaller areas. County
government was in the hands of an oligarchy. The new

County act placed it in the hands of all ratepayers, wh o were
government
reformed. to elect county councils for a term of three years, which

were to conduct the local administration, with the exception

of granting liquor licenses, a net which w t rerm
in th hand f th just f e P Th coun

ment was made democrat A 1 lf-g

ment had been established in the boroughs in 1835, it
tablished th c t This was one f th t im

portant achievements of this ministry. In 1889 a similar bill
was passed for Scotland. Ireland lay outside this legislation.

This ministry passed other bills of a distinctly liberal
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oppression of the sweat-shop by limiting the labor of women Social1 " 1 ± *

to twelve hours a day, with an hour and a half for meals, leslslatlon-
an act making education free, and a small allotment act
intended to create a class of peasant proprietors in Eng-
land. These measures wore supported by all parties.
They were important as indicating that social legislation
was likely to be in the coming years more important than
political legislation, which has proved to be the case. They
also show that the Conservative party was changing in
character, and was willing to assume a leading part in social
reform.

pect t ther item of int policy, the Sal of
the navy.

bury ministry took a stand wl 1 b een d ever
since. 1889 it secured mense increase of the navy
Seventy ships were to be added at an expense of 21,500,000
pounds during the next seven years. Lord Salisbury laid
it down as a principle that the British navy ought to be
equal to any other two navies of the world combined.

In foreign affairs the most important work of this min-
istry lay in its share in the partition of Africa, which will
be described elsewhere.

T g l t f 1892 ted e to The Fourth
power of the Liberals, supported by the Irish H rs 

Gladstone

Ministry,
and Mr. Gladstone at th o f ghty-two, becam r 1892-1894.
th f tim prim minister, a record unparalleled
English history As h e If said, the one single
tli till bound him p bl c lif was hi terest in
secur H R e r Ireland bef h d It fol-

l o d necessar y from the n t f the case t p b
lie ttent i was immediately itrated w on that
qu t Early 1893 Mr. Gladst i troduced his

id Home Rule Bil A t rucial difficulty w The second
d to be that of th Horntent or tent f Irish

Bill.
presentat in the Parl t in Lond Th w

*~\. c* o ̂  1^ rv ,1 ^\ I**M« , x i A 1 1 1 O 1 tf-tYl T 11
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bill of 1886 was based on the first (with slight exceptions),
and immediately the cry had been raised, and had been

most effective, that the unity of the kingdom was threatened.
In the new bill the third method was adopted. It was
provided that Ireland should send eighty members to West-
minster, but that they were not to vote on questions ex-
pressly confined to England and Scotland, on taxes which
were not to be levied in Ireland, or on appropriations for
other than imperial concerns.1

On this point the debate raged for a whole week. Mr.

Gladstone was forced to change ground completely, and
to propose the unconditional admission of the Irish members
to the Parliament in London, with right to vote on all
matters. Exclusion, as in 1886; partial inclusion as pro-
posed in 1893; total inclusion as finally accepted by the
ministry, these were the three possible ways of treating this
crucial question. On this fundamental matter Lord Morley

Funda- has written as follows: " Each of the three courses was open
mental

objections to at least one single, but very direct objection. Exclusion,
along with the exaction of revenue from Ireland by the Par-
liament at Westminster, was taxation without representation.
Inclusion for all purposes was to allow the Irish to meddle in
our affairs, while we wrere no longer to meddle in theirs.
Inclusion for limited purposes still left them invested with
the power of turning out a British government by a vote
against it on an imperial question. Each plan, therefore,
ended in a paradox. There was a fourth paradox, namely,
that whenever the British supporters of a government did
not suffice to build up a decisive majority, then the Irish
vote, descending into one or other scale of parliamentary
balance, might decide who should be our rulers. This para-
d ox the most glaring of them all-habit and custom have
made familiar." 2

1The bill of 1893 Drovided for two chambers in t.hft Irish nar1i*t pn
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The opposition to the bill was exceedingly bitter and Bitterness
prolonged. Very few new arguments were brought forward 

of the

Opposition
on either side. Party spirit ran riot. Mr. Chamberlain
was called Judas, and he in turn called Gladstone Herod.

Lord Salisbury calli d t ie prop an t an im
becik', an accursed b Lord Randolph Churchill declared
that the Irish leaders were " political brigands and nihilist

d that the ministry ..w as P as a in

d mpulsive and as passionate as a horde of barb
Mr. Gladst who, incidentally, kept his temp ex-

pressed t all h loq enc h faith t Irish peopl
his belief tha t o nl Iternative to his policy

d that coercion d be rcver f h con-

vict hat it w t duty f England to at r six
centuries of misrule.

After eighty-two days of discussion, marked by scenes of Passed by
great disorder, members on one occasion coming to blows 

the Com-

mons,

to the great damage of decorous parliamentary traditions, the defeated by
bill was carried by a majority of 34 (301 to 267). A the Lords.
week later it was defeated in the House of Lords by 419
to 41, or a majority of more than ten to one. The bill
w a s dead.

Gladsto ie attempted tc y through various English
but here again h e was f )iled by the hereditary

nib A single legislative reform was enacted, the Parish Parish
C B of 1894 Tl tablished CouncilsJ P f Bill.

more than 300 inhabitants a council elected by the taxpa\
d ave them t P f f-government T

was the nat pplement t t County Councils Act f
1888, completing the process ( f const it ut f nn w hich
began in 1832. Agricultural laborers were henceforth to
have a political training in participating in the management
of local affairs.

Mr. Gladstone's fourth ministry was balked successfully
t PVPTV turn !-» IT C"rt *^ ^\»»^*i-* �£ T J » -
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Kesigna- it had not possessed since 1832. In 1894 Mr. Gladstone
tion of

"
Gladstone resigned his office, thus bringing to a close one of the most

remarkable political careers known to English history. His
last speech in Parliament was a vigorous attack upon the
House of Lords. In his opinion, that House had become
the great obstacle to progress. " The issue which is raised

between a deliberative assembly, elected by the votes of
more than 6,000,000 people," and an hereditary body, " is a
controversy which, when once raised, must go forward to
an issue. This speech was his last in an assembly where
his first had been delivered sixty-one years before.
Gladstone died four years later, and was buried in West-
minster Abbey (1898).

The He was succeeded in the premiership by Lord Rosebery,
Rosebery whose ministry lasted only sixteen months. The withdrawal
Ministry.

of Gladstone showed the many rifts in the Liberal party,
which a leader of less prestige and less commanding per-
sonality could t l The party w discouraged by
its failure to achieve Home Rule, was balked by the House
of Lords, was divided into groups desiring various things,
and was feebly supported by the people. Such a ministry
could not long endure. Rosebery alienated the Irish by de-
claring that he agreed with Lord Salisbury, that before
Home Rule should be granted Ireland, " England, i s the
predominant member of the partnership of the three king-
doms, will have to be convinced of its justice."

The Rosebery ministry accomplished very little. Its
campaign against the House of Lords was half-hearted and
ineffective. In one sphere, where the Lords were by custom
forbidden to interfere in financial matters, it made an im-

portant h tf England w w in Ived the wide-
pread militaristic movement hich s one o f th 5 striking

tur f th 1 tecnth tury England it
t "k t m of very largely g the navy, and th
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equ a 1 of any t\vo foreign fleets combined. This involved
much larger taxation. In the budget of 1894, the work
of Sir William Vernon Harcourt, the principle of graduation
was introduced into the inheritance taxes. The tax im-

posed by the state was to vary from one per cent, on estates
of five hundred pounds to eight per cent, on estates of over
a million pounds. This change was bitterly resented by
the wealthy.

In June 1895 the Rosebery ministry was defeated on a The Con-
mnor matter and seized the occasion to resgn Lord servatives

returned to

Salisbury became prime minister. A general election waspower.

at once held, which proved to be a crushing defeat for
the Liberals. The Conservatives and the Liberal-Unionists,

or the Unionist party, as it was generally called, so thorough
had become the amalgamation of the two, had a majority
in the new Parliament of about a hundred and fifty, a
larger majority than any party had had in any parliament
since the one chosen immediately after the Reform Bill of
1832. This party was to remain uninterruptedly in power
until December 1905.

Lord Salisbury was now prime minister for the third Tne
v Salisbury

time. lie remained such until 1902, when he withdrew from
Ministry.

public life, being succeeded by his nephew, Mr. Arthur James
alfour. There was, however, no change of party. Lord

Salisbury had an immense majority in the House of Com-
mons. His ministry contained several very able men. He
himself assumed the Foreign Office, Mr. Chamberlain the
C nial Offi M: Balfour the leadership f t Houi

f Com Th thcl of Mr. Gladst id tl

divisions in the Liberal party reduced that p trty t i pos
t f ffect ppositi T e I quest

t the background Much social and labor Icgislat
ted. The commanding quest f this period

to be that of imperialism, and the central figure was Mr.
Josonh Chnmborlnin. a m:m remn.rlcM.h1n for vio-or and au-
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Chamberlain, who had made his reputation as an advanced
Liberal, an advocate of radical social and economic reforms,""""*

now stood forth as the spokesman of imperialism. His office,
that of Colonial Secretary, gave him excellent opportunities
to emphasize the importance of the colonies to the mother
country, the desirability of drawing them closer together,
of promoting imperial federation.

War in A period of great activity in foreign and colonial affairs
South r

Africa. began almost immediately after the inauguration of the new
ministry. The most important chapter in this activity
concerned the conditions in South Africa, which led, in 1899,

to the Boer War, and which had important consequences.
This will better be described elsewhere.1

The Conservatives, resolutely opposed to the policy of
an independent parliament in Ireland, and conscious that
in this they had the support of the people, declined abso-
lutely to consider Home Rule. But they proposed to " kill
Home Rule by kindness," as the phrase ran. Rigorous
coercion for the suppression of disorder was united with
a Land Purchase Bill, of the now familiar type, aiming to
facilitate, more than previous bills had done, the buying
out of the landlords and the creation of a peasant pro-

Irish Local prietorship of the soil of Ireland (1896). More important
Government

was the Irish Local Government Act of 1898, which aimedAct.

t ive me m f 1 f-government th Irish
by establishing there, as had been d n England, coun

1 d distri il but t parish council
" "

Th e bod s, which w t P d pow in
the management f 1 ff w t b lected on a

franchise identical with the parliamentary franchise, except
that Peers and women might vote. This was, of course, no
substitute for Home Rule, nor was it intended to be.

The South African war, from 1899 to 1902, absorbed the

attention of England until its successful termination. In-
/» 1 i - ., A .*-*.»
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war Queen Victoria died, January 22, 1901, after a reign Death of
of over sixty-three years, the longest known in British Queen

Victoria.
history, and only exceeded elsewhere by the seventy-one
years' reign of Louis XIV of France. She had proved
during her entire reign, which began in 1837, a model con-
stitutional monarch, subordinating her will to that of the
people, as expressed by the ministry and Parliament. " She
passed away," said Mr. Balfour in the House of Commons,
*' without an enemy in the world, for even those who loved
not England loved her." The reign of Edward VII, then
in his sixty-second year, began.

A very important measure passed by this Conservative Education
ministry was the Education Act of 1902. The Forster 

Act of

1902.

Act of 1870, which had remained the basis of the elementary
educational system of England since its passage, had
adopted the voluntary or denominational schools, and had
added, where these were not adequate, board schools. Both
were to receive generally fees from their pupils and grants
from Parliament. In addition, the voluntary schools were
to receive voluntary gifts as hitherto, and the board schools
local taxes levied for the purpose by the boards. As the
years went by, the voluntary schools found that they were
being handicapped by the fact that the board schools had
larger financial resources than they. The parliamentary
grants were conditioned in amount by the sums raised
in the other ways by the two kinds of schools. Now the
board schools could, by raising more from taxation, earn
larger grants from Parliament, while the voluntary
schools, relying upon private subscriptions, could not gain
increased appropriations unless they could get larger sub-
scriptions. While they were able to do this for a while,
they were not able to in the long run. In 1900 the average
amount per pupil was somewhat less than thirty years be-
fo re. They were thus at a disadvantage compared with
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to demand further help from Parliament. In 1897 they
were given an additional subsidy, which, in their opinion,
was not large enough. Their agitation continued and re-
sulted finally in the passage of the Act of 1902.

Abolition By this the school boards, established in 1870, were abol-
of the
School ished, and their powers were vested in the county and
Boards. borough councils, that is, in the regular local government

bodies. These were to support both sets of schools, the
former board and the voluntary, out of local taxes, parlia-
mentary grants continuing. In other words, local taxes
were to be raised for denominational schools, as well as for

undenominational, parliamentary grants, as hitherto, also
going to both. The actual management of the former board
schools was to be in the hands of a committee of the county
or borough council. That of the church schools was to
be in the hands of a committee of six, two of whom were to
represent the county or borough council, while four were
to represent the denomination. In other words, people were
to be taxed for both sets of schools, but were to control only
one. The bill gave great offense to Dissenters and be-
lievers in secular education. It authorized taxation for the

advantage of a denomination of which multitudes of tax-
payers were not members. It was held to be a measure

for increasing the power of the Church of England. The
conscience clause was applied to all schools, as hitherto.

The opposition to this law was intense. Thousands re-
fused to pay their taxes, and their property was, therefore,
sold by public authority to meet the taxes. Many were
imprisoned. There were over 70,000 summonses to court.
The agitation thus aroused was one of the great causes

r th e h defeat of the Conservative party 1905
Yet the la w of 1902 w s put int rce d is t' thii
moment th I aw f England th e Libera s having i d
in 1906 an ttempt t P an educat i bill of th
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while, under the operation of the laws p, sed in review, Decline
illiteracy, very ovniTul in the middle of the nineteenth °*

century, has almost entirely disappeared. In 1843, 32 per 
, , . , ,. i illiteracy.

cent, of the men, 49 per cent, of the women, were illiterate,
whereas in 1903 only two per cent, of the former and three
of the latter were in this condition.

Since December 1905 the Liberal party has been in power, The liberal
first under the premiership of Sir Henry Campbell-Banner- party in
man, and, since his death early in 1908, under that of Mr. power*
Herbert Asquith. This party won in the General Elections
of 1906 (January and February) the largest majority ever
obtained since 1832. The most important achievement of
this administration thus far has been the passage in 1908
of the Old Age Pensions Act, which marks a long step Old Age
forward in the extension of state activity. It grants, under Pensions

Law.

certain slight restrictions, pensions to all persons of a cer-
tain age and of a small income. Denounced as paternal-
istic, as socialistic, as sure to undermine the thrift and the

sense of responsibility of the laborers of Great Britain, it
W ? IS urged s a reasonable and proper recognition of the
value of the services to the country of the working classes,
services as truly to be rewarded as those of army and navy
and administration. The act provides that those whose
income does not exceed twenty-five guineas a year shall
receive a weekly pension of five shillings, that those with
larger incomes shall receive proportionately smaller amounts,
down to the minimum of one shilling a week. Those whose
income exceeds thirty guineas and ten shillings a year re-
eive no pensions. Such pensions are granted only to

British subjects, who have resided in Great Britain for
twenty years, who are at least seventy years of age, and
are not in receipt of poor relief. It was estimated by the
prime minister that the initial burden to the state would

be about seven and a half million pounds, an amount that
would nccessarilv increase in later vears. The nost office
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on January 1, 1909. On that day over half a million men
and women went to the nearest post office and drew their
first pensions of from one to five shillings, and on ever
Friday henceforth as long as they live they may do the
same. It was noticed that these men and women accepted
their pensions not as a form of charity or poor relief, but
as an hono r e rewa d tatist f th laim

der this law are instructive and "b the county
f L on d one P on in every one dred d t

w a laim t England and Wai one in eighty
Scotland one in sixty-seven; in Ireland twenty

An Irish Another act passed by this administration was that estab-
university. lishing an Irish university, which Catholics would feel free

to attend. Thus was solved in 1908 a problem which Glad-
stone had attempted to solve in 1873, but without success.
The Birrell Act really establishes two universities one in
Belfast, consisting of the former Queen's College in that
city, this for Protestants; and one for Catholics, to
have its seat in Dublin, and to possess three colleges, one
in Cork, one in Galway, and a new college in Dublin. Each
college will, in reality, be an almost independent university,
practically, though not nominally, controlling appointments,
the function of the university body being that of co-ordina-
tion and supervision only. No chapel is to be erected
on the grounds of any college. No professorships of the-
ology may be created out of public moneys. Such may
be created by private gifts, but their occupants may not
sit with the other professors on academic boards. .

The present ministry has made repeated efforts to alter ^f

the elementary educational system, based on the law of
1902, but has been blocked by the House of Lords. That
law is, therefore, still in force.

Questions of suffrage are becoming increasingly promi-
nent, and are apparently verging toward a further enlarge-

"^^^ ^^^ -" ^**fc ^*^t ^^fc* ^^^^L T / 1 ** -w-m n O f
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fi e Worn .y possess the franchise for most 1
tions, but t yet t r b Parliament

For twenty years plural voting1 has been denounced by
the Liberals, who desire to restrict each voter to a single

_ _ _ _

vote. In 1906 the House of Commons passed a bill abolish-

ing this inequality. It was thrown out promptly by the
House of Lords. It is likely that some comprehensive
reform, accompanied by a redistribution of seats, will be
effected in the near future.
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CHAPTER XXII

THE BRITISH EMPIRE IN THE NINETEENTH

CENTURY

The WE have thus far concerned ourselves with the history
expansion of the European continent. But one of the most remark-

able features of the nineteenth century was the reaching-^^-^^^-

out of Europe for the conquest of the world, and the opening
of the present century sees the process far advanced. What
is kn< as Europ 1 tion is in its characterist
featui b m th 1 t f all t d con-

tin en t The f w Id P o f wo Id mm
has c m ; th f a m w Id c It PP
likely Itimately to prevail Th is t dinary transf r-

The growth matio: b ffected by a vari o f agencies, by e
of colonial building f g lonial empires, by conscious and
empires.

lute imitation of Europe on the part of count lik
P d y tly, by China, India, and Persia; by

th b t f a marvel )us economic life, each decade

making enormous strides, of which every nation and country
are necessary parts, bound securely together in the mesh
of reciprocal needs and advantages. Peoples may no longer
live in splendid or inglorious isolation, even if they wish
to. European nations dominate directly immense regions
of the world outside of Europe, having taken their destinies
in charge. European civilization is acting as a powerful
dissolvent of other inferior or less complex civilizations.
The nineteenth century was not only a century of nation
building, as we have seen, but of empire building on a colos-
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sequences, merits careful study. Of the forces furthering
this evolution undoubtedly the most important is the ritish"/ A

Empire.
At the close of the eighteenth century England possessed

in the new world, Upper and Lower Canada, New Brunswick,
Nova Scotia, Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island, and a

large vague region known as the Hudson Bay territory;
Jamaica, and other West Indian islands; in Australia, a strip
of the eastern coast; in India, the Bengal or lower Ganges
region, Bombay, and strips along the eastern and western
coasts. The most important feature of her colonial policy
had been her elimination of France as a rival, from whom she " J

had taken in the Seven Years' War almost all of her North

American and East Indian possessions. This Empire she in-
creased during the Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars
argely at the expense of France and Holland, the ally of

France. Thus she acquired the Cape of Good Hope, Guiana
in South America, Tobago, Trinidad, and St. Lucia, Mauri-
tius in the Pacific, and the large island of Ceylon. In the
Mediterranean she acquired Malta. She also obtained Heli-
goland, and the protectorate of the Ionian Islands.

Since 1815 her Empire has been vastly augmented by a Vast
long series of wars, and by the natural advance of her growth ot

v __ " the British
colonists over countries contiguous to the early settlements, Empire

as in Canada and Australia. Her Empire lies in every since 1815
quarter of the globe.

INDIA

The acquisition of India, a world in itself, for the British
crown was the work of a private commercial organization,
the East India Company, which was founded in the six-
teenth century and given a monopoly of the trade with
India. This company established trading stations in various
parts of that peninsula. Coining into conflict with the

T^ ̂\ V\ J* r* ^» »» *"
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indirect control of others by assuming protectorates over
certain of the princes, who allied themselves with the English
and were left on their thrones. This commercial company
became invested with the government of these acquisitions,
under the provisions of laws passed by the English Parliament
at various times. In the nineteenth century the area of
British control steadily widened, until it became complete.

Overthrow Its progress was immensely furthered by the overthrow, after
of the long d intermittent war, of the M tt federacy
Mahratta

a loose union of Indian princes dominating central and
confederacy

western India. This confederacy was finally conquered in
a war which lasted from 1816 to 1818, when a large part of

its territories were added directly to the English possessions,
and other parts were left under their native rulers who, how-
ever, were brought effectively under English control by being
blied t f rm to English poli o accept English

Residents at their courts, whose advice they were practically*

compelled to follow, and by putting th tive rmies und
British direction. Such s th dit f m y of them
at the present da

Annexation The E iL dvanced to the north d th t
of the om B 1 O 3f their most import? t
Punjab.

that of the Punjab, an immense territory on the Indus,
t en as a result of two difficult wars (1845 to 1849), and
the Oudh province, one of the richest sections of India, lying
between the Punjab and Bengal, annexed in 1856.

The steady march of English q t d a bitt
feeling of hostility to the English, which came to a head
the famous Sepoy Mutiny of 1857, which for a time threa t

dt mplete overthrow of the British in northern Indi
Th various causes o f this insurrection: the bitt

discontent of the deposed princes and their adherents, who
sent out emissaries to stir up hatred against the intruders;
the fear of other princes that their turn might come; the
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Knglish intended to force Christianity upon tlie people and
destroy their religion and civilization; the attempts to
stamp out the custom of female infanticide; a prophecy of
the soothsayers that English domination was destined to
end on the hundredth anniversary of its beginning at the
battle of Plasscy (1757).

English domination rested on military force, and in the The Indian ^^"^^^

main upon the native Indian soldiers. There were in India Mutiny'
in 1857 about 45,000 English troops, and over 250,000
native soldiers, the Sepoys. In that year a mutiny broke
out among the Sepoys of the Ganges provinces in nor thern
India. The immediate occasion was the introduction of a

new rifle, or rather of the paper-covered cartridges for it,
which were lubricated, it was alleged, with the fat of cows
,md pigs. One end of the cartridges had to be bitten by the
teeth before being put into the barrel. This outraged the re-
ligious feelings of the Hindus, who regarded the cow as
a sacred animal, and of the Mohammedans, who regarded
the pig as unclean, the lard as contaminating. The English
tried to dispel the rumor by publishing a formula of the
grease used, and ordering officers to assure the soldiers that
these ingredients were not employed, but their efforts were
unavailing. A cavalry regiment refused to receive the new
munitions, some of its members were sentenced to ten years'
imprisonment, their comrades began an insurrection to save
them, and the insurrection spread swiftly. The native sol-
diery seized Delhi, the ancient capital of the Moguls, Luck-
now, Cawnpore, and other places, massacring with barbarous
cruelty large numbers of men, women, and children. Shortly
all northern India seemed lost.

The English took a fearful and decisive revenge. Many
of the Sepoys remained loyal, European troops were rushed

' to the scene of the disturbance, and the insurrection was
crushed. Beside themselves with rage and terrified by the

f n rr l i c n f for nnirmc
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and thousands were hanged after trials that were a travesty
of justice. Many were fastened to the mouths of cannon
and blown to pieces.

Change in Since this mutiny fifty years ago no attempts have been
made to overthrow English control. One important con-

ment of

India. sequence was that in 1858 the government of India was
transferred to the Crown from the private company which
had conducted it for a century. It passed under the direct
authority of England. In 1876, as we have seen, India
was declared an empire, an d Qu een Victoria assumed the
title Empress of India, January 1, 1877. This fact was of-
ficially announced in India by Lord Lytton, the Viceroy, to
an imposing assembly of the ruling princes.

The vast An empire it surely is, with its three hundred million in-
population
of India. habitants. A Viceroy stands at the head of the government.

There is a Secretary for India in the British Ministry. The
government is largely carried on by the highly organized
Civil Service of India, and is in the hands of about eleven

hundred Englishmen. About 220 millions of people are
under the direct control of Great Britain; about 67 millions
live in native states under native rulers, the " Protected

Princes of India," of whom there were, a few years ago,
nearly seven hundred. For all practical purposes, how-
ever, these princes must follow the advice of English officials,
or Residents, stationed in their capitals.

The The people of India," says 9) President Lowell, " are not
population
not homo- a nation, but a conglomerate of many different races and
genous. religions, often side by side in the same place, yet unmixed

and sharply separate. It is this, as Seeley pointed out in
his * Expansion of England,' that has enabled the British to
conquer and hold the country. If the inhabitants could act
together, and were agreed in wanting independence, they
could get it. In short, if they were capable of national self-
government, the English would live on a volcano, and their
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the Sepoys ; and so long as large sections of the people -
trust one another more than they do the English, disaffection
has little chance of achieving any notable result." l

Not only has England completed her control of India in Annexation
the nineteenth century, but she has added countries round of Burma
about India, Burma toward the east, and, toward the west, BaiUChistan.
Baluchistan, a part of which has been annexed outright, andH - p-^^""^*^^^ *

the remainder brought under a protectorate. She has also
imposed a kind of protectorate upon Afghanistan, as a re-
sult of two Afghan wars (1839-42 and 1878-80).

BRITISH NORTH AMERICA

In 1815, as already stated, Great Britain possessed, on the
continent of North America, six colonies: Upper Canada,
Lower Canada, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward

Island, and Newfoundland; and the Hudson Bay Company's
territories stretched to the north and northwest with unde-

»

fined boundaries. The total population of these colonies was
about 460,000. The colonies were entirely separate from
each other. Each had its own government, and its relations
were not with the others, but with England. The oldest
and most populous was Lower Canada, which included Mont-
real and Quebec and the St. Lawrence valley. It was the
French colony conquered by England in 1763. Its popula-
tion was French-speaking, and Roman Catholic in religion.

The two most important of these colonies were Lower Upper and
Canada, largely French, and Upper Canada, entirely Eng
lish. Each had received a constitution in 1791, modeled 

Canada.

along lines familiar to Englishmen t home. Th ere
a Governor appointed by the monarch, an Executive Council,
appointed by the same authority and correspon
cabinet, a Legislative Council, likewise appointed by the
Crown and for life, intended as the nearest approach to the

ouse of Lords possible in a frontier country, and a House
f A n
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Constitu- Neither in Upper nor in Lower Canada did the constitu-
tional

difficulties tion work well. In Upper Canada there were perpetual
in Upper conflicts between the two Houses on the one hand, and the
Canada. Governor on the other. The Governor could virtually veto

the actions of the legislature, and considered himself re-
sponsible primarily to the English Government, not to the
people of the province. He consulted the Executive Coun-
cil only infrequently, and followed its opinion only when he
chose to. What the two Houses were constantly struggling
for was the creation of an executive, responsible, not to
the monarch in England, but to themselves, and to this
end they wished to make the Executive Council resemble
the ministry in England. This struggle between executive
and legislature was the fundamental problem in this prov-
ince, which had, however, other grievances, such as the prac-
tical monopoly in office-holding which a few families had
succeeded in acquiring.

In Lower In Lower or French Canada there was also a constitu-

Canada. tional struggle, embittered by race animosity. The French,
overwhelmingly predominant in population, controlled only
the House of Assembly, while the three other branches of
the Government, the Governor, Executive Council, and Legis-
lative Council, all appointive and not elective, were con-
trolled by the English element. The chief struggle in this
colony was between the Assembly, controlled by the French,
and the Legislative Council, controlled by the English. The
French demanded that "the Legislative Council be made
elective, expecting, if that were done, to have the majority
in it. They demanded also that the executive, with the
exception of the Governor, be made responsible to the legis-
lature. The French, unable to get control of any branch
of the government except the Assembly, resolved to use this
to force the concessions they desired. They refused to
make the appropriations necessary for the running of the
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truggle was ^imilar to that witnessed in the eighteenth
entury in many of the thirteen colonies to the south.

The conflict was between the representative and the non- The
representative parts of the government. It was funda- colonists

desire

mentally a constitutional question. The colonies did not self-govern

possess complete legislative power, as the upper chamber, ment.
non-elective, could block the lower chamber, representing
the people. Nor had the legislature, as a whole, what it had
in England - control over the executive. .. The colonies
have the mockeries, the shadows of English institutions,
not the realities ; the names, not the substances," said Lord

Durham later. The principle which makes the English
system of government workable, responsibility of the ex-
ecutive to the legislature, wras lacking. The people had no
efficient control of their rulers. England had not yet solved
the problem of colonial government.

In 1837 disaffection had reached such a point that revolu- The
tionary movements broke out in both colonies. These were eas- rebellion

. ... 1837.
ily suppressed by the Canadian authorities without help from
England, but the grievances of the colonists still remained.

The English Government, thoroughly alarmed at the The Durham
danger of the loss of another empire, adopted the part of Mission.
discretion and sent out to Canada a commissioner to study
the grievances of the colonists. The man chosen was Lord
Durham, whose part in the reform of 1832 had been brilliant.
Durham was in Canada five months. His acts were vehe-

mently criticised in Parliament, the ministry, which had
appealed to him to undertake the mission, did not loyally
support him, and he shortly returned to England, humiliated
and in official disgrace, the victim of the party and personal
politics of England. He had " marred a career, but made a i,or(i
nation." The Durham Report, submitted to Parliament on Durham's
his return, entitles him to the rank of the greatest colonial epor '
statesman in British history. It contained a full description
nr f no ci4*n a f i I , \ t \ n * 4 i i rf-i » -» > I
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Examining the history of the six provinces, Lord Dur-
ham declared " that the natural state of government in

The all these colonies is that of collision between the executive
executive *

and the representative body." He pointed out that theirrespon-
sible. executive was irresponsible, and asked how long Englishmen

at home would tolerate a ministry not in sympathy with
the majority of the House of Commons. Such ministries
were the common occurrence in Canada. " It is difficult,"

he declared, " to understand how any English statesman
could have imagined that representative and irresponsible
government could be successfully combined." He also de-
clared that the situation in Canada " was the unavoidable

result of a system which stinted the popular branch of the
legislature of the necessary privileges of a representative
body." The Assembly in Lower Canada had been con-
ducting " a constant warfare with the executive, for the

purpose of obtaining the powers inherent in a representative
body by the v t f p t government

Fox had said that " the only method of ret g distant
l with dvant is t ) enable them to govern them-

Durham Thisw t Lord Durham now proposed, namely,
proposes th troduction of complete ministerial responsibility to theministerial

jreisponsibil- popular chamber. " The Crown must consent to carry on
ity. the government by means of those in whom the represent-

ative members have confidence." That sounds like a tru-
"

m now s ys L d Durham's biograph " but it w th
first tion by a responsible statesman of the principl

f self-government th coonies."
No wond th that this Report h as beer called * th

M g Chart f the Col th most v liable (1
m in the English 1 age on the subject of col
poli< th text book of every advocate of colonial f
dom hP f the globe," that it is ted t

broadened once f 11 the lines of constructive stat
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Lord Durham believed also in a federal union of all the Durham

h col f North America but, recognizing that th 
favors

federation.

cl was premature, h mmended t unon o f Upp
d Lower Canada into a single colony with a single g

t Th h also thought would h e a d tag f
putt e English th in prog ilement a
majority in the united

Durham's recommendations were not immediately f
as they seemed to many Englishmen to render th c 1
independent. i 1840, however, a bill was passed carrying
out the latter ggestion of a fusion < f Ont d Queb
Upper and Lower Canada, under a single government, the
Assembly to have larger powers than previously. But the
essential feature of Durham's report, ministerial responsi-
bility, was not provided for in the law, and, as a matter of
fact, during the next seven years the Governors did not act
upon the principle that the Executive Council was to doMinisterial

as the majority of the Assembly wished. This vital and, as responsibil-
far as the colonies were concerned, revolutionary principle ity finally
was adopted in 1847 by Lord Elgin, the Governor of Can- introd*ced-
ada and the son-in-law of Lord Durham, who chose as
members of the Executive Council members of the French

party then in majority in the Assembly, an act very un-
popular with the English, and leading to a riot in which the
mob attacked the Gov ernor's carriage and set fire to the
Parliament building. Elgin adhered to his resolution, how-

d the principle of ministerial responsibility was thus
troduced, and h been constant tained. It»

istom, however. t 1 It sp d rapidly t t tl
colonies of Great Britai hich were chiefly of English
>tock and were therefore dered c able of self-g
ment. Responsible government was granted to Nova Scotia
and Brunswick 1848, to Prince Ed yard Island in

1851, to New Zealand in 1854, and within the next two years
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lumbia in 1871; to Cape Colony in 1872; to Western Aus-"

tralia in 1890, and Natal in 1893; to Transvaal Colony in
1906, and Orange River Colony in 1907.

DOMINION OF CANADA

The Act of 1840, based largely upon Durham's Report,
had united Upper and Lower Canada, or Ontario and
Quebec, into one colony, had swept away the two legislatures
and established a single one for the united colony. This
union of two colonies so very dissimilar, the one English,
the other largely French, did not work smoothly, and there
was a strong feeling that each part should have a legislature
of its own for purely local purposes.

Founding Lord Durham had also suggested federation of all the
of Dominion North American colonies as a final settlement Various
of Canada,
1867. reasons prevented this for many years, among others the

very defective means of communication, but the desire for
federation gradually increased.

The growth of population, the improvement of ways of
communication by the building of railroads, the example
of the successful federation across the border to the south,

and the possible danger of attack from that side, as sug-
gested by the Fenian movement and the Alabama conten-
tions, all caused Canadian public opinion to express itself

British in favor of union. The English Parliament was therefore
North

America merely voicing Canadian sentiment when in 1867 it passed
Act. the ritish North America Act. Indeed, that act had been

dra P in Can ad d was ratified by the English P
liament th t change. By it Upp d L Can ad
No Scot d N Brunswick were joined into a con-
fed tion called the Dominion of Canad There was to b

a central or federal parliament sitting in Ottawa. There
were also to be local or provincial legislatures in each prov-
ince to legislate for local affairs. Questions affecting the
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Senate and a House of Commons. The Senate was to be The

composed of seventy members nominated for life by the DominionParliament
Governor-General, himself appointed by the monarch, and
representing the Crown. The House of Commons was to be
elected by the people. In some respects the example of the
English Government was followed in the constitution, in
others that of the United States. This federation differs

from ours in one very important particular. By our con-
titution certain definite powers are granted the federal gov-

ernment. All others are vested either in the states or the

people of the states. In the Dominion certain powers are
granted to the provinces. All others are vested in the federal
government.

Though the Dominion began with only four provinces Growth of
provision was made for the possible admission of others. the Domin-

ion.
Manitoba was admitted in 1870, British Columbia in 1871,
Prince Edward Island in 1873.

In 1846, by the settlement of the Oregon dispute, the
line dividing the English possessions from the United States
was extended to the Pacific Ocean, and in 1869 the Dominion

acquired by purchase (£300,000) the vast territories belong-
ing to the Hudson Bay Company, out of which the great
provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan have been carved
and admitted into the union (1905). The Dominion now
includes all of British North America except the island of
Newfoundland, which has steadily refused to join. It thus
extmds from ocean to ocean. Except for the fact that she
receives a Governor General from England and that she
possesses no treaty powers, Canada is practically independent.
She manages her own affairs, and even imposes tariffs which
are disadvantageous to the mother country. That she has CTJ %/

imperial as well as local patriotism,'however, was shown strik-
ingly in her support of England in the recent South African
war. She sent Canadian regiments thither at her own ex-
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The The founding of the Canadian union in 1867 rendered
Canadian possible the construction of a great transcontinent 1Pacific

CanadRailway. Pacific, built between 1881 and 1885 Th
has in turn reacted upon the Dominion binding the different
provinces together, and contributing to the remarkable de~

lopment of th t. At p t another transcontinent
1 y is being built farther to th th Canad

nected by steamship lines with Europe and with Japan and
Australia. Her population has increased from less than
five hundred thousand in 1815 to more than five million.

Her prosperity has grown immensely, and her economic
life is becoming more varied. Largely an agricultural and
timber producing country, manufactures are now developing
under the stimulus of protective tariffs, and her vast mineral
resources are in process of rapid development.

AUSTRALIA
{

An eminent English historian, Sir Spencer Walpole, has
written that " the greatest fact in the history of England
is that she is the mother of the United States. It may be
similarly added, that the greatest fact in the history of the

teenth J th e dation of a new Brit hich
m tually p a g t Brit in th S th
Hemisphere."1

Whether Australia will prove a greater Britain or not,
only the future can show, but the opening of the twentieth
century sees a new " colonial nation " in existence, prosper-

ous, energetic, ambitious. The creation of that new empire
has been the work of the nineteenth century, an empire nearly
as extensive territorially as the United States or Canada,
about three-fourths as large as Europe, and inhabited almost

Early entirely by a population of English descent.
explora- No systematic exploration of this southern continent,
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the eighteenth century, but certain parts had been sighted
or traced much earlier by Spanish, Portuguese, and particu-
larly by Dutch navigators. Among the last, Tasman is to be
mentioned, who in 1642 explored the southeastern portion,
though he did not discover that the land which was later
to bear his name was an island, a fact not known, indeeed,
for a century and a half. He discovered the islands to the
east of Australia, and gave to them a Dutch name, New
Zealand. The Dutch called the Terra Australis New Hol-

land, claiming it by right of discovery. But they made no
attempt to occupy it. The attention of the English was The voyages
first directed thither by the famous Captain Cook, who made °f Captain

Cook.
three voyages to this region between 1768 and 1779. Cook
sailed around New Zealand, and then along the eastern coast
of this New Holland. He put into a certain harbor, which
was forthwith named Botany Bay, so varied was the vegeta-
tion on the shores. Sailing up the eastern coast, he claimed
it all for George III, and called it New South Wales because
it reminded him of the Welsh coast. Seventeen years, how-
ever, went by before any settlement was made.

As Australia was remote, it was considered by English A convict
statesmen a good place to which to send criminals, and it colony.
was as a convict colony that the new empire began. The
first expedition for the colonization of the country sailed from
England in May 1787 with 750 convicts on board, and
reached otany ay in January 1788. Here the first
settlement was made, and to it was given the name of the
colonial secretary of the day, Sydney. For many years
fresl i cargoes of convicts were sent out who, on the expira
tion of their sentences, received lands. Free settlers came

I too, led to emigrate by various periods of economic de-
pression at home, by promises of land and food, and by an
increasing knowledge of the adaptability of the new con-
tinent to agriculture, and particularly to sheep raising.
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Th f ttl were trongly opposed t h A s-
t garded as a prison for English convicts. They

tad e class of immigrants, and their presence tended
to prevent men from m hose immigration would 1

Abandon-b d bl As Englishm cam t see t th was
ment of

this an expensive and ineffective way of punishing criminals,
system. and as the free men in Australia vehemently denounced the

custom as a stigma upon their adopted land, it was finally
abolished in New South Wales in 1840. The custom lin-

gered on, however, in other colonies, and did not entirely
disappear until 1853. This question of the transportation
of criminals was one of the important questions in Australia
during the first part of its history.

The Australia had thus far been mainly a pastoral country,
discovery
of gold. producing wool and hides. But, in 1851 and 1852, rich

deposits of gold were found, rivaled only by those discovered
a little earlier in California. A tremendous immigration
ensued. The population of the colony of Victoria (cut off

m New South Wales) increased from 70,000 to more th
300,000 fi ears. A tral h ever since m d

one of the great gold producing countries of the world.
The Six Thus there gradually grew up six colonies, New SouthAustralian

Colonies. Wales, Queensland, Victoria, South Australia, Western Aus-
tralia, and the neighboring island of Tasmania. These were
gradually invested with self-government, parliaments and
responsible ministries in the fashion worked out in Canada.
The population increased steadily, and by the end of the
century numbered about four million.

The great political event in the history of these colonies
was their union into a confederation at the close of the cen-

"y Up that tim th c es had b legally un-
con ted wit ea h th d th only form of union
w e 1 one d th British C F a 1

time there was discussion as to the advisability of binding
Hpasons for
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They have been luminari/ed by Mr. IJryce as follous: "the
gain to trade and the general convenience to be expected from
abolishing the tariffs established on the frontiers of each col-

ony, the need for a common system of military defense, the ad-
vantages of a common legislation for the regulation of rail-
ways and the fixing of railway rates, the advantages of a
common control of the larger rivers for the purposes both
of navigation and of irrigation, the need for uniform legis-
lation on a number of commercial and industrial topics,
the importance of finding an authority competent to provide
for old age pensions and for the settlement of labor disputes
all over the country, the need for uniform provisions against
the entrance of colored races (especially Chinese, Malays, and
Indian coolies), the stimulus to be given to industry and trade
by substituting one great community for six smaller ones." l

Moreover, the desire for nationality, which has accom-
plished such remarkable changes in Europe in the nineteenth Creation
century, was also active here. An Australian patriotism of the

Australian
had grown up. Australians desired to make their country Common-
the dominant authority in the Southern Hemisphere. They wealth.
longed for a larger outlook than that given by the life of
the separate colonies, and thus both reason and sentiment
combined toward the same end, a close union, the creation
of another " colonial nation."

U finally achieved after ten 3 f earnest d
(1890-1900). Th periments in federat

fully studied, particularly the constitutions f th
United States and Canada. i. The draft of the constitut

worked over by several conventions, by the ministers and the
governments of the various colonies, and was finally submitted
to the people for ratification. Ratification being secured,
the constitution was then passed through the British Parlia-
ment under the title of "The Commonwealth of Australia

Constitution Act" (1900). The constitution was the work of
Trio j. J.-1--
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of acceptance. Though Parliament made certain sugges-
tions of detail, it did not insist upon them in the case of
Australian opposition.

The Th f constitution established a federation consisting of the
Federal

six lonies which were henceforth t b c lied stat
Parliament.

provinces, as in the case of Canada. It created a federal
Parliament of two houses, a Senate consisting of six senators
from each state, and a House of Representat pportioned
mong the sever t d t populat on. The

powers t the Fed G ment were ^fully de-
fined. Th ystem was in "ated Janu 1, 1901.1

NEW ZEALAND

Not included in the new commonwealth is an important
group of islands of Australasia called New Zealand, situated
1,200 miles east of Australia. England began to have some
connection with these islands shortly after 1815, but it was
not until 1839 that they were formally annexed to the British
Empire. In 1854 New Zealand was given responsible gov-
ernment, and in 1865 was entirely separated from New South
Wales and made a separate colony. Emigration was method-
ically encouraged. New Zealand was never a convict colony.
Population increased and it gradually became the most demo-
cratic colony of the Empire. In 1907 the designation of
the colony was changed to the Dominion of New Zealand.

New New Zealand consists of two main islands with many
Zealand smaller ones. It is about a fourth larger than Great Britain

and has a population of about 900,000, of whom about
47,000 are aborigines, the Maoris. Its capital is Welling-
ton, with a population of about 60,000. Auckland is an-

1 A valuable description of this constitution is to be ry
H ^ ^^

Abstract of this in Beard, Intro, to Eng. H See also
J? TJ^ %-« inn
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other important city. New Zealand is an agricultural and
grazing country, and also possesses rich mineral deposits,
including gold.

New Zealand is of great interest to the world of to-day
because of its experiments in advanced social reform, legisla-
tion concerning labor and capital, landowning and commerce.
State control has been extended over more branches of in-

dustry than has been the case in any other country.
The Government owns and operates the railways.1 The Advanced

roads are run, not for profit, but for service to the people. 
social

legislation.
As rapidly as profits exceed three per cent, passenger and
freight rates are reduced. Comprehensive and successful
ttempts are made by ve 1 rat t d peopl

ted districts to live in the country. Workmen g
111 d out t bout three m r a cent. Child

the primary grades in schools are carried free, and those
in higher grades at very low fares.

The Government also owns and operates the telegraphs
and telephones and conducts postal savings banks. Life in-
surance is largely in its hands. It has a fire and accident
insurance department. In 1903 it began the operation of
some state coal mines. Its land legislation is remarkable.
Its main purpose is to prevent the land from being monopo-
lized by a few, and to enable the people to become land-
hold 1\S. In 1892 progressive taxation on the large estates
\vas adopted, and in 1896 the sale of such estates to the Gov-
ern t was made compulsory, and thus ext s
com id government P T State transf
then i d« various rms o f t t 1C d an

worki class es. The system of taxation, based on the System of
principle of graduation, higher rates for larger incomes, taxation.
properties, and inheritances, is designed to break up or
prevent monopoly and to favor the small proprietor or
producer.
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dustrial and labor legislation New Zealand h ,1
made rad periment Arbitrat lab disput
c Isory if eith de invok t, and the d

bind Fact y 1 s are t gent , particularly
t the protection f the eliminat "o f weati

n stores the Sat y half holiday l The G
t h s a Labor Department h head a m mb

f the Cabinet. Its first duty is t d wo k f th un-
Old Age mployed, and its great effort is to get the p o o f
Pensions. the t int th try. Th an Old Age P

Law ted 1898 d ded in 1905, providing p
f about a hundred and t ty-fi dollars for

and women after the age of sixty-five whose income is less
than five dollars a week.

All this governmental activity rests on a democratic basis.
There are no property qualifications for voting, and women
have the suffrage as well as men. The referendum has been
adopted.

The more advanced parties demand a further extension
in the line of social reform ; the nationalization of lands and

mines, of marine and coastal and intercolonial services;

state clothing and boot factories, flour and woolen mills,
bakeries, iron-works, and ship building yards. The Austra-
lian colony of Victoria has enacted much legislation re-
sembling that described in the case of New Zealand.

BRITISH SOUTH AFRICA

England As an incident in the wars against France and her ally
acquires and dependent, Holland, England seized the Dutch possession
Cape in South Africa, Cape Colony. This colony she retained in
Colony.

1814, together with certain Dutch possessions in South Amer-
ica, paying six millions pounds as compensation. This was
the beginning of English expansion into Africa, which was
to attain remarkable proportions before the close of the
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CAPE COLONY

Orient. Immigrants came from Holland, and after the revo-
cation of the Edict of Nantes under Louis XIV, many
Huguenots joined them. These Frenchmen were gradually
completely absorbed in the Dutch population, losing all dis-
tinguishing characteristics. England kept the colony in
1814 for the same purpose that the Dutch had founded it, as
a port of call, for English commerce with India went by this
route, there being then no Suez canal. The population at
the time she took possession consisted of about 27,000 people ,
of European descent, mostly Dutch, and of about 30,000
African and Malay slaves owned by the Dutch, and about
17,000 Hottentots. Immigration of Englishmen began forth-
with.

Friction between the Dutch (called Boers, i.e., peasants), Friction* L L L \-

and the English was not slow in developing. The forms of W1 e
. Boers.

local government to which the Boers were accustomed were
abolished and new ones established. English was made the
sole language used in the courts. The Boers, irritated

these measures, were rendered indignant by the abolition of
slavery in 1834. They did not consider slavery wrong.
Moreover, they felt defrauded of their property as the com-
pensation given was inadequate - about three million pounds

little more than a third of what they considered their
slaves were worth. Even that was made payable in London,
a device which enabled London bankers to get a good share.
For all the abolition of slavery meant a loss of property, for
many a total loss.

The oers resolved to leave the colony and to settl e in
the interior, where they could live unmolested by the intruders.
This migration or Great Trek began in 1836, and continued The Great
/" i Trek
for several years. About 10,000 Boers thus withdrew from

Cape Colony. Rude carts drawn by several pairs of oxen
transported their families and their possessions into the
wilderness. Some went northeastward and settled in Natal
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Natal, and in the following year proclaimed it a colony.
Many of the Boers trekked again to join their fellow Boers
who, while they were going into Natal, had gone into the
Orange River country. Such were the beginnings of the
Orange Free State, whose capital was Bloemfontein. But
again they were followed. The English, in 1848, declared
this region a part of the British Empire, under the name of
the Orange River Sovereignty. Many of the Orange River
Boers, refusing to live under the British flag, trekked again,
joining those who, in the earlier migration, had gone farther

Founding north across the Vaal, founding a state destined to become
of the famous as the Transvaal or South African Republic, and
Transvaal

where it seemed for many years they would be permitted to
enjoy the independence which they had made such efforts
to secure.

F 1852, Great Brit PP d th
T t w th anne g, t mally gnized it
dependence, its entire right to manage its own aff a
treaty, the Sand River Convention, and y lat*

abandoned the Orange River Sovereignty, by the Convention
of Bloemfontein. From this time date the two Boer repub-
lics of South Africa, the Orange Free State and the Trans-
vaal or South African Republic.

The From 1854 to 1899 the Orange Free State pursued its
Transvaal peaceful career unmolested, its independence not infringedannexed to

Great upon. The Transvaal, too, was left in the splendid isolation
Britain. it so much enjoyed, but not for so long a time, for in 1877

England, under Lord Beaconsfield's administration, abruptly '
declared it annexed to the British Empire, on the ground
that its independence was a menace to the peace of England's
other South African possessions, as the Boers were fre-
quently involved in wars with the natives who, once aroused,
constituted a general menace. A delegation of Boers was
sent to England to protest and demand the restoration of
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were driven across the prairie in the Great Trek of 1836.
The delegation was told in London the ritish ministry
that the annexation was irrevocable. The Boers' hatred of

the English naturally grew more intense, and they fell to
meditating plans for the future.

But in 1880 Lord Beaconsfield was overthrown and Mr.

Gladstone came into power. Mr. Gladstone had denounced
the annexation, and was convinced that a mistake had been

made which must be rectified. He was negotiating with the
oer leaders, hoping to reach, by peaceful means, a solution

that would be satisfactory to both sides, when his problem
was made immensely more difficult by the Boers themselves,
who, in December 1880, rose in revolt and defeated a small

detachment of British troops at Majuba Hill, February 27, Majnba
1881. In a military sense this so-called battle of Majuba HilL
Hill was an insignificant affair, but its effects upon English-
men d oers w tr emend d far-reaching. Glad
itone, who had already b gotiating th a to re-
toring the independence of th Transvaal, which h ; con-
idered had been ui justly overthrown, did not think it right

t rse his policy b f a m kirmish, h
1 m iliati

H theref tored t t B their independ
but with the express reservation of t ..suzerain f th

Gladstone

British Cr a w d c ymg no p meaning, but
resented in t ransvaal as a limitat P m its perfect
independen d so derstood in England The B(
were allow( d mplete self-government wit i th s restrict
Gladstone's t was sever ticised by Eng

1 10 did not b tiring, leaving d e unavenged
They denounced the action of the ministry as inimical to th

fare of the South Af colonies and damaging to th
prestige of the Empire. Gladst ne did that 1
should be deflected from an t if justi

e v \ r» f f 4- 

t b eve

d "iliatiG *T i.*
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The viously begun, promises previously made, would be an act
Pretoria of bad faith. He therefore concluded the Pretoria Conven-
Convention.

tion of 1881 with its mysterious word " suzerainty."
The Boers, on the other hand, considered that they had

won their independence by arms, by the humiliation of the
traditional enemy, and were accordingly elated. In holding
this opinion they were injuring themselves by self-deception
and by the idea that what they once had done they could
do again, and they were angering the British by keeping
alive the memory of Majuba Hill. That name came to be
spoken with passion on both sides.

The Pretoria Convention did not work smoothly, and
The London consequently a new agreement was drawn up in 1884. This,
Convention. London Convention, restored to the Transvaal the old

name of South African Republic, omitted the preamble of the
Pretoria Convention, in which the word suzerainty occurred,
and inserted a provision, which was destined to gain tre-
mendous importance later, to the effect that " white men were
to have full liberty to reside in any part of the republic, to
trade in it, and to be liable to the same taxes on as those

exacted from citizens of the republic." *
Mr. Gladstone's biographer in summin the history of

th lat f England d th ,1 y th th
Sand River Convention of 1852 conferred independence, that
the Proclamation of 1877 took independ awa, that th

t Convent f 1881 " n a lified w g e it
back" and that the London Convent of 1884 " lified

th lificat gain till independ ibject to t
th pecified dit was rei tored

The Boers Th Lond Convent was nat y garded as a
desire un- tory by the B a encouraged them to bel tha
qualified in- time the re: trictions it tained Idb e moved Th
dependence.

word " suzerainty " being om itted and " republic" being
given them, they felt that they were once more masters in
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their own house. On the other hand, they were not entirely
independent, as England expressly had the control over their

foreign relations. Moreover, the phrase concerning immi-
gration contained the germ of future trouble, which in the end
w to result the violent throw of the republic, f >r a
momentous change in the charact th pop t was
impending.

T South Af llepub w entirely peopled by The Boers.
B a people exclusively interested in ag d
grazing, solid, stu religious, freedom-loving, but th
modern sense, unp essive, ill-educated, si P o f f
eigners, and parti rly of Englishmen. T P an d
contentment f _ s rural people were disturbed by th
discovery, ii 1884 that gold in immense quantities 1
hidden in it itains, the Rand. Immediately a great
influx of mil d speculators began. T were The
Englishmen. t h rt f t miner district th Uitlanders.

of Johannesburg grew rapidly, numbering few
100,000 inhabitants, a city of foreigners. T bles q kly

between th tive B an d th ggressive, energet
Uitland r

Uitland ave de publicity ir g
Great obstacles were put in tl y of their nat t
t y were given no h the government, not even th

ght t Yet in part f th T nsva tli w
merous than the natives, and bore the larger sh

ft t ion. In addition they were forced to render militj J
rv t pinion, implied citizenship They

looked t the tish Government to push their demand forI
reforms. Th oer Government was undoubtedly an < oli-
garchy, but the Boers felt that it o ly by f the

ffrag t th welcome intruders that they could keep
trol of their own state w t the cost of much hardship

they d ere ted e wilderness. I 189 d nThe
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under Dr. Jameson, the administrator of Rhodesia, with

the evident purpose of supporting the Uitlanders, and prob-
ably of overturning the Boer Government. The raiders were
easily captured by the Boers, who with great magnanimity
handed them over to England. This indefensible attack and

the fact that the guilty were only lightly punished in Eng-
land, and that the man whom all Boers held responsible, Mr.
Cecil Rhodes, was shielded by the British Government, en-
tered like iron into the souls of the Boers and only hard-
ened their resistance to the demands of the Uitlanders.

These demands were refused, and the grievances of the
Uitlanders, who now outnumbered the natives perhaps two
to one, continued.

Sir Alfred A special commissioner, sent out from England in 1897,
Milner's Sir Alfred Milner, informed his Government early in 1899
reports. that " the spectacle of thousands of British subjects kept

permanently in th position of helots, constantly chafing
under undoubted g d calling vainly to her Maj
esty's G ment r d d teadily underm th
influence d putation of Great Britain, and the respect

r the British G m t M was o f th P
that the B were m Itimately at nothing 1 th
the union < nion of all the B uding thos f Cape Col J
th Itimate expulsioi o f th English f m South Af:

d th e tablishment of a great B tat I can see
thing hich 1 put a .top t this :h is propa-

gand but m striki proof o f th e t< t n of her
Majesty's Goverment t t ted from its posit
Sc th Afr Th laim that th i real point at issi
th maint of England's positi as th param

wer in South Africa ted a great i fl nee at h
T top th misch P ganda, hicl i was inder-
mining British infl the policy of the T Gov-

ment must be changed, and it CO Id lyb :h a ged by
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" 
no selfish demand," said Milner, as it is " asking for noth-

ing from others which we do not give our>» Ives." Confer-
ences were held in 1899 at Bloemfontein. But this demand

the Boers would not grant, believing that it was a matter
of self-preservation, that its bestowal would simply mean
the handing over of the country to the foreigner.

War broke out in October 1899. The Orange Free State, The South
no party to the quarrel, threw in its lot with its sisterWar.

ocr republic.
This war was light y tered P by bot d Eacli
S.s 1 v derestimated both the resources d t spirit o

the ot The English Government had mad prepa
tion fl all a d t pparently not b that thefo * f

end this petty state would d ppose the mighty tishI

Empir< The Boers, on the other hand, had b g pre-
paring r a flict. and k that the numb f ritish
troops South Africa was m totally insufficient to

at d own er ta M f y th y had
deceived themsel wit a gros exaggeration f t g

fi ance of Majub Hill as a ictor over t British.
Each side believed t th ld b hort wo lid

result in its favor.

The war, which they supposed would be over in a few
months, lasted for nearly three years. England suffered
at the outset many humiliating reverses. The war was not
characterized by great battles, but by many sieges at first,
and then by guerilla fighting and elaborate, systematic, and
difficult conquest of the country. It was fought with great
bravery and brilliancy on both sides. For the English,
Lord Roberts and Lord Kitchener were the leaders, and of
the Boers several greatly distinguished themselves, obtaining
world wide reputations, Christian de Wet, Louis Botha,
Del rey

The English won in the end by sheer force of numbers. Victory of
A > i n V lie),
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to make war on a scale absolutely unprecedented in their
annals. No general in English history has ever commanded
o m troops as did Lord Robert th wa

gland s bout 450,000 t South Af Th
dred d rty thousand c f m G t Britain th

others from the colonies Canada Australia Inia and C p
Colony th losin months Lord Kitch r had more
than £50,000 men against perhaps ten or twelve thousand
opponents.

Annexation Peace was finally concluded on June 1, 1902. The Trans-
of the vaaj an(j the Orange Free State lost their independence, and
Transvaal

and the became colonies of the British Empire. Otherwise the terms
Orange offered by the conquerors were liberal. Generous money
Free State, grants and loans were to be made by England to enable the

Boers to begin again in their sadly devastated land. Their
language was to be respected wherever possible.

The work of reconciliation has proceeded with remarkable
rapidity since the close of the war. Responsible govern-
ment, that is, self-government, was granted to the Transvaal
Colony in 1906 and to the Orange River Colony in 1907.
This liberal conduct of the English Government has had
the most happy consequences, as is shown very convincingly
by the spontaneity and the strength of the movement for
closer union, which culminated in 1909 in the creation of
a new " colonial nation" within the British Empire. In
1908 a convention was held in which the four colonies were

represented. The outcome of its deliberations, which lasted
several months, was the draft of a constitution for the South
African Union. This was then submitted to the colonies for

approval and, by June 1909, had been ratified by them all.
The constitution was in the form of a statute to be enacted

by the British Parliament. It became law September 20,1909.
The South African Union is substantially a unified, rather

a federal state. While the provinces are prese rved
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Executive Council; a Senate of forty members, eight from
each province, and eight appointed by the Governor in Coun-
cil, and serving for ten years and a House of Assembly, con-
Ming of 121 members, of whom 51 represent Cape of Good

Hope Province, 36 Transvaal Province, 17 Orange Free
State Province, and 17 Natal Province. oth Dutch and

English are official languag a y ual privileges.
Difficulty w P d in selecting the capital, so int
was the rivalry of different cit Th t was a com
P Pret was c ho sen as th t of t mtiv
branch of the government, Ca Town as t f th
legislative branch.

Th tion of the South African U the most recent

triumph of the spirit of nationality which has so greatly
transformed the world since 1815. The new commonwealth

has a population of about 1,150,000 whites and more than
6,000,000 people of non-European descent. Provision has
been made for the ultimate admission of Rhodesia into the

Union.

IMPERIAL FEDERATION

At the opening of the twentieth century Great Britain
possesses an empire far more extensive and far more pop-
ulous than any the world has ever seen, covering about
thirteen millions of square miles, if Egypt and the Soudan
be included, with a total population of over four hun-
dred and twenty millions. This Empire is scattered every- The far
where, in Asia, Africa, Australasia, the two Americas, andBritish

the islands of the seven seas. The population includes a Empire.
motley host of peoples. Only fifty-four million are English-
speaking, and of these about forty-two million live in Great
Britain. Most of the colonies arc telf-supportklg* They
present every form of government, military, autocratic, rep-
resentative, democratic. The sea alone binds the Empire.

n rv f\ %^1 /"¥ £"* Y* l~\ ̂* f^ V* ̂ -fc ̂ f* rf-fc *-% A- V-v 11
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tial that she may keep open her communications with her far

flung colonies. It is no adventitious circumstance that Eng-
land is the greatest sea-power of the world, and intends to
remain sue h. She regards this as the very vital principle of
her imperial existence.

A noteworthy feature of the British Empire, as already
sufficiently indicated, is the almost unlimited autonomy en-
joyed by several of the colonies, those where the English stock
predominates, Canada, Australia, South Afri New
Zealand. This policy is in contrast to that pursued by the
French and German governments, which rule their colonies
directly from Paris and Berlin. But this system does not
apply to the greatest of them all, India, nor to a multitude
f smal r P

The A q it h earnestly discussed d the last
problem t e ears is that of Imperial Federatii M lot
of Imperial me mach y be d ped, some method be f d, wh byFederation.

th t emp m e m losely lidated d f
tain purposes act as a single state? If so, its p 11

be greatly augmented, and the world will witness the most
t dous ach m t in the art of g t recorded

history Th tion of h a Greater Britain has seized
t years, the imagination of many thoughtful statesm

V causes have occurred to g th q t prom
The mence in recen The growth of prid an emp '5
increasing the like of which has never been seen before in the hist y f
importance man> .g Qm The Engiish attitude toward the colonies has,of the

question. moreover, radically changed in the last century from one of
indiff( nee, or p d t one f lively "

terest n their \* If d tisfact th success.

Again, the British Isles alone have rivals in importance now
which they did not formerly have. During the period cov-"

ered by this book, Italy and Germany have arisen, the former
with a population nearly as large as that of Great Britain,
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west the United States have expanded until they stretch
from sea to sea, their population mounting from less than
nine million to more than ninety. Relatively the British
Jsl- are less commanding than they were. Another reason
for federation is that the price paid for an empire so vast
as the British is large, the burden heavy. Ought not the
constituent parts, which profit from their membership in
it, to help support it?

The difficulties in the way, however, of closer union are The
various and formidable. In the first place it could only difficulties
include the self-governing colonies, where the English stock n ee e » & 

way.

predominates. Thus India, with its three hundred millions,
\\ould be left out. Moreover, federation implies important
concessions from those states that enter. Would England
be willing to make such concessions herself, and if she were,
would the colonies? The question cannot be answered
affirmatively in either case. If the new and closer union is The
to take the form of a political body in which the n itish P"blem of

government
Isles, Canada, Australia, South Africa shall be i 11 repre
sented, what shall that body be? Shall it be the House of
C If t colonies d representat t \\ t

ter they will be a sm mino ty, for the P lation of
1 Great t forty-two million, theirs collectively thirt

million. Moreover, such representat could vote on 1
English <1 t could make a m minist \\
have here the dilcmm h as we have seen, baffled Glad

j stone in his attempt to provide Home Rule for Ireland and
yot keep her in the Empire. Or shall an entirely new Im-
perial Parliament be created to which Great Britain and the

colonies shall send delegates? What shall be the relation
of the new parliament to the old historic one? Again, even
in it, the colonists would be outnumbered. Moreover, shall

Canada and Australia be forced to go to war at the bidding
of a majority composed of Englishmen? To ask these

^r ̂ ^ f* V^ y^ u £ -.-~
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Commercial the latter being so difficult to work out? Here we have the
union. contrast between the mother country, devoted for half a

century to free trade, and the colonies, ardent supporters of
protection even against Great Britain. The most promising
scheme suggested thus far is that of preferential tariffs,
England favoring the colonies if the colonies will favor her,
and some slight steps in this direction have been taken;
for instance, Canada and Australia have recently made some
concessions in tariff rates to England which they do not make
to other countries. But this arrangement cannot go far
until England can make concessions to them which she cannot
do under the system of free trade. Mr. Chamberlain, whose
interest in imperial development is both broad and deep,
is anxious to do this, and he has had much influence in
making the question of preferential duties prominent in
England to-day. But the election of 1906, resulting in the*

overwhelming defeat of his party, showed that England was
far from ready to abandon free trade, as on the whole to her
dvantage, if not tial t h er y ex t
The whole subject abound P iblem o mpl t

be easily, if ever, solved. None the less it is one of indis-
putable interest, a provoking challenge to the boasted t n d
proved ability of English speaking peoples in the art of
government and politics.

Colonial Perhaps a beginning toward its solution has been found
conferences, in the colonial conferences, held in recent years in London,

the first in 1887, the second in 1897, under the presidency
of Mr. Chamberlain, another in 1902, and the latest in 1907.
These have discussed at length many phases of the problem,
but have as yet accomplished little. The last one, however,
established the imperial conference as a permanent institu-
tion rather than as an episodic occurrence. Henceforth one
is to be held every four years.1

1 The best treatment of this subject in a small compass is to be found1 1
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The work of co-operation, out of which a real federal Confedera-
tions within M A KM *k

empire may in time emerge, will, no doubt, be immensely the Empire.
facilitated by the existence of the four self-governing " na-

tions " whose rise has been traced-the Dominion of Canada,

the Commonwealth of Australia, the Dominion of New Zea-

land, and the Union of South Africa. The reduction of the
number of units, with which imperial statesmen will have

to deal in attempting a more wide-spreading organization,
diminishes the difficulties in the way of federation, difficulties
at best numerous and formidable enough. The a
f th binations that h Iready been effected can, from

perial point of view, hardly be exaggerated Three of
t colonial dat h been consummated during
the first decade of the twentieth century. The movement may
proceed with accelerating speed.



.

CHAPTER XXIII

THE PARTITION OF AFRICA

LYING almost within sight of Europe and forming the
southern boundary of her great inland sea is the immense
continent, three times the size of Europe, whose real nature
was revealed only in the last quarter of the nineteenth
century. In some respects the seat of very ancient history,
in most its history is just beginning. In Egypt a rich and
advanced civilization appeared in very early times along the
lower valley of the Nile. Yet only after thousands of years
and only in our own day have the sources and the upper
course of that famous river been discovered. Along the
northern coasts arose the civilization and state of Carthage,
rich, mysterious, and redoubtable, for a while the powerful
rival of Rome, succumbing to the latter only after severe
and memorable struggles. The ancient world knew there-
fore the northern shores of Africa. The rest was prac-

The period t u th fift ;enth century came the great
of dis- series f geographical discoveries, which immensely widened
covery. the own bound f th e w >rld. It might seem that

Af th th Am d A w Id h been

the important conquest of that marvelous period of human
curiosity and courage. But this was not the case. Europe
was seeking primarily riches, and riches were to be found,
as events proved, in Peru, and Mexico, and India, rather
than in the great continental mass on its very threshold.
The age of exploration did, it is true, reveal the hitherto
unknown outline and magnitude of the continent. Portu-

£ .1 ___ ---- 4.1,
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ward India, so alluring with its gems and spices. Diaz, Vasco
da Garna, arc shining names in this romantic history. But
the result was not the conquest of Africa and its introduction
into European civilization. America, and even Australia,
then unknown, were destined to receive the civilization of

Europe long before that continent. A melancholy beginning
was, however, made. No ancient civilization offered its

riches to the spoliation of Europeans, as in Mexico, Peru,
and India. But property in human beings was to be had
in abundance for little effort. The African slave trade

began, " black ivory," and stations were established by the
Portuguese, and later by other nations for this business,
which was both lucrative and inhuman. These posts were
simply along the shores. The great inner mass of the conti-
nent remained as before, unknown, mainly because of the diffi-
culty of penetrating it, owing to its lack of rivers navigable
from the sea. For centuries Europe, absorbed in multifarious
struggles, whence emerged its modern civilization, paid slight
attention to the mystery which lay near at hand. Moreover,
it had not the means, mechanical and scientific, for the ex-
plorat f th gmat d dang 1 a id And h

mained the case d teent ti y, and
deed, well into it. Africa is the great field of discovery of
that century as America was ( f the fifteent teenth

In 1815 the situation was as follows: the Turkish Empire situation
extended along the whole northern coast to Morocco, that
is, the Sultan was nominally sovereign of Egypt, Tripoli,
Tunis, and Algeria. Morocco was then, as now, independ-
cnt under its own sultan. Along the western coasts were
scattered settlements, or rather stations, of England, France,
Denmark, Holland, Spain, and Portugal. Portugal had
certain claims on the eastern coast, opposite Madagascar.
England had just acquired the Dutch Cape Colony whence,
as we have seen, her expansion into a great South African
r»nuTf»r Via r
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For sixty years after 1815, progress in the appropriation
The of Africa by Europe was slow. The most important annex-
French ation was that of Algeria by France between 1830 and 1847.
conquest
of Algeria. In the south, England was spreading out, and the Boers were

founding their two republics.
European annexation waited upon exploration. Africa

was the " dark continent," and until the darkness was lifted
it was not coveted. About the middle of the century the

darkness began to disappear. Explorers penetrated further
and further into the interior, traversing the continent in
various directions, opening a chapter of geographical dis-
covery of absorbing interest. It is impossible within our
limits to do more than allude to the wonderful work partici-i

pated in by many intrepid explorers, Englishmen, French-
men, Portuguese, Dutch, Germans, and Belgians. A few

dent be mentioned

The It w t that Europea h Id b curious b
sources of th sources f the N a river fi m since th d f"

the Nile. history, but wh source mained loped bscurity
In 1858 one source was found by Speke, an English
to consist of a great lake south of the eqm tor, to hich th
name Viet* Ny W en. Six year a,rs lat anothe
Englishma S Sam Bak discovered th ;r lake
also a source, and named it Albert Nyanza.

Two names particularly stand out in this record of African
David exploration, Livingstone and Stanley. David Livingstone,
Livingstone, a Scotch missionary and traveler, began his African career

in 1840, and continued it until his death in 1873 at Chitambo, "

not far from the shores of Lake Bangweolo, which he had
previously discovered. He traced the course of the Zambesi
River, of the upper Congo, and the region round about Lakes
Tanganyika and Nyassa. He crossed Africa from sea to
sea in higher latitudes than had hitherto been traversed. He
opened up a new country to the world. His explorations
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expedition was sent out to find him, that expedition riveted
the attention of Europe as no other in African history had
done. It was under the direction of Henry M. Stanley, Stanley
sent out by the New York Herald. Stanley's story of how
lie found Livingstone was read with the greatest interest
in Europe, and heightened the desire, already widespread,
for more knowledge about the great continent. Livingstone,
whose name is the most important in the history of African
exploration, died in 1873. His body was borne with all
honor to England and given the burial of a national hero
in Westminster Abbey.

Another African explorer was Cameron, sent out from
England by the Royal Geographical Society to rescue
Livingstone. He failed in this, as Livingstone died before
his arrival, but Cameron made a remarkable journey cross
Africa from east to west. He was the first, indeed, to
cross the continent in that direction.

By this time not only was the scientific curiosity of Europe
thoroughly aroused, but missionary zeal saw a new field
for activity. Thus Stanley's journey across Africa, fromt

1874 to 1878, was followed in Europe with an attention
unparalleled in the history of modern explorations. Stanley Stanley's
explored the equatorial lake region, making important addi- explora-
," ,1 | j TT. iii v- tions of the
tions to knowledge. His great work was, however, his ex- _

. . . , . . Congo.

ploration of the Congo River system. Little had been known
of this river save its lower course as it approached the sea.
Stanley proved that it was one of the largest rivers in the
world, that its length was more than three thousand miles,
that it was fed by an enormous number of tributaries, that
it drained an area of over 1,300,000 square miles, that in the
volume of its waters it was only exceeded by the Amazon. ^^

Thus, by 1880, the scientific enthusiasm and curiosity,
the missionary and philanthropic zeal of Europeans, the
hatred of slave hunters who plied their trade in the interior,

c , . ..I
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Africa Upon discovery quickly followed appropriation. Fran ce
appropriated entered upon her protectorate of Tunis in 1881, Englandby Europe.

upon her " occupation " of Egypt in 1882. 
signal for a general scramble. A feverish period of parti-

This was

tion succeeded the long, slow one of discovery. European
powers swept down upon this continent lying at their very
door, hitherto neglected and despised, and carved it up
among themselves. This they did without recourse to war
by a series of treaties among themselves defining the bound-
aries of their claims. Africa became an annex of Europe.
Out of this rush for territories the great powers, England,
France, and , naturally emerged with the largest
acquisitions, but Portugal and Italy each secured a share.
The situation and relative extent of these may best be
appreciated by an examination of the map. Most of the
treaties by which this division was effected were made be-
tween 1884 and 1890.

The Congo One feature of this appropriation of Africa by Europe
Free State. 

was the foundation of the Congo Free State. This was
the work of the second king of Belgium, Leopold II, a man
wh o w tly interested the explorat f that con-
tinent. After the d )f Livingstor id the eai
ones of Stanley, he called a conference of the p 1876
" to discuss the question of the exploration, an d th " i *VI

tion of Africa, and the means of opening up the int fth
conti t to th mm dustry, and scientific enterp

f th lized world d t d m r ex-

ting hing " the terrible scourge of slavery known to p
vail over wid d populous tract in the int f

tinent Th s conference was participated in by Great
Britain, Belgium, France, Germany, Austria-Hungary, Italy, ^^ 

_

d Russia. A It of its deliberations an Internat

Af Associat was tablished. which w to have it

seat in Brussel d h m w t be th exploratioi
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ut the international character of the movement thus Inter-

started was not long maintained. Most of the contributions national
origin of

came from e Igium. Stanley reached Europe in 1878 with tne Congo
remarkable additions of knowledge which his trip across Free State.

Darkest Africa had given him. He was sent back the
following year nominally under the auspices of the Inter-
national Association of the Congo, an organization formed
in 1879, and the practical successor of the former African
Association, just alluded to. Stanley, hitherto an explorer,
now became, in addition, an organizer and state builder.
During the next four or five years, 1879-84 he made hundreds
of treaties with native chiefs and founded many stations
in the Congo basin. Nominally an emissary of an inter-
national association, his expenses were largely borne by King
Leopold II.

Port put forth extensive claims t much The Berlino f this
Conference.

Congo region on th ground of p discovery To
djust th c l d other matters a general confei

was held B 1884-5, attended by all the stat of
Europe, with th eption of Switzerland d l by
th United Stat T e f ognized th e t

as an dependent p f th Congo F Stat
t an most e Congo asin. It was
dently it derstanding that this was t b a t

and i ternational st Trad n t was b p t
all nat on q l terms t w to be f t

d o d were to be levied as ould b q d
t p d or th t o f merce. No trad

mon w to b e * I a ted T ference, ho
provided no machinery for the en it of its d
Those d r'C rnained unfulfilled Th tate q kly

d to be internat on P 1 h b granted
trade in the Congo has not been free tp al

Th new tat became pract y uin. 1885
Leopold II assumed the position of sovereign, declaring that
the connect f the Congo Free State and Belgium should
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Leopold II be merely personal, he being ruler of both, and that the
and the 

former, like the latter, should be entirely neutral. TheCongo Free
State. Belgian parliament gave its consent, and the powers gave

their approval. Leopold granted to the new state a con-

stitution of an autocratic character, and in the succeeding
years acted as if it were entirely his private possession.
His position was that of sovereign and proprietor com-
bined. In 1889 he announced that by his will all his sov-
ereign rights in the Congo should go to Belgium after his
death. This, of course, was an infraction of the Berlin Act

of 1885 as he had no right to will an international state
without the consent of the powers. The powers, however,
recorded no protest, probably because the new state was
nearly bankrupt, and they were not disposed to contribute
to its maintenance and development. In reality the Congo
Free State was not a free state at all, but the personal
property of King Leopold. He possessed there practically
unlimited power in the making and execution of laws. An
international state became a personal appanage of the
King of Belgium, largely because the powers did nothing for
the Congo while Leopold gave it liberal and constant support.

Criticism of n recent years Leopold's policy has been vehemently de-
Leopold's d. State monopol h e b tablished
administra-

tion. monopolies have been granted to private companies. In
the exploitation of the natural resources, particularly the
immensely valuable rubber trees, and in the building of
railroads, it has been asserted that the natives have been

reduced to practical slavery. Fearful stories of inhuman "
treatment meted out to women as well as to men, of endless

and crushing toil imposed upon them, of outrage, murders,
whippings freely inflicted, and greatly reducing the popu-
lation, have gained wide, and it would appear, making
some allowance for exaggeration, justified credence. The
existence of the gravest abuses was affirmed by a commission

i 4.rt« A
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University of Bru^els wrote as follows: "An examination of
the Congo Free State administration reveals the clear and
indisputable fact that the Congo Free State is not a colony in
the proper sense of the term: it is a financial speculation.
The real aims of those in authority are pecuniary-to in-
crease the amount yielded by taxation, to exploit the natural
wealth of the country, to effect all that can stimulate the
Pc f prod t Everything el s dinated t
th n d T colony is administered neither in the interest of
the natives nor even of the economic interests of Belgium; th
moving d e is t th g king th m mum
of pecuniary benefit." *

In recent years the revelations of the atrocious conditions
prevailing in the Congo have become steadily more numerous
and more shocking. Other powers, notably England and
the United States, finally aroused, have demanded reforms.
The result has been that the Belgian ministry and Parliament The Con£°

C */ ^n_ n * Free State
have been forced by the public opinion of the world to take made a

up this question, and in 1908 the Congo Free State was con- colony of
verted outright into a Belgian colony subject, not to the Belgium.
personal rule of the King, but to Parliament.

EGYPT

Egypt, a seat of ancient civilization, was conquered by E8Tpt.
the Mohammedans soon fter the rise of their religion.
Some centuries later it was conquered by the Turks, and
became a part of the Turkish Empire (1517). It is nom-
inally such to-day, its supreme ruler being the Sultan, who
resides in Constantinople. But a series of remarkable events
in the nineteenth century has resulted in giving it a most
singular and complicated position. To put down certainmjr T A-n+ o +

opponents of the Sultan an Albanian warrior, Mehemet Ali,r 
< 

' 
m Ah founds ... . .

was sent out early in the nineteenth century. Appointed a semi-royal
Governor of Ecrvpt in 1806, l>v 1811 he had made himself house.
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absolute master of the country. He had succeeded only too
well. Originally merely the representative of the Sultan,
he had become the real ruler of the land. His ambitions

grew th h s successes. I tim ipired t -dd Sy
t h s tates, but was ked n th by a E jpean m-
tervent 1840 H as mpelled t k o ledge e
suzerainty of the Porte once d t limit h rul
to Egypt, but he gained t the important concession
that the right to rule as y sh Id be hereditary in h

m The titl was later changed t th f Khed e
(1866) Th present Khed Abb II, is th th
ruler of the dynasty thus founded.

Ismail and The fifth ruler of this family was Ismail (1863-79).
the rapid It was under him that the Suez Canal was completed, agrowth of

the Egyp- great undertaking carried through by a French engineer,
tian debt. Ferdinand de Lesseps, the money coming largely from

European investors. This Khedive plunged into the most
reckless extravagance. As a result the Egyptian debt rose
with extraordinary rapidity from three million pounds in
1863 to eighty-nine million in 1876. This, as well as the
increased taxation which characterized the same years, was
a crushing burden for a poor and ignorant population.
Sir Alfred Milner after studying the situation declared:
" There is nothing in the financial history of any country,
from the remotest ages to the present time, to equal this

1 of extravag d opp
The Khedive, needing money, sold 1875, h h ares m

the S C Comp y Great Brit ain for bout f
million pounds, to the great irritation of the French They
are now i th seven tim as m h Th w a

temporary f t the Khed but was an im-
portan dvant t England, as the can w is destined

tably to be the favorite rout Ind
Th e traordinary f the Egypt debt is th

key to the whole later history of that try mon
had been borrowed abroad, mainly in England and F
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Fearing the bankruptcy of Egypt, the governments of the Interven-
two countries intervened in the interest of their investors. tion of

England
and succeeded in imposing their control over a large part and
of the financial administration. This was the famous Dual France.

Control, which lasted from 1879 to 1883. The Khedive,

il, resented this tutelage, was consequently forced to
abdicate, and was succeeded by his son Tewfik, who ruled
from 1879 to 1892. The new Khedive did not -struggle
against the Dual Control, but certain elements of the popu-
lation did. The bitter hatred inspired by this intervention
of the foreigners flared up in a native movement that had

its war cry, " Egypt for the Egyptians," and as its Revolt of
leader, Arabi Pasha, an officer in the army. Before this

Pasha.
movement of his subjects the Khedive was powerless. It
was evident that the foreign control, established in the
interests of foreign bond-holders, could only be perpetuated
by the suppression of Arabi and his fellow-malcontents, and
that that suppression could be accomplished only by the
foreigners themselves. Thus financial intervention led
directly to military intervention. England sought the co-
operation of France, but France declined. Sh e th en pro
ceeded lone. A British fleet bombarded Alexandria, and English

forced its abandonment by Arabi (July 11, 1882). Arabi expedition
crashes the

and his troops withdrew. England then sent an army under insurrec-

General Wolseley, who with great swiftness and precision, tion.
marched from the Suez Canal westward across the desert

to Cairo. Wolseley defeated Arabi at Tel-el-Kebir, Sep-
tember 13, 1882, and immediately seized Cairo. The re-
bellion collapsed. Arabi himself was captured and sent to
Ceylon.

The English had intervened nominally in the interest of
the Khedive's authority against his rebel, Arabi, though they
had not been asked so to intervene either by the Khedive
himself or by the Sultan of Turkey, legal sovereign o f

or by the powers of Europe. Having suppressed
the insurrection, what would they do? Would they with-
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draw r a Th t w a diffi It one. T

withd w in th P f th British ministry, of
which Gladstone was the head, and Lord Granville the foreig

tary ave Egypt a prey t :hy to m
was certainly to offend the Europ P hich d
1 k upon th ply another piece of British aggr
Part 1 y w Id su h t b res ted by F d

England by the Suit The ministry decided neith t annex th
assumes the country to the British Empire nor to proclaim a British
position of
" adviser." protectorate over it, but to assume the position of " adviser "

to the Khedive, whose power would nominally remain what
it had been. Under British " advice " the Khedive would

himself carry 01 t th e form dered y r the
prosperity and i f his country. This policy was ex-

d by Lord ill a diplomatic m te s t the
varous po f E P Although," so runs th >
" for the p British force m in Egypt r the
preservation of public tranquillity, her Majesty's Govern-
ment are desirous of withdrawing it as soon as the state of
the country and the organization of proper means for the
maintenance of the Khedive's authority will admit of it. In
the meantime the position in which her Majesty's Govern-
ment are placed towards His Highness imposes upon them the
duty of giving advice with the object of securing that the
order of things to be established shall be of a satisfactory
character, and possess the elements of stability and progress."
A gloss on the meaning of the word " advice " was furnished

a year later by Lord Granville in a communication to the
British representative in Egypt, Sir Evelyn Baring, later
Lord Cromer. " It should," wrote Lord Granville, " be
mad to the Egyptian ministers and governors of p
inces that t ponsibility hich r a tim t on"

England, obliges her Majesty's G ment to insist on th
dopt f t e P y hich they recommend, and that it

will be necessarv that t mnst d o d
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These two utterances described the anomalous position The
of England in Egypt in 1883, and they still describe it. English
A British force still remains in Egypt, the " occupation " occupa" tion."

continues, advice is compulsory. England has often been
asked when she intends to keep her promise. No answer has
been given She is ruler in fact, not in law. The Dual
Control ended in 1883, and England began in earnest the
process of reconstruction and reform which has been pro-
ceeding ever since under the real guidance of Lord Cromer,
the British Consul-General in Egypt.1

In intervening in Egypt in 1882, England became imme-
diately involved in a further enterprise which ended in disaster
and humiliation. Egypt possessed a dependency to the
south, the Soudan, a vast region comprising chiefly the basin
of the Upper Nile, a poorly organized territory with a
varied, semi-civilized, nomadic population, and a capital
at Khartoum. This province, long oppressed by Egypt,
was in full process of revolt. It found a chief in a man
called the Mahdi, or leader, who succeeded in arousing the
fierce religious fanaticism of the Soudanese by claiming to be
a kind of Prophet or Messiah. Winning successes over the Loss of
Egyptian troops, he proclaimed a religious war, the people e an<
of the whole Soudan rallied about him, and the result was

that the troops were driven into their fortresses and there
besieged. Would England recognize any obligation to pre-
serve the Soudan for Egypt? Gladstone, then prime min
ister, determined to abandon the Soudan. But even this
was a matt ir of difficulty It Ived least t rescue
of the imprisoned garriso T ministry was
to send a military expeditii It finally decided to send out
G 1 Gordon, a m d sh able p
in fl half-civilized races. It derstood t

there was to be no exped It s apparently supposed
that mehow Gordon, without military aid, qould acc m

Lo Cromer resigned his position as His Majesty's Agent and
leneral in Egypt, in 1907,
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plish the safe withdrawal of the garrisons. He reached
Khartoum, but found the danger far more serious than
had been supposed, the rebellion far more menacing. He
found himself shortly shut up in Khartoum, surrounded

frenzied and confident Mahdists. At once th ere arose

in England a cry for the relief of Gordon, a man whose
personality, marked by heroic, eccentric, magnetic qualities,
bafflingly contradictory, had seized in a remarkable degree
the interest, enthusiasm, and imagination of the English
people. But the Government was dilatory. Weeks, and
even months, went by. Finally, an expedition was sent out
in September 1884. Pushing forward rapidly, against great
difficulties, it reached Khartoum January 28, 1885, only to

Death of d the flag of the Mahdi floating over it. Only t d
Gordon. bef re th had b tormed d d d en

thousand of his men massacred Publ pinion held Glad
t ponsib d as a result his ministry w q kly

overthrown.

For the next decade the Soudan was left in the hands

of the dervishes, completely abandoned. But it was certain
that the reconquest of the provinces would some day be
attempted. Various forces contributed to this end-'the na-
tional honor, the feeling that Gordon must be avenged, the
sense of humiliation that the Egyptian empire had grown
smaller under English rule, the conviction that the power
that controls the lower reaches of the Nile must, for its

own safety, control the upper reaches and the sources, also.
And another cause was the pronounced growth during these
years, in England as elsewhere, of the spirit of imperialism,
eager for an onward march. In 1896 an Anglo-Egyptian
army was sent into the Soudan under General Kitchener.
Building a railway as he advanced, in order properly to
supply his army, he progressed " very slowly, but very
surely." At the battle of Omdurman, September 2, 1898,

Recovery of the power of the dervishes was completely annihilated. Thus
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Egypt Th, but for England and Egypt. e ritish and
the Egyptian flags were both raised over the conquered field.
Thus the power of England in the Soudan rests technically
upon different basis than does its power in Egypt. For
all practical purposes, however, both are simply parts of
the British Empire.
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CHAPTER XXIV

SPAIN AND PORTUGAL

SPAIN SINCE 1823

Spain. WE have traced the history of Spain from the downfall
of Napoleon to the year 1823? and have seen the restored
King Ferdinand VII reign in a manner so cruel, so un-
intelligent, and tyrannical that the people rose in insurrec-
tion and insisted upon being accorded a liberal constitution.1
And we have seen that as a result the powers, commonly
called the Holy Alliance, intervened in 1823 to put down
this reform movement, sent a French army into the peninsula,
and restored to Ferdinand his former absolute power. This
recovery of his former position through foreign aid was

Kevenge of followed by a period of disgraceful and ruthless revenge
Ferdinand

VII after on the part of Ferdinand upon those who had stood out
1823. as Liberals, or had merely been lukewarm toward the King.

Forced finally by the energetic remonstrances of the French,
who had put him back upon his absolute throne, to moderate
the frenzy of his wrath, he was obliged to grant an amnesty,
which proved, however, to be most deceptive, as it excepted
from its operation fifteen different classes. The royal rage
was slow in subsiding. Hundreds were executed at the
order of courts-martial for the most trivial acts in which

there was the slightest tinge of liberalism, such as uttering
" Subver- so-called " subversive" cries, or possessing a portrait of
sive" cries. Riego, or defacing an inscription "Long live the Absolute

King." Various classes were carefully watched as sus-
pects," military men, lawyers, doctors, professors, and even

snrcreons. Universities and clubs, political and
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entirely innocuous, and little disposed to criticise or disturb
the existing order. The University of Cervera, for instance,
had begun an address to the monarch with the reassuring
words, " Far from us the dangerous novelty of thinking."
After closing the universities as inimical to society, Ferdi-
nand endowed a school of bull-fighting at Seville.

Ferdinand VII ruled for ten years after his second restora- loss of the
tion, and in the spirit of unprogressive, unenlightened ab- American

i i.' TT' " " A " TJI_ 11 » i colonies.
solutism. His reign is not signalized by any attempt to
improve the conditions of a country that sorely needed
reform. It is notable mainly for the loss of the immense
Spanish empire in the new world, and the rise of the in-
dependent states of Central and South America. Prac-
tically nothing remained under the scepter of the King save
Cub Port R d the Philipp

Ferdinand f interest th t y rs f g The
was the determinat f th successon. He had no question

of the
But assured March 1830 that one was about t b succession

born to him, he wished that the chi d, whether son or daugh
ter, should succeed him. In the case of a daughter, however,
the Salic law would stand in the way. This law was not a
native product of the evolution of the Spanish monarchy.
For centuries the laws of Castille and Leon had permitted
women to rule, and one of the great figures in Spanish
history was Isabella, Queen of Castille, the patroness of
Columbus, who, moreover, upon her death was succeeded by
her daughter. But with the accession of the Bourbon line
of monarchs the Salic law was introduced. It was a French

importation, resting on the decree of Philip V, issued in
1713. As the king was absolute, his decree made it law.

In 1789 Charles IV prepared to rescind this law. A The
decree was drawn up, called the Pragmatic Sanction, making PragmaticSanction.

the change. But this decree was not published, and was
known only to a few. Forty years later, in March 1830,

n o VTT ^l« 1
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f the Sal 1 w w t pealed, issued a public protest
and announced his intention to assert his rights to the crown
if the contingency should arise. In October 1830 a daughter,
Isabella, was born.

The matter now became the subject of court bickering
and intrigue, one faction struggling for the withdrawal of
the new decree, the other for its maintenance. In 1832

the King fell ill, and, believing his end to be near, and
dominated at the time by the supporters of Don Carlos,
he signed a paper revoking the Pragmatic Sanction, Septem-
ber 18, 1832. The King, contrary to all expectations,
began to recover, whereupon his sister-in-law, aunt of the
little Isabella, forced her way to his bedside, berated him for
his weakness, had the decree brought her, revoking the
Pragmatic Sanction, and tore it up.

Isabella The King did not change his mind again, and when he
proclaimed , September 29, 1833, his daughter Isabella, three years
Queen.

of age, was proclaimed Queen, with her mother, Christina,
as Regent. Christina was in power seven years, from 1833
to 1840, when she was driven into exile. During that time
the Carlist war and the political evolution of the kingdom
constituted the two chief series of events.

The Carlist Don Carlos, true to his word, refusing to recognize the
War. revocation of the Salic law, proclaimed himself king im--

mediately after the death of Ferdinand, and a war of seven
years was necessary to determine whether he or his niece,
Isabella, should henceforth be the ruler of Spain. The
supporters of Isabella, called Christinos, after the Regent
Christina, had the advantage of being in actual possession of
Madrid and the machinery of government. They also con-
trolled a part of the army. Don Carlos, on the other hand,
was supported by the clergy and nobility, and all who be-
lieved in thorough-going absolutism, many of whom consid-
ered even the regime of the late Ferdinand too mild. The
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troops or large resources, the fighting was carried on in
guerilla fashion by small detachments. Local issues en-
tered in to make confusion worse confounded.

Christina had no desire to use her position for the pur-
pose of reforming Spain. " I will maintain scrupulously,"
she said at the outset, " the form and fundamental laws

of the monarchy, admitting none of the dangerous innova-
tions of which we already know too well the cost. The
best form of government for a country is that to which
it is accustomed." Christina was an absolutist by training
and conviction. Yet under her the Spanish monarchy was
changed from an absolute to a constitutional one. She
saw the Carlists victorious in the north, and even gaining
a part of old Castille. She was forced to appeal to the
Liberals for support, and to gain them was obliged to grant
the Royal Statute of 1834. This established a parliament The Royal
divided into two bodies, the Chamber of Peers and the Cham-

1834.

ber of Deputies. The latter was to be elected by the
property owners for a term of three years. The Chambers
were to have the power to vote taxes and laws. But the
Government was to have sole right to propose laws. Min-
isters, moreover, were not to be responsible to the Chambers,
to rise and fall according to their will, but were to be
responsible to the monarch alone. The Crown could sum-
mon and dissolve the Chamber of Deputies, but a year
must not pass without a meeting of Parliament. This statute
resembled the French Charter of 1814. It granted a cer-
tain amount of individual liberty. It created a parliament
which represented the propertied class, but whose powers
were not large. It marks some progress, as by it, by action
of the Crown itself, instead of by action of revolutionists,
as hitherto, Spain became a constitutional state. The gain,
though largely nominal, was something. It did not satisfy
the Liberals, but it contributed somewhat to the political
education nf flip rnnntrv
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Disturbed was much disturbed, bewildering and unprofitable to follow.
political Ministries changed with amazing frequency, parties werelife.

more nominal than* real, not representing bodies of divergent

political principles, but serving as masks for men who were
eager to get into office as an easy method of gaming a
livelihood. The ministries were short; in twenty-five years,
from 1833 to 1858, there were 47 presidents of counci!5
61 ministers of the interior, 78 of finance, and 96 of war.

The Liberals were divided into two groups, the Moderates
and the Progressists. The Moderates accepted the Statute
of 1834, which so carefully guarded the rights of the mon-
arch, and gave him such power over the chambers. But
the Progressists demanded the far more liberal Constitution
of 1812, which clearly proclaimed the sovereignty of the
people and made Parliament more powerful than the mon-
arch. As the Carlist war continued unfavorable, Christina
was driven to make further concessions. The Constitution of

The

Constitution 1837 w dingly promulgated m b th th
of 1837. Statute of 1834, less lib th the Constitut of 1812

The Parliament or Cortes were henceforth to consist of a

Senate and a Congress, the former to be appointed for life
and, under certain restrictions, by the Crown, the latter to
be elected by the voters for three years. This Constitution
had been framed by a constituent Cortes, whereas the Statute
of 1834 was merely a royal decree.

The Carlist war was finally brought to a close, with the
help of England and France, in 1840, but at the same
time the Queen Regent was driven from the country. Actual
direction of the government now fell for many years into
the hands of rival military leaders. The war had left
the army the strongest force in the state. Isabella II was

Isabella II
declared of declared of age in 1843, and the government was carried on
age. henceforth in her name. Her reign, which lasted until 1868,

was one, on the whole, of reaction. Adhering tenaciously
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ites, by a camarilla, and did not observe the spirit, and
frequently not the letter, of the constitution. Her o reiffn

was marked by absolutism nearly as unqualified as that of
her predecessors. Constitutional forms were used to cover
arbitrary actions. It was a period of short and weak
ministries, court intrigue, petty politics, a period little in-
structive. Whatever disturbances occurred were vigorously
represse d.

In 1861 Spain joined England and France in sending The
an expedition to Mexico to enforce certain claims upon the Mexican
*/r " i. o " J-T«IJ -IT *AU Expedition
Mexican government. Spain and England quickly with-

drew from this undertaking, leaving France to embark upon
one of the most ill-starred enterprises of Napoleon III. In
1861 also Spain took possession again of her former colony
of San Domingo, only to relinquish it a little later as the
result of a revolt.

Dissatisfaction with the existing regime, marked, as it
was, by arbitrariness, by religious and intellectual intoler-
ance, by abuses and corruption, and by the scandalous im-
morality of the Queen, increased as the reign progressed.
The more liberal politicians and officers in the army and
navy, persecuted under this regime, became revolutionary.
In 1865 an insurrection broke out, led by General Prim. It
was suppressed and Prim sought refuge in exile. In 1866
and 1867 similar movements occurred, likewise abortive.

But in 1868 t different. More widespread t
t thers and m fully d t rev lt re The over-
suited in the flight of the Queen to France, and throw ofn t

Isabella II
tablishment of a p 1 government hich Mar si

Serrano and General Prim were the leading fig Th«
r f t 1C Sp b was d d t an end

1 universal suffrage, religious liberty, and freedom of t
,. P proclaimed t fundamental principl o f t

ture constitut T Society of J was suppressed
~ 1:1.1.1 ,* »n»*c* rft 1
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determination. They drew up a constitution based upon
popular sovereignty, and promulgated it in June 1869. They
pronounced in favor of a monarchy and against a republic,
by a vote of 814 to 71. They established a regency under

The Marshal Serrano, to conduct the government until a king
Regency of should be chosen. This proved to be no easy task. The
Marshal

Serrano. queen, -Isabella II, abdicated in favor of her son Alfonso,
but those in power were opposed to any representative of
the House of Bourbon. It was considered necessary that
the king should be a Roman Catholic; that, moreover, he
should be of royal blood. Some advocated a son of Louis
Philippe, others a Portuguese prince. Finally, after long"

negotiations, Prince Leopold of Hohenzollern was chosen.
His candidacy is important in history as having been the
immediate occasion of the Franco-Prussian war of 1870.

In the end Leopold declined the offer.
At length, November 1870, the crown was offered by a

Amadeo of vote of 191 out of 811, to Amadeo, second son of Victor

Savoy Emmanuel II.1 The smallness of the majority was ominous.chosen

king. The new king's reign was destined to be short and troubled.
Landing in Spain at the close of 1870, he was coldly re-

d. Opposit t him cam m sever sources
f >m the Republicans, wh w pposed to any monarch

m the Carlists. who claimed that the heir of D Carl

broth f Ferdinand VII w th lawful king; from the
PP t o f Alf son of Isabella, who held tha h ie

as th legitimat er. Amadeo was disliked also
th mpl reason th h w a foreig er. T ie clergy
ttacked him r h dh ce tc titut principles
f government N t body f P lit supported

hi m Minist d fell with great ipidity, ght
two y one f th m t t ;en day Each
chang left the iment more disorganized a d m
nnnnrvn Inr P li that the problem of givh P
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to Spain was insoluble, and wearying of an uneasy crown,
Amadeo, in February 1873, resigned his powers into the Abdication
hands of the Cortes. In a letter to that body he said, of Amadeo.
" I realize that my good intentions have been in vain. For
two long years have I worn the crown of Spain, and Spain
still lives in continual strife, departing day by day more
widely from that era of peace and prosperity for which
I have so ardently yearned. I am to-day firmly convinced
of the barrenness of my efforts and the impossibility of
attaining my aims. These, deputies, re the reasons that
move me to give back to the nation, and in its name to
you, the crown offered me by the national suffrage, re-
nouncing it for myself, my children, and my successors."

The abdication of Amadeo left the nation without an

executive. The ministry necessarily disappeared with the
monarch, whose servant it was. The Cortes alone remained

as a depository of p the Cortes there w m
Republica Feeling that monarchy by d ght had
failed in e p f ,b II d ght t t ) be

tored either by calling her or her son to the th ling
also that t y had failed in e P L of
Amadeo, they held that the on alternate w e re-
public, that, moreover, it was th 3rm of government

tent with the principle of the sovereignty of the people.
Th Monarchists, tak by surprise, had no definite
Th Cortes therefore , proclaimed the Republic, Februar estab-
12, 1873, by a t of 258 to 32 and declared that th

titut hould be framed by a t to be ch
pecially for that purp Castelar, a prominent Republi-

can , speaking of the ll of t he monarchy, declared that it
had not been brought bout by viol " No one destroyed
t It d f causes. Th monarchy died of

t d post It died by the p f God
The Republic is t o f taces. It m
from a conunctre of ociet and nature and hist "
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deed, its history was short and agitated. European powers,
with the exception of Switzerland, withdrew their diplo-
matic representatives. The United States alone recognized
the new government. The Republic lasted from February
1873 to the end of December 1874. It established a wide

ff proclaimed relig liberty 1 it purity,
proposed t mplete sep t f the church id stat
and voted unanimously for the immediate emancipation of
slaves in Porto Rico.

The causes The causes of its fall were numerous. The fundamental
of its one was that the Spaniards had had no long political train-
fall.

ing, essential for efficient self-government, no true experience
in party management. The leaders did not work together
harmoniously. Moreover, the Republicans, once in power,
immediately fell apart into various groups, of which the
principal were those who believed in a centralized republic
and those who believed in a federal republic. The Federal-
ists differed even among themselves as to the size of the
various units that should form the federation. The avowed

4

enemies of the Republic were numerous, the Monarchists,
the clergy, offended by the proclamation of religious liberty,
all those who profited by the old regime, and who resented
the reforms which were threatened. Also, the problems that
faced the new government increased the confusion. Three
wars were in progress during the brief life of the Republic
a war in Cuba, a Carlist war, and a war with the Federalists

in southern Spain.
Presidents succeeded each other rapidly. Figueras was

in office four months, Pi y Margall six weeks, Salmeron and
Castelar for short periods. Finally, Serrano became prac-
tically dictator. The fate of the Republic was determined
by the generals of the army, the most powerful body in
the country, who declared in December 1874 in favor of
Alfonso, son of Isabella II. The Republic fell without aAlf«vn«n "3CTI

n
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the government, promising a constitutional monarchy. The
Carlist war was brought to an end in the following year
Thus, six years after the dethronement of Isabella, her
son was welcomed back as king. Those six years had been
characterized by instability and governmental confusion.
The new King had followed his mother into exile in 1868,

d had p tervening years in study F
Austria, Switzerland, and England. He was now sevent
3 ars f g H lasted ten years, until his death
in Nc mber 188 In 1876 a new Constitut ted The Con-
t last stitution ofn long line phem ocument

1876.

during the century from either m 1 Cortes or revol
tionary junta. Still in f th Constitut of 1876
declared the P son of thi k lab created a re-
ponsible ministry, a parliament f t mb jrs, a Con-

ss f Deput lected by voters meet a property
q fication, and a Senate, consisting of th lasses, those

tting in their own right, such as sons of the king, grandee
f a certain h, ad f th i navy, archbishops, lif

m ibers appointed by the king, and elective memb h
r fi y t n corporations, s h s p 1
gislat s and ties, and by tl we 1th t

Th e tive p was ted in the king, the legislat
t king and the parliament. No project should b

law unless passed by both h Sp nn poi t
111 h y of parliamentary government, minist nsi
and fall d t tli votes of parliament. Prac-
tically, however, the polit arfare is largely mimic. The
t o hief part 1876 were the C mservatives, led by
Canovas, and the Liberals, led by Sagasta. But they were ^f ~^^"r

divided, not so much by principle, as by a d ;sire fo ce.
Parliamentary instit tions ha b d r purp o f
personal ad van t rather t f tl o f th

tional well-being through id intelligent leg
lat Tl titut a d on the Darliamenta
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Death of Alfonso XII died in 1885. His wife, an Austrian prin-
Alfonso XII. cess, Maria Christina, was proclaimed regent for a child

born a few months later, the present King Alfonso XIII.
Maria Christina, during the sixteen years of her regency,
confronted many difficulties. Of these the most serious was
the condition of Cuba, Spain's chief colony. An insurrec-
tion had broken out in that island in 1868, occasioned by
the gross misgovernment of the mother country. This Cuban
war dragged on for ten years, cost Spain nearly 100,000
men and $200,000,000, and was only ended in 1878 by
means of lavish bribes and liberal promises of reform in the
direction of self-government. As these promises were not
fulfilled, and as the condition of the Cubans became more

unendurable, another rebellion broke out in 1895. This
new war, prosecuted with great and savage severity by
Weyler, ultimately aroused the United States to intervene

The in the interests of humanity and civilization. A war re-
Spanish- suited between the United States and Spain in 1898, which
American

War. proved most disastrous to the latter. Her naval power was
annihilated in the battles of Santiag and Cavite; her army
in Santiago was d t der. and w com
pelled to sig the Treaty of P f 1898, by which sh

Loss of need Cuba, Port > Rict d th Philipp Isl a d
Cuba, Porto "

Th Spanish Empire, which t th P o f th nme-
Rico, and
the Philip . t th tury bulked large on the m f the w "Id, c in
pines. prising mm P Am an d the land o f

both hemispheres, has disappeared. Revolts in C ral and
S th Am beg h Joseph N 1 became
King in 1808, and ending with Cubar dependence ninety
years later, have left Spain with the e hred f h
ormer possessions, Rio de Oro, Rio M western Af

da f m 1 islands off the African coast. The Canary

Islands are not colonies but form one of the provinces of
the kingdom Th d PP the Spanish denial
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is to-day state of inferior rank, a negligible quantity in
this era of world politics.

In 1902 the present King, Alfonso XIII, formally assumed
the reins of government. He married in May 1906 Princessassumes

Ena of Battenberer. Profound and numerous reforms are power.
y t rang th try e line o f prog

Though universf 1 suffrage was established in 1890, polit
conditions and methods have not changed. Illiteracy is*

widespread. Out of a population of 18,000,000 perhaps
12,000,000 are illiterate. In recent years attempts have
been made to improve this situation; also to reduce the in-
fhience of the Roman Catholic Church in the state. Nothing
important has yet been accomplished in this direction.
Public worship is forbidden to the members of any other
church.

PORTUGAL, 1815-1909

Portugal, like other countries, felt the full shock of Na-
poleonic aggression. French armies were sent into the
peninsula in 1807 for the purpose of forcing that country
into the Continental System, of closing all Europe to Eng-
lish commerce. The royal family fled from Lisbon just Flight of
as the French were approaching, and went to the capital of r°yal
Portugal's leading colony, Brazil. The actual authority Brazii
in Portugal for several years was the English army and 1807.
Lord Beresford. Portugal suffered during this period the
immense loss of a million in population. After the fall of
Napoleon the Portuguese hoped for the return of the royal
family, but this did not occur. The King, John VI, was
contented in Rio de Janeiro; moreover, he felt that his de-

parture from Brazil would be the signal for r ebellion
in that colony, which would result in its independence. The
situation gave great dissatisfaction to the Portuguese, whose
pride was hurt by the fact that they no longer had a court

" 1 .t-
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Moreover, Beresford remained in Portugal after 1814, and
was the real ruler of the country. The relations between the
Portuguese and the English were strained from the begin-
ning. The army was disaffected because it was not promptly
paid, and because many of the positions in it were held by
Englishmen. An occasion for the explosion of the growing
discontent was furnished by the Spanish revolution of 1820.
Encouraged by the movement in the sister state, the Port-

Portuguese uguese army revolted, and the Cortes were summoned to
revolution frame a constitution. This body adopted, in 1822, what
of 1820.

was practically the famous Spanish Constitution of 1812,
which, as has been shown, was largely the French Con-
stitution of 1791, the ideal of radicals in various countries,I

which, moreover, possessed the advantage of being ready
mad Th K pted it, and Portugal, hithert an

lute monarchy, becam titut one. The King
m awhile had returned m B leaving h e dest son
Dom Ped as t f that co try. i 1822 B

Loss of declared itself an independent emp un d Dom Pedi I
Brazil.

Three yet lat t depend ce was g d by
Portugal.

Meanwh th Portugu Constitut: proved hort
lived A th e bsolutists gained coi trol in Sp
1823, the absolutists in Port also were encouraged to at

tempt t recover th id succeeded. The first ex
P ment in titut governm t had b "y brief
but it lted in leavin a constitutional party confronting
an absolutist pa

The death of King John VI in 1826 ited a new
hich distracted the try or many y ars. His Idest

Dom Pedro, was Emperor of 1 His young son
was Dom Miguel. Dom Pedro was lawfully King of Port
g l He opened his reign as Pedro IV by granting a liber

hart.er intro liamentary gove t
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da Gloria. Hoping to disarm his brother Dom Miguel, who Donna
himself wished to be king, he betrothed his daughter, aged ̂ aria da

Gloria.
seven, to Dom Miguel, decreeing that the marriage should
be consummated when Donna Maria became of age. He
then appointed Dom Miguel regent for the little princess.

ut Miguel, landing in Portugal in 1828, was proclaimed
king by the absolutists. He accepted the crown. His reign
was odious in the extreme, characterized by cruelty and
arbitrariness, by a complete defiance of the law, of all per-
sonal liberty, by imprisonments and deportations and execu-
tions. Dom Pedro abdicated his position as Emperor of
Brazil, and returned to Europe to take charge of the
cause of his daughter. This civil war between Maria da
Gloria and Dom Miguel resulted in the favor of the former.9

Dom Miguel formally renounced all claims to the throne
and left Portugal never to return (1834).

Maria reigned until her death in 1853, a reign rendered Death of
turbulent and unstable by the violence of political struggles Maria
and by frequent insurrections. In 1852 the Charter of
1826, restored by Maria's government, was liberalized by
important alterations, with the result that various parties
were satisfied, and political life under her successor, Pedro
V, was mild and orderly. His reign was uneventful.
He was followed in 1861 by Louis I, and he in 1889 by
Carlos I.

Of recent years radical parties, Republican, Socialist, Recent
have grown up. Discontent during this period expressed events in
., ,. . , . .. . . __,. ."ii Portugal.
itself by deeds of violence. I he Government replied by
becoming more and more arbitrary. The King, Carlos

I even assumed to alter the Charter of 1826, still the basis
of Portuguese political life, by mere decree. The contro-
versy between Liberals, Radicals, and Conservatives de-

veloped astounding bitterness. Parliamentary institutions
ceased to work normally, necessary legislation could not be
secured. On Fphrnarv 1. 1QOK n c\ fl r rn\vn
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ded, and is at p t King, M III Portug
dently faces serious problems; m hy itself is in dang

on ate tSh burdened with an immense debt, disproport
rces, and entailing opp ve taxatior Her edu

is overt ystem is most inadequat Her popul
mill She h m 11 colonial possessions in Asia an

tensive ones in Af , which have thus far proved of little
v The A d Madeira are not colonies but are

teg parts f th kingdom.



CHAPTER XXV

HOLLAND AND BELGIUM SINCE 1830

HOLLAND

WE have described the dismemberment of the Kingdom of Holland
the Netherlands in 1830, and the years succeeding. ThatI

kingdom, which included what we know as Holland and
elgium, was the work of the Congress of Vienna, created

as a bulwark against France. The Belgians had revolted,
and, supported in the end by some of the great powers, had
won their independence. Since then there have been two
kingdoms.

The old Dutch provinces preserved the name henceforth
of the Kingdom of the Netherlands. This kingdom, more
frequently called Holland in English-speaking countries,
h as had a history of comparatively quiet internal develop-
ment, and has played no important role in international
politics. It has passed through several reigns that of
William I, from 1814 to 1840; of William II, from 1840 to

1849; of William III, from 1849 to 1890, and of Queen
Wilhelmina since 1890 Th quest f greatest prom-
inence in h separ t history have those concerning
constitutio l libert dcat policy, and col d
ministrat

The political system rested upon the Fundamental Law The Fnnda
granted by William I in 1815. By this the kingdom be- mental

Law of

came a constitutional monarchy, but a monarchy in which 1815 
x-i. i.. i i, , " i.- i_

the king was more powerful than the parliament, or States-
General. By that law, the States-General were composed
of two chambers, one of which consisted of members ap-
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by voters meeting a certain property qualification. The
legislative power of the States-General was restricted to the
acceptance and rejection of bills submitted by the Govern-
ment. They had no powers of origination or of amendment.
The budget was voted for a period of years; the civil service
was beyond their control. The ministry was not responsible
to them, but to the king alone.

Such a system was an advance upon absolutism, but it
left the king extensive powers, not easily or adequately con-
trolled, and rendered possible the personal government of
William I, which ended in the revolt of the Belgians in
1830. The Liberals of Holland demanded that this system
hoi: d b e ra dica hanged d that thenceforth th
imp sno ;h [Id b d P parl ament, and that parlia

ment should be brought into closer connection with the peopl
After an agitation of l years they were rewarded with

The Con- a d e m f success. A revision of the con

stitution of stitution was made by a commission appointed by the King,1848.

and was adopted by an extraordinary States-General in
1848, the general revolutionary tendency of that time no
doubt facilitating the change. By the revised Constitution
of 1848 the power of the king was diminished, that of par-
liament greatly increased. The Upper House was no longer
to be appointed by the monarch, but elected by the provincial
estates. The Lower House was to be chosen directly byi

the voters, that is, those who paid a certain property tax,
varying according to locality. The ministers were made
responsible to the States-General, which also acquired the
right to initiate legislation, to amend projects submitted,
and to vote the budget annually. Their sessions became pub-
lic. Later reforms reorganized the provincial estates. Hol-
land is divided into eleven provinces, each with its estates.
The principle at the basis of these, of division into orders,

PS. was abolished. They were henceforth to be
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ing, they ceased to be estates, and became legislatures in
the modern sense, though the old name was preserved. Since
1848 the constitution has been subjected to slight amend-
ments, one of the more important being the enlargement Extension
in 1887 of the electorate and the extension of the suffrage of the

franchise

practically to householders and lodgers, as in England.
This increased the number of voters from about 140,000

to about 300,000. a later reform, voted in 1896, in-

g the variety of property fications, th mb
was augmented t bout 700000 or one r y seven

habitants. Universal suffrage, demanded by Socialists and
Liberals, has not been granted.

The Kingdom of the Netherlands possesses extensive The Dutch
colonies in the East Indies and the West Indies. Of these Colonies-

the most important is Java. Sumatra, Borneo, Celebes in
Asia, Curacao and Surinam or Dutch Guiana in America,

are valuable possessions. The Dutch colonial empire has a
population of about 38,000,000, compared with a popula-
tion of about 6,000,000 in the Netherlands themselves. The

colonies are of great importance commercially, furnishing
tropical commodities in large quantities, sugar, coffee, pepper,
tea, tobacco, and indigo.

BELGIUM

The constitution adopted by the Belgians in 1831, at
the time of their separation from Holland, is still the basis
of the state. It established an hereditary monarchy, a
parliament of two chambers, and a ministry responsible to
it. The King, Leopold I, scrupulously observed the methods
of parliamentary government from the outset, choosing his
minis ten from the party having the majority in the chain-
hers. Leopold's reign lasted from 1831 to his death in
1865. It was one of peaceful development. Institutions
essential to the welfare of the people were founded. Though The reign
the neutralitv of Belgium was miaranteod bv the nowers. it of I'eoPold
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enough to maintain her neutrality. The rmy was, conse-
quently, organized and put upon a war basis of 100,000 men.
State universities were founded, and primary and secondary
schools were opened in large numbers. Legislation favorable
to industry and commerce was adopted. Railroads were
built. Liberty of religion, of the press, of association,
of education, was guaranteed by the Constitution. Foreign
relations were prudently conducted by Leopold I, whose
influence with other rulers of Europe was great, owing to
his extensive acquaintance with European statesmen, his
knowledge of politics, his sureness of judgment. Under Leo-
pold I Belgium's material and intellectual development was
rapid.

The He was succeeded in 1865 by his son, Leopold II, who
suffrage. ruled for forty-four years. The two most important political

questions during most of this period have concerned the
suffrage and the schools. The suffrage was limited by a
comparatively high property qualification, with the result
that in 1890 there were only about 135,000 voters out of
a population of six millions. As the cities had grown
rapidly, and as the working classes were practically dis-
franchised, the demand for universal suffrage became in-
creasingly clamorous until it could no longer be ignored.
In 1893 the Constitution was revised, and the suffrage greatly
enlarged. Every man of twenty-five years of age, not dis-
qualified for some special reason, received the franchise. But
supplementary votes were given to those who, in addition
to the age qualification, could meet certain property qualifi-
cations. This is the principle of plural voting, and was
designed to give the propertied classes more weight than
they would have from numbers alone. It was provided that
no voter should have more than three votes. This form

of suffrage is strongly opposed by the Socialists, a growing
party which has attempted to secure the recognition of

V. oo f fVn far
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The political parties of most importance have been the Education
Liberal and the Catholic. The Catholics have struggled to
gain sectarian religious instruction in the schools, and have
in great measure succeeded. Their opponents desire unsec-
tarian schools.

Belgium is the most densely populated country in Europe.
Us population of more than seven millions is overwhelmingly
Roman Catholic. It possesses one colony, the former Congo
Free State, transformed into a colony in 1908.

Leopold II died December 17, 1909, and was succeeded by
his nephew Albert I.

f
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CHAPTER XXVI

SWITZERLAND

SWITZERLAND in 1815 was a loose confederation of twenty-
two states or cantons.1 These varied greatly in their forms
of government. A few were real democracies, the peoplei.

meeting en masse at stated periods, generally in some mea-
dow or open ace, to enact laws and to elect officials to
execute them. But these were the smaller and poorer can-
tons. In others, the government was not democratic, but
was representative. In some of these political power was
practically monopolized by a group of important families,
the patricians; in others by the- propertied class. Most
of the cantons, therefore, were not democratic, but were

governed by privileged classes. The central government
consisted of a Diet, which really was a congress of am-
bassadors, who voted according to the instructions given
them by the cantons that sent them. In the language
of political science, Switzerland was not a federal state,
but was only a federation of states. Its constitution was

The Con- the Pact of 1815, which was the work of a convention which
stitution of

1815. met in Zurich and whose deliberations continued from April
1814 to August 1815. Switzerland did not have a capital.
The Diet sat alternately in three leading cities, Bern, Zurich,
and Lucerne.

The Swiss institutions, th the emphasis was put up
importance ,1e t t P th e con fed ,t Th s had be
of the

cantons. th case during th fi e dred y f 1SS hist
save during a short period of French dom iti( d

1 Three of these were divided into " half-cantons," th
o-ovprnments. A " half-canton " has the same powers
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the Directory, and under Napoleon. The cantons retained
all powers that were not expressly granted to the Diet.
They had their own postal systems, their own coinage. A
person was a citizen of a canton, not of Switzerland. Leav-
ing his canton, he was a man without a country. Cantons
might make commercial treaties with foreign powers. The
Pact of 1815 said nothing about the usual liberties of the
press, of public meeting, of religion. These matters were,
therefore, left in the hands of the cantons, which legislated
as they chose, in some cases very illiberally. Several pos-
sessed established churches, and did not allow any others.
Valais did not permit Protestant worship, Vaud did not
permit Catholic. Education was entirely a cantonal affair.
Most of the cantons were neither democratic nor liberal,

and it remained for the future to accomplish the unification
of these petty states.

For about fifteen years after 1815 most of the cantons
followed generally reactionary policies. Then began the
period which the Swiss call the era of regeneration, in which The "Era
the constitutions of many of the cantons were liberalized of Re-

generation.
by the recognition of the classes hitherto excluded from
power, and now bec< in The cant rn
rnents w w i s e igh to m ke the concessions demanded
such as 1 ffraere. f d 01 n f e p q lity
befoi the law, before discontent appealed to force. Bet
1830 and 1847 th w re nearly thirty revisions of cant
constituti

The same party which demanded liberal cantonal constitu-
tions demanded a stronger central government. This, how-
ever, was not effected so easily, but only after a short civil
war, the war of the Sonderbund.

A h canton possessed control of religion and educat
t had come about that e seven Cath t th

Jesuits had gained great influence, which they were striving
in * n rf-« f\ n -w% *-* %^ t
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the power of the central government, so that it might impose
its views upon the whole confederation. For this reason
the Catholic cantons were opposed to any increase of the fed-
eral power, and wished to maintain the authority of the
cantons untouched, for only thus could they maintain their"

views. Religious and political passions finally rose so high
that in 1847 the seven Catholic cantons formed a special

The Sender- league (Sonderbund), for the purpose of protecting the in-
bund. terests which they considered threatened. They regarded

their action as merely defensive against possible attack. The
Radicals were, however, able to get a vote through the Diet
ordering the disbandment of this league. As the members of
the league refused to disband, a war resulted (1847). It was
of brief duration and was over in three weeks. The victory,

which did not cost many lives, was easily won by the forces of
the federal government, which were much more numerous and
better equipped than those of the league. The Sander-
bund was dissolved, the Jesuits were expelled, and the tri-
umphant Radicals proceeded to carry out their cherished

The Con- plan of strengthening the federal government. This they
stitution of accomplished by the Constitution of 1848, which superseded
1848. 

the Pact of 1815. This constitution, with some changes,
is still in force. It transformed Switzerland into a true

federal union, resembling, in many respects, the United
Stat The Diet of ambassad w y t p
tive body with extensive p f legislat

The The federal legislature was henceforth t t f t
Federal houses: the National Council, elected directly by the peopl
Govern-

one memb rment. y 20000 inhabitant d th Council
of Stat mposed of two memb r ea h
th e m the latt th, population counts; i q lity
of th t reserved. The tw bod s tting t

gethei ose the Fed Tribunal d al a ommitt
of se the Feder Council to serve as th e ti
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Swiss Confederation," but whose power is no greater than
that of any of the other members. It was reconized th
there should be a single capital, and ern was h
on t of its positi n the border f th Germ

d French-speaking districts
Larger powers were now g t th federat the
t f f reign affairs, the my, tariffs, the post 

the federal
sys-

and

tern, and the coinage. Th tons retain great powers, such .
as the right to legislat ing civil and criminal matters,
religion, and educatio ments.

The new constitutio tified by three-f rth o f th
cantons and two-thirds of the voters, and was put im-
mediately into force. It converted an ancient league of
states into a strong federal union. It created for the
first time in history a real Swiss nation. This is one of
the triumphs of the nationalistic spirit, of which Europe
has seen so many in the nineteenth century. It is also a
triumph of another of the motive forces of the century,
the democratic spirit. The reform of the federal con-
titut in a manner tisfactory t the democrat de

mands of the time was possible fter a reform th e
c t the direct of democrac The cantor re-

form movement of the decade preceding 1848 was the con-
dition precedent to the Constitution of 1848.

Since 1848 Switzerland has pursued a course of peaceful The
significance

development, but one of extraordinary interest to the out- of Switzer-

side world. This interest consists not in great events, not iand.
in foreign policy, for Switzerland has constantly preserved
a strict neutrality, but in the steady and thoroughgoing
evolution of certain political forms which may be of great
value to all self-governing countries. There have been de-
veloped in Switzerland certain processes of law-making the
most democratic in character known to the world. The

achievemen has b so rem ble. th P so unm-
tprrn-nt prL if pr Its rlpsr
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machinery is representative, not direct, i.e., the voters do
not make the laws themselves, but merely at certain periods
choose people, their representatives, w them Th
laws are not ratified or rejected by the voters; they never

Important come before the voters directly. But the Swiss have sought,
contribu- and with great success, to render the voters law-makers
tions to

themsel d t th f law-mak tdemocratic e oosers

govern- apply the power of the democracy to the national life at
ment. every point, and constantly. They have done this in various

ways Their methods have been first worked out in the
cantons, and later in the confederation.

The Landes- Some of the smaller cantons have from time immemorial

gemeinde been pure democracies. The voters have met together at
cantons.

stated times, usually in the open air, and have elected their
officials, and by a show of hands have voted the laws. There
are six such cantons to-day. Such direct government is
possible, because these cantons are small both in area and
population. They are so small that no voter has more than
fifteen miles to go to the voting place, and most have a
much shorter distance. These mass meetings or Landes-
gemeinden are not unwieldy, varying from 2,000 to 10,000.

But in the other cantons this method does not prevail.

In them the people elect representative assemblies, as in
England and the United States, but they exercise a control
over them not exercised in these countries, and which renders

self-government almost as complete as in th e six t
scribed £ h They d th s by th e led referendum
d initiat t t wh ere th P are in

vogue the people do not, as in the Landesgemeinde cantons,
come together in mass meeting and enact their own laws.
They elect, as in other countries, their own legislature, which
enacts the laws. The government is representative, not
democratic. But the action of the legislature is not final,
only to be altered, if altered at all, by a succeeding legisla-

*"» *"* f* *^ *** """k ^TT T* »"1 rf^fc ^1 4- i m«T7 nr mi ist
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the r ght t reject or the wh o th r
becom t law-maker th r tui being simply a
kind < f niinitt t help them by suggesting m

d by drafting them. The ferendum is f t kind
ional and obligatory The Pt 1 ref d in requires

that a law must b s bmitted t pop te if a t
in f the voters petition for it. The proport

in the different cantons, ranging from a twelfth to a fifth
of all the voters. The obligatory referendum requires, as
the name implies, that all laws, or certain kinds of laws, shall
be submitted without the need of petition. The obligatory
form is the more democratic, requiring, as it does, a direct
popular vote on every law.

The initiative, on the other hand, enables a certain num- The
* * J f A *^^

ber of voters to propose a law or a principle of legislation lnltlatlve
and to require that the legislature submit the proposal to
the people, even though it is itself opposed to it.1 If ratified
the proposal becomes law. The initiative thus reverses
the order of the process. The impulse to the making of
a new law comes from the people, not from the legislature.
The referendum is negative and preventative. It is the
veto power given to the people. The initiative is positive,
originative, constructive. By these two processes a democ-
racy makes whatever laws it pleases. The one is th e com-
plement of the other. They do not abolish legislatures,
but they give the people control whenever a sufficient number
wish to exercise it. The constitution of the canton of

Zurich expresses the relat 1 .. The peopl
cise the law-m g P th t t f th tat
legislature." The legislat t t fi law-making
body. Tl ters are th s preme legislat These two
devices, th ferendum d the initiat are intended to

tablish, and do establish, government of the people, and by
the peop They re f immense interest t all h 1

mi ft . !
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590 SWITZERLAND

to make the practice of democracy correspond to the theory.
By them Switzerland has more nearly approached democracy
than has any other country.

Spread This system has been mainly developed since 1848, though
of the its beginnings may be found earlier. Its growth constitutes
referendum

and the the most important feature of Swiss political history in the
initiative, last half century. It has been adopted wholly or in part in

all of the representative cantons, with the exception of Frei-
burg. It has also been introduced into the federal govern-
ment. In 1874 the federal constitution was revised, and

at that time the federal referendum was established, and

since 1891 a kind of federal initiative exists, that is, the

people have the right to initiate constitutional amendments,
not ordinary laws, but, as no sharp line separates the two,
th e P pract tricted.

The Swiss have not ught by these d t s ib
d th presentat ystem t th high w 1 o f

the people, but they h t th time sought to perfect
that system itself by making it a m exact expression
of that will. Th method advocated t ) accomplish this

Proportional is proportional representation, by which minorities are given
representa- weight in legislatures in proportion to their numbers. This
tion.

system has been adopted in several cantons, and its ad-
vocates urge its adoption in the others, and in the con-
federation.1

From being decentralized and undemocratic in 1815
Switzerland has achieved during the century a considerable
degree of centralization, and has become the most democratic
country in the world. It has made great progress in educa-

The tion and in industry. The population has increased over
population a million since 1850, and now numbers about three and a
of Switzer-

land. half millions. This population is not homogeneous in race
or language. About 71 per cent, speak German, 21 per
cent. French, 5 per cent. Italian, and a small fraction speak"

called Roumansch. But
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language is not a divisive force, as it is elsewhere, is it is,
for example, in Austria-Hungary and in the Balkan penin
sula, probably because no political advantages or disadvan-
tages are connected with it.

The neutrality of Switzerland is guaranteed by the powers. The
From this fact, as well as from its central position, Switzer- neutrality

of Switzer
land has come to play a unique and important part in land.

international affairs. It has become the seat of a number

of useful international institutions-the Red Cross Society,

whose flag is the Swiss flag with colors reversed; the Inter-
national Postal Union, the International Telegraph Union.
It has also played an important role in the international
peace movement. It was in Geneva, in 1872, that the most
important work of international arbitration of the nineteenthA "

century was accomplished, that which settled the controversy
between the United States and Great Britain which grew
out of the Alabama claims.
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CHAPTER XXVII

THE SCANDINAVIAN STATES

DENMARK

DURING the later wars of Napoleon Denmark had been
his ally, remaining loyal to the end, while other allies had
taken favorable occasion to abandon him. For this con-

duct the conquerors of Napoleon punished her severely by
Denmark forcing her by the Treaty of Kiel, January 1814, to cede
loses Norway to Sweden, which had thrown in its lot with the Great
Norway.

Coalition. The condition of the Danish kingdom at the

period of the opening of this history was deplorable, indeed.
By the loss of Norway her population was reduced a third.
Her trade was ruined, and her finances were in the greatest
disorder.

The Government was an absolute monarchy. Frederick
VI was king from 1808 to 1839. Down to 1830 there
was practically no political activity. The people were
struggling to recover some measure of prosperity, the Gov-
ernment was forced to pursue a quiet economical policy of
routine to provide for the urgent needs of the state. The
great war debt weighed heavily upon the nation. Not for
a generation was it found possible to begin to reduce it.

But after 1830 a liberal movement developed of sufficient
strength to necessitate some action on the part of the King.
Thinking to quiet it by mild concessions, he established

Consultative in 1834 four consultative estates-one for each of the prov-
assemblies, inces into which Denmark was divided-the Islands, Jutland,

Schleswig, and Holstein. These assemblies were to be
chosen for six years by the landed proprietors, and were

" 1 _1 _ ̂  ^ « -» n i^i
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ment. But they had no real authority, as they were merely
consultative. The king might follow their advice, or accede
to their petitions, or not, as he chose. Their meetings were
behind closed doors, and their debates were not published.

Obviously, such assemblies did not at all satisfy the de-
mands of the Liberals, who desired a real constitution and a

1 parliament Thi party had hig h P that th
ding k Christ VLII o d from 1839 t

1848 and w o c me t th th rone t a putat r

enlightened and progressive ideas, would launch Denmark
upon a career of liberalism, but their hopes were entirely
disappointed. The agitation, therefore, continued, and
grew so strong that Christian finally decided to grant a
constitution, but he died before promulgating it.

His successor, Frederick VII, issued a constitution in Constitu-
June 1849, which was limited to the Islands and Jutland, tion

granted.
and did not include the duchies, Schleswig and Holstein.
In 1854 Frederick promulgated another constitution, and
in 1855 still another. The difficulty was that the question
of a constitution was bound up with that vastly complicated
problem of the relation of the duchies, Schleswig and Hoi- Schleswig-
stein, to Denmark. This problem of the duchies dominated
Danish politics during the entire reign of Frederick VII,
from 1848 to 1863, never solved, and always highly disturb-
ing. Under his successor, Christian IX, who reigned from
1863 to 1906, the problem entered upon its final phase, lead-
ing, as we have seen elsewhere, to the war of 1864 between
Denmark on the one hand and Prussia and Austria on the

other. The result of that war was the loss of the duchies to

the two powers by the Treaty of Vienna, October 30, 1864. Treaty of
Vienna. ^^ ^^ 1

The question of the duchies was thus settled as far as Den-
mark was concerned. For the second time in the nine-

teenth century Denmark suffered a dismemberment at the
hands of the great military powers. This reduced her

i_.
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Since that war Denmark has pursued a policy of internal
development, undisturbed by foreign politics. A constitu-

Revision of tion was issued in 1866, a revision of that of 1849, and is

the Con- still in rce. By it a p i ment of two h w stab-
stitution

lished, the Upp H or L dsthing t f 66
members, t f whom are appointed by the king for lif

thers b sen by the large taxpay rat
of eight years ; and the Lower House, or Folkething, elected
for three years by a wide suffrage. According to the con-
stitution there should be one member for every 16,000
inhabitants. There are, however, at present only 114*
members.

For many years Christian IX ruled, relying on the Upper
House in defiance of the wishes of the Lower. The dispute

.

was over army reform and the budget, and the example
followed was that of Bismarck in Prussia between 1862 and4

1866. In the end the King was victorious. Constitutional
government during these years (1873-1894) really existed

Growth of only in name. Latterly, the -Radical party has increased,j

radicalism. an(j 'm 1901 it gained an overwhelming victory. Recent"

legislation has been along radical lines. In 1891 an old age
pension system was established. All over sixty years, of
good character, are entitled to a pension, half of which is
paid by the state, half by the local authority. There is
no requirement of previous payments on the part of the
recipients, as there is in Germany. The suffrage is pos-
sessed by men of at least thirty years of age. Women
have recently secured the right to vote in city and town
elections, and are agitating to secure the same right in na-
tional elections. Education is compulsory between the ages
of seven and fourteen. The population of Denmark is over
two mill d a half. The area is about that of Swit

land.

Denmark's Denmark has extensive possessions - Greenland, Iceland,
n M! Avk^ia n
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important is Iceland, 600 miles west of Norway, with an
area of over 40,000 square miles and a population of about
80,000. Iceland was granted home rule in 1874, nd
has its own parliament of thirty-six members. In 1874
Iceland celebrated the thousandth anniversary of its settle-
ment. The Faroes are not colonies, but parts of the kingdom.

The present king is Frederick VIII, who as been on
the throne since 1906.

SWEDEN AND NORWAY

Both Sweden and Norway were affected by the course
of the Napoleonic wars. After the Treaty of Tilsit of
1807, by which Russia and France became allies, Russia
proceeded to gratify a long cherished ambition by seizing
Finland from Sweden, thus gaining a large territory and
a long coast line on the Baltic Sea. Later, Sweden, uniting
with the Allies against Napoleon, was rewarded in 1814
by the acquisition of Norway, torn from Denmark, which
had adhered to Napoleon to the end, and which was accord-
ingly considered a proper subject for punishment.

The Norwegians had not been consulted in this transac-
tion. They were regarded as a negligible quantity, a pas-
sive pawn in the international game, a conception that
proved erroneous, for no sooner did they hear that they
were being handed by outsiders from Denmark to Sweden"

than they protested, and proceeded to organize resistance.
Claiming that the Danish King's renunciation of the crown
of Norway restored that crown to themselves, they pro-
ceeded to elect a king of their own, May 17, 1814, and The Con'

stitution of
they adopted a liberal constitution, the Constitution of Eidsvold.

Eidsvold, establishing a parliament, or Storthing.
ut the King of Sweden, to whom this country had been

assigned by the consent of the powers, did not propose
to be deprived of it by act of the Norwegians themselves.

r T> A i » » XI O TT fol
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Norwegians, the latter being victorious. Then the great
powers intervened so peremptorily that the newly elected
Norwegian king, Christian, resigned his crown into the
hands of the Storthing. The Storthing then acquiesced
in the union with Sweden, but only after having formally
elected the King of Sweden as the King of Norway, thus
asserting its sovereignty, and also after the King had prom-

d t g ze the Constitut f 1814. which the N
wegians had given themselves.

Thus there was no fusion of Norway and Sweden. There
Sweden and were two kingdoms and one king. The same person was
Norway Kin of Sweden and King of Norway, but he governed each
separate _� . ,6 .;.. ,
nations according to its own laws, and by means of separate mm-"

under the istries. No Swede could hold office in Norway, no Nor-
same king. wegjan Jn Sweden. Each country had its separate constitu--

tion, its separate parliament. In Sweden the parliament,
or Diet, consisted of four houses, representing respectively
the nobility, the clergy, the cities, and the peasantry.
Norway the p m t, or Storthing, consisted of two ch m
b Swed d a strong ai tocracy, N o a
mall and feebl )ne. Swedish g ment and society

t t feudal, Norwegi iry democratic. N
way, indeed, was a land of peasants, who owned their f m

d fisherfolk, sturdy, simple, independent Each try
had it 1 ge, each its own capital, that of Swed

t Stockholm, that of N ,t Christ

Th t kingdoms, theref< w ve dissimil wi th
their diff t 1 ang lages, diff t institutions, and diff
condition They had in c( mm m a king, and ministe f
war an g ff Th t bet veen the
countries, limited as it was, led d th itury to f

t d bitter disagreements, ending a f ars in
th e fi 1 separation.

The reign Ch XIII th 1 in 1815, h no son, had
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until his death in 1844. Under him only slight changes
were made in the institutions of Sweden. He was opposed
to reforms, and earnest in his resistance to the liberal

parties. In an economic sense the prosperity of Sweden
advanced considerably. Religious freedom was established.
The debt was reduced. But the King would not consent
to the chief demand of reformers for a radical change in
the antiquated form of the Diet. Its division into four
chambers played directly into his hands, as he could gen-
erally oppose one or two chambers to the others, thus him-
self exercising an authority practically free from control.
The situation remained unchanged under his successor, Oscar
I (1844-1859). Under Charles XV, however (1859-1872),
this fundamental change was accomplished by the constitu-
tional laws of 1866. The Diet was transformed into a The Con-

modern parliament, consisting of two chambers. Represen-stitution of1866.
tation by orders was abolished. Henceforth, there was to
be n Upper Chamber, elected by communal councils for
a term of nine years. As a high property qualification
was required for membership, and as members of this house
received no salaries, it really represented the noble and
rich classes. The Lower Chamber was elected for three

years, but, as a fairly high property qualification was re-
quired for voters, it also represented property. Indeed, only
about eight per cent, of the people possessed the suffrage
under this constitution. Members of this Chamber received

sal anes. This system went into force in 1866, and remained
in force until 1909.

Under the next king, Oscar II, who ruled from 1872 to
1907, the relations with Norway became acute, ending finally Friction-

in complete rupture. Friction between Norway and Sweden betweenSweden

has existed ever since 1814, and has provoked frequent and
crises. The fundamental cause has lain in the different Norway.

conceptions prevalent among the two peoples as to the
A£p i A J ^F^ ^mw'MW* ^^k ^^fc ^f^ ^^^L f ̂ . G
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them by the Treaty of Kiel in 1814; that they later were
willing to recognize that the Norwegians should have a
certain amount of independence; that they, nevertheless, pos-
sessed certain rights in Norway and preponderance in the
Union. The Norwegians, on the other hand, have main-
tained that the Union rested, not upon the Treaty of Kiel,
a t ty bet een D mark d Sweden b upon h
own t; that they had b deendent d had d

a titut for themsel the Constitut of Eid

void; that they had voluntarily united themselves with Sweden
by freely electing the King of Sweden as King of Norway;%

that there was no fusion of the two states; that Sweden

had no power in Norway; that Sweden had no preponder-
ance in the Union, but that the two states were on a plane of
entire equality. With two such dissimilar views friction
could not fail to develop, and it began immediately after"

on a question of trivial importance. The Norwegians in-
sisted upon celebrating as their national holiday May 17th,
the date of their adoption of the Constitution of Eidsvold.
The Swedes wished it to be November 4th, the day on which
the King, Charles XIII, accepted and promulgated that con-
titut The Norwegians then, in 1815, intended to m

th r own tern ff as they saw fit, without
termixture of Swedish ce. But their King w .1

King of Sweden, and, as a matter of fact, lived in Sweden
most of the time, and was rarely seen in Norway. More-
over, Sweden was in population much the larger partner
in this uncomfortable union.

By the Constitution of Eidsvold the King had only a
suspensive veto over the laws of the Storthing, the Nor-
wegian parliament. Any law could be enacted over that
veto if passed by three successive Storthings, with intervals
of three years between the votes. The process was slow,
but sufficient to insure victory in any cause in which the

in f was lift- thai., definite the
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K n bility Contests between the Storthing and t
of Nor-

King of Norway, occurring from time to time, over the ques-wegian

tion of the national flag, of annual sessions, and other mat-
ters, kept alive the antipathy of the Norwegians to the Union.
Meanwhile, their prosperity increased. Particularly did they
d portant m Onc-f t i f th mcr-
hant m t tinent of Europe passed grad lally

into their hands. This gave rise to a question more serious
than any that had hitherto arisen-that of the consular
service.

About 1892 began a fateful discussion over the question
of the consular service. The Norwegian Parliament de-
manded a separate consular service for Norway, to be con-
ducted by itself, to care for Norway's commercial interests,
so much more important than those of Sweden. This the
King would not grant, on the ground that it would break
up the Union, that Sweden and Norway could not have two
foreign policies. The conflict thus begun dragged on for
years, embittering the relations of the Norwegians and the
Swedes, and inflaming passions until 1905 (June 7th)
the Norwegian Parliament declared u mously " that the
U: th Swed m under one king h d The war Dissolution

of thei g in Sweden was strong, but the Government finally d
Union.

cided der t d th f a conflict, t recog
the d hit f the U lition that the quest
f paration should be submitted to t P f N "y

Sweden held that there was no proof that the Norweg
peopl d this, but dently of the op that
the whole crisis was simply th ork of the Storth i That

h an P was erroneous w tablished the vot
on August 13, 1905, which showed over 368,000 vor
f separation and 184 vot pposit A f

then held at Carlstad to draw up a treaty or agree- Treaty of
ment of dissolut Th greement P ded hat Carlstad.anv
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should be referred to the Hague International Arbitration
Tribunal. It further provided for the establishment of a
neutral zone along the frontiers of the two countries, on C7 '

which no military fortifications should ever be erected.
Later in the year the Norwegians chose Prince Charles

of Denmark, grandson of the then King of Denmark, as
King of Norway. There was a strong feeling in favor of
a republic, but it seemed clear that the election of a king
would be more acceptable to the monarchies of Europe, and
would avoid all possibilities of foreign intervention. The
new king assumed the name of Haakon VII, thus indicating
the historical continuity of the independent kingdom of
Norway, which had grown up in the Middle Ages. He took
up his residence in Christiania.

Death of On December 8, 1907, Oscar II, since 1905 King of
Oscar II. Sweden only, died, and was succeeded by his son as Gus-

tavus V.

In 1909 Sweden took a long step toward democracy.
A ranchise reform bill, which had long been before parlia-

t, was finally passed M hood s ffrag tablished
r the Lower House, a th lificat f lect t

n

the Upper House w duced to the point that those en-
joy an income of about $1,800 a ye* are eligible.

Suffrage in N orway, men who have reached th f twenty-fi
Norway. d who have b dent o f th try f fi e y

h th ght t By a titutic amendment
dopted in 1907 the right t t memb f the Stor-

th was ted t women, who meet the same qualifi
tions, and h ddit P or whose husbands pay

t P me ranging from about seventy-fi dol
the country to about one hundred dollars in cities. About

300,000 f th 550,000 Norweg worn f th e o f
twenty-five, or older, thus d the suffrs They had
previously enjoyed the suff n local elect
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CHAPTER XXVIII

THE DISRUPTION OF THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE .

AND THE RISE OF THE BALKAN STATES

THE Ottoman Empire, although it had been for a long
time diminishing in size and in importance, was still very
extensive in 1815. In Asia it included Asia Minor, Syria,
the region of the Euphrates up to Persia, and the suzer-
ainty of Arabia; in Africa, it comprised Egypt and the
northern coast of the continent as far as Morocco. In

Europe it possessed the whole of the Balkan peninsula, and
north of the Danube the principalities of Moldavia and
Wallachia. It stretched, therefore, like a huge crescent
round the eastern and southern shores of the Mediterranean

from the Adriatic nearly to Spain. This vast empire had
been for some time in danger of being conquered by foreign
powers Russi h , since the time of Catharine II, been

pushing her way southward, by seizing Turkish soil. At Decay
one time it seemed as if Russia and Austria, her two nearest of the

Ottoman

neighbors, would divide the spoils between them, at another Empire.

that Napoleon would direct his restless activity thither with ^^v

damaging results. But the interests of European politics
had kept these powers otherwise occupied, and had frustrated
whatever designs they had had upon the Sultan's possessions.
But there was another menace. The immediate danger was
not from without but from within. The government of the
Sultan was inefficient, its mechanism of control of its agents
deplorably defective. The result was that in various parts
of the empire those agents were using their power to found
for themselves virtually independent states, with themselves Turkfiy in

process ofand nc i i; A f
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in Germany in the Middle Ages under the feudal system. A
large but loosely organized state was being broken up by
the personal cupidity and ambition of its agents into small,
compact, and energetic states. Thus Algiers and Tunis were
only nominally parts of the empire, and the bond of vas-
salage attaching them to the empire was not in 1815
recognized by Europe. The Beys were real sovereigns.
Thus, in Egypt, Mehemet Ali was really founding an in-
dependent monarchy, and his son, Ibrahim, was already
cho sen as hi is successor. The process had even reached
European Turkey, and, in Albania, Ali of Janina was en-
deavoring to accomplish the same thing. The military
system of the empire, once the terror of Europe, was now in
decay, both in discipline, in leadership, and in equipment. The
main object for a century had been defense, and not offense,
and even that was beyond the competence of the government.

This empire rested on a f d tal principle which, in th
teenth century, was to prove a source of great ess.

Difference of religious belief was made the basis of the state.
The population was divided into two classes, the Mohamme-
dans and those who were not Mohammedans. The govern-
ment had never attempted to fuse the two elements, but
rather had always sharply differentiated them. The Mo-

The ruling hammedans were the ruling class, and they were contemptu-
class. ous Of the others, to whom they applied the name rayahs, that

is, unprotected herds destined only to serve.
That part of the Ottoman Empire which lay in Europe was

the smallest part by far, yet it has had the most eventful
history and has furnished one of the most intricate and

The contentious problems European statesmen have ever had
Eastern to consider, the so-called Eastern Question. The Turks in

Question their conquest of southeastern Europe in the fourteenth and ^^^^

fifteenth centuries had subdued many different races; the
Greeks, claiming descent from the Greeks of antiquity; the

" i
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Slavic race, the Servians, Bulgarians,1 Bosnians, and Monte-
necrins. F f contempt for those whom they had conq d
t Turks made no attempt t te them nor t se

them into one hody politic. They were satisfied with reducing Treatment
them to subjection, and with exploiting them. They left °f subject

peoples.
them in a kind of semi-independence as far as administra-
tion was concerned, allowing them to retain their civil laws
and their local magistrates. These subject peoples were per-
mitted the free exercise of their religion which, for most
of them, was the Greek form of Christianity, but they were

despised. While they enjoyed certain privileges they pos-
sessed no rights. Their property might be confiscated, their
lives taken in some moment of anger or suspicion or cupidity
on the part of their rulers. They were flocks to be sheared,
rayahs, victims of a government that was arbitrary, rapa-
cious, capricious, and unrestrained. These Christian peoples
were effaced for several centuries beneath Mussulman oppres-
sion. They bore their ills with resignation as long as they
thought it impossible to resist the oppression, yet they never
acquiesced in their position. The Turks neither crushed nor
conciliated. The subject peoples kept their own organiza-
tions which sometime might be used as weapons. There
were t causes ys present which might t y moment
bring about a conflagration, race hatred and religious anim
ty There were other forces also active from time to tim

but th w \v "y present and were 1 flicient t
der the Turkish ernment insecure. The decay of th

Ottoman Empire, the rise of Russia, and the vast fame of th
French Revolution seemed to indicate that the time had com

1 The Bulgars, whose name is perpetuated in that of the present
Kingdom of Bulgaria, were not a Slavic people but a Turanian or Tatar,
akin to the Magyars and Turks. Crossing to the south of the Danube

ec

previously settled there. But the same thinp happened to them that
happened to other barbarian invaders. Th ;i ;simil ited by ihrir
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The revolt r revolt Th Servi w th first to rise,-in 1804

of the under Kara George, a swineherd. The Turks were driven
Servians.

from Servia for a time, but they regained it in 1813. The
Servians again arose, and in 1820, Milosch Obrenovitch, who
had instigated the murder of Kara George in 1817, and
who thus became leader himself, secured from the Sultan
the title of " Prince of the Servians of the Pashalik of Bel-

grad His policy henceforth directed to th q
f complet tonomy for S "via. This, a ft long

negotiations and strongly supported by Russia, he achieved
in 1830, when a decree of the Sultan bestowed upon him the

title of " Hereditary Prince of the Servians." Thus, after
many years of_war_and_negotiations, Servia had ceased~to
be a mere Turkish province, and had become a pnnci
tributary to the Sultan, but autonomous, and with a princely
house ruling by right of heredity-the house of Obrenovitch
which had succeeded in crushing the earlier house of Kara
George. This was the first state to-arise in the nineteenth ^^rtir

century out of the dismemberment of European Turkey. Its
capital was Belgrade.

THE GREEK WAR OF INDEPENDENCE

The next of these subject peoples to rise against the hated
oppressor was the Greeks. The Greeks had been submerged
by the Turkish flood but not destroyed. In the eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries they had experienced a great
reinvigoration of their racial and national consciousness.

The Their condition in 1820 was better than it had been for

condition turies. th pirit w high d less disposed to bend
of the

before Tu kishGreeks. g :. th prosperity w greate
There had d in the eighteenth century markab
intellect revival, connected with the restoration and irifi-

cation c f the Greek g Th t lang had
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the masses spoke it in a corrupted form, a dialect sadly
mixed with all sorts of extraneous elements. Koraes, a

Greek scholar, sought to purify the language of the people
so that it would be possible for modern Greeks to read and
understand the ancient classics, that thus all might be bound
together intellectually by a sense of the common inheritance
of a splendid intellectual past. He was remarkably success- Intellectual
ful so that it has been said that what Luther's Bible did revival-

for Germany, Koraes's editions of the classics, with their
prefaces in modern Greek, have done for Greece. By this
work the national consciousness of the people was greatly
stirred and vivified. This was shown graphically in the-^

single fact that the Greeks ceased to call themselves Romans,
Ilomaioi, as they had done for centuries, and began to call. *

themselves Hellenes once more.

As in Italy and Spain and Germany, disaffection with the
existing state of things was fostered by secret societies. It
was such a society, the Hetairia Philike, or association of The
friends, that began the Greek war of independence. Thi Hetairiais

Philike.
society was founded in 1814 after it had become clear that
the Congress of Vienna would do nothing in behalf of the
Christian subjects of the Sultan. Its object was the ex-
pulsion of the Turk from Europe, and the re-establishment
of the old Greek Eastern Empire, which had centuries before
been overthrown by the invading Ottomans. The society
relied upon gaining the support of Russia because of Russia's
evident interest in the downfall of the Turkish power as likely
to contribute to her own aggrandizement; also because of
religious sympathy. The Russians and the Greeks belonged
to the same branch of Christians, and Russia looked upon
herself, and was looked upon by others, as the natural
defender of Greek Christians wherever they might be. Th
Hetairia increased with great rapidity from 1814-1820 until
it included most prominent Greeks whether they lived in the

/*\ »» *-v n.
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about 80,000 members. Many of the members of this asso-
ciation were in the employ of the Tsar, a fact which gave
great plausibility to its assertion that in the contest it was
preparing it would receive the military aid of Russia. The
association collected considerable sums of money, bought
weapons, and only waited the favorable moment for be-
ginning an insurrection against the Turks.

The Greek Th th re was t preparat r the war which
war of began in 1821, and lasted until the Greeks had achieved
independ-their independence in During the first six years, from
ence.

1821-1827, the Greeks fought alone against the Turks.
This period was followed by a period of foreign intervention.j

The war was one of utter atrocity on both sides, a war of
extermination, a war not limited to the armies. Each side, * 9

when victorious, murdered large numbers of non-combatants,»

men, women, and children. The Greek war song, "The Turk
shall live no longer, neither in Morea nor in the whole earth,"
shows the temper in which this people began its war of
liberation. During the first few weeks they proved that
this was intended to be no mere lyric but grim reality. The
Turks who did not take refuge in the garrison towns were
murdered with their families. The Turks immediately took

The their revenge. The Greeks in Constantinople were hunted
ferocity down by the enraged Mohammedans, and on Easter Sunday,
of the

conflict. 1821, the Patriarch or head of the Greek Church, a great
and revered dignitary of eighty years, was hanged in his
ecclesiastical robes in front of the Cathedral, and various

bishops were also hanged. Nothing could have more horrified
the members of the Greek Church, who looked upon the
Patriarch as Catholics look upon the Pope. Nothing could
have so surely deepened the ferocity of the conflict. When
the Greeks later took Tripolitza, hitherto the seat of Turk-
ish government in the Morea, they rioted in fearful carnage
for three days until few inhabitants were left alive, and a
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The Turks replied by the blood-curdling massacre of Chios,
whose inhabitants had long been favorably known for their
culture, prosperity, and happiness. The statistics are but
rough, but it is said that out of 90,000 inhabitants, 23,000
were massacred, and 43,000 sold as slaves.

The war c tinued, ineffectually p ted by Turkey, Factional
lich seemed t rtain moments likely t c -ush the rebels 1»arrels

among- ^f^^ ^

completely, only to fail to do so by its own incompetence. the Qreeks.
This period was made still more wretched by the inability
of the Greeks to work together harmoniously. Torn by
violent factional quarrels, they were unable to gain any pro-
nounced advantage. On the other hand, Turkey, unable
to conquer by her own force, called upon the Pasha of Egypt,
Mehemet Ali, for aid. This ruler had built up a strong,
disciplined army, well-equipped and trained in European
methods, a force far superior to any/ which the Sultan or the
Greeks possessed. Under Ibrahim, the Pasha's son an
Egyptian army of 11,000 landed in the Morea early in
1825, and began a war of extermination. The More was
rapidly conquered. The fall of Missolonghi after a remark-
able siege lasting about a year (April 1825-April 1826),
with the loss of almost all the inhabitants, and the capture

the following year of Athens and the Acropolis, seemed to
have completed the subjugation of Greece. Few places re-
mained to be seized.

From the extremity of their misfortune the Greeks were Foreign
rescued by the decision of foreign powers finally to intervene. intervention.

The sympathy of cultivated people had, from the first, been
aroused for the country which had given intellectual freedom
and distinction to the world, this Mother of the Arts, which

w as w m an h d m t trugg r an

independent and worthy life of h Everywhere P
hellenic Societies were rined der this inspirat o f th
memories of Ancient G Th ties, founded

...:*.�-i A tV, TTrn'fpH
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and volunteers, and by bringing pressure to bear upon the
governments to intervene. Many men from western Europ
joined the Greek armies. The most illustrious of these was
Lord Byron, who gave his life for the idea of a free Greece,
dying of fever at Missolonghi in 1824. As Greek fortunes
waned this movement became more vigorous. The new king
of Bavaria, Louis I, sent money and numerous officers. In
France, Lafayette, Chateaubriand and others worked pas-
sionately for the Greek cause. Money, soldiers, arms, cloth-
ing were sent in abundance by these volunteer societies of
the west. Yet all this would have been insufficient to rescue

Greece had not the monarchs of Europe brought the immense
authority and power of their governments to bear upon the
problem. Year after year the governments had refused to
move. Metternich was no more a friend of revolution against
the infidel Sultan than of revolution against the Holy Alli-
ance. He wished to leave the Christians of Turkey to their
fate, to let this revolt burn itself out " beyond the pale of
civilization." " Three or four hundred thousand individuals

hanged, butchered, impaled down there, hardly count," he is
reported to have s d d r several y he w ble t
prevent the Greek f m receivi th ai a

overnment. But the Greeks, by holding o gainst . 11
odds, gave time f r :h ges to occur in the attitude of oth
countries.

Why England's foreign policy finally came under the direction
of Canning, a firm friend of liberty abroad. Canning was

intervened.
opposed to the principles of the Holy Alliance. B also
believed in the ultimate achievement of Greek independence,
and he preferred to have the Greeks friendly to England
rather than hostile. He also wished the preservation of the
Turkish Empire as a bulwark against Russia in Eastern
affairs. He did not wish Russia to intervene alone, and help

the Greeks to independence, thus thereafter having the sup-
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It would be wise for England to interfere and bring this
tangled question to a close favorable to her interests rather
than to leave it to further hazard.

In Russia there was a change of monarchs. Alexander I Why
died in 1825, and was succeeded by Nicholas I. The new

intervened.

monarch did not consider himself bound to the policy of the
Holy Alliance. As soon as he saw England likely to take
a hand in the Eastern Question his interest was not to let

her do it alone. Ought England to be permitted to pre-
empt the favor of the Greeks which they had been only too
willing all along to give to Russia? Nicholas was indignant
at the prospect. Furthermore, the public opinion of Russia
was overwhelmingly in favor of intervention to save the
Greeks. The motive was not the same as in the western coun-

tries, the desire to extend human liberty the memory of
Ancient Greece. The motive with the Russian masses was

religious, a desire to prevent the Infidel of Constantinople
from longer oppressing the members of the Orthodox Church
to which they themselves belonged.

In France all parties, liberal and conservative, were united Why
in favor of the Greeks,-the liberals because of the prospect 

France In-

ervened.

of creating a new free state in Europe, and thus helping
undermine the Holy Alliance, the royalists because they
remembered the part the monarchy had played centuries
before under Saint Louis in the Crusades against the infidels.
Politicians also believed that here was a chance to raise

the prestige of France in international affairs by the humilia-
tion of Austria which would be one of the results.

of all these motives arose the Treaty of London of Treaty of
By this treaty the three powers, England, Russia London-

France, on the ground that the conflict was of general
concern owing to the injuries inflicted upon commerce, agreed
to demand an armistice of Muhmud II and his consent to

the erection of Greece as an autonomous state under Turkish
.f -* t f~ "» ̂ ̂ 4- 1-* rt f* r* »-%"* ^ « » » %«
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istice. The three admirals of the allied fleet presented an
The ultimatum to Ibrahim, which was rejected. The consequence
battle of was a naval battle at Navarino, October 20, 1827, a battle
Navarino.

which arose accidentally, but which ended in the destruction
of the Turco-Egyptian fleet. The issue of Navarino was
not the independence of Greece. The Allies had not in-
tended to fight a battle with Turkey, but only to force
an armistice upon the combatants, and then to compel recog-
nition of the autonomy of Greece under the suzerainty of
the Sultan. The effect of the battle was greatly to en-

courage th Greek t delight th lib throughout
p but t perat th T s t a p t wh

they lost all prud The Sultan demanded that the a d
P mak P t r th dignity d th
d m ge which they had inflicted P h m whil they p
tended t b e P Th w f d, though the new
English ministry, Canning having recently died, shortly p

d the battle of N toward event ThV

recriminations became so heated that the ambassadors of the

Allies left Constantinople. The Allies could agree upon no
definite policy immediately after Navarino. England re-
fused reparation yet regretted the incident because it seemed
to her that by weakening the power of the^ Sultan she
was playing directly into the hands of Russia. ng-
land's policy was hesitating, cloudy, and unwise. She
made no attempt to impose the Treaty of London, and let
matters drift.

War Meanwhile, th Sultan, losing h If-control, c d
between

upon the faithful in a lent manifest t > take part a
Russia

and holy w Th manifest named R as th cause o f
Turkey. the whole insurrect d was full < f venom. R de-

sired nothing better than a war with Turkey, which she forth-
with declared April 26, 1828.

This Russo-Turkish war lasted over a year. In the first
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Balkans, and marched rapidly toward Constantinople. The
French meanwhile had sent an army into the Morea, and had
forced the Egyptian troops to leave the country and sail
for Egypt. The Sultan was obliged to yield and the
Treat of Adrianople was signed with Russia September
14,

As the outcome of this series of events Greece became a Creation
^

kingdom, entirely independent of Turkey, its independence of the
Kingdom

guaranteed by the three powers, Russia, England, and of Greece

FrancSIRussia~gained a slight increase of territory in
Asia, none in Europe. The Danubian principalities, Mol-
davia and Wallachia, were made practically, though not
nominally, independent. The Sultan's power in Europe
was therefore considerably reduced. In 1833, Otto, a lad
of seventeen, second son of King Louis I of Bavaria, became
the first King of Greece. A new Christian state had been
created in southeastern Europe.

THE CRIMEAN WAR

R merged from th T kish war tli d
prestige and power. It had been her campaign of 1829
that had brought the Sultan to terms. Greece had become
i idependent, and more grateful to her than to the ot
powers. Moldai d W c hia, till mm ally a p t The Prin-
of Turkey, w practically free of Turkish t d cipalities.
Russian inn1 them henceforth paramount S

years later Russia was emboldened to attempt to extend
her fl t rt nd thi tt mnpt precipitated a

pening of the East Quest d th first
European war since the fall of Napoleon I.

Early in 1853 Nicholas I, of Russia, judging t t Ambitions
of Nicholas

opportune, suggested to e English Government t t
Turkish Empire was about to fall, and that it would be well

ngland and Russia to agree on the disposal of the
.. U^n ,,� T _
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what others may think or do." He referred to the Turkish
Empire as a sick man, a very sick man. The collapse of
the Empire he felt to be imminent. It would be wise for
the two powers most interested to arrange the division
of the estate at once. He suggested that the European ter-
ritories might be made into independent states, over which
presumably Russia would have control; that England might
have Egypt and the island of Crete, thus safeguarding her
route to India; he himself disclaimed any idea of adding
Constantinople to his dominions. The English Government
declined to enter into a consideration of the plan, and noth-
ing came of this suggestion of the division of Turkey.

The Holy For some time a quarrel had been going on between France,
Places. Russia, and Turkey, concerning the control of the " holy

places " in Palestine, places connected with the birth and
life of Christ, and therefore of interest to Christians, par-

ticularly Roman Catholic and Greek, who were in the habit
of making pilgrimages thither. This matter was finally
arranged by negotiation, but the very day after the settlement
of this dispute Russia peremptorily put forth a new demand
upon the Sultan, namely the right of protection over all
Greek Christians living in the Turkish Empire, of whom
there were several millions. The demand was loosely ex-

pressed and might possibly, if granted, grow into a constant
right of intervention by Russia in the internal affairs of
Turkey, that country consequently being reduced to a kind
of vassalage to the former. This, at any rate, was the
assertion of Turkey. The Sultan submitted this demand
to the French and English Governments, which advised him
to decline it. At once Russia sent troops into the Danubian
Principalities, Moldavia and Wallachia, Turkish provinces,
in order to enforce the compliance of the Sultan (June 1853).
The Sultan demanded that the Russians withdraw from the

War Principalities. The demand was rejected, and war there-
T m
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two. In this he was shortly undeceived, for England and
France, and later Piedmont, came to the support of the
Turks, and the first general European war since Napoleon's
fall began. Russia found herself at war ultimately with four
powers instead of with one.

The motives that brought about this coalition against Coalition
Russia are important. Englishmen looked upon Russia as against

Russia.

a strong power trying to maltreat a weak one. They re-
membered that Russia had been the bulwark of conservatism

in 1848 and 1849, that she had intervened to put down the
Hungarians, no subjects of hers, who had almost won their
independence. Many Englishmen were tired of the long
peace and ready for a war. War feeling was strong among
both Conservatives and Liberals. Lord Palmerston, a prom-
inent member of the Cabinet, desired it. A long-standing
dread of Russian expansion into regions too near the route
to India also influenced the opinion of Englishmen. The
French Emperor, Napoleon III, was inclined to war for
several reasons. He had a personal grudge against Nich-
olas I, who, forced to recognize him as Emperor in 1852,
had sulkily addressed him at that time, not in the form
usual among rulers, of " My Brother," but in the absurd
phrase, in this case really insulting, of " My Dear Friend."
Moreover, the treaties of 1815 were in the main still intact

and were a striking memorial of the downfall of the Great
Emperor. To destroy these treaties, and, if possible, to
requite the humiliation of Moscow, would be a sweet revenge,
and to throw military glory over his newly and trickily won
throne would be a manifest advantage and a real pleasure.
Piedmont joined the coalition in 1855 for reasons indicated Piedmont
above, hoping to win an influential friend for the national- J°ins the

coalition. i " i f
istic ambitions of Cavour.

France and England joined Turkey in demanding the
withdrawal of Russian troops from the Principalities. The
demand WAS fV,
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and engaging not to make a separate treaty. On March
1854, they declared war upon Russia.

The Turks meanwhile had been fighting the Russians in
the region of the Danube. The French and English now
joined them. After a confused campaign the Russians were
defeated and forced back over the Danube, and, in June

and July 1854, they withdrew entirely from the Principalities.
Th cause f th war w is thus removed. England d
France had demanded the evacuation of the Principalities.

They w now ted. But England and F ance had
t p poses, and q tly th w continued.

They desired to humiliate R t w ken her decisively
to prevent her definitely from increasing her p w th

Invasion stern Europe. Thinking to do this most completely, they
of the faded the Crimea, a peninsula in southern Russia, jutting
Crimea.

t into the Black Sea (September 1854). The importance
f t Crim 1 in the fact that R had tructed

th t Sebastopol, a great 1 arsen 1. a th . th
Russian navy was th To seize Sebastopol, t k th
fleet would destroy Russia's naval power for many years, and
thus remove the weapon with which she could seriously menace
Turkey.

The The siege of Sebastopol was the chief feature of the
siege of 

Crimean wan That~siege lasted eleven months. DefendedSebastopol.
in a mast fashion by Todleb i, th R ngmeer,
and the 01 military hero ( f th first d th the war
developed, Sebast lly f aft r a murd us bom-
bardment on September 8, 1855. Parts of this campaign, "
s ibsid y t th e sie w the battles of the > Alma, of
Balak: dered rever mem .b e by th plendid
charges of the heavy and light brigades, and of Inkermann,
full of stirring and heroic incident. The Allies suffered
fearfully from the weather, the bitter cold, the breakdown
of the commissary department, and the shocking inefficiency
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Russians suffered from the absence of roads and from the
"

corruption of officials, as well as from the weather. It took

a month for soldiers to come the hundred and twenty miles
from the northern point of the Crimean peninsula to Sebas-
topol. Tens of thousands of soldiers perished on the march
from the various Russian cities southward.

Early in 1855 (March 2), Nicholas I died, bitterly dis-
appointed at the failure of his plans. Throughout the sum-
mer of 1855 the state of Sebastopol grew steadily worse.
The number of the killed was appalling, over a thousand
a day. It was said by one of the victims of this siege
u that statesmen who make wars lightly should be taken to
see the hospital for incurable cases at Sebastopol." During
the last twenty-eight days of the siege over a million and a
half of projectiles were thrown into the place. The French
excavations were over fifty miles in length. The long agony
drew to a close, and on September 8, 1855, Sebastopol fell ^a11 of
after a siege of 336 days, a siege which cost Russia probably 

Sebastopol.

250,000 lives, and an expenditure far out of proportion
to her resources.

The war d gged on me weeks longer, but as most
o f thi P >r peace, they agreed to ent
he C ress f Paris, which met February 25, 185 J Treaty of

Paris.
'hich mont deliberat d the f

Paris, March 30, 1856. The treaty provided that the Black
Sea should henceforth b tralized, that it

pen t f those countries bordering
t, R ussia and Turkey, and that no rsen 1 hould b
tablished maintained on its shores. It t s were

he open to the merchant ships of every nation. The naviga-
tion of the Danube was declared free. The Russian pro-
tectorate over Moldavia and Wallachia was abolished, an

they were declared independent under the su/A-rainty of
the Porte. Russia was pushed back from all contact with
4-U-
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Turkey the powers admitted Turkey to the European Concert, from
admitted which she had been previously excluded, by which they also
to the

European recognized and guaranteed the independence and territorial
Concert. integrity of that country, and renounced all claim on their

part, separately or collectively, to intervene in her internal
affairs. This action was taken, it was said, because the

Sultan had, " in his constant solicitude for the welfare of

his subjects, issued a firman recording his generous in-
tentions towards the Christian population of his Empire."
This treaty was signed by the representatives of Turkey,
England, France, Austria, Russia, Prussia, and Piedmont.h

Results Thus closed a war which cost several hundred thousand

of the lives. There was an uneasy feeling in governing circles
Crimean

War. after the war that little had been accomplished by this large
and horrible expenditure, and that that little was not likely
to endure. Future events justified this premonition. Just
fourteen years later, during the Franco-German war, when
Europe was powerless to prevent, Russia announced that
she would no longer observe the provision concerning the
neutrality of the Black Sea, and in 1878 she recovered the
strip of Bessarabia that gave her access to the lower courses
of the Danube. The promise of the Sultan that the lot of
his Christian subjects should be improved was ignored.
Their condition became worse. And the guaranty of the

tegrity of his emp d the promise f th P t
t interfere ir his domest dministration were t g hoi
1. r twenty y irs later. The Sultan gained in import

m this wa the French Emp gained military
d diplomatic prestige; the King of Piedmont was shortly

tob mply paid fo his efforts by the aid of Na Icon III
in h Itali, policy Th j Crimean war had th urther
result that, sh Russian g

t, it was a main cause of the wave of reform which swept

over that try th ears f th gn o f Al
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FROM THE TREATY OF PARIS TO THE TREATY OF

BERLIN

The Eastern Question is primarily that of the fate of
European Turkey. Shall that country be preserved intact
or shall it be dismembered; if the latter, what shall be the

status of the part or parts taken from the Sultan? By the
middle of the nineteenth century the solution of the question
had not progressed far. The only part that had become
independent was Greece, the founding of which kingdom has
been traced. The Greeks, however, were not satisfied with

their boundaries and cherished the fervent ambition that they
might annex other parts of Turkey in which members of
their race were living, and even entertained the hope o
Constantinople, the possession of which priceless position
forms the very crux of the whole Eastern Question. Two
other sections of European Turkey had almost attained
statehood, though they were still nominally provinces of
Turkey: Servia and Moldavia-Wallachia. Both aspired to Moldavia-

t a semi-independence into complete independ I Wallachia
Moldavia-Wallachia a national spirit had been slowly g "m
ing up. inhabitants, feeling that they were of t m
stock, ai d ght t b thoroughly united were g

. ccustomed to apply to them th term. R

ni They were proud of their ancient origin, of t
1 guage, largely f Lat orionn d n f th history
They felt that they were destined t b mast in th
own t P s t b d by Turkey or R

P t d tionality, so strik d fruitful a
haracteristic of the century, moved in as it was moving

Italia ns d Gern C w a r tated t The

realization of their ambitions. Though the Roumanian^ Roumanians
and the

took no part in the war, they profited by it. By the Treaty Crimean
of Paris all Russian rights of protection over the provinces War.

11 1.
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administration." England and France wished to go a step
further, and to recognize the two provinces as an entirely
independent state of Roumania. There would be a mani-
fest advantage in that such a state would constitute a
buffer betw R d Turkey, standing ght t
th way to Constantinople, which they believed Russia
coveted. But Austria and Turkey blocked this suggestion
for the time being. The powers decided, in 1858, in a confer-
ence held in Paris that, despite the wishes of the people for

1 union, they should remain separate. There should be two
princes or hospodars elected by representatives of the people,
but invested with their powers by the Sultan. There should
also be an assembly in each, but a kind of central committee
should prepare legislation common to the " United Principali-
ties of Moldavia and Wallachia," as they were officially
called. This, of course, did not satisfy the inhabitants ofI

the two Principalities, who felt that they were one in race
and language and tradition, and ought to be one in fact.
The Moldavians and Wallachians now proceeded to solve
the matters to their taste, encouraged in this by Napoleon
III, true to his favorite theory of nationalities. Each
elected, early in 1859, the same man, Colonel Alexander

The union of Couza, as its prince. This double election accomplished
the Princi-

B desired result. Thus the Principalities were united de
palities.

facto. Austria was in no position to forbid this consumma-
tion as she was then involved in war in Italy. Later the
two assemblies were merged into one, and in 1862 the Sultan
recognized these changes. Thus the Moldavians and Walla-
chians had achieved their union, had assumed the name

R mania and had Bucharest as their capital t
t remained for them to attain complete independ They

Couza. till paid tribut t th Sult from horn th pr
his investit T " Princi f R

?5
mania J a native of Moldavia, styled himself Alexander

i l
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turbulence. The Prince was in constant conflict with the

assembly, and ruled most of the time in defiance of the con-
stitution. He alienated the influential classes of the clergy
and nobility or great landowners, the former by confiscating
the property of the monasteries, an act later vetoed by the
powers unless the clergy should be indemnified, and the latter*

by fr "eeing the peasants from their feudal dues, and trans-
ferring most of the land to them on the condition that they
pay for it in fifteen annual instalments. Thi s was a me-
ficial social reform, somewhat resembling the liberation of
the serfs in Russia. It created a class of about 400,000

small proprietors. But, of course, it made the nobles his
enemies. The masses, on the other hand, thus benefited, were

ffended by tb poly C z troduced
A conspiracy was formed which, in 1866, succeeded rc-
ing him to abdicate. Convinced by this experienci that it

to raise one of t tizens to the posit
f ruler, the Roumanians decided to call in a forei P

They chose a member of the Roman Catholic branch of the Charles I of
Hohenzollern family who became Charles I of Roumania. Roumania-
This German prince, who is still their ruler, was then twenty-
seven .v i of H at once t t w k t tudy tl
condi of h dopted try, ably secon dcd i n
this by his wif German p hose literary gift w
t win h r a t putation, and w t b (1 th<

terest of Roum C $y h h rit
t poem d stories, has ublished a t f R
m folk a d h encour ged t t l id ea by
showing her preference for t t R dre nd
for old Roumanian tom

Charles I primarily a soldier, and the great work of
th e e y y 3f his reign was to build t P he y» as
he believed it tial if R was t b y de-
pendent in her attitude toward Russia and Turkey. H

d the Sl/C of P ri KW i !i TI mine
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was apparent when the Eastern Question was reopened in
1875. The fact that she possessed an army of the modern
type enabled Roumania to play an important part in the
affairs of the Balkan peninsula.

Keopenin 1875 the Eastern Question entered once more up
of the

Eastern te ph Movements beg hich w to h P
Question. d effect upon the various sections of the p 1 A

tion brok t in the s mm f 1875 in Herzeg
a province west of Servia. For years the peasantry hadThe insur-

rection of suffered under the~gross misrule of the Turks. Turkey,
Herzego- almost bankrupt, resorted to heavier taxation, especially of
vina. her Christian subjects. The oppression became so grinding

and was accompanied by acts so barbarous and inhuman-

that the peasants finally rebelled. These peasants were
Slavs, and as such were aided by Slavs from neighboring
regions, Bosnia, Servia, and Bulgaria. They were made all
the more bitter because they saw Slavs in Servia compara-
tively contented, as they were largely self-governed. Why
should not they themselves enjoy as good conditions as
others? Religious and racial hatred of Christian and Slav
against the infidel Turk flamed up throughout the penin-
sula. The Balkan peoples also were stirred, as were so
many others, by the sight of Italy achieving her independ-
ence on the basis of nationality. The Turks did not suc-
ceed in stamping out this dangerous movement at its com-
mencement, encouraged as it was by the Slavs of Servia,
Montenegro, and even Austria. Attempts were made by*

diplomacy to induce the Porte to make concessions sufficient
to pacify the discontented Christians. The attempts failed,
as the Christians placed no faith in Turkish promises a nd
as the powers were not united in their demands, England
rejecting the arrangement that seemed most likely to ensure
peace by guaranteeing on the part of the powers the effec-
tive execution of the Sultan's promise of reform. (Berlin
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THE BULGARIAN ATROCITIES

complicated the situation. In March 1876, the Sultan, Abdul-
Aziz, was deposed by a palace revolution, and his nephew put
upon the throne as Murad V. The new Sultan was shortly
found to be, or at least was declared to be, imbecile, and was

deposed after a reign of three months. Thereupon his Accession of
brother, Abdul Hamid II, ascended the throne, a very res- Abdul

Hamid II.

olute, subtle, and resourceful man. These rapid changes in
Constantinople were due to a recrudescence of national and
religious fanaticism in Turkey, to a feeling that Turkey
should be for the Turks, that she should no longer be the
sport of foreign powers, that she should control her own
destinies without intervention. But the intervention of the

Christian powers was becoming more and more inevitable
because of this very revival of racial and religious fanati-
cism. They could not rest easy witnessing the outrages
committed upon their co-religionists. And just at this time
those outrages attained a ferocity that shocked all Europe.

Early in 1876 the Christians in Bulgaria, a large province The
of European rose against the Turkish officials, atrocities.

killing some of them. The revenge taken by the Turks was
of mem dible trocity. Pouring regular troops and the
ferocious irregulars called Bashi-Bazouks into the province,
they butchered thousands with every refinement or coarse-
ness of brutality. In the valley of the Maritza all but
fifteen of eighty villages were practically destroyed. An
official report to the English government of what occurred
at Batak, a town of about 7,000 inhabitants, indicates

graphically the style adopted and pursued. A Turk named
Achmet Agha was ordered to attack it. " The inhabitants
had a parley with Achmet who solemnly swore that if they
gave up their arms not a hair of their heads should be
touched. The villagers believed Achmet's oath and sur-
rendered their arms, but this demand was followed by an-
other for all the money in the village, which, of course, had

* " j~ ^ ̂ ^^fc ^ ~~k ^ " ̂ r*fc " ^^^ ^f^^L XT
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them like sheep. A large number of people, probably about
one thousand or twelve hundred, took refuge in the church
and churchyard, the latter being surrounded by a wall.
The church itself is a solid building and resisted all the
attempts of the Bashi-Bazouks to burn it from the outside.
They consequently fired in through the windows, and getting
upon the roof tore off the tiles, and threw burning pieces
of wood and rags dipped in petroleum among the mass of
unhappy human beings inside. At last the door was forced
in, the massacre completed, and the inside of the church
burned. The spectacle which the church and churchyard
present must be seen to be described; hardly a corpse has
been buried. I visited this valley of the shadow
of death on the 31st of July, more than two months and
a half after the massacre, but still the stench was so over-

powering that one could hardly force one's way into the
church. In the streets at every step lay remains rotting
and sweltering in the summer sun. Just outside the village
I counted more than sixty skulls in a little hollow. From
the remains of female wearing apparel scattered about it is
plain that many of the persons here massacred were
women. This official estimated that in Batak alone the

number of killed was about 5,000.

Gladstone's The Bulgarian atrocities thrilled all Europe with horror.
denunci-

ation of the Mr. Gladstone, emerging from retirement, denounced " the
Turks. unspeakable Turk " in a flaming pamphlet called ul-

garian Horrors and the Question of the East." He de-
manded that England cease to support a government that
was an affront to the laws of God, and urged that the Turks
be expelled from Europe " bag and baggage." The Dis-
raeli ministry dared not lend its support in behalf of Turkey,
as it would have liked to do, so vehement was public

opnon. It did not, however, intervene in behalf of the
oppressed Christians.
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against Turkey, and the insurrection of the Bulgarians Servia and
became general. The Russian people became intensely ex- Montene&ro

"i. j " Au " 4.1, -4-u 4.u " T " " L j ri. " declare war-
cited in their sympathy with their co-religionists and their
fellow-Slavs. Thousands of Russian volunteers enrolled

under the Servian flag. But the Turks were able to over-
come their enemies by force of superior numbers. Alex-
ander II did not wish war, but on November 2, 1876, he said

to the British ambassador that the present state of affairs
in Turkey " was intolerable, and unless Europe was prepared
to act with firmness and energy, he should be obliged to
act alone." He would act, not for self-interest, but solely
in the name of humanity. He had not " the smallest wish
or intention to be possessed of Constantinople." Renewed
attempts were made to settle the whole trouble by diplomacy.
These attempts proved unsuccessful owing to the opposition
of the Sultan, who was dominated by reactionary forces, and
who felt certain that support would come from the west, par-
ticularly from England. He remembered the Crimean war.

Russia, tired of long drawn out and insincere negotia- Russia -^^^«- -^^^"-

tions, declared war upon Turkey, April 24, 1877._ She had declaret
war.

as allies Rournania, which took occasion proclaim its
^^^^H

entire independence of Turkey (May 21, 1877), Servia, and
Montenegro. The war lasted until the close of January
1878. Crossing the Danube and pushing southward, the
Russians gained some successes, and seized one of the passes
through the Balkans. But the key to the campaign was the
control of Plevna. This place, situated between the Danube
and the Balkans, was the center of an extensive system of
roads through ul craria. The Russians could not safely
pass south of th kans without controlling this strategic
post They had made the mistake of allowing the Turk
ish c mmand O Pasha, t occu d t Drtify it
The Russians made three vigorous attempts to carry t

torm, but were P d t 1 :l OS (July-Sep-
Ti. Til 1 J
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wh o d distinguished himself re tly as defend o f
Sebastopol in the Crimean war. w placed supreme

mmand. By October 24th the investment w mpleted
an ar mmbei y 120,000 m Th ege was

low but finally ful O December 10th. Osm
dered an my f 43,000 sold d ty-seve

ns. His def had b brilliant H had d

tained for five month my three times as large as h
Th b kb f Turkish t w th b

Though it was mid-winter the Russians now poured through
the passes of the Balkans, and marched rapidly toward
Constantinople. On January W, 1878, they entered Adrian-

Treaty
\ ople. The Sultan sought peace, and on March 3rd the

of San
Treaty of San Stefano was concluded between Russia andStefano

Tur treaty the Porte recognized com
independence of Servia, Montenegro, and Roumania, and
made certain cessions of territory to the two former states.
The main feature of the treaty concerned Bulgaria, which ^^^ ^^fc^^r

was made a self-governing state, tributary to the Sultan.
Its frontiers were very liberally drawn. Its territory was
to include nearly all of European Turkey, between Roumania
and Servia to the north, and Greece to the south. Only a
broken strip across the peninsula, from Constantinople west
to the Adriatic, was to be left to Turkey. The new state
therefore was to include not only Bulgaria proper, but
Roumelia to the south and most of Macedonia. Mr. Glad-

stone's desire for the expulsion of the Turks from Europe
" bag and baggage was nearly r ealized.

Opposition But this treaty was not destined to be carried out. It
to the satisfied no one except the Russians and the Bulgarians.
treaty.

There was much opposition to it in the Balkan peninsula
itself. The Greeks opposed it because it cut short the ex-
pansion they desired northward, particularly into Mace-
donia. The Servians were opposed for a similar reason,

TVT i cj r\ " t:it rv A \**
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manians protested vehemently when they learned tha
reward for their services to Russia at Plevna, they were to

de to R part of their territory b receiv-
g an f mpensat th e Dob dscl a g

.bout the mouths of the D b t more important

the opposition of the powers of western Europe. They did
to have the Eastern Question solved without their

t E d part f ussian P England
demands its

thward toward the Medit d belie that
revision.

g d t o th tat d b merely tool 3 of
Russia, declared that the arrangements concerning the p

m t be determined by the great European powers, that
the Treat Stef must be submitted t g

congress on the ground that, according to the internat
law of Europe, the Eastern Quest Id not be settled by

tion but only by the concert of p s it affected
th in all. Austria joined the protest, wishing a part f
the spoils of Turkey for herself. R turally objected
to allowing those who had t f ght determine the outcom
f her victory t as t po were tent, part

y England en der the Beaconsfield administrat
I as 1 was in no posit r further hostilities, sh

yielded. The Cong f Berlin \v held d t _ TheP
Congress of

"y f Bismarck, B field himself representing E Berlin.

n It drew P th T f Berlin, wh w a s gned
_^^^^V»

J y 13, 1878 is treaty Montenegro, S and
Roumania were rendered completely independent of Turkey
Th Great Bulg na f the Treaty f S Stefano was
divided int th ree m parts, Macedonia, left as a p t
f Turkey under the direct authority of the Sultan, East

Roam as a part of Turkey, but to b tonom d
to have a Christian g ppointed by the Sultan, and

1 g to be still illy i a part of Turkey, but to be
tonomous, with a P to b e lected f by t Bui

garians, the election, however, to be confirmed by the Sultan
o vorinns nnwPTS WCTC not
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thinking of Turkey in all this, nor of the happiness of
the people who had long been oppressed by Turkey. They
found the occasion convenient for taking various Turkish
possessions for themselves. Austria was invited to " occupy 

"

and administer Bosnia and Herzegovina in the interest of
the peace of Europe. Russia retained a part of Turkish
Armenia, which she had conquered, and which included
Ardahan, Kars, and Batoum. The Congress also forced
Roumania to cede Bessarabia to Russia and to take the

Dobrudscha as compensation. This made Roumania the
enemy of Russia as the district ceded was peopled by Rou-
manians, not by Russians. The powers recommended that
the Sultan cede Thessaly and a part of Epirus to Greece, a
recommendation only grudgingly complied with three years
later. Before the meeting of the Congress, England had
induced Turkey to permit her to occupy the island
of Cyprus, and in return for this she undertook to
guarantee the integrity of the Sultan's remaining dominions
in Asia.

Independ- As a result of this war, therefore, three Balkan states,

ence of long in the process of formation, Montenegro, Servia, and
Montenegro,
Servia, and Roumania, had become entirely independent of their former
Houmania. suzerain Turkey, and a new state, Bulgaria, had been called

into existence, though still slightly subject to the Porte, and
a new district, Eastern Roumelia, was assured a freer life,
though denied union with Bulgaria. All this had been accom-
plished as a result of the intervention of Russia.

The Treaty of Berlin was not a final solution of the^fc^^. * __^^^^^^^^^^fc.^^^_^_

Eastern Question. In one of its most important provisions
endure~ten years. The device of separating the

Bulgarians north of the Balkans from the Bulgarians south
of the Balkans, in spite of the entire racial and spiritual

f th e d the wishes of the two, of attempt

Union BO t m th latt get that they were Bulgari
of the two by the hildish device of ing their province Eastern R
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garians took matters into their own hands, declared them-
selves united, and tore up this arrangement of the Congress
of Berlin, and the powers were forced to look on in acquies-
cence. The other arrangement of leaving Macedonia in the
hands of Turkey simply raised another question, the Macedo-
nian, which has since that day been a source of constant
uneasiness to Europe, a recurrent cause of alarm, frequently
threatening a general conflagration. As far as humanitarian
considerations are concerned this disposition of Macedonia
has been a colossal blunder. The Turks have not carried

out the promised reforms, and the conditions of the people
would certainly have been greatly improved had Macedonia Macedonia.
been a part of Bulgaria as provided by the Treaty of San
Stefano. This determination of the fate of Macedonia,
which was the essential difference between the two treaties,
was one wholly deplorable. Owing to the rival ambitions of
the western powers Macedonian Christians were destined
long to suffer an odious oppression from which more fortu-
nate Balkan Christians were free.

On the other hand, the benefits assured by the Treaty of
Berlin were great and unmistakable. Before the Russo-
Turkish war the population of European Turkey b
seventeen or eighteen million. A suit of the Treaty f
Berlin, European Turkey was greatly reduced, and its pop

t was "y bout SIX illion. I o h ds eleven
million people or more had b pated from Turkish
control. This constituted an important partition of T key
Yet the P had 1856, guaranteed the territorial
integrity d th idependen ternal aff f tl
Ottoman Emp guarante< f re 1 as m > )thei
made in th f the hist f this Eastern Quest

BULGARIA SINCE 1878

The Treaty of Berlin, while it brought substantial d-
vantages, did not bring peace to the Balkan noninsnla.
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affairs and in their foreign relations, has been agitated,
yet, despite disturbances, considerable progress has been
made.

Bulgaria, of which Europe knew hardly anything in 1876,
was, in 1878, made an autonomous state, but it did not

attain complete independence, as it was nominally a part of
the Turkish Empire, to which it was to pay tribute. The
new principality owed its existence to Russia, and for several
years Russian influence predominated in it. It was started
on its career by Russian officials. A constitution was drawn

Alexander UP establishing an assembly called the Sobranje. This
of Batten- assembly chose as Prince of Bulgaria, Alexander of Batten-
berg-. berg, a young German of twenty-two, a relative of the

Russian Imperial House, supposedly acceptable to the Tsar
(April 1879).

The Bulgarians were grateful to the Russians for their
aid. They recognized those who remained after the war
was over as having all the rights of Bulgarian citizens,
among others the right to hold office. Russians held im-

Friction portant positions in the Bulgarian ministry. Russians
between the organized the military forces and became officers. Before
Bulgarians long, however, friction developed, and gratitude gave way
and the 4

Russians. to indignation at the high-handed conduct of the Russians,
who plainly regarded Bulgaria as a sort of province or out-
post of Russia, to be administered according to Russian
ideas and interests. The Russian ministers were arrogant,

and made it evident that they regarded the Tsar, not Prince
Alexand as th r superior, whose wishes they were bound
to execi t Th< P th t my ffi d
people d their posit gly humiliat F
n > in 1883, the Russian minist w tually forced
to resign, and the Prince now relied upon Bulg d
Th s d pen breach with R hie! i was th
widened by th d ve f an ful Russian plot
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Roumelia at their separation from Bulgaria by the Trea
of Berlin steadily increased, and in 1885 a bloodless revolu-
tion was carried through which destroyed this artificial Breach
arrangement. The people of that province expelled the rep- of thc

resentative of Turkish authority, and expressed their en- Treaty
* * of Berlin

thusiastic desire for union with Bulgaria. Prince Alex-
ander was forced to choose between the Russians, whom he

knew to be opposed to this aggrandizement of Bulgaria, and
his own people and those of Eastern Roumelia, who were
eager fo r the union. He chose the latter and became the
" Prince of the Two Bulgarias." It was expected that in-
ternational complications would result, that Europe would
insist upon the observance of the Treaty of erlin. But
the moment for collective intervention was not propitious,
owing mainly to the extraordinarily tangled internal political
conditions in various countries. The wrath of Russia was

great, and was shown in her recall of all Russian officers
from the Bulgarian army, leaving the army demoralized Servia

in its leadership. Just at this moment, Servia. claiming attacks
that the union of Eastern Roumelia and Bulgaria would Bulgaria,
overthrow equilibrium o Balkan states, jealous of Nov. 1885^fe - ^-^

' th e aggrandizement of her neighbor, and believing that her
army was disorganized, and that the European nations would
chastise her for her action in regard to Eastern Roumelia,
suddenly attacked her. Bulgaria took up the gauntlet, en-
thusiasm fired her army, and, crippled as she was, to the
astonishment of Europe she expelled the Servians, severely
defeated them, and invaded their own country only to be
stopped by Austria, which insisted upon a treaty between
the combatants on the basis of the situation before the war

(Treaty of Bucharest, March 1886). Bulgaria gained
no territory by this war, but she gained prestige. She
stood before Europe in a new light, and the war really
founded her unity. In the face of the unanimous desire
n f ^~ 4- i _ A
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The powers protested against this unification, and would
not recognize the change, but they refrained from doing any-
thing further.

Russia, however, incensed at the growing independence
f th :w state, which sh ked P as a mere sat

lite, resolved to read her a lesson in humility by organizing
Abdication a conspiracy. The conspirators seized Prince Alexander
of Prince in his bedraom in the dead of night, forced him to sign
Alexander.

his abdication, and then carried him off to Russian soil.
Alexander was detained in Russia a short time, until it

was supposed that the Russian party was thoroughly estab-
lished in power in Bulgaria, when he was permitted to go
to Austria. He was immediately recalled to Bulgaria, re-
turned to receive an immense ovation, and then, at the

height of his popularity, in a moment of weakness, abdicated,
apparently overwhelmed by the continued opposition of
Russia (September 7, 1886). The situation was most crit-
ical. Two parties advocating opposite policies confronted
each other; one pro-Russian, believing that Bulgaria should
accept in place of Alexander any prince whom the Tsar
should choose for her; the other national and independent,
rallying to the cry of " Bulgaria for the Bulgarians." The
latter speedily secured control, fortunate in that it had a
remarkable leader in the person of Stambuloff, a native,
son of an innkeeper, a man of extraordinary firmness, supple-
ness, and courage, vigorous and intelligent. Through him
Russian efforts to regain control of the principality were

Ferdinand foiled and a new ruler was secured, Prince Ferdinand of
of Saxe-

Coburg-. Saxe-Coburg, twenty-six years of age, who was elected unan-
imously by the Sobranje, July 7, 1887. Russia protested
against this action, and none of the great powers recognized
Ferdinand.

Dictator- Stambuloff was the most forceful statesman developed in_ _^H^_ _l-^H_B_ X L B. _ ^^Vt

ship of Balkan states. He succeeded in keeping
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continuance on the throne. He won the pretentious title
of " the Bulgarian Bismarck." His methods resembled those
of his Teutonic prototype in more than one respect. For
seven years he was practically dictator of Bulgaria. Rus-
sian plots continued. He repressed them pitilessly. His
one fundamental principle wa ana ulgarians.
His rule was one of terror, suppression of liberties, of
unscrupulousness, directed to patriotic ends. His object 1
was to rid Bulgaria of Russian, as of Turkish control.

ulgaria under him increased in wealth and population.
The army received a modern equipment, universal military
service was instituted, commerce was encouraged, railroads

were built, popular education begun, and the capital, Sofia,
a dirty, wretched Turkish village, made over into one of
th ttract c pit Europe. But Stambuloff m

m titude of enemies, and s a t he f from p
in 1894- I e following y h w ully murdered M of

the streets of Sofia. But he had done his work thoroughly
d it m t I) o f t f c Bulgaria to-d "y

The Turkish sovereignty was merely nominal, and even t] t
was not destined to endure long. In March 1896 the elect
f Ferdinand as prince was finally gnized by the great

P T preceding years had been immensely significant
They had t dated e of Bulg
had permitted her institutions to strike root, had accustomed

her to independence of action, to self-reliance. Those years,
too, had b d r e t of tli i national life

with the agencies of the modern world, schools, railways, an
army Bulgaria had a population of about four million, a
capital in Sofia, an area of about 38,000 square miles. She
aspired to annex Macedonia, where, however, she was to en-
counter many rivals. She only awaited a favorable oppor-
tunity to renounce her nominal connection with Turkey.
The opportunity came in 1908. On October 5th of that
year A
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ROUMANIA AND SERVIA SINCE 1878

At the outbreak of the Russo-Turkish war in 1877, Rou-

mania declared herself entirely independent of Turkey. This
independence was recognized by the Sultan and the powers
at the Congress of Berlin on condition that all citizens
should enjoy legal equality, whatever their religion, a condi-
tion designed to protect the Jews, who were numerous, but
who had previously been without political rights.

Roumania In 1881 Roumania proclaimed herself a kingdom, and
proclaimed her ince henceforth styled himself King Charles I. The
a kingdom. « 1. J.. M J i.*. "/ O*

royal crown was made of steel from a Turkish gun cap-
tured at Plevna, a perpetual reminder of what was her
war of independence. Roumania has created an army on
Prussian models of about 175,000 men, has built railroads

and highways, and has, by agrarian legislation, improved the
condition of the peasantry. The population has steadily
increased, and now numbers nearly seven million. The area
of Roumania is about 50,000 square miles. While mainly
an agricultural country, in recent years her industrial de-
velopment has been notable, and her commerce is more im-
portant than that of any other Balkan state. Her govern-
ment is a constitutional monarchy, with legislative chambers.
The most important political question in recent years has been-

a demand for the reform of the electoral system, which
resembles the Prussian three-class system, and which gives
the direct vote to only a small fraction of the population.

Agrarian In 1907 the peasantry rose in insurrection, demanding
disturb- agrarian reforms. As more than four-fifths of the popula-
ances. tion live upon the land, and as the population has steadily

increased, the holding of each peasant has correspondingly
decreased. A military force of 140,000 men was needed
to quell the revolt. After having restored order, the
ministry introduced and carried various measures m-
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Servia, also, was recognized as independent by the Berlin Servia.
Treaty in 1878. She proclaimed herself a kingdom in 1882.
She has had a turbulent history in recent years. In 1885
she declared war against Bulgaria, as has been stated, only
to be unexpectedly and badly defeated. The financial policy
was deplorable. In seven years the debt increased from
seven million to three hundred and twelve million francs.

The scandals of the private life of King Milan utterly dis-
credited the monarchy. He was forced to abdicate in 1889,
and was succeeded by his twelve-year-old son, Alexander
who was brutally murdered in 1903 with his wife, Queen
Draga, in a midnight palace revolution, and the present
occupant of the throne, Peter I, has been in most unstable
P< since th T present King o f t h of
K georg liich h mded its cer tury-long feud th
the house of Obrenovitch by exterminating the latt th
murd f 1903 Hiil some prog has been made
alon m and educat th dit f

country is far from satisfactory. The present regime is
odious by reason of the manner of its origin. Its duration
is problematical.

GREECE SINCE 1833

I January 1833, Otto, second f Louis I, the King
f Bavaria, became King of Greece, a country of t

poverty, with a population of about 750,000, unaccustomed
to the reign of law and order usual in western Europe. The
kingd was t tisfactory boundaries, lacki
Thessaly, which was peopled entirely by Greeks. The coun-
try hatl been devastated by g and y s n
war. Internal conditions were anarchic. Brigand waso

the debt was l The problem h t mak
t of such promsn mat a prosp pr

g essive stat
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positions in the army and the civil service. This German
fl icnce was a primary cause of the unpopularity of the

new g T beg w m d however, in th
construction of a healthy national life. Athens was made
the capital, and a university was established there. A
police system was organized; a national bank created. In
1844 Otto was forced to consent to the conversion of his

absolute monarchy into a constitutional one. A parlia-
ment with two chambers, the Deputies being chosen by uni-
versal suffrage, was instituted. The political education of
the Greeks then began.

From the reopening of the Eastern Question by the
Crimean ""war Greece hoped to profit by the enlargement
of her boundaries. The great powers, however, thought
otherwise, and forced her to remain quiet. Because the
Government did not defy Europe and insist upon her rights,
which would have been an insane proceeding, it became very
unpopular. For this reason, as well as for despotic tend-

Overthrow encies, Otto was driven from power in 1862 by an insurrec-
of Otto. tion, and left Greece, never to return.

A new king was secured in the person of a Danish prince,
who became George I, in 1863, and who still rules, a brother
of the present King of Denmark (1909). That his popu-
larity might be strengthened at the very outset, England

The Ionian in 1864 ceded to the kingdom the Ionian Islands, which she
Islands. had held since 1815. This was the first enlargement of

the kingdom since its foundation. A new constitution was
established (1864) which abolished the Senate and left all
parliamentary power in the hands of a single assembly,
the Boule, elected by universal suffrage, and consisting o f

members, with a four-year term. Political parties have
been little more than personal or local coteries, struggling
for office as a means of livelihood. In 1881, mainly through

f 1? O 11 117 'I C f\ to cede
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of the Congress of Berlin that the Gn-i-k frontier should be
" rectified."

Jn 1897 Greece declared war against Turkey, aiming at
the annexation of Crete, which had risen in insurrection

t Turkey. Greece w y defeated, and w f d
to ced tain parts of Thessaly to Turkey and ive up th
project f t t of Cret Aft r ion 1 gotia
t mong the po\\t rs, the latter island was made aut
omous under the suzerainty of the Sultan, and under the
direct administration of Prince George, a son of the King
of Greece,1 who remained in power until 1906.

Greece is not in sound financial condition. Her debt is

very large, having grown owing to armaments, the building
of railroads, and the digging of canals. The country has
advanced in population and now numbers about two and
a half millions. Her wealth has increased, and much has

been accomplished in the direction of popular education.
Her parliamentary history has been troubled by incessant
factional disputes. Since the accession of the present King
in 1863 there have been about fifty ministries. It is esti-
mate reek now b ght mill
The large majority therf l ve t t Greek
kingd

None of these Balkan states is satisfied with its present Aspirations
boundaries. Roumania wishes to include in the kingdom the of the

Balkan

Roumanians of Russian Bessarabia, and of eastern Hungary. States.
Servians dream of a Greater Servia, to include those of

thei r race in osnia and Herzegovina and southern Hungary,
a dream that recent events seem to have forever dissi-

pated. Bulgarians d esire the annexation of parts of

1 A constitution was promulgated for Crete in 1899 which has since
been superseded by the constitution of 1907, which provides for an as-
sembly of sixty-five members, elected for th ee T! Hip
imssioner, or chief executive, is appointed by the Kinp of Greece with

rs, ce
ft *
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Macedonia, or all of it. The Greeks desire Macedonia and

Crete. They dream of a Greater Greece, dominating the
^Egean.

Servian, Bulgarian, and Greek rivalries meet in the plains
of Macedonia, which each country covets, and which is in-
habited by representatives of all these peoples hopelessly
intermixed. The problem of Macedonia is further com-
plicated by the rivalry of the great powers, and by the
transformation which Turkey is herself undergoing.

REVOLUTION IN TURKEY

The East Quest tered p a w d startl
ph ise in the mm 190 July a ft png

d pacifi lut occu in Turkey Th Y
T k lThe Young a lib lutionary titut party, dom-

Turks. ted by the political principl o f tern Europe, seized
trol of the government, to the complete surprise f th

diplomatists and public of E rope. This party consisted of
th who ha b d from Turkey by the despotism

the Sultan Abdul Hamid II and were dent abroad

hiefly in Paris, and of those who, still living in Turkey, d
embled their opinions and were i ble t p It

members desired th ; overthrow of the despotic, corrupt, and
inefficient g t, and th t t o f
modern libei ystem *ble, by varied and t 01
reforms, of nging T key i mong prog tions.(

Revolution Weaving tr. "kableP "acy in .1 d wi th
of July droit thej ?ded in d wing to it t T irkish
1908. 

army, hithert th e s lid bu wa k o f th e Suit? power
Th t th P mom t. th my re d t bey th
Sultan's orders, and the conspirators demanded peremptorily
by teleg ph hat th Suit t th Constitut o f
1876, a titution granted by the Suit that y
m to enable him to weather a d which, having
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the ominous defection of the army, complied at once with Restoration
the demands of the Young Turks, " restored " on July 24-th of the

Constitu-

the Constitution of 1876, and ordered elections for a parlia- tion.
ment, which should meet in November. Thus n odious

tyranny was instantly swept away. It was a veritable coup
d'etat, this time effected, not by some would-be autocrat, but
by the army, usually the chief support of despotism or of the
authority of the monarch, now, however, the chief instrument
for the achievement of freedom for the democracy. This
military revolution, completely successful and almost blood-
less, was received with incredible enthusiasm throughout the
entire breadth of the Suit n's domi nions. Insurgents and Apparent
soldiers, Mohammedans and Christians, Greeks, Serbs, Bui- unanimity

of this

garians, Albanians, Armenians, Turks, all joined in jubilant movement.
celebrations of the release from intolerable conditions. The

most tonishing feat th mplete subsidence of the
r icial and religious hatreds which had hitherto torn and ra\
aged the Empire from end to end. The revolution proved t
be the most fraternal movement in modern history. Pictui
esque i d m ble were the scenes of 1
tion. The ease and suddenness with which this astounding
change was effected proved the universality of the detesta-
tion of the reign and methods of Abdul Hamid II through-
out all his provinces and among all his peoples.

It is a significant fact that, since the defeat of Russia
by the Japanese in 1904-05, and apparently as conse-
quence of that defeat, autocracy has been greatly undermined
in eastern Europe, its last stronghold. Russia has its Duma,
Persia in Asia its constitution, Austria its universal suf-

frage, Turkey its r w reg
The Young Tui wh< t d co trol the g<

ernment in July 1908 . f orcin th c Suit n t< ibey th
ders, illust ted tly t f the dominant passions

f the nineteent tury, the spirit of nationality and th
P t
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ministration, in the judicial system, in the army and navy,
in education, and in economic conditions. Thus Turkey,
modern and liberal, would be strong enough in the loyalty and
well-being of its citizens to assert its position in the world
as one o f my o f t The T
a atrot d lib party, intent p maintaining t
integrity of the Empire, and upon gaining political and
civil freedom for the people. Might not the old racial and
religious feuds disappear under a new regime, where each
locality would have a certain autonomy, large enough to
insure essential freedom in religion and in language? Might
not a strong national patriotism be developed out of the
polyglot conditions by freedom, a thing which despotism
had never been able to evoke? Might not Turkey become
a stronger nation by adopting the principle of true tolera-
tion toward all her various races and religions? Had not
the time come for the elimination of these primitive but

hardy prejudices and animosities? Might not races and
creeds be subordinated to a large and essential unity? Might
this not be the final, though unexpected, solution of the
famous Eastern Question? Such, at least, was the evident
hop f e Young Turks. They desired t re e th

1 solidarity represented th cry o Flag, 0
People t at best the problem of so vast a transform
tion w jld be v y diffici It Th ty sh th
joyous destruct of th Id system might t b h

th truction of the new, as many precedents in E
pe hist proved. If Turkey w e left i 1 t con-

t h t gy p impend i w k f
form, she might perhap d But she was t t

be left alone now any more than she had been f t
Attitude of East Quest h 1 o perplexed the p o f
foreign Europe, and has t t me time lured them on t se
powers. th own d tage in its labyrint m It con-
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position by increasing the power of the Empire. Thus it
came about that the July Revolution of 1908 instantly
riveted the attention of European powers and precipitated
a series of startling events. Might not a reformed Turkey,
animated with a new national spirit, with her army and
finances reorganized and placed upon a solid basis, attempt
to recover complete control of some of the possessions which,
as we ave seen, had been really, though not nominally and
technically, torn from her-Bosnia, Herzegovina, Bulgaria,
Crete, possibly Cyprus, possibly Egypt? There was very
little evidence to show that the Young Turks had any such
intention or dreamed of entering upon so hazardous an
adventure. Indeed, it was quite apparent that they asked
nothing better than to be left alone, fully recognizing the
intricacy of their immediate problem, the need of quiet for its
solution. But the extremity of one is the opportunity of
another.

On October 3rd Emperor Francis Joseph of Austria- Austria-
Hungary announced, through autograph letters to various ungaryannexes

rulers, his decision to incorporate Bosnia and Herzegovina Bosn la and
definitively within his empire. These were Turkish prov- Herzego-

I inces, handed over by the Congress of Berlin in 1878 toYina*
Austria-Hungary for " occupation" and administration,
though they still remained officially under the suzerainty
of the Porte. On October 5th Prince Ferdinand of Bui- Bulgaria

garia proclaimed, amid great ceremony, the complete in- declares her
, . . independ-
dependence of Bulgaria from Turkish suzerainty, and as-ence.

sumed the title of King. Two days later the Greek popula-
tion of the island of Crete repudiated all connection with»^ "

Turkey and declared for union with Greece. On the same

day, October 7th, Francis Joseph issued a proclamation to
the people of Bosnia and Herzegovina announcing the annex-
ation of those provinces. Against this action Servia pro-

" tested vigorously to the powers, her parliament was iinme-
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defend the independence of Bulgaria by going to war with
Turkey, if necessary.

These startling events immediately aroused intense excite-
ment throughout Europe. They constituted violent breaches
of the Treaty of Berlin. The crisis precipitated by the
actions of Austria-Hungary and Bulgaria brought all the
great powers, signatories of that treaty, upon the scene.
It became quickly apparent that they did not agree. Ger-
many made it clear that she would support Austria, and Italy
seemed likely to do the same. The Triple Alliance, there-
fore, remained firm. In another group were Great Britain,
France, and Russia, their precise position not clear, but
plainly irritated at the defiance of the Treaty of Berlin.
A tremendous interchange of diplomatic notes ensued, of
which the public is not fully informed.

The powers /Gradually, however, the situation cleared, and the war
do not cloud, the most threatening that had loomed over Europe
prevent
these in many years, disappeared. On examination and reflection
breaches certain facts stood forth indubitable. It was evident that
of the ustria would not recede from the annexation of Bosnia

Berlin and Herzegovina, that she was prepared for war, and
Treaty.

would be supported by Germany. Russia, lamed by the
disastrous war with Japan, with her army disorganized and
her finances in bad condition, was in no position to

usu role protect f th Balk n SI . More-
over ihe was bound by a treaty with Aust hich had
hithert b k own y t a t t to the v
action Aust] had taken. Great Britain and F

not disposed able to go to war with the two great military
monarchies f t E dP even had the reason m
sufficient On the other hand Slg t f the Treaty
of Berlii they c t t t( e flout of that

ment by one of its parties without a serious 1 >ss of
-i oanw t Turk tested
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The British Foreign Minister, Sir Edward Grey, an-
nounced that Great Britain could not admit " the right of
any power to alter an international treaty without the con-
sent of the other parties to it, and it, therefore, refuses to
sanction any infraction of the Berlin Treaty and declines to
recognize what has bren done until the views of the other
powers are known, especially those of Turkey, which is more
directly concerned than any one else."

Thereupon Turkey and Bulgaria announced themselves
as in favor of peace. Austria-Hungary let it be known that,
while she would not give up the annexation of the provinces,
she was not unwilling to compensate Turkey for their loss.
The Greeks manifested a disposition to wait a while before

mmating t P in g rd to Cret R
Fra d England urged t ailing o f a cong t
tak th hoi e subject under siderat n, a suggestic
w hich was t accepted. S N ivembei 1908 the tang
h as b g. Austria-Hungary and Bulg are

gotiating with Turkey r th S t f the status
g o dem Turkey by cash payment r

h losses.

Of all the states the most aggrieved is Servia, and the servia
most helpless. For years the Servians have entertained the
ambition of uniting Servia, Bosnia, Herzegovina, and Monte-
negro, peopled by members of the same Servian race, thus

j restoring the Servian empire of the Middle Ages, and gain-
ing access to the sea. This plan is blocked, apparently
for ever. Servia cannot expand to the west, as Austria
bars the way with Bosnia and Herzegovina. She cannot
reach the sea. She alone of all the states in Europe, with
the exception of Switzerland, is in this predicament. Thus
she can get her products to market only with the consent
of other nations. Feeling that she must thus become a
vassal state, probably to her enemy, Austria-Hungary, seeing

*Ti
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was strong that war, even against desperate odds, was
preferable to strangulation.

The remarkable aspect of the whole history was that
the reforming Young Turk party was able to survive blows
so damaging to Turkey's prestige, to pursue a moderate
policy when a warlike one would have been most natural.

Opening Meanwhile, the new Turkish Parliament had been chosen,
the and was formally opened by the Sultan on December 17,

Turkish ., « o " -, t " T "
Parliament. 1908, amid great enthusiasm. It consisted of two chambers,

a Senate, appointed by the Sultan, and a Chamber of Depu-
ties, elected by the people, in the ratio of one member for
every fifty thousand males of the population.

But sh tly eve of a startling nat hch
>med tc m th ibrupt termination o f th experiment

titutional and parliamentary government, and to se
th d m f th Y Turk Th P ted on
th trol of the army. Suddenly that cont ppeared

The to vanish 13, 1909, with t w g, th us a d
counter- of troop; Constantinople brok t m tiny, denounced
revolution

of April, e Young Turks as tyrants, surrounded the Parliam
1909. House and the War Office, and demanded th m ,1 of th

ministry and of the president of the Chamber of Deputies.
Constantinople was in a panic. There was much looting
of houses and some loss of life. The Minister of Justice

was killed, the Minister of Marine was wounded. Promi-
t Young Turk leaders fled for their 1 The city

terrorized At th me time sick g m occurre
m A Minor, particularly at Adana, sh that the

ligi an d 1 " "mos o f f rm tim had lost

none o f th f orce. It med that th w gim was

about to founder utterly. A coui t lution was to und
the work of the revolution of July.

The Young fjut the counter-revolution lasted just eleven days. The
Turks Young Turks did not lie down supinely, but at once joined
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P they beg a m I' th pit ed to
t it f t g P f th reactionary party They

tered it on April Jilth ml i ft IT many hours of fight
K complet t Th f t first tim since

C t tinopl taken by an tt rmy It
is interesting to note that the rapid interplay o f t
i pon nation, so striking a characteristic of the present ag
was trated 1 The method followed th c pt
f the city ggested by f of staff, who had

it applied successfully by the Japanese in Manchuria during
the war with Russia.

The Y g Turks were "S in p Holding t
the mutiny had b pired and organized by the Suit

ho had corrupted the troops so that he might restore th
d gime, they d to terminate his rule. O Ap Deposition

27th Abdul Hamid II was deposed, and w i mmediately of Abdul
Hamid II.

t as a p of stat t Salonik a ci intensely
loyal to tl e r f m Thus ended a reign of thirty-t
years, a shameful chapter in Turkish history. Under Abd
Hamid II Turkey had lost ext territ S

ulgaria, Bosnia, Herzegovina, Crete, Cyprus, and, for all
practical purposes, Egypt and the Soudan; had experienced
extreme demoralization in every branch of the public service;

d had becom tually bankrupt. Only th. army
had an truct k b M accomplished T 5, re-
modeled and drilled by G in fficers, had revealed it
quality th Turco-Greek W 1897 and now an

ent instrument for progress in the hands of the re-
fo rmers.

Abdul Hamid II was succeeded by his brother, whom he Mohammed
had kept imprisoned many years. The new Sultan, Mo- v-
hammed V, was in his sixty-fourth year. He at once ex-
pressed his entire sympathy with the aims of the Young
Turks, his intention to be a constitutional monarch. "

XT
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be able to raise an ignorant and impoverished people,
debased by long misrule, to a state of enlightenment and
prosperity, will be able to render them capable of self-
government, the future alone can tell. Even if they reveal
the mighty statesmanship required, will they be permitted
to work out their own salvation? Will the European powers
abandon the ambitions they have cherished for centuries
of aggrandizement at the expense of Turkey? Is not the
real reformation of the Turkish Empire the last thing they
desire? Will they not take advantage of future troubles
likely to arise? Will they, indeed, not cause troubles
themselves in order, under their cover, to advance their own
interests? The Eastern Question is probably not yet solved.

Meanwhile, the annexation of Bosnia and Herzegovina by
Austria-Hungary, and the independence of Bulgaria, have
been formally recognized by the signatories of the Treaty
of Berlin.



CHAPTER XXIX

RUSSIA TO THE WAR WITH JAPAN

THE REIGN OF ALEXANDER I

RUSSIA in 1815 was the largest state in Europe, and
was still .larger Asiatic empire. It extended in unbroken
stretch from the German Confederation to the Pacific

Ocean. Its population was about 45,000,000. Its Euro-
pean territory covered about 2,000,000 square miles. It
was inhabited by a variety of races, but the principal one was
the Slavic. Though there were many religions, the religion
of the court and of more than two-thirds of the population
was the so-called Greek Orthodox form of Christianity.
'hough various languages were spoken, Russian was the

chief one. 'he Russians had conquered many peoples in
various directions. A considerable part of the former King- Russian
(loin of Poland had been acquired in the three partitions con{iuests.
at the close of the eighteenth century, and more in 1815.
Here the people spoke a different language, the Polish,
and adhered to a different religion, the Roman Catholic.

I n the Itic provinces, Esthonia, Livonia, and Courland,
the upper class was of German origin and spoke the German
language, while the mass of peasants were Finns and Lithu-
anians, speaking_differcnt tongues. All the inhabitants
were th Finland had recently been conquered f "oni
Swed The 1 spoken there were Swcd i and
Finnish d th re 11 g was Lutl icran. Tc the e t and

th were peoples of Asiatic origin, many of them Mobam
med ns in religion. T re were in rt t con-

di-rable bod f J
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unlimited power. There were two classes of society in
Russia-the nobility and the peasantry. The large ma-
jority of the latter were serfs of the Tsar and the nobility.

The The nobility numbered about 140,000 families. Some of
nobility the nobles were very wealthy. It is estimated that 1,500

of them possessed more than a thousand serfs each, that
2,000 others possessed over five hundred each, while 17,000
possessed more than two hundred each. But more than

four-fifths of them, that is, about 120,000 were quite poor,
with only a few serfs each. The nobles secured offices
in the army and the civil service. They were exempt from
many taxes, and enjoyed certain monopolies. Their power
over their serfs was extensive and despotic. They enforced
obedience to their orders by the knout and by banishment
to Siberia. The middle class of well-to-do and educated

bourgeoisie, increasingly important in the other countries
of Europe, practically did not exist in Russia. Russia was
an agricultural country, whose agriculture, moreover, was

The very primitive and inefficient. It was a nation of serfs
peasantry. 

and of peasants little better off than the serfs. This class
was wretched, uneducated, indolent, prone to drink excess-
ively. In the " mir," or village community, however, it
possessed a rudimentary form of communism and limited
self-government.

Over this vast and ill-equipped nation ruled the Autocrat
of All the Russias, or Tsar, an absolute monarch, whose
decisions, expressed in the form of ukases or decrees, were

Alexander I, the law of the land. The ruler in 1815 was Alexander
1777-1825.

a m thirty-eight y o f a Ascending th rone
i 1801, he played a commanding role in the later Napoleoi
era. Und him Russia t a leading part in the polit

d wars of E pe. Allied with Napoleon in 1807, he brc
y from him in 1811, and from that time was his constant

d powerful f ly life he had had as tutor C
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For several years after his accession lie followed a pro-
gressive and reforming policy. The times, however, were
not propitious for any sweeping changes. From 1805 to
1815 Russia was almost incessantly at war, and it is esti-
mated that she lost in these wars nearly a million and a
quarter of men, most of whom died from sickness or the
privations of war, rather than in battle. The national
debt and the burden of taxation had necessarily been im-
mensely augmented. Moreover, blocking the way of re-
form was an administrative service thoroughly honeycombed
with corruption, so that even the official historian of the
period after 1815 could only say, " Everything was cor- The ^P- *w ^fcrf-

rupt, everything unjust, everything dishonest." Such con- cor"Ptl011
ditions constituted a serious restraint upon the initiative eovern.

and work of the ruler. ment.
In 1815 Alexander I stood forth as the most liberal

sovereign on any of the great thrones of Europe. In the
reorganization of Europe in 1814 and 1815 he was, on the
whole, a liberal force. He it was who insisted upon reason-
ably generous terms to France, on the part of the victorious
allies; who insisted that Louis XVIII should grant con-
stitutional liberties to the French people; who, at the
Congress of Vienna, favored, though ineffectually, the
aspirations of the German people for a larger political
life.

He showed his liberal tendencies even more unmistakably
in his Polish policy. He succeeded at the_Congress_of
Vienna in securing most of the Grand Duchy of Warsaw,
which he now transformed into the Kingdom of Poland. Poland.
This was a state of 3,000,000 inhabitants^
less than one-sixth the size of the former Polish kingdom,
but containing the Polish capital, Warsaw. This was hence-
forth to be an independent kingdom, not a part of Russia.
The only connection between the two was in the person of

,~_ 4.
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Poland, a constitutional state. He granted a constitution
in 1815, which created a Diet of two chambers, to meet every
wo years, and ave th P t k 1 d t

examine the budget. He granted liberty of the press and
of religion. The Polish language was to be the official

uage in the administration and in the army. Poland en-
joyed freer institutions at this moment than did either Prussia

Aust The franchise was wider than that of England
Frar Apparently, also, Al der considered his Pol

h penment as preliminary t an troduct f mil
reforms in Russia also.

Alexander's Returning to Russia from Warsaw, Alexander showed
progressive jn many ways his desire to be a progressive and beneficent
domestic

policy. ruler. He thought much on what was long the fundamental
problem of Russia, the emancipation of the serfs. There
were 16,000,000 peasants on the vast domains that belonged
to the Crown alone. The condition of these he sought to
improve. But the general problem was so vast, his own
will so unsteady, that it was solved neither by him nor by
his successor. It was, however, a fact of importance that
a Tsar had conspicuously indicated that this was the great
national evil, which must be removed before Russia could be-
come either free or progressive. The Emperor's opinion
could not fail to have a formative influence. Alexander

devoted h ttent lso to healing the wounds and rep
g the waste of the long w His activity was incessant

d H deavored t m e th dministrat

"ffi t, and to hunt t dp h corruption, which had
"ished abundantly during his long ab dh P

occ pation with foreign affairs and w* but his success
was slight. Prison reform was und k Hospit n d

ms received g s PP t That famine might b
ded, in a country where transportation was very diffi

wi ig to poor roads, he gave orders th tablishment
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In foreign policy, also, Alexander threw his influence on Liberal
the side of liberalism, in France, in Germany, in Italy, even in forci£n
Spain; supporting through his agents in those countries 

policy.

those who wished constitutional forms of government. Con-
sequently, for some time, he was the main obstacle in the
path of Metternich, the apostle of reaction. As Metternich,
however, possessed the stronger character, and as Alexander
was "y discouraged, th t of their rivalry was ulti-
mately the triumph of the f m ". Metternich had exercised
little inil A der at the C g f V nna m
1814-1815, but three years later, at the Cong f A
Chapell h y played P th Emp becomesessen-

reactionary,
tially timid nature, pointing out the signifi f lib 1

how it ended in anarchy, the loss of respect of all hum
t ty, h terest f lization it m st e

tamped t lilustrat were forthcoming P t th
irumentAihe elect t the French C inb f Deput

f Radicals: t tions of the German students: the m d

of Kotzebue, one of the Tsar's own agents; the mutiny of
one of the St. Petersburg regiments; the spread of secret\

societies. The Tsar was won to policy o f repression 9
and his support was after 1818 the main bulwark of Met-
ternich's policy of intervention, which expressed itself in
the various congresses and which made the name of the Holy
Alliance a by-word among liberals. Events at home further */ c

altered the Tsar's domestic policy. He became disappointed
over the failure of his attempts to give Poland constitutional
liberty. Thos e ttempts were always unpopular in Russia.
Why should Poland, the old and dangerous enemy, be fa-
vored by generous concessions not awarded to Russia her-
self? Would not such liberty be used simply to build up
the former nation to the detriment of Russia? Russian abso- j«riction

lutists and reactionaries were opposed on principle to all with the
constitutions, and feared that the Tsar's experiment might Poles.
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well, for they took their liberties seriously, and the Diet
criticised freely the proposals of the Government. The
Tsar, feeling that those whom he had favored were un-
grateful, and swinging to the conservative side in general,
began to cool. The Diet rejected in 1820 a measure sub-
mitted by the Government. Alexander then modified the
constitution, and restricted the freedom he had granted
excluding the public from the sessions of the Diet and for-
bidding the publication of its debates. The liberal period
of a brief five years was soon over.

The Poles replied by conspiring. Profoundly depressed
by what he regarded as the ingratitude of the world, and
skilfully terrified by Metternich's analysis of the unrest of

Death the times, Alexander became more and more reactionary,
of Alex- and when he died, on December 1, 1825, he left an admin-
ander I.

istration dominated by a totally different spirit from that
which had prevailed in the earlier years. The period from
1820 to 1825 was one of reaction and repression through-
out his dominions.

THE REIGN OF NICHOLAS I

Alexander left no son to succeed him. His neares t heir

was his brother Constantine, who, however, had secretly re-

nounced the crown. Alexander had designated his younger
brother, Nicholas, as his successor. The documents, how-^^^^^^^^^^""^h^A^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^g^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^fl^H

ever, making this disposition had never been published. The _ ---*« -^
result was confusion and uncertainty for some weeks. Nich-
olas refused to mount the throne, and took the oath of

allegiance to Constantine. Some days elapsed before Con-
stantine renounced his rights publicly. The opportunity
was seized by many malcontents and by the secret societies
which had grown up under Alexander. They attempted to
effect a revolution, whose precise aim was not clear. This
was finallv nut down bv bloodshed in the streets of St. Peters-
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the Ural mines or to Siberia. This revolt of December

(1825) only strengthened tin- hold of absolutism upon
Russia by deepening the hostility of the new ruler to all
liberalism, associated in his mind with disloyalty and
anarchy.

Nicholas I was in his thirtieth year at the time of hi* Nicholas I,
accession. His reign covered a generation, 1825-1855, and 1796-1855.
u as eventful. His training had not been in politics or
administration, but in the army. His mind was practical,
narrow, rigid, and exceedingly conservative. He sought to
eradicate abuses wherever he discovered them, but in so

vast and centralized yet ill-compacted an empire it was
impossible for the Emperor to control effectively the details
of the government. His policy was uncompromisingly ab-
solutistic, both at home and abroad. He was the great
bulwark of monarchical authority in Europe for thirty years.
He carried out systematically and persistently that scheme Systematic
of reaction into which Alexander had drifted during the repression.
closing years of his reign He sought to give an entirely
Russian tone to every aspect of Russian life. His predeces-
sors since Peter the Great had sought Russia's advancement
in imitation of western Europe, in the introduction of
western customs and ideals and institutions. Nicholas

planted himself ght thwart il is traditi tendency.
R a ni t b 'lf-sufficient t find wit herself the

fi .1 ni tal, active principles of her lif
t y lyst f remorseless, undeviat "g

I> steadily carried t Th t prmcip
trumcnt ployed were the t p ,1 t censor-

P T omier, under the in o f th T d S The

possessed practically unlimited powers of life and death,
system.

could arrest, imprison, exile, or execute without let or
hindrance. The censorship was elaborately and minutely The censor
organized, and was most effective in stamping out freedom ship. u * i r> **^-+^
i\ f on A f V, 4-1,
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notes were investigated on the ground that conspirators might
be using them as ciphers for malevolent purposes. It was
decreed that books on anatomy and physiology should contain
nothing that could offend the sense of decency. Punishments
were of great severity. The most harmless word might
mean exile to Siberia, without any kind of preliminary trial.
The rigor of this regime increased as the reign wore on.
To rivet it still tighter, that vigilance should never sleep,
a committee was appointed in 1848 to watch over the
censors, and later another committee to watch over the first.

It has been estimated that in the twenty years between
1832 and 1852 probably 150,000 persons were exiled to
Siberia, suffering fearful hardships on the way and after^^^f *^»

arrival, condemned, as they generally were, to work in the
mines. In addition, tens of thousands languished in the
prisons of Russia.

Safeguards Needless to say, under such a system no such thing as
against a free press or a free reading public could possibly exist.the ideas of

western In 1843 all the Russian journals combined did not have more
Europe. than 12,000 subscribers. That Russians might not be con-A

taminated by the pernicious liberal ideas of the west, their
travel abroad was greatly restricted by a system of passports.
These passports were expensive, and were only granted on the
consent of the sovereign, and then only for a maximum
period of five years. Any one outstaying the time per-
mitted might have his property in Russi confiscated. On
the other hand, the travel in Russia of foreigners was
elaborately discouraged. Such travelers must obtain pass-
ports from the Russian government, must explain why they
were visiting that country, and during their entire sojourn

re under police
Foreign literat or a f lib t was gorously ex-
ded. While Nicholas I encouraged Russian literat

th forms that med h m h h g was (1
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Gogol, while he encouraged research in lines which lie con-
sidered legitimate, and showed his humanitarianism by abol-
ishing capital punishment, except for high treason, at a
time when the English penal code was barbarous in its

severity, and while he encouraged the building of railways,
so that at the time of his death there were 632 miles in

operation, his reign was, on the whole, one of repression and
tional stagna A we have R was as corn

pletely as possib t ff from th tside world N
attempt was made even to connect the railw s with e
ystem f western Europe. In later years, regarding ed

t 1 institut s hotbed f t he P rac-
t 1 limited the number of students at any R uni-

ty, wit th ptio f th pursuing courses in
d cine t th dred T e t was that 1853

in a country whose population was about 70,000,000, there
were only about 2,900 students. Religious persecution Religious
accompanie and intellectual. Any one renounc- persecution "/

ing the Orthodox religion was punished with loss of prop-
erty and with eight to ten years of hard labor. Any one
attempting to convert an Orthodox believer was imprisoned
from eight to sixteen months, and, for the third offense, was
exiled to Siberia. Nicholas, like his predecessor, was alive The evil of
to the evils of serfdom, and during his reign six committees serfdom.
were appointed to study the problem, but almost nothing
was accomplished. " I do not understand," he once said,
speaking as " the first nobleman in Russia," " how man came

to be a thing, and I can exp the f t ly by decept
on one d d ig on th e th W must m
an end to this. It is better we should give up, of our own

t, that which might otherwise be wrested f
Nich foreign policy was marked by t m char- The
teristics, and made him hated throughout Europ s the

policy of
most brut tocrat of Europe. N ppressed th Nicholas I.
Tl V 1
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thus ending the history of that kingdom, a history of only
fifteen years. He waged two wars against Turkey, previ-
ously described, one in 1828-9, and one in 1853-6. He
interfered decisively to suppress the Hungarian revolution-
ists in 1849, and in German affairs he was a factor of im-

portance. His prestige was great after 1849. Russia,
alone of the great powers, had passed through the turbulent

r f 1848 and 1849 without commot She had aided
in th torat e tablished ord h H

army, on which nearly forty per cent, of her income was"

annually expended, was supposed by Nicholas and by many
The outside of Russia to be the best in Europe. The Crimean
Crimean Avar, in which Nicholas became involved in 1854, proved the
war. 

hollowness of this claim. That war was an overwhelming and

disillusioning defeat for Russia. Sebastopol finally fell
after a famous siege. Russia had lost more than 250,000
lives, and had incurred an enormous expenditure. Another
campaign and the Empire might dissolve into the elements
from which it had been created. The prestige of Russia,
so ove helming Nap flight om M was
completely shattered The peopl B had q d in the
narrow, iron gime of Nicholas, consoling them es vith
th belief that their country was the test in E 'P
that th. army was invincible, that th r s gn w tl
most powerful monarch on the Continent. The falsity of

The th w now pparent. The Government was to b
humiliation as mpet d impotent as it was tionary Th
of Russia. military organizat was learly as honeycombed wit]

b as th ci ml. " "! Though the sold w brave, tli
S s were incapab th fficial CO pt, th mm
ary department a field of endless robbery
Bu m th great nat humiliat 1 the best hop

o f th re. As Prus rose and re med her institu

tions after Jena, so did Russia after the Crimean war.
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T11K HKKiX OF ALEXANDER II

Nicholas died in 1855, and was succeeded by his son, Alexander
Alexander II, who ruled from 1855 to 1881. The new Em- n»

1818-1881
peror was in his thirty-seventh year at the time of his accession.
He had received a varied training, designed to equip him
for rule. Of an open mind, and desirous of ameliorating the
conditions of Russian life, he for some years followed a policy
of reform. He relaxed the censorship of the press, and
removed most of the restrictions which had been imposed
upon the universities and upon travel. Particularly did
he address himself to the question of serfdom.

To understand the significance of the Edict of Emancipa-
tion, which was to constitute Alexander IPs most legitimate
title to fame, one must first understand the previous system Prevailing
of land tenure. Nearly all, practically nine-tenths, of the system
arable land was owned by the crown and the royal princes, tenure
and by the one hundred and forty thousand families of the
nobility. The land was, therefore, generally held in large
estates. It was owned by a small minority; it was tilled
by the millions of Russia, who were serfs.

The method of cultivation was as follows: each estate

was, as a 1 divided int t parts; one part reserved
owner for d cultivated directly under

h s ip t th g d t his f These
f s g( rail y live in mall villages t» g mo- t int

fi t( t em, eti ninir to their villages at night
The village communities, or mirs, regulated for their memb The mir.
the lands especially allotted t t
The serfs did not own the land, but enjoyed the usufruct of
it, were entitled to whatever they rais< raised. In ret the mir

d the landlord a fixed sum annually. About -half of

the mirs were on crown lands, one-half on lands belonging to
the nobility.
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The serfs, economic and social life. The serfs numbered about fifty
millions, about 23,000,000 on the crown domains, about £3,-
000,000 on the estates of the nobility, and over 3,000,000
on the appanages of the imperial family and in private
service as house domestics and attendants. The serfs cul-

tivated, then, the lands allotted to the mir, and from what

they raised they got their sustenance. But they also cul-
tivated the portion set apart for the landlord's own use.
They must labor for him three days a week. They were
not slaves in the strict sense of the word. They could
not be sold separately. But they were attached to the soil,
could not leave it without the consent of the owner, and

passed, if he sold his estate, to the new owner. The landlord
had the right to inflict corporal punishment, which right,
though legally restricted, was practically uncontrolled. If
he considered any of his serfs unduly troublesome he could
usually get the government to force them into the army, or
send them to Siberia. In practice, the authority of the
proprietor was unlimited. The peasant had the use, but not
the ownership, of enough land to support himself and family;
but otherwise he was not his own master.

Serfdom Serfdom was condemned on various grounds. It was
condemned. morally harmful in that it offended the conscience of the

age Economically it had not proved successful. Two-
thirds of the estates of private owners were mortgaged^^m

to their full value, and while serfdom was not alone
f this, it w f auses. Yet th titut

had influential support. The nobles looked upon their serf
as th :hief source f th m It LS customary

P k of a n »blem we 1th t t y that he p
d so m had an incom f so m bl

a but that he possessed s6 many hundred of " soul
It is no occasion for surprise, theref that although th
Emp Alexand II ttacked the quest mmediately
after th 1 f th Crim war, several y P d

i
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The crown serfs were in a better position than the serfs The Crown
on private estates. Practically, their only obligation was serfs.

to pay certain dues each year to the State or the imperial
family, which were considerably smaller than those paid by
the others to their lords. They were, in a sense, tenants,
owing the equivalent of rent. To free them, all that was
necessary was to abolish these dues, and to recognize the
serfs as owners of the holdings, which they had been culti-
vating, and to grant them personal freedom. No one could
question the right of the State to do what it would with
its own. The liberation of these serfs was begun in 1859,
though the process was not completed until 1866. Another
class, those in domestic service, could easily be freed, but the
class belonging to private landlords and attached to the soil
presented greater difficulties, for it was not simply a question
of giving them civil freedom, but it was a question o
giving them land as well. The Edict of Emancipation The Edict
concerned the serfs of private landowners, the nobles. Issued * "*"

March 3, 1861, it abolished serfdom throughout the Empire, pation.
freeing about twenty-three million serfs, thus winning for i. .
Alexander the title of " the Tsar Liberator." This mani-

festo did not merely declare the serfs free men. It under-
took to solve the far more difficult problem of the ownership of
the soil. The Tsar felt that merely to give the serfs free-
dom, and to leave all the land in the possession of the
nobles, would mean the creation of a great proletariat
possessing no property, therefore likely to fall at once
into a position of economic dependence upon the nobles,
which would make the gift of freedom a mere mockery.
Moreover, the peasants were firmly convinced that they were
the rightful owners of the lands which they and their ances- The land
tors for centuries had lived upon and cultivated, and the pro em'
fact that the landlords were legally the owners did not alter
thei r opinion. To give them freedom without land, leaving
that with the nobles, who desired to retain it, would be

bitterly resented as making their condition worse than ever.
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On the other hand, to give them the land with their freedom
would mean the ruin of the nobility as a class, considered
essential to the state. The consequence of this conflict of
interests was a compromise, satisfactory to neither party,
but more favorable to the nobility than to the peasants.

Division of The lands were divided into two parts. The landlordsh
the land. were to keep one; the other was to go to the peasants in

the following manner: the house and lot of each peasant
was to become his personal property; the lands surrounding
the village were to become the property of the village, or
mir, to be owned by the community collectively, but to
be divided periodically among its members, according to the
Russian fashion.1 Such divisions were made by lot, and
were merely temporary, for a period, varying in different dis-"

tricts, from three to twelve years, and varying also with
the size of the family. Collective ownership of general

rming land, private ownership of house and lot, were thus
the modes of land tenure adopted at the Emancipation. But
the lands, those going to the peasants individually, and th
01 to th m llectively, w not givei t them t

State aid. ght The P and th m must pa th land o d
f th ir pect q t A > they CO Id t do
this t hems el the State w t d the money vhich
w t b paid b m talment during a d f

rty-nine y "s. The principl th ame as th P
ied later i the land purchas 1 f Ireland Thui

in time the peasant d become individually d collect
ily th f a p f th yet the former land

wn Id be paid for what was taken from him
thDisappoint- Th gement w a t d ppointment t

ment of the P try Th d freedom seemed a doubtful
peasantry. oon in the light of th m thod f dividing the land I

1 This arran applied only to those regions where
ownership was customary, namely the north, east, and south of Russia.

i " Russia and Poland,
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deed, the peasant could not see that he was profiting from
the change. Personal liberty could not mean much, when
the conditions of earning a livelihood became harder rather
than lighter. The peasant ceased to be bound to the land-

lord, but lie was bound to the mir all the more closely, because
the mir was bound to the State for at least forty-nine years
by its obligation to pay the State for the communal lands.
This meant, concretely, a heavy land tax on each peasant.
Was anything gained in becoming a kind of serf to the
State at the moment of ceasing to be the serf of a noble-
man? The peasants regarded the land as their own. But
the Stat teed rever a part t the landlord ;, and

d that the peasants must pay f t part assigned
to themselves. To the peasants this seemed sheer robbery.
Moreover, as the division worked out, they found that they
had less land for their own use than in the pre-emancipation
days, and that they had to pay the landlords, through
the State, more than the lands which they did receive were
worth. Moreover, as they were not permitted to leave the mir

1 s k t fort 1 h even th P liberty
guaranteed by pat d hollow. Evidently this The land

d be no final solution of the land question f r a co try question
not solved

)st entirely agricultural. The agrarian uestioi
deed, became steadily more and more acute during the next
fif y y d titut to-d one of the most difficult
problems in t ilutio now in p Th peasant
populai has in that t tly increased an< 1 t
pressure pon the land has consequently g tei At
present the peasant h g f as much land
a^ he had in 1861 II live s y p t g
of starvation

The emanc pat ion of t fs is seen, theref re, not to
have been an lloyed b Yet Russia d morally
in t f other nations by lisliinrj an in efensibleo
ii'
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had the peasants of Prussia and Austria at the time of their
liberation.1

Th bolit ion f fdom w the greatest t f Al
der IPs reign, but it s ly one of 1 liberal m

Establish- enacted at this time of general enthusiasm. In 1864* the
ment of Emperor issued a decree establishing a certain measure of
zemstvos.

self-government. This decree was based upon investigations-

made by a commission appointed in 1859. Russia is divided
into provinces and the provinces are subdivided into districts."

In each district a popular assembly was now established,
called the zemstvo, to be chosen by the landowners, the
bourgeois, and the peasants in the villages. The district
zemstvos were to choose representatives, who were to form
provincial zemstvos. The zemstvos were to meet regularly
once a year, and were to aid the Government in administra-
tion. They were not to be political bodies. It was not
the intention of the Emperor to divide or reduce in any

Duties degree his autocratic power. They were to serve as a
of the part of the local administration, discharging certain func-
zemstvos

tions which the smaller areas, the mirs, could not adequately
perform, such as the control of the public highways, primary
schools and hospitals, and the taking of precautions against
famine; in short, to contribute within strict limits to the

material and moral well-being of the people. These zemstvos
were introduced gradually during the next twelve years, from

Much ac- 1864 to 1876. " The zemstvo," says a leading authority,WM 1 * 1% A

comp is e <« jone deal to provide medical aid and
by the
zemstvos. primary education for the common people, and it has im-

proved wonderfully the condition of the hospitals, lunatic
asylums, and other benevolent institutions committed to its
charge. In its efforts to aid the peasantry it has helped
to improve the native breeds of horses and cattle, and it
has created a system of obligatory fire insurance, together
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with means for preventing and extinguishing fires in the
villages, a most important matter in a country where the
peasants live in wooden houses, and big fires are fearfully
frequent." l

Though not intended as political or legislative bodies,
but simply as aids to the State in business matters, the
zemstvos have, nevertheless, been training schools in political
co-operation. Though their activity has been interrupted,
restricted, nullified, more or less by the central government,
yet they have persisted, have struck root in the life of the
nation, and have contributed to the political education of
the people.

This reform in administration was followed by one in the Reform
judicial system (November 1864), based upon a study of of the
the systems of Europe and the United States. The iudicial J ,

"^ * " J system.
organization was both corrupt and inefficient. Judges were
poorly paid, and might be removed at any moment; trials
were conducted behind closed doors and in writing, a method
which greatly facilitated bribery, a system favorable to the
rich, oppressive to the poor. Henceforth, it was provided,
that judges should serve during good behavior, that court
proceedings should be public and oral, and that trial by jury
should be instituted for criminal cases. Whatever its short-

comings, the new syst great improvement on the old
Ot lesser refo s were ih ca d th m^f t t6

tirn Th hip of th P w some* hat d"***«"

the t were released from t trict

posed during the reign of Nicholas I, and secondary edu Educational
tion was improved. Schools emphasizing scientific educat reform.
were ded 1858 or girls was
opened, and in the course of six years nearly h dred rs
were established.

This hopeful era of reform was, however, soon over, and End of the
a period f tion began, which characterized the latt era of

nlf *t Al reform-V^ fm ̂X ** f ̂ *
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1881. There were several causes for this change: the vacil-
lating character of the monarch himself, taking fright at his
own work; the disappointment felt by many who had ex-
pected a millennium, but who found it not ; the intense dislike
of the privileged and conservative classes of the measures just

bed a dislik hich c e p tself t
much as the Tsar confided the execution of his measures

mainly to them. As a matter of fact these measures were,
in application, distorted and even partially nullified. The
reformers, hitherto a solid body, now split up into groups.
Public opinion, the motive force behind all these changes,
divided and became less certain. The landlords, smarting
under the loss of their serfs, the serfs disappointed at the loss
of some of the land which they had been accustomed to culti-
vate, and indignant at having to pay for the land which they
had acquired, were elements of disaffection.

The Polish Just at this time, when the attitude of the Emperor was
insurrection changing, when public opinion was in this fluid, uncertain
of 1863. state, occurred an event which immensely strengthened the

reactionary forces, a new insurrection of Poland. After
the failure of their attempt to achieve independence in 1831
the Poles had remained quiet, the quiet of despair. As
long as Nicholas I lived they were ruled with the greatest
severity, and they could not but see the impracticability of
any attempt to throw off their chains. But the accession
of Alexander II aroused hopes of better conditions. The
spirit of nationalism revived, greatly encouraged by the
success of the same spirit elsewhere. The Italians had
just realized their aspiration, the creation of an Italian
nation-not solely by their own efforts, but by the aid of
foreign nations. Might not the Poles hope for as much?
Alexander would not for a moment entertain the favorite

dea of the Poles, that they ,h Id be independent H
emphatically told them that h a t was an i d
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t P 3 as all that he had done had b en " rightly
cl pract r several years, A der's policy
was one calculated to agitate and arouse, with t satisfying,
the Pol Concessions of a liberal nature were made t :m

only to be followed by acts regarded as oppressive or
hostile. The result was that the irritation of the Poles in-

d, that misunderstand 3 multiplied, and that finally,
1863 n t brok t It was in no sense

as formidable as that of 1831. The Poles had now no

army, no native government, no treasury. They had been
since 1832 completely incorporated in Russia. At no time
during this insurrection did they control even their capital,
Warsaw, which remained in the power of the regular Rus-
sian officials and army. The fighting was entirely guerrilla
in character. The aim of the Poles was to make Poland The aims of

independent. This involved not only making the Poland the Poles
of that day a nation, but adding to it the Lithuanian prov-
inces to the east, formerly a part of Poland, but for ninety
years, since the first partition in 1772, incorporated in ^^fc ^»

Russia proper. At once the intense national feeling of the
Russians was aroused by what seemed to threaten dismem-
berment of the Empire. Religious fanaticism was also

I
aroused. The Poles were Roman Catholics, whereas the

Russians belonged to the Ort Greek Th
the P tood polit Th
T, ar , quently his determinat t h th epa

tist spirit, had the support of tremendous national p
and hi mpagn w ducted wit vigor d thout
mercy. Th y h p r t P lay i g in- The Poles
tervent In t is they were bitterly disappointed Eng receive no

foreign aid.
d. F Aust tervened ree tim n er

behalf, but only by diplomatic notes, making no attempt
to give emphasis to their notes by a show of force. Russia,
seeing this, and supported by Prussia, treated their inter-
vention an i t; A 4- rt lr
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The deep- The deep-seated historic evil of Polish nationality was
seated the division of the people into two classes, completely alien-
divisions

of the ated from each other-the nobles and the peasants. Indeed,*X-^ h» -*

Poles. the Poles were practically two peoples. The fusion of
the two had never been consummated. The n obles were

the dominant class, and were regarded by the peasants as
despots and oppressors. As a consequence, the Polish peo-
ple did not act together as a whole. The insurrection of^^" ^r

1863, like its predecessors, was the work of the nobles. The
peasants remained inactive, unmoved by the appeals of those
who turned to them only in adversity, but who treated them

Russia contemptuously and harshly in ordinary times. The Tsar
resolves to determined to use this, the fundamental fact of Polish life,
crush the

Polish as a means of crushing the Polish nobility, the turbulent in-
nobility. surrectionary class, by making the Polish peasants friendly to

Russia. This he accomplished by a decree of March 1864,
which effected a sweeping agrarian change. Practically
half of the nobles' lands were given to the peasants as free-"*"*, C7 JL -***"**-»*,

holds. The peasants were released from all obligation to
cultivate the estates which remained the property~of the
nobles. At the same time no change was made in the peas-
ants' former right to use the nobles' forest and pasture
lands, a right very indefinite and yet real. This right
was now preserved to them as tending to win their good
will still more, and also as likely to keep friction alive
between the nobles and the peasants, which in turn would
cause the latter to look constantly to the Tsar for support
and protection. The lands taken from the nobles were to
be paid for, not by the peasants alone to whom they were
transferred, but by a general land tax, which fell upon
all lands, upon the lands left to the nobles as
well as those now given to the peasants. e result was
that the nobles would have to pay a- ^^ ^^

own compensation, an ingenious method of punishment. The
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The clergy had supported the nobles in the insurrection.
The Russian government punished them by suppressing most
of the monasteries and confiscating their lands and bv sub-- " "/

jecting the priests {^.political supervision.
A~process of Rusjmication was now vigorously pursued. A policy

The Russian language was prescribed for the correspondence of Russifica-^"'^^^ ^^-^ ^^fc ^^^^^__ _^ 
^^h tion.

o f the the lectures of the university professors,
and Polish was forbidden in churches, schools,

theaters, newspapers^ in business signs everywhere.
The consequences of the Polish insurrection of 1863 were

felt in Russia as well. Those who desired a reversal of

the En nperc previous lib olicies d turn t th
d method d dit w g tly encouraged and
trengthened. Not that the Emp t once abandoned

h h P icy. The great m Effect ofrnmg th ad-
ministrat Polishnd jud ystem dy described insurrection

promulgated even ft cr th But Alexand er II, y upon Alex-
g, was troubled by th ents. React was ander II.

hastened by o ttempts t ass te him one ni 1866
and the other in 1867. The Tsar, hitherto lib becam
reactionary. The execution of the reform measures de- ^^^

scribed above was entrusted, as has been said, to those who
were anxious to limit them, or completely to destroy them,
and thus it came about that they were only partially applied,
were robbed of some of their essential features. Universities

again felt the weight of bureaucratic hostility. The achieve-
ments of the reform era were rapidly being undone, and
Russia was slipping back into the old familiar ways. This
reaction aroused intense discontent and engendered a move-
ment which threatened the very existence of the monarchy i
itself, namely, Nihilism.

The more liberal-minded Russians had followed the re- Alexander's

forming policy of the early years of Alexander's reign with
becomes re-

great enthusiasm, and after the issuance of the decree estab- troeressive.
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work with a constitution, and with real parliamentary in-___ _^__ ___ ^^"* ^^__. ^^^^V^^^^^^^^^

titutions for the whole Emp Th ptimism was doomed
t peedy tinct Wh the memb f th mst
begged the Tsar to grant a representative constitution he
rebuked them summarily for mixing in affairs not theirs.
Shortly, the zemstvos were told that they were not political
bodies, but merely business organizations, designed to attend
to the economic interests of their districts. They were for-' IM|«i IHM

ress olitical views. They were to be merely
administrative organs, subject to the officials of the central^*»* +*-'

government.

Widespread The retrogressive policy of the later years of Alexander
disillusion- created a widespread and bitter sense of disappointment
ment. 

and deception, and resulted in the rise of an opposition to theV

existing form of government. This feeling has passed
through several phases, but has constantly become stronger.
The first phase was the most pessimistic. The Russians were
thrown in upon themselves once more, there being no room
in the Russian state for liberal action. Reading the works
of the more radical philosophers and scientists of western
Europe, and reflecting upon the foundations of their own
national institutions and conditions, the " intellectuals," as
these men were called, became most destructive critics, and
were called Nihilists.V

Hise of i The fundamental principle of Nihilism," says Stepniak,
Nihilism. was absolute individualism. It was negation, in the

name of individual liberty, of all the obligations imposed
upon the individual by society, by family life, and by re-
ligion." Turgenieff defined a Nihilist as a 

" man who sub-

mits to no authority, who accepts not a single principle upon
faith merely, however high such a principle may stand in 

^_

the eyes of men." The Nihilists were extreme individualists
who tested every human institution and custom by reason.
As few Russian institutions could meet such a test, the Ni
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lished order. They did not properly form a party of action, Persecution
but their reckless criticism of government, religion, marriage, of the

Nihilists.

ethics brought down upon them the wrath of the authorities.
Alarmed, they fled, to other countries. The term Nihilist,
s a term of opprobrium, has since been applied by the con-

servatives to nd kinds of reformers, most in-
t

Forced t b d, mainly F d Swit
1 d the f es came in tact t th dvanced

schools of thought. One of these was represented by
Bakounine, a Siberian exile, who had escaped and was living Bakounine
in London. kounine was an anarchist who advocated

the immediate destruction of all existing institutions, gov-
ernments, churches, the family, private property, codes of
law, in the interests of human freedom, " in order that," as

h e sai ater, " all these millions of poor human beings who
are cheated, enslaved, overworked, and exploited . . .
may henceforth and forever breathe in absolute freedom."
Shortly, Socialism was grafted upon this hatred of all es-
tablished institutions, this anarchy of Bakounine. In the
place of the existing society, which must be swept away, a
new^society was to be erected, based on socialistic principles.
Thus the movement entered upon a new phase. It ceased to
be merely critical and destructive. It became constructive

as well, in short, a political party with a positive programme,
a party very small but resolute and reckless, willing to resort
to any means to achieve its aims.

This party now determined to institute an educational Nihilist
c mpaign in Russia, realizi t noth CO Id b d propaganda
unless th m of peasants were shak t o f th
itolid quiescence in the prevalent order which weighed
h vily P them T traord y mov t
.. going in among t peop becam 2 very t ft
1870 Young men and w belonging to the educated
r In « A f � 4-1 - J. f
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them to action, " to found," as one of their documents said,
'* 

on the ruins of the present social organization the empire
of the working classes." They showed the self-sacrifice, the
heroism of the missionary laboring under the most discourag-
ing conditions. A typical case was that of Sophie Bardine,
arrested for discussing a socialist pamphlet before a group
of workmen. She had for several months been employed in a
spinning factory, working fifteen hours a day, and sharing
all the hardships of the other women-all this that she might
get the chance to preach to them the new ideas. Our aim
she explained later in court, " was to arouse in the conscience

of the people the ideal of a better organization, one more con-
formable to justice; to point out the vices of the present
organization in order to prevent the return of the same ^^^^" ^^^"^^^^^^^^

ors. * It is estimated that, between 1872 and 1878, be-
tween two and three thousand such missionaries were active

in this propaganda. Their efforts, however, were not re-
warded with success. The peasantry remained stolid, if not
contented. Moreover, this campaign of education and per-
suasion was broken up wherever possible by the ubiquitous
and lawless police. Many were imprisoned or exiled to
Siberia.

A policy of A pacifi P d bei mpossibl one o f 1
terrorism. seemed to th m en get pirit th Iternat

As the Go\ rernment held the people bjection unworthy
o f hum beings, as it employed t s of p
gainst every demanded reform of ny kind, as, in
ort, it ruled by terror, these reform Ived to fight it
th terror as the only method possibl Th j " Terrorists "

V^^1 mmmm

were not bloodthirsty or 1 by t They mply
believed that no p s hatever could be made in raising

ussia fn h misery pt by getting d f th more
pul s ffi ̂ ials. They perfected their organizat

d entered upon a period of viol Numerous att pt ,
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particularly odious. In turn many of the revolutionists
were executed.

All this redoubled the activity of the authorities, par- Activity of
ticularly of the dreaded Third Section of the police. In thc P°lice-
the course of a single winter, 1878-9, it is said that nearly
2,000 arrests were made in St. Petersburg alone. Suspected
persons were not allowed witnesses, and were often summarily
executed. Thousands were arrested and sent to Siberia

without trial, by simple administrative decrees. Finally the Attempts
terrorists determined to kill the Tsar as the only way of upon thc
overthrowing the whole hated arbitrary and oppressive sys-

Emperor's
life.

tem. Several attempts were made. In April 1879 a school-
master, Solovief, fired five shots at the Emperor, none of
which took effect. In December of the same year a train
on which he was supposed to be returning from the Crimea
was wrecked, just as it reached Moscow, by a mine laced
between the rails. Alexander escaped only because he had-» mf

reached the capital secretly on an earlier train. The next
attempt (February 1880) was to kill him while at dinner
in the Winter Palace in St. Petersburg. Dynamite was ex-
ploded, ten soldiers were killed and fifty-three wounded in
the guardroom directly overhead, and the floor of the dining
room was torn up. The Tsar narrowly escaped because he 

_

not go to dinner at the usual hour.
etersburg was by this time thoroughly terrorized. Alexander

Alexander now appointed Loris Melikoff practically die- ** and
tator. Melikoff sought to inaugurate a milder regime. He ff

released hundreds of prisoners, and in many cases commuted* , ^ *** i

the death sentence. He urged theTsar to grant the people ^_ ____
some share in the government, believing that this would kill
the Nihilist movement, which was a violent expression of
the discontent of the nation with the abuses of an arbitrary
and lawless system of government. He urged that this could
be done without weakening the principle of autocracy, and
flint fV,n A I 1 1
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itation and mental perturbation the Tsar ordered, March 13,
1881, Melikoff's scheme to be published in the official journal.

Assassina- that same afternoon, as he was returning from a
tion of Alex-drive, escorted by Cossacks, a bomb was thrown at hisander II.

carriage. The carriage was wrecked, and many of his escorts
were injured. Alexander escaped as by a miracle, but a
second bomb exploded near him as he was going to aid
the injured. He was horribly mangled, and died within an
hour. Thus perished the Tsar Liberator. At the same time
the hopes of the liberals perished also. This act of supreme
violence did not intimidate the successor to the throne,

Alexander III, whose entire reign was one of stern
repression.

THE REIGN OF ALEXANDER III

Th m o now ded the th f R was in

Alexander the full flush of magnificent manhood. Alexander III, son
HI,
1845-1894. f Alexander II, was thirty-six y f age, and of p

ful physiq e. His ducation had been chiefly military H
w m of firm d lute rather th g t
mind. He was profoundly religious, and had a deep sense
of his responsibility.

It shortly became clear that he possessed a strong, inflex-
Rigorous ible character, that he was a thorough believer in absolutism,
policy of and was determined to maintain it undiminished. His most
reaction.

influential adviser was his former tutor, Pobyedonostseff, later
for many years Procurator of the Holy Synod, a man
who abhorred the liberal ideas of western Europe, and who
insisted that Russia must preserve her own native institutions
untainted, must follow without deviation her own historic
tendency, which he conceived in a strictly nationalistic sense.
The orthodoxy of the Greek Church, the absolutism of the

Influence of 
monarch, were the fundamental tenets of his belief, no

Pobyedo-
nostseff. coquetting with western ideas of representative government
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behind the throne during all of Alexander Ill's reign, and
during the first ten years of his successor's, the present Em-
peror's. Of those opinions two, significant and characteris-
tic, may be quoted, the one concerning parliamentary insti-
tutions, the other concerning the press, supposed, in western
Europe, to be two of the most powerful agencies of progress.
" Parliament is an institution serving for the satisfaction
of personal ambition, vanity, and self-interest of the members. Opposition
The institution of Parliament is, indeed, one of the greatestto the ideas

of Western

illustrations of human delusion. On the pedimentEurope.
of this edifice is inscribed, ' All for the public good.' This
is no more than a lying formula; Parliamentarism is the
triumph of egoism-its highest expression." " From the
day that man first fell, falsehood has ruled the world, ruled

it in human speech, in the practical business of life, in all its
relations and institutions. But never did the Father of Lies

spin such webs of falsehood of every kind as in this restless
age. . . . The press is one of the falsest institutions
of our time." 1

Under the influence of such an adviser, and under the

sway of his own instincts and his indignation at the insolent
demand of the Nihilists that the murderers of his father

be not punished as they were merely " executors of a hard
civic duty "; influenced, too, no doubt, by the general horror
which that event inspired, and the warm evidences of loyalty
which it called forth, Alexander assumed an attitude of

defiant hostility to innovators and liberals. His reign, which
lasted from 1881 to 1894, was one of reversion to the older

1 f government and of unqualified absolutism
The terrorists were hunted down, and their attempts prac- The

tically ceased. The press was thoroughly gagged, university terroristshunted

professors tnd tudents w watched, suspended, exiled, down.
as th case mig t b Th e forms of Alexander II were
in part und tvos Dart 1) more d
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tion, being greatly augmented. Liberals gave up all hope
of any improvement during this reign, and waited for better
days.

Many of the subjects of the Emperor felt the hand of
Persecution the oppressor with excessive severity. Under him began
of the the persecutions of the Jews, which have been so dark aJews.

feature of recent Russian history. The chief home of the
Jews in the modern world is Russia. Out of about eight and
a half million Jews in Europe, over five million live in
that country. The Russian Jews had long been restricted to
Poland and to the contiguous provinces of Lithuania, called"

the Jewish Territory, formerly a part of Poland. The Tsar,
bigoted, and believing in a policy of Russification of all
the varied elements and races of the Empire, looked
with disfavor upon a people which held fast its own re-
ligion and spoke its own language and maintained its own
customs. Under Alexander II the restrictions upon Jewish
residence had not been rigorously enforced, and many were
living outside the Jewish Territory. These were now ordered
back, although suffering and hardship were the inevitable
result. Anti-Jewish riots broke out in many places, costing
many lives. The Government gave but slight protection;

deed m cases th e fficial s appeared t irage
th e outbre iki so popular w baiting. T them

t of th lib prof d w d limit
th mber of J ho might attend the secondary sch

d t t from thn t t P t th
tot ment rding to the region, even though r^ * C-J

m 5 of the district they med a third or a h
th populat Utterly m .ble d tc fGreat

Jewish thousands left th try. The great J t
emigration, to the United Stat dat m tli tim

Elsewhere, too, in the Baltic provinces, where the dominant
element was of German origin, and in Finland, and particu-
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Empire of religions, races, and languages not his own, and he
steadily endeavored to suppress the variations. Thus by
the close of his reign the attempt to force alien peoples to
become thoroughly Russian was in process of execution. It
was both political and religious. Apparently meeting with
a large measure of success, its permanence or profundity
was not clear. Widespread, intense, though silent, dis-
affection was aroused, which would surely express itself
if the Government should ever find itself in difficulties.

This policy sowed abundant seeds of trouble for the
future.

While the policy of Alexander III was thus opposed to Progressive
the intellectual and moral forces of liberalism, and while features °*
"A L __L1 " i xr T " j- . j thc TeiS^
it was harshly oppressive to the religious dissenters and of Alez.

subject nationalities of alien race, in other directions it was ander III
progressive. The Tsar was sincerely interested in the
material advancement of his people, and won the title of
the Peasants' Emperor. He abolished the poll tax, which
has been called " the last relic of serfdom " (January 1884).
He partially canceled the dues still owed by the peasants
in compensation for lands acquired at the time of the emanci-
pation. He sought to encourage the peasants to emigrate
from congested districts to more sparsely populated regions,
for the question of subsistence was then, as it still is, a

serious problem in Russia. The lands allotted the peasants
at the time of their liberation were inadequate then, and
have become more inadequate since , owng to the rapid
growth of the population. In 1815 the population was
about forty-five million, in 1867 over eighty-two, in 1885 over
one hundred and eight millions. This growth has been re-
markable. In a land with endless agricultural stretches,
widespread and terrible famines have frequently occurred.

The most important feature of Alexander's reign was the The
industrial revolution which began then, and has been carried lndustrlalrevolution

V, i i
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was of the primitive type. Whatever industries existed were
mainly of the household kind. Russia was one of the poorest
countries in the world, her immense resources being undevel-
oped. Under the system of protection adopted by Alexander
II, and continued and increased by Alexander III, industries
of a modern kind began to grow up. A tremendous impetus
was given to this development by the appointment in 1892

Sergius de as Minister of Finance and Commerce of Sergius de Witte,
Witte, one of the most salient personalities in recent Russian his-
Minister of

Finance. tory. Witte believed that Russia, the largest and most
populous country in Europe, a world in itself, ought to be
self-sufficient, that as long as it remained chiefly agricultural
it would be tributary to the industrial nations for manufac-
tured articles, that it had abundant resources, in raw material

and in labor, to enable it to supply its own needs if they
were but developed, that a diversified industrial life would
have the further advantage that it would draw laborers from
the soil already ovei taxed, and Id thus render th a-

Witte's rian problem less acute. To effect this economic transform
industrial tion, beli ig th ghly in a protect tariff, h d d
policy.

that dut be r; d d pplied on a d sc ,1 B
that the process of build p the nation's industries might
b pid, it was tial that a large amount of pit
hould be invested at once in the various industries, and th

pital Russia did not p O f the cardinal feat
f Witt policy w to ind r capitalists to invest
i Russ: actorie* nd mil H s eminently success-

ful in bringing this about by showing them that they would
have the Russian market by reason of the protective system,
and by prom , in many 1 d from
Government r th products. Imm mounts of

g pital poured d R dvanced industrially
the closing decade of the nineteenth century with great swift
ness. But that these industries might flourish, the market
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communication. She now undertook to supply this want Extensive
by extensive railway building. For some years before M. de railway

construc-
\Vitte assumed office, Russia was building Ic^ than 400 miles tion.

of railway a year; from that time on for the rest of the
decade, she built nearly 1,400 miles a year. The most stu-
pendous of these undertakings was that of a trunk line
connecting Europe with the Pacific Ocean, the great Trans-
Siberian railroad. For this Russia borrowed vast sums of

money in western Europe, principally in France. egun in
1891, the road was formally opened in 1902. It has re-
duced the time and cost of transportation to the East about
one-half. In 1909 Russia possessed over 41,000 miles of
railway, over 28,000 of which were owned and operated by
the Government.

This tremendous change in the economic life of the Empire Rise of
was destined to have momentous consequences, some of which labor
were quickly apparent. With the introduction of modern 

problems

industry on a large scale came the rise of a large laboring
CJass ii and of labor problems of the kind with which western
Europe had long been familiar. An industrial proletariat
has sprung up in Russia as elsewhere, a new source of dis-

tent. Cit h K pidh owing t t larg
ber of workmen pouring into t f t M

cow and St. Petersb - ? over a mi h I th0

large fact y t h« lutionists h a new field of
tivity which sy ked than the country

distric H t t ories h ve pread pidly as
amon king people of the other countries of Europ

A t too h ted a body f rich Rise of a
dustrials " of the middle class, of capitalists, in short richa

bourg bourgeoisie.v h not permanently b t th
t exclusion m polit p or t e nar-

beral forms of government. Thus the political con-
dit f to-day has been rendered more complex by the

" -
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to be, not st gn ,t, but highly mat A d was
undermining his most cherished political principle by the new
forces which he was liberating, and which in time were bound
to spring the old iron framework of Russian life asunder.
This fact partly explains the great unpopularity of Witte

The system among the traditional ruling classes of Russia. A system
Of ivilege resting on privilege and tradition cannot safely innovate
menaced.

even in the direction of extracting oil and iron from the soil,
and spinning cotton and weaving wool. That the old system
was being undermined was not, however, apparent, and might
not have been for many years had not Russia, ten years after
Alexander's death, become involved in a disastrous and humil-

iating war with Japan.

THE REIGN OF NICHOLAS II

Accession of Alexander III died in 1894, apd was succeeded by his
Nicholas II. son, Nicholas II, then twenty-six years of age. The hope

was general that a milder regime might now be introduced.
This, however, was not to be. No change of importance
was made in the Emperor's councilors. Pobyedonostseff, the
very incarnation of narrow-minded, stiff-necked despotism,
remained the power behind the throne. For ten years the
young Tsar pursued the policy of his father with scarcely
a variation save in the direction of greater severity. Nich--

olas early announced his intention to " protect the principle
of autocracy as firmly and unswervingly as did my late and
never-to-be-forgotten father." A suggestion of one of the
zemstvos that representative institutions might be gran ted
was declared " a senseless dream," and the zemstvo was

sev ly reprimanded T ment of Russia grew mContinuance
tof auto- PP r th th 1 as th tury w t

cratic gov- close. It was not a g t of law but f arbitrary
ernment. dP w Its main instruments were a num pt

^^k ̂ ^k-^h. .^^^h. ^^^« ̂ H ^^tf^k
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active police. This being the system, an eminent Russian
chol.ir, Professor VinogradofF, could say in England in

1902, " Nobody is secure against search, arrest, imprison-
ment and relegation to the remote parts of the Empire.
From political supervision the solicitude of the authorities
has spread to interferences with all kinds of private affairs.

Such is the legal protection we are now enjoying
in Russia." And again, " Such a government is not a
fitting patron of law and justice. What it enforces is
obedience to order, not to law, and its contempt of law is
exemplified in every way Under such a system, men
could be terrorized into silence, they could not be made
contented. Disaffection, driven into subterranean channels,

1 only increased, biding its time for explosion. The immense Increasing
additions to the public debt and expenditure, occasioned disaffection.

the extensive railroad building and the support of army
and navy, involved heavier taxation which fell mainly on
the poor, the peasantry, reducing them to destitution and
despair. Of this the same Russian authority said, speak-
ing of the appalling conditions, " In most cases the number
of cattle and horses owned by the peasantry is decreasing.
In some districts of the province of Samara, which counts
among the granaries of Russia, there have been years when
one-third, and even one-half of the population have been
turned into mendicants. When the tax gatherer turns away
in despair from such wretched people he fastens the more Wretched
on those who still have something left. It may be said condition
without exaggeration that for the majority of the Russian 

of the

peasantry
peasantry the primary object in life is to earn enough to
pay the taxes, everything else is accident. The wonder is
not at the lack of enterprise and thrift, but at the endurance
which enables men to toil 1 ong in th e face o f such con-
diti ons. ' 2 The same witness quotes a Russian magistrate
as saying that "there is no indignity which, in the beginning
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of the twentieth century, may not be inflicted on a Russian
peasant.

Persecution The professional and educated man was in a condition
of the " in- almost as intolerable. If a professor in a university, he wastellectuals."

watched by the police, and was likely to be removed at any
moment as was Professor Milyoukov, an historian of dis-
tinguished attainments, for no other reason than " generally
noxious tendencies." If an editor, his position was even
more precarious, unless he was utterly servile to the author-
tes. It was a suffocating atmosphere for any man of the
slightest intellectual independence, living in the ideas of the
present age. The censorship grew more and more rigorous,
and included such books as Green's History of England, and
Bryce's American Commonwealth. Arbitrary arrests of all
kinds increased from year to year as the difficulty of thor-
oughly bottling up Russia increased. Students were the
objects of special police care, as it was the young and ardent
and educated who were most indignant at this senseless
despotism. Many of them disappeared, in one year as many
as a fifth of those in the University of Moscow, probably sent
to Siberia or to prisons in Europe.

A government of this kind was not likely to err from
Attack upon excess of sympathy with the subject nationalities, such as
the Finns, the Poles and the Finns. In Finland, indeed, its arbitrary

course attained its climax. Finland had been acquired by
Russia in 1809, but on liberal terms. It was not incor-

porated in Russia, but continued a Grand Duchy, with the
Emperor of Russia as simply Grand Duke. It had its own
Parliament, its Fundamental Laws or constitution, to which
the Grand Duke swore fidelity. These Fundamental Laws
could not be altered or explained or repealed except with the
consent of the Diet and the Grand Duke. Finland was a

"

constitutional state, governing itself, connected with Russia
in the person of its sovereign. It had its own army, its own
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a million to nearly three million by the close of the century,
and was, according to an historian of Russia, at least thirty
years in advance of that country in all the appliances of
material civilization.1 The sight of this country enjoying
a constitution of its own and a separate organization was
an offense to the men controlling Russia. They wished to
sweep away all distinctions between the various parts of
the Emperor's dominions, to unify, to Russify. The attack
upon the liberties of the Finns began under Alexander III.
It was carried much further by Nicholas II, who, on February
15, 1899, issued an imperial manifesto which really abro- Abrogation
gated the constitution of the country. The Finnish Diet of the
was henceforth to legislate only concerning matters relating ..^ AJ" J & to constitution

solely to Finland. All legislation of a general nature affect-
ing the Empire as a whole was to be enacted in the ordinary
way, that is, by the Tsar, who also said, " We have found
it necessary to reserve to Ourselves the ultimate decision as
to which laws come within the scope of the general legisla-
tion of the Empire." This practically meant that Finland
was henceforth to be ruled like Russia. The Finns so under-

stood it. The following Sunday was observed as a day
of mourning. An immense petition was drawn up, signed
within five days by over half a million people. The Tsar
refused to receive it.

The process of enforced Russification was continue
The Finnish army was virtually incorporated in the Russian.
Finnish soldiers, who had hitherto been required to serve
only in the Grand Duchy, might now be sent to serve
anywhere. Russian officials were appointed to positions in
Finland previously filled only by Finns. Newspapers were
Mippressed or suspended. Finnish nationality was being in-
tentionally crushed out. Intense was the indignation of the

Finns, but three million people were powerless against Despair
the autocrat of one hundred and forty million. For the Of the
mnmpnf P TO \i" o T r» n n c i f � T> ̂ ^ o f* i tn r\
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despair seized the people. Temporary relief was to come as
a result of the disastrous defeat of Russia in the war with

Japan in 1904-5, a landmark in contemporary history.
Kise of the To understand recent events in Russia it is necessary to
Far Eastern 

trace the course of that war whose consequences have beenQuestion.

profound and far-reaching, and to show the significance
of that conflict we must interrupt this narrative of Russian
history in order to give an account of the recent evolution
of Asia, the rise of the so-called Far Eastern Question, and
the interaction of Occident and Orient upon each other.



CHAPTER XXX

THE FAR EAST

ENGLAND, FRANCE, AND RUSSIA IN ASIA

EUROPE has not only taken possession of Africa, but she England,
has taken possession of large parts of Asia, and presses 

Prance, and
Eussia in

with increasing force upon the remainder. England and
France dominate southern Asia by their control, the former
of India and Burma, the latter of a large part of Indo-
China. Russia, on the other hand, dominates the north,
from the Ural Mountains to the Pacific Ocean. As far t S

geographical extent is concerned, she is far more an Asiatic
power than a European, which, indeed, is also true of
England and of France, and she has been an Asiatic power
much longer than they, for as early as 1581 Cossacks from
the Don had crossed the Urals and seized a town called Sibir.

Pushing onward farther and farther east, and meeting no
serious obstacles, the population being small, they conquered
most of northern Asia before the Pilgrims came to America,
and in 1633 they reached the Pacific. To this country, now
Russian, they gave the name Siberia, applying the name of
the first region conquered to the whole. In 1648 the town
of Okhotsk was founded. Thus for nearly three centuries
Russia has been a great Asiatic state, while England has been
a power in India for only half that time.

It was not until the nineteenth century, however, that Russian
Russia began to devote serious attention to Asia as a field expansion.
for colonial and commercial expansion. Siberia was regarded
merely as a convenient prison to which to send her disaffected
or criminal citizens. Events in Europe have caused her to
concentrate her attention more and more upon her Asiatic
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sition she encountered, namely, contact with the ocean, free
outlets to the world. Russia's coast line, either in Europe

Russia or Asia, had no harbors free from ice the year round. She
seeks access had attempted to gain this contact at the expense of Turkey,
to the

sea. hoping to reach the Mediterranean, but she had not suc-
ceeded. She made no progress in this direction in the nine-
teenth century. Blocked decisively by the Crimean war, and
seeing no chance in Europe, she turned to seek advantage in
the East. Her coast line in eastern Siberia was very far
north, with the result that its harbors were icebound more

than half of the y She sought to extend that line south
ward 1858 she acquired from China, th Ived
war with Great Britain and France, the whole northern bar

of the Amur, and two years later she acquired from China
more territory farther south, which became the Maritime
Province, and at the southern point of this she founded as a
naval base Vladivostok, which means the Dominator of the
East. Here her development in eastern Asia stopped.

Conquest of In another direction, Russian advance has been notable.
Turkestan. She h as q d Trkest a t gon t f th

Caspi S d th q t h b o ght h l t
India d has given great importance to Afghanist as
buffer bet them T kestan had a population of about

10,000,000, partly nomad partly ttled fam cities
h as Samarkand, khara. Tashkend Th m s fre-

;ntly made incursions t Siberia, and t ff th corn-
municat o f R with h t P To

the safety of Siberia it was necessary t them.
The process was a long one (1845-1885), and at time exceed

gly difficult, but was in th d tirely successf d
R d Turkestan, proceeding rtly :t
t with Europe by the Trans-Caspian railroad

CHINA
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world, China, and one more extensive than Europe and
probably more populous, with more than 400,000,000 inhab-
itants.1 It is a land of great navigable rivers, of vast
agricultural areas, and of mines rich in coal and metals,
as yet largely und ped The C were a highly The civiliza-

lized people long before the Europ T tion ofy pre-
China.

ceded the latt t in th use f th mpass,
P d er celain, pap A as t th entury
f our era they knew the art of printing from movable wood
lock They have long been famous for their work in

bronze, in d l a f th marvel f th r k

manufacture. As a people laborious and intelligent, they
have always been devoted to the peaceful pursuits of in-
dustry, and have despised the arts of war. Their greatest
national hero is not a soldier but a philosopher and moralist,
Confucius. Their really vital religion is ancestor worship,
and they worship, not simply the souls of their ancestors,
but their ideas and customs as well. Hence the most salient

feature of their civilization, its immobility. For that civili-
zation, so ancient, and in some respects so brilliant, lacked the
very element that gives to European civilization its extraor-
dinary interest, namely, its restlessness, its eagerness, its buoy-
ancy, its daring, its constant struggle for improvement, its
adaptability to the new, its forwardness of view, in short, its
belief in progress. The one emphasized the past, the other
the present and the future. The history of the former was
one of endless repetition from generation to generation, and
from century to century; the history of the latter was one of
evolution. The reverence for ancestral ideas, for immemo-

rial customs as the perfection of wisdom, rendered the Chinese
hostile to all innovations in the realm of thought or in the
realm of action. Foreigners they regarded as barbarians.

W. W. RockhilU late minister of the United States at Peking,
came to the conclusion in 1904, after careful inquiries, that the official
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Their Kingdom they called Middle Kingdom, i.e., the
t f th Id They lied themsel Celest

The govern- Their Emp th S of Heaven." H was, in
ment of theory, an absolut :h H wasChina. presented

ghteen provinces into which China was divided by V ceroys.
Th ffice-hold ass, c lied by g ers m darins,
w sen f m th ducated by an elaborat an d severe

f examinations in the literature and learning of China.
The p mme of stud s n v til very tly w
th s me that had b th d y Th
reg g dynasty, the Manchu, had been on the throne since
1644 hen it succeeded in overthrowing the former or Ming
dynasty.

Isolation China, then, had always lived a life of isolation, despising
of China. the outside world. Something was known of it in Europe,

yet remarkably little. Marco Polo in the thirteenth cen-
tury brought home marvelous accounts which were one of
the great inspirations of the age of geographical discovery.
Explorers and, later, missionaries and merchants sought out
the fabulous land. At times they even received some favors
from the more enlightened Emperors. But, speaking broadly,
the connection between Europe and China was of the slight-
est down to the nineteenth century. Foreigners were per-
mitted in the eighteenth century to trade in one Chinese
port, Canton, but even there only under vexatious and humi-
liating conditions. China had no diplomatic representatives
in any foreign country, nor were any foreign ambassadors
resident in Peking. China did not recognize any equality
on the part of England, France, Spain, or any other country.
" There is only one sun in the heavens, and there is only
one Emperor on earth," was a Chinese saying. Inhabiting
a country larger than Europe, with every variety of soil
and climate, and with an old and elaborate civilization, it

is not surprising that the Chinese were self-sufficient and
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Obviously a policy of such isolation could not be perma-
nently maintained in the modern £ ge 1 as the nme-
teenth century progressed it was gradually shattered. Thi
isolation began to be broken down by the outside world as
a result of the so-called Opium War between China and The Opium
Great Britain. Opium, a very harmful and dangerous War'rug

s mad from a t kind f poppy that is g n
India. The Chinese government, anxious to preserve its
people from the effects of the usage of this drug, forbade
its importation in 1796. Yet the trade, though declared
illegal, was carried on by smugglers with whom corrupt
Chinese officials connived for the sake of gain. This illicit
traffic flourished greatly. Four thousand chests were im-
ported into China in 1796, thirty thousand in 1837. Each
chest was supposed to be worth from six to twelve hundred
dollars. The profits were enormous. The trade was a
source of great income to British India, which did not wish
to do without it.

In 1837 the Chinese government proposed to stop this
smuggling, and sent a Viceroy of great energy, Lin, to see
that it was done. In this it was entirely within its rights.
Lin seized about 20,000 chests of opium and destroyed them.
Unfortunately, by his later arbitrary and arrogant proceed-
ings, he put himself in the wrong. Out of this situation arose
the Opium War, which began in 1840, and lasted about two
years, ending in the victory of Great Britain. This was the
first war between China and a European power. The conse-
quences, in forcing the doors of China wider open to Euro-
pean influence, were important. By the Treaty of Nanking,
1842, she was forced to pay a large war indemnity, in part
as compensation for the destroyed opium; to open to British The treaty
trade four ports in addition to Canton, namely, Amoy, por s'
Foochow, Ningpo, and Shanghai, on the same conditions
as those established for Canton; and to cede the island of
Honrr IConjnr. noar Cnntnn. to Rncrland ontricrht. Honff
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commercial stations of the British Empire. A step was
taken also toward the recognition of the equality of Great
Britain with China. It was provided that henceforth British
officials should be treated as the equals of Chinese officials of
simil ar ra nk. The question of the opium trade was left
undecided. The Chinese refused to legalize it, declining,
as they said, " to put a value upon riches and to slight men's
lives." They were, however, afraid after their defeat to
enforce their prohibition of it, and the smuggling began
again and flourished more than ever. Owing to the fact that,
practically, the Chinese were not permitted by a Christian

tion to abolish an f m traffic because it w y

lucrat d owing to the humiliat f th defeat
the r( lat with Great Brit tinued tabl d

even led to another war.

Entrance of Other powers now proceeded to take advantage of the
various

British success. The United States sent Caleb Gushing topowers into
commercial make a commercial treaty with China in 1844, and before
relations. long France, Belgium, Holland, Prussia, and Portugal es-

tablished trade centers at the five treaty ports. Some years
later trouble arose in Canton between the English and the
Chinese which led to a second war with China. England was
joined by France this time, the reason for French intervention
being the murder of a French missionary, an act for which
no reparation could be secured. The allies resolved to

Treaties of carry the war to the very neighborhood of Peking, the cap-
Tientsin. ital. The Chinese Emperor, therefore, in 1858, agreed to the

double Treaties of Tientsin. By the one with England, China
greed forth to receive a British ambassad 1 t
pen more ports to commerce and to receive British

the treaty ports. The treaty with France was < f much
th c s me nature, though differing in det These treat

^presented a great step d tl recognit of the
quality of European powers with China, and thering
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Peking, burned the Emperor's beautiful summer palace just
outside, and prepared to bombard the city. The result was
that China confirmed the Treaties of Tientsin and agreed
t pay ddit war demnities (1860) T h was
brought into more direct t with th tsid
world.

Russia, which had taken no part in these proceedings, knew Russia
annexes the

how to profit by them. It was at this time that she induced Maritime

China to cede to her the Maritime Province, which extended Province.

her Pacific coast line seven hundred miles further south,

enabling her to found at its southern port Vladivostok, as
has already been mentioned (1860).

The period of greatest importance in China's relations
with Europe came in the last decade of the nineteenth cen-
tury as a result of a war with Japan in 1894-5. To appre-
ciate this war it is first necessary to give some account of
the previous evolution of Japan.

JAPAN

The rise of Japan as the most forceful state in the Orient Japan
is a chapter of very recent history, of absorbing interest, and
of great significance to the present age. Accomplished in
the last third of the nineteenth century, it has already pro-
foundly altered the conditions of international politics, and
seems likely to be a factor of increasing moment in the future
evolution of the wrorld.

Japan is an archipelago consisting of several large islands Description
and about four thousand smaller ones. It covers an area of Japan.

of 14-7,000 square miles,1 which is smaller than that of
Calif ornia. The main islands form a crescent, the northern
point being opposite Siberia, the southern turning in toward
Ko rea. Between it and Asia is the Sea of Japan. The
country is very mountainous, its most famous peak, Fuji-
yama rising to a height of 12,000 feet. Of volcanic origin,

"^h. ^^h. ^h_^H_ _I I t ¥ » J~» .._ J. - A
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common, and have determined the character of domestic

architecture. The coast line is much indented, and there

are many good harbors. The Japanese call their country
Nippon, or the Land of the Rising Sun. Only about one-
sixth of the land is under cultivation, owing to its mountain-
ous character, and owing to the prevalent mode of farming.
Yet into this small area is crowded a population of about
fifty million, which is larger than that of Great Britain
or France. It is no occasion for surprise that the Japanese
have desired territorial expansion.

Japanese The people of Japan derived the beginnings of their civili-
civilization

ization from China, but in many respects they differed greatly
from the Chinese. The virtues of the soldier were held

in high esteem. Patriotism was a passion, and with it
went the spirit of unquestioning self-sacrifice. " Thou shalt
honor the gods and love thy country," was a command of
the Shinto religion, and was universally obeyed. An art-
loving and pleasure-loving people, they possessed active
minds and a surprising power of assimilation which they were
to show on a national and momentous scale.

The In the middle of the nineteenth century their state nd
Mikado. ciety were thoroughly feudal, and presented mai ny int

ting point f milarity th f ms long tlived
E The Mikado or Emp eputed t b d

dant of the gods, was the head of the nat on. But
he had formerly b powerful p he had fo t

turies and mor k t a purely p isive state. H
lived complete 1 h P ce Kioto, took no
part in the t ernment, had becom t
figurehead, invested with a kind of religious authority or
halo, so that m y ireigners thought that was t
Emp ror but a d ecclesiastical personag Th

The thority was the Shog Th comp ft m d
Shoerun. A T? ."u'oi. *ii r* f* A
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and more power in the actual direction of affairs until
he was practically the ruler. He had his own palace at
Yedo, which was the real seat of government, and his power
became hereditary, passing from the Shogun to his heir
without disturbance. The Mikado was the nominal, the

Shogun the real ruler. There were thus practically two
dynasties. Beneath the Shogun was the military aristoc- xhe
racy, the Daimios, owners of great estates, governors of Daimios.
provinces, and beneath them their retainers, the Samurai, the Samurai
or class of warriors, completely armed in coats of mail,

j helmets, and cuirasses, not greatly dissimilar from those with
which Europe had been familiar centuries before. These
were the directing classes of the state. Beneath them were
the masses of the people, of no importance politically, mer-
chants, peasants, artisans. Such was the system that re-
mained intact until the remarkable revolution which began in
1868. That revolution was a direct result of the insistence of

foreign nations that Japan should enter with them into the
ordinary relations that exist among nations.

For about two hundred years Japan had been almost
hermetically sealed against the outside world. In the period
of geographical discoveries of the fifteenth century, Zipangu
had been one of the mysteries and allurements of the venture-
some navigators. Europe had a vague knowledge of the
existence of this island, which was placed on pre-Columbian
maps somewhat east of the present United States. To clear
up this obscurity, and to find a convenient route to the riches
which were associated in men's minds with the East gener-
ally, was one of the objects of the Spanish and Portuguese
dis coverers. One of the latter, Pinto, was the first to reach Advent of
the famous land, in 1542. He was well received, as were 

Europeans

time other visit In a few y
mong om was Francis X e Jesuit. Late th

m pp ar t h had y (1
It is sai at 15K1 rr* f
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mated that there were 10,000 converts a year. But bitter
persecutions of the Christians finally broke out, apparently
occasioned by the pretensions and tactlessness of the bishops,
and possibly by their political intriguing. A reaction
naturally resulted. More than 20,000 converts were put to
death in 1591, amid fearful tortures. The spirit of persecu-
tion flamed up from time to time in the years following, cost-

Japan ing thousands of victims. The anti-foreign feeling grew so
adopts a strong that in 1638 Japan adopted a policy of isolation,
policy of
isolation. more rigorous than that of China. Foreigners were for-

bidden to enter the country under pain of death, and the
Japanese were forbidden to leave it. They were also for-
bidden to buy foreign goods, and they might sell only those
articles which the Government permitted, and then only to
the Dutch, who were allowed a trading station on the small
peninsula of Deshima. This was Japan's sole point of con-
tact with the outside world for over two centuries.

Commodore This unnatural seclusion was rudely disturbed by the
Perry. arrival in Japanese waters of an American fleet under Com-

modore Perry in 1853, sent out by the government of the
United States. American sailors, engaged in the whale fish-
eries in the Pacific, were now and then wrecked on the coasts

of Japan, where they generally received cruel treatment.
Perry was instructed to demand of the ruler of Japan pro-
tection for American sailors and property thus wrecked, and
permission for American ships to put into one or more Jap-
anese ports, in order to obtain necessary supplies and to
dispose of their cargoes. He presented these demands to the
Shogun, supposing him to be the sovereign. He announced
further that if his requests were refused, he would open hos-
tilities. The- Shogun granted certain immediate demands,
but insisted that the general question of opening relationsr

with a foreign state required careful consideration. Perry
consented to allow this discussion and sailed away, stating

" i " 1 11
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g in and the Daim ling military class, was very
t. Some of the tter believed in maintaining the old

policy of complete exclusion of foreigners. Others, however,
including the Shogun, believed this impossible, owing to the
manifest military superiority of the foreigners. They Policy of
thought it well to enter into relations with them in order to isolation

learn the secret of that superiority, and then to appropriate .
it for Japan. They believed this the only way to insure, in
the long run, the independence and power of their country.
This opinion finally prevailed, and when Perry reappeared
the Shogun made a treaty with him (1854) by which two
ports were opened to American ships. This was a mere be-
ginning, but the important fact was that Japan had, after
two centuries of seclusion, entered into relations with a for-

eign state. Later other and more liberal treaties were con-
cluded with the United States and with other countries.

The reaction of these events upon the internal evolution
of Japan was remarkable. They produced a very critical
situation, and precipitated a civil war. The epoch-making Overthrow
treaty had been made by the Shogun, and one of its results °

2 ogunate.
I was the speedy overthrow of the Shogunate and of the entire

feudal system. The Mikado and his supporters resented
the high-handed action of the Shogun, nominally a
mere subordinate, who, in a matter of supreme importance,
had not consulted the sovereign. All those members of the
feudal nobility who opposed the admission of the foreigners
sided with the Mikado in opposition to the Shogun. The
Shogun and his supporters stood for the policy of entering
into relations with the outside powers for the simple reason
that the latter had the military force to enable them to
impose their demands. The supporters of the Mikado were
themselves now convinced of that superiority in a decisive
manner. The popular hatred of foreigners resulted in out-
rages, several of them by the Mikado's partisans. One of
T w\ **^ rt ̂ ^
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stronghold of the anti-foreign Daimios (1863). This had
the result of convincing these Daimios of the superiority of
other nations to Japan, of the uselessness of combating them
or trying to keep them out of Japan, of the desirability of
adopting their civilization in order to make Japan equally
powerful. Thus they completely reversed their position,
and became friends of the new foreign policy, instead of its
bitter opponents. Other Daimios hostile to the foreigners
were taught a similar lesson at Shimonoseki (1864). The
situation remained, however, confused and troubled.

The In 1866 the Shogun died, and 1867 the Mikado. The
Mikado

recovers successor to the latter was Mutsuhito, the present Emperor,
thpower. en fift y f A 1 w hortly brok o
bet th presentat f the Mikad d th s P
poi t f th Th s latt w peatedly d
feated. The Shogunate was abolished. Henceforth the
Mikado was the real as well as the nominal head of the

state. He abandoned the retirement in which his predeces-
sors had lived so long, left Kioto in order to emphasize this
fact, and established himself in Yedo, previously the Sho-*

gun's capital, to which was now given the name Tokio, the
Capital of the East (1868).

Rapid trans- The collapse of the Shogunate, and the restoration of
formation the Mikado to absolute power constituted the initial step
of Japan.

of a remarkable and sweeping transformation of Japan,
the beginning of a new era, which the Mikado himself called
the era o f " enlightened rule." Japan revolutionized her
political and social institutions in a few years, adopted with
ardor the material and scientific civilization of the West,

made herself in these respects a European state, and entered
as a result upon an international career, which has already
profoundly modified the world, and is likely to be a constant
and an increasing factor in the future development of the

O~ « ^^^^^fc ^^^^^^ rfv an armroDriatior
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change unique in the history of the world, and notable
for the audacity and the intelligence displayed. The en-
trance upon this course was a direct result of Perry's ex-
pedition. The Japanese revolution will always remain an
astounding story. Once begun with the abolition of the Sho-
gunate, it proceeded with great rapidity. In 1871 the Abolition
Daimios or nobles, most of whom had sided with the Mikado, of tnc
voluntarily relinquished their feudal rights, and the feudal 

old regime.

system, which had lasted for over eight hundred years,
was entirely abolished. The old warrior class of Samurai,
numbering about four hundred thousand, gave up their class
privileges, and became ordinary citizens. All this cleared
the way for a general adoption of European institutions.
In place of the former military class arose an army based Adoption of
on European models. Military service was declared uni- ur°Pean 

* "/ i~«*.; 4.***.; .*. institutions.
versal and obligatory in 1872. The German system, which
has revolutionized Europe, began to revolutionize Asia.
Soldiers enter upon military service at the i ge of twenty,
serve three years in the active army, pass for four into the
reserve, and are liable to be called out in any time of
crisis until the age of forty. The army was thu made
national. European officers were imported to train it.
A navy was started, and dockyards and arsenals were
constructed.

The first railroad was begun in 1870 between Tokio and
Yokohama. Thirty years later there were over 3,600 miles
in operation. To-day there are 5,000. Steam navigation
was begun, a telegraph system commenced in 1868, postal
Astern instituted, and in 1878 a Stock Exchange and a
Chamber of Commerce were opened at Tokio. The educa-
tional methods of the West were also introduced. A uni- Reform in

versity was established at Tokio, and later another at Kioto. e**eation
Professors from abroad were induced to accept important
positions in them. Students showed great enthusiasm in pur-
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t 1884 t-h tudy o f glish was introduced int
them. Compulsory military service and the system of educa-
tion tended to fuse the people into a homogeneous whole,
permeated with the same spirit of progress, optimism, and
patriotism. Newspapers, first permitted in 1869, multiplied
rapidly, until in 1882 there were over a hundred. Transla-
tions of foreign books were published unceasingly. Vaccina-
t t reduced, and in 1873 the E P lend s
dopted. The codes of law, civil and crim d the cod

of judicial procedure w loroughly r modeled after an
exhaustive study of E P n systems. Th lity of

t bef re the 1 w w proclaimed d t w th
work of peaceful revolution a constitution was granted by
the Mikado. The Mikado had promised this in 1881, and

Japan had declared that in 1890 Japan should have a parliament.»

becomes a He was true to his word. In 1881 a commission, at whose
constitu-

tional head was Count Ito, went to Europe to study the political
state. systems in operation there. After its return the information

gathered fully studied by a sp 1 body ppointed
for the P rp e. This body drafted a constitut in which
the inn* ce f Ens-land, the United States, Gc any, and
other countries can easily be traced. Eight years were
spent upon the elaboration of this document, which was pro-
claimed in 1889. It established a parliament of two
chambers, a House of Peers, and a House of Representatives.
The vote for the latter body was given to men of twenty-five
years of age who paid direct taxes to the state of about
seven dollars and a half. This was reduced in 1900 to those

paying about five dollars. The members of the popular
house receive salaries. The constitution reserves ver arge

powers for the monarch. Parliament met for the first time
in 1890.

Thus Japan, as soon as she recognized the superiority
f f cm nations, reversed her Ion ^-established Dolicv of
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tion, political, military, industrial, intellectual, that seemed
to promise advantage, and in a few years emerged completely
revolutionized and immensely strengthened. Not that such
far-reaching reforms occasioned no dissatisfaction, for they
did and even a rebellion-which was easily put down. The
test of rejuvenated Japan came in the last decade of the nine-
teenth century and the first of the twentieth, and proved the
solidity of this amazing f chievement. During those years Wars with
she fought and defeated two powers apparently much and

Russia.
stronger than herself, China and Russia, and took her place
as an equal in the family of nations.

CHINO-JAPANESE WAR AND ITS CONSEQUENCES

A war in which the efficiency of e transformed Ja
was clearly established broke out with Ch The w with

China.
immediate cause was the r 'lat o f th t p s to
K a p yin bet Ch a d Jap bout
six hundred mil g, w th an are o -fift s than
that f Great Britain, and a populat o f te or t l
milli on. T territory was a kingdom, but bo h

d Jap laimed t over it Jap had an n
terest in extending her claims, as she desired larger markets
f h r products. Frict was f t bet th t

t ies concerning their rights in Korea, as a consequence
of which Japan began a war in which, with her modern army,
she w a s to over h giant hbor, whos
arm >ught in th old Asiat tyle v th a dit on 1
Asiat quipment T Jap drove th Chin t
f Korea, defeated the y in th e batt f th Yalu,
nvadcd Manchuria, wh they (1 t t f Port

Arthur the trongest post 
" "

in t A occu-

pied t] Liao-tung P a on wh that fort is
located d prepared to ad toward Pek Th
Ch Treaty ofnese. rmp f nr* n\ i 4- o I *\ **++*******
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by which they ceded Port Arthur, the Liao-tung peninsula,
the island of Formosa, and the Pescadores Islands to Japan,

also agreeing to pay a large war indemnity of two hundred
million taels (about $175,000,000). China recognized the
complete independence of Korea.

But in the hour of her triumph Japan was thwarted by

a European intervention, and deprived of the fruits of her
victory. Russia now entered in decisive fashion upon a
scene where she was to play a prominent part for the next
ten years. The advance of Russia in eastern Asia had
early aroused the apprehension of the Japanese. The
building of the Trans-Siberian railroad, begun in 1891>
seemed to them to indicate that Russia was cherishing ul-
terior ambitions. The Japanese felt that a further increase
of Russian power in Asia would be a menace to themselves.
Their anxiety proved well founded. Russia showed that she
entertained plans directly opposed to those of the Japanese.

Interven- She induced France and Germany to j oin her in forcing them
tion of to give up the most important rewards of their victory, to
Russia,

France, and the conquered Chinese had consented in the treaty.
Germany. These powers were determined that Japan should not have

Port Arthur, should not have any foothold on the continent
of Asia. They therefore demanded, " in the cause of peace

d mity th the treaty b d Th reason g
by the Russian G ment to the Japanese Government was
that the possession of the p la of Liao-tung a med
by Japan, would be a constant menace to the capital of Ch
W( Id, at the s time, render il y th dependei ce o f
K d would henceforth be a perpet >bstacle to th
permanent peace of the Far East," and the Tsar advised th
Mikado " to renounce the definite possession of the peninsu
f Liao-t S Th w a bitt >r bl ow t th Jap

Recognizing, however, that it w Id b< y to ppo; th
Japan three great military p of Europe, they yielded t th
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of tin- powers, ami resolved to increase their army and navy
ami develop their resources, believing that their em-my in

ia was Russia, with whom a day of reckoning must come
sooner or later, and confirmed in this belief by events that
crowded thick and fast in the next few years.

The insincerity of the powers in talking about the in-
tegrity of China and the peace of the East was not long
in manifesting itself. The intervening powers immediately
set about reaping their reward. Russia secured the right Bussian
to run the eastern end of the Trans-Siberian railroad across Entrance

Manchuria, a province of China, to Vladivostok, and to __ , .7 * 
... Manchuria,

construct a branch line south from Harbin into the Liao-

tung peninsula, with a terminus at Talienwan. At the end
of a certain time, and under certain conditions this railroad

to pass into the possession of China, but meanwhile
Russia was given the right to send her own soldiers into
Manchuria to guard it. This was the beginning of Russian
control of Manchuria. She poured tens of thousands of
troops into that Chinese province, and gradually acted as
if it were Russian. She also acquired extensive mineral and
timber rights in the province.

In 1897 two German missionaries were murdered in the

provnce o f Shantung. The German Emperor immediately German
sent a fleet to demand redress. As result Germany secured aggression.
(March 5, 1898) from China a ninety-nine year lease of the
fine harbor of Kiauchau, with a considerable area round

about, and extensive commercial and financial privileges in
the whole province of Shantung. Indeed, that province be-
came a German " sphere of influence."

This action encouraed Russia to make further demands. Russia

She acquired from China (March 27, 1898) a lease for
twenty-five years of Port Arthur, the strongest position in Arthur
eastern Asia, which, as she had stated to Japan in 1895,
enabled the possessor to threaten Peking and to disturb the
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China to open a dozen new ports to the trade of the worldv

and extensive rights to establish factories and build railways
and develop mines.

It seemed, in the summer of 1898, that China was about

to undergo the fate of Africa, that it was to be carved up
among the various powers. This movement was checked by
the rise of a bitterly anti-foreign party, occasioned by these
act of aggression, and culminating in the Boxer insurrections

The of 1900. The " Boxers " were one of the numerous secret
" Boxer " societies which abound in China. They were vehemently
movement.

opposed to foreigners and to the foreign ideas which their
own Emperor, after the defeat at the hands of the Japanese,
wished to adopt. They enjoyed the support of the Empress-
Dowager, aunt of the Emperor, a woman of remarkable
force, who had been for many years the real ruler of China
during the minority of the latter. She now emerged from
her retirement, and by a coup d'etat pushed the Emperor
aside, stopping abruptly the liberal reforms which he was
inaugurating. The Government, for she was henceforth the
leading power in the state, was in sympathy and probably in
direct connivance with the Boxers. This movement grew rap-
idly, and spread over northern China. Its aim was to drive th
" foreign devils into the sea." Sco: f d
their families were killed, and hundreds of Chinese converts
m dered in cold blood. Finally, the Legations of t
powrers in Peking were besieged, and f ks Europ df

Am feared that all the foreig t w be m
d n the presence of this cc mmon danger the p

w bliged to drop their jealousies and rival d send
a f e pedit ting of troop f Jap

Germany, France, Great Britain, and the United Stat
Rescue Th Legat w d, just as th resources were
of the hausted by the siege of two m ths (Ji e 13-August
Legations T< d the B m e-



APPREHENSIONS OF JAPAN fi!)

tliis international army, the powers had agree not !o
acquire territory, and at the close of the war they guaranteed
the integrity of China. Whether this would mean anything
remained to be seen.

The integrity of China had been invoked in 1895 and Japan
IfTIlO red i n the years foil owing Russia, France, and Ger- indi*nant

and appre
y ha ppealcd to it as a reason for demanding tl hensive.

tion of Port Arthur by the Japanese in 1895 S
fterward Germ y had tuallj d a port d a

P o f C id F ce ha 1 o 4 d a port
the south. Then came the most decisive act, the securing of
Port Arthur by R T d a wave of indignat
t P Japan, and the people of that try were
with difficulty kept k by the prudence of t ir states-
men. The acquisition of Port Arthur by Russia meant that
now she had a harbor ice-free the year round. That Russia Bussian
did not look upon her possession as merely a short lease, activity in^^^^ ^^^ _ ̂^m_^^ ^ m 

^F Manchuria

but as a permanent one, was unmistakably shown by her
conduct. She constructed a railroad south from Harbin,

connecting with the Trans-Siberian. She threw thousands of

troops into Manchuria; she set about immensely strengthening
Port Arthur as a fortress, and a considerable fleet was sta-

tioned t To the Japanese all this seemed to prove t t
she purposed ultimately t tl ic immense P f
Manchuria, and ter p bably Korea, which would give h

S mber of ice-free harbors and place her in a d
position on the Pacific, menacing, the Japanese felt, the very

t of Jap Moreover, th w 1 h t
ff all chance of possible Japanese expansion in these d

t and f t ic a t f their market r Japa
dust Tl bit s o f th t P t dominat

the East clashed d, in addit t Jap t matt
d t Ive her permanent safety, even in her d

empire
M f\ 4-V.^ *** si ~A*« o?»*~«. T).»
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Diplomatic her intentions. Russian annexation of Manchuria would
negotiations probably mean the closing of that province to the commerce
concerning

Manchuria. 

* 

of the rest of the world. The powers were, therefore, in-
sistent, particularly the United States and England, in urg-
ing the policy of the " open door." Russia gave the powers
the formal promise to withdraw from Manchuria " as soon

as lasting order shall have been established " there, but she
steadily refused to specify the date, and this became, there-
fore, one of the subjects of diplomatic negotiation.

The Anglo- Japan's prestige at this time was greatly increased by a
Japanese treaty concluded with England in 1902, establishing a de-
Treaty of
1902. fensive alliance according to which the two powers " actu-

ated solely by a desire to maintain the status quo and general
peace in the extreme East, being, moreover, especially inter-
ested in maintaining the territorial integrity of the Empire of
China and the Empire of Korea, and in securing equal oppor-
tunities in those countries for the commerce and industry of
all nations," agreed, among other things, to remain strictly
neutral in case either power became involved in a war con-

g these matters, but also agreed that if a third p
o Id J th my against th lly, th th d

power would drop its neutrality and come to th t
f its ally, making war and peace in com m with it Th

me a that if F or G erm ho Id d Russ in a

war w th J P th England w lid d Jap a
war bet ween R id Japar 1 E wo Id b

tral Th treaty was, theref o f t pract
importance to Japan, and it also increased her prestig F
the first tim history Asiatic p had entered t
an lliance with a Europ n power on a o f

lity Jap had entered the family of n itions, and
t was remarkabl ; evidence of her importance that Great
Britain saw advantage in an alliance with her.

Russia, with the other powers, had recognized the integrity
" /v* i 1 1.1-
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a leasehold of the strong fortress and naval base of Port
Arthur. She had definitely promised to withdraw from Man-
churia when order should be restored, but she declined to

make the statement more explicit. Her military prepara- Japan
tions increasing all the while, the Japanese demanded of her makes war
the date at which she intended to withdraw her troops from .Russia. ,,*

Manchuria, order having apparently been restored. Nego-
tiations between the two powers dragged on from August
1903 to February 1904. Japan, believing that Russia was
merely trying to gain time to tighten her grip on Manchuria
by elaborate and intentional delay and evasion, and to pro-
long the discussion until she had sufficient troops in the
province to be able to throw aside the mask, suddenly broke
off diplomatic relations and commenced hostilities. On the
night of the 8th-9th of February, 1904, the Japanese tor-
pedoed a part of the Russian fleet before Port Arthur and
threw their armies into Korea.

The Russo-Japanese war, thus begun, lasted from Feb-
ruary 1904 to September 1905. It was fought Japaneseon both

war, 1904-
land and sea. Russia had two fleets in Asiatic waters, one 1905.
at Port Arthur and one at Vladivostok. Her land connec-

tion with eastern A 3 by e long single track f th
Trans-Sib 1 Jap ded bottling the
Port Arthur fleet at the very outset of th Controlling
the A t t h was b t transport armies and
muniti t t scene of the land f th only slight

t the hands of the Vladivostok fleet. O rove

the R t of Korea, back f the Yal A

under General Oku landed on the Liao-t g P 1 id
t ff t t f Siege oft Art rith R It

Port

attempted to take Port Arthur by assault, but was unable Arthur.
to carry it, and finally began a siege. siege was con-
ducted by General Nogi, General Oku being engaged in
driving the Russians back upon Mukden. The Russian
General K~ f. l ilirr»r»o I 1 ̂ ^ ̂^^ ^^^ ^^* ^^^ ^^ ̂^^ * * "*
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that of Liao-yang, engaging probably half a million men and
lasting several days, resulted in a victory of the Japanese,
who entered Liao-yang September 4, 1904. Their objective
now was Mukden. Meanwhile, in August, the Japanese had
defeated disastrously both the Port Arthur and Vladivostok
fleets, eliminating them from the war. The terrific bombard-
ment of Port Arthur continued until that fortress surren-

dered after a siege of ten months, costing the Japanese
60,000 in killed and wounded (January 1,1905). The army
which had conducted this siege was now able to march north-
ward to co-operate with General Oku around Mukden. There
several battles were fought, the greatest since the Franco-
German war of 1870, lasting in each case several days. The

Mukden 
last, at Mukden (March 6-10, 1905), cost both armiescaptured

by the 120,000 men killed and wounded in four days' fighting. The
Japanese. Russians were defeated and evacuated Mukden, leaving 40,-

000 prisoners in the hands of the Japanese.
Destruction Another incident of the war was the sending out from
of the Russia of a new fleet under Admiral Rodjestvensky, which,
� , _. after a long voyage, was attacked at its close by Admiral
fleet, May ^& J to ' ' . T
27, 1905. Togo as it entered the Sea of Japan and annihilated in

the great naval battle of the Straits of Tsushima, May
1905.

The two powers finally consented, at the suggestion of
President Roosevelt, to send delegates to Portsmouth, New
Hampsh t see f th w c Id be brought t a cl
Th result w th g' g f the Treaty of Portsmout
September 5, 190 T e w r bet Jap n d R
had been fought 1 an d belonging t th P m
Korea, and nci pally in M h P o f Ch
yet Korea a >rea and China took no part in the war, were p
pectators, powerless to preserve the neutrality of the: soil

their independent gnty
The Treaty By the Treaty of Portsmouth R rec z d Jap ?
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were to evacuate Manchuria. Russia transferred to Japan
1 f Port Arthur and the Liao-tung peninsul d

ded the southern half of the island of Saghalin.
Japan thus stood forth the dominant power of the 0

S e had panded t rear> by th t f F
mosa and Sag lalin. She has not regarded Korea as in-

.

dependent, but since the close of the war has virtually, though
t 1y d i. s p Port Art
d her position in Manchuria is one giving rise at the p
t moment to diplomatic d She has an r f

600,000 men, equipped with all the most modern appliances
of destruction, a navy about the size of that of France,
flourishing industries, and flourishing commerce. The drain
upon her resources during the past ten years has been tre-
mendous, and, appreciating the need of many years of quiet
recuperation and upbuilding, she was willing to make the
Peace of Portsmouth. Her financial difficulties are great,
imposing an abnormally heavy taxation. No people has
accomplished so vast a transformation in so short a time.

The Russo-Japanese war cannot be said to have settled
the Far Eastern Question, as the future of China is called.

Wars may yet grow out of it. But if they do, it seems
likely that a new factor will have to be considered, a re-
juvenated and modern China. For the lesson of these events Keaction

has not been lost upon the Chinese. The victories of Japan, of these
0,1,, i. rf~k " i " i n events upon nental state, over a great Occidental power, as well �..0 JT > Cnina.

as over China, has convinced many influential Chinese of
the advantage to be derived from an adoption of Euro-
pean methods, an appropriation of European knowledge.
Moreover, they see that the only way to repel the aggres-

4 By an agreement signed by Korea and Japan, November 17, 1905, the
control of the foreign relations of Korea was placed in the hands of the
Japanese Government It was also provided that a Japanese Resident-
General should be stationed in Seoul. By a subsequent agreement, signed
by the same nartir<5. Jnltr <*i ion? ~n -^
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sions of outside powers is to be equipped with the weapons
used by the aggressor.

This change of attitude was represented after the Boxer
rebellion by the Empress-Dowager herself, upon whom the
invasion of her capital by the international army in 1900
and the punishment inflicted upon the country were not lost.
Returning to Peking she showed herself more accessible to
foreigners and foreign ideas, and after 1900 she began to
approve of reforms more far-reaching than those for which
in 1898 she had put men to death.

China in In the last few years the leaven of reform has been work-
process of
transforma ing fruitfully in the Middle Kingdom. A military spirit
tion. has arisen in this state, which formerly despised the martial

virtues. Under the direction of Japanese instructors a
Chinese army is being constructed after European models,
equipped in the European fashion. The acquisition of
western knowledge is encouraged. Students are going in
large numbers to foreign countries, European, American,
£0,000 of them to Japan. The State encourages the proc-
ess by throwing open the civil service, that is, official careers
to those who obtain honors in examinations in western sub-

jects. Schools are being opened throughout the country.
Even public schools for girls have been established, a re-
markable fact for any Oriental country. Railroads are
being built, and the Chinese have begun the economic de-
velopment of their country, and are buying back where
possible the concessions for mines and railways formerly
granted to foreigners. In 1906 an edict was issued aiming
at the prohibition of the use of opium within ten years.

Moreover, the absolute monarchy is about to be changed
into a constitutional one, the people of China are to receive
political power and education. An imperial commission
was sent to Europe in 1905 to study the representative"

systems of various countries, and on its return a committee,
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In August 1908 an official edict was issued promising, in China
the name of the Emperor, a constitution in 1917, and setting pron"*e a

...... . constitutio]

forth in detail the stages that will be reached each year in
the conversion of the form of government until the new
system is completely established. A piquant and highly
modern illustration of the swift interplay of the nations in
these days of world politics, of instantaneous transmission
of news, is furnished by the action of Chinese reformers, who "
have urged that China should not lag behind Turkey and
Persia, themselves very recent converts, indeed, to the faith
in constitutions and parliaments, a faith which has spread so
astoundingly since 1815 and which is fast winning the last re-
treats of absolutism.
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CHAPTER XXXI

RUSSIA SINCE THE WAR WITH JAPAN

WE are now in a position to follow with some under-
standing the very recent history of Russia, a history at
once crowded, intricate, turbulent, the outcome of which

is certainly obscure, but which seems to be the dawn of
a new era a dawn, however, still heavily overcast and lower-
mg That history is the record of the reaction of the
Japanese war upon Russia herself, a war which may prove
to be as far-reaching in its effects upon the Russian state
and people as it has already proved itself to be upon Japan
and China.

Unpopu- That war was from the beginning unpopular with the
larity in Russians. Consisting of a series of defeats, its unpopu-
Russia of

the war larity only increased, and the indignation and wrath of
with Japan, the people were shown during its course in many ways.

The Government was justly held responsible, and was dis-
credited by its failure. As it added greatly to the already
existing discontent, the plight in which the Government found
itself rendered it powerless to repress the popular expression
of that discontent in the usual summary fashion. There was
for many months extraordinary freedom of discussion,

Open ex- of the press, of speech, cut short now and then by the
pression

of the officials, only to break out later. The war with Japan
popular had for the Government most unexpected and unwelcome
discontent, consequences. The very winds were let loose.

The war began early in February 1904. At a meeting
of the Institute of Mining Engineers at St. Petersburg on
February 23d, a resolution was passed stating u that the
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int-nt of the vast majority of the Russian people, and that
it is the result of the spirit of reckless adventure which
characterizes the enterprises of the Government in the Far
East." The Institute accordingly expressed its " profound
dissatisfaction with the Government, which is the responsible
author of this fresh national misfortune," and denounced the
war as " at once inhuman and contrary to the interests of the
P

The Minister of the Interior, in whose hands lay the Von Plehve's
maintenance of public order, was at this time Von Plehve, one iron regime.

of the most bitterly hated men in recent Russian history.
Von Plehve had been in power since 1902, and had revealed a
character of unusual harshness. He had incessantly and
pitilessly prosecuted liberals everywhere, had filled the pris-
ons with his victims, had been the center of the movement

against the Finns, previously described, and seems to have
secretly favored the horrible massacres of Jews which
occurred at this time. He was detested as few men have

b II e ttempted t PP in t usu manner tli
g volume of criticism occasioned by the war by apph

t same ruthless met d f break p ting
Sib tudents, prof en, w H w Assassina-

killed July 1904 by a bomb thrown undc earn e by i tion of

Von Plehve

in tudent. R issia breathed more J There im
mediately appeared a document which t "emarkabl
li<rht on the in f t mind f th

dical revolutionists in R This was " 
an appeal

the citizens of the world," issued by the central committ
of the Revolutionary Socialist party. Assum P
bility or the " righteous act," and announcin ts.d
to put an end to Tsardom, it stated that Plehve had been

" executed " because of the relentless policy of repression and
reprisals, which he had applied against all those who strove
for freedom " Uin 11 w e i o 1, A Russian
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a terrorist policy in countries that are free. But in Russia,

where, owing to the reign of despotism, no open political
discussion is possible, where there is no redress against the
irresponsibility of absolute power throughout the whole bu-
reaucratic organization, we shall be obliged to fight
the violence of tyranny with the force of revolutionary
right."

Nicholas II The Emperor Nicholas II now showed a disposition to
enters upon depart somewhat from the rigorous policy of Von Plehve.
a more

liberal path He appointed as Minister of Home Affairs in September,
Prince Sviatopolk Mirski, a man of liberal tendencies. The
new minister announced " that though the Russian people
are as yet unfit for constitutional government, the local rep-
resentative institutions of the Empire (the zemstvos) might
be given greater freedom of action and larger opportunities
without risk to the established system," and he spoke of
" sincere confidence in the people " as essential to good gov-
ernment. This aroused the hopes of the liberals. The press
was allowed great freedom, which it used to express the
people's demands, and in November 1904 representatives
from the zemstvos were permitted to meet in St. Petersburg
to state and discuss what they considered the needs of the
country. Many other bodies did the same. Lawyers, acad-
emic and professional faculties, learned societies, city councils,
all criticised existing abuses and demanded remedies. Never
had the Russian people uttered their desires so freely. A
few months before under Plehve such meetings would have
been broken up and their participants treated with customary
severity.

Demands of It appeared from all these expressions of opinion that
the liberals.

though the liberals differed from each other on many matters,
they were agreed on certain points. They demanded that
the reign of law be established in Russia, that the era of
bureaucratic and police control, rprnomizincr nn, limif f in-
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.science, of speech, of publication, of public meetings and
associations, of justice administered by independent judges,
of legal trials for alleged lawbreakers. They also demanded
greater participation of the people in local government,
^ome sort of a national parliament which should share in
making the laws of the Empire, and which should control
the officials, and a national constituent assembly, to be sum-
moned immediately, with power to frame a constitution em-
bodying these privileges in fundamental law. The last two
demands were considered by far the most important a

t t g a titt t a p
t henceforth to make the laws But, however passionat ; granted

d universal the demands, the T ho io the Tsar.

grant them, and the discontent continued, fanned by the
disclosures of the war, which grew ever more unpopular
and disastrous as it progressed. Thousands of soldiers of
the reserve, called out, escaped to Germany and Austria.
Others were forced, only at the point of the bayonet, into widespread
the trains that were to carry them to Manchuria. Hundreds disorder.
of thousands of workmen were thrown out of employment
by the failure of business enterprises, caused by the war;
the harvest was bad, and it was found that the officials were

enriching themselves at the expense of the nation's honor,
selling for private gain supplies intended for the army,
even seizing the funds of the Red Cross Society. The war
continued to be a series of humiliating and sanguinary de- O O «/

feats, and on January 1, 1905, came the surrender of Port
Arthur after a fearful siege.

The revolutionary agitation continued. The people de-
sired concessions from the Tsar, but none came from him.

University students in Moscow and St. Petersburg marched
through the streets shouting, "Down with autocracy!"
" Stop the war ! " Finally, the Tsar spoke. Toward the The Tsar
end of December 1904- he issued a decree in reolv to the announces
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prepare the laws necessary to effect them. Some of these
were identical with the wishes expressed the zemstvos
and the other assemblies, but the reformers noticed one
critical omission. There was no mention of a national

asse nbly It lear that, while the Emperor might g
me ref< he had no intent f reducing his own auto-

cratic powers, of restricting the bureaucracy, or of allowing
the people any share in the government.

Popular The agitation, therefore, continued unabated, more and

dissatisfac-more embittered as the war progressed. January was sig-
tion and

continuance nalized by an event that aroused the horror of the civilized
of disorder, wo rid the slaughter of " Bloody Sunday " (January

1905). Workmen in immense numbers, under the leader-
ship of a radical priest, Father Gapon, tried to approach
the Imperial Palace in St. Petersburg, hoping to be able
to lay their grievances directly before the Emperor, as they
had no faith in any of the officials. Instead of that, they
were attacked by the Cossacks and the regular troops and
the result was a fearful loss of life, how large cannot be
accurately stated.

All through the year 1905 tumults and disturb oc-
d. P Sviatopolk Mirski, ill, foiled at every step

d undermined by t ries, w placed by Bui n
(February 1905). T Government resumed it ternary
method Deeds of viol ice and repression on ts part
met in turn by assassinations and bomb-throwing on the part
f the revolutionist Imm trikes were organized. P
ts burned the houses of the nob Mutinies in th my

and na\ y were f t Th e o ft Tsar, the Grandi

Duke S '8 one f the most pronounced t
th e Emp wh o had d e e w t th tick
was assassinated R w in a tate bordering on
anarchy. Finally the Tsar sought to reduce the ever-mount-

The
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In this he announced that " while preserving the funda-
mental law regarding the autocratic power," lie had resolved
to call, not later than January 1906, a state council, or»

Duma, consisting of elected representatives from the whole
of Russia. But this manifesto was o'nly another disappoint-
ment to the reformers, as the Duma was to be merely a
consultative body, not a real legislature, as the elections to
it were to be conducted by the very class most hated and dis-
trusted, the bureaucracy, as the working and professional
classes were not given the suffrage, and as the sessions of
the Duma were not to be public. How small the electorate
was to be was shown from the fact that St. Petersburg, with
a population of over a million and a half, would have only
nine thousand five hundred voters.

Feeling, therefore, that the Emperor's concessions were
inadequate and illusory, that Russia must be assured far
greater liberties, the revolutionary parties continued their
agitation. An agency of great effect when completely ap-
plied was now resorted to, the general strike. Under present
conditions, when governments dispose of large, well-equipped
armies against which the people are powerless to fight, this
is a weapon of immense value. It is, however, difficult to set The resort
in operation, involving, as it does, the co-operation of vast 

to the

r general
numbers in a strike, which can be maintained only if the strike!
strikers have reserve funds large enough to prevent starva-
tion. In Russia in October 1905 the attempt was made.
It began with a railway strike, which included the whole
Empire, and which cut off all communication both within

Russia and with the outside world. Any one wishing to
travel was forced to use the ordinary highways or the water,
if that were possible. Commerce was tied up. Merchants
could neither ship nor receive goods. Similar strikes oc-
curred in most of the great factories. Practically all shops,
except provision stores, were closed. In the large towns
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granted. The students of the universities struck, lawyers
also; the law courts were closed. No newspapers appeared.
Stocks fell rapidly.

Th harp ping P of the d "y d
y activities of life created isupport t t

an d ted terrific p o the G ment It
The an extraordinarily dramatic protest against misrule. Forced
Manifesto of 

to yield, at least somewhat, the Tsar issued a manifesto
October,
1905. October 30, 1905, granting " the mm tabl dat f

berty," freedom of speech, of conscience, of associat
extending the suff to those th ;n lacking it, leaving th
matter of the t franchise to be determined by th
Duma, and. most portant f all tablishing as an im
mutabl rule that no law can c 1 t rce thout thi

approval of the Duma, and that it shall be possible for the
representatives of the people to participate effectively in
the supervision of the legality of the acts of the public offi-
cials. ' Count Witte was at the same time appointed prime
minister, and Pobyedonostseff, hated by all liberals as the
very soul of the cruel government of the last twenty years,
was removed from his position.

But it was evident that the police and bureaucrats in-
tended to continue their usual practice of breaking up meet-
ings, shooting, and arresting at will. Moreover, the revolu-
tionists were not satisfied with the Tsar's concessions, but

demanded the convocation of an assembly elected by univer-
The sal suffrage which should draw up a constitution for Russia,
popular 1
demand for as a preliminary step absolutely essential to reassure the
a constitu- people. This the Tsar would not grant. The strike went
ent assem- on through November, new classes joining it, such as the

y re used. carriers and telegraph operators. Dangerous mutinies
in the army and navy were frequent, and brutal and bloody
attacks upon the Jews, inspired in many cases by Government
officials, shocked the western world. There was much street
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for the Duma to be held. Moreover, it made concessions The Govern-

to Finland which brought peace to that distracted country, ment makes
i * " 4.1 " i i. " i i j-u A u u e ^ 

concessions

by restoring the rights enjoyed by the duchy before the to ptniand.

late usurpations. Russia continued in a highly troubled
state, in fact, an irregular kind of civil war between re-
actionaries seeking to recover lost ground and revolution-
ists bent upon preventing a return to the old conditions.
That the old odious methods were still extremely vigorous
was shown by the fact that, in January 1906 alone, 78
newspapers were suspended, 58 editors arrested, and thou-
sands of people thrown into prison or exiled to Siberia, and
most of Russia placed under martial law; all this after
the Tsar in October had recognized the civil rights of the in-
dividual.

The Tsar had promised the Duma, which was to be a
law-making body and was to have a supervision over the
actions of officials. But before it met he proceeded to
clip its wings. He issued a decree constituting the Council The
of the Empire, that is, a body consisting largely of official Council

of the

appointees from the bureaucracy, or of persons associated Empire.
with the old order of things, as a kind of Upper Chamber
of the legislature, of which the Duma should be the Lower.
An elective element was to be introduced into the Council

of the Empire. Laws must have the consent of both Council
and Duma before being submitted to the Tsar for approval.

The elections to the Duma were held in March and April
1906, and resulted in a large majority for the Constitu-
tional Democrats, popularly called the " Cadets," a name
derived from the initial letters of the name of the party.
Count Witte now resigned and was succeeded by Goremykin,The

whose first act was to issue in the name of the Tsar certain
organic

" organic laws," laws that could not be touched by the Duma, laws."
Thus the powers of that body were again restricted, before
. , . Opening
it had even met.
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a short and stormy life. It showed from the beginning
that it desired a thoroughgoing reform of Russia along
the well-known lines of western liberalism. It was com-

bated by the court and bureaucratic parties, which had not
been able to prevent its meeting, but which were bent upon
rendering it powerless, and were only waiting for a favorable

Demands time to secure its abolition. It demanded an amnesty for
of the all political offenders. The first thought at the first
Duma.

assembly of the representatives of the Russian nation should
be for those who have sacrificed their freedom for their

country," said one orator. It was only able, however, to
secure a partial amnesty. It demanded that the Council
of the Empire, the second chamber, should be reformed,
as it was under the complete control of the Emperor, and
was thus able to nullify the work of the people's chamber.
It demanded that the ministers be made responsible to the
Duma as the only way of giving the people control over
the officials. It demanded the abolition of martial law

throughout the Empire, under cover of which all kinds of
crimes were being perpetrated by the governing classes. It
passed a bill abolishing capital punishment. As the needs
of the peasants were most pressing, it demanded that the
lands belonging to the state, the crown, and the monasteries
b e given to them on long leases.

The Duma lasted a little over two months. Its debates

were marked by a high degree of intelligence and by fre-
quent displays of eloquence, in which several peasants dis-
tinguished themselves. It criticised the abuses of the Gov-

The ernment freely and scathingly. Its sessions were often
impotence stormy, the attitude of the ministers frequently contemp-
of the

Duma. tuous. It was foiled in all its attempts at reform by the
Council of the Empire, and by the Tsar.

The crucial contest was over the responsibility of min-
Tin TYIQ /In c a c a n t rn v i n or f
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was inflamed and disorders were rife among the people.
A radical party among the peasants demanded that all
the land of the country be given to them outright, without
payment. The Tsar cut the whole matter short by dis- The Duma
solving the Duma, on July 22, 1906, stating that he was dissolved.

" cruelly disappointed" that " the representatives of the
nation, instead of applying themselves to productive legis-
lation, had strayed into spheres beyond their competence,
had inquired into the acts of local authorities established
by himself, and had commented upon the imperfections of
the fundamental laws, which could only be modified by his
Imperial will." March 5, 1907, was fixed as the date Stolypin
for the meeting of a new Duma. Stolypin was appointed appointed

chief

prime minister in the place of Goremykin. Many of the minister.
members of the Duma went to A'iborg in Finland, where they
issued a manifesto, signed by 230 of them, protesting against
the dissolution of the Duma, and calling upon the people The Vit

Manifesto.

" to stand up for the downtrodden rights of popular repre-
sentation," and to give the Government neither soldiers nor
money, as it had no right to either without the consent of the
people's representatives. They declared invalid all new loans
that might be contracted without the approval of the Duma.
As the people remained inactive, either because of indifference
or because terrorized, the manifesto proved a mere flash
in til e pan Most of those who signed it were prosecuted
later, and were provisionally disfranchised and prevented
from being elected to the second Duma.

The second Duma was opened by the Tsar March 5, 1907. The second
It did not work to the satisfaction o f th e Government. Duma-

Friction between it and the ministry developed early and
increased steadily. Finally the Government arrested sixteen
of the members and indicted many others for carrying on
an alleged revolutionary propaganda. This was, of course,
a vital assault upon the integrity of the assembly, a gross

" l
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the Duma was dissolved on June 16, 1907, and a new one
ordered to be elected in September, and to meet in No-

The Tsar vember. An imperial manifesto was issued at the same
alters the time altering the electoral law in most sweeping fashion,
electoral

system. and practically bestowing the right of choosing the large
majority of the members upon about 130,000 landowners.
This also was a grave infringement upon the constitutional

liberties hitherto granted, which had, among other things,
promised that the electoral law should not be changed with-
out the consent of the Duma. The Tsar asserted now that

" the right of abrogating the law and replacing it by a
new law belongs only to the power which gave the first
electoral law - the historic power of the Tsar of Russia."

The third The third Duma, thus chosen on a very limited and pluto-
Duma. cratic suffrage, was opened on November 14, 1907, and is

still in existence (1909). Though composed in large measure
of reactionaries and those who were only mildly progress-
ive, nevertheless, this assembly, which Stolypin apparently
thought would be a docile instrument for the ministry, has
not entirely justified his expectations. An act of some
significance was its refusal by a vote of to 146 to
introduce the word " autocracy " into the address to the
Tsar. Stolypin thereupon announced that the autocracy
was the supreme power in the state, and would assert itself
whenever the safety of Russia should demand it.

The Thus the autocracy proclaimed anew its undiminished
autocracy
asserts its authority. Nevertheless, it has not yet dared to abolish

the Duma outright, as urged to by the reactionaries. Thesupreme

authority. Duma still exists, but is rather a consultative than a legis-
lative body. With the mere passage of time it takes on
more and more the character of a permanent institution,
exerting a feeble influence on Russian affairs. However
precarious its existence, however slight its power, it never-
theless represents an experiment in constitutional govern-
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this experiment short, of abolishing the institution outright,
has been increased by the trend of events outside Russia,
with Turkey, Persia, and China becoming, or preparing to be-
come, constitutional states of the modern type. A decent
regard for the opinions of mankind will tend to thwart a
complete or permanent reversion to outlived forms of gov-
ernment.

Far the most important measure sanctioned by the third The trans-
Duma was the law passed early in 1909 providing for the formation

of the

ultimate break-up of the historic form of the village com- mir.

mune, or mir, the freeing of the peasants from the previous
authority of the mir, the substitution of individual owner-
ship of the land for the collective ownership, hitherto the
chief and unique characteristic of the commune. This is
a great agrarian reform, destined inevitably to have mo-
rnentous consequences, though whether on the whole bene-
ficial or disastrous it is impossible to foresee. The idea
at the basis of the bill, which has received the sanction

of the Tsar, was first brought forward by Count Witte,
was later taken up by Stolypin and promulgated in the
form of provisional decrees by the Emperor. The bill
represents the will of the Government, not a concession
wrung from it by the Duma. The Duma has merely con-
sented.

Meanwhile, Finland fared better than Russia. The at- The

tacks upon the historic institutions and liberties of the restoration
of the

Finns, the attempted Russin*cation of the duchy, have been liberties of

described. The Finns, helpless before the overwhelming Finland.
power of the Russian autocrat, were to find advantage in
his discomfiture at the hands of the Japanese. Roused by
the anarchy and impotence of the Government in 1905, they
demanded vehemently the restoration of the constitutional
rights of their country, and to this end ordered a general
strike. On November 4, 1905, the Tsar capitulated, issu-
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1899 to 1903. Finland was once more a free country, in the
possession of a responsible government of her own. No
sooner had the Finns recovered their rights and power than
they proceeded to reform their government along demo-
cratic lines. A bill was passed in May 1906, sanctioned by

The Finnish the Tsar, altering the system of representation. In the place
parliament of the previous four Chambers, or Estates, there was hence-
altered.

forth to be a single Chamber of two hundred members, of
whom sixty were to form a Grand Committee, with certain
powers to prevent hasty legislation. Universal suffrage was
established; women, as well as men, who have reached their

twenty-fourth year, were given the right to vote, and were
declared eligible for membership in the Chamber. Propor-
tional representation was also instituted.

The first elections to the new Chamber took place in
April 1907. Eighty Socialists were returned out of the
two hundred members, and nineteen women were chosen mem-

bers, of whom one was a journalist, one a school-teacher,
one a dressmaker, one a weaver, one an agitator for
woman's rights, one the president of the Servant Girls'
Union. Thus, for the first time in history, certain social
classes, hitherto without political power, are directly repre-
sented in a European parliament. In the elections of 1908t

the number of women absentees from the polls was consider-
ably less than that of men absentees.

Renewed Troublous times began again for Finland in 1908. The
troubles in question of the powers of the Finnish Diet, of the relations of
Finland. (jran(j Duchy to the Empire as a whole was raised once

more and rapidly became acute. The Russian Government
was resolved to bring Finland under close control in military
and financial affairs, on the ground that she did not bear her
share of the burdens of the State and that uniformity of

legislation was necessary in matters so vital. The Finns
planted themselves firmlv upon their constitutional rights,
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CHAPTER XXXII

CERTAIN FEATURES OF MODERN PROGRESS

IT is impossible within the limits of a single volume to
present an adequate record of the nineteenth century ll
ts rich mplexity M y pects of it tory in them-

s f the first import must be ig d or dismissed
with a mere allusion. It was a century of olut revo-
lution in government, revolut material ditions
and circumstances of life, revolution in knowledge and in
mental outlook. We have been concerned chiefly with the
record of its political and social changes. But in every sphere
of endeavor the militant human spirit expressed its power.
It was a century that must remain memorable by reason
of the originality, the brilliancy, and the solidity of its
achievements. To appraise definitively its significance is,
of course, impossible. To feel the fulness of its power one
must study it from many points of view, must contemplate
it from many angles, an undertaking from which we re
precluded here.

It was a century of literature, copious, various in form Literature,
and content, diverse in its effects. Literature was a mirror

of a stormy, changeful period and a dynamic force in the
political, social, religious, and intellectual o f th e^** ^_ f struggles
age, for it was not its own excuse for being, but must serve
some cause, must advance some propaganda. That the in-
fluence of literature upon events and of events upon literature
has been varied and profoundly significant, the history of
the great movements of the age, nationalistic, imperialistic,
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Music. tury of music. " Music," says an accomplished critic,
.. is the only one of the fine arts of which it can
be said that it reached its highest development in the
nineteenth century. ... It is the modern art par
excellence"

It was a century in which the kindlier feelings of men
gained a genial efflorescence, shown in their increasing desire
to alleviate suffering and distress, their growing sensitiveness
to cruelty and injustice, the disposition more and more preva-
lent to aid the unfortunate, the defective, the stricken; to

the strength of which emotion the hospitals, asylums, schools,
retreats, and various relief services of every city and state
bear vivid testimony, as does also much of the humanitarian
legislation previously described. This tendency became stead-
ily more pronounced as the century wore to its close and
passed over into the new.

It was a supremely brilliant century of science. In physics,
in chemistry, in astronomy, in geology, in biology, in the
various historical, legal, political, and social studies, in phi-
losophy, in philology, in the critical study of literature
and art, in every branch of investigation, the activity was

Science unremitting, the cumulative result revolutionary and stu-
pendous. Not only were the confines of knowledge greatly

dened, but the methods of its acquisition and disseminat
were m tiplied d perfected. The work was international
in haracter, the prod t f many minds, of many lab
to That th 11-being of m was vas the red
by it all is most ob It would be impossible, f
t t ex erate the relief from fearful suffering, the

gain to human life, brought about by the two discoveries
of anesthetics and antiseptics, products of the scientific
investigations of the century. In two respects, which have
a closer connection with the general character of this volume,
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material conditions of life, by its application to industry
and to war.

The transformation of industry and commerce accom-
plished in the century is unique in the history of the world,
a transformation so sweeping that in this respect the present
;ige differs more from that of Louis XVIII than did his from
that of Rameses II. This transformation has been the

result of a series of discoveries and inventions too numerous

even to mention. Among these, one stands pre-eminent, the
placing at the disposition of man of a new motive force of
incomparable consequence, steam, rendered available by the
perfection of an engine for the transmission of its power.
James Watt rendered this service to the race at the close

the eighteenth century, but it was not until the nineteenth
svas well advanced that its possibilities, the vast range of its
itility, were clearly established.

Consider the significance of the new agency. Up to the
id vent of the age of steam, industry and commerce were

The age
:ssentially what they had been for many centuries. Pre- of steam.
viously the only motive force had come from animal strength,
i d from d d S t Mankind had very few

hines, but manufacture was literally production by hand,
tnd was d mall shops generally mnected with
he h m f th fact Th th j midst of a

"ew workmen, the proprietor himself worked. The imple-
nents were few, the relations of master and journeyman
md apprentice intimate and constant, the differences of their

conditions comparatively slight. Industry was truly do-
nestic. In general each town produced the commodities
rhich it required. Production was on a small scale, and was
lesigned largely for the local market. Necessarily so, for
he difficulty of communication restricted commerce. Down
:o the nineteenth century men traveled and goods were
carried in the way with which the world had been familiar
ince time began. Only by horse or by boat could merchandise

conveyed. Roads were few in number, poor in quality,
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method of locomotion. Its expansion was reasonably rapic
It was at first thought impossible to construct ships larg
enough to carry sufficient coal for long voyages. It was nc
until 1838 that a ship relying solely upon steam propulsio

The Great crossed the Atlantic Ocean. The Great Western, a Britis

Western. vessel, sailed from Bristol to New York in fifteen days, to t\
discomfiture of those who were at that very time showing tl
impossibility of such a feat. " It was proved by fluxionar
calculus," wrote Carlyle, " that steamers could never g<
across from the farthest point of Ireland to the nearest <
Newfoundland; impelling force, resisting force, maximu
here, minimum there; by law of nature, and geometric den
onstration;-what could be done? The Great Westei

could weigh anchor from Bristol Port; that could be don
The Great Western, bounding safe through the gullets <
the Hudson, threw her cable out on the capstan of Ne
York, and left our still moist paper demonstration to di
itself at leisure." The experimental stage was over.
1840, Samuel Cunard, a native of Nova Scotia, living
England, founded the first regular transatlantic steamsh
line, thus raising his name out of obscurity forever. In
the Hamburg-American, in 1857 the North German Lloy
in 186& the French lines began their notable careers, t
two former now constituting veritable fleets and serving i
parts of the globe.

The But more important still was the application of steam
invention locomotion on land, the invention of the railroad. This, li
of the

railroad. most inventions, was a slow growth. In the mines ai
quarries of England carts had for some time been
on rails made at first of wood, later of iron. It was foui
that horses could thus draw much heavier loads, the fricti

f the wheel being reduced. The next step t ibstit
the steam engine for the h Several men w tudy
this problem in t y nineteenth century. William Hed
chief engineer ( f a colliery near Newcast tructed
1813 a locomotive, Puffing Billy, which worked fairly we
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The significance of George Stephenson lies in the fact that
by his inventions and improvements, extending through many
years he made it " actually cheaper," to use his own words,
" for the poor man to go by steam than to walk." His first
locomotive, constructed in 1814?, proved capable of hauling
coal at the rate of three miles an hour but at such a rate

was not commercially valuable. He perfected his machine by
increasing the power of the boiler so that the Rocket was
ble t mak i thirty m an h t t e ipening f t

Liverpool d Mam est raw il in 1830 The tpe
mental st over. The railw y s proved
Construction beg thwit d h tinued ever since.
Th e d opment f t new m f loomot h p

ded th the development of chemistry, metallurgy m
h g, electricity. Rails have been constantly
mproved, locomot gmented in drawing power, bridges

fl un over rvers d tnnel s t throuh m

t, Navigation, too, has had it d of triumph
Steamship pl g gularly d in l directions h
b m ger d larg ft ft m d
more numerous. Traveling and transportation have thus
been revolutionized by methods entirely dissimilar from
th ose in existence during all the previous history of man-
kind. They represent not a difference of degree, but of
kind.

It r Iways that h dered possib th ni b Importance
mic transformat of railroadsf the world, which must ot

have b i checked in mid-pro ess. They have also ided
the of nation-building, of empire-building, i d hj
facilitated political concentrat on. They have become power-

1 uxiliaries in war. K. T ie m lack," says President Hadley,
.. f w in o f d connection in 1859 probably
caused Austria to lose the battles of Solferino and Magenta,
and changed the whole destiny of Italy. The enei
trol and use of every railroad line in 1870 enabled Germany t
put her troops where they were most needed, and strike thos
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telling blows which virtually decided the contest in a few
days," *

Another agency has co-operated with steam in the trans-
formation of the conditions of modern industry and corn-

Electricity, merce, electricity. It has become, within very recent years,
the source of light and heat and motive power. But the
marvelous service it has thus far rendered has been the

instantaneous transmission of intelligence by the telegraph,
which became practicable after 1835, and by the telephone,
invented much later by Alexander Graham Bell (1876), only
several years later still to become commercially valuable.
Within the last twenty years the application of this new
agency to life has made gigantic strides.

The result of all this development, of the railroads, render-
ing possible the extraordinary expansion of industry, of in-
dustrial inventions, rendering possible the extraordinary ex-
pansion of the railroads-for the latter are both cause and
effect-and of this instantaneous transmission of intelligence
by wire and cable, and its publication by the marvelously im-
proved printing presses of our day, is the modern world oi
business which affects constantly and intimately the life of
every man, the activity of every government. Humanity
occupies a stronger position than ever before. Its increased
knowledge and control of the forces of nature have en-
abled it to produce in immensely greater quantities the
necessities and comforts and luxuries of life. The applica-
t f macl t prod t S It m

Standard t transportation, has increased tly th n-
of living tity and reduced the price of most commodities. Manj

products which only the well-to-do could formerly enjoy ar<
now within the reach of the millions. The plane of living
has been distinctly raised. The higher standard begets
desire for a standard higher still.

But while general wealth has advanced, and is advancing
with enormous strides, and while all have shared in the pro

1 Hadley, Railroad Transportation, 15.
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digious material progress, there is indubitably a growing
feeling that the distribution of the benefits has been and is
far from equitable and healthy, that the world's manual
laborers have not gained from these improved methods of
production as much as, in the interests of society as a whole,
they should have gained. There is an increasing conviction
in men's minds, to which the history of the last thirty or
forty years bears cumulative witness on every page, that,
given man's unexampled powrer over creative forces which
formerly went to waste, poverty has no place in the
modern world save as the doom of indolence or vice.

Yet poverty abounds which cannot be justly ascribed to
either.

Out of this conviction and out of the disillusions and

sufferings of the millions who have flocked to the cities,
allured by higher wages, have sprung various movements, of
which socialism is but one, although the most conspicuous and
the most potent. And discontent now possesses powers which Popular
it has never previously possessed. For the masses of to-day discontent
have been educated in the public schools, whereas, in 1815,
they could, le neither read nor write have received
discipline i m d n t a t n co-
operation a d management and judgment er unons;
h pap hich duct their propagand d ex-
press their views ; have acquired a tast politics, which at
the beginning of t tury was t haracteristic of a small

ty; and exercise an increasing power in most stat as
they possess the suffrag

Th P result f th m d t democrat

t o f th tury t d )main of politic t
h P ition f t thoutrht of our d P'

the social and economic problems to which it itself h s gven
rise. For, more and more penetrating int ground
of tt e consciousness of every nation, is the dit f t
most t m cass l d the duty of society to improve it
Social meliorat one f the insistent quest f th
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twentieth century, a question which will be answered, if at all,
by democracy, the product of the nineteenth.

There is another problem created by the advance of science
which engrosses more and more the attention of thoughtful
men. The rise and development of the militaristic spirit have
b own in the preceding pag The P military
system, marked by scientific thoroughness and efficiency, has
been adopted by all the countries of Europe.- Europe is to-day
what she has never been before, literally an armed continent.
The burden is heavy and its weight increases with every ad-
vance of science. For every discovery of a new explosive,

Spread of every improvement in weapons is immediately adopted,
militarism regardless of expense. Thus old equipment becomes obsolete

before it has ever been used in actual war. The rivalry of the
nations to have the most perfect instruments of destruction,
the strongest army and the strongest navy, is one of the
most conspicuous features of the world to-day. Ships of
war were made so strong that they could resist attack.
New projectiles of terrific force were consequently required
and the torpedo was invented. A new agency would be useful
to discharge this missile and thus the torpedo boat was de-
veloped. To neutralize it was therefore the immediate neces-
sity and the torpedo-boat destroyer was the result. Boats
that could navigate beneath the waters would have an ob-
vious advantage over those that could be seen, and the sub-
marine was provided for this need. And now we are about

t possession of the air with dirigible balloons and
pi as l auxiliaries of w And th man's imm
m l occupat w , g m th d f science

d contributes to that ad The wars of the past w
fought on th f o f th glob Th f th re
will be fought in the heavens above, and in the earth bene* th
and in the waters under the earth.

Cost of But all this is tremendously expensive. It costs more than
modern

instruments a hundred thousand dollars to construct the largest coast
of war. defense gun, which carries twenty-one miles, and its single
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discharge costs a thousand dollars. Ten millions are nec-
essary to build a Dreadnought. The debts of European
countries have been nearly doubled during the last thirty
years, largely because of military expenditures. The mil-
itary budgets of European states in this day of " armed
peace " amount to not far from a billion and a half dollars a

year, half as much again as the indemnity exacted by Ger-
many from France in 1871. Peace hath her price no less
than war. The burden is so heavy, the rivalry so keen that
it has given rise to a movement which aims to end it. The
very aggravation of the evil prompts a desire for its cure.

In the summer of 1898 the civil and military authorities
of Russia were considering how they might escape the neces-
sity of replacing an antiquated kind of artillery with a
more modern but very expensive one. Out of this discussion
emerged the idea that it would be desirable, if possible, to
check the increase of armaments. This could not be achieved

by one nation alone but must be done by all, if done at all.
The outcome of these discussions was the issuance by the Nicholas II
Tsar, Nicholas II, on August 24, 1898, of a communication.. ..«..7 7 ° 7 7 limitation

to those nations which were represented by diplomatic agents Of
at the Court of St. Petersburg, suggesting that an interna- armaments.
tional conference be held to consider the general problem.
This paper is very significant. Some of its statements de-
serve to be quoted: " In the course of the last twenty years
the longings for a general appeasement have become espe-
cially pronounced in the consciences of civilized nations. The
preservation of peace has been put forward as the object
of international policy; in its name great states have con-
cluded between themselves powerful alliances; it is the better
to guarantee peace that they have developed, in proportions
hitherto unprecedented, their military powers, and still con-
tinue to increase them without shrinking from any sacrifice.

. All these efforts, nevertheless, have not yet been
able to bring about the beneficent results of the desired
pacification. The financial charges, following an upward
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march, strike the public prosperity at its very source. The
intellectual and physical strength of the nations, labor and
capital, are for the major part diverted from their natural
application, and unproductively consumed. Hundreds of mil-
lions are devoted to acquiring terrible engines of destruction
which, though to-day regarded as the last word of science,
are destined to-morrow to lose all value, in consequence of
some fresh discovery in the same field. National culture, eco-
nomic progress, and the production of wealth are either para-
lyzed or checked in their development. It appears
evident then that, if this state of things were prolonged, it
would inevitably lead to the very cataclysm which it is de-
signed to avert, and the horrors of which make every think-

man shudder in adto

The Th f thus suggested by the T was held t
First Peace the Hague in 1899. Twenty-six of the fifty -nine sovereign
Conference

at the gover t f th Id w P ted by one hundred
Hague. memb T ty of these states were European, four w

Asiat: Ch Japan, a, and Siam and two were
Amer the United Stat d M The Conf

was opened on the 18th of May and closed on July 29th.
That the problem concerned all the world, that Asia and

America were as truly involved as Europe, that the day of
isolation is over, when a nation may live unto itself, was

Address shown in the address of the President of the Conference, M. de

of M. de Staal, a Russian delegate. " We perceive between nations,"
Staal.

d he. " an amount of mat 1 and moral interests which

constantly increasing. The ties which unite all parts of theh

human family are ever becoming closer. A nation could not
remain isolated if it wished. ... If, therefore, the nations
are united by ties so multifarious, is there no room for seeking
the consequences arising from this fact? When a dispute
arises between two or more nations, others, without being

concerned directly, are profoundly affected. Tl conse-
uences of an international conflict occurring in in any port
f th e lobe are felt on all sid It s f this reason t
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out.siders cannot remain indifferent to the conflict-they are
bound to endeavor to appease it by conciliatory action."
Among the means suggested are mediation and arbitration.
On another occasion the same member said: "The forces of

human activity are absorbed in an increasing proport on by
the expenses of the military and navi 1 budget Armed
peace to-day causes more considerable expense than the most
burdensome war of modern times," and another Russian

delegate exclaimed: " The idea of the Emperor of Russia
is grand and generous. If not this first Conference,
it will be a future Conference which will accept the idea, for
it responds to the wants of all nations."

A member of the German delegation, General von Schwarz- Address of"

lioff, however, struck the opposite note. " I can hardly be- General von
lieve that Schwarzhoff.among my honored colleagues there is a single
one ready to state that his Sovereign, his Government, is
engaged in working for the inevitable ruin, the slow but
sure annihilation of his country. ... So far as Ger-
many is concerned, I am able completely to reassure her friends
and to relieve all well-meant anxiety. The German people
is not crushed under the weight of charges and taxes,-it
is not hanging on the brink of an abyss; it is not approaching
exhaustion and ruin. Quite the contrary: public and private
wealth is increasing, the general welfare and standard of
life is being raised from one year to another. So far as
compulsory military service is concerned, which is so closely
onnected with these questions, the German does not regard

this as a heavy burden, but as a sacred and patriotic duty
to which he owes his country's existence, its prosperity, and
its future."

A French representative, M. Bourgeois, replied that Gen- Address
eral von Schwarzhoff will sur ely recognize with me that, of M.
if in his country, as well as in mine, the great resources, which Bour&eoi8-
are now devoted to military organization, could, at least in
part, be put to the service of peaceful and productive activity,
the grand total of the prosperity of each country would not
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cease to increase at an even more rapid rate." . . And
he added: "The object of civilization seems to us to be to
abolish, more and more, the struggle for life between men,
and to put in its stead an accord between them for the
struggle against the unrelenting forces of matter."

The great military powers had spoken. The feeling of
the lesser states was voiced by a representative of Bulgaria
who declared " that armed peace was ruinous, especially for
small countries whose wants were enormous, and who had

everything to gain by using their resources for the develop-
ment of industry, agriculture, and general progress." 1

With :h differences o f P th f w un-
ble to :h any agreem t n the fundam ental quei t
hich had given rise to its convocat It Id only adopt

a lut pressing the belief that " a limitat f th

milit p now burd th world is greatly
bed d in the interests of the mat ,1 and moral well-

being of mankind" and the desire that the governments
" shall take up the study of the possibility of an agreement
concerning the limitation of armed forces on land and sea,
and of military budgets."

Establish- With regard to arbitration the Conference was more suc-
ment of a cessful. It established a Permanent Court of Arbitration
Permanent

Court of for the purpose of facilitating arbitration in the case of
Arbitration, international disputes which it has been found impossible to

settle by the ordinary means of diplomacy. The Court does
not consist of a group of judges holding, sessions at stated
times to try such cases may be brought before it. But it
is provided that each power " shall select not more than four

persons of recognized competence in questions of international
law, enjoying the highest moral reputation and disposed to
accept the duties of arbitrators," and that their appointment
shall run for six years and may be renewed. Out of this
long list the powers at variance choose, in a manner indicated,

1 Quotations are from Holls, The Peace Conference at* the Hague,
TT nnA TTT r»a_<;sim.
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the judges who shall decide any given r.t When in the
discharge of their duties, such judges are to have the privi-
leges and immunities enjoyed by diplomatic agents.

Recourse to this Court is optional, but the Court is always
ready to be invoked. Arbitration is entirely voluntary with
the parties to a quarrel, but if they wish to arbitrate, the
machinery is at hand, a fact which is, perhaps, an encourage-
ment to its use.

The work of the First Peace Conference was very limited
;md modest, yet encouraging. But that the new century was
to bring not peace but a sword, that force still ruled the
world, was shortly apparent. Those who were optimistic
about the rapid spread of arbitration as a principle destined
to regulate the international relations of the future were
sadly disappointed by the meager results of the Conference,
and were still more depressed by subsequent events.

The nineteenth century had been ushered in by a series The
of wars of unexampled magnitude and of shattering effect, twentieth

century
T twentieth century also opened wit flict on n evenopens with

t 1 g larg i likely to prove of wars.
t deeper import The y locat o f t t o

the two cases exemplifies admirably the chang( that
h e come over t w d d urng a hundred vears. The

s of Napoleon f t in the very heart of E P
Th t P lecade of the twentiet tury w

ght in t Asia and t rn Af K that
NapoJ whos e 1 P tion, however, was quite lively
the very confines of the world. Russia f t in M

huria, England f t in the Transvaal, fi d
d more from the base of suppl Distance has b

ted Ag botli wars arose 1 y o f th a h
t modern commerce, were expressions of t P

gressive ch r ter of modern business, th "lent P
sure of economic interest t d of to-day, of hat
we call, in short, imperialism.

During this decade, also, t pendit f Europ
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states upon armies and navies continued to increase, and
at an even faster rate than ever. During the eight years,
from 1898 to 1906, they augmented nearly £70,000,000,
the sum total mounting from £250,000,000 to £320,000,000.

The Second Such was the disappointing sequel of the Hague Confer-
Peace

ence. But despite discourag ts the friends of p
Conference

at the active, and finally brought about the Second Conference t
Hague. the Hague in 1907. This also was called by Nicholas II,

though President Roosevelt had first taken the initiative.
The Second Conference was in session from June 15th to

October 18th. It was attended by representatives from
forty-four of the world's fifty-seven -states, claiming sov-
ereignty in 1907. The number of countries represented in
this Conference, therefore, was nearly double that represented
in the first, and the number of members was more than

double, mounting from one hundred to two hundred and
fifty-six. The chief additions came from the republics ofI

Central and South America. The number of American gov-
ernments represented rose, indeed, from two to nineteen.
Twenty-one European, nineteen American, and four Asiatic
states sent delegates to this Second Conference. Its member-
ship illustrated excellently certain features of our day, among
others the indubitable fact that we live in an age of world
politics, that isolation no longer exists, either of nations or
of hemispheres. The Conference was not European but in-
ternat the majority of the states were non-Europ n.

Work The Second Conf mp hed much useful work
of the th dopt o f t gulating the actual duct
Conference

of in more hum fash d in defining cert
P t of internatio: 1 w th greater p th

heretofore. But concernm mp 1 o bitrat a d
concerning disarmament or the limitation of armaments,
nothing was achieved. It passed this resolution: " The Con-
ference confirms the resolution adopted by the Conference of
1899 gard to th trict f milit y pendit

d since milit ditures have increased consid bl
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in nearly every country since the said year, the Conference
declares that it is highly desirable to see the governments
take up the serious study of the question."

This platonic resolution was adopted unanimously. A
grim commentary on its importance in the eyes of the
governments is contained in their naval programmes for 1908
and 1909, which included larger appropriations than ever. Cost of the
Even nations which have hitherto done without ships of thepolicy of

blood and

Dreadnought type have begun to enter the costly competi- r> J 7 * A \. U x i 1.1 1.1 i.- iron

tion, such as Brazil, Austria-Hungary, and Italy, while Great
Britain, Germany, and the United States are straining every
nerve to surpass their rivals. It is estimated that the armies
of Europe number about four million men on a peace footing,
about ten million on a war footing, and that the cost of
maintaining the rmies and navies of Great Britain, Ger-
many, and France alone amounts annually to nearl nine
hundred million dollars (1909).

Whether the Hague Conferences will be reckoned in history
as simply inconsequential outbursts of sentiment, as merely
the baseless fabric of a vision, or whether they will be looked
upon as the small beginnings of great institutions, remains to
be seen. Meanwhile, the comment of Elihu Root, at that

time American Secretary of State, may be quoted: "Each
Conference will inevitably make further progress and, by
uccessive steps, results may be accomplished which have

formerly appeared impossible. . The most valuable
result of the Conference of 1899 was that it made the work Significance

of the Conference of 1907 possible. The achievements of il
Peace Con-

two Conferences justify the belief that the world has enterc ferences.

upon an orderly process through which, step by step, in su<
cessive f es, each taking the work of its pred
as its point of departure th 111 > b tinual regress O
toward making the pract f civilized t form t
their peaceful professions

The Hague Conference of 1907 was more representat
'Hull, The Two Hague Conferences, j03.
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than the Congress of Vienna of 1815, with which this history
opened, for it represented practically the whole human race.
If the movement inaugurated in 1898 should, in the long

Arbitration, result of time, facilitate the resort to arbitration as the

usual procedure of nations in their relations with each other,
Nicholas II would have been instrumental in founding an
alliance far more holy than the one to which his predecessor
on the Russian throne gave such celebrity in the early nine-
teenth century. The origins of the British Parliament and
of the British Constitution were modest, indeed. But the

teenth century saw every nation struggling to g th
polit 1 institut which England h b i fashioning
th ghout the cent Will bitrat ter into the
mentality f th will it find the same solid lodgment
mid the facts of life, as have parliamentarism and constit

t lism And if so, will it require as m t
The historian, having reached the point of interrogat

m in ,11 mity, 1 th w to h tion t th
prophet or to the future.
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research, is full of life and color. Treit^ hke was one of the great prose
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There are a number of important monographs on aspects of this
history: PICKUK SIMON'S L* Elaboration de la charte const It utlonnelle de
181 h pp. (1!)0(>), a valuable study containing a description of the
sources used, a narrative of the events of the two months, April and
May, 1814, which bore upon the framing of the charter, and a critical *

Study of the text-of the origin of its general principles and its
particular provisions. PIKRKE RAIN", L'Enrope et la Restauration des
Bonrlxnis (1908, 493 pp.)? is a scholarly investigation of the first years
of the Restauration, 1811-1818, and an important addition to our
knowledge of the supervision which the Allies exercised over the
French government during the years of military occupation, 1815-1818.
HENRY MOUSSAYE, 7N/5, La Seconde Abdication, La Terrenr blanche,
is a graphic and on the whole sound description of an unfortunate and
turbulent y< ir of transition, far superior to K. DAUDET'S La Terrcnr
blanche. L. MICHOV, Le Gouvern<>w< nt parlcwcntaire sons la Restanra-
tinn (!!)().>, 171 pp.), is a solid study, partly historical, partly juristic,
of the introduction and establishment of the theory and practice of
cabinet and parliamentary government in France under Louis XVIII
and Charles X. ,J. HARTHKI MY. I/Introduction dn r //'//;* parle-
mcntaire en France sous Low/* XVIII et Charles X (19(H, M-J3 pp.)>
is another valuable study of the same subject, a work crowned by the

iculty of Law of Paris. TnriiEAU-DANc.iN, Le parti liberal sous la
Restauration (187(i), a studv of the " Opposition " from 1815 to 1830, use-
ful for an understanding of the July Revolution. On the history of
the republican party during this period: see, G. Wi-:n.i.f llixtoire dn
parti rt'pnblicain en France '/ a /.x'?« (1900), On
quest inns of church and state and the activity of the clerical parh
see, DKHUXH-R, L'Eglite et fEtat en France <le /7X.V-/870, pp. 3-J5-411
a valuable contribution to modern church history, readable, analyti .1,
supplied with footnotes and appendices. A special topic, fully treated,
is Les royalistvs contre I'ann6e, 1^1-^-1820^ by ^DOUARD HOVKAI, Pari^,

, ^ voN. Useful books on this and succeeding periods of French
history are: I)r<;riT (Lrov) et MOWIKH (HKVRY), L> * confitifutioiw <
les principales lois politiques de la France d*. )>ul* 1189, based upon
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official texts and containing an analytical index (1898); H A.,
Les constitutions de la France (
constitutions and historical notes. E. PIERRE, II des assemblies
politiques en France (1877), covering the years 1789 to 1831, and G. D.
W Elections legislatives depuis 1789 ( useful. M^ ^ r

"in act form, on constitutions, electoral laws,
vy, education, letters, sciences, and arts, m

be f o

(Par 1814 to
1888.

CHAPTER V

REVOLUTIONS BEYOND FRANCE

Much the most scholarly and authoritative treatment of the revolu- m
movem ;nts in the Netherlands, Poland, Italy, and Germany, is

STERN, Oeschichte Europas, vol. IV, chaps. 11-VI, The Cambridge
Modern II vol. X, and LAVISSE et RAMBAUD, H generate,
vol. X, have sections on the subj ects treated in this chapter; also
D L'hwtoire diplomatique, vol. I, chaps. V On Poland,

9 unter Nikolaus I,
vol. I, chaps. V, VI; vol. II, chap. XII; also SKRINE, Expansion of
Russia, pp. 110-122, The rn s in Germany are described in
TREITSCHKE, Deutsche Geschichte, vol. IV, chap. II; in KAUFMANN,
Polltische Geschichte Deutschlands, pp. 170-193; in L, The Found-
ing of the German Empire, vol. I, pp. 82-107. For events in I
consult, THAYER, Dawn of Italian Independence, vol. I, pp. 342-378.

CHAPTER VI

REIGN OF Louis PHILIPPE

For sources: see, ANDERSON, ns and Documents, N 105,
the constitution of 1830, and No. 106, the electoral law of 1831;
ROBINSON and H II,^r

N 213, Louis BLANC'S labor progra m Illustrative extracts from
parliamentary speeches are in PELLISSON, Les orateurs politiques de la
France de 1830 a nos jours (1898), pp. 1-208. The ost extensive
French history on the reign of Louis Philippe is that by UR
DANGIN, H archie de juillet, 7 vols. (1884-1892). Very
di fferent in interpretation and emphasis is FOURNIERE'S Le rbgne de
Louis Philippe (JAURES, H Socialists, vol. V H
Oeschichte Frankreichs 1830-1818, 2 vols. ( is a work of
value. Louis BLANC'S Histoire de dix ans (1830-1840), 5 vols., is
important for the radical movements of the time. See also, J TE
Oeschichte der socialen Bewegung in Frankreich, 3 vols. (1850). Covers
years 1789 to 1849. An admirable treatment of the first five years

gn is found in STERN, Geschichte Europas, vol. IV, chaps. I
and XII. A favorable view of the policy of Louis Philippe is given
by Professor BOURGEOIS in Cambridge M H story, vol. X, chap,
X and vol. XI, chap II.

WEILL H9f -". *

cain, pp. 33-275, a careful study based upon a large number of pam-f < i
phlets, memoii and newspapers, and containing an excellent bibli-
oeranhv and index. I. TCHERNOFF. Le varti rfoublicain sous la
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monarcM« dc jttillef (1901), slum-, that the d< trines of the republican
were changing umi.-r the stn s of new and imperative nee<U and were
not a mere repetition of revolutionary phr . Carefully documented.
OCTAVE FESTS ' ourewent ouvricr an dtlnit de la monarchie de

juillvt, 2 vols. covers the years and is an important
monograph tracing the growth of labor organizations and the develop-
ment of the ideas and programmes of the working cla-^. DEBIDOCR,
L'Eglise et l&tat en France, pp. 11:5-1*0, describes the relation of the
church and state durinff the reign. DKHIDOUR, K hides crititjnti la
devolution, etc., h;ts -.ays on Louis Philippe faniyri and Metttmirlt et
le goitvernemefit de juilltt. A. BARDOTX, Guizot (189i), is a criticism op
Guizot as statesman, historian, political orator, critic, and public i
Other biographies are J. DE CROZALS, Guizot; I. TCHEHNOFF, Louis Blanc
(1904); K. ZEVORT, Thiers (189;?); DE MAZADE, Thiers, Cinqmuite anntes
d'histoire contemporaine (1884) ; and JULES SIMON, Thiers, Guizot,
Rtmuiat (1885).

CHAPTER VII

CENTRAL EUROPE BETAVEEN Two REVOLUTIONS

For Prussia during this period there is no good ry in English.^" ^^^ ^^i^
SYBEL covers these years briefly in The Founding of the German
Empire, vol. I, pp. 8^-141. The fullest treatment in German is that of

TS

are the Zollverein, vol. IV, pp. 350-40(5; railroads and telegraphs,
vol. IV, pp. 581-59H; i\eression and early reign of Frederick William IV,
vol. V, pp. 3-60; on dissatisfaction with the reign and general con-
fusion, vol. V, pp. 138-275; on economic conditions, vol. V, pp. 433-523;
on the United Landtag of 1847, vol. V, pp 

4 - ̂ to "» - " ". ^M
-6 KAUFMANN,

Politische Geschichte. covers this period, pp. 193-218; 273-304. On the
Zollverein: see also, B. RAND, Economic History, cha H.
DAVVSOX, Protection in Germany ( chaps. and II, the best^^H
book in English on German commercial policy, and coming down to
the tariff of 190:2.

On Austria: see, SPRINGFK, Geschichte Ocsterreichs seit dem W

Frleden, Zweiter Theil, pp. 1-134; LEGER, L., A History of A uxtro-
Hungary f tin- <nrin>8t Time to the Year 1889. Translated
hy M B. HILL chaps. XXVII-XXIX; W AN, S.,
Austria ( of the Nations ), chaps. X ll. On

ungary: KISENMANN, LM Le Comproviis // de 1867
Etude sur IB dualism (

II%^ » ^
and the relations of Hungary to the Austrian monarchy, and an account
of the awakening of the new ideas and the preparation for revolution;
a very valuable monograph, containing a bibliography of the source
and secondary material. I-IORKXCK ARNOLD FORSTER, f)rak. A Memoir,
first published anonymously in 1880 with a preface by M. E. HA
DUFF, is a very useful biography. On Bohemia: E. DENIS, La Jlnhime
depute la Montagne-Blancht*. J vols. (1!)03). Vol. II, <>75 pp., constitutes
probably the best history of Bohemia from 1815 to 1901, detailed and
full. Pages 87-2:U cover the years 1S15 to 1848. Some of the subjects
treated are the Czech renaissance, literature, science, the Metternich

sp 8-^^^^^^__ ^~"^ ^^ *^ ^f

For Italy: THAYEH, W. R., The Dairn of Italian Independent^ vol. I,
p. 3T9-453; vol. II, 1-76; also the various histories cited above
y K i XG, STIM >i A x, RE PROBYN. L. C- FARINI, The I! >man

State from 181o-18oO.
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Farini was a Liberal politician opposed to Clericals and Republicans,
and generally well informed. R. M. JOHNSTON^ The Roman Theoc^
racy and the Republic, 1S46-1S49, pp. 1-112, on the election and early
years of the pontificate of Pius IX. BULLE, O.» Die italienische Ein-
heitsidee in Hirer literarischen Entwicklung von Parini bis Manzoni
(Berlin, 1893). A valuable monograph on the early presentation of the
ideal of national unity as contained in the writings of Parini and
Alfteri, on the intellectual movement during the Revolutionary and
Napoleonic period, mirrored in the works of Monti and Foscolo, and on
the patriotic significance of Manzoni's productions. Important as show-
ing the pre-Mazzinian development of the idea of unity. The best
biography of Mazzini is that by BOLTON KING, Joseph Mazzini (1902).
Pages 1-221 are devoted to a chronological account of Mazzini's life, 222-
341 mainly to a presentation of his principal teachings. Includes a
bibliography. MYERS, F. W. H., Essays-Modern; contains an excellent
study of Mazzini's life. Some of the works of Mazzini have been trans-
lated into English and published in six volumes under the title, Life and
Writings of Joseph Mazzini (1890-1891). A small collection of Essays by
Joseph Mazzini has been made by THOMAS OKEY (1894). There is now
being published in Italy a complete collection of Mazzini's writings,
Scritti editi ed inediti di Giuseppe Mazzini. This will probably number
sixty volumes when completed, will include the vast correspondence of
Mazzini, and will inevitably constitute the most important source for
the history of Italy during the awakening. There is an interesting
essay on Mazzini in W. R. THAYER'S Italica (1908), and brief popular
sketches may be found in J. A. R. MARRIOTT'S Makers of Modern Italy,
and in R. S. HOLLAND'S Builders of United Italy (1908).

CHAPTER VIII

CENTRAL EUROPE IN REVOLT

Excellent general accounts of the revolutions of 1848-1849 are to
be found in FYFFE, History of Modern Europe, single volume edition,
pp. 707-804, three volume edition, vol. Ill, pp. 1-148; and in ANDREWS,
Historical Development of Modern Europe, vol. I, chaps. IX and X.
MAURICE, C. E., The Revolutionary Movement of 1848-1849, in Italy,
Austria-Hungary, and Germany, with some Examination of the Previous
Thirty-three Years (1887), contains a great amount of information,
poorly presented; also contains a bibliography.

For Austria, the chief authorities are FRIEDJUKG, H., Oesterreich von
1848 bis 1860. Vol. I covers the period from 1848 to 1851 (1908);
SPRIXGER, Geschichte Oesterreichs, Zweiter Theil, pp. 135-774; HELFERT,
J. A., Geschichte Oesterreichs seit 1848. For Hungary, the most im-
portant treatment is ETSEXMAKN, Le Compromis Austro-Hongrois, pp. 75-
118. Consult, also ARNOLD FORSTER, Dedk, A Memoir, pp. 72-112.
KOSSUTH'S Speeches in America, explaining and defending the Hungarian
movement, were edited by F. W. NEWMAN and published in New York in
1854. For Bohemia: DENIS, La Bohdme depuis la Montagne-Blanche
(1903), vol. II, pp. 235-381.

For Germany: see, SYUEL, The Founding of the German Empire,
vol. I, pp. 145-492; vol. II, pp. 3-82; KAUFMANN, Politische Geschichte
Deittschlancls, chap. V; MATTER, P., La Prusse et la Revolution
de 1848 (1903). The best account of the German revolution is in HANS
BLUM'S Die deutsche Revolution, 1848-40 (1897). A sketch of the
attempts to achieve unity before 1848, followed by an account of the
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Frankfort P;irli;um-nt. Bisnnivk's opinions on the revolutionary events
are in his /,',"//,<,"/;��., ��,/ R, /,/,// ittrenci-x, vol. I, chaps. II and III. Vol.
I of tin- R«mini»cenc«» of Curl Srhurz (1JJ07), a revolutionist and
refugee, arc exceedingly inten->tin^ ()n these years.

i-'or Italy, by far tlr l.e.st aceount in is TIIAYER, Dawn of
Italian Jnflrpi-iifh /*/"<?, vol. 11, j>p. 77-415. On the French expedition
against the lioman Republic: see, BOURGEOIS et CLERMONT, Rome et Na-
vlt'on HI; also the rc'-.-nt scholarly and very graphic book of G. M.
REVIM.YAV on (Jaribnldi'st Defence of the Roman Republic (1907). Chap-

ters I, 11, and III give an admirable account of Garibaldi's previous
car< r, and chaps. XII-XVII a description of his famous retreat. An
excellent bibliography is appended. Garibaldi's own account is contained
in his Autobiography, translated by A. WERNER, vol. II, pp. 1-51. On
Maxim's connection with the Republic: see, BOLTON Knra*s~£i/4 of Maz-
zini, chap. VII. R. M. JOHNSTON, Roman Theocracy, pp. 113-315, may
also be consulted on the years 1848-1849.

CHAPTER IX

THE SECOND REPUBLIC AND THE FOUNDING OF THE SECOND EMPIRE

The Constitution of 1848 may be found in ANDERSON, Constitutions
and Document*, No. 110. There are clear accounts of the Second Re-
public, by BOURGEOIS, in Cambridge Modern History, vol. XI, chap. V,
and by SIIIGNOBOS in LAVISSI: et RAMBAUD, Uistoire gvm'mle, vol. XI,
chap. I. General histories are: PIERRE, VM Uistoire de la r^publique de
184*9 2 vols. (1873-1878), anti-Bonapartist; GORGE, Histoire de la
d< n.viewc r< 'pnhlique, 2 vols. (18S7), written from the standpoint of sym-
pathy with a liberal monarchy, critical of the republic, and merciless
toward socialists and socialistic theories. An admirable counterweight to
this is GKORGES Ri : SARD'S La rtHhUiie dc -/" l>)% vol. IX of
Histoire So( i'fliste. Part I, pp. 1- '7, is devoted to the political history,
Part II, pp. JJ7-384, to the economic and social evolution. Important
for the period are: DEBIDOUR, L'Kg Use et IK fat tn France, pp. 481-523
on the expedition to Rome and the Falloux law concerning education;
Bot IH;EOIS et CLEKMONT, Rome et Napolt'on III, a study in diplomacy,
based upon unpublished official documents as well as upon published
material, and showing that the Roman expedition of 1849 prepared the
Kmpire by forming a close alliance between Louis Napoleon, the clergy,
and the army; <x)i-KNTIN-BAUCMART, P., Lamartine, homme politique,
2 vols. (1903-1908). Excellent recent studies are: FERDINAND DREYFUS,
L'assistanre sous la dtusiime rtpublique (1907), 220 pp., a treatment of
the qui >tion of poverty and an account of the various measures of social
reform passed at this time; WKII.I., G., Uistoire du parti rfpublicain en~ 

, chaps. IX and X; I. TCHEKVOFF, Associations et socittts secretes
sous la deujciime repuhliyne, (1905), 39G pp., a treatise based
upon murh unpublished material in the archives of the ministries of
justice and the interior; aims to show that the coup d**tat was prepared
by the previous s\ stematic destruction of republican organisationsj a
collection^ of valuable documents; I. TCHEUNOFI, Le parti republic*** an
Conp d'Klat et sous le Second Kmpire (1906), (>;<> pp., richly docu-
mented, shows that the coup d'tifat was far from being received by the
laboring clashes with amiable indifference; I. TCHERNOFF, Louis Blanc,
1901;Ti:xoT, E., The Coup d'Ktat; Tuinui.\.Xapoleon /// arant VKmpii.
2 vols., is an apology for the Prince President, diffuse, useful as show-
ing the state of public opinion, as the author has industriously ran-
sacked Knglish and Trench newspaper files; CMKHTIIAM, F. H., Louis
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Napoleon and the Genesis of the Second Republic; being a Life of the
Emperor Napoleon III to the Time of His Election to the Presidency
of the French Republic (1909), is a popular, readable narrative, but
adds nothing to our knowledge; JERROLD, The Life of Napoleon III, De-
rived from State Records, from Unpublished Family Correspondence,
and from Personal Testimony, 4 vols. (1871-1874), is sympathetic and
full; FORBES, A., Life of Napoleon III, is popular, superficial, untrust-
worthy; H. A. L. FISHER, Bonapartism, Six Lectures Delivered in the
University of London (1908), is popular and brilliantly written, at-
tempts to show the essential unity of the two Napoleonic regimes, more
interesting and suggestive than convincing; PELLISSON, Les orateurs
politiques, pp. 209-277, contains interesting extracts from parliamentary
speeches.

For the Second Empire, the leading secondary authority is GORGE,
Histoire du Second Empire, 7 vols. (1894-1905), the fullest and ablest
history we have of the period from 1850 to 1871, very important, not
only for the history of France, but of Italy and Germany also. Presents
a wealth of information with great ludicity, admirable impartiality, and
largeness of view. An indispensable work. Vols. I, pp. 1-131, and II,
pp. 1-129, cover the field of this chapter. TAXILE DELORD, Histoire du
Second Empire, 6 vols. (1869-1875), an older work, based on careful
research, strongly opposed to the Empire. ALBERT THOMAS, Le Second
Empire (Histoire Socialiste, vol. X), very instructive; see chaps. I and II.
There is no satisfactory account of the Second Empire in English.
Chapters I and IV in vol. II of ANDREWS, Historical Development of
Modern Europe, are clear and well-balanced, but necessarily restricted.
See, also, Cambridge Modern History, vol. XI, chap. X. For the history
of the relations of church and state: see, DEBIDOUR, L'Egttte et I'Etat
en France, pp. 524-550; for history of the republican party: WEILL,
Histoire du parti republicain, chaps. XI-XIII; I. TCHERXOFF, Le parti
r&publicain au Coup d'Etat et sous le Second Empire; for description of
the political system of the autocratic Empire: see, BERTOK, L'evolution
cons tit utionelle du Second Empire. Part I treats of the despotic em-
pire and the constitution of 1852. A very important monograph. For
labor and social questions and movements: WEILL, G., Histoire du
tnouvement social en France, 1852-1902 (1905), chaps. I-IIL

CHAPTER X

CAVOUR AND THE CREATION OF THE KINGDOM OF ITALY

The general histories of Italy on this period are: KINO, A History of
Italian Unity, 2 vols., the most extensive and informing history in
English, thoroughly documented. Vol. I, pp. 353-416, and all of vol. II
concern the period of this chapter; CESARESCO, The Liberation of Italy,
pp. 165-415, written with much charm, sympathy, and understanding,
but without scientific apparatus; STILLMAN, The Union of Italy, pp. 242-
325; PROBYN, Italy 1813-1890, pp. 159-242, There is an excellent chap-
ter in WALPOLE'S History of Twenty-five Years, vol. I, pp. 206-308.
Much the best account of Napoleon Ill's Italian policy and of the war
of 1859 is in GORGE,* Hiatoire du Second Empire, vol. II, pp. 211-449,
and vol. Ill, pp. 1-123; and on the annexations, Ibid. vol. Ill, pp. 125-
212, a treatment marked by admirable lucidity, keenness of analysis,
solidity of judgment, and sustained interest of narration. For Cavour:
see, CESARESCO, Cavour ( 1 898 ) , a brief biography of unusual merits,
well-informed, just to the other figures of the time as well as to

ni i f»n or rp m fj 1 1 n -f r»nl r* Q f
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the shifting diplomacy of the period with precision and comprehension.
Her chapters on the internal reforms in Piedmont and her revelation
of Cavour's activity between the interview of Plomhiercs and April 1859
are admirable. WIII.LVM DE LA HIVE, Le Comte de Cavour, R4dt$ et
Souvenir* (Paris, an intimate portrait by a close personal friend.
I'h is has been translated into by EDWARD ROMII.I-Y (London,
18(JJ), but the French edition is preferable. I). HERTI, // Conte di Cavour
avanti il (1886), important. VILLA it i in his Ntmlie*, Crifirnl and
Historical (London, !!><>; ), has a chapter on the youth of Cavour
(pp. 119-141). D. ZAXICIIELLI, Cavour (1905), a solid study by a
profe.ssor in the University of Pisa. N. BIANCHI, La poliliyue du
Comte Cnwille de rnrnnr de 1S~>.! & 1861, Lett res intdites, 419 pp.
(1885), is an important collection of over two hundred letters of Cavour
to Marquis Emmanuel d\\/ejrlio, the ambassador of Piedmont to Eng-
land during the period. TKI:IT>CHKE, Carour, in vol. Ill of his His-
torische und Politische Aufwitze. a study first published in 1869, and
KRAUS, F. X,» Camury Die Erhebuny I hi liens im Nennzehnten Jahr-
hundert, with bibliography and illustrations (19<L?), may also Ije con-
sulted; see, also, MAXADE, Le Comte de Cavour (1877). The parlia-
mentary speeches of Cavour have been published in 12 vols., Discorsi

arl< mcntari (lKf>3-1874), and CIIIALA, L., has edited his correspondence,
ettere edite ed inedite di Camilla Cv**our, 2nd edit. (188H-1887),

10 vols. Cbinla's extensive introductions and notes in these volumes are

of great value. See, also, BERT, A., Nouvellet let t res inMites
Cavour (1889). Brief essays on Cavour are found in MARRIOTT'S
Makers of Modern Italy, and in HOLLAND'S Builders of United Italy.
LORD ACTOX has a suggestive essay on Cavour, first published in 1861,
and reprinted in 1907, in his Historical Essays and Studies, chap. VI.
W. R. THAYER compares Cavour and Bismarck in the Atlantic Monthly,
March 1909; .same article Fortnightly Revieiv, March and April 1909.
NIGRA, Caro-ur and Madame de Circourt (1894), contains some un-
published letters from the years 1836-1860. CADOGAN'S Life of Cavour is
worthless.

On Garibaldi the most recent work is G. M. TREVELYAK, Garibaldi
and the Thousand (1909), an account of the Sicilian expedition.
Another volume is announced by the same author to cover the conquest
of the mainland. These, with the work already cited by the same
author on OartiMldfi Defence of the Rnunni Republic, will constitute the
most scholarly account, in English, of Garibaldi's career. Their literary
merit is high. Kaeh volume contains a critical bibliography. W. R.
THAYER'S Throne Makers (1899), has a spirited essay on Garibaldi. H. R.
WHITEIIOUSE, Collapse of tin I\in<tdom of (1899), gives a brief
survey of affairs in Naples down to 1848, describes the reaction of the
years 1850-1859, and then the catastrophe of IHfiO; an excellent book.

On the Papacy: see, H. DE CESARE, The Last Day* of Papnt Rome
1870), translated by HELEN- ZI.MMEHV, with an introduction by (i. M.
THEVELYA* (Boston, 1909). The liirth of Modern Italy (1909) con-
sists of the posthumous papers of JESSIE WHITE MARIO, edited by the
DUKE LiiTA-ViscoxTT-Ai ; interesting for the careers of Mnx/ini and
Garibaldi whose friend Madame Mario was; unjust toward Cavour; full
of the emotion of the Risorgimento - at least of the republican agitation.
DELLA ROCCA, Thfi Au*nblo<jraphy of a Veteran (1898), is an inter-
esting narrative by an important participant in events from IM* to
1870.

The most elaborate Italian histories of the Risorgimento are:
TIVAROM, C.t Storia rritica del risorqimento d* Italia (Turin, 1888-1897),
9 vols.; and, RERSK/IO, V., // re<mo </i Vittorio Kmantul* II; Trent' anni
di vita italiana (Turin, 1878-1895), 8 vols.
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CHAPTER XI

BISMARCK AND GERMAN UNITY

There is no satisfactory work in English on the founding of thb
German Empire. HEADLAM'S long-promised work in the Cambridge
Historical Series has not yet appeared. MALLESON'S The Refounding of
the German Empire 18^8-1811 (1893) is brief and concerned chiefly
with military events. The articles in the Cambridge Modern History are
unsatisfactory. WALPOLE, History of Twenty-Five Years, vol. II, diaps.
X and XIII, is straightforward, informing, concerned mainly with
diplomacy. SYBEL'S The Founding of the German Empire by William I,
7 vols. (1890-1898), is a monumental work, based chiefly upon Prussian
state documents, to which he alone was allowed access by Bismarck.
While a work of remarkable industry and erudition, it is a thorough-
going defense and panegyric of the conduct of the Prussian Govern-
ment. Moreover, in many important matters it is not subject to
effective control. ZWJEDENECK-SUDEXHORST'S Deutsche Geschichte von der

Auflosung des alien bis zur Errichtung des neuen Kaiserreichs, 1806-
1S719 3 vols. (1905), is characterized by much the same partisanship,
as is also OTTOKAR LORENZ'S Kaiser Wilhelm und die Begriindung des
Reichs, 1866-1871 (Jena, 1902). On the other hand, the German
scholarship, which commands greater respect abroad as more critical
and objective, is that of Marcks, Lenz, Delbriick, Meinecke, who are
adhering to the Ranke traditions of historical writing. H. FRIEDJUNG'S
Der Kampf um die Vorherrschaft in Deutschland, is by an Austrian
scholar and covers the years 1859-18G6, 2 vols. (1898). It is the most
important treatment we have of the relations of Prussia and Austria
on the critical years before 1866. Contains also an excellent account of
the Austro-Prussian war. The work is already in its seventh edition.
One of the most brilliant and suggestive books on this period is by E.
DENIS, La fondation de Vempire allemand (1906), a study covering
the years 1850 to 1870, limited to a single series of facts, those which
prepared and which explain the foundation of the German Empire.
Large space is given to the evolution of ideas and to the economic
transformation. The book is marked by profound and wide investiga-
tion, by penetration and subtlety of characterization, by an admirable
impartiality. It contains no references, footnotes, or bibliography.

The literature on Bismarck is very extensive and is constantly expand-
ing. His speeches have been published by KOHL, Die politischen Reden
des Fiirsten Bismarck, 14 vols. (1892-1905). There is an excellent
selection in two small volumes, sold cheaply, entitled, Otto von Bis-
marck, Setzen wir Deutschland in den Sattel, Reden aus der grossen
Zeit, edited by EUGEN KALKSCHMIDT (1907). A smaller collection is that
of OTTO LYON^, Bismarcks Reden itnd Briefe (Leipsic, 1895). Professor
Hermann Schoenfeld has published a collection entitled Bismarck's
Speeches and Letters (in German, 1905). The Correspondence of
William I and Bismarck, with Other Letters from and to Prince Bis-
marck, translated by J. A. FORD, 2 vols. (1903), consists of about five
hundred letters, selected by Bismarck himself, to show his relationship
to the Emperor and also to authenticate and supplement his Remi-
niscences in certain respects. Prince Bismarck's Letters to His Wife,
His Sister and Others, from 1844 to 1810, translated by F. MAXSB (New
York, 1878), are vivacious and entertaining.

BISMARCK'S Reflections and Reminiscences) 2 vols. (1899), are im-
portant but must be used with caution. For criticism of them, see,
ERICH MARCKS, Furst Bismarcks Gedanken und Erinnerungen. Versuch
einer kritischen Wurdiyung (1899); also MAX LEKZ, Zur Kritik der
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vnd des i'iimten (1899); FHIEDHICJI
MKINECKE, Jl istorixrhe Zeittchrift, Band 88, pp. 282 J!).>; Soio i . /";//

liilcralure, <t <rhistn'ire (1901). On the ncu Bismarck historiography
(writings of Busch, Illume, l>arnber<:er, etc. ), see, II \ ss Di.i mu .. ,

.vr /,,? Jnhrb*«*her, Band 9(>, pp. KJ1-4W) (June, ls<)9). There are
many biographies of Bismarck. Tin: host in Hn^lish is that by Ih;.\r»r AM,
J. WM well informed ;uid judicial. MrsuoE S.MITII, lll&mnrck und Ger-
man Unify is a clear epitome, with a slight bibliography. In
French, P. MATTU, et .so// tttnps, 3 vols. full,
eritical, remarkably impartial, and very readable. In German, MAX
I.I:N/, Qesclrichte Hismarcks (IJ)O^), compact and critical; 1
MAHCKS, liiuwfirrk, I'lhte Jiiot/nt/tMe. One volume has just appeared
(1909), entitled lii#iimr<'ks Jin/end, 1*15-1848. One may hazard the con-
ecture that this, \\lien completed, will be the most satisfactory

biography in Herman. JMI. UI:VCK, in M onot/raphien zur
is interestingly illustrated. KHICH MAHCKS'

With* I m I (51 h edition, 1905) is admirable in knowledge, criticism, and
temper, an indispen^ ible In>ok both by reason of its presentation and
interpretation of the Kmperor's career and his relations to others,
especially to Bismarck, and also because of its critical bibliography,

A clear account of tin* Danish and Austro-Prussian wars may be
found in Mrunock, The J{< mn^trtirfinn of Europe (18!)1), diaps. XV-
XXI. HOXIKR, H. M., Seven Weeks9 War, is readable, founded on letters
written from Bohemia to the London Times, well supplied with maps
and plans. SYBKI/S account of the war of 18(>(> is in vol. V, The Found-
ing of the German Ew/)ire. See, also, P^RIEDJUNG, Der Kampf u
Vorhtrrsclmft, vols. I-II, and GORGE. Ilistoire du Second Empire, vol.
IV, pp. &2J-C31; vol. V, pp. 1-80.

CHAPTER XII

THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE SECOND KMPIRE

The most valuable account of the transformation of the Second
Empire between ISfiO and 1870 is in GORGE, Ilixfoire du Sfmnd Empire*
vol. Ill, livre XXII, and vols. IV and V. BKRTOK, II., L'foolution

du Second Empire (1!H)0), parts two and three, is also full
and trustworthy; an important inono^r;i|)h by a French lawyer. For
the growth of the republican party: \Vi:u.r., Ilistoire da parti

n. chaps. XII-Xvj TCMI:H vorr, L< /xtrtir £ publication Covpd'Etat
et sous le Second Ew/tire. For labor movements: WE ILL, Uixtnlre du
mouwment social* chaj>s. III-VI; for relations with the church: DEBIDOUH*
L'Eglise et IKtat en France, pp. 551-GJ7.

CHAPTKR XIII

THE FRANCO-GERMAN WAR

PALAT, nihliagraphie cfhitralc de la guerre de 1870-1871 (1896),
indispensable for any detailed study of this period. There is a pood
account of the causes of the war in R<M , D< <"<-InptiH nt ~ f Kur»i»,nt

(ions, vol. I, chap. I- also in WAIPMM-, llistnry of r flit if-five
. vol. II, chap. VIII; II* \DI.A.M, Hinni'irclc. chap. XIII. Vols. Y[

and \'II of SYHKL'S Founilim/ of the < rmnn Umpire Contain an

es
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as Bismarck did not allow the author access to the Prussian archives

for the period after 1867. The seventh volume was composed under
the inspiration of Bismarck himself, and is based on information largely
furnished by him. Delbriick says it is " not history but diplomacy-and
calculated to inspire laughter at that." (DELBRUCK, Das Geheimniss der
Napoleonischen Politik, p. 34). Bismarck's description is in his Reflec-
tions and Reminiscences, chaps. XX-XXIII. Far the most judicial, as
well as most interesting account of the causes of the war and of the war
itself (down to Sedan) is in GORCE'S Ilistoire du Second Empire, vols.
VI and VII, volumes of absorbing interest, clear, vivid, admirably ar-
ranged, and written with scrupulous fairness. Two hundred pages of
vol. VI are given to the Hohenzollern candidacy. An earlier but very
able study is SOREL, A., Histoire diplomatique de la guerre franco-
allemande, 2 vols. (1875). OLLIVIER'S L*Empire liberal, 14 vols., in course
of publication (1895 -), is an elaborate account of the Empire by
one who was badly compromised by the war. On the bearing upon
the fall of the Empire of Napoleon's relations to the Pope:
BOURGEOIS et CLERMOXT, Rome et Napoleon III, is important. The
authors thesis is that Napoleon's refusal to withdraw his troops
from Rome occasioned the failure of the projected triple alliance with
Italy and Austria, and that thatr was the cause of the subsequent r
disasters. See, also, DEBIDOUR, L Eglise et VEtat en France, pp. 551-
627. Debidour's account of the diplomacy of the period is found
in his Histoire diplomatique, vol. II, chaps. VII-X. The numer-
ous biographies of Bismarck, cited above, should be consulted; also
MARCKS, Kaiser Wilhelm I. LORD ACTON has a study of the causes
of the Franco-Prussian war in his Historical Essays and Studies (1907),
chap. VII.

Of the war itself there is a good account in ROSE, Development of
the European Nations, vol. I, chaps. II, III, and IV; also in MURDOCK,
Reconstruction of Europe, chaps. XXIII-XXX. GEK. J. F. MAURICE,
The Franco-German War, is a translation of a German work, edited by
PFLUGK-HARTUXG, entitled Krieg und Sieg (1896); COL. L. HALE'S The
People's War in France (1904) is founded on HONIG, Der Volkskrieg an
der Loire, and describes the latter part of the war, after Sedan.
MOLTKE, The Franco-German War is important but technical. CHUQUET,
La guerre de 1870-1871 (1895), is an excellent account in a single
volume. The extensive histories by the German General Staif and by
Lehautcourt are too detailed and technical for general use. Probably
the best account for the general reader is GORGE, Histoire du Second
Empire, vol. VI, pp. 321-434, and VII throughout (comes down to
September 4, 1870). E. B. WASHBURNE, Recollections of a Minister to «* r

France, 2 vols. (1887), a very interesting and important book by the
United States Minister to France, the only foreign minister who re-
mained at his post in Paris throughout the Franco-German war, and
whose firm conduct won the praise of William I, Bismarck, Gambetta,
and Thiers. There was published by the Government Printing Office,
1878, Senate Executive Document No. 24, a book of 222 pages entitled
Franco-German War and the Insurrection of the Commune. Corre-
spondence of E. B. Washburne. This includes the correspondence of
Washburne with the State Department in Washington in relation to
the war, together with correspondence with Bismarck, Bancroft, United
States Minister to Berlin, and Motley, United States Minister to London.
The letters cover the period from July 19, 1870, to June 29, 1871.
Interesting volumes are BUSCH, Bismarck in the Franco-German War; A.
FORBES, My Experiences in the War Between France and Germany (1872) ;
W. H. RUSSELL, My Diary During the Last Great War (1874); Bis-
marck's Letters to His Wife from the Seat of War (1810-1811), trans-
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lated by A. HARDER (1903); Diar«s of K mirror Frederick, huring the
Campaign* of 1MH> and 1X70-1*11, translated by F. A. \\KLHV (1902);
HENRY LAHOUCHI-:HK, I>ianj of the Besieged J-twidrnt in Purix (1871);
SIR EDWIX ARNOLD, Inside Paris l>nriny the Sivge (1871); JULES
CLARKTIK, Paris axs'mjt'; I . SARU:Y, Le si< </e de Paris. This attained its
thirtieth edition within its first year. See, TIIIKKS, Notes et Souvenirs, on
the years 1870-1873 (1903), for an account of Thiers' attempts to
secure the intervention of foreign powers.

CHAPTER XIV

THE GERMAN EMPIRE

There is in English no general history of Germany since 1871. The
treatment n ANDREWS, Contemporary Europe, Asia and Africa, is
excellent. That in ROSE, Development of European Nations, vol. I, chap.
VI; and vol. II, chap. I, is slight; that in HEADLAM, Bismarck, pp. 377-
463, good. LOWELL, A. L., Governments and Parties in Continental
Europe, vol. II, chap. VII, gives a clear outline of party history from
1871 to 1894. The most extensive account is H. BLUM, Das deutsche
Reich zur Zeit Bismarcks, covering the years 1871-1890 (1893), a book
largely inspired by Bismarck himself. ONCKEN'S Das Zeitalter des
Kaisers Wilhelm 1, vol. II, pp. 369-76H, 952-1005, comes down to 1888.
BULLE, Oeschichte der Jahre 1871-1817, is useful. KAUFMANN, Politische
Oeschichte Deutschlands, covers the period from 1870-1888 very poorly.
Probably the most useful and readable account is in MATTER, 'Bismarck
et son temps, vol. Ill, a book based on wfide and careful investigation,
impartial in tone, an interesting narrative. The writings of MARCKS and
LEVZ, cited above, should be used. BISMARCK'S Reflections and
Reminiscences, vol. II, chaps. XXIV-XXXIII, concern the period 1871-
1888. The Memoirs of Prince Chlodwig of Hohenlohe-Schillingsfuerst,
2 vols. (1906), are of importance. Hohenlohe was head of the Bavarian
ministry 1866-1870, German ambassador to Paris 1874-1885, and Chancel-
lor of the Empire 1894-1900. The Memoirs throw light upon the relations
between the South German States and the North German Confederation,
upon the conflict with the Roman Catholic Church, and upon French
politics from 1874 to 1885. Of slight importance for the period after
1890.

On the Kulturkampf: HAHN, Oeschichte des KuKurkampfes; on
Social Democracy: E. MILHAUD, La Ddmocratie social iste allemande
(1903); KIRKUP, History of Socialism (1906), chaps. V, VII, IX
(contains Erfurt programme in full, pp. JJ3-JJ9); WERNER SOMBART,
Socialism (1898); A. SCHAEFFLE, The Quinl* xence of Socialism; W. H.
DAWSON, Bismarck and State Socialism (1891); on protection:
W. H. DAWSON, Protection in Germany, A History of German
Fiscal Policy During the Nineteenth Century (1904), the best book
in English on the subject, corning down to the tariff of 190J; on state
insurance: F. A\ . LEWIS, titate Insurance, chap. IV (Boston, 1009); al-«>.
J. G. BROOKS, Compulsory Insurance in Germany; LUDWIG LASS, German
Workmen's Insurance; on government: R E. HOWARD, The German
Empire (1906), an exhaustive account of the structure of the imperial
government, not a description of the manner in which it works, a jurid-
ical rather than an historical study; LOWELL, Governments and Parties,
chaps. V, VI, VII, an account of both structure and operation of im-
perial and state governments; COMIIKS DE LKSTKADK, Les monarchic
Vempire allrmand, organisation constitutioi.- ///" et a<hninistralire (190-1);
probably the best, most complete account of German governments, im-
perial and state; describes the powers and functions of sovereigns,
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chambers, ministers, communes, financial and judicial .systems, etc.;
CHARLES BORGEAUD, The Adoption and Amendment of Constitutions in
Europe and America, translated by C. D. HAZEX (1895), pp. 47-78.
KLOEPPEL, P., Dreissiy Jahre deutscher Verfassungsgeschichte, 1867-1807;
vol. I (1900) covers period to 1877; LABAXD, P., Das Staatsrecht des
dcntsclien Reiches, 4 vols. (4th edit., 1901), a very important work on
German public law. Has been translated into French. The most in-
forming book on present day Germany is W. H. DAWSON'S The Evolution
of Modern Germany (1908), a book that aims to trace the economic and
social transformation of Germany, her industrial and colonial expansion,
the growth of socialism, etc. See, also, E. D. HOWARD, The Recent Indus-
trial Progress of Germany (1907); " VERITAS," The German Empire of
To-day (1902) ; ELTZBACHER, O. (or J. ELLIS BARKER), Modern Germany,
Her Political and Economic Problems (1905).

CHAPTER XV

THE THIRD REPUBLIC

There is no satisfactory history of the Third Republic in English. -P ^^
LOWELL, Governments and Parties, chap. II, as
history down to 1896. COUBERTIK, Evolution of the Third Republic, is
not always clear, presupposes some knowledge of the subject, contains
chapters on education, the army, literature, socialism; is poorly
translated. F. LAWTON, The Third French Republic (1909), covers in a
superficial way the years 1871-1906, and has entertaining chapters on
literature, science, art, education, the parliamentary system, W. G.

ERRY, France since Waterloo (1909), devotes page s 249-368 to the
years 1871-1908. A work of great importance, detailed, authoritative,
and brilliantly written is HAKOTAUX, Contemporary France, 4 vols. (1903-
1909), covering the years 1871-1882, a full narrative, abounding in vivid
and instructive accounts of men and events. ZEVORT, E., Histoire de la
Troisikme Republique, 4 vols. (1896-1901), covers the years 1870-1894, a
useful narrative, full of detail, fair, careful, pleasantly written.
LABUSQUIERE, La Troisibme Republique, 1871-1900, is vol. XII of

H RZIALS, Life of
the Statesmen Series (London, 1890), is a brief account. RL
MAZADE, Monsieur Thiers, Cinquante aunties d'histoire contemporaine
(1884), is an interesting book. More important is the life of Jules Ferry
by ALFRED RAMBAUD (Paris, 1903), a biography of a forceful and far-
sighted statesman, a founder of the Republic, written by a trained his-
torian. See, also, HEXRY LEYRET, Waldeck-Rousseau et la TroisUme
Republique, 1869-1899. ^^"

On protection: see, H O. M -^"- - ^^^» *^^ -"- -^ "- ^m

and social movements: G. Wi Histoire du mouvement social en

France, 1852-1902 (1905), pp. 133-472, with bibliography; on diplomatic ^^ ^p " ^^^K- ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^
Histoire diplomatique de la Troisi&me Republtque -* -w d -m V * ^M -V ^ A -IT"^ f J f *history: H

1888); A. TARDIEU, France and the Alliances (1908); M. A.,
La France et Vltalie. II des annties troubles (1905); the author
was French ambassador in Rome, and treats of the period between 1881
and 1899-useful for French history, also for Italian; on colonial ex-
pansion: LEVASSEUR, La France et ses colonies, 3 vols. (1889); L. VIGKON,
L'expansion de la France (1891), and by the same author, Les colonies
franqaises, leur commerce, leur situation foonomique, leur utilitt pour
la m£tropole, leur avenir (1886), containing a description of the dif-
ferent French colonies; DUBOIS et TERRIER, Les colonies franqaises:

r* A A ̂* I fl VI O ****!* i&nn-Kinn norm- nn the Drevfus case;
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Rrrs \* n, .1., 1/affnirc />>-<///'" :> \ l!WI-l!K)j; also by DREYFUS him-
<>/ * ; STI:»;VKNS, I in tragedy »i l)rci/fiu

(1899).
On state and church: Airnn u GALTOK, Chnrch and Sfnte in France,

ir>00-l!)07, pp. S?01-J<i8. Of the first iiiij.urtancc is DEBIDOUH, A.,
Cnthnli<ine et UEtat sons la Trohl> n *

2 vols. (Paris, 1!)<KM!>0!>). Vol. I covers the period 1870-18H); vol. II,
1889-1906; the fullest account concerning the separation of Church and
State to he found is in vol. II, |>j>. ,>:{I-I!>S; cxc1 llcnt bibliographies ; many
important documents, including the law of April 13, 1908, modifying
certain articles of the law of December 9, 1905. See, also, liiu.vjfBt A.,
La Separation des et de I'Khtt. Rapport fait an nom de la
Commission de la Chnmbre des Deputes, suivies des pieces annexes
(1905). On the government of France, the best description in English
is LOWELL'S Government* and Parties, chaps. I and II. This is far
superior to BODLKV, J. S. C., i'rnnce, 2 vols. (1898), a pretentious book
which, with much information, is dominated by the melancholy thesis
that parliamentary government is unsuccessful in France, because it
is not the same as parliamentary government in England. The book
contains many other preconceptions, more entertaining than important.
LEBON and PKIKT, France as It Is (1888), is a useful book. GEORGE, W.
U in the Twentieth Century (1909), contains chapters on the politi-
cal institutions, relations of church and state, socialism, trades-unionism,
colonies, education, etc., of France of the present day. A penetrating
analysis of the French mind and character and description of French
conditions is W. C. BROWXELL'S French Traits, an Essay in Comparative
Criticism (1 S9). Useful collections of the constitutions of France are;
DUGUIT et MONMER, Les constitutions et les principal** lois politiques de
la France depute 178!* (2nd edit., 1908); HELIE, F. A., Les constitutions
de la France (1880). Professor F. M. ANDERSOX has rendered an im-
portant service to students by translating many of the important
documents in the history of nineteenth century France in his Con-
stitutions and Documents (2nd edit., revised and enlarged, 1909).
PELLISSOX, Les orateurs politiques de la France de 1880 d nos jours,
pp. 381-434; contains extracts illustrating the history of the Third
Hepublic from 1871 to 1889.

CHAPTER XVI

Kixc.no.u OF ITALY

The literature on this period of Italian history is not extensive.
STILLMAN'S history may he used; pages 358 to 893 cover the \ears 1871
to 1886. LOWKM'S account of party history down to 1896 is clear and
his description of the political institutions adequate, Oort rnments mid

, vol. 1, chaps. Ill and IV. Srn I.MAN'S Francesco Crispi (
and JUSTIV MC('\RTMV'S Pope .Leo XIJI (1896) es
A. I OT, L et iv, J.^l-18rJ!*. 2 vols. (
former French uior to Italy. For present conditions in Italy:
see, KINU and OKKV, Italy To-d<iy (2nd edit., 1909); W. H. THAVKB,
Italica (1!»08), containing an e^-av on " Thirty Years of Italian
Progn /' and one on " Italy in Kn DRIAUI.T, Les problem**

fi IX* si&cle (1900), chap. II, La ques
tion romainc: le pape, le roi, le peuple.

re than thirty articles, mos

us ns and conditions.
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CHAPTER XVII

AUSTRIA-HUXGARY SlNCE 1849

On Austria and Hungary, there is very little that is important in
English. LEGER, L., History of Austro-Hungary (1889), chaps. XXXIII-
XXXVIII, is probably the most satisfactory treatment. WHITMAX, S.,
Austria (Story of the Nations Series), gives a brief account of the
period from 1815 to 1898, pp. 308-381. Cambridge Modern History, vol.
XI, chap. XV, contains an account of the reaction and reorganization in
Austria, Prussia, and the German Confederation, by Professor FRIED-
JUNG, of the University of Vienna. Consult, also, Ibid. chap. XVI.
SEIGNOBOS has useful chapters. VAMBERY, A., The Story of Hungary
(The Story of the Nations Series, 1886), pp. 400-440. FLORENCE
ARNOLD FORSTER, Francis Dedk, A Memoir, first published anonymously
(1880), is important for the period 1840 to 1876. SIR HORACE RUM-
HOLD'S Francis Joseph and His Times (1909) is an interesting and vivid
account of this regn. The author was long British ambassador at
Vienna. His book is useful, though frequently superficial and biased.
Rumbold has, however, made much use of the solid works of Fried Jung.

The most important work on Austria after 1848 is H. FRIEDJUNG,
Oesterreich von 1848 bis I860, of which vol. I, Die Jahre der Revolution
und der Reform, 1848-1851, has appeared (3rd edit., Stuttgart, 1908).
L. EISENMAXX, Le Compromis Austro-Hongrois, is very valuable: on
the period of reaction, 1849-1859, see pp. 149-203; on the various at-
tempts at constitution-making, the struggle over the unitary and federal
principles, see Ib id., pp .£07-399. See, also, Dedk, A Memoir, passim; A. DE
BERTHA, La Hongrie moderne 9 de 1849 A 1901 (Paris, 1901), a book
by a native of Hungary, laudatory of men and things Hungarian, yet
well-informed and useful. Chap. I describes Hungary under Austrian
absolutism, 1849-1859; chap. II, Hungary under the provisional schemes,
1859-1865. H. FRIEDJUNG, Der Kampf um die Vorherrschaft in Deutsch-
land, is invaluable for the period 1859-1866. On the making of the
Ausgleich, 1865-1867: see, EISENMANN, Le Compromis Austro-Hongrois,
pp. 403-657; FORSTER, Dedk, A Memoir, pp. 113-322; BERTHA, La Hongrie
moderne, chap. Ill, pp. 83-160; see, also, BERTHA, La constitution
hongroise (Paris, 1898), a good outline and description containing chap-
ters on the laws of 1848, on the attempts at centralization, on dualism, on
Croatia, the nationalities, development from 1867-1897; see, also, M. G.
HORN, Le compromis de 1868 entre la Hongrie et laCroatie (Paris, 1907).
BERTHA also has a book on Francois Joseph I et son r&gne, 1848-1888
(Paris, 1888). See, also, BEUST, Aus drei Viertel-Jahrhunderten, vols.
I and II (Stuttgart, 1887). On the working of the Ausgleich; EISEN-
MAXN, Le Compromis Austro-Hongrois, pp 659-680; on history of
Hungary, 1867-1901: BERTHA, La Hongrie moderne, pp 161-358. A
clear and instructive account of party history in Austria-Hungary from
1867 to 1896, and a description of the political institutions of each
country, and of the Dual Monarchy, is given by LOWELL in Governments
and Parties, vol. II, chaps. VIII-X. The fullest account of Bohemia in
the nineteenth century is to be found in E. DENIS, La Bohdme depuis la
Montagne-Blanche, 2 vols. (Paris, 1903); vol. II, pp. 381-670, covers the
period from 1850 to 1901.

For descriptions of contemporary Austria and Hungary: GEOFFREY
DRAGE, Austria-Hungary (1909); SCOTUS-VIATOR (R. W. Seton- Watson),
The Future of the Hungarian Nation (1908), and (by the same author)
Racial Problems in Hungary (1908); A. R. COLQUHOUN, The Whirlpool
of Europe ( 1907) . A careful, scientific study of the races and nationalities
in the dual monarchy is AUERBACH, Les races et les *nationalit6s en
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( 1898). The leading authority on Austrian public
law is ULBRICII, J., Oest* rr< irfies titnntsrecht (3rd edit., Tiihingen, 1904).

t e, also, for general conditions: ANDKK ( 'H I'.KADAAII., L'iln ,}>e e-f Id
I net t ion d'Autriche au seuil du XX* yii-t-le (Paris, 1901, 452 pp.) ;

DRIAULT, Le monde actuel (1909), chap. III.

CHAPTKK XVIII

EXGLAXD TO THE liEFOKM BlLL OF 1832

The best bibliographies on English history during the nineteenth
century are in vols. XI and XII of HUNT and P DOLE'S Political History
of England. These are arranged under topics and are not mere lists
of titles but are critical and descriptive, and constitute a very valuable
guide. There are lists, without criticism, in connection with the various
chapters of the Cantl>rid<je Modern History. TUAILL, Social England,
vol. VI, contains useful bibliographies on many subjects not included in
the preceding lists, such as literature, arts, sciences, industries, social
life, etc. One can find source material in a form available for class use
in CHEV NEY, Readings in English History Drawn from the Original
Sources (1908), pp, 663-767; ADAMS and STEPHENS, Select Documents of
English Constitutional History (1901), pp. 507-555; ROBINSOX and
BEARD, Readings in Modern European History (1909), vol. II, pp. 239-
337; KENDALL, Source-Book of English History (1900), pp 381-465;
LEE, Source-Book of English History (19CO), pp. 497-585. The
fullest and most informing general history of this period is
WALPOLE, History of England Since 1815 (1890), reaching to 1856, a
work of solid scholarship and abundantly supplied with references to
authorities; indispensable. MOLESWORTH, History of England, 3 vols., is
particularly full on the reform movements; account of the reform of
1833 exceptionally good. BRODUCX and FOTHERIXGHAM, vol. XI, in
HUNT and POOLE, The Political History of England, covering years
1801-1837, a book marked by good judgment and accuracy, but over-
loaded with detail, a clear, substantial, and dry resume. See, a KM,

RIGHT, History of England, vol. Ill; TRAILL, Social England, vol. VI,
illustrated edit., more an encyclopedia of history than a history itself,
with articles by specialists on many different departments of the national
life, religion, laws, learning, arts, industry, commerce, manners. The
political sections are the least satisfactory. The illustrations are
numerous and admirable. OMAN-, England in the Nineteenth Century
(1899), a sketch of no great importance, readable but not always im-
partial. On Catholic I'mancipation: see, BRVCE, Two Centuries of Irish
History, pp. 272-314; W. K. H. LECKY, Leaders of Public Opinion in
Ireland, 2 vols. (new edit., 1903). Vol. II is a life of O'Connell; SHAW-

G. J., Peel and O'Connell. A Review of the Irish Policy of
Parliament from the Union to the Death of Sir Robert Peel (1887),
pp. 1-1S; PARKER, C. S., Sir Robert Peel 3 vols. (1899); vol. I, chaps.
IX-XII; vol. II, chaps. III-V. On the movement for parliamentary
reform: see, MoUfWOBTH, History of England* vol. I; MCCARTHY, poch ";, of I
of Reform, a convenient and cle " ir, bn icf account; Roo, J. H., The Rise
and (Jnnrth of Democracy in Great ttritain (1898), chaps. I and II.
An indispensable work for the understanding of the political system of
England before the Reform Bill is PORRITT, E. and A. G., The Un-
reformed llnnx< <>i Common*. 2 vols. (1903), a clear, full, authoritative
description of the representative system in England, not at all a de-
scription of the Reform itself. On the lieform: consult, also, WAI.POM:,
Life of Lord John Russell, and STUART REID, Life and Lt-ttcrt of Lord
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Durham, 2 vols. (1906). Books important for understanding the move-
ment of ideas are KENT, C. B. R., The English Radicals (1899); SIR
LESLIE STEPHEX, The English Utilitarians (1900), both valuable for the
history of the radical party; DICEY, A. V., Lectures on the Relation Be-
tween Law and Public Opinion in England During the Nineteenth
Ct nt-ury (1905), a masterly exposition, commentary, and criticism; in-
dispensable for the history of the whole century; contains an admirable
statement of the influence of Bentham upon the legislation; valuable
footnotes. On the foreign policy of Canning, the recent Life of Canning
by H. W. V. TEMPERLEY (1905) is useful. Though written from the
point of view of an advocate and defender, chaps. VIII-XII contain,
some new material on England and the Holy Alliance, the Congresses,,
America, and Greece. STAPLETON'S older Political Life of George Can-
ning, 3 vols. (1831), is very valuable for foreign relations. W. CUN-
NINGHAM, The Growth of English Industry and Commerce in Modern
Times, 3 vols., is best on the period before the nineteenth century. Vol.
HI, covering period from 1776-1850, does little more than touch on
general aspects. Important matters are treated very slightly-as, for
instance, the work of Huskisson.

CHAPTER XIX

ENGLAND BETWEEN Two REFORMS

WA History of *
t important account. V V VI cover the period

m 1832-1856; and the s* rrative down to 1880
bis History of Twenty-fi 08}. of which vols. I_ ̂^ ^r *% f

and II concern the period treated in this chapter. MOLESWORTH'S H
f England and TUAILL'S Social England, vol. V The

volume by Low and SANDERS in the Political History of Ent land covers
the whole reign of Victoria (1837-1901), and is the best single volume
on the subject. It is a clear, solid, and substantial history of political
warfare and parliamentary proceedings, but is colorless and overloaded
with details. Its critical bibliography is a very useful feature of the
book. JUSTIN MCCARTHY, History of Our Own Times, covers the Queen's
reign in 5 vols., is written by a journalist and active politician, is very
readable, interesting for its portraits of important persons and its de-
scription of events, but is diffuse and sometimes trivial. MCCARTHY, J.,

tory of Our Own Times (1909)
H PAUL, A History of Modern England, 5 vols. (1904-1906),
covers the years from 1846 to 1895, is a direct and vivid narrative,
limited largely to parliamentary proceedings, with, however, chapters
on literature and theology and ecclesiastical disputes; no treatment of
social and economic problems and changes; written with dash and em-
phasis, always confident, frequently partisan; standpoint that of a
Gladstonian Liberal.

Biographical literature on this period is very e." The best
1 Queen Victoria is by SIDNEY LEE (1903); an excellent
bibliography. Of very great value are f Q en Victoria,
edited by BENSON and FISHER, in 3 vols. (1907). There are two editions
of this work, one costing three pounds, the other costing six shillings,
the latter not sold, at present, in the United States. This is a selection
from the Queen's correspondence between th
important as proving the Queen's ability ant "^ ̂* V "^^ -*-»" H
intelligence as a ruler; also, as throwing m light on the characters

M"
sell, and others. A
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Brief biographies of the leading statesmen of the realm are con-
tained in the series called 77/r I*rime Ministers of * < Victoria,
edited l)\ STUART J. REID, a volume devoted to each. MOHII.V'S Life of

/-;. G'ladltO**, 3 vols. (190 I), and Life of nichnrd Cohden (1881);
DA LUNG'S and ASHLEY'S Life of Pnhinrston (1*79); KOKKHTSOX'S Life of

n jirtt/ht (1 **"*!'); WAI.I *s Life of Lord John Jlitssell, vols.
(IS79); S. J. HUD'S Lord John Russell (1H95); KOSEHKKY'S Sir Robert
J'eel SIR T. MARTIN'S Life of the Prince Consort, 5 vols. (1H74-
1*80) ; I Ionian's Life of the Seventh 1-lnrl <>f Xhaftesbnry, 3 vols. (1886) ;
! RANK POIKMOIM-'S Life of liohcrt Owen, 2 vols. (190<>); and GRAHAM
WAI.LAS'S Life of J<'ranris Place (1891), are among the most useful
biographies on the period.

On Chartism: .see, R. G. GAMMAGE, History of Chartism (1894);
CAKLYLE, T., Chartitm; Hosi:, The Rite of Democracy, chaps. V VIL
and VIII; THOMAS Coo*H*S Lifr, Written by Himself (1879). On 1 ree
Trade movement: AiiMrrA<;i:-S:urm, The Free Trade M<*remrnt (1898);
MOKLEY, Life of Cobden; DISRAELI, Life of Sir George Bent Inch;
PARRKR, C. S., Sir Robert Peel, 3 vols. (1899), vol. Ill, an important col-
lection of l\ (Ts correspondence; also, 3/rm0<Y.y of Sir Robert Peel,
S vols. (1956-1857). See, also, J. S. NICHOLSON, History of the English
Corn Laws (190-1). On factory legislation: B. L. HUTCHINS and L.
IIARRISOV, History of factory Legislation (1903). On the American
Civil War: see, WALPOI.K, History of Twenty-five Years, vol. II, chap.
VIII. On constitutional questions: see, SIR THOMAS KRSKINE MAV, Con-
stitutional History of England; TASVVELL-LANGMEAD, English Constitu-
tional History.

CHAPTER XX

ENGLAND UNDER GLADSTONE AND DISRAELI

For tin's period, the general histories are: WALPOLE, History of
Twenty-five Years, vols. II, III, and IV (coming down to 1880); PAUL,
History of Mo<lerti En<ilan<It vols. Ill and IV; BRIGHT, History of
England, vol. IV, pp. 450-577; vol. V, pp. 1-87; MCCARTHY, History of
Our Own Tunes, vols. II and III; Low and SANDEKS, pp. 233-376;
Tie A ILL'S Social KnylanJ. MOBLEY'S Life of Gladstone is indispensable,
written by a close personal friend, an experienced politician, and a
ma>ter of historical proM*. FiTZMArum:, Life of Itarl Gronril!?, 2 vols.
(1005), vol. II; and WINSTON CHURCHILL, Lord Randolph Churchill,
2 vols. (190f>), are important for the period. There is unfortunately no
satisfactory life of Lord Beaconsfield. FRO TOE'S biography in the
Queen's Prime Ministers series, is brief, superficial, and is very poor
on the administration 1S74-1880. BRYCE has an essay on Lord
Heaconsfield in his Shulles in Contemporary Biography (1903), and
SIR SPKNCKR WALPOLE one in his Studies in Biography (1907). T. S.
KI:HIU:L, Selected Speech* s of the Earl of lieaconsfuhl, 2 vols. (1SS3),
is useful. On Ireland: see JOHNSTON and SPENCER, Ireland's titont; see,
lii<vCE, J., editor, Two Centuries of /ri#h (1888); J
McC AHTHV, Ireland and Her \\'\\ i.i (V('o\ VOR MOHHIS,
Ireland, 1198-1898 (1898); W. P. (XBuiX, The Great famine (189f>);
H. B. (Vliuii: v, Ptirlia-mcnlarti Jlixtory of I he Irixh l.<md
(ion (1880), Fifty Vwrs of Concessions o Inland, 2 vols. (1883-1885),

Wnmg$ and ttrmt'iHe* (IHS7). G. SiiA\v-LEir\HK, Kngli&h
and Irhh Land Question* (1881), contains a study of the Bright Clauses
of the Land Act of 1870, pp. 11.i-I«5. A. G. H u HEY, The Irish Land
Lairs (1880), discusses at length the Land Act of 1870.
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CHAPTER XXI

ENGLAND SINCE 1886

The m >st satisfactory account of recent English history is J. F.
History of England, vol. V, 1880-1901, a book of solid merits;

clearness of arrangement, directness of narrative, and remarkable free-
dom L partisanship. For the period of this chapter; see, also, Low
and SANDERS, pp. 366-489; PAUL, Modern England, vol. V; M
Ow Own Times, vol. Ill, chaps. X-XX _^_ ^^_ _^B_M_ Of the first im-
portance for the H is fe of Gladstone, vol.

M

m has practically the value of a source; see, also, CHURCHILL'S Lord
Randolph Churchill, vol. II, and fe of
vol. II, chaps. X authoritative biographies, based on letters
and documents. Churchill's 'great influence on the Conservative party is ^^^"-

clearly shown by the former. Consult, also, R. ^^B_ _l A '_H_^H_ ^^m^-^ ^^~^_ " ̂^^^^ O'BRIEN, fe o
Charles Stewart Parnell, 3 vols. (1898). Interesting personal descrip "w
tions and appreciations of Gladstone are JAMES BRYCE, W
Gladstone, in his Studies in Contemporary Biography ( so published
separately as ), and SIR E. H Gladstone, a
Monooravh 1898). LORD ROSEBERY, Lord Randolph Churchill (
is also suggestive. C-- t-' fe of the M of Salisbury, contains
practically nothing after 1886. H. W The Third Salisbury Ad-
ministration ), is a useful book, containing m and diplo-
m 4. A c?

On Ireland, a very important m is L. PAUL DUBOIS, Con-i

temporary Ireland (1908).. This is an English translation of L'Irlande -^^^-

contemporaine ( Paul Dubois was the son-in-law of Taine.
His book is largely historical and is useful for the whole nineteenth
century. It contains a full discussion of the land question, and educa-
tional, economic, and religious problems.

On the revived interest in the question of Protection and Free Trade:
see, G. ARMITAGE-SMITH, The Free Trade Movement and Its Results

98); W. SMART, The Return of Protection (1903); W. J. ASHLEY,
The Tariff Problem (1903); W. CUNNINGHAM, The Rise "ne
f Trade Movement (2nd ed,, 1905). These represent various

points of view. W
bridge, and Edgeworth at Oxford, adhere to the belief in free trade, the
economic historians, Cunningham and Ashley, have adopted the Chamber-
lain programme on the ground that the rise of industrial rivals and 'the
decline of her own resources have created a critical situation for Eng-
land, and that one way of recovering or maintaining her leadership is a
closer union of the empire, which, it is held, a system of protection
would facilitate. An interesting general view by an outside observer is
to be found in CARL JOHANNES Fucus, The Trade Policy of Great
Britain and Her Colonies Since I860, a German book trans-
lated by C. H M ARCHIBALD (1905). On education: see, SIB
HENRY CRATK, Tl f r

GRAHAM nal Systems of ritain and Ire
land (2nd edit., 1903), a comprehensive account of general education in
the United Kingdom during the nineteenth century, based on depart-
mental reports and the blue books of the numerous commissions which
have investigated the subject; full of precise information. A
useful comparison of the systems of England, the United States, France,
and Germany, is to be found in R. E. HUGHES, The Making of Citizens:
A Study in Comparative Education (1902). On government: see, A. L.
LOWELL, The Government of England, 2 vols. (1908), by far the most
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authoritative, comprehenshe, and illuminating treatise on the subject; a
study, moreover, broadly conceived; indispensable not only for its
profound and clear analysis and dt-M-ription of British government, im-
perial, national, and local, but for the light it throws upon party
machinery and present party programmes or tendencies. Other useful
books on English government are the various volum- of the English
Citizen Series, edited by UI:NHV CRAIK; also, A. V. DICI v, The L"ir of
the Constitution, of the I'nited Kin/idom (1885); SIDNEY Low, The
Gor f (HHH). An excellent brief description is T. F.
MORAV, The Theory and Practice of the Enylittli < iorernni' nt 

" "» ̂ m . m ^

BAI.IHIOT niliit < nititvtio*, and BOUTMV, The Const it n/ioii,
are also useful. Of the first importance is ANSON, Law and Custom o_
the Constitution, 2 vols. (189J). See, also, AI.PHEUS TODD, Parliamentary
Government, in England, 2 vols. ( , ^ \ f ^-» ^^ ^F* " *^ » edit., 1887-1889). A useful
abridgment and revision of this work was made by Sir Spencer Walpole
and published in 189,?. SIR COIUTNEY II.BKKT, Ler/ixltitirr Methods «n<l
Forms (Oxford, 1901), is an authority. The fullest historical account of

\ . ^-^ _ parliamentary >ce REDUCH, J.» The Procedure of the H
/ Commons, a Study of its II and Present Form, 3 vols.

(1908).

CHAPTER XXII

RE TJH

On the general subject of European colonial expansion, the most ex-
tensive work is AI.FKED /IMMERMAXX'S Die europaixrhen Kolonicn (1895-
1903 Five volumes have appeared. The first volume treats of the
colonial policy of Spain and Portugal to the present, the second that
of Great Britain to the American Revolution, the third that of Great
Britain since the American Revolution, the fourth that of France to
the present, the fifth that of the Netherlands. The volumes are well
supplied with bibliographies anil m CHARLES DE LANXOY and^-^- i "i

VAX DEH LIXDHM have undertaken a work called Hixfoirc de
Vexpansion cohniale des pen pies europcens, intended to show how each
nation has acquired its colonies, how it has developed them, what the
characteristics of each are. One volume was published in 1907 (Brus-
sels), with bibliography and maps. It gives an account of Portuguese
nd Spanish colonies to the beginning of the nineteenth century. A use-

ful " is PAT i. LEHOY-BI MILIEU'S La colonisation chtz les ^M//>/£*
modernes, 2 vols. (6th edit., 1908).

On English colonial expansion in general: ZIMMERMAXX, cited above;
H. E. EOERTOX, A Short History of British Colonial Policy (1897);
covers the period from Cabot, H'lT, down, treating British coloni/ation
as a continuous movement; the latter part concerns the nineteenth
century; a careful, thoughtful book. By the same author, The Origin
and Growth of the Kmjlish Colonies and'of their System of
(Oxford, 1904), being an introduction to LUCAS'S Historical Geography
of the British Colonicx. Contains very interesting chapters on the labor^» ^*^^^* "

pr em in new colonies, on the introduction of responsible government,
on the problem of the future relations between the colonies and the

r country; also, a chronological outline of the various acquisitions
made by Great Britain during the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nine-
teenth centuries. SIR CHARLES DTI.KK, Prnhlrm* of Greater Britain
(1890), has had a great influence in educating English opinion to the
importance of the Empire and is full of information; by the same
author, The British Empire (1699), a sort of birds-eye view. C. P.
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LUCAS'S Historical Geography of the British Empire, 6 vols., new edit,
1906 , in course of publication, is of the first importance, com-
prehensive, accurate, containing much historical matter. W. H. WOOD-
WARD'S Short History of the Expansion of the British Empire, 1500-
1810 (Cambridge, 1899), is a useful epitome. E. J. PAYNE, Colonies
and Colonial Federations (1904), studies the Empire from geographical,
historical, economic, and political points of view. See, also, GEESWELL,
W. P., The Growth and Administration of British Colonies, 1887-1897
(1898). J. R. SEELEY, Expansion of England, is useful for an under-
standing of the general subject. The British Empire Series, 5 vols.
(1899-190;?), contains a large amount of information, historical, political,
economic, conditions for colonization, outlook for the future, etc.; vol. I
concerns India; vol. II, British Africa; vol. Ill, British America; vol. IV,
Australia. BRYCE'S Studies in History and Jurisprudence contain very im-
portant studies on The Roman Empire and the British Empire in India,
on Two South African Constitutions, and on the Constitution of the

Commonwealth of Australia, Consult, also, on the Empire: LOWELL,
The Government of England, vol. II, chaps. LIV-LVIII; Cambridge
Modern History, vol. XI, chaps. XXVI and XXVII, with bibliographies;
also, for colonial development from 1815-1852, mainly in South Africa
and Australia: WALPOLE'S History of England Since 1815, vol. VI, pp.
325-379; also A. T. STORY, The British Empire (Story of the Nations
Series). ALPHEUS TODD, Parliamentary Government in the British
Colonies (2nd edit., 1894), is an authoritative treatment of the opera-
tion of responsible government in the colonies.

On India: see, Cambridge Modern History9 vol. XI, chap, XXVI
(from 1815 to 1869); R. W. FRASER, British Rule in India (Story of
the Nations Series); BOULGER, India in the Nineteenth Century (1901);
DIGBY, Prosperous British India (1901), a severe arraignment of British
government in India; M. IKKES, The Sepoy Revolt (1897); SIR JOHX
KAYE, The Sepoy War, 3 vols. (1864-1876), completed by G. B.
MALLESOK (1878-1880); G. W. FORREST, A History of the Indian
Mutiny> Reviewed and Illustrated from Original Documents, 2 vols.
(1904); G. B. MALLESOX, The Indian Mutiny of 1857 (1891); LILLY,
India and Its Problems. A. L. LOWELL has a valuable chapter on the
Civil Service of India in his Colonial Civil Service (1900). SIR COURT-
NEY ILBERT, The Government of India (1898), is pronounced by Lowell
to be " by far the best work on the public law of India."

On Canada: Bibliography may be found in the A. L. A. Annotated
Guide to the Literature of American History, edited by J. N. LARKED
(1902); bibliographies also in Cambridge Modern History, vol. XI, and
in Low and SAXDERS, History of England, 1837-1901. Good brief
histories are: SIR JOHN BOURIXOT, Canada Under British Rule, 1160-
1900; C. G. D. ROBERTO, History of Canada (1904). Kingsford's
elaborate history in ten volumes only reaches 1841. On Lord Durham's
mission: sre, F. RRADSHAW, Self-Government in Canada and How it
was Achieved, the Story of Lord Durham's Report (London, 1903);
eight chapters are devoted to a careful account of the history of
Canada to the outbreak of the Rebellion, and show the growth of the
demand for responsible government; see, also, S. J. REID, Life and
Letters of Lord Durham, 2 vols. (1906), a very laudatory book but
full of information concerning Lord Durham's work in Canada. LORD
DURHAM'S Report was republished in London in 1901. Perhaps the
best manual dealing with the constitutional history of Canada is SIR
JOHN BOURIXOT'S A Manual of the Constitutional History of Canada
(1901). Canadian Constitutional Development, by H. E. EGERTON and
W. L. GRAXT (1907), contains speeches and despatches pertinent to the
subject, with introduction and notes; see, also, WILLIAM HOUSTON,
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Documents Illustrative ef the Canadian Constitution (1891). Canada
and the Kiit/dre, by K. Movr.\<;i i: and IJ. HKUIIKRT (19nl), is written
from an imperialist standpoint. HOLLAND, U., et Liberia*. A
Study in Jlixtory and Politics (1901); j)[>. 95-I!»0 tre.-f Canadian history
from 17(i« to 1807.

On Australasia: sec, the excellent History of ////? Australasian Colonies
by E. JEXKS (1895), which comes down to 1893; also, G. Ti OARTHI y,
Australian Comtnontr«t!th (Story of the Nations Series); < me-, do\vn
to 1891; also an admirable volume by J. D, ROGERS in LUCAS'S Historical
Geography of the liritith Colonies, vol. VI (15)07). The nio^t valuable
work for the recent constitutional development is 'I h<* Annotated Consti-
tution of the Australian Commonwealth by SIK J. QIMCK, and H. It.
GARHAX (Sydney, 1901). This contains a full history of the movement
toward federation and of each clause of the constitution. \V. H. MOOKE,
The Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia (190J), is an im-
portant commentary. BRYCE has a useful account of the making and
character of the constitution in his tftiulifs in History and
On social and eeonomie conditions and measures and experiments: see,
HEEVI:S, The Long White Cloud (1899), and State Esi*<-mnrnts in A us-
tralia and New Zen/and, 2 vols. (1909); H. D. LLOYD, .\'<west England
(New /ealand and Australia) (1900); V. CLARK, The Labor Movement
in Australia. The most reeent hook is by 13. K. \\'ISK, entitled The Com-

of Australia (Boston, 1909), a description of the country, of
political institutions, of industrial legislation, etc. On New Zealand:
.see, also, SIR AHTIITR P. DOUGLAS, The Dominion of New Zealand (1909).

For South Africa: see, G. M. TJIKAL, South Africa (Story of the
Nations Series, 1891); pp. 138-387 cover the years 181-i-lWW;
H. CAXA, South Africa from the Great Trek to the Union (1909). An
excellent account of the history of Europeans in South Africa down to
1895 is contained in Biivn-'s ZmjWWriOfW of South Africa (1897), pp.
99- ISA A clear account of the causes and early course of the Boer
war is given in BIUC.IIT'S History of Kuyland, vol. V, pp. ̂ 34-2(>6. Many
of the important state papers, mostly Knglish, bearing on this war, are
in LAHM:D, History for R«nhj Reference, vol. VI, pp. 456-517. For
the Boer side of the ease: see, the Memoirs of PAUL Km UKR. SIR A. Cox\ v
Dovir, Tin1 d i <t Boer W<*r (I90J), is a useful narrative, from the
British standpoint. The TIMKS History of the War in South Africa,
edited In L. C. AMI:UV, vols. I-I\r (1900-1906), is very detailed. On tli
literature of the South African War: see, American Historical K< r/V ir%
vol. XII, pp. 299-SJI. On the recent federation movement: see, It. 11.
BRAND, The Union of Smith Africa (1909), which contains the South
Africa Act of x?()th September, 1909, an account of its elahoration and
adoption and a study of its provisions.

On the reaction of imperialism upon the mother country: see, RICIIXKD
" h IMS, indict in Colonial Nationalism (1905); contains chapters on
Canada, Prom Colonies to Commonwealth (Australia), New Zealand,
South African War, the Colonial Conference of 190;?, Nationalism in
TaritN, and Imperial Partnership. S-e, also, J. W. ROOT, Colonial
Tariff's (Liverpool, 10'»'J); CARL .Ion\\\i;s I-Vois, 77/6 Trade Policy of
///"//// Britain and In r C<d<>ni*-8 Sim-fl 1*60 (llWr>). See, also, BERNARD
HOLLAND, linprrimn i I Liherta* (!!><)!), ]>p. Jii,>-;>l!h An important
work concerning tin* colonies, r-eently puhlishrd, is 7 /<f I,* <ti#lntion of
tin Ilniftirc: Ji< in;/ a Surrtif <>f the 1,1-ijiidatirc llnartuunt.t of the British

from />''8 to 1909. Kdited hy C. E. A. HKDWKLL, with a
preface by Louu HOSKUKRV, 4 vols. (1909). Contains about 25,000 acts
and ordinances.
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CHAPTER XXIII

AFRICA

For explorations in Africa: see, David Livingstone, by THOMAS H^ «v. "^ *m -^H-k
1889); ( Missionary Travels and Researches

m South Af (1857), and Lasi Journals in Central Af from
(1875); H. M

Livingstone; Travels, Adventures, and Discoveries in Central Af
(1872); Through the Dark Continent or the Sources of the N
(1878); The Congo and the Founding of (1885);
In Darkest Af « ^ ^ vols. ( The Autobiography of Henry M
Stanley, edited by his wife, DOROTHY STANLEY (1909), chaps. X
XVIII; V. L. CAMEROK, Across Africa (1876); CARL PETERS, N
on Dark Af (1891). A very useful collection of contemporary
accounts is, Africa and Its Exploration, as Told by Its Ex-^^» -"-

plorers, 2 vols. (L son Lo\v, Marston & Co., no date). See,
/ rica, 4 vols. (1894-1895

On the partition of Africa, the most important book is J. SCOTT A

K The Partition f Africa (1895); see, also, ^MILE BANNING,
Le partage politique de I'Afrique d'apres les transactions Internationales
les plus r&centes, 1885-1888 (1888); A. S. WHITE, The Development of
Africa. A Study in Applied Geography (2nd edit., 1892); for a short
account, ROSE, J. H., The Development of European Nations, vol. II,
chap. VII. History of the Colonization of Africa

R (1899), is a very useful manual, compressing a large
rm%

an authority on African affairs, having traveled extensively in that con-
tinent, and having been consul and administrator there; descr" bes the
efforts of the Portuguese, Dutch, English, and the other nations; has
brief chapters on the history of the slave trade, of exploration, of mis-
sions, etc. "

On England in E ^ ^ f
JMER, Modern Egypt, 2 vols. (1908), practically a

history of Egypt from 1876 to 1908," of the Dual Control which was
succeeded by the Single Control of England, by the man who was the
British representative in Egypt for twenty-seven years. An invaluable
book, marked by a wealth of precise information, by positiveness, by
judicial temper, and by an extraordinary detachment of view. Is, to
considerable degree, an historical source as well as a history. For an
important review of this book by Mr. BRYCE, see, American Historical
Review, vol. XIV, pp. 357-362. On the British intervention and the
Gordon chapter one should consult in addition to Cromer: MORLEY'S Glad-
stone, vol. Ill, and FITZMAURICE'S Granville, vol. II. Other important
books on Egypt are: SIR ALFRED MILNER'S England in Egypt (llth edit.,
1904); SIR A. COLVIN'S The Making of Modern Egypt (2nd edit., 1906);
A. METIN'S La Transformation de VEgypte (1903) ; J. C. Rotrx, L'Isthme
et le Canal de Suez, 2 vols. ( Popular accounts are E. DICEY,

f (1903), and The Egypt of the Future (1906).
The Story of Kitchener's campaign is graphically told by G. W

TE With K to Khartum 1898). On the Congo Free
State, there is a short account in ROSE, Development of European
Nations, vol. IL chap. VIII.
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CHAPTKR XXIV

SPAIN AND PORTUGAL SIVCE

Thrre is no satisfactory history of Spain in the nineteenth century in
English. BUTI.KK CLAKKK'S Modern Spain, 1815-1 i, is the fullest, but
is overloaded with details, not effectively presented. Pages 91-470 cover
the period of this chapter. A bibliography is appended. HT.ME, Modern
Spain, 1788-1^!*8 (181)9), is a shorter and more interesting account;
pages 248-563 treat the period 18JIJ-1898. There are brief chapters in

Modern llistfn't/, vol. X, chap. VII, and vol. XI, chap. XX,
bringin the history down to 1871.

Histmre c<>nlt>ini*oraine de VE*i*agne, 6 vols. (1869-1883),
is useful, treating the period 1814 to 1868. Vols. Ill and IV cover the
years 1833 to 1843, and vols. V and VI the reign of Isabella II, 1843-
1868. YVES GUYOT, L*Evolution politn/ue et sociale de VEspayne (1899),
is mainly a description of social, political, and economic conditions, not
a history.

In German, see, BAUMGARTEN', H., Oeschichte Spanit ns vom Aus-
bruch dtr franzoxischen Revolution bis <mf vnsere Tage, 3 vols.,
(1865-1871). Vol. II treats of the restoration of Ferdinand, the revolu-
tion of I .'0, and the subsequent intervention (1814-1SJ5) ; vol. Ill, the re-
mainder of Ferdinand's reign and the Carlist wars. A more recent Ger-
man work is GUSTAV DIERCKS, Oeschichte Span-tens von der fruhesten
Zeiten bis auf die Gegenwart, 2 vols. (1895-1896); pp. 544-674 concern
our period. K. II. SntORL, The Spanish Revolution, 1868-1875 (Boston,
1898), is a clear and comprehensive account of the parliamentary history
of Spain during the six years from the overthrow of Isabella II to the
restoration of Alfonso XII. The book also throws much light on the
manipulation of parliamentary institutions in Spain. H. R KM SEN WHITE-
HOUSE, The Sacrifice of a Throne (1H97), is the best description we have
of the election, reiirn, and abdication of Amadeo of Savoy. II \\NAV, I).,
Don Emilia Castelar (1896), a life of the republican leader. On the
colonies: see, J. W. ROOT, and 9 Colonies (ISf)^); /IMMERMAX1T,
A., Die < >/r // ;m(/i, vol. I, Die Kolonialpolitik Portugal* und
Spaniens (1899); H. W. WILSON, The Downfall of Spain, (1900), is a
naval history of the Spanish-American war of 1898.

On constitutional history: see, GMELIX, Stud ten zur spanischcn Ver-
n< nnz Jahrhunderts (Stuttgart, 1905);

also, J. L. M. Cnuiv, Constitutional Government in Spain (1899). Curry
was United Stairs Minister to Spain from 1885 to 1889. The constitu-
tion itself is in Doon, M<></. rn Constitutions, vol. II. On Portugal in the
nineteenth century, there is a slight sketch of the years 1815 to 1880
in H. MOHM: STEPHENS, Portugal (Story of the Nations Series, 1891),

. 409-4:W; see, also, chapters in Cambridge Modern History cited above.
On the colonies: see, /I.MMKHMANN, op. cit.; G. M. THEAL, The
in South Africa (1896).

CHAPTER XXV

HOLLAND AND BELGIUM SINCE 1830

For Holland and Belgium: consult, Cambridge Wotlern History, vol.
X, chap. XVI, and vol. XL chap. XXIII; LAVISH rt HAMBM-O,
gfnt'rale, vol. X, chap. IX, vol. XI, chap. XT, vol. XII, chap. VI;
SEIGXOBOS, PnUticnl History of llnrnpc Sine? chap. VIII. The
best historv of Hollaml in thr I t centurv" in Dutch and has not yrt
been translated: BLOK, Geschiedenis van het Sederlandsche Volk; vol.
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VII (1907) ^ f -" covers the French period and the history of the U
Netherlands to the secession of Belgium; vol. VIII (
narrative down to the opening of the twentieth century; an impartial,
critical, scientific work, containing much m >re than simply political
history. CLIVE DAY, The Policy and Administration of the Dutch in
Java (1904), is a book of the first importance. On Belgium: see,
SMYTHE, C., The Story of Belgium (Story of the Nations Series, 1900);
T. JUSTE, Leopold 1, Rot des Beiges, d'apres les documents inedits. 2 vols.

1868); BERTRAND, L., Leopold II et son rbgne 1865-1800 (
1890); ^ ^^^» TTE, M., La Belgique morale et politique, 1830-1890
(Brussels, 1902); MACDONNELL, J. de C., King Leopold II, His Rule in "

Belgium and the Congo (London, 1905); BERTRAND, L., Histoire de la
democralie et da sociallsme en Belgique depute 1830, 2 vols. (Brussels,
1907) ; comes down to 1905 FLANDIX, E., Institutions politiques de
I'Europe contemporaine ( jh f ""
La Belgique au point de vue mUitaire et Internationale (Brussels, 1901);
DUPRIEZ, LEOX, L'organisation du suffrage universel en Belgique. Vote
plural, vote obligatoire, representation proportionelle (Paris, 1901),
Constitution of Belgium in DODD, Modern Constitutions, vol. I.

CHAPTER XXVI

SWITZERLAND

There are in English only brief accounts of Swiss history
See, Cambridge M dern Histo vol. XI, chap. V down to 1874;

History of IX: HUG and
STEAD, Switzerland (Story of the Nations Series, 1890), pp. 382-421;
comes down to 1889. McCuA W. D,, The Rise of the Swiss

epublic (2nd edit., 1901), pp. 319-372; see, also, BAKER, F. G., The
M Republic. A j ^f ' ^^ f f the Rise and f the Swis*
People (1895), pp. 462-538. The most important work is SEIPPEL, PAUL,
La Suisse au dix-neuvi&me si&cle, 3 vols. (Lausanne, 1899-1 A co-
operative work by a group of Swiss writers. The section on the political
history of Switzerland in the nineteenth century, vol. I, pp. 51-378, is
by NUMA DROZ, a former President of the Confederation. The work also
contains very valuable chapters on the history of institutions, on
constitutional, civil, and criminal law,, on the international role of
Switzerland, on education, religion, economic history, arts, etc. KARL
DANDLIKEK, A Short History of Switzerland, translated by E.
SALISBURY (London, 1899), has a section covering the period 1813-1874,
pp. 237-294. On Swiss political institutions, the best book in English is
J. M. VINCENT, Government in Switzerland (1900); contains the federal
constitution and an excellent critical chapter on the literature of the
subject. BOHGI;AUD, C., Adoption and Amendment of Constitutions^
translated by C. D. HAZEK (1895), pp. 258-332, is important for the
evolution of Swiss constitutional law. LOWELL, A. L., Governments and
Parties in Continental Europe, vol. II, chaps. XI-XIII, contains an
admirable description of the political institutions of Switzerland and of
the party history after 1818. Other books descriptive of Swiss institu-_ _^b. _" _H_ ̂ ^_^_ - - - 

^^ _^^k j ^^L ,^^K f
tion (1889); WINCIIESTJ;
and HOBSOK, J. A., A f f
(1907). (X*f

Landesgemeinde cantons is I. B. RICHMAX'S Appenzell, Pure Democracy
and Pastoral Life in Inner Rhoden (1895). Contains chapters on

l aws. Administration, cantonal and domestic economy, education,
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rhariti , etc. Use1 fill for Hit* slndy of the n !'' rrridum, i I)u'LOir,r. Th
Refer* IK/HIH in Sirit-t>rl<in<l, tr;m>I;itrd by ('. P. TKI.VM YAV (London,
1898); I iy a Bel-i-in lawyer. \V. II. I) \\VS-N irif ,< rlantl. X/ //

/)<M/ Mnrttinnls anrf /.* tfixlttfion in the Swift
(London, 1897); contains on the or^ani/ation and protection
of l;ilK>r, on industrial pear* , the prohh MI of the unemployed, poor law
agencies, technical education, control of the liquor traffic.

CHAPTER XXVII

THE SCANDINAVIAN STATES

There is very little in Mnjrlish on the subject of this chapter. Useful
brief accounts are to be found in BAIN, K. N., Scandinnrin. A Politirnl

History of Denmark, Norway, and Sweden, from 1513 to 1900 (Cam-
bridge, 1905); chap. XVI concerns Denmark since 1814; chap. XVIf,
Sweden and Norway since 1814; Cambridge Modern History, vol. XI,
chap. XXIV, Scandinavia 1815-IhTO; SKIGNOHOS, Pol it Ira I History of
Europe, chap. XVIII; LAVISSE et RAM BAUD, Jlistoire gtntralv, vol. X(
chap. XVIII; vol. XI, chap. XII; vol. XII, chap. VII, give an excellent.
though brief narrative, covering the period 1815-1900. H. II. BOYESKN, The
J/iatory of Norinni (Story of the Nations Series, 1886), pp. 516-538. On
the Norwegian-Swedish crisis: see, FRIOTJOF NAN SEN'S Norway and th
Union with N/ (London, 1905) ; an historical sketch from the
Treaty of Kiel, I Ml, through the dissolution of the Union; presents the
Norwegian side. K. NORDU-ND, The 8w*dish-N QTW* ffian Union Crisis,
A History with Documents (Stockholm, 1905), presents the Swedish side
and criticises Nansen. Consult, also, MOIIX, A., La Sudde et la re-volu*-
tion norvSyunne (Paris, 1905); FAIILBKCK. P., La const I hit Ion sutdoise
et le parl¬7U( nturisme modern e (Paris, 1905), a brief sketch of Swedish
constitutional history and government. The constitutions of Denmark,
Norway, and Sweden, are in DODD, Modern Constitutions. Much useful.
miscellaneous information is contained in SUXDBARG, Xioedi-n, Its People
and Industries (1900); WKITEMEYER, II., Denmark (London, 1H91) ; and^^^ ^^^ _ f ^ f
CARI.SEK, OLRIK, and STARCKE, Le Dant mark, Etat. nctnt-1 de sa civilisa-

tion et de son organisation sociale (Copenhagen, 1900) ; a work published
on the occasion of the Universal Imposition at Paris in 1900.

CHAPTER XXVIII

THE DISRUPTION OF THE OTTOMAN- EMPIRE AND THE RISE OF THE
BALKAN STATES

There is no adequate tn-atment in English, of the Eastern Question
in its entirety. An admirable French book is EDOUARD DRIAULT, La ques-
ti»n d'Or'unt inx umjni nos ours (Jnd edit., Paris,

, a book that may be cordially recommended to any one desiring a
guide to a very complicated and widely ramified branch of hi-tor>'. The
author's conception of the Ivi^trrn Question is large, including not
only the fate of the Ottoman Empire in Europe, but the decline of
Islam in Europe, Asia, and Africa. After a brief sketch of the
l*.\ "ntine and Latin Empire-, the conquests of the Turks, Drinult
traces the history of the Eastern <,>uestion in the eighteenth century,
Napoleon's Oriental projects, the Greek war of independence, the
internal reforms in Turkey, the Crimean war and it- consequences, the
war in the Balkans, the ri.^c of the various stat s. Recent phases of the
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general problem are then treated: the Armenian Massacres, the Cretan
problem, the Greco-Turkish war, the Macedonian question, and the
relations of Occidental powers with Islam in Asia and Africa. The
chief merit of the work lies, not in research, but in the orderly and
effective arrangement and presentation of a mass of widely scattered
information. The book contains useful bibliographical references to
important secondary material.

There is a useful though limited bibliography on the Eastern Ques-
tion by GEORGES BENGESCO, Essai dyune notice bibliographique sur la
question d'Orient. Orient Europten, 1821-1897 (Brussels, 1897). This
concerns only the question of Europe in Turkey and is limited to works
published in France and Belgium. Bengesco was formerly Roumanian
minister to Belgium. T. E. HOLLAND, The European Concert in the
Eastern Question, contains many treaties, etc., bearing on the general
question (1885).

On the Greek war of independence, there is a long and interesting
chapter, sketching the Greek renaissance and describing vividly the
military and diplomatic aspects of the stirring story in FYFFE, History
of Modern Europe, vol. II, chap. IV- (or chap. XV, in the one volume
edition). W. ALLISOX PHILLIPS, The War of Greek Independence
(1897), treats the years 1821 to 1833. Having no adequate introduction,
the book lacks background, but the narrative of events is full, fair,
and interesting. It is not based upon original investigation but upon
works of Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, Finlay, Gordon, and Prokesch-Osten.
FIXLAY, G., History of the Greek Revolution, is an important account,
drawn largely upon the author's first hand knowledge of events. Tozer's
edition, 1877, is the best as representing Finlay's matured views. The
Letters and Journals of Samuel Gridley Howe, edited by his daughter,
LAURA E. RICHARDS, are very valuable; vol. I, entitled The Greek
Revolution (Boston, 1906), throws a flood of light upon the course of
the war. The volume is based almost entirely upon the journal of Howe,
who, graduating from Brown University in 1821, and from Harvard
Medical School in 1824, went immediately to Greece, joined the Greek
army, created a surgical corps and also distinguished himself as a
commander. His journal, though marked by serious gaps, is a vivid
historical source for the years 1825 to 1829. HOWE'S volume called,
Sketch of the Greek Revolution, published in 1828, also abounds in
graphic descriptions at first hand of men and events. Interesting side-
lights on the Greek war are also to be found in the works of LORD
BYROX, Letters and Journals, vol. VI, edited by Rowland E. Prothero
(London, 1904).

Perhaps the most important recent account of this whole chapter of
Greek history is in STERX, Geschichte Europas, vol. II, chaps. VII and
XIV; vol. Ill, chaps. IV-VI; vol. IV, chap. X.

On the Crimean War: see, WALPOLE, History of England Since 1815,
vol. VI, chap. XXIV; MCCARTHY, History of Our Own Times, vol. I,
chaps. XXV-XXVIII; PAUL, History of Modern England, vol. I, chaps.
XVII-XIX, and vol. II, chap. I. Paul's characterization of Napoleon III
is so overdone as to approach the ridiculous. KIXGLAKE'S monumental
Invasion of the Crimea (8 vols., 1863-1887) is a brilliant performance in
a way, picturesque and full of detail, but is frequently amusingly
portentous and Homeric in tone; is marked by a pronounced dislike of
Napoleon III; and is, moreover, incomplete, stopping at the death of
Lord Raglan. Probably the most informing and most interesting ac-
count, judicial as well, is that of GORGE in his Histoire du Second Em-
pire, vol. I, pp. 134-481, a masterly piece of exposition. An important
phase of this war is well treated by H. FRIEDJUKO in Der Krimkrieg und
die, nestarrairMswha Politik H907^. a clear, scientific analvsis of the
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peculiarly involved and difficult foreign relations of Austria during the
years lw J-ls.'>if; a purely diplomatic study. An excellent brief treat-
ment of the diplomacy of tin- period is contained in ANDREW, Historical

tit of Madtrn vol. II, chap. II.
On the re-opening of the Iv tern <^u« (ion, the war in the Balkans

find the Conpn-s-; of Berlin: WAI.IM.IK, Ilixtory of Twenty-fire Y('irs,
\ol. IV, chaps. XVII and XVIII; PAUL, History of Modlni Km/laml,W V *^
vol. IV, chap>. I and II; Mc( \HTMV, of Uur Own Tunes, vol. II,
chaps. LXIV and LXV; HOSK, 77/e Development of the Kuropean_ -_ A "Mi -"- _- ̂_ ̂^ -_ _ ̂ 

\oi. I, vil-ix (include-, ;( clear accounl «>r th.- Rosso-

Turkish campaign) | II \\OTAUX, Contemporary Frtmrt, vol. IV, chaps.
II and V; DEBIDOI H, diplomntitfur, vol. II, chap. XIII;
BOURGEOIS, E., Manuel e polititjtte ttr<ut;H<re, vol. Ill, pp. 783-
815; MOB LEV, Life of ffladstniK*, vol. II, pp. 514-583; BISMARCK, Reflec-
tions and Reminiscences, vol. II, chap. XXVIII; SKHINE, Expansion of
Russia, pp. 43-265 SERGEANT, L., Greece in the Nineteenth Century,
pp. 270-307; WHITMAN, S., Reminiscences of the King of Roumania,
chaps. VIII-XI.

On ulgaria since 1878: see, ROSE, Development of the European
Nations, vol. I, chap. X; MILLER, W., The Balkans (Story of the Nations
Series), pp. 215-J18 (comes down to 1896); A. H. J>I:\MAX, Stambuloff
(1H95); E. DICEY, The Peasant State (1894); ODYSSEUS (Sir C. Eliot),
Turkey in Europe.

On Roumanian history: see, WHITMAN, Reminiscentt# of the King
of Roumania, chap. XI; FRKDKHIC DAMK, Ilistnire de la Ronmanie con-
temporaine depuia I'avimincnt des princes indigenes jusqu'd nos jours.
1822-1900 (Paris, 1900); BELLESOKT, A., La Ronmanie contemporaine
(Paris, 1905), a book of travel; G. BENGER, Roumania in 1900, trans-
lated by A. H. KEKNI: (London, 1900), with bibliography; contains
chapters on history, political organizations, commerce, religion, art, etc.;
A. DE BERTHA, mayyan et Roumains devant Ihistoire (Paris, 1899);
ELIADE, P., Histoire tie Ve^^rit public en Rouinanie an XIX* sitcle
(Paris, 1905); FISIIKK, M., Die Herknnft der Ruwam-n (Bamberg, 1904);
(i>.oRGEs BEN(;I:SCO, Bibliographic Franeo-Roumaine, depuis le commence-
ment da A'/A'e sitrle jitx<jn'a nos jours (Paris, 1907), a list of works
edited or published in France concerning Roumania, French works pub-
lished by Roumanian authors, doctoral theses sustained by Roumanians
down to 1894 before French faculties.

On Servian history: see, MM.U:K, The ttalk*mx, part III, chap. VII; very-
brief. Miller's book in general is very inadequate on period since 1878;
P, COQPKLLE, Le Royaume de Serbie '(Paris, 1901). Covers the history
from (ilO A. IX down; pp. J15-J98 concern the nineteenth century from
1815 to 1900.

On Greece under Otto: see, SERGEAXT, L., Greece in the Nineteenth
(18!)7), pp. i?18-J.>8; Fix LAY, G., ll'^tury of the Greek Rt rota-

tion, book V, chap. IV (down to 18*13). On reign of George I; see,
SERi.r\xT, Greece in the Mtirteenth Century, pp. £58-395. BHKKOKD-
SMITII, R. A. II., Greece Under Klntj George (IHf).i), is not a history
but a description of economic conditions, education, army and navy,
constitution, <-te. On Gn<<v: see, also, Si it Ru n \ui> C. JEHU'S Modern

Two lectures with papers on The Progress of Greece and
liyron in Greece (1880), 2nd edition published in 1901.

On Turke in the nineteenth century: see, SEIGNUBOS, Politirtil History II *i'\IILI IY_11LL1 V . i\-V» kJT. 1*1 ^^^^ * %

o/" Europe Since 181.'/, chap. XX; S. LANE-POOI.E, (Story of the
Nations Series, 1888), pp. 3Hi-:iii.5; OD\ SSEUS (Sir C. Eliot), Turkey in
Enrobe (IHOO); VM.I.AHI, editor, 77/e alknn ' ll :

RI», H. N., Macedonia, Its Races and Their Future (1906); W. M.
HAMSEV, Impressions of Turkey. On recent events: see, BARTON, Day-
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break in Turkey (Boston, 1909); 0. R, BrxTox, Turkey in Revolution
/London, 1909); G. F. ABBOTT, Turkey in Transition (1909).

CHAPTER XXIX

RUSSIA TO THE WAR WITH JAPAX

The best history of Russia in English covering our period is SKRINE,
F. H., Expansion of Russia, 1815-1900 (1903); clear and free from
partisanship; contains maps and bibliography. RAMBAUD, History of
Russia from the Earliest Times to J877, translated by L. B. LAXG, 2 vols.,
vol. II, pp. 200-285, is useful. Rambaud's work was pronounced by
Turgenieff "superior to any other history accessible to Western Europe."
R A 3i BAUD, The Expansion of Russia, Problems of the East and Problems
of the Far East (Burlington, Vt., 1900), a very useful resume of the
Russian advance into Asia. MORFILL, W. R. A., History of Russia from
the Birth of Peter the Great to the Death of Alexander II (1905), con-
tains a good deal of information, poorly presented. Pages 342-471 cover
the years from 1815 to 1898. By the same author, Russia (Story of the
Nations Series, 1890), chaps. XI-XIV.

On the reign of Alexander I, the most important work is T. SCHIE-
MAXX, Russland unter Nikolaus 1, vol. I. This volume treats the reign
of Alexander I, though not fully. Chap. IX, pp. 351-487, is a remark-
ably fine chapter on the conditions of Russia at that time. There are
also chapters on Polish questions and a sketch of the career of Nicholas
before his accession. STERX, Oeschichte Europas, vol. Ill, chap. I, has
a valuable survey of the last ten years of Alexander's reign; consult,
also, C. JOYNEVILLE, Life and Times of Alexander I, 3 vols. (1875).

On Nicholas I: SCHIEMAXN, work cited, vol. II, covers the five years
1825 to 1830, and contains many important documents; STERN, Oeschichte
Europas, vol. Ill, chap. II; on the beginning of the reign, 1825-1837;

ERXHARDT, T., Unter Nikolaus und Friedrich Wilhelm IV (1893);
THOUVEXEL, L., Nicholas et NapoUon III, 1852-1854 (1891); HAXTHAU-
SEK, Etude sur les institutions nationales de la Russie, translated from
the German, 3 vols. (1847-1853); important for its description of the
mir. On the reforms of Alexander II: see, SIR DONALD MACKENZIE
WALLACE, Russia (revised edition, 1905), chaps. XXVIL-XXXIII;
ANATOLE LEROY-BEAULIEU, The Empire of the Tsars and the Russians,
translated by Z. A. RAGOZIN, 3 vols, (1893-1896); vol. I devoted to the
country and the people; vol. II to institutions; vol. Ill to religion and
church affairs. These two are the best general descriptions of Russia
and contain a great deal of history. See, also, for the reforms: MAXIME
KOVALEVSKY, Russian Political Institutions (Chicago, 1902), chaps. VI-
IX. On social unrest and nihilism: WALLACE, chap. XXXIV; LEROY-
BEAULIEU, vol. II, Book VI; A. THUK, Oeschichte der revolutionaren
Beweyungen in Russland (1883)-covers the period from 18G3 to 1880
and has a good bibliography. The writings of a Russian refugee,
STEPNTAK (pseudonym), finder ground Russia (1882), The Russian
Peasant (1888), are important, as describing conditions and state of
mind of the masses; also, GOGOL, Dead Souls.

On the reign of Alexander III: see, H. vox SAMSOX-HIMMELSTIERXA,
Russia Under Alexander III (1897); CHARLES LOWE, Alexander
III (1895); E. FLOUREXS, Alexander III (1894); GEORGE KEXXAX,
Siberia and the Exile System, 2 vols. (4th edit., 1897) ; POBYEDOXOSTSEFF,
K. P., Reflections of a Russian Statesman (London, 1898).

On the reijrn of Nicholas II: consult, WALLACE, Russia, chaps." « -^ r§ nf
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Thr ?* Sihrrla. China. ( for fit of
the development or H l- VLADI MIK, Knssia on 'fi the
Siberian //'//V/'v/y (1^M!»); M. M. SHOKMAKI.H, The Gr< > >H>erian

1. F. WUK.UT, Asia fir liitssia. 2 vols. A.^

Russia in ( , strongly partisan, Russophobe; COBIBKS DE
n< 7,a ////x.v/0 faonowi'iue tt " «il< // /Vnv'wr- /////*/ rf« >. J/.

Nicholas If (1SJ)({); M. KovAf KVSKV, L0 rr//>'///0 4conntnitjne de la
Ruwie (IS!>S), and VV. »K Kov \u:\\ ^^, L'-1f/rtrulltire at Hnssie (1897)
and La Iliwxic d /a /7/i. r/u A"/.V« **?/' //? (1900) " CKOIMM.V DHAGI:, Hussion tir ^

Affairs (1901). STM'MAK, Kin a l*u<i and l\in;i N/orA. a titn<Jff of ^/^/ /v'///;/ N/orA;f a *SV«//// '
Modern j{ux*i<it 2 vols. (IS95), and PHINCI; KKOI'OTKIN, Mtntolf* of ,.
Rerolntionist, 2 vols. (18!*!*), throw much lijrht on conditions of Hu ian
* * /% life. - ̂f 9

On Poland: see, MORFIM, I*ol<nid (1893), (Story of the Nations Series),
8. XIF-XFV, and Hi; \\DKS, G. M. C'., J'ohind, A Study of the Ltin<lt
tie, and Literature (1903), a recent hook by a Danisli literary critic;

1

e

Russian side of the Finnish question, pp. 84-95.

CHAPTER XXX

THE FAR EAST

The best English book on the relations between Europe and the East
is SIR ROHKRT K. DOUGLAS, llurope and the Far East (1901); contains
a bibliography; treats of the opening1 of China and Japan to Western
influences, the rise and re-organi/ation of Japan, the Asiatic wars with
European powers, the Chino-Japanese war, the Boxer insurrection, etc.;
conies down to the outbreak of the Rosso-Japanese war. An admirable
French book is E»orAiu> DUIAIIT, La (Jucstlnn d'K.rtreme Orient (1908);
studies Chinese and Japanese civilizations, the history of the relations
of Asia with Europe from the sixteenth to the twentieth century, giv«
an account of the Chino-Japanese and the Russo-Japanese wars and
describes the present situation. PIEHHK LEHOV-!>K \i i.u;r. The Awakening
of the Jlast (1900), conies down to 1S99 and contains a good chapter on
Japan (pp. 81-185), and on China (pp. 183-289). For a bri.-fer treat-
ment: see, C<un!>ri</!/e Modern History, vol. XI, chap. XXVIII. The
Library of Congress published (Washington, If)0i) a Select List of
Books Relating to the Par Ka*t.

On the opening of China: see, HKISSCH, P. S., ITor/r/ Politics (1900),
~** "» very clear and illuminating; Coi.Qunorx, A. H., China in

Transformation ( SMITH, A. H., China in vols.
(1901), by an American, long a missionary in China; BROWN, A. J.,
New I-orccs* in Old China (I!>01); MARTINA W. A. P., The A ikrni
of ChiiM (1907). COKDIKH, II., Ilixtoire dcs relation* de la chine area
Irs <><Ti<l<>i/<tt<s, 2 \.'1>. (1901-190;?), covers the period since
18fiO. A. II. SMITH'S <'hhns< t'hnracteristicx (1S90) is a very informing
book by one who is recognised as an authority on China. MOUSE, H. M.,
The Trade and Administration of (fie Chinese Kmpire (1908), by a
Harvard pradinte, for thirty-three years re-ident in China.

On Japan: M-e, MummAY, I)., The titory of Japan (1894), chaps. XIII-
XV; GHFI-I-IS, W. F., Life of Maffh » Cnllmnth Perry MSS7), The
Mikado's Empire (10th edit, 1903); The Japanese Nation in Evolution
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describes recent events; IYEJSTAGA, The na
m f Johns H U Studies, me 1891);
GOLLIER, THEOPHILE, Essai sur les institutions politiques du Japan
(Brussels, 1903), a good account of the Japanese government; KNOX,
G. W., Imperial Japan ( On the causes of the Russo-Japanese
war: see, ASAKAWA, The Ruwo-Japanese Conflict^^^ " ^ ^ ). For a list of
books on the Russo-Japanese war: see, Statesman's Year Book for 1908,
p. 12 ant book is H
and Diplomacy of the Russo-Japanese War (1906); contains, among
others, excellent chapters on the causes of the war and on the Treaty
of Portsmouth.

A very interesting account by a participant in one of the great events
of the war is Capt. MIR SEMENOFF, The Battle of"^^H 

tween the Japanese and Russian Fleets, Fought on 27th of May, 1905.
Translated by A. B. LINDSAY ( M. A f

M T. A., The New Far East (1907) ; an examination of the
present situation of Japan and her relation to the Far Eastern Question,
with special reference to the interests of the United States and the
future of China; contains chapters on Japan in Korea, in Manchuria,
the New China, Japan, China and the West; contains, also, the Anglo-
Japanese Alliance of 1905, the Treaty of Portsmouth, the Japanese-
Korean Agreement of 1905.

DYER, HENRY, Japan in World Politics (1909), by a professor emeritus
in the University of Tokio; has chapters on the Meeting of the Far
East and the West, on the Rise of Japan W on the
Factors of Nationa Life, on the Civilizations of th as and the
West, etc.

There are many important articles on Japan in the Ency
Americana, written by Japanese specialists.

CHAPTER XXXI

RUSSIA SINCE THE WAR WITH JAPAK

The most useful description of the events of this period will be found
in the Annual Register. DODD, Modern Cons
m Laws of the Russian Empire of 6th, 1906, with useful
notes. HARPER, S. N., The Electoral Law f
(Chicago, 1908), is an excellent description of the present electoral law.
MILYOUKOV, PAUL, Russia and Its Crisis (Chicago, 1905), presents the
Liberal theory of the crisis: a very instructive book, but confessedly w
one-sided. VICTOR ERARD, The Russian Empire and Czarism, trans-
lated by G. FOX-DAVIES and G. O. POPE (1905), has certain chapters
describing the process of Russification attempted with the Poles, Jews, -^^^H
Finns, and Armenians* Other books that m be consulted are:
PARES, Russia and Reform H. W

(1906); FERRIS, G. H., Russia in Revolution (1905); M K, R.,
/ R (1906)

CHAPTER XXXII

CERTAIN FEATURES OF MODERN PROGRESS

Interesting volumes treating briefly certain general features of the
last century, literature, science, art, industry, transportation, etc., are:
The Progress of the Century, by A. R. WALLACE and others (1901);^^^^ _ _ ̂̂  _ _ "" ._ _ ̂^^K -^^^M. " ^^^^^^^^^fc 

. A.
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Wnndtrful Century: If* and Its Failures (1898). DAY'S
History uf t'umtnerce (1907) treats liberally the nineteenth century,
and has an admirable bibliogi phy fully opening up the subject;

Modt-rn Industrial 7Vo///v,v.v (I!)()i), is useful.
Probably the ino^t sati iclory general survey of the world to-day,

from the political and economic point of view, is 1&. DHIACLT, Le monde
actnel (1909), an account of very recent history of the different coun-
tries, and a description of present conditions and tendencies; clear,
suggestive, interesting Another book by the same author is Lea
prohlimes politiquu rt tociaaa a la /in du XIX* siecle (1900). \ Vol. V 1 1
of LAUM-ID'S History for Ready Reference is announced. It v 11 cover
the first decade of the twentieth century and ought to prove useful for
recent history.

On the peace movement: see, HOLLS, F. W.f The Peace Conference at
the ague, and Its Be<u'in</x on International Law and Policy (1900);
an account of the. First Conference of 1H99 by a member of the delega-
tion of the United States; HULL, W. I., The Two Jla<tue Conferences
and Their Contributions to In hr national Law (1908), a comparative
study of the discussions and achievements of the Conferences of 1899
and 1907, well arranged and clearly presented; SCOTT, J. B., The Hague

are Conferences of 18D8 and 11)01, two elaborate and authoritative
volumes (1909). Vol. I consists of lectures delivered at Johns Hopkins
University by Scott, one of the delegates of the United States at the
conference of 1907, lectures now much revised and enlarged; vol. II con-
tains the official documents, the instructions to American delegates,
their official reports, and the various texts drawn up at the Conferences
and ratified by the participating powers; HIGOINS, A. P,, The JIayue
Peace Conferences and the Otlier International Conferences Concerning
the Laws and Usages of War (Cambridge University Press, 1909) ;
FOSTER, J. W., Arbitration and the Hague Court (1904).

For current history, the most useful aids are the various annuals
published in different countries: in England, the Annual Register, pub-
lished since 1758; in France, YIALLATE, A., La vie politu/ue dans les deux
mundes, since 1907; in Germany, SCIIIEMAXX, T., Deutschland und die
grosse Politik, since - GLASER, F. W., WifttchafUpolititck* Annahn,
since 190G; SCHULTHI ss, Kumpaischer Geschn htxkalender, since 1860;
AEOIDI and KLAUIIOLD, Das Staattarchw. Sammluny der offlziellen

zitr Qeschichte d<r Geyenwart, since 1861. Now edited by
(jr. ROLOFF.

An annual that seems likely to prove most useful is the Jahrbuch der
Zcit- tind l\nltnr<?eschichtc, containing chapters on the political life of
Germany and other countries, on the religious life, on economic, educa-
tional, literary, and scientific matter^, and on art and music. Edited by
Dr. Fran/ Schniin-r. The first volume, that concerning the year 1907,
was puhlishcd in Freiburg in 1908.

Several special encyclopaedias are of importance to the student of
history: PAI.«;KA\I:% Dictionary of Political Economy, :i vols. (1900) ;
Co xu \n, Ha*dw<>r(<'r(>nch der Staatsirisstntekafttm, 7 vols. (2nd edit,
1898-1901); MAHQUARDSEN, Handl>n<*h des d/Fentlirhcn Rechts der
wart in M onoyra^hi* n, 5 vols. (lh- 1-1906). What amounts to a new
edition is announced under the title Das ofl'rntliche Recht der Geginwart.
There are certain monographs of value to the historian in 8 toot* -und

F<umscht*nt/< n, edited by G^ TAV SCUMOIIKR und
MAX SEHING.

The Statesman's Year Book is an indispensable source of varied
statistical information, concerning all countries. On various aspects of
government and politics: see, Goonvow, F. J., Comparative Administra-
tive Law, 2 vols. (1893), a study of the administrative systems of
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Germany, France, England, and the United States; BURGESS, J.
Political Science and Comparative Constitutional Law, 2 vols. (1890), a
study of the governments of Germany, France, England, and the United
States; SHAW, ALBERT, Municipal Government in Great Britain (1895),
and Municipal Government in Continental Europe (1895); Muxuo,

. B., The Government of European Cities (1909); MEYER, G., Das
par lament ar is che Wahlrecht (1901), chiefly an account of the suffrage
in Europe in the nineteenth century; LEFEVRE-PONTALIS, Les election*
en Europe a la fin du XIX* si&cle (1902), treats of the electoral qualifica-
tions and modes of election in the various countries of Europe;
PYFFEROEX, O., L'tlectorat politique et administratif en Europe (1903),
another account of the various electoral systems.

Publications which will be found useful in the study of contemporary
history, besides the more popular English and American reviews, such
as the Fortnightly; Contemporary; Nineteenth Century; Westminster;
North American; Forum; Review of Reviews; are: the Edinburgh Re-
view; Quarterly Review; National Review; American Political Science
Review; Political Science Quarterly; Yale Review; Annals of the
American Academy; Economic Journal; Economic Review; Quarterly
Journal of Economics; Socialist Review; Survey; Law Quarterly Re-
view; American Journal of International Law; Revue des deux mondes;
Revue de Paris; Revue bleue; Le Correspondant; Revue d'histoirc
diplomatique; Revue politique et parlementaire; Revue de droit inter-
national et de legislation compar^e; Archives diplomatiques; Revue de
droit public et science politique; Annales des sciences politiques;
Questions diplomatiques et coloniales; Revue generate de droit inter-
national public; Journal des &conomistes; Revue d'dconomie politique;
Revue dconomique international e; L'fconomiste franqais; Deutsche
Rundschau; Preussische Jahrbiicher; Jahrbuch des offentlichen Rechts;
Archiv fur ofentllclies Recht; Zeitschrift fur Volkerrecht und Bundes-
staatsrecht.
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Africa, continued
Abd-el-Kader, native leader n ; partition of, 550-563; period

Al ^ ria, 373 of discovery in, 550-551; situa-
Abdul A/.i/, Sultan, nco izes the tion in (1815)t 551; French con-

Union of Moldavia and Walla- quest of Algeria, .VW;
chia, /-;.', 618; deposed March, explorations in, 552-553; Euro-
181 ti, pean appropriations of (1884-

Abdul Hamid II, 1876-1909, ac- 554; ennference of the
cession of, 6J1; war with Powers concerning (1876), 554;
and Treaty of San Stel.uio, 623- International African Associa-
6J4; cedes Thessaly to (1 reece tion, 554; Con#o Free State, 554-

634; and Crete, 635; re- 557; Egypt, 5oi-563; Spanish pos-
stores constitution of 187G, 636, sessions in, o? I ; Portuguese pos-
637; deposition of, 643 sessions in, 578; possessions of

Abdul Medjid, Sultan, and the the Ottoman Empire (1815) in,
Crimean War, 612-616 601. See British South Africa,

Abyssinia, Italian war with, 382- (lei-man I ist and ( Jerman South-
384 west Africa, Western Africa

Accident Insurance Laws (Ger- African Association, International,
many), / 88'/ and / 88,5, 316 55 becomes International As-

Achiuet Agha, and the attack on sociation of the Congo, 555
Batak, li.'l-G-'J Aix - la - Chapelle, Congress of

Act of Federation (German) (1818), 59; 75
work of the Congress of Vienna, Alabama award, 486, 528, 591
'!*:*!; von Sybrl's estimate of, Albania,
-J; unsatisfactory to Cermans, Albert Nyanza,

33; Article XIII of, 3.>, 33 Albert of Saxe-Coburg, Prince
Act of Union (1800), Great Brit- Consort, marriage of, to Queen

ain and Ireland, 497 Victoria (l^W), 445
Adana, in Asia Minor, massacres Albert King of Belgium,

in (1909), 6k? 1MJ9
Adrianople, Treaty of (182H), Alberta, admitted to the Dominion

611; entered by Russians of Canada, 1905, 5
ri878 624; Alessandria, 61

war in, 490; protec- Alexander of Battenherp (1879),
njrland over, 523; as Prince of Bulgaria, 6^8; abdi-

e« n iiuii . and 'I'm- cates, 630
Alexander I, Kinjr of Servia, 1889-

Africa, German trading stations 1903, murder .if, (i33
in, 318; German colonies in, ' \lcxander I, Tsar of HIISMM, 1801-
Senegal, French possesson 1 '">, nd Bernadotte, 2; de-
(1815) in, 371; French « nqne->t mands of, at the Congress of
of Algeria, 37.'; other French Vienna, 6; Treaty of Holy Al-

in, 373-37.:,; Western, liance, 14, Hi; character of, l!>;
374; Italian possessions in, 3s.>; coiiu - conservative, SS, 40;
slavery in the i nglish colonie and riiarl \, !>.'; and the Bel-
of, 4:'9, abolished, 4K>; war gian revolution, 101; and Poland
in Soul!. (l*'.'9-H»i.>), 490, 512, (1815), 107, 617-648; reign of,
529; British South Africa, 5.S6- li!>-650; training of, 646; posi-
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Alexander I, continued Algeria, 98, 275; Picquart sent to,
tion of, in 1815, 647; progressive 359; in 1815, 551; French con-
domestic policy of, 648; liberal quest of, 372, 552
foreign policy of, 649; becomes Algiers, conquered by France,
reactionary (1820-1825), 108, 132, 372; in 1815, 602
649; death of (1825), 609, 650 Ali of Janina, 602

Alexander II, Tsar of Russia, Alma, battle of the, 614
1855-1881 , attitude of, toward Alsace, Germans invade, 296; ceded
the Prussian annexations, 268 to Germany by the Treaties of
and note; and the Congress of Versailles and Frankfort, 300,
Berlin, 320; alliance of the Three 303, 319, 337
Emperors, 321, 616; and the Amadeo of Savoy chosen King
Crimean War, 616; attitude to- of Spain, 1870, 570; abdicates,
ward Turkey, 1876, 623; de- 571
clares war against Turkey American Commonwealth, Bryce's,
(1877), 623; accession and lib- Censorship of, in Russia, 678
eralism, 655; prevailing system Amoy, opened to British trade
of land tenure under, the mir, the by treaty of Nanking (1842),
serfs, 655-657; issues Edict of 685
Emancipation (1861), 657; and Amsterdam, 102
the land problem, 657-660; estab- Amur, Russia acquires northern
lishes zemstvos (1864), 660; re- bank of the, from China, 1858,
forms the judicial system, 661; 682
other reforms of, 661; and the Ancona, seized by France, 111
Polish insurrection of 1863, 662- Andalusia, 49
663; and the Russification of Anesthetics, discovery of, 720
Poland, 664-665; effect of the Anglican Church. See Church of
Polish insurrection upon, 665; be- En gland
comes reactionary, 665; rise of Anglo-Japanese Treaty of 1902,
Nihilism under, 666-668; at- 700
tempts upon the life of, 669; Angouleme, Duke of, leads French
assassination of (1881), 670 army in the invasion of Spain,

Alexander III, Tsar of Russia, 1823, 63; 79; renounces claim
1881-1894, character and policy to the crown, 97
of, 670; influence of Pobyedo- Annam, French protectorate over
nostseff upon, 670-671; persecu- (1883), 373, 374
tion of the Jews under, 672; Anti-Corn-Law League (1 ,452
progressive features of the reign Antiseptics, 720
of, 673; industrial revolution Apulia, Riots in (1889), 383
under, 673-674; appoints Sergius Arabi Pasha, revolt of, crushed
de Witte, Minister of Commerce by England, 559
and Finance (1892), his policy, Arabia, Ottoman Empire (1815)
674-675; rise of labor problems, and, 601
675; rise of a rich bourgeoisie, Arbitration, Permanent Court of,
675; death (1894), 676 established (1899), 732, 736

Alexander John I of Roumania, Ardahan, 626
rule of, 618; abdicates, 619. See Argentina, Italian emigration to,
Couza 386

Alexandria, 488, 559 Argyll, Duke of, on the Land Act
Alfonso XII, King of Spain, 1874- of 1881, 491

1885, becomes King, 572; and Arkwright, 407, 722
the Constitution of 1876, 573; Armaments, Cost of, 728; Nicholas
death of, 574 II and the limitation of, 729

Alfonso XIII, King of Spain, Armenia, Russia retains a part of
born May 17, 1886, assumes Turkish, 626
power (1902), 575; marriage Army Reforms, in France (1818),
with Princess Ena of Batten- 76; (1872), 339; in Prussia, 248-
berg, 575 249, 255; in England, 481-482;
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Army Reforms, Austria, acquires LomKmlv and
in Roumania, 632; in Turkey, Yrnetia by Treaty of Paris, 3;
643; in Japan, 69!i; in China, i mprror of, at Congress of
704 Vienna, 4; acquisitions by Con-

Arndt, 43; restored to professor- gress of Vienna, 8-9; Holy Alli-
ship, 150 ance, 14; signs Quadruple Alli-

Artois, Count of (afterwards nn 17; lack of unity in,
Charles X), leader of the Ultras 25; policy of Francis I and
in France in 1815, 1-2, 71, 79; Mettrrnich, 25- JS; importance in
heads the party of reaction in the Diet, 30; jealousy of Prus-
France, 80. See Charlt > X sia, -!"; importance of the Carls-

Ashley, Lord, and the child labor bad Conference to, 4:5; domi-
agitation, 442 nance of, in Italy, 53; at Con-

Asia, French possessions in, 374; gress of Troppau, 59; invades
Portuguese possessions in, 578; Italy, 60, 61; at Congress of
Dutch possessions in, 5*1; Otto- Verona, ; recognizes the
man Empire in (181-1), 601; Kingdom of Belgium, 105;
England, France, and Russia in, and the revolution in Poland,
681 106-110; intervention in the

Asia Minor, Mehemet Ali in, 131; Papal States, 111; and the
part of the Ottoman Empire revolution in Germany (1830),
(1815), fiOl; massacres in 112; and Turkish affairs,
(1909), <ilJ and the London Conference

Asquith, Herbert, leader of the (1840), 13J; and the Zollvcrcin,
Liberal Party since 190N, 515; 149; 1815-1848, 152-159; acces-
and the Old Age Pensions Law, sion of Ferdinand I, 15^; the in-
1908, 515; and the Irish Univer- dustrial revolution in, 153; de-
sity or Birrell Act, 1H08, 516 velopment of nationalities within

Associations, Law of, 1901. the Krnpire-Bohemia, 153;
(France), 3fi6 Hungary, 154-159; and Young

Associations of Worship (France), Italy, 163-166; Pius IX protests
1905, 369; Pius X and, 369 against occupation of Ferrara lyy,

Athens, captured by the Turks, 166; Kossuth's speech against,
607; made capital of Greece, 634 169; accepts Hungarian plan of

Auckland, 53i autonomy, 171 " grants auton-
Augustenburg, Duke of, 259-260 omy to Bohemia, 172-, Constitu-
Ausgleich or Austro-llungarian tion for the Empire granted,

Compromise of 1867, 393-396; 172; revolution in Lombardy-
renewed by arbitrary act of Venetia, 172; It aly renounces
Francis Joseph I, 404 the control of, 173; March

Australasia, 534, 545 f 7<s '/s > revolutions triumphant
Australia, Ballot system of, adopt- in, 174; begins the work of res-

ed in England, 484; English pos- toration, 175; riots in Prague,
sessions in, prior to 1815, 519; 175; conquers Bohemia, 175;
early explorations in, 530; voy- partially conquers Italy, I7.i; ex-
ages of Captain Cook to, 531; ploits the situation in Hungary,
as a convict colom , 531 ; dis- 177; Ferdinand declares 1 lun-
covery of gold in ( lx~*1 and garian Diet dissolved, 178; out-

, 244, S3J; the Six Colonies break in Vienna, 178; flight of
of, 532; creation of the Common- Ferdinand to Olmiitz,
wealth of (1^*0-1000). 533; the Windischgrat/ conquers Vienna,
Federal Parliament in (1901), 178; abdication of Ferdinand
534; and the South African and accession of his nephew
War, 544; autonomy in, 546; and Francis Joseph I, who retracts
the problem of Federation, 547- the March Ln\\-, 179; war with
549; preferential tariffs, 548. Hungary, 179; conquers Hun-
See South Australia, Western gary, 180; completes conquest
Australia of 

* 
Italy, 181; crushes Lorn-
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Austria, continued Austria, continued
hardy, 181; overthrows Sar- toral reform in, 399; composi-
dinian army at Novara, 181; tion of the Reichsrath, 399; the
surrender of Venice to, 182; re- Taaffe ministry, 1879-1893, 400;
jects the work of the Frankfort Slavs favored, 400; social legis-
Parliament, 185; the " humiliation lation, 400; Workingmen's In-
of Olmiitz," 185; restores Diet of surance, 400; division among the
Frankfort (1851), 185; reaction Czechs, 401; fall of the Taaffe
in Italy after 1848, 215; indicted ministry, 401; electoral reform
at Congress of Paris by Cavour, (1896), 401; universal suffrage
220; conspiracy against, at Plom- established (1907), 402; signs
bieres, 223; Austro-Sardinian Treaty of Paris (1856), 616;
war, 225; defeated at battles joins England in demanding a
of Magenta and Solferino, 225; revision of the Treaty of San
peace concluded with France and Stefano, 625; by Congress of
Sardinia at Villafranca, 225; to Berlin, 1878, invited to " oc-

be a member of the projected cupy and administer" Bosnia
Italian Confederation, 228; re- and Herzegovina, 320, 626; stops
action in, 1850-1859, 240; Bis- war between Bulgaria and
marck's attitude toward, 253 and Servia, 629; secret treaty with
254; with Prussia declares war Russia, 640; attitude of, toward
against Denmark, 258; secures the breaches of the Berlin Treaty
Schleswig-Holstein and Lauen- (1878), 629, 640. See Austria-
burg in conjunction with Prussia Hungary
by the Treaty of Vienna (1864), Austria-Hungary, since 1849,
259, 593; convention of Gastein, 388-405; Ausgleich, 393 the
259; war with Prussia, 263; vic- Delegations, 394; divisive effect
tories of Custozza and Lissa, 265; of the principle of nationality in,
defeated by Prussia at Konig- 396; and Bosnia and Herzego-
gratz, 265; causes of defeat of, vina, 404-405; at the Conference
265; terms of peace with Prus- of the Powers (1876), 554; at
sia, 267; cedes Venetia to Italy, the Congress of Berlin (1884-
267; neutrality of, in Franco- 1885), 555; annexes Bosnia and
German war, 294; Austro-Ger- Herzegovina, 1908, 639-640, 644
man treaty of 18799 321; Triple Austro-German Treaty (1879), 321
Alliance (1882), 321, 382; Aus- Austro-Hungarian War (1849),
tria to the Compromise of 1867, 179-180
388-396; punishment of Hungary Austro-Prussian War (1866), 263-
(1849), 388; constitution of 267
1849 revoked, 388; failure of the Austro-Sardinian War (1859),
war in Italy (1859), 389; forced 225-227
to cede Lombardy to Piedmont, Azeglio. See D'Azeglio
389; becomes a constitutional Azores, part of the Kingdom of
state, 390; Hungary refuses to Portugal, 578
cooperate with, and demands the
restoration of her constitution of Baden, granted constitution
184 8, 390-392; deadlock with (1818), 37; supports Austria in
Hungary, 1861-1X65, 393; Francis the war of 1866, 263; joins Prus-
Joseph I yields, 393; Compromise sia in the Franco-German War
of 1867, 393-396; constitution of, (1870), 294
395; Germans the dominant race Baker, Sir Samuel, English ex-
in, 395; divisive effect of the plorer, discovers one source of
principle of nationality in, 396; the Nile, 552
Empire of, since 1867, 396-402; akounine, and Socialism, 667
liberal legislation in, since 1867, Balaklava, battle of, 614
396-397; demands of the Czechs, Balbo, Cesare, 1789-1853, author
397; opposition of Austrian Ger- of ft Hopes of Italy'9 (1844),
mans and Magyars, 398; elec- 165
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Balfour, Arthur James, Chief Belfast, 481; university at, for
Secretary for Ireland during the Pro! ints, 516
S* <>nd Salisbury Ministry Bel fort, 2

9 polity of coercion Belgium, annexed to Holland, 3,
in Ireland, 505; becomes Prime 5; rise of the Kingdom of, ION
Minister (1902), 511; on the 106; diilicultirs concerning the
death of Queen Victoria, 513 constitution, 102-103; influence of
alkan Peninsula, events in, 1876'- the July Revolution in (1830),
1878, S.'O- 1N/.7, part of the Ot- 103-104; the Belgians declare
toman Kmpire, 601 their independence, 104; Leo-

Balkan States, Rise of, 601-614 pold of Coburg elected King of,
Ballot, Introduction of, in Kng- recognition of the King-

land by Ballot Law of /S7 ,', 183; dom of, 105; and Congo Free
Lord Palmerston on, H3; (II id- State, 551-557, 583; reign of
stone on, 483; Morley on, 4-83 Leopold I of 581-

Baltic Provinces of Russia, 645, 582; reign of Leopold II
Russification of, 673 -] <tO!t)< 5 ; extension of

Baluchistan, England and, 523 the suffrage (1893), 5 '; estab-
Bangweolo, Lake, discovered by lishes trade (enters at the five

Livingstone, 552 treaty ports of China, 686
Baratieri, Italian General, defeat- Belgrade, capital of Servia, 604

ed by Menelek, 383 Bell, Alexander Graham, invents
Barbary States, 37^-373 the telephone (1876), 726
Barcelona, 49 Benedek, Austrian commander
Bardine, Sophie, 668 (1866), 26
Baring, Sir Evelyn, later Lord Benedetti, French ambassador to_ ^^^ * - * .

Crorner, communication to, from Prussia, interview with the King
Lord Granville concerning Eng- of Prussia at Ems, 291-292
land's position in K* pt, 560 Bengal, 510, 5 JO

Bashi-Bazouks, n the Bulgarian Bentham, Jeremy, 417
Atrocities, 62 Beresford, Lord, in Portugal, 575
atak, atrocities in, Berlin, news of the Revolution of

Batonin, 62 1848 in Paris reaches, 152; revolu-
Battenherg, Princess Ena of, mar- tionary movement of March,

ries Alfonso XIII of Spain n ; police regulation
i 575 ; Alexander of, of 1851 in, J41; becomes the

chosen Prince of Bulgaria capital of united Germany, 302;
. 62B representation in the Reichstag,

audin, republican deputy, 281 3 ' >, 3-27 ; representation in the
Bavaria, King of, at Congress of Prussian Parliament, 326; Con-

Vienna, 4; importance of, in the gress of *884-/»'-N 555; Berlin
Diet, 30; granted constitution Act, V> V>6; Memoran-

), 37; economic growth of, dum, f>J<); Congress of,
, --Ml; supports Austria 18*3 , 3JO, KCi, IJJ5-G26

in the War of />7iV?, ;?<>:?; army Berlin Act of 1- 7, 555; Leopold
of, defeated at Kissingen, 2fJ5; II and, 556
joins Prussi in the Franco- Berlin Conference, 1884-18859 con-
Prussian War, C()t; heroines cerning Congo Free State, 555
part of the German Empire, 301 ; Berlin Conress of 1878, 320,
Louis I and the Greek War of 405, the Powers do

Independence, 608; 611 not prevent the breaches in
Ba/aine, 295; commander at Met/, the Ilrrlin Tn-aly, ' l», M", e>U

Berlin Memorandum, 1876,
Reaconsfield, Ix>rd. See Disraeli Bern, 584; chosen capital of
Beauharnais, Eugene, 51 Switzerland, 1S$8, 587
Beauharnais, Hortense (daughter Bernadotte, Crown Prince of

of tlie Kin|iress Josephine), 127 Sweden, 2; sent into \ orway,
ebel, Socialist lr ider, s i 'harks xiv
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Bernhardi, Bismarck, Otto von, continued
Berry, Du< 312-318; policy of State Social-
Berry, Duke of, M of, 79; ism and measures carried, 316;

birth of posthumous son, 82, 97 his contribution to the solution
essarabia, retained by Russia at of the social question, 317; So-
Congress of Vienna, 8; part of, cialists fail to cooperate with,
ceded to Moldavia by Treaty of 317; and the acquisition of
Paris (1856), 615; Russia recov- colonies, 318-319; and the Triple
ers a part of, 616; ceded to /Alliance, A | * ^ ̂ ̂  **^ j-^ ^^ j-m _ h. 319-320; and the
Russia by Treaty of San Stef- Austro-German treaty of 1879,
ano, J878, 625; cession of, reaf- 321; resigns ( 323; death

ni b Congress of Berlin, of (1898), 323; 594; President
1878, 626 of the Congress of Berlin, Jf878,

H 625

, 323 Black Sea, neutralized by Treaty
iarritz, Interview at (1865), 260 of Paris (1856), 615; Russia dis-

Birrell Act, 1908, 516 regards neutrality of, 616
Bismarck, Otto von, 224, 242, 243; Blanc, Louis, Theories of, 138, 189;

and German Unity, 240-271; ap- 143; in the Provisional Govern-
pointed President of the Minis- ment, 188; conception of the Re-
try, 1862, 250; previous career, public, 188; appointed head of
251; political opinions of, 251; the Labor Commission, 191-192
attitude toward parliamentary "Bloc," The, 364
institutions, 252; hatred of de- Bloemfontein, 538; convention of,
mocracy, 253; in the Diet, 254; 538; conferences at, 1899, 543
attitude toward Austria, 253 and Bliicher, on the Congress of
254; carries through the army Vienna, 11
reform, 255; policy of " blood Board Schools (England), estab-
and iron," 255; diplomacy con- lished, 479; boards abolished, 514
cerning Schleswig-Holstein, 257; Boer W 1899-1902, 512. See
and the Convention of Gastein, ritish South Africa
259-260; conference with Na- Boers, m of, into al,
poleon III at Biarritz (1865), 537; and the founding of the
260; 286; treaty of alliance with Transvaal, 538; at Majuba Hill,

m 539; and the Pretoria Conven-w » *
the confederation, 262; orders tion, 1881, 540; and the Lon-
Prussian troops to enter Holstein, don Convention, 1884, 540; de-
263; at Koniggratz, 265; and the sire unqualified independence,
Prussian Parliament, 268; author 540; and the Uitlanders, 541; Sir
of the constitution of the North Alfred Milner on, 542; and the
German Confederation, 268-270; South African War, 543

m alliance with South Ger- Bohemia, a part of the Austrian
m States, 270; the consolida- Empire, 23; condition of the
tion of the new system, 270; peasants in, 26; development of
attitude toward Napoleon IIFs nationality in, Czech movement,
proj ects for the acquisition of 153; revolution in, 171, 388; in-
territory, 1866-1867, 288; and vasion of, by Prussia (1866 )t 265;
the candidacy of Prince Leopold, position in the Empire (1861),
290-292; the Ems despatch, 292; 390; demands of the Czechs
diplomacy of, completely isolates (1868) 397; concessions to
France, 294; arranges terms Czechs in, 400; division among
of peace with Thiers at Czechs in, 401
Vers 

tion completed, 301; 
mn Bokhara, 682

es ologna, insurrection in, 1881, 110
Chancellor, 305; and the Kultur- ombay, English possession, 519
kampf, 306-310; and the Falk Bonapartists (France), 127, 344
Laws, 308; and the policy of pro- Bordeaux, Napoleon Ill's speech
tection, 310-312; and m dur-
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ordeaux, continn< / Bright, John, con
ing a part of the siege of Paris, Land Act of /S70, 475; on the
298; French National Assembly Forster (Education A e t of
meets at (1^1 i. :'"<">. .; .'?»; Treaty , 481; attitude toward
of Frankfort ratified by Assem- Irish University Bill of 1873,
bly at, 301 485; opposition to the Irish

Bordeaux. Duke of, 97, 98, 117, Home Hule and Land Bills,
122. See also Count of Cham- .*u3; becomes a Liberal Unionist.
bo rd 501

Borneo, 581 .Ministry, and the Dreyfus
Borny, Germans defeat French case,

at,* 2 British Columbia, responsible gov-
Bosnia, occupied by Austria, 320; ernment granted to, 1871, 527;

Slavs of, aid Herzegovina admitted into the Dominion of
(1875), (iJO; annexed bv Aus- Canada, 1871, 529
tria-Hungary (1908), 401, 639- British Empire. See England
640 ritish Empire in the Nineteentli

Botany Bay, 531 Century, The, 518-549
otha, Louis, in the South Afri- British North America, 523-530;
can War, 543 Act (1867), 528

Boulanger, General, Minister of British South Africa, 536-545;_^^^_ ^^ ^-^ ^^_ ^^_ ^r
War (1886), ambition of, 356; England acquires Cape Colony,
trial and flight of, 357 536; friction with the Boers,
oulogne, Louis Napoleon at, 129, 537; the Great Trek, 1836 ^-

199 537; founding of the Transvaal,
Bourbon, now called Reunion, 538; Transvaal annexed to Great

Island of, owned by France, Britain, 1877, 538; Majuba Hill,
1815, 371 539; Pretoria Convention, 1881*

Bourbons, Restoration of, 2, 66-99, 540; London Convention, 188~fi,
119; Bourbon line in Spain, 5G5, 540; discovery of gold in the
569 Transvaal, 1 541; Jameson

Bourgeois, Emile, address at the Raid, 1895, 541; Sir Alfred Mil-
First Peace Conference at the ner's Reports on,
Hague (1899), 731 South African War, l-:*!)-1902

Bounnont, Minister of War, 90 543-544; annexation of the Trans-
"Boxer" movement, 1900, 698 vaal and the Orange Free State
Brandenburg, 251 to the British Empire, I'M*.*, ,014;

razil, flight of the royal family Union of South Africa, 1909,
of Portugal to, 1807/575; Bom 544-545; autonomy in, 546; and
Pedro regent of, 576; declared the problem of imperial federa-
an independent empire under tion, 547
Dom Pedro I, 18 576; nr- Broglie, Achille Charles, Duke of,
ogniied Portugal, / 87, 120, 130
576 Broglie, Jacques Victor, ministry

Bremen, member of North Ger- of, 349
man Confederation, 268; mem- Hrougham, Lord Chancellor, 436
ber of German Empire, 304; Brunswick, revolutionary move-
merchants from, establish trad-V * i i - t 1 *rments in (1830), 11-'; 147; in
ing stations, 318 the North German Confedera-

Briand, Minister of Public Wor- tion, 269
ship, and the enforcement of the Brussels, 102; riot in (18SO), 104;
Law of 1905, 370 seat of the International African
right, John, ;nid the Anti-Corn- Association, 554
Law League, 45J; on the Irish Bryce, James, on the advan-
Famine (1*',")), 453; and the He- tagrs of federation to the Aus-
form Bill of 1367, 463; in the tralians, 533; American Corn-
Gladstone Ministry, 1868,W 4fi5; t tilth, censorship of, in
the Bright clauses in the Irish Ru-i.i, 678
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Bucharest, capital of Roi m Cambodia, Kingdom of, France es-
618; Treaty of, 1886, 629 tablishes protectorate over, 373
udapest, 171, 177, 394, 395 Cambridge, local government in

Bukharest. See Bucharest (1832), 443; University of, 415,
ulgaria, Slavs of, aid H 485
vina, 1875, 620; atrocities in, Cameron, African explorer, 553
1876, 621; siege of Plevna, 623; Campbell-Bannerman, Sir Henry,
by Treaty of San Stefano, 1878 leader of the Liberal Party,
m 1905-1908, 515

ta to the Sultan, 624 ter- Canada, an English possession
ritory of, 624; disposition of, by (1815), 519; constitutional diffi-
Congress of Berlin, 1878, 625; culty in Upper and Lower, 523-
since 1878, 626-631; Alexander 525; rebellion of 1837 in, 446,
of Ba ,be 525; the Durham Mission and
1879, 628; friction between the Report on, 525-527; fusion of
Bulgarians and the Russians, Upper and Lower (1840), 527;
628; Union of the two Bul- introduction of ministerial re-

as sponsibility in (WV, 527;^-***

clares war upon, 629; expels the founding of Dominion of"^^^H
Servians, 629; Treaty of Bucha- (1867), 528; Parliament of the
rest, 1886, 629; abdication of Dominion of, 529; growth of the
Prince Alexander, 630; election Dominion of, 529; Dominion of,
of Ferdinand of Saxe-Coburg purchases Hudson Bay Terri-
(1887), 630; dictatorship of tory (1869), 529; Alberta and
Stam 630; election of Saskatchewan admitted into the
Ferdinand recognized by the Dominion (1905), 529; relation
Powers, 631; declares her inde- of, to England, 529; Canadian
pendence, October 5, 1908, 631, Pacific Railway, 530; and the
639, 644; attitude toward Tur- South African Var (1899), 544;
key, 1908, 641; and armed peace, autonomy in, 546; and the prob-
732 lem of federation, 547; preferen-

Horrors and the O tial tariffs, 548
f by Gladstone, Canary Islands, relation of, to

622 Spain, 574
Bulgars, The, 603 (note) Canning, 64-65; Foreign Secretary-
Bull n, 710 (1822), 422; detaches England
Billow, von, Ge m Chancellor, from Holy Alliance, 423; recog-

1900-1909, 323 nizes independence of the Span-
Bundesrath, 269, 303-304 ish colonies in America, 423; and
Bunsen, 242 Catholic Emancipation, 426; and
Burke, Thomas, assassinated the Greek War of Independence,

(1882) 608, 610
Burma, annexed by England, 523; Canovas, leader of the Conserva-

English control of, 681 tives in Spain, ^876, 573 _^&_
Burschenschaft, The, 39-42 Canton, 684, 685, 686

ute, 412 Cape Colony, retained by Eng-
Butt, first leader of the Irish land, 1815, 9, 536, 551; responsi-

H llulers, 498 ble government granted to, 1872,
Buxton, and the anti-slavery agita- 528; the Great Trek, 537; 542;

tion, 440 and the South African War,
Byron, Lord, and the G eek W 1809, 544

of Independence, 608 Cape of Good Hope, 488; acquired
by England, 519; position in the

" Cadets," Constitutional Demo- South African Union, 1909, 544-
cratic Party in Russia, 7l3 545*

Cadiz, 48; meeting of Cortes at, Cape Town, 545
63; siege of, 63 Caprivi, German Chancellor, 1890-

Cairo, 559 189Jh 323
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c Francis II defeated Catholic Church (Roman), ron-
at, t itttf </

Carbonari, in Fran , !>l, 95; in attitude of the clergy of, in the
Italy, 5(J, 110, 159, Hi I, J2 ) > > Dr«-\ fafl at ir, MS; Fins X

Carlists, Wars of tke, 56G-5iiN 57 : rotesfs a u'nst the visit of
Carlos, Don, claim to the throne n ident Loubet of France t >

of Spain, 565; Carlist war, 5<ifi Victor Kmmanuel III, and
Carlos I of Portugal, *-l!Mri, the abrogation of the Concordat,

577; assassinated, Y.'">xl, 577 368; and the Associations of
Carlo! ta w i fe of ax Worship in France (I!W~>)9 3«9;

Uk Pius X and the A ociations, 309;
Carlsbad Decrees, 41-44, IK* French Law of January 2,
Carlstad, Treaty of, l<Ju:>, 599-600 IH07, 370; separation of, and
Carlyle, on Queen Victoria's acces- State in France, 3?»; relation

sion, 445; on Chartism, 450; on of, and State in Italy, 378;
the Reform Bill of 1W7, 464; on Law of Papal Guarantee^, 378;
the Great Western, 7J the Curia Romana, 379; power

" Carman Sylua," Queen Elizabeth of, restricted in Austria, 396-
of Houmania, 619 397; in Spain, 575; in Belgium,

Carnot, becomes President of the 583
French Republic (1887), 355; Catholic Emancipation (England),
assas 1894), 358 1829, 428

Caroline Islands, purchased by Cavaignac, Jacques Marie Eugfcne,
German from Sain (1899 _^^B_H _^^H- _son of Louis Eugene Cavaignac,

Carrara, Minister of War, 300; speech of,
Cartwright, 407, 722 concerning the Dreyfus CMM>, 361

asm on the Press in Cavaignac, General Louis Eugfcne,
France, 88 ; and the conserva- 99; Dictatorship of, during the
tives, 1JO-12?, 130; grandson of, June Days, 19-t; candidate for
elected Pre.idrnf of French Re- the presidency of the republic,
public ; resi-ms, 358 199

Cassel, 264 Cavendish, Lord Frederick, assas-
Castela r, on the esta I ilishmcnt of sinated, 499

a republic in Sjiain, 571; 572 Cavite, battle of, 574
Castelfidardo, battle of, 236 Cavour, Count Caniillo di, and the
Castille, 565; Carlists in, 567 Creation of the Kingdom of

, 15 Italy, 215-239; and Napoleon
Catherine II of Russia, 601 III, -J15-227; early life, 216; his
Catholic Church ) and the interest in political and economic

government of Rome after 1815, qu< f if ins, x?l7; becomes an edi-
55; the religion of the state in tor, 217; prime minister (1852),
France (1814), 69; French ex- 217; policy of economic develop-
pedition to Rome (J*'i!D ment, 218; Crimean policy, 219;
abolition of the temporal power at the Congress of Paris 220;
of the Pope of, 301; struggle and army reform, i'Jl; interview
with the German Empire, 305; at Plornhtfrcs with Napoleon
and the Kulturkaiupf, 306-310; III, 223; Austro-Snrdinian War,
dogma of Papal Infallibility in, 2=?5; displeasure at the terms of
307; the Old Catholics, 307; Villafranca and resignation, 7;
and the Falk Laus, 308-309; and returns to office, 2:W: bargain
the Third Republic, 349; question with Napoleon III concerning
of, and State in ce, 365; Savoy and Nice, JSO-232; policy
Law of Associations (M01) in concerninir Garibaldi's expedi-
France, 366; religious orders for- tion, 234- >7; and the question
bidden to enga, in teaching in Rome and the Kingdom of Italy,
France, 366; and the Concordat death of, 2:i!'; chnmotoriza-
of 1801, 367; anticlerical legis- tion of, 239; on problems con-proDj
lation in France, 1881-1903, 367; fronting the new kineri gdoin, 376,
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Cavour, Count Camillo di, con- Chateaubriand, 88; and the G
tinned W

37"* 4; attitude toward the Roman Child Labor ( 440-442;
Catholic Church, 378; 387 Factory Act (1888) regulating,

Cawnpore, 521 442; Labor in Mines Act, 455-
Central Europe, between two Revo- 456; Factory Act (1844), 456;

lutions, 145-168; in Revolt, 169- Factory and Workshop Con-
186 solidation Act of 1878, 456-457;

Certain Features of Modern Factory and W Act of
Progress, 719-736 1901, 457; 506

Ceylon, English possession (1815), China, 518; Russia acquires th
9, 519; 559 northern bank of the Amur

Chalons, MacMahon retreats to, 296 (1858) and the M Prov-
Chamberlain, Joseph, becomes a ince (1860) from, 682; civiliza-

Liberal-Unionist, 504; and the tion of, 683; gove of, 684;
Second Home Rule Bill, 509; in isolation of, 684; Opium War,
the Colonial Office, 511; and im- '-* """ 685; signs Treaty of
perialism, 511; and preferential ing ( opening four
duties, 548; and the Colonial ports to ritish trade, 685;
conferences, 548 entrance of various powers into

Chambord, Count of (Duke of mm srcial relations with, 686;
ordeaux), grandson of Charles France j oins England in war

X, 97; and the Legitimists, 341, against, 686; Treaties of Tientsin
342 (1858), 686; confirmed (1860

Charles Albert, Prince of Cari- 687; Japan's war with (1894)9
gnan, 61; King of Piedmont, 164, 695; signs Treaty of Shimonoseki
166; reforms of, 167; defeated at (1895), 696; intervention of
Custozza, 176; abdication of, 181; Russia, France, and Germany in,
death of, 182; grants Constitu- 696; Russia secures rights in
tional Statute (1848), 185, 215 Manchuria from, 697; Germany

Charles Felix, 61-62 establishes a " sphere of influ-
Charles I of Roumania, 1866 ence in (1898) 697; the

reign of, 619-620, 632 9?oxer m >vement in (1900),
Charles IV of Spain, 565 698 influence of the Russo-V

Charles X, King of France (1824- Japanese War upon, 703; reform
1830), reign of, 83-97; policy of, in, 704; promise of constitution
83-89; defeat of Villele's minis- to, 705
try, 89; Martignac ministry, 89; 4
Polignac ministry, 90-91; con- m
flict with the Chamber of Depu- Christian Frederick, elected King
ties, 91; dissolves the Chamber, May 17, 1814
91; Ordinances of July (1830), cates October 7, If, 596
92; his interpretation of the Christian VIII, King of Denmark,
Charter, 93; and the July Revo- 
^^^"^^^- ^^^^^^

1839-1848, 593
lution, 95; abdicates, 97; retires Christian IX, King of Denmark,^^_ ^^^_ ^^^^^^^ _ _

to England, 97; death of 1863-1906, succeeds Frederick
(1836), 98. See also Artois, V 257; and H
Count of stein, 593; war with Prussia and

Charles XIII, King of Norway and Austria and Treaty of Vienna
Sweden, adopts Bernadotte, as (1864), 259, 593; revision of
Crown Prince, 596; 598 Constitution of 1849 (1866), 591

Charles XIV, 1818-18U, King of Christiania, capital of Norway, 596
Norway and Sweden, reign of, Christina, wife of Ferdinand VII
596-597. See Bernadotte of Spain, Regent of Spain

Charles XV, King of Norway and 1833-1840, 566; grants the
Sweden, 1859-1872, Constitution Royal Statute, 1834, 567; pro-
of 1866, 597 m the Constitution of

Chartist Movement, 446-450 1831, 568; driven into exile, 568
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Church of England, position of, in Colonies
Knjrland (1^15), 415; abuses 56 J; 554, 561; in
within, 416; religious disabilities Asia, 681; of Holland
of Dissenters from, 424; posi- 551; ( Of Italy,
tion of, in Ireland, 468; schools 3H3, 551; of Portugal (1815)
of, 477; tests of, in universities 551; acquisition in A frica
(England) abolished, 4H3; vol- 54 ons of,
untary schools connect with, 578; of Spain ~( , 551;
513-514. See Irish Church loses American (

Churchill, Lord Randolph, and the possessions of 8), 574
Second Home Rule Hill, 509 Minister (France),

Cisleithunia, 395. See Austria attitude toward clericalism, 3(i6
Civil Service reform in England, Commonwealth of Australia. See

4 '; of Australia
Civil War (United States), Eng- Commonwealth of Australia Con-

land and, 461, 4S6 stitution Act, The (
Clare, County of, O'Connell elect- Commune of Paris, The (1871)

ed to Parliament from, 127 fiditions in Paris prior to, 330-
Clarendon, Lord, on the Italian 3; government of, 333; and

question, 2^0; in the Gladstone the National Assembly, 334-335;
ministry of 1R6R, 465 cost of insurrection to France,

Clausewitz, on German unity, 34 337
Clemenceau, leader of the Radi- Concert of Powers, at Congress of

cals, 354- 
& _^^^^__ ^^_ ^^^f j ^^^__ ^^^"

Q
Clericalism, 349 liance, 17; Turkey admitted to,
Clotilde, Princess betrothed to 616

Prince Jerome Napoleon, 223 Concordat of 1801, 367; abrogated
Coalition, The Great, 1, 592; ._. ^ _^^^__ _^^K_ ^^___ 

^^^^^^ 
5 368

treaties of, 2 N
Cobbett, William, and "The Week- ni_ » ^^^

ly Political Register," 419; Congo Free State, founded by Leo-
driven r fo exile, 421 pold II of Belgium, 554; rela-

Cobden, Richard, and the Anti- tion of, to Leopold II, 555-557;
Corn-Law League, 452 conditions in, 1905, 557; declared

Cobur<r, I^eopold of, elected King a colony by Belgium, 1908, 557;
of Bd-ium, 104 Congo, International Association

Cochin-China, acquired by France of the, 555
(1858-1867), 373 Congo River, 552; Stanley's ex-

Collectivism, Growth of, 458. See plorations of, 553
Socialism Congress of Berlin (1878), 62

Colonial Conferences (British), 627; and the Greek frontier, 635;
1887, 1897, 1902, 1907, 548 breaches of the Treaty of er-

Colonies, of Belgium, Congo Free lin, 629, (ilO, <iH
State (1908), 557; of Denmark, Congress of Paris
in Africa //x/T), 551; (1909), 615-616
594-595; of Franc.- (1815), 371, Congress of V (September,
551; acquisitions in the nine- Jf87-J-June, 1815) Membership of,
teenth century, 353-354, 371-375, 3-5; demands of Russia and
554; in Asia, 681; of (i.-rmany, Prussia at, 6-7; Sec Treatŷf
in Africa, 319, 554; of Great of Defensive Triple Alliance con-
Britain (181'it, 3, 9, 519, 551; eluded t, 7; division of the
sl.ivery abolMird in (183}), 440; spoils by, 7-10; criticism of, 10;
tin' i Ministry and, 487; and the German Con f ederation,
India, 519-523; British North 29, 3J, 35, 38; Final Act of, I.
America, 5 -530; Australia, 530- 12; and Italy, 52, 230; and the
534; New Zealand, 534-536; Kindom of the Netherlands,
British South Afriea, 536-545; 101; and Belgium, 105; and Po-
other African possessions, 552- land, 10G; and the of
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Congress of Vienna, continued Council of the Empire, The (Rus-
Switzerland), 584; and Greece, sia), constituted by the Tsar,

605; Alexander I at, 647, 649; 713
compared with the Hague Peace County Councils Act of Jf888, 506
Conference, 736 Courland, 645
mgresses, The ( Cousin, 86
of Vienna), Congress of Aix- Couza, Colonel Alexander, elected
la-Chapelle ( ; 59, 649; Prince by Moldavia and Wal-
Congr T (1820) lachia (1859), 618; abdication

(1821) of, 619
60; Congress of Verona (1822), Cowper-Temple Amendment to
62-63 Forster Education Act of 1870,

Al der 480

I of Russia, driven from War- Cracow, erected into a free city,
saw, 108; renounces crown, 650 8; Republic of, 106

Constantinople, 131, 557; in War Crete, Island of, 612; disposition
of Greek Independence, 606; of 1897, 635 and note; Oct. 7,
events in ( 620; Russians 1908, declares for union with
march toward, 611,624; counter- Greece, 639
revolution of April, 1909, in, 642 Crimea, War in, 611-617; reasons^^^ j-^ ^^ ^_ ^^h

Constitution, of 1791 (French), for Piedmont's participation in,
46, 576; of 1812 (Spanish), 45- 219; England and, 458; inva-
46, abolished, 47; of 1815 sion of the, 614; siege of Sebas-
(S 584; of 1837 topol, 614; battles of the Alma,
(S 568; of 1848 H Balaklava, and Inkermann, 614;
land), 580; of 1848 ( Treaty of Paris (1856), 615; re-
land), 586; of 1850 (I sults of the war, 616; Russia in,
185-186; of 1866 (Norway and 654
Sweden), 597; of 1875 (France), Crispi, Francesco, Prime Minister,
345, revision of ( 4) 353; 1887-1891, 1893-1896, colonial
of 1876 (S ^ policy, 382; policy of repression,

Constitutional Charter, 181 383
), 67-70; change in, 82; Croatia, Kingdom of, 24; a certain

Charles X's interpretation of, measure of autonomy in, 155;
93; revised, 116 Jellachich appointed governor

Constitutional Statute (1848), of, 177; severed from Hungary,
Piedmont, Charles Albert grants, 388; position in the Empire
185 (1861), 390; a province of

Convention of Bloem 538 Hungary, 396
Corfe Castle, 413 Croker, on Second Reform Bill,
Cork, College at, 484, 516 435
Corn Laws (England), 449; of Cromarty, 412

1815 and 1828, 451; repeal of, Cromer, Lord, and Egypt, 560-561
1KJ/6, 454, 469 Crompton, 407, 722

Cornwall, County of, representa- Cuba, Spanish possession, 565; in-
H surrections in, 1868-1878, 1895,

411 572, 574; Spanish-American War
Corporation Act, Repeal of, 1828, in (1898), 574; Spain loses, 574

425 Cumberland, Duke of, accession
Cortes (Portuguese), 576 of, to throne of Hanover, 446
Cortes (Spanish), Position of, un- Cunard, Samuel, founder of first ^ * ' V J*^

der the Constitution of 1812, 46; transatlantic steamship line, 724
retire to Cadiz on the invasion Curacao, 581
of the French (1823), 63; and Curia Romana, 379
the Constitution of 1837, 568; Curtius, 246
promulgate the Constitution of Cushing, Caleb, sent by the United
1869, 569-570; proclaim the Re- States to make a commercial
public (1873), 571 treaty with China, 18U, 686
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Custozza, battle of ( 1 betv on Denmark,
Austrians and Sardinians, 1?< German Confederation, 31; in-
1M, sn-c.nd l>attl (if, of events in Italy (1 ~

between Austrians and upon, ,'1'i; war with 1'russja and
Italian^, Austria and Treaty of Vi< nna,

Cypn , 63f), 643 2- '» "'''' {; I ;es? »ns
Czechs, in Bohemia, 153, I7-J, 175; of, in Africa (1^1 , />>!; gnv-

dennnds of (186*), 397; eon- ernment of, 5!'J-5!*:i; Fn-drriek
cessions to, under the Tanffe VI I grants constitutions 1*»,
ministry, 100; division among,401 593; revision of the Constitution

of /N',.9 (1S66), 591; growth of
Dahomey, French possession, 374 radicalism in, 591*; colonies of,
Dairnios, The, of Japan, 689; and 591-595; Princv Charles of, he-

the policy of isolation, (190-691, comes Ilaakon VII of Norway
692; relinquish their feudal (1 !)<*.!), GOO
rights, Depretis, colonial policy of, 382

Danube, navigation of, declared Derby, Lord, attitude of the
free by Treaty of Paris Derby-Disraeli ministry toward
615 the Jews, 458; becomes Prime

Danubian Principalities, Moldavia Minister, 462; on the Reform
and Wallaehia, become practi- Bill of , 4G4
cally independent, 611; Russian Deshima, Peninsula of, 690
influence in 611; Russian Devil's Island, Dreyfus deported
troops enter, 185S9 612; Russian to, 359; Dreyfus brought from,
evacuation of, 185$, 614; de- 369
clared under the suzerainty of Devonshire, Duke of. See Harting-
the Porte by the Treaty ot ton, Lord
Paris (1856), 615; the Rou- Dicey, A. V., on the Factory and
manians in, and the Crimean Workshop Act of 1901. 457
War, 617; eleet Colonel Alexan- Diet of Frankfort, 29; forced vote
der Couza as their prince, 618; on Carlsbad Decrees, 41; new
union of the Principalities, measures of repression (
618. See Rournnnia 112; and the national movement

Dawson, estimate of Bismarck's in Germany, 174; revived ( w ' '

policy of State Socialism, 317 185, 240; Bismarck, Prussian
Days of March, Hungary (1848), delegate to (1^11), J.>3; King of

170, 174 Denmark as Duke of Hoistein
Days of June, France (1848), 194, represented in, 257; protests

108 against the incorporation of
D'A/eglio, 17<i*-lR6tt, Author of Schleswig with Denmark, 257;

" Recent Events in Romn<nm" Austria brings Sehleswig-Hol-
165; and the question of Home stein question before the, 263;
and the Kingdom of Italy, 238; Austria moves in the, that the
on Italian unit), 376 federal forces be sent against

Defik, Francis, 15H- leader of the Prussia, 263; ceases to exist, 26
moderate liberals in 1 lungary Disraeli, 461; becomes leader of
(1861), 391 the House of Commons, 1SC>6,

Deca/es, Minister of Louis XVITI, 462; Reform Bill of /N/,'7 ear-
75; and the Electoral Law, 77; ried 1>\, on the Irish Land
forced to resign, 80 Act of 1870, 476; altitude to-

Delarey, in the South African ward Irish Univer-ity Bill of
War*, 543 18739 4*5- ministry of, -

Delhi, 5J1. 1880, 486-490; and imperialism,
Demerara, retained by England 487; and the purchase of

, 9. the Suez Canal shares, 488;
Denmark, King of, at Congress of title of Empress of

Vienna, 4; loses Norway, 11, India for the Queen, 489; for-
592; King of, a member of the eign policy of, 489; becomes
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Disraeli, continued Duma, continued
Lord Beaconsfield ^876;, 489; 1906, 715; Viborg Manifesto by
fall of ministry of, 490, 539; members of the, 715; The Sec-
death of (1881), 497; and the ond, opened by the Tsar, March
annexation of the Transvaal to 5, 1907, 715, dissolved, June 16,
Great Britain, 538; and the ul- 1907, 716; The Third, November
garian atrocities, 622; represents 14, 1907, 716
England at the Congress of Dunwich, 413
Berlin (1878), 625 Durham, Lord, in the Grey Min-

Divorce, in France, abolished in istry, 430; on condition of the
, restored in 1884, 352 colonies in Canada, 525; mis-

Dobrudscha, ceded to Roumania sion of, 525; report of, 525-
in place of Bessarabia, 625-626 527, 528

Dollinger, on the Dogma of Papal Dutch Guiana, 581
Infallibility, 307

Dominion of Canada. See Canada East India Company, 519, 522
Dominion of New Zealand. See East Indies, 519; Dutch colonies

New Zealand in, 581
Dostoievski, 652 East Prussia, 326
Double Vote, in France, by Elec- Eastern Question, Thiers and,^^^ ~~ ^^m-m ^^h. _^^_ ^ ̂̂  -^^^L

toral Law of 1820, 81; rescinded 131; Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi
(1831), 117 (1833), 132; London Confer-

Draga, Queen, wife of Alexander ence (1840) and, 132; Austria-
I of Servia, murder of, 633 Hungary and, 405; importance

Dresden, retained by King of of, 602; Nicholas I and, 611-
Saxony, 8; Prussian troops oc- 612; Moldavia-Wallachia and,
cupy, 264 611, 617; reopening of, 1875,

Dreyfus Case, 358-364; Dreyfus 489, 620; England and, 625; Con-
(Alfred) condemned for trea- gress of Berlin (1878) and, 625-
son (1895), 359; attempts in 627; Young Turks and, 636-644.
Dreyfus' favor, 360; Zola tries See also Turkey and Chapter
to reopen the, 360; Court of XXVIII, 601-644, passim
Cassation orders a retrial of, Edict of Emancipation (Russia),
1899, 362; Dreyfus pardoned by 1861, 657
President Loubet, 362; vindicat- Edinburgh, 98
ed, 363; the clergy in, 368 Edinburgh Review (1819), Fran-

Droysen, 246 cis Jeffrey on the steam engine,
Dual Alliance (1891), Russia and 408

France, 357 Education, Creation of a national
Dual Control (1879-1883), Eng- system of, in France, 352; com-

land and France in Egypt, 559, pulsory, in Italy by Education
561 Laws, 1877 and 1904, 381;

Dual Monarchy (Austria-Hun- secular, established in Austria,
gary), 393-396 397; in England by Forster

Dublin, Irish Parliament at, abol- Education Act of 1870, 478-
ished (1800), 468; Universities 481; attendance made compul-
at, 484; formation of Home sory in England (1880), 481;
Rule League at, 497; Thomas made free in England (1891),
Burke assassinated at, 499; Uni- 481; Education Act of 1902 ,
versity at (1908), for Catholics, 513-514; in Portugal, 578; n
516 elgium, 582-583; in Denmark,

Duchies, War of War the. See 594; in Greece, 635; in Russia,
Schleswig-Holstein 660, 661; in Japan, 693; in

Duma, Character of the, 711, 712; China, 704
elections to, 713; Nicholas II Edward VII, 1901 accession of,
opens the, May 10, 1906, 713; de- 513
mands and impotence of, 714; Egypt, war with Turkey, 131;
dissolved by the Tsar, July 22, Khedive of, sells shares of
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Kgypt, * Kngland, continued
Suez Canal to England, 488; . at Co of Paris (
early hMory of, 550; in 1815, ; participates in affairs in
551;/ Knglish occupation of, Italy, 2-J9; attitude toward the
1882, 554; 557-563; relation to cession of Savoy and Nice to
Turkey, 5j7; Mehemet All in, I "ranee, 231, 271; eo
557; intervention of England 11 Ts treaty of commerce with
and Frumv in, 559; revolt of (1860) intervenes with
Arahi P ha. 559; KnglMi ex- France and Spain in Mexico,
edition crushes the revolt, 559; 277; neutrality of, in Franco-
England assumes the position of German war, 294; Free Trade

adviser in, 560; English occupa- in, 310-312, 450-455; fleet of,
tion of, 561; loss of the Soudan, bombards Algiers, 372; to the
561; recovery of the Soudan, Reform Bill of 1832, 406-438;
562; part of the Ottoman Em- in 1815, 406; industrial revolu-
pire (1815), 601; condition in tion in, 406-408; renown of Par-
1815, 602, liament, 409; a land of the old

Eidsvold, Constitution of, 1814* regime, 409; commanding posi-
595, 598 tion of the nobility in, 410;

Elba, U2 House of Commons ( )
Electricity, and the industrial de- 414; the Church of, 415-416;

velopment of Italy, 385-386; the works of Adam Smith ml
telegraph, the telephone, 726 Jeremy Bentham on conditions

Elgin, Lord, Governor of Canada, in, 41*7; effect of the French
introduces principle of minis- Revolution upon, 417; economic
terial responsibility, 521 distress in, after 1815, 418;

Ely, ttitude of government to- Corn Law of 1815, 418; demand
ward rioters in, 420 for reform, 419; William Cobbett

Emancipation of the serfs, in Rus- and parliamentary reform, 419-
sia (1861), 657 4-20; popular ir disturbances

Empress-Dowager of China, 698; (181 ), 420; Spa Fields, 420;
change of policy of the, 704 suspension of Habeas Corpus

Ems, 291; despatch, 292 . (1817), 421
Ena, Princess, of Battenberg, loo (1819) ; Parliament"m

marries King Alfonso XIII of passes the Gag Laws, 422; death
Spain (1906), 575 of George III (1820), and ac-

England, retains Malta (1815), of George IV (1820-
3; acquisitions of (1815), 9; 1830), 422; era of reform after
signs Quadruple Alliance 1820, 4.'2; defiance of the Holy
(1815), 17; King of, a member Alliance, 422; economic reforms
of the German Confederation in, 423; Penal Code, reformed
for Hanover, 31; at Congress by Sir Robert Peel, 424; reli-
of Troppau (1820), 59; opposes gious inequality, 424; repeal of
policy of armed intervention in the Test and Corporation Acts
Spain, 63; Canning restricts (1828), 425; O'Connell founds
Holy Alliance to the Continent the Catholic Association in Ire-
of Kurope, 64-65; influence of land, 427; O'Connell elected
July Revolution (1830) in, 100; to Parliament, 127; Catholic
favors elect ion of Leopold of Emancipation Act (1829), 428;
Coburg is King of Belgium, Tory opposition to the reform
104; recognizes Kingdom of of Parliament, 428; death of
Belgium at conference of the George IV ;»nd aci < ssion of Wil-
Powers in London (1830-1831), liam IV, 428; influence of the
105; aids Turkey against Rus- French Revolution of 1830,
sia, 13 J; London Conference 429; fall of the Tory ministry,
(1840), 132; with France and 430; First Reform Bill, 430;
Piedmont wages war against spec for and against, 431-
Russia in the Crimea, 212, 219; 435: ministry defeated, Parlia-
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England, continued Kngland, continued
ment dissolved, 435; Second Re- form bill, 1866, 461; Derby and

Bill defeated by the Disraeli form a ministry, 462;
House of Lords, 435; Third Reform Bill of -Z867 carried by
Reform Bill, 436; Grey Min- Disraeli, 463; provisions of the
istry resigns, 436; William IV Reform Bill of 1867, 463; re-
attempts to get a ministry, distribution of seats, 464; the
fails and recalls Grey, 436; the Liberals under Gladstone come

ill passed, June 4, 1832, 437; into power, 464; under Glad-
redistribution of seats, 437; the stone and Disraeli, 465-496; the
franchise, 437; between two Great Ministry, 465; conditions
Great Reforms (1832-1867), 439- in Ireland (1815), 467-4(59;
464; era of Whig government, Disestablishment of the Irish
439; abolition of slavery in the Church, 1869, 472; Irish Land
colonies, 1884, 440; child labor Act of 1870, 475-477; Church
agitation, 440-441; Factory Act, schools, 477; Forster Education
1833, 442; evils in local govern- Act of 1870, 478-481; condition
ment, 442; Municipal Corpora- of education prior to 1870, 478;
tions Act, 1835, 444; death of inadequacy of the system, 478;
William IV and accession of the Act and its provisions,
Queen Victoria, 445; the Queen's 478-480; attendance made com-
political education and mar- pulsory (1880), 481; attendance
riage, 445; loss of Hanover, 446; made'free (1891), 481; Educa-
Chartist Movement, 446-450; tion Act of 1902, 481, 513-514;
The People's Charter (1838)9 Army reform (1871), 481-482;
447; Lovett and O'Connor, 447- introduction of short service,
448; Petition of 1848, 449; sig- 481; abolition of the purchase
nificance of the movement, 449; system, 482; Civil Service re-
Free Trade and Anti-Corn-Law form (1870), 482; Ballot Law
Agitation, 450-455; Anti-Corn- of 1872, 483-484; Gladstone's
Law League (1839) Cobden, Irish University Bill of 1873 de-

right and Villiers, 452; argu- feated, 485; Gladstone resigns
ments for Free Trade, 452; Irish but returns to office, 485; the
Famine, 453; repeal of the Corn Alabama award, 486, 591; Con-
Laws, 1846, 454; remaining pro*- servatives under Disraeli come
tective duties gradually removed, into office by elections of 1874%
454; Navigation Laws abol- 486; the Disraeli Ministry, 1874-
ished (1849), 454; labor legis- 1880, 486-490; importance of the
lation, 1840-1850, 455-458; regu- colonies emphasized, 487; pur-
lation of labor in mines, 455; chase of the Suez Canal shares
Factory Laws of 1844, (1875), 488, 558; Queen pro-
1850, Act of 1878, 456; Morley claimed Empress of India, 489,
on the labor code, 456; Factory 522; reopening of the Eastern
and Workshop Act of 1901, Question (1876), 489; Second
457; growth of trades-unions, Gladstone Ministry, 1880-1885,
457; growth of collectivism, 458; 490-496; failure of the Irish
Jews admitted to House of Com- Land Act of 1870, 400; Irish
mons, 1858, 458; abolition of Land Act of 1881, the Three F's,
property qualification for mem- 491; Reform Bill of 1884, 492;
bers of Parliament, 458; Glad- Redistribution Act of 1885, 193;
stone, Chancellor of the Kx- Single Member districts, 494;
chequer and his policy, 459; qualifications for voting, 495;
Postal Savings Banks, 459; in- since 1886, 497-517; Irish Home
dustrial and scientific progress, Rule Movement, 498; Third
460 demand for a wider suf- Gladstone Ministry, 1886, 499;
frage, 461 ; effect of the Civil introduction of the Home Rule
War n the United States on, Bill, 500; Irish Land Purchase
461; Gladstone introduces a re- Bill, 501; opposition to the bills,
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I norland, I.MLiland, continin <f
501-504; disruption of the Lib- State to the British Empire,
eral Party, 501; Home Rule HH* . t; and Imperial Peoera-
Bill defeated, 504; fall of t ion, 545-5 V!); posse- Ions in
Gladstone, 501-; Second Salis- Africa, 551 ; explorations
bury Ministry, 1886- 505- in Africa, 55i?-55:i; occupies
507; policy of coercion for Ire- Egypt, 1 .1, 554; acquisitions in
land, 505; Land Purchase Act of Africa, 1884-J '">, 554; at the
1891, 505-50H; County Councils Conference of the Powers, 1*76,
Act of 1M8, 506; social legis- 554 at the Congress of Berlin,
lation, 507; increase of the 1884-1885, 555; demands re-
Navy, 507; Fourth Gladstone forms in the Congo, 557; inter-
Ministry (189.>-1V>4), 507-510; venes in Egypt, 559; crushe , the
second Home Rule Bill (1893), revolt of Arahi pasha, 1882,
507-509; Parish Councils Bill of 559; assumes the position of
1894, 509? Gladstone resigns, "adviser," 5tiO; "occupation" of
510; Rosebery Ministry, 510-511; Egypt, 561; recovers Soudan,
Third Salisbury Ministry, 511- 18U8, ~> '; Lord Beresford
515; War in South Africa, 1899- in Portugal, 1807, 575; inter-
1902, 512; Irish Land Purchase vene> in the Greek War of Inde-
Act of 1M6, 512; Irish Local pendence, 608; and the Treaty of
Government Act (1898), 512; London, 1827, 609; battle of
Education Act of 1902, 513; Navarino, 1827, 610; guarantees
abolition of the school boards, independence of Greece, 611;
514; decline of illiteracy, 514; Nicholas I of Russia and, 611;
the Liberal Party in power, in the Coalition against Russia,
1905- 515; Old Age Pensions 613; invasion of the Crimea and
Law (1908), 515; Irish Univer- siege of Sebastopol, 614; Treaty
sity or Birrell Act (1908), 516; of Paris, 1856, 615; and the Ber-
colonial possessions prior to lin Memorandum, 1876, 620; de-
1815, 519; India, 519-523; an- r mands revision of the Treaty of
nexation of unna and Balu- San Stefano, 6-25; at Congress
chistan and protectorate of of Berlin, 18789 6-25-626; occu-
Afghanistan! 523; British North pies Cyprus, 626; cedes the Ionian
America, 5J3-530; the Durham Islands to (invce, 186'/, (>3-l; in-
Million, 1 .n J)ur!nnf> duces the Sultan to cede Thes-
Report, 525-527; the Oregon dis- saly to Greece, 1881, CIU; atti-
pute, 529; relation of Canada tude toward the breathes of the
to, 529; and Australia, 530-534; Berlin Treaty of 1878, 629, 610;
and New Zealand, 5IU-536; and in Asia, 681; and the Opium
Britisli South Africa, 536-545; War, 1840-1842, 685; gains by
acquires Cape Colony, 53H; fric- Treaty of Nanking (18'lf>), 685;
tion with the Boers, 537; the joined by France in second war
Great Trek (l^.lii), 537; sends against China, 686; Treaty of
troops into Natal (1^'tl), 538; Tientsin (1858), 686, confirmed,
proclaims Natal n colony 687; bombards Kagoshima, 691;
538; Orange Free State declared * acquires a port in China by
a part of the British Empire lease, 697; helps to rescue the

, 538; Transvaal annexed legations in Peking, 69s; diplo-
to the British Empire f/N'77), matic relations of, with Russia
538; Majuba Hill. 539; Pretoria concerning Manchuria, 700;
Convention, 510 ; London Anglo-Japanese Treaty of 1902,
Con ntion, l^^'i, 540; Jameson 00
Haul, / -,, 511; Sir Alfred Epirus, 626
Milner's Reports, / < 51.'; ritrea, Italian colony, 382
South African War, 1- '-l'.H).>, Esterha/y, Major, and the Drey-
513- 14; annexation of the fus e, :r,!i-Ui.
Transvaal and the Orange Free Esthonia, 615
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Eton College, Gladstone at, 465; Ferdinand I, King of N^^^ *m A . *
477 treaty of, with Austria, 53;

Eugenie, Empress, marries Na- character of, 56; at Florence, 60
poleon III, 210; urges war Ferdinand II, King of les,
against Prussia, 293; flees from proclaims a constitution, 167;
Paris after the surrender of Na- 181; 220
poleon III at Sedan, 297; 306 Ferdinand VII, King of Spain,

Europe, Reconstruction of, 1-22; restoration of (1814), 46-50;
Central, between two Revolu- character of, 46; abolishes Con-
tions, 145-168; Central, in Re- stitution of 1812, 47; persecutes
volt, 169-186 Liberals, 47; disintegration of
Expansion of England, by the Spanish Empire under, 48-
Seeley, on the government of In- 49, 565; Revolution of 1820, 49-
dia, 522 50; proclaims Constitution of

1812, 50; absolutism of, restored
Factory Acts (England), Act of by France, 63; revenge of, after

1833, 442; Acts of 1844, 1847, 1823, 564; promulgates the Prag-
1850, 456; Act of 1878, 456; matic Sanction of 1789 (1830),
Act of 1889, 506-507; Factory 565; death of (1833), 566
and Workshop Act of 1901, 457 Ferrara, Pius IX protests against

Factory system, Rise of, 722, See Austrian occupation of, 166
Industrial Revolution Ferry, Jules, and the proclamation

Faidherbe, and the annexation of of the French Republic, 297;
the Senegal Valley, 373 m A

Failly, General de, 295 tion, 353; prime minister, 1881,
Falk Laws (Prussia, 1878, 1874, 1883-1885, his colonial policy,

1875), 308 353; overthrow of, 355; sends
Far East, The, 681-705 troops into Tunis (1881), 374
Far Eastern Question, 680, 703. Fichte, 44

See Chapter XXX, 681-705 Field, Cyrus, and the Atlantic
Faroe Islands, 594 Cable, 460
Faure, Felix, President of the Fielden, and the child labor agita-

French Republic (1895-1899), tion, 442
358; death of, 361 Fieschi, attempt on the life of

Favre, Jules, and the proclamation Louis Philippe, 125
of the French Republic, 297- Fife,
298 gu 572

February Revolution (1848) in Final Act of Congress of Vienna,_- « -^ . J*. ^» ̂ ^*
France, Influence of, in Europe, 4, 12
145 Finland, retained by Russia in

Federal Act of the Congress of 1815, 8; seized by Russia, 595,
Vienna, 32, 35, 38 645; Russification of, 672;

Federation (British Imperial). Nicl II and, 678-680; abro-
See Imperial gation of the constitution of,

Fenian Movement, 470, 528 679; Russia makes concessions
Ferdinand of Saxe-Coburg, Prince to, 713; the Viborg Manifesto,

of Bulgaria, elected Prince of 715; Nicholas II restores the lib-
ulgaria (1887), 630; election erties of (1905), 717; Parlia-

of, recogni/ed by the Great m
Powers (1896), 631; proclaims (1909)
complete independence of ul- Flocon, 188
garia, October 5, 1908, and as- Florence, overthrow of Republic
sumes the title of Kino-, 631, 639 of, 182; capital of Italy, 1865-

Ferdinand I, Emperor of Austria, 1871, 378
1835-1848, 27, 152; dissolves Florida, 64
Hungarian parliament, 178; Foochovv, opened to British trade"" ^-k_

flees to Olmiitz, 178; abdication by Treaty of (1842)
of, 179 685
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Forbach, Germans defeat the France*, continued
French at, 296 seizes Ancona, 111; reign of

Forey, General, 278 Louis Philippe 111-114; his
Formosa, China cedes, to Japan legal title to the throne,

(1895), 696 the constitution of, revised, 110;
Forster, William Edward, in the the franchise in, lowered f I !l),

Gladstone Ministry, 1868, 465; 117; character of the July Mon-
Education /Vet of 1870, 478-481, archy in, 117; insecurity of the
513 new regime, 118; the progrc ive

Fouchl, 27 and conservative parties, 119;
Fox, 433 ; on the government ofcolonies, 526 fopular unrest, 120; Casirnir- £rier Ministry in, 120-1J,'; the
France, and the restoration ot Legitimists, 1 .'; Republican in-

Louis XVIII, 2; boundaries of, surrection (18.1 !i, 123; vigorous
by Treaty of Paris (1814), 3; measures of the government in,
Isle of, 9; burdens imposed 124; attempts upon the life of
upon, by Second Treaty of Louis Philippe, 125; the Sep-
Paris (1815), 13; attitude of tember Laws (1835), 125; Louis
Allies toward, 16-17; at Con- Philippe and the Napoleonic
gress of Troppau (1820), 59; at legend, 127-129; rivalry of Thiers
Congress of Verona (1822), and Guizot, 130; personal gov-
62; reign of Louis XVIII, 66- ernment of Louis Philippe, 131;
83; during the Restoration, 66- Thiers and the Eastern Ques-
99; France in 1815, 66; the Con- tion, 131; becomes patron of
stitutional Charter, 67-70; politi- Mehemet Ali, 132; ignored by
cal parties in (1815), 72-73; the London Conference (1840), 132;
White Terror in, 73; execution ministry of Thiers, 131-132;
of Marshal Key, 74; the King ministry of Guizot, 132-142; de-
and the Chamber of Deputies, mand for electoral and parlia-
74; period of moderate liberal- mentary reform in, 135; rise
ism in (1816-1820), 75; the al- of radicalism in, 136; growth of
lied troops evacuate, 75 ; reor- socialism in, 138; opposition to
ganization of the army in (1818), the policy of the government,
76; the electoral system in, 77; 139-142; the "reform banquets/1
the Press Law of 1819, 78; activ- 140; revolution of February
ity of the Ultras in, 78; and the (1848), 142, 187; abdication and
election of Gr£goire, 79; and the flight of Louis Philippe, 142;
murder of the Duke of Berry, Second Republic proclaimed,
79; the Electoral Law of 1820 143; effect of Revolution of 1848
in, 80; censorship restored in, 81; on Europe, 145, 176; intervenes
invades Spain f 1*.>3), 63, 82; in Rome, 182; siege and capture
death of Louis XVIII, 82; reign of Rome, is?; Second Republic,
of Charles X, 83-97; policy of 187-20fi; Provisional Government
Charles X, 83-89; fall of Vil- in, 188; achievements of the
Ifcle Ministry, 89; ministries of Provisional Government, 189; the
Martignac and Polignac, 89- national workshops, 192 ; Na-
91; prorogation of Chambers and tional Constituent Assembly,
General Election, 91-92; Ordi- 193; riot of May 15, 1848, 193;
nances of July ( , JiJ; July abolition of the national work-
Revolution, 95 j abdication of shops, 194; the June Days
Charles X, 97 ; I ,ouis Philippe , 194; military dictator-
made King, 98; end of the ship of Cavaignac, 194; grow-
Restoration, 98-99; favors elec- ing opposition to the Republic,
tion of Leopold of Cobunr as 195; the constitution, 196-198;_"_ ^H__ ^^_^^_
King of Belgium, 104; recog- rise of Louis Napoleon, 198-
nixes Kinpdom of Belgium, 199; Louis Napoleon elected
105; attitude toward insurrec- President, 200; the legislative as-
tion in the Papal States, 110; sembly, 201; the President and
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France, continued France, continued
Assembly combine to crush the Prussia (1870), 293; isolation
Republicans, 202; Law of 1850 of, 294; condition of the army,
limiting the franchise, 202 "5 295; numerical inferiority of the
Louis Napoleon desires pro- French, 295 ; the Germans in-
longation of his Presidency, 203; vade, 296; defeated at Worth,
Assembly refuses to revise the Forbach, Spicheren, Borny,
constitution for this purpose, Mars-la-Tours and Gravelotte,
203; Louis Napoleon's prepara- 296; battle of Sedan and the sur-
tions for the coup d'etat, 203; render of Napoleon, 297; fall
Assembly refuses Louis Na- of the Empire, 297; proclama-
poleon's demands for the re- tion of the Republic, 297; and
establishment of universal suf- the Government of National De-
frage, 203; coup d'etat of De- fense, 298; siege of Paris, 298-
cember 2, 1851, 204; the "mas- 299; fall of Metz, 298; fall of
sacre of the boulevards," 205; Strassburg, 299; capitulation of
the plebiscite intrusts Louis Na- Paris and armistice, 299 ; elec-
poleon with forming a constitu- tion of a National Assembly in,
tion, 205; Louis Napoleon pro- 299; National Assembly (1871-
claimed Emperor Napoleon III, 1876) meets at Bordeaux, 300;
(December 2, 1852), 205; the Thiers as " Chief of the Execu-
Second Empire, 1852-1870, 206- tive Power " arranges terms of
214; programme of Napoleon peace with Bismarck, 300; Trea-
III, 207; the political institutions ties of Versailles and Frankfort
of the Empire, 207-209; the press with Germany, 300; isolation of,
shackled in, 209; character of the by Bismarck, 320; seizes Tunis
government of, 210; economic de- (1881), 321; under the Third
velopment of, 211; general pros- Republic, 329-375; the National
perity of, 212; Congress of Paris Assembly, February, 1871, meets
(1856), 212, 220; with England at Bordeaux, 300, 329; the Com-
and Piedmont wages war against mune, 330*336 ; Paris and the
Russia in the Crimea, 212, 219; Assembly mutually suspcous,
and the Italian war of 1859, 213, 330 ; Versailles declared the
225; defeats Austrians at Ma- capital, 330; distress of the
genta and Solferino, 225; con- working classes in Paris, 331 ;
cludes peace with Austria at revolutionary elements in Paris,
Villafranca, 225; annexes Savoy 331; idea of the Commune, 332;
and Nice, 231; transformation action of the National Guard,
of the Second Empire in, 272- 332; war between the Commune
284; effect of the Italian war and the Versailles Government,
upon, 272; makes secret treaty 333; Government of the Com-
of commerce with England mune, 333; the Commune and
(I860), 274; powers of Parlia- the National Assembly clash,
ment in, increased, 275; rise of 334; Government of Thiers, 336-
a Republican party in, 276; and 342; Rivet Law passed by the
the Mexican Expedition, 277- National Assembly, 337; Thiers
280; concessions to liberalism in, becomes President of the Re-
280; right of interpellation public, 337; liberation of the
granted in, 281; rise of the territory of, 338; reform in local
Third Party in, 282; transforma- government of, 339; army reform
tion of the Empire com- in, 339; question of the perma-
pleted, 283; plebiscite of May nent form of government in,
(1870), 284; and the Franco- 340; the monarchist parties in,
German War, 285-302; indigna- 341; resignation of Thiers, 341;
tion of, over the candidacy of MacMahon elected President,
Prince Leopold for the Spanish 342; the framing of the consti-
throne, 290; and the Ems des- tution, 342-351; establishment of
patch, 292; declares war upon the Septennate, 343; the Assem-
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Franco, mntinited France, continued
bly and the Republicans in, 341; of January 2, 1<)079 370; separa-
Constitution of 1^15, IU5; tbe tion of Church and State in,
Senate, :il>; the Chamber of 370; acquisition of colonies by,
Depu t ie.s, 3 1 (i ; t he President, in the eentb century, 371-
34ti; the ministry, 347; a parlia- 375; French colonial empire
mentary republic, 348; dissolu- in 181-1, 371; conquest of Al-
tion of tbe National Assembly Kei a, 372-373; other African
in, 318; tbe Republic and tbe conquests, 373; acquisitions in
Church, 319 ; M niggle bet ween oehin-China, Western- Africa,
MacMahon and the Chamber, Asia, and Madagascar, 373-375;
M '; resignation of M ieMahon and the Suez Canal, 488; atti-
and election of (Irevy, :::>!; su- tude toward her colonies, 516;
premacy of Uepubliean party in, possessions in Africa, /,S7J, 551;
351; Republican legislation, 351- establi protectorate er
351; creation of a national sys- Tunis, 1881, 554; acquisitions in
tem of education, 35 J ; public Africa, 188 J 551; at the
works, 353; revision of the con- Conference of the Powers, 1876,
stitution 3-VJ; colonial 554; at tbe Congress of Berlin,
policy, 353; rise of Boulangism, 1884-1885, 555; intervenes in
351-358; increase of the national Egypt, 558; reasons for inter-
debt, 351; demands of the Radi- vention of, in the Greek War of
cals, 351; discontent with the Independence, 608-609; and the
Republic, 355 ; Wilson scandal, Treaty of London, /*.>7, 609;
355; resignation of Grevy and battle of Navarino, 1827, 610;
election of Carnot, 355 ; Bowanger sends army into tbe Morea, 611;
crisis, 356; the Republic strength- guarantees independence of
ened, 357 ; Paris Exposition of Greece, 611; and the " holy
1889, 357; Pope advises concilia- places" in Palestine, 612; in the
tory policy toward the Republic Coalition against liu ia, 613;
in, 357 ; Dual Alliance with invasion of the Crimea and
Russia (1891), 357; appearance siege of Sevastopol, 611; Treaty
of the Socialists in, 358; assas- of Paris, 1K;16, 015; attitude of,
sination of Carnot (1894) and toward the breaches of tbe Ber-
election of Fan re, 359; death of lin Treaty of 7*78, 629, <>K), 644;
Fan re (1899), 358; Dreyfus in Asia, 681; establishes trade
Case, 35H-3fit; significance of the centers at tbe five treaty ports
case, 361; separation of Church of China, 686; joins England in
and State in, 3<it-371; formation war uirainst China, 686; Treaty
of the "Hloo," 361; speech of of Tientsin (1858), 686, con-
Waldeck-Rousseau, Prime Min- firmed, 687; intervenes with Rus-
ister, concerning question of sia and Germany in Japan, 696;
Church and State (1900), 365; acquires a port in China by
growth of religious orders in, ease, G97; helps to rescue the
365; Waldeck-Rou eau Ministry legations in Peking ( 698
and the Law of Associations Franchise, in Australia, 53-2; in
(1901), M66; religious orders for- Austria, reform 1878)
bidden to engage in teaching reform in N.%'), 401; universal

366; tin- Concordat of (1907), 40: elgium, 592; in
1*01, Ml: anti-clerical legisla- Canada, Dominion of (1867)
tion, 307; tbe clergy in tbe Drey- 5J!>; in Denmark, 591; in Knp-
fus affair, 368; 1'ius X protests laiul (1815), UO-H.i; by Reform
against President Ixmhet's visit ill of / ', 1S7-1:<S; by He-
to Victor Emmanuel III, 368; form I Jill of 1867, 4G1M61; for
abrogation of the Concordat, m Mill's in favor
368; Law of HW.l and of, 4(M; by Reform Hill of
tions of Worship, :i(i!>; opposi- /S8J, 492-4!>:J; qualification! for,
tion of Pius X, 369-370; Law 495-496; for women, present
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Franchise, continued Frankfort, continued
status of (M909J, 516-517; in the work of, 185; entered by the
Finland, universal (1906), 718; Prussians (1868). 265 mcorpo-
in France, Constitutional Charter rated in the Prussian Kingdom,
(1*14), 68; Electoral Law 267; Treaty of (1871), 300, 338;
(1811), 77; Electoral Law and relation of Treaty of, to
(1820), 80; Electoral Law Triple Alliance, 319. See also
(1881), 117; under the Pro- Diet of Frankfort
visional Government, 190; Law Frederick III, German Emperor,
of 1850, 202; under the Second _^h_ i^^. ^^Ki i_ -^^"__H. ^^^March 9-June 15, 1888, 305;
Empire, 209; under the Third succeeds his father William I,
Republic, 346; in Germany, 304; 322; death of, 322
in Greece, 634; in Holland Frederick VI, King of Denmark_H_ -B1 ̂"^fci ^B i^H^b- "" _ _^H_ ̂  ^^^^^^ 

579; (1848;, 580; by (1808-1839), loses Norway, 592;
amendments to the Constitution establishes consultative assem-
(1887 and 581; in Hun- blies, 1834, 592
gary, 404; in Iceland, 595; in Frederick VII, King of Denmarki^^_^^_ _^b- i^H_ rf _^^H. i^P^fc _^H_ h. "*- ^^"^^^ 
Italy, reform of (1882;, 381; (1848-1863), 257; grants con-9
in Japan, 694; in New Zealand, stitution (1849) to the Islands
536; in Norway, 600; in Portu- and Jutland, 593; grants con-
gal, 577; in Prussia, 186, 326; stitutions of 1854 and 1855,
in Roumania, 632; in Russia 593; and Schleswig-Holstein, 593
(1909), 716; in Spain, universal Frederick VIII, King of Den-
(1890), 575; in Sweden, 600; in - - ^^^_^^_ 4^^& ^^^h^^^mark, 1906 595
Switzerland, 586; in Turkey Frederick William III, King of- " "-"" ^"^'
(1908), 642; in Union of South Prussia (1797-1840), character
Africa, 544-545 of, 19; becomes reactionary, 38-

Francis I, of Austria (1768-1835), 43; government of, 146-149;
character of, 19; and Metter- death of (1840), 149
nich, 25, 152 Frederick William IV, King of

Francis II, King of Naples, Re- Prussia (1840-1861), character
volt against, 232; flees from of, 149; issues the Letter Pa-
Naples on advance of Garibaldi, tent of February (1847), 151;
235; flees from Gaeta to Rome, conflict with the United Landtag,
237 152; promises to call a repre-

Francis Joseph I, 1848 cces- sentative assembly to draw up a
sion of, 179; appeals to Nicholas constitution, 174; offered leader-
I for aid against Hungary, 180; ship in Germany, 184; declines
interview with Napoleon III at the offer, 185; the "humiliation
Villafranca, 225; alliance of the of Olmiitz," 185; grants con-
Three Emperors, 320; and the stitution of 1850, 185-186; be-
Magyars in Hungary, 388; re- comes reactionary, 241; William
vokes the Constitution of 1849, I becomes Regent for, 247; death
388; reverses his policy, 389; of, 247
grants a constitution (1861), to Free Trade, in England, Bismarck
Austria, 390; attitude of Hun- on, 310-312; 450-455, 548
gary towards, 391; yields, 393; Freiburg, 590
accepts Compromise of 1867, French Congo, founded, 353
393; crowned King of Hun- French Constitution of 1791, 46,

(1867), 393; and the de- 576
mands of the Czechs, 397-398; French Guiana, 359
and the question of language, French Revolution (1789), effects
404; annexes Bosnia and Herze- of, in France, 66; influence of,
govina (1908), 639-640 shown in the Constitutional

Franco-German War, 285-302 Charter, 69; loss of French
Frankfort, German National As- colonies as a result of, 371;

sembly or Parliament of, 174, effect of, upon England, 417,
175; work of, 183; rejection of 519
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French Soudan, 374 Gcntz, 15
Freytag, 246 George, Prince, son of G "orjre I
Fujiyama, 687 of vrr administrator of
Fulton, and the Clermont, 723 Crete, 035
Fundamental Law of 1815 (Hoi- George I, King of Greece,

land), 579 631-635j acquires the Ionian
Island , nA* iocf. eoi. acquire
Thessaly, 1881, 631

Gaeta, Francis II flees to, 235, George I, of England, Elector of
236; siege of, 237; fall ol, Hanover, 446
237 George III ( *

Gag Laws or Six Acts (England), A 1 ).*~~ i opposition to Catholic
1819, 42? Emancipation, 426; 445; and

Galicia, 62; position in the Aus- ew South Wales, 531
trian Empire (1861), 390; Poles George IV (1820-1830), acces-
in, favored by Taaffe Ministry, sion of, 422; opposition to
400 Catholic Em 426; and

Galvani, 386 the Catholic Emancipation Act,
Gahvay, 484; college at, 516 428; death of, 428
Gambetta, L£on (1840-1882), emer- German Confederation, organized

gence of, 281; denounces Na- by the Congress of Vienna
poleon III, 282; 284; votes (1815) the Diet of, 29-30;
against war with Prussia, 293; international character of, 31-3J;

reclaims the French Repub- and Metternich, 35, 173; restored
1C after the surrender of (1851), 185, 388; Holstein a part

the Emperor at Sedan, 297; of, 257; Bismarck proposes a
escapes from Paris and organ- re ofs 262; Prussia with*^f
izes new armies, 298; defeated, draws from, 263; declared dis-
329; attitude toward the Com- solved by Prussia, 263; ceases
munists, 336; and the Republic, to exist, 267-268
344; attitude toward the Roman German East Africa, 319
Catholic Church, 34D, 366; Brog- German Empire, 303-328. See
lie Ministry against, 350; presi- Germany
dent of the Chamber of Depu- German Southwest Africa, 319"^^^^ ^^^^-^^^
ties, 351; death of (1882), 355 Germany, and the Treaty of Paris

Gapon, Father, 710 (181'/), 3; the Metternich sys-
Garibaldi, Giuseppe, 1807-1882, in, 28, 35; reaction in, 3-

joins Young Italy, 162; attitude 44 varieties of states in, J9;
toward Cavour after the cession Act of Federation of, at the
of Nice, 231; early life, 232; and Congress of Vienna, ,'!>, 3J; the
the defense of Home, 233; deter- Diet of the Confederation of, 29-
mines to go to Sicily, 233; and 30; international character of, 31-
Cavour, 231; conquers Sicily and 32; problem of unity in, 32-36;
assumes the dictatorship, 235; demand for constitutional gov-
conquers Naples, 235; proposes ernment in, 35-37; the King of
to attack Rome, 235; requests "
Victor Emmanuel to dismiss ferment in the universities of,
Cavour, 237; meeting with Vic- 39; Wartburg Festival, 39; mur-
tor Emmanuel, 237; retires to der of Kotzebue, 40; decrees of
Caprera, 237 the conference of Carlsbad, 41-

Gastein, Convention of, 259, 261 44; influence of July Revolution
Gatton, 413 (1830) in, 100; revolution (1^.10)
General Strike, The resort to the, in, 112; new of

in Russia (1905), 711-712 pression, 11J; Mrtternich su-
Geneva Commission, 1872, 486, 591 preme in, )n (1848)
Genoa, Republic of, incorporated in, 173; 17 j.. Par-

in Sardinia, 3, 5, 52; " The liarncnt nf Frankfort, 171;
sand" embark from, 234 w (1848) revol tri-
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Germany, continued Germany, continued
umphant in, 174; work of the orders except Jesuits permitted
Frankfort Parliament, 183; lead- to return to (1887), 309; adopts
ership in, offered to the King the policy of protection, 310;
of Prussia, 184; the offer de- growth of Socialism in, 312; at-
clined, 185; rejection of the tempts upon the life of the Em-
work of the Frankfort Parlia- peror, 313; measures against
ment, 185; and the "humiliation the Socialists, 313; failure of
of Oliniitz," 185; Austria demands these measures and continued
that the old German Confedera- growth of the Socialist party
tion of 1815 be revived in in, 314; the Imperial Govern-
(1851), 185; reaction in, after ment of, undertakes social re-
1849, 240-243; emigration from, form, 315; Sickness Insurance
241; economic transformation Law (1883), Accident Insurance
of 243; industrial development Laws (1884 and 1885), Old Age
of, 244; rise of a wealthy mid- Insurance Law (1889), 316; a
dle class in, 245; intellectual colonial empire results from the
activity in, 245; influence of adoption of the policy of pro-
events in Italy upon thought in, tection in, 318; colonies in Af-
246; founding of the National rica, 319; alliance of the Three
Union in, 246; Bismarck's plan Emperors, 320; Austro-German
for unity in, 255-256; and Treaty of 1879, 321; Triple Al-
Schleswig-Holstein, 256-267; and liance (1882), 321, 382; death of
the Danish war, 258; friction be- William I, 322; accession and
tween Austria and Prussia, 259; death of Frederick III, 322; ac-
Convention of Gastein, 259; war cession of William II, 322; Anti-
between Austria and Prussia, Socialist policy abandoned, 323;
263-267; Treaty of Prague, 263, expansion of German industry,
267; North German Confedera- 324; as a naval power, 324; con-
tion formed, 268; organization tinued growth of socialism in,
and government of, 269; alliance 324; the Social Democratic party
with South German States, 270; numerically the largest in, 325;
consolidation of the new system demand for electoral reform in
in, 270; South German States Prussia, 326; demand for par-
join Prussia in war against liamentary reform in, 326; de-
France, 293; Franco-German mand for ministerial responsi-
war, 293-299; invasion of bility in, 327; the present situa-
France, 296; Germans defeat tion in (1909), 328; troops with-
French at Worth, Forbach, drawn from France (1871-
Spicheren, Borny, Mars-la-Tours, 1873), 338; emigration from,
and Gravelotte, 296; Union of ceases (1908), 386; attitude to-
Northern and Southern States ward her colonies, 546; growth
completes German unification, of, 546; acquisitions in Africa,
301; King William I becomes 1884-1890, 554; at the Confer-
Emperor in, 301; growth of ence of the Powers, 1876, 554;
national feeling in, since 1815, at the Conference of erlin,
303; constitution of the new Ger- 1884-1885, 555; and the Congress
man Empire, 303-305; and the of Berlin (1878), 625-626; atti-
Roman Catholic Church, 306; the tude of, toward the breaches of
Kulturkampf in, 306-310; causes the Berlin Treaty (1878), 629,
of the Kulturkampf, 306; forma- 640; intervenes with Russia and
tion of the Center Party, 307; France in Japan, 696; establishes
Dogma of Papal Infallibility, a "sphere of influence" in China
307; the Old Catholics, 307; the (1898), 697; helps to rescue the
Falk Laws, 308; conflict of legations in Peking (1900), 698
Church and State, 308; Falk Gioberti, 1801-1852, 164-165; au-
Laws suspended (1879), 309; thor of " The Moral and Civil
rescinded (1886), 309; religious Primacy of the Italians" 164
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Gladstone, William Ewart, 1809- < ineisenau, 44
/«\''\ denounces the Neapolitan Gneist, estimate of, concerning
government, JI5; and the tariff, cultivable land in the United
455; Chancellor of the Kx- Kingdom,
chequer (1852-1855, I >9-J*tM) Goethe, on Frederick William IV,
and his policv, J.;M; and Postal H9
Savings Banks (186J), 459; and dogol, (553
State Insurance (18*i'i)9 459; in- (lonlon, General, in the Soudan,
trod no Reform Bill of 1868. 561-562; death of, 56
which is defeated, 461-lfiJ; and Goremykin, Prime Minister, issues
the Reform Bill of /M>'7, in the name of the Tsar the ki or-

early life of, 465; enters Parlia- ganic laws," 71H; 715
rnent (1838)* 466; leader of the Gorge!, Hungarian commander,
Liberal Party, 166; First Minis- capitulates at ViWgos, IMJ
try of (1868-1874J* "i<>; and Gortchakoff, Russian Chancellor,
Ireland, 467; Reforms of;-difl- on the Congress of Berlin,
establishment of the Anglican Goschen, George Joachim, in the_ _ ^^^^^^^ _^^^H_^. _^^. .^^Hi
Church in Ire-land (1869), 47J; Gladstone Ministry, J868, 465;
Irish Land Act of 1870, 475; becomes a Liberal-Unionist, 504
Forster Education Art of 1*70, Gotha, Socialist programme of
478; abolition of the purchase 7875, adopted at, 312
system in the army (1871), 1S2; Gramont, Duke of, and the Span-
Civil Service reform (1870), ish candidacy of Prince Leo-
48?; Ballot Law of 1812, 483- pold, 290-291
484;-waning popularity of, 484; Granville, Lord, on England and
Irish University Bill of 1873 de- Kgypt, 560
feated, 485; resigns but returns Grattan, 498
to office, 485; unpopularity of Gravelotte, Germans defeat French
the foreign policy of, 486; and at, 1»9<;
the Alabama award, 486; fall of Great Britain. See England
ministry of, 4H6; Second Minis- Great Western, sails from Bristol
try of, 1880-1885, 490-496; Re- to New York, 724
form Bill of 1884, 4!)J; Redis- Greece, War of Independence of,
tribution Act of 1885, 493; fall 601-611; condition of the Greeks
of the ministry of, 188-1, 497; iO), 604; intellectual revival
and the Irish Home Rule Move- in, 605; the Hetairia Philike
ment, 197-499; Third Ministry of founded in (181f,), 605; char-
(1886), 499; introduces the Home acter of the war in
Rule Bill, 500; and the Land 606; foreign intervention in, 607-
Purchase Bill. 501; and the de- (i09; and the battle of Navarino
feat of the Home Rule Bill, 501-; , 610; creation of the
dissolves Parliament, appeals to Kingdom of, 611; opposes the
the people and is defeated, 504; Treaty of San Stefano (1878),
Fourth Ministry of f/.s; '- 6J1; and the Conress of Ber-
507-510; int roducrs Second lin (1878), 6->6; since I- ;, 6:W-
Home Rule Bill . 507- 6.S6; reigii of Otto I, 6:i:Mi!U;
509; Parish Councils Bill of the monarchy of, becomes con-
189J, 509; resigns 510; stitutional (1844), «i:U; Kngland
on the House of Lords, 510; cedes the Ionian Islands to,
death of 510; policy of, /s'67/, (i:u: Constitution of
in South Africa, 5S9; and the H ; annexes Thes-aly, 1881, 634;
Pretoria Convention of 1881, declares war against Turkey,
540; and the London Convention (JW7), is defeated and lo-
of 1884, 540 and Egypt, 560- ' parts of Thessaly, 635: and
561; denounces the Turks, (iJJ Crete, 63.">; pn-M-nt condition of,

Glasgow, gain of, in House of 635; aspirations of, 635; Crete
Commons by Redistribution Act declares for union with, 1908,
of 1885, 494 639
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Greek Church, Ecclesiastics of, Ham, Louis Napoleon Bonaparte
hanged, 606; in Russia, 645; imprisoned at, 129, 199, 278
Alexander III and, 670 Hamburg, member of the North

Greenland, 594 German Confederation, 268;
Gregoire, elected to French Cham- member of German Empire, 304;

ber of Deputies, is excluded, 79 merchants of, establish trading
Grevy, Jules, proposition of, con- stations, 318

cerning the Presidency of the Hamburg-American steamship line,
Second Republic, 197; elected established (1847). 724
President of the Third Republic, Hanotaux, description of the
351; forced to resign, 355 bloody week" in Paris, 335,

Grey, Earl, Prime Minister, and 336; on the constitution of 1875,
the First Reform Bill, 430; re- 348
signs, 436; recalled and given Hanover, importance of, in the
power to create Peers to pass German Diet, 30; a possession
the Reform Bill, 436; succeeded of the English royal family, 31;
by Lord Melbourne, 451 form of government in, 36; and

Grey, Sir Edward, British Foreign the Zollverein, 149; the National
Minister, on the infraction of Union founded in, 246; supports
the Berlin Treaty of 1878 Austria in the war of 1866, 263;
(1908), 641 conquered by Prussia, 264-265;

Grote, and the secret ballot, 483 King of, taken prisoner, 264;
Guadaloupe, French possession incorporated in the Prussian

(1815), 371 Kingdom, 267; England loses,
Guam, 319 446
Guiana, in South America, French Hanseatic towns, 149

possession, 1815, 371; part of Hapsburg, House of, advantages
Dutch, acquired by England, gained at the Congress of
519 Vienna, 8; ancient possessions

Guinea, French annexations in, 374 of, 23; Hungary renounces al-
Guizot, Courses of, suspended, 86; legiance to, 179; territorial

reinstated, 89; and the conserv- gains and losses of, 404
ative party, 120; rivalry of Harbin, 697, 699
Thiers and, 130; ministry of Harcourt, Sir William Vernon,
(1840-1848), 133-142; observa- and the budget of 1894, 511
tion of, concerning Cavour, Hargreaves, 407, 722
232; on the Ollivier Ministry and Harrow, 477
the Hohenzollern candidacy, 292 Hartington, Lord (later Duke of

Gustavus IV, King of Sweden, 11 Devonshire) becomes a Liberal-
Gustavus V, King of Sweden, Unionist, 504

1907 600 Haussmann, Baron, beautifies Paris,
212

Hedley, William, constructs the
Haakon VII, King of Norway, Puffing Billy, 724

1905 600 Heidelberg, Liberals at, call the
Habeas Corpus Act, suspension of, V or par lament, 174

in England, 1817, 421; suspen- Heligoland, retained by England
sion of, in Ireland, 470 in 1815, 9, 519

Hadley, A. T., on the importance Helmholtz, 246
of railroads, 725 Henry, Colonel, and the Dreyfus

Hague, The, Norway and Sweden Case, 359; commits suicide,
and the International Arbitra- 361

tion Tribunal at, 600; First Herzegovina occupied by Austria,
Peace Conference (1899)9 730- 320; gained by Austria-Hun-
733; Second Peace Conference gary, 404; formally annexed by
(1907), 734-735 Austria-Hungary (1908), 405,

Hallam, Arthur, and Gladstone at 639-640; insurrection of, 1815,
Eton, 465 620
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Hesse-Cassel, revolutionary move- Home Rule, continued
meats in (1 ]Q)9 11*; supports anee of power (1886}9 500; First
Austria in the war of ;>'/';, j<;:j; Hill for (1886*. 500-501; Sec-
Kl -'tor of, taken prisoner by ond Hill for (18MJ9 507-509
Prussia, ,J<;i; incorporated in the Hong Kong, ceded to Kngland by
1'ru i.in Kingdom, 2<i7 li "TT'-fl ^i- " *v /^ll " * s\ 

* 
China (1842), 685

1 ;nlt, granted constitu- "Hopes of Italy" (18Jf.'f) by
tion (1*!D)9 37; supports Aus- Cesare Balbo, 165
tria in the war of /M.V;, 263 Hotel de Ville, Lafayette and

Hetuiria Philike (1814)9 605 Louis Philippe (1830) at, 97;
Hohenlohe, German Chancellor, meeting place of Provisional

Government, 144, 191; proclama-
Holu'M/,ollerM, The Spanish can- tion of the French Republic at,

didacy of Leopold of, 290-292; 297
619 "House of Commons, The Rotten,"

H r by Lovett, 447
of Paris 1 9 f * W ~ f? ' * 9j)9 3; King of, a Hudson Bay territory, English
member of the German Confed- possession, 519, 523; purchased
eration, 31; and the Congress of by the Dominion of Canada,
Vienna, 101; and the Belgians, 1869, 529
101-104; influence of the July Hugo, Victor, 275
Revolution (1830) in, 103; Bel- Humbert I, King of Italy (1878-
gium becomes a kingdom inde- 1900), succeeds his father, Vic-
endent of, 105; Nc-w, 531; Eng- tor Emmanuel II, 380; reforms

seize Cape Colony, a pos- under, 381; and the Triple Al-
.scssion of, 536; stations of, in liance (1882)), 382; assassination
Africa (181,5), 551; since 1830, of (1900), 384
579-581; rulers in, since 1830, Hundred Days, 13
579; Fundamental Law of 1815 Hungarian Constitution before
in, 579; Constitution of 1848 in, ' """ ~ '" ' 1848, 155
580; extension of the franchise Hungary, a part of the Austrian
in, 581; colonies of, 581; estab- Empire, 23; races in, 24; gov-
lishes trade centers at the five ernment of, 26; national and
treaty ports of China, 686; ob- racial movement in, 154; consti-
tains a trading station on the tution of, before ISJfi* 155; im-
peninsula of Dc.shinui, 690; also portance of the nobility in, 155;
called The Netherlands feudalism in, 155; Sz£chenyi and

H reform in, 156; the language
31, 257. See Schlcswig-Holsteln question in the Diet of, 157;

Holy Alliance 1 II' J -* m* i i i -'*), Alexander rise of a radical party in, 157;
I and, 14, 619; composition and Kossuth, 158; demands of the
character of, 14-16; and Metter- ... _ ,., _�, �_ Hungarians n 159 the
nich, 18; converted into an engine decisive intervention of, 169;
of oppression, 40; triumph of, Kossuth's speech against Aus-
in Naples, Piedmont, and Spain, tria, 169; Diet of, passes the
63, 564; and the Spanish-Ameri- March Laws, 170; becomes prac-
can colonies, 64-65; powerless- tically independent, 171; civil
n< i of ( dissension in, 176; Austria ex-
defiance of, 4-22, 608 ploits the situation in, 177; radi-

Holy Roman 35 cal party in, seizes control, 178;
11 a lace, 98 declares Francis Joseph a usurp-- ^ 

Home Government Assoc er, 179; war with Austria, 179;
Ireland. See H Rule ( declares her independence, 179;
land^^ -"- """ ^^ ^" - - f conquered, ISO; constitutional

Home Rule (Ireland), Movement, rights of, abolished, 180; Aus-
49J; Party formed, 4!>;; leaders tria's vengeance in, ISO; attitude
of, party adopt poliey of ob- toward Austria in the Austro-
struction, 498; party holds bal- Prussian War (1866)9 266; A us-
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Hungary, continued India, continued
tria's punishment of, 388; posi- overthrow of the ratta con-
tion of, in the Empire (1861), federacy in (1816-1818) 520;
390; refuses to cooperate with England annexes the Punjab in
Austria, 390; asserts her " his- (1845-1849), 520; Sepoy Mutiny
toric rights," 391; demands in (1857), 520-521; government
restoration of her constitution of, transferred to the Crown
of 18^8, 392; Compromise of (1858), 522; declared an Em-
1867, 393-396; Francis Joseph pire (1876), 522; government of,
crowned King of (1867), 393; 522; population of, 522; and the
constitution (1848) restored, 395; (1899)
Magyars, the dominant race in, i W
395; divisive effect of the prin- Indian M 521
ciple of nationality in, 396; op- Indian Ocean, French colonial ex-
position of Magyars to the de- pansion in, under the Third Re-
mands of the Czechs in, 398; public, 373; French colony of
Kingdom of, since 1867, 402- Madagascar in, 374
405; the Magyars and the policy Indo-China, French colonial ex-
of Magyarization, 403; the pansion in, under the Third Re-
Croatians in, 403; race ques- public, 373, 681
tions in, 403; struggle over the Industrial Legislation;-in France,
question of language in, 404; under the Provisional Govern-
suffrage in, 404. See Austria- ment (1848), 191-192;-in Eng-
Hungary land, agitation for improved

Hunt, at Peterloo, 421; speech on conditions of labor by Owen,
the Reform Bill, 433 Sadler, Fielden, and Ashley,

Huskisson, 422; economic reforms 442; Factory Act of 1833, 442;
of, 423; reform in Navigation Labor in Mines Act of 1842,
Laws, 1823-1825, 451 455; Factory Acts of 184

184 and 1850, 456; Factory
Ibrahim, son of Mehemet All, 602; and Workshop Consolidation

conquers Morea for Turkey, Act of 1878, 456: Act (1889)
607; and the battle of Navarino, gu the m of"^^^"-
1827, 610 women and children, 506-507;

Iceland, 594; granted home rule Factory and Work Act of
(1874), 595 1901, 457;-in N Zealand,

Ilchester, Borough of, 433 535-536
Illiteracy, in Italy, 381; decline Industrial Revolution, in France,

of, in England, 515; in Spain, 137; in Austria, 153; in Ger-
575 many, 244; in England, 406-409;

Illyrian Provinces, given to Aus- in Russia, 673-676; rise of the
tria by Congress of Vienna, 8 factory system, 722

Imperial Federation (England), Inglis, Sir Robert, speech of, in
545-549; problem of, and its opposition to the Reform Bill,
increasing importance, 546; dif- 432; M reply to, 434
ficulties in the way of, 547; Inheritance tax, in England, 511;
colonial conferences and, 548; in New Zealand, 535
confederations within the Em- ze
pire, 549 590

Imperialism, in England, 487; Inkermann, battle of, 614
Joseph Chamberlain and, 511 Inquisition, The, in Spain, 47; m

India, French possessions (1815) the States of the Church, 55
in, 371; Civil Service in, 482; Institute of Mining Engineers at
Queen of England proclaimed St. Petersburg, Resolution of,
Empress of (1877), 489, 522; on the war with Japan, 706-707
English possessions in, prior to Insurance Laws, Germany, Sick-
1815, 519; work of the East ness (1888), Accident (1884
India Company in, 519-520; and 1885), Old Age (1889), 316
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IiiMiranre, State, (MTmany and, Ireland,
315-UKi; Austria and, 400; Kng- 50fi; Second Home Rule
land and, Hill (IW.i), 507-.VI9; Land 1'ur-
Zealand and, 535-536; Denmark hase Act of /*.%\ 512; Local
and, 594 Government Act :> \ 2;

Interpellation, Right of, granted Old Age Pennons Law in, 510;
in Trance (l*in)9 j Irish University or Birrell Act

Intervention, Doctrine of the (I'.W*), 516
right of, 58-60; application of, Irish Church, position of, in 1*15,
see also Congress- and Holy 46 471; and the Tithe War,
Alliance 47;?; disestablishment of 86V/A

Ionian Islands, occupied by Eng- 472
land, 9; protectorate of England Irish Local Government Act, 1808,
over, 519; England cedes, to 51
Greece, 1864, 63-t established (1008)

Ireland, Representation in House by the Birrell Act, 516
of Commons (1*1.1), 410; suf- I sal 1C (18SS-1868)
frage in, 426; OX'onnell founds daughter of Ferdinand VII,
the Catholic Association in, 4J7; proclaimed Queen, 566; declared
O'Connell electee! to Parliament- of age (1843), 568; absolutism
from County of Clare, 427; re- of, 569; overthrow of, 290, 569;
striction of the suffrage in, 428; abdicates in favor of her son
given increased representation, Alfonso, 570
437; famine of J«//.>-/,Sj7, 453, Islands, The, of Denmark, Fred-
469; Reform Bill (1808) for, 464; erick VI grants a consultative
Gladstone and, 467; condition sembly to, 592; Frederick VII
(1815) in, 467-469; Catholic grants a constitution (IS'/!)) to,
Emancipation Act (1829), 469; 593
franchise qualification in, raised, Isle of France, reta by Eng-
"1<)9; lirpral agitation in, lfif>; land in 1815, 9
O'Connell and the Irish party Ismail, Viceroy of Egypt, 1863-
in, 469; Young Ireland, 469; de- 1866, Khedive of Eg> 1*66-
cline of the population in, 470; 18799 extravagance of, 558; sells
and the Fenian Movement, 470; shares in the Suez Canal Com-
suspension of the Habeas Corpus pany to England (1875), 558;
Act in, 470; the Irish Church, abdicates, 559
468, 471; the tithe war in, 472; Italian War of 18^* 213, Q2&-229
disestablishment of the Irish Italy, decision of the Congress of
Church (1869), '472; system of 
-^** " *.*..___ ^ . ^ _

Vienna concerning, 8-10, 52;
land tenure in, 472-471; misery Metternich system in, 28; reac-
of the peasants in, 474; the tion and revolution in, 50-62;
Ulster system of land tenure in, Napoleon on Italian unity, 50;
475; Land Act of 1870, 475- significance of Napoleon's activ-
477; Irish University Bill of ity in, 51; awakening of, 51-
/ defeated, 485; failure of 52; dominance of Austria in, 53-
the Land Act of 1810, 490; the 54; government in, > .1-56; the
Three F's, Land Act of 1881 Carbonari in, 56; revolution in
and the Land Court, 491; Re- Naples )
form Bill (}**>{) for, 493; and Piedmont (1821), 61; influence
the Home Rule Movement, 497; of the July Revolution
Home Rulers hold balance in, 100; revolutions in, 110-112;
of power (1-16), 500; First conditions in, after the revolu-
Home Rule Bill (1*86), 500-504; tions of ]*?'>. 110; revolutionary
Land Purcha-,- Bill introduced, movements (1831) in, 110; Aus-
188H, 501; policy of coercion for, trian intervention in, 111; the
under the Second ilisbury Min- French seize Aneona, 111;
istry, 505; Land Purchase Act, suits of the insurrections in
1801, 505-506; Land Act of 111-112; 1880-1848, 159-168
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Italy, continued Italy, continued
after 1831, 159; Mazzini, 160- constitution of, 377; and the
164; Young Italy, 161; Gioberti, question of the Papacy, 378;
164-165; D'Azeglio, 165; Balbo, Law of Papal Guarantees, 378;
165; the Risorgimento, 166; elec- the Curia Romana, 379; financial
tion and policy of Pius IX in, status of, 380; death of Victor
166; reforms in Tuscany and Emmanuel II (187S and ac-
Piedmont, 167; revolution in the cession of his son H ~*

Kingdom of Naples (1848), 167; 380; the educational problem in,
revolution in Lombardy-Venetia, 380; compulsory education laws,
172; renounces Austrian con- 1877 and 1904 in, 381; exten-
trol, 173; March (1848) revo- sion of the suffrage (1882) in,
lutions triumphant in, 174; par- 381; and the Triple Alliance
tially conquered, 175; battle of (1882), 321, 382; Depretis Min-
Custozza (1848) in, 176; con- istry, 382; Crispi ministries, 382-
quest of, completed, 181; battle 383; colonial policy, 382; eco-
of Novara, 181; French inter- nomic distress, 383; riots of
vention in Rome, 182; fall of (1889) in, 383; policy of repres-
Venice, 182; reaction in, after sion, 383, and the war with
1848, 215; Victor Emmanuel II, Abyssinia (1896), 383; Rudini
King of Piedmont, and the mak- M 383; riots of M
ing of the Kingdom of, 216; (1898) in, 383; assassination of
Cavour, 216-239; Piedmont joins Hum I ( 384; acces-
England and France in a war sion and character of Victor
against Russia in the Crimea, Emmanuel III, 384; increasing
219; the Congress of Paris dis- prosperity of, 384-387; emigra-
cusses the question of, 220; cam- tion from, to South America and
paign of 1859 in, 225, 389; bat- the United States, 386; growth
tles of Magenta and Solferino, of, 546; acquisitions of, in Africa
225; Peace of Villafranca, 225; (1884-1890), 554; at the Con-
situation in Central, 228; Eng- ference of the Powers (1876),
land's participation in aifairs 554; at the Berlin Conference
in, 229; Modena, Parma, Tus- ( 4-1885), 555; attitude of,
cany, and the Romagna added toward the breaches of the Ber-
to the Kingdom of Piedmont, lin Treaty of 1878, 629, 640
230; cession of Savov and Ito, Count, 694
Nice to France (1860), 231;
Sicily and Naples conquered by Jahn, persecution of, 43; released,
Garibaldi in the name of Victor 150
Emmanuel II, 234-235; Pied- Jamaica, slavery abolished in
montese troops enter the (1833), 442; English possession
Marches and Umbria, 236; an- 519
nexation of the Kingdom of Jameson, Dr., 542
Naples and of Umbria and the Janina, All of, 602
Marches to Piedmont, 236; all, Japan, the country and its civiliza-
excepting Rome and Venice, tion, 687-688; the government of,
united under Victor Emmanuel 688-689.; advent of Europeans
11 (1861), 237; Bismarck's in, 689; adopts policy of isola-
treaty of alliance with, 261; and tion, 690; treaty with 'the United
the war of 1866, 263; battle States (1854), 691; abolition of
of Custozza (1866), 265; Venetia the Shogunate in, 692 ; trans-
ceded to (1866), 267, 376; neu- formation of, 692; abolition of
trality of, in Franco-German the old regime (1871), 693;
War, 294; takes possession of adopts European institutions,
Rome (1870), 301; completion of 693-694 ; becomes a constitu-
unification of, 301; Kingdom tional state, 694 ; drives the
of, 376-387Difficulties confront- Chinese from Korea (1894) and
ing the new kingdom of, 376; the invades Manchuria, 695; Treaty
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Japan, continm Jutland, continued
( i Frederick VII grants a consti-

Intervention of KM ia, I ranee, tution (I84i>) to, 59:i
and Germany, " "!'(>; relinquishes
Port Arthur and the Liao-tung
peninsula, 69(>; helps to rescue Kagoshirna, 691
the legations in ivking, Kamerun, German colony in Af-
Anglo-Japanese Treaty of rica, 319
700; niak« s war upon Russia Kara George, revolt of the Ser-
(190'i-HM'>), 701-70J; Port Ar- vians under 180 f^ 604; murder
thur > u r renders to, 702; cap- of, 1817, 604; House of, 633

tures Mukden, 70 2; destroys Kars, 626
Russian fleet, 70-1; signs Treaty Kent, Duke of, father of Queen
of Portsmouth (1905), 702-703; Victoria, 445
and Korea, 703 note Khartoum, 561-562

Java, 581 Kiauchau, 697
Jeffrey, Francis, on the steam Kiel, 259; Treaty of (1814)9 592,

engine, 4<»S 59H
Jellachich, appointed governor of Kioto, 688; Mikado leaves, 692;

Croatia, 177; begins civil war, University established at, 693
178; given command of all Kissingen, battle of, 265
Austrian troops in Hungary, Kitchener, Lord, in the South Af-
178; victories of, 179 rican War (1899-190J), 543-544;

Jena, Students of, and the Bur- recovers the Soudan, 1896-1898,
schenschaft, 39,

Jesuits, in Spain, 47; in Piedmont, Koniggriitz, or Sadowa, battle of,
5i; in France, 86; in Germany, between Prussia and Austria
30<>; expelled from Germany, (1866), 265; importance of, to
308; expelled m France France, 288
(1880) 353; suppressed in Koraes, edits the Greek classics,^^H ^^

Spain, 569; expelled from Swit- 605
zerland, 586 Korea, and the Chino-Japanese

Jews, admitted to the House of War (18!>fi), 695; China recog-
Commons, 458 ; persecution of, nizes the complete independence
in Russia, 672 of, 696; Japan's apprehension

Johannesburg, 541 concerning, 699; the Anglo-Jap-
John VI, King of Portugal, flees anese Treaty of 1902 and, 700;

to Brazil, 1807, 575; returns to Japanese armies enter, 701;
Portugal and accepts the Consti- Russo-Japanese War in (190f/-
tution of 18,!!, 576; death of, 1905), 701-702; by the Treaty

, 576 of Portsmouth (1905) Russia
Joseph, brother of Napoleon I, recogniy.es Japan's paramount

45, 574 intercuts in, 702; Japan and,
J 11 « ]>h II, of Austria, 24 703 note
Josephine, Kmpress, 90, 127 Kossuth, Francis, son of Louis
Juarez, President of Mexico, 2 Kossuth, and his party, 404

27!) Kossuth, Louis, leader of the lib-

July Monarchy, 114-1 U. See eral party in Hungary, 157;
Louis Philippe speech in the Diet (1848), 169;

July Ordinances (1830), 92; with- comes into power, 178; appoint-
drawn, 96 ed President of Hungary, 179;

July Revolution of 1*30, 95; wide- r i<rns in favor of Gorgei, 180;"* «.
00 flees to Turkey, 180

pium, 103-104; in Poland, 108; Kotzebue, murder of, 40, 649
in Italy, 110; in Germany, 112 Krugrr, Paul, 538

June Da "* (/<SJS France), 1!M Krupp, Alfred, 2! I
Jutland, Frederick \l grants a Kulturkampf, 30fi-:*09

CO assem to, 592; Kuropatkin, General, 701
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Labourdonnaye, Minister of the In- Ledru-Rollin, Socialist candidate
terior, 90

Ladrone Islands, purchased by J _ - -^ -. 

for the presidency of the Sec-
ond Republic, 200

Germany from Spain (1899), Leeds, unrepresented in Parlia-
319 ment (1815), 414

Lafavette, elected to the Chamber Legations, The, 223
of'Deputies, 78; a leader of the Legitimacy, Principle of, at Con-
Republicans in the July Revolu- gress of Vienna, 5-6; disregard-
tion (1830), 97, 123; and the pro- ed, 11
gressive party, 119; and the Legitimists (France), 122
Greek War of Independence, Legnago, 173
608 Leipsic, retained by King of Sax-

Laffitte, and the progressive party ony at Congress of Vienna, 8;
in France, 119, 130 celebration of anniversary of,

Laharpe, Colonel, tutor of Alex- at Wartburg, 39; battle of, com-
ander I of Russia, 646 pared with Koniggratz, 265

Laibach, Congress of (1821), 60 Leo XIII, Pope, 1878-1903, elec-
La Marmora, General, 222 tion of, 309, 380; advises con-
Lamarque, General, 123 ciliatory policy toward the Third
Lamartine, 129, 136; emergence of, Republic (France), 1893, 357,

141; leader of the Repub- 368; attitude toward the Law
licans in the Provisional Govern- of Papal Guarantees (1811),
ment, 143, 188; on the question 379
of the flag, 190; head of the Leopold of Coburg, elected King
executive of the National Con- of Belgium, 104. See Leopold
stituent Assembly, 193; on the I, King of Belgium
mode of electing the president, Leopold, Prince of Hohenzollern-
197; candidate for the presi- Sigmaringen, candidacy of, for
dency of the Republic, 200 the throne of Spain, 1869-1870,

Lancashire, boroughs of, 433; 290, 570, withdrawn, 291, 570
gain in House of Commons by Leopold I, King of Belgium, 1831-
Redistribution Act of 1885, 494 1865, 279; and the political

Land Acts (Ireland), 1870, 475- education of Queen Victoria,
477; failure of, 490; 1881, 491, 445; reign of, 581-582
499; proposed 1886, 501, 505; Leopold II, King of Belgium,
1891, 505-506; 1896, 512; 1903, 1865-1909, and the Congo Free
506 State, 554-557; calls a confer-

Land Court (Ireland), 491 ence of the Powers, 1876, 554;
Landesgemeinde cantons, 588 Congress of Berlin, 1884-1885,
Langensalza, battle of, Han- 555; criticism of his adminis-

overians defeat the Prussians at, tration, 556; death of, 582
264 Lesseps, Ferdinand de, and the

Lassalle, Ferdinand, founds the Suez Canal, 558
Socialist party in Germany, Letter Patent of February, 1847
312; founds a journal, the So- (Prussia), 151
rial Democrat (1865), -*-' 2* Liao-tung peninsula, Japan occu-
reading of his works prohibited, pies, 695; China cedes, to Japan
314 (1895), 696; Japan relinquis les,

Lateran, 379 696; the Japanese invade, 701;
Lauenburg, Denmark renounces Russia transfers, to Japan

all rights to, 259; bought by (1905), 703
Prussia, 260 Liao-yang, battle of, 702

Law of Associations, 1901 (France), Liebknecht, Socialist leader, 313
300 Liechtenstein, 30

Law of Papal Guarantees (1871), Lin, Chinese Viceroy, and the
378 Opium War (1840-184%), 685

Leboeuf, Marshal (Minister of Lissa, Italian fleet defeated by
War), 295 the Austrian (1866), 265
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Literature, in the nineteenth cen- Lorraine," Germans invade, 296;
turv, 719* * larg< rge pa t rt of, ceded to Ger-

Lithuanian provinces, Poland and, mam anv bv y Treati. of Versailles
<><>3; persecution of the Jews in, and Frankfort, 300; in the Ger-

man Kmpire, 303; loss of, hy
Liverpool, 1'i/>; pain in House of France. 837

Commons by Redistribution Act Loubet, Emile, President of the
of /NNJ, 494j and the problem French Republic
of transportation, 723, 725 3<>1; pardons Dreyfus, 3tiJ; visits

Liverpool, Lord, and tlie Six Acts, Victor Emmanuel III
4JJ 3(>8

Liviti .tone, David, 1813-1873, Af- Louis Napoleon fKing of Hoi-
rieau explorations of, 559-553 ^^_ -^-^ - ^^^H^^^land), 110, 127

Livonia, f>45 Louis Napoleon Bonaparte (Xa-
Lomhardo-Venetian Kingdom c- poleon III) (son of Louis Na-

quired hy Austria at Congress of poleon), 127-128; Boulogne fiasco,
Vienna, 8, J3, 52-53; govern- 129 ; favors the restoration of the
ment of, 53-51; revolution in, Pope, 182; opportunity of, 198;

;?, 3*s; reaction in, after 7S//8, his previous career, 199; elected
215; agreement at Plombieres a mem her of the Constituent
concerning, 2?3; Austria loses Assembly, 199; a candidate for

404 the presidency, 199; causes of
Lomhardy, acquired by Austria at his triumph, 200; elected presi-

Congress of Vienna, 9; revolu- dent, Deeeml>er 10, 200;
tion in, 17 2; Austria recovers, combines with the Legislative As-
176; reaction in, after 18489 sembly to "rush the Republi-
215; war in (1859), 225; Sar- cans, 201-20 J ; demands the re-
dinia receives, by the Peace vision of the Constitution in
of Villafranca, i?Jfi; illiteracy order to prolong his Presidency,
in (1861), 381; Austria loses, 203; Assembly votes against re-
389 vision of the Constitution, 203;

London, Conferences of the prepares for a coup d'etat, 203;
Powers in (18SO-1S.11)9 recog- demands from Assembly the re-
ni/e the Kingdom of Bel peal of the Franchise I -aw of
105; Conference (1840), Eng- 1850, 203; coup d'etat of Decem-
land, Russia, Austria, and Prus- 1, Russia, Austria, and Prus- ber 2, 18519 204; his proclama-

make a treaty with Turkey, tions, 204; appeals to the peo >le,
132; Protocol Protocol (1852) concerning 205: nroclaimed Kmneror. De- 205; proclaimed Emperor, De-
S c h 1 e s w i g-Holstein, 957-958; cember 2, 1 ~>>9 205-206; char-
Conference (ISC'/) unsuccessful, acter of, 206 ; his programme,

>S; gain of, by Redistribu- 207 ; his powers, 208-209 ; his
tion Act of 1885, 494; jour- marriage, ^10; his activities,
nals of, oppose Irish Home 21 1 ; general prosperity under,
Rule, 504; Gladstonian vote in 212; with England and Pied-

;;, 501; the Old Age Pen- mont wages war against Russia
Bions Law in the County of, in the Crimea, 212; Congress of
51C; Convention of (1884), Paris (l&lttit 212; birth of an
540; Colonial Conferences in, heir, 21 J; his policy of peace,
548; Treaty of (l->7)9 609 213; Cavour and, 220-JJ7; his

London Standard, 119 interest in Italy, J2-2; interview
London Telegraph, October 28, at Plombieres, 222; commands his

1!)0$9 interview with Emperor army in Italian campaign, 225;
William II, :« interview with the Emperor

London T'nurs, on cause of the Francis Joseph I at Villafranea,
Prussian victory at Konig- ;> i /;-*- "*- / reasons for his action, 226;

gratz, 266; on the Dreyfus Case bargain with Cavour, 230; an-
363 nexes Savoy and Nice, 231; re-

Lonsdale, Lord, 413 sentment of England toward,
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Louis Napoleon Bonaparte, ra- Louis Philippe, continued
tinned 118; the progressive and con-
231, 274; approves of the in- servative parties under, 119;
vasion of the Papal States by popular unrest, 120; Casimir-
the Piedmontese, 236; methods Perier M 120-121; and

m the Legitimists, 122; Republican
IV, of Prussia, 242-243; dis- insurrections (1832), 123; vigor-
astrous effect of the Italian war ous measures of the government,
upon, 272 ; vacillation of, 273 ; 124; attempts upon the life of,
makes secret treaty of com- 125; the September Laws
merce (1860) with England, 274; (1835), 125-126; and the Na-
turns to the Liberals, 275 ; in- poleonic legend, 127-129; per-
creases powers of Parliament,275; sonal government of, 131; min-
and the Mexican Expedition, 277, istry of Thiers, 131-132; minis-
569; overthrows the Mexican Re- try of Guizot, 133-142; industrial
public, 278; failure of the ex- revolution, 137; growth of social-
pedition, 279; effects of the fail- ism under, 138-139; opposition to
ure upon, 280 ; grants conces- the policy of the Government,
sions to liberalism, 280; attacks 139-142; overthrow of, 142-143;
upon, 282; transformation of the influence of his fall in Central
Empire completed under, 283 ; Europe, 169; conquests of, 373
unwise adherence to his doctrine Louis I, King of Bavaria, aids -^^"-
of nationalities, 285; attitude to- Greeks, 608; son of, becomes
ward Schleswig-Holstein affair King of Greece, 1833, 611
(1864), 286; ting at Biar- Louis gal (
ritz ( 260, 286; fails to u,
use his opportunity in 1866, X
287; failure of diplomacy of, colonial empire under, 371
288; attitude toward the candi- X
dacy of Prince Leopold for the Louis X King of France,
Spanish throne, 290; fails to (1814-1824), restored to the
secure alliances with the Powers, French throne, 2; and the First
294; surrenders to King Wil- Treaty of Paris (1814), 3; and
liam I of Prussia at Sedan the Second Treaty of Paris
(1870), 297; growth of the So- (1815), 13; and Alexander I, 16,
cialists under, 331-332; and the 647; reign of, 66-83; and the
Third Republic, 341; conquests Constitutional Charter (1814)9
under, 373; attitude toward 67-70; character of, 70; difficulr
Russia (1854), 613; and the ties of his situation, 71-75; the
Danubian Principalities (1859), White Terror, 73; prorogues the
618 Chamber, 74; checks the Ultras,

Louis Philippe, Duke of Orleans, 74; and the Congress of Aix-la-
f (18SO-1848), Chapelle, 75; sends army into

candidacy of, 96; made Lieu- Spain (1823) death of, 82;
tenant-General of France, 96; -^^^"*character of his reign, 98

reclaimed King, 98; recognized Louvel, assassin of Duke of Berry,
y the Powers, 100; favors elec- 80

tion of Leopold of Coburg as Lovett, Author of " The Rotten _ ̂ - - ^^__ ^^^

King of Belgium, 104; attitude f 447
toward the revolutionary move- m
ments (1831) in Italy, 110; of 1867, 464; in the Gladstone
reign of, 114-144; career of, M 1868), 4G5^H
114; his liberalism, 114; his legal Lowell, A. L., on the franchise in
title to the throne, 115; and the England, 495-496; on the peo-
revised Constitution, 116; the ple of India, 522
franchise lowered (1831), 117; Liibeck, member of the North Ger-
character of the July Monarchy man Con federation, 268; mem-
117; insecurity of the regime ber of the German Empire, 304
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I.ucca, 52 Magyar-, continued
Lun-nie, 584 er of a party of, 404; oppose
Lucknou', 52 the "occupation" of Bosnia and
Luxembourg Palace, Labor Com- J h r/x?govina, 405

mission meets at, 191 Mahdi, leader of revolt in the
Luxemburg, member of the Ger- Soudan,

man Confederation, Mahmud II, Sultan, refuses the
Lyons, Republican insurrection in armistice of the Treaty of Lon-

(18S\), 124; insurrection of don (1*>7)9 609-610; war with
workingnun in, 138 Russia (1 <S';, 010; signs Treaty

Lytton, Lord, Viceroy of India, Of Adrianople (Ix.M), 611
Majuba Hill (1881), 539
Malta, retained by England in

Maassen, financial reformer of 1815, 9, 519
Prussia, 148 Manchester, unrepresented in Par-

Macau lay, Thomas Babinpton, on liament (1X1:1), 414, 43M35;
the First Reform Bill, 434; on Anti-Corn-Law League founded
Gladstone, 4<JG at, ./&;'', 45-2; and the problem

Macaulay, 7 a chary, and the anti- of transportation, 723, 755
slavery agitation, 410 Manchuria, invaded by the Jap-

Macedonia, and the Treaty of San anese, 69' ; Russian entrance
Stefano, 1878, 6-J4; disposition into, 697; Russian activity in,
of, by Congress of Berlin, 1S78, 699; Russo-Japanese War in,
625; question of, 627 701-702; disposition of, by

Mackintosh, and the Penal Code, Treaty of Portsmouth (1905),
424 703

MacMahon, Marshal, defeated in Manifesto of August 19, 1905^^^ ^^^^^^

the battle of Worth, 29G; chosen (Russia), 710-711
President of the French Repub- Manifesto of October 30, 1905
lie, 312; establishment of the (Russia), 712
Septennate, 343; struggle with Manin, Daniel, Republican leader
the Chamber, 348-349; his con- in Venice, 173; on Italy, 22
ception of the presidency, 3-19; Manitoba, admitted into the Do-
resigns, 351; the Roman Catholic minion of Canada, 1870, 529
Church and the Republic under, Manuel, elected to the French
S66 Chamber of Deputies, 78

Madagascar, France sends expe- Manuel II, King of Portugal,
dition to, 353; French colony, 1908 578
374 March Days (1848), Hungary,

Madeira, part of the Kingdom of 170, 174
Portugal, 578 March Laws (Hungary), 1848t

Madrid, riots in (I '0), 49; the 170-171, 177, 179
Congress of Verona and the Marches, The, 235; annexed to
.Madrid Government, <rJ-(i3; the Piedmont (1860), 236
Christina control, Maria Christina, Queen Regent of

Magenta, battle of, 225, 725 Spain, 574
Mahratta Confederacy, Overthrow Maria da Gloria (Maria II),

of, 59 Qaeen of Portugal, 1826-1828,
Magyars, position of, in Hungary, /ft*.}-/,s'.iS; Civil War with Dora

154, 176; succeed in making Miguel, 577; death of, 577
Magyar the official language in Marie, Minister of Commerce, 192
Hungary tit* MP n V» 1 P / / V . A 4 I * s-w n «" i A rt " " - "* rt * " v i * V ̂ fc * % j"* rt *~l n 157; the Marie Louise, wife of Napoleon I,
Croatians rise against, 177-178; receives Parma, 9; forced to flee
Francis Joseph I and, 388; Aus- from Parrna, 110
glcich satisfactory to, 394; op- Maritime Province, acquired by
pose the demands of the Czechs, Russia from China (I860}, 688,
398; and the policy of 687
tion, 403; Francis Kossuth, lead- Marit/a,
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Marmont, ander of the M f

troops in Paris (1830), 95 characterization and historical
Marrast, in the Provisional Gov- importance of, 20-23; and Fran-

ernment, 188 cis I, 25; his system and its
Marseilles, uprisings in, 73, 123 application in other countries,
M Germans defeat 27-28, 35, 37-38, 58-64; and the

French at, 296 German universities and the
M press, 39-42; conferences at

M French possession Carlsbad, 41-44; doctrine of the
1S15, 371 right of intervention, 58-59; and

Marx, Karl, and Socialism the Congress of Aix-Ia-Chapelle,
manv> 312 59; his principle of intervention

M accepted, 59; triumph of his sys-
M seized by Italy (1885) tem, 63; his system checked, 65;

382 opinion of the Polignac Min-
Mauritius, Slavery in, abolished istry of Charles X, 90; and

by England, 439-440; English Charles X, 92; and the July
possession (1815), 519 Revolution (1830), 100; on Italy,

Maximilian, Archduke of Austria, 110; intervention of, in the
offered the imperial crown of Papal States, 111; supreme in
M disastrous m Germany, 113; estimate of the
of the adventure, 279; death of, July M 118-119, 145;
280 control of, in Austria (1815-

May Laws ( 1873, 1874, 1848), 152; and Pius IX, 166;
1875), 308 overthrow of, 170; opinion of

Mazzini, Joseph (1805-1872), 160- Cavour, 221; and the Greek War
164; early life, 160; his intense of Independence, 608; Alex-
patriotism, 161; founder ander I and, 649
" Young Italy," 161; methods. M
and aims of the society, 162- Mexico, 48; expedition into, 277-
163; and Pius IX concerning 279, 569
Italy, 167; one of the Triumvirs Michel, General, 295
of Rome, 181; compared with M Dom, King of Portugal,
Cavour, 217, 219; on education, ('1828-1834), younger son of
381 John VI, King of Portugal, 576;

M Government of, 36; proclaimed King, 1828, 577; Civil
and the Zollverein, 149 t " i d *-h E T T * I I H * * "1 ^~*1 1 * *~ "-- -^ War with M V

M in the renounces claims to throne
North m Confederation, (1834), 577
269 M ikado of Japan, 688; and the
ehemet Ali, V E Shogunate, 691-692; recovers
war with Turkey, 131; founds a power, 692
semi-royal house, 557-558, 602; Milan, insurrection in, 172; oc-
Sultan asks aid of, against the cupied by the French and
Greeks, 60T Sardinians (1859) riots in

M (1889) riots (1898)
istry , 430; and the politi- M ilan, King of Servia, forced to
cal e Q abdicate, 1889, 633
445; ministry of (184D Militarism, spread of, 728; ex-
451 pense of, 728-729

M Mill, John Stuart, speech in favor
Me'line, Prime M and the of suffrage for women, 464

Dreyfus Case, 360 Milner, Sir Alfred, Reports on
Menelek, ruler of Abyssinia, 383 South Africa, 1899, 542-543; on

rnich, at Congress of Vienna, the rapid growth of the Egyp-
4; and the Austrian policy, 9; tian debt, 558
and the Holy Alliance, 15; and M 678
the Quadruple Alliance, 18; M (1842)
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Miquelon, French po on, 1815, Morocco, 551, 601
371 Moscow, population of, 67.5; stu-
ir, vernrnent of, (Mfi; cultiva- dents at the University <"!', 678;
tion of land in, fi.VI; land prob- students in, revolt, 709; riots in,

m m, (MS; transformation of, 71 J
,717 Mukden, 701; captured by the Jap-

Missolonjrhi, siege of (J8M-1826), anese, 70?
and fall of, fi 07-608 Munich, Dollinger and the Univer-

Modena, Austrian restoration in, sity of, 307
9, 51-53; ruler of, forced to Municipal Corporations Act
flee, 110; restoration of the , England, 444
Duke of, 226; annexed to Pied- Murnd V, 6^^H
mont ( Murat, King of Naples, 5, 51

M V, Sultan of Turkey, Music, in the nineteenth century,
190'.) 643

M o- Mutsuhito, Emperor of Japan,
man Empire, 601; part of Bcs- 1867~9 accession of, 692; grants
sarabia ceded to, by " i . . * " " 

§ i s "+ r\ r*\ **\ st s\ i
ty of a constitution (1889), 694

Paris (1856), 615. See Dan-
ubian Principalities Nanking, Treaty of (IS}.I), 685

M minister of Louis Philippe, Naples, Kingdom of (Kingdom of* * t * * * * l - -
131, 13:5 the Two Sicilies), Murat, Kin

Molesworth, on qualifications for of (1814), 5, 51; the Congress of
suffrage in boroughs, 414 note Vienna and, Ferdinand

M H von, Prussian I, King of, makes a treaty with
General, J plans fo the in- Austria, 53; government of, 55-
vasion of Bohemia in the war 56; the Carbonari, 56; I {evolu-
against Austria ( tion of 1820 in, 57; constitution" f 265 ;
superiority of the armies under, granted, 57; and the Congress of
866 Troppau ' / >0)9 59; and the

Mommsen, 246 Congress of Laibach (1821),
Monaco, 52 60; Austria invades and restores
Monit< nr, The, 92 absolutism in, 60-61; revolution
Monroe Doctrine, 64-65 in (1848), 167; cooperates in
Montalemhert, 199 insurrection against Austri-t,
Montenegro, Slavs of, aid Her- 173; recalls troops, 175-176; ab-

zegovina, ^875, 620; and Servia solutism restored in,
declare war against Turkey, reaction in, after 1848, 215 ;
1876. :0O complete inde- agreement at Plombifcres con-
pendence of, reconised b the cerning, 223 ; conquest of, 23:?-
Treaty of San Stefano, 1878, 237; C ivonr's policy concerning,
6J4; declared indepen by 234; Sicilv invaded by Garibaldi
Contrn s of Berlin, 1818, 625- (1860 ) , 2S 1 ; conquered,
626; Servia and, 641 flight of King Francis II, 235;

Monti jo. Mile. Eugenie de, mar- annexed to Piedmont ( I
ries Napoleon Til, 210. See ; government of (1-1.1-
Empress Eugenie 1860), 377; illiteracy in (1861),

and " '-/V Primacy of the 381
n « - y '

> 
^^^ " f 

The, by Gioberti, 164 Napoleon, Prince Jerome, be-
Moravia, 23; position in the Em- trothed to Princess Clotilde, 2J3

pire (1861), Napoleon I, Overthrow of, 1 ;
M >rea, 605; co 607; escapes from Elba and seizes the

rmv in. fill rnment of France, 13; the»

Morley, Lord, on the labor code, concert of Powers and, 17; on
456; on the secret ballot, Italian unity, 50; significance of
484; on Irish Home Rule, 501, his activity in Italy, 51 ; the
508; on relations of England second funer I of, 129; the
and the Transvaal, 540 " Napoleonic Ideas " by Na-
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Napoleon I, continued New South Wales, continued
poleon III, 206; and the Con- Australian Commonwealth, 532;
cordat of 1801, 367; and Water- New Zealand separated from
loo, 418; and Switzerland, 585; (1865), 534
Alexander I of Russia and, 646; New York Herald, and the Stan-
flight of, from Russia, 722 ley expedition, 553

Napoleon III. See Louis Na- New Zealand, Tasman's discovery
of, 531; annexed to the British \ *_ ^^k ^ > A L 1 " h A m A »poleon Bonaparte

" Napoleonic Ideas," by Napoleon Empire, 1839, 534; given re-
III, 206 sponsible government, 1854, 527,

Nassau, 40; supports Austria in 534; made a separate colony,
the war of 18669 263; incorpo- 1865, 534; becomes Dominion of,
rated in the Kingdom of Prus- (1907), 534; advanced social
sia, 267 legislation, 535; system of taxa-

Natal, responsible government tion, 535; industrial legislation,
granted to (1893), 528; Boers 535; Old Age Pension Law
migrate into, 537; made a colony (1898 and 1905), 536; woman
of England (1843), 538; posi- suffrage in, 536; autonomy in,
tion of, in the Union of South 546, 549
Africa (1909), 544-545 Nice, 223; annexed to France, 231

National, The, 143 Nicholas I, Tsar of Russia, 1825-
National Constituent Assembly 1855, 108; aids Francis Joseph I

(1848), France, 193 of Austria against Hungary, 180,
National Defense (France, 1810), 654; intervenes in the Greek War

Government of, 298-300 of Independence, 609; ambitions
National Workshops (France), . of, 611-612; attitude of Na-

191-193; abolished, 194 poleon III toward, 613; reign
Navarino, battle of, 1827, 610 of, 650-655; accession and train-
Navigation, steam, 723-724 ing, 650; system of repression
Navigation Laws (England), 450; by police and censorship, 651-

Huskisson's reforms of, 1823- 652; literature under, 652-653;
1825, 451; abolished abolishes capital punishment ex-
455 cept for treason, 653; on serf-

Nemours, Duke of, son of Louis dom, 653; foreign policy of,
Philippe, 131 653-654; the Crimean War

Netherlands, The. See Holland (1854-1855), and the humiliation
and Belgium of Russia, 654; death of, 615,

New Brunswick, English pos- 655
session (1815), 519, 523; re- Nicholas II, Tsar of Russia,
sponsible government granted 1894 accession and policy of
to (1848), 527; becomes a mem- repression, 676; increasing dis-
ber of the Dominion of Canada affection under, 677; condition
(1867), 528 of the peasantry, 677; persecu-

New Caledonia, 336 tion of the " intellectuals," 678;
Newcastle, 724 and Finland, 678-680; abrogates
Newoomen, steam-engine made by the Finnish constitution, 679; on

(1705), 407 the possession of the Liao-tung
Newfoundland, 371; English pos- peninsula by the Japanese, 696;

session (1815), 519, 523; re- enters upon a more liberal
sponsible government granted to, policy, 708; demands of the
527; and the Dominion of Can- liberals not granted by, 709; is-
ada, 529 sues the Manifesto of August

New Guinea, part of, owned by 19, 1905, 710; and the Manifesto
Germany, 319 of October 30, 1005, 712; and

New Holland, 531 a decree constituting the Coun-
New South Wales, responsible gov- cil of the Empire, 713; the "or-

ernment granted to, 527; Captain ganic laws " issued in the name
Cook's voyage to, 531; in the of, 713 j and the First Duma,
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Nicholas II, continual Novara, battle of (18ff9), 62, 181,
713-715; and the Second Duma, 215
715-716; alters the electoral sys- Nova Scotia, English possession
tem, 716; and the Third Duma, 519, I 5; respon.sil)lc
716; and the transformation of government granted to (18 ',
the mir, 717; restores the liber- 527; becomes a member of the
ties of Finland, 717-718; on the Dominion of Canada (1867),
limitation of armaments *: ), '"JH
729; and the First Peace Con- Nyassa, Lake, 552
ference at the Hague (1*99),
730-733; and the Second Peace Obrenovitch, Milosch, becomes
Conference at the Hague ry Prince of the
(1007), 734 Servians" (1830), 604; House

Niebuhr, on the Papal States, 55 of, 633
Nihilism, Rise of, 666; Stepniak Obstruction, adoption of the policy

and Turgcnieff on, 666; persecu- of, by Irish Home Rulers, 498
tion of the Nihilists, 667; be- O'Connell, Daniel, founds the
comes socialistic, 667; propa- Catholic Association in Ireland,
ganda of, 667; policy of ter- 427; elected to Parliament, 427;
rorism, 668-669 and the Irish party, 469, 498

Nikolsburg, Preliminary Peace of, O'Connor, Feargus, and the Chart-
263, 267 ist movement, 448

Nile, sources of, discovered, 552 Okhotsk, 681
Ningpo, opened to British trade Oku, General, at Mukden, 701

by Treaty of Nanking (1842), Old Age, Insurance Law (1889),
685 Germany, 316; Pensions Act

Nippon, 688 (IMS), Great Britain, 515-516;
Nogi, General, conducts the siege Zealand ( -

of Port Arthur, 701 and 1905), 536; Denmark
Nomination boroughs (England, (1891), 594

181.5), 413 Old Catholics, 307-308
Normandy, German troops with- Old Sarum, 413, 432

drawn from, 338 Ollivier, leader of the Third Party,
North America, English posses- 282; becomes head of the minis-

sions in (1815), 519; British, try, 283; and the Hohenzollern
523-530 candidacy, 291, 293

North German Confederation, Olmiitz, flight of the Kmperor to, ^» "^ ^» ""--^ ~^v- ̂p1 »" - ̂ "^fc "- - "" ̂ ^ ^" -"- ^ ̂ -"- "^^FT ^ -«- «-»" ^p- ^r *- -^v ^^r ^fc-» '^H ̂̂  -*^
composition of, 268; government ' " * ^\ ^^h f^ /^*X A K_J ,^_. .-fc ̂m^ --^ -^_ -^ ^T k " . A 178, 248, 388; Bismarck on the
of (/W7), 2<>9, 303; alliance Convention of, 252-253
with the South German States, Omdurman, battle of, 7>'.'>x. 5(i.)
270-271 Ontario, 527, 528, and see Canada

North German Lloyd steamship Opium War, l*'fO-18.'f>9 685
line, established f/x.77), 724 ge Free State, founded by

Norway, joined with Sweden, 10, oers from Cape Colony, 53S;
592; Constitution of Kidsvold annexed to the British Empire
(181', ), 595, 598; w a r w i t h (1848), 538; England renounces
Sweden, 595-596; Union w i t h sovereignty over (185,1), 538;
Sweden, 596; rulers (1815- and the South African War,
1905), 596-597; constitution of 1899-190 44; annex' d to
1866, 597; friction with Sweden, ire (1902),
597-598; abolition of the Nor- responsible government granted
wegian nobility, 599; dissolution to (1907), 5-S 544; position in
of the Union with Sweden and the Union of South Africa, 51-4-
Treaty of Carlstad (lunr,), 599- 545
600; choosi s Prince Charles of Ordinances of July 92-
Denmark, who becomes 11 aakon 93; withdrawn, 96
VII (1905), 600; suffrage in regon, settlement of the Oregon
600 dispute, IW, 529
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Organic Laws," The (Russia), Papal States, continued^^^"^^ J_^L ^^- ^^^ ̂ - ̂^J _B^^_ ^K
713 111-112; cooperate in insurrec-

Orleans, Duchess of, 143 tion against Austria (1848-
Orleans, Duke of, 91. 1849), 173; recall troops, 175;

Louis Philippe agreement at Plombieres con-
Orsini, conspiracy of, 222 cerning, 223. See Rome
Oscar I, King of Norway and Paris, First Treaty of (1814),

Sweden, 1844-1859, 597 3, 5; the "Hundred Days" in,
Oscar II, King of Norway and 13; Second Treaty of (1815),

Sweden, 1872-1905; King of 13; oppositon of the liberal edi-
Sweden alone, 1905-1907; fric- tors of (1830), 94; July Revolu-
tion between Norway and Swe- tion (1830) in, 95, 117; Louis
den, 597-598; question of the Philippe in, 114, 125; Republican
consular service (1892), 599; insurrection in (1832), 123;
dissolution of the union of revolution of February (1848),
Sweden and Norway and Treaty 141-142; proclamation of the Sec-
of Carlstad, 599-600; death of ond Republic in, 144; political
(1907), 600 life in (1848), 190; and the Na-

Osman Pasha, fortifies Plevna, tional Workshops, 192-193; the
623; surrenders, 624 June Days (1848), in, 194; de-

Ottawa, federal parliament at, clared under martial law, 202 ;
528 Louis Napoleon's coup d'etat of

Otto I, King of Greece, December 2, 1851, in, 203-204;
1862, 611; reign of, 633; be- the massacre of the boule-
comes a constitutional monarch, vards," 205; international exposi-
1844, 634; overthrow of, 1862, tion in (1855), 211-212; im-
634 provements in, 212; Congress of

Ottoman Empire, The Disruption (1856), 212, 220; excitement in,
of, and the Rise of the Balkan over the news of the candidacy
States, 601-644. See Turkey of Prince Leopold, 291; war

Oudh, Annexation of, to the Brit- party in (1870), 293; proclama-
ish Empire, 520 tion of the Third Republic

Owen, Robert, and the child labor (1810), 297; siege of, 298-299;
agitation, 442 capitulation of, 299; and the

Oxford University, Religious tests Commune, 330-336; and the As-
in, 415; Gladstone at, 465-466; sembly, 330; distress of the work-
religious tests in, abolished, 483, ing classes in, 331; revolutionary
485 elements in, 331-332; action of

the National Guard in, 332; war

Pact of 1815 (Switzerland), 584 between the Commune and the
Palacky, historian, 154 Versailles Government, 333; gov-
Palmerston, Lord, attitude toward ernment of the Commune, 333;

Italian unity, 229; estimate of the Commune and National As-
Cavour, 239; in the Grey Minis- sembly clash, 334; second siege
try, 430; attitude toward the of, 334-335; Government's pun-
extension of the suffrage, 461; ishment of, 335; seat of govern-
death of, 461; on the secret bal- ment transferred to (1880), 352;
lot, 483; attitude toward the and the Boulanger crisis, 356;
Crimean War, 613 Exposition of 1889 in, 357;

Papal Guarantees, Law of, 378 Treaty of, 1898, Spain and the
Papal Infallibility, Dogma of, 307 United States, 574; Treaty of
Papal States, restoration of, by (1856), 615-616; Conference of

Congress of Vienna, 9-10, 52; (1858), 618
government of, 55; insurrection Paris, Count of, grandson of
in (1831), 110; Austrian inter- Louis Philippe, 143; Orleanist
vention, 111; French seize An- Pretender, 341-342
cona, 111; absolutism restored, Parish Councils Bill of 1894 (Eng-
111; results of the insurrections, land), 509
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Parliaments, Modern, Australia, Patrimony of St. Peter, 238
Srnate and House of Krpre- Peace Conferences at the Hague,
sentatives (I'JOl), 534; Austria, First (1899), ;.:o-7:«,
House of Lords and llousr of lishes Permanent Court of Arbi-

Representatives ), 95; tration, 733; Second (1901),
Hungary, Table of Magnates 731-735; significance of, 735
and Table of Deputies (1848), Pedro I of Brazil, becomes Pedro
395; Austria-Hungary, The Dele- IV of Portugal, 576; abdicates
gations (1M7), 391; Belgium, in favor of his daughter, Mari
Two Chambers (1831), 581; Bul- da Gloria, 576-577
garia, Sobranje (1*19), 628; Pedro V, King of Portugal, 1853-
Canada, Dominion of, Senate and 1861, 577
House of Commons (1867), 529; Peel, Sir Robert, reforms Penal
Crete, Assembly (1907) 635 Code (1823), 4.H; and the
note; Denmark, Landsthing and Catholic Emancipation Act, 427-
Folkething (1*66), 594; Fin- 428; on the Reform Bill, 434-
land, Single Chamber (200), 435; on Queen Victoria, 445;
Grand Committee (60), 1906, leader of the Conservatives, he-

18; France, Senate and Cham- conn s Prime Minister
ber of Deputies (1875) , 345- 1846), 451-452; reforms the
346; Germany, Bundesrath and tariff (1842), 452; repeal of the
Reichstag (1811), 304; Great Corn Laws (1846), 454; over-
Britain, House of Lords and throw of, 454; and Gladstone,
House of Commons, 410, 437- 466
438, 493-496 (1885); Greece, Peking, 684; threatened

oule (1864), 634; Holland, 686-68 . legations in (1900),
States General, Upper and rescued by the Powers, 698;
Lower Houses (1848), 580; Ice- Empress-Dowager returns to,
land (1874), 595; Italy, Senate 704
and Chamber of Deputies Penal Code, reformed (1823) by
(1861), 377-378; Japan, House Sir Robert Peel, 424
of Peers and House of Repre- Perry, Commodore, sent by United
sentatives (1889), 694; New States to Japan, 690, 693; the
Zealand, 534; Norway, Storthing Shogun makes a treaty with
(1814>9 595; Portugal, 577-578; (1854), 691
Prussia, House of Peers and Pescadores Islands, China cedes, to
House of Representatives Japan, 696
(1850), 186; Roumania, Two Peschiera, 173
Chambers (1881), 632; Russia, Peter I, King of Servia, 1003
Council of the 1 mpire and 633
Duma (1906), 713; Spain, Sen- Peterloo, Massacre of, 1819, 421
ate and Congress of Deputies Philhellenic Societies, founded in
(1876), 573; Sweden, Upper and France, Germany, Switzerland,
Lower Houses (1866), 597, 600; England, and the United States,
Switzerland, Council of States 607
and National Council (18't$), Philippines, 565; Spain loses, 574
586; Turkey, Senate and Cham- Pi y Marpall. 572
her of Deputies (190S), 64-2; Picquart, Colonel, and the Dreyfus
Union of South A frie"*, Senate C.MM>, 359-363; promoted Briga-
and House of Assembly (1909), dier-General, 363; becomes Min-
541-545 ister of War, 363

Parma, Duchy of, disposition of, Piedmont or Kingdom of Sar-
by Congress of Vienna, 9, 52- dinia, acquires Genoa, 3, 5, 52;
53; Marie Louise, Duchess of, Victor I'mnrimiel I and his gov-
forced to flee from, 110, 226; ernment. 5t-55; revolution in,
annexed to Piedmont and abdication of Victor Em-

Parnell, Charles Stuart, leader of manuel I, 61-62; reforms of
the Home Rulers, 498 Charles Albert in, 167; sends an
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Piedmont, continued Pius X, Pope, 1003 protests
army to aid insurrection in Lom- against visit of President Loubet
bardy, 173; Charles Albert de- of France to Victor Emmanuel
feated at Custozza (1848), 176; III (1904) condemns Law
abdication of Charles Albert, of 1905 in France, 369-370; atti-
181-183; Constitutional Statute tude toward the Law of Papal
(1848), 185; accession of Victor Guarantees, 379
Emmanuel II, 181, 215-216; a Plebiscite, in France, December 20,
constitutional state, 216; takes V "" -"- 1851, 205; November 21, 1852
the lead in the making of the 205-206; M 8, 1810, 284; in
Kingdom of Italy, 216; Cavour Italy, Mar 1860, 230, 231,
in, 216-239; economic develop- 236
ment of, 218; Crimean policy Plehve, M of the Interior
of, 212, 219, 613; Cavour at the Russia), 1902-1904, repressive
Con ss of Paris (1856), de- regime of, 707; assassination of,
nounces the policy of Austria in 70 7
Italy, 220; army strengthened Plevna, Siege of, 623-624, 625, 632
in, 221; founding of the Na- Plombieres, Interview at, between
tional Society, 221; allied with Cavour and Napoleon III, 222-
France in war against Austria, 223, 260
225; campaign of 1859, 225; Plural Voting, Double V 3 m
Peace of Villafranca, 225-226; France by Electoral Law
Lombardy annexed to, 228, 389; (1820), 81, rescinded (1881),
Modena, Parma, Tuscany, and the 117; in England, 495, 517; in
Romagna annexed to, 230; army elgium, 582
of, defeats the Papal troops at Pobyeclonostseif, influence of, in
Castelfidardo, 236; Naples, Sic- Russia, 670-671; on parliamen-
ily, Umbria, and the Marches tary institutions and the press,
annexed to, 236; Kingdom of, 671; in the reign of Nicholas
gives way to the Kingdom of II, 676; moval c
Italy, 237; constitutional govern- Poland, granted a constitution, 38;
ment in, 377; constitution of, influence of the July Revolution
adopted with slight variations as (1830) in, 100, 108; revolution
the constitution of Italy (1861), in, 105, 106-110; restoration of
377-378; illiteracy in (1861), 381; the Kingdom of, in 1815, 106,
signs Treaty of Paris, (1856), 647; Alexander I grants a con-
615-616 stitution to, 107, 648; friction

Pitt, William, Earl of Chatham, between the Poles and the Rus-
432 sians, 107, 649-650; failure of

Pitt, William, the Younger, on the insurrection (1880-1831),
representation in Parliament, 109, 653; becomes a province of
415; and Catholic Emancipa- the Russian Empire, 109; influ-
tion, 426 ence of events in Italy (1859-

Pius IX, Pope, 1846-1878, reforms 1860) upon, 246; Russia and
of, 166; flees from Rome, 181; (1815) (1868)
restored by the French, 182; his in 662-664; Russification of,
government, 215, 220; to be ec
president of the projected Ital- in, 672
ian Confederation, 226; issues Polignac Ministry, 90-91
major excommunication, 230; re- Polish-Saxon question at the Con-
fuses to recognize the Kingdom gress of Vienna, 7-8
of Italy, 237; loses temporal Pomerania, acquired by Prussia, 8
power by the Italian occupation Pondicherry, French possession
of Rome, 301; and the Kultur- 1815, 371
kampf, 306-309; attitude to- Port Arthur, seized by Japan
ward the Law of Papal Guar- 695; China cedes, to Japan
antees, 378-379; death of, 309, 696 ; Japan relinquishes, 696 ;
380 Russia secures a lease of
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Hti ian licet at, 701 ; ge of, 7s, r<-< indcfl, si ; attempt to
701; Jnp.m <1< troys the fleet ai destroy tin- freedom of the, 88;
70J; surrenders, 7<)J, 709; Rus- berty of th
sia transfers to Japan her lease July Ordinance , !ij; the
of, 703 July Monarchy and, 124-125 ;

Porte. See Turkey September Law of 18S5 con-
Porto Rico, 565, 572, 574 cerning, 12R-127; under the
Portsmouth (England), local gov- Second French Republic, 1' >,

ernment in, 183,!, 44 202; under the Second Empire,
H of 209-210; law of 1868 concerning,

( 281; practically unlimited free- "^H
Portugal, 57; English intervention m of, secured ( ), 352;

in, 4^3; stations of, in Africa, and the Franco-German War,
1815, 551; acquisitions in Africa, , 291-292; in Germany, censor-
1881-1890, 551; and the Con- ship of, after the Conference of
gress of Berlin, 1K*',-1X85, 555; i^^^fc* 4 ^^ % *oc r

flight of the royal family to under Emperor William II. 3;?5;
Brazil, 1807, 575; revolution of in Japan, 694; in Prussia, under
1820, 576; constitution of Frederick William IV, 150, 24?;
accepted hy King John VI, 576; and the Franco-German War,
loss of Brazil, 576; civil war 289, 291-292; in Russia, censor-
between Queen Maria da Gloria ship of, under as I, 651-
and Dom .Miguel, 577; death of 652: Pohvedonostseff on 671;
Maria 577; nt events in, freedom of, during the war with
577; assassination of Carlos I Japan, 708; in Spain, 1815, 47
and the Crown Prince, 1908,577; Pretoria, 545 I
accession of Manuel II, 578; Pretoria Convention, 1881, 540;
colonial possessions of, 578; es- Morley on, 510
tablishes trade centers at the five Prim, General, leader of the re
treaty ports of China, 686 volt in Spain, 1865, 569

Portugal, Crown Prince of, assas- Prince Consort ( Saxe-
sinated, 1U08, 577 Cohurg), 445

Posen, retained by Prussia, 8; Prince Edward Island, English
Archbishop of, asks Bismarck's ^^_ I^K. ̂^^^^^^^^ ^^_ 

^^^^~
possession, 519,

aid in behalf of the Papacy, 306- government granted to,
307 527; admitted into the Dominion

Postal Savings Banks, in England, of Canada, 1873, 529
459; in New Zealand, 535 Prince Imperial, son of Napoleon

Postal Union, International, 591 III, 212; and the Bonapartists,
Pragmatic Sanction (Spain), 565- 341

566 Prince Regent, later George IV,
Prague, Siege of (1W), 175; 420

of (1886)9 263, 267; Progress, Certain Features of
Francis Joseph I agrees to be Modern, 719-736
crowned at, 398; University of, Proportional re in^f^ ^"
divided, 400; declared in a state Switzerland, 590
of siege ( 401 Protected Princes of India, 52

Preferential tariffs (England and Protection, Policy of, Germany
her colonies), 5H adopts (187!*), 310-31J; influ- "

Presburg, Diet of, 155, removed to ry CO 8-
Budapest, 171 319; Kngland and, t->0-455; in the

Press, in Belgium, freedom of, British Colonies, 548; Alexander^^^^^^^
ed I'V the Co II of Russia adopts, 674

(1831) in England, Gag Provisional ( >ve mf ' V** f t (France),
Laws (1819) in France, 113; composition of, 188;achieve
freedom of, established « * * by s of, 189-193
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Prussia, demands of, at Congress Prussia, continued
of Vienna, 6-7; acquisitions of, appointed president of the min-
at Congress of Vienna, 8; and istry, 249-250; struggle between
the Holy Alliance, 14-16; signs the Upper and* the Lower
Quadruple Alliance (1815), 17; Houses over the budget, /*** *- fr- x,o5;
position in the Diet, 30; na- Bismarck's policy of " blood
tional disappointment after 1815, and iron" for, 255; the three
32-44; promise of a constitution, wars of, 256; Bismarck's plans
35; Metternich's influence in, 35; regarding Schleswig-Holstein,
King Frederick William III be- 257; declares war on Denmark,
comes reactionary, 38;Wartburg 258; secures Schleswig-Holstein
Festival, 39-40; Carlsbad Decrees, and Lauenburg j ointl with"

41-44; surrenders to the leader- Austria the Treaty of
ship of Austria, 44; at Congress Vienna, 259, 593; Convention of
of Troppau (1820), 59; at Con- Gastein, 259-260; buys Lauen-
gress of Verona (1822), 62; burg, 260; alliance with Italy,
recognizes the Kingdom of Bel- 261; troops of, enter Holstein,
gium, 105; and the revolution in 263; withdraws from the Con-
Poland, 106-110; and the revo rn. federation, 263; war with Aus-
lution in Germany (1830), 112; tria and her allies (1866), 263;
and Turkish aifairs, 132; London General von Moltke conquers
Conference (1840)* 132; 1880- North Germany, 264; defeats
1848, 145-152; evolution of, 146- Austria at Koniggratz, 265;
152; revision of the system of terms of peace with Austria,
taxation, 147; the Zollverein, 148- 267; annexations of, 267; and
149; death of Frederick William the North German Confedera-
III, and accession of Frederick tion, 268-270; alliance with
William IV, 149; the Letter South German states, 270; posi-
Patent of February, 1847, prom- tion of, in 1866, 287-288; France
ises a national assembly, 151; declares war against (1870),
conflict between Frederick Wil- 293; South German states join,
liam IV and the United Land- 293-294; invasion of France, 296;
tag, 152; events in Berlin, victories over the French at
March, 1848, 173; Frederick Worth, Forbach, Spicheren,
William IV promises a repre- Borny, Mars-la-Tours, and Gra-
sentative constituent assembly, velotte, 296; surrender of the
174; leadership in Germany of- Emperor Napoleon III at
fered to the King of, 184-185; Sedan, 297; siege of Paris, 298-
rejects the work of the Frank- 299; capitulation of Metz, 298;
fort Parliament, 185; the capitulation of Paris and armis-
"humiliation of Olmiitz," 185; tice, 299; Treaties of Versailles
constitution of 1850, 185-186, and Frankfort with France, 300;
306; contemplates intervention unification of Germany com-
in Austro-Sardinian War, 226- pleted, William I becomes Ger-
227; reaction in, 1850-1858, 240; man Emperor, 301; position of,
a constitutional but not a parlia- in the German Empire, 303-304;
mentary state, 241; control of Protestantism in, 306; Kultur-
the press, 242; the privileged kampf, 306-310; the Falk Laws,
class, 243; economic transforma- 308 conflict of Church and
tion, 243-244; industrial develop- State, 308-309; Falk Laws sus-
ment, 244-245; rise of a wealthy pended (1879), rescinded
middle class, 245; intellectual (1886), religious orders, except
foundations for the hegemony Jesuits, permitted to return
of, 245-246; the army in, 248; , 309; death of William
army reform (1860) under Wil- I, 1888, 322; accession and death
liam I and von Roon, 249; op- of Frederick III, 322; accession
position of the Chamber to of William II, 322; demand for
army reform, 249; Bismarck electoral reform in, 326; demand
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Prussia, Redistribution Act (Kngland),
for parliamentary reform, 3J6; 1885, 4-M-494
military system of, adopted by Referendum, adopted in New
other countries, 481; signs Zealand, 530; in Switzerland,
Treaty of Paris 615- 588-590
616; establishes trade centers at Reform Bills (Knpland), /
the five treaty ports of China, 436-J3H, 483, 492, 511; 1867, 4 J,

4<>J; /,s,x.'/f 495-493; 1885, Redis-
Puebla, defeat of the French tribution Art, 493-494

troops at, 278, 280 Reform, The, 113
Puffin,, Billy, The, 72 uffing Jiill Reichenau, Louis Philippe in, 114
Punj un jab, ann exation of, by Eng- Reichsrath or Parliament of Aus-

land, 520 tria, 395
Pushkin, 659 Reichstadt, Duke of, son of Na-

poleon Bonaparte, 111, 127, also

Quadrilateral, The, 173, JJ<i known ax King of Rome and as

Quadruple Alliance (J815), signed Napoleon II
by the Powers, 16-17, 59 Reichstag, 269, 303-304; 1877,

Quebec, 523, 527, 528. See Canada Center the largest party in,

Queen's University, 484, 516 809; Socialist party in (1890),
Queensland, responsible govern- 314-315; Socialist party loses in

(1901), 324-325
ment granted to, 1859, 527; in Reid, Stuart J., Lord Durham'sthe Australian Commonwealth,
532 biographer, 526 and note

Reign of Louis Philippe, 114-
144

Radetzkv, Austrian commander in Rennes, Court of Cassation orders
Italy, 173, 175 * a retrial of Dreyfus at, 36*2;

Railroads, in the Australian Com- verdict of court-martial of,
monwealth, 633; in Belgium, 582; quashed, 363
in Bulgaria, 631; in Canada (Ca- Restoration, France during the, 66-
nadian Pacific), 530; in China, 99
704; in France, extension of, un- Reunion (formerly Bourbon),
der the Second Empire, 211; in Island of, French possession,
Germany, 245, 305; in Greece, 1815, 371
635; in Hungary, government Revolutions of /*.'#-/#;.'/, in Spain,
ownership of, 403; in Italy, 385; 49-50, 62-63; in Naples, 57; i
in Japan, 693; in New Zealand, Piedmont, 61-6;?; reasons for the
government ownership of, 535; failure of the movements of
in Roumania, 63 J; in Russia, 62
Trans-Siberian, 675, 696, 697, Revolutions of 1*10, in France,
699, 701; Trans-Caspian, 682; 95-96; influence of, 100, 429;
invention of, 724-725; Hadley, in elgium, 103-lnt; in Poland,
A. T., on the importance of, 108-109; in Italy, 110-112; in
in war, 725-7J6 Germany, 112

Rambouillet, 94 Revolutions of 1848, in France,
Hand, gold discovered in the, 541 141-144, 187; influence of, 145;
Ravenna, 233 in Hungary, 169-171; in Bo-
Reaction, in Austria and Germany, hemia, 171-172; in Lombardy-

23-It; and Revolution in Spain Venetia, 17J-173; in Germany,
and Italy, 45-65 173-174; the March revolutions

"Recent />> ntit in /{oma</na" everywhere triumphant, 174;" 
, by I)' V/rjrlio, 165 results of, 185-186

Reconstruction of Kuropr, 1-2J Rhodes, Cecil, and the Jameson
Red Cross Society, 591; Hussion Raid, 51J

officials and, 709 Rhodesia, 542, 545
Red Sea, Italy seizes positions on Richardson, murder of, in Japan

(1885}, 3H2; route to India, 488 (1882}, 691
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Richelieu, Duke of, M of Roosevelt, Theodore, continued
Louis XVIII, 75; reorganizes ference at the Hague (1907),
the army, 76; and the electoral 734
system, 77; and the press, 78 Root, Elihu, on the significance of

Riego, proclaims Constitution of the Peace Conferences at the
1812, 49 Hague, 735

Rio de Oro, 574 Rosebery, Lord, Ministry of, 510-
Rio Muni, 574 511; and Lord Salisbury, 510
R founded by Rossi, murder of, 181

Cavour, 217 Rotten boroughs (England, 1815),
Risorgimento, The, 166; and see 413-414

215-239 Roumania, 404; union of Mol-
Rivet Law (France), 337 davia and Wallachia into, 618;
Roberts, Lord, in the South Af- lexander John I or Couza,

rican War, 543-544 Prince of, 618-619; reign of
Rocket, The, 725 Charles I, 619-620; proclaims its
Rodj estvensky, Admiral, Russian independence, May 21,-1877, 623;

fleet under, destroyed by Ad- complete independence recog-
m Togo, May (1905), 702 nized by Treaty of San Stefano,^_^_

Romagna, Revolutionary move- 1878, 624; declared independent
ments in (1831), iwi" Recent by Congress of Berlin, 1878,
Events in Romagna" by D'Aze- 625-626; forced to cede Bes-
glio, 165; agreement at Plom- sarabia to Russia and to receive
bieres concerning, 223; desires the Dobrudscha, 625-626; since
annexation to Piedmont, 226; an- 1878, 632; proclaimed a king-
nexed to Piedmont (1860) dom, 1881, 632; aspirations of,

Roman Catholic Church. See 635
Catholic Church (Roman Roumelia, Eastern, made a part of

Rome, Napoleon on, as the capital ulgaria by the Treaty of San
of Italy, 50; and the revolu- Stefano, 1878, 624; disposition
tionary movements of 1831, 110, of, by the Congress of Berlin,
111; declared a republic, 181; 1878, 625; union of, with ul-
siege and capture of, by the garia, 1885, 628
French, 182; 223; not included in Roxburgh, 412

m (1861), Royal Geographical Society sends
237; the question of, in the new Cameron to rescue Livingstone
Italian Kingdom, 238; and th 553
Catholic Church, 238; seized by Royal Statute (1884), Spain, 567
Italian troops and becomes the Rudini, M di, Prime M
capital of the Kingdom of Italy ter ')9 policy of pacifica-
(1870), 301; President Loubetof tion, 383
France visits Victor Emmanuel Rugby, 477
III in, 368; and the question of R m See Roumania
the Papacy, 378-380; riots in R ia. See Roumelia
(1889), 383 Russell, Lord John, created Earl

Rome, King of (son of Napoleon Russell, 1861, in the Grey Min-
I), 2, 127, 212. See Duke of istry, 430; introduces First Re-
Reichstaclt form Bill in House of Commons,

Romilly, statement in House of 1831, 430; speech, 431; intro-
Commons concerning the Vene- duces Second Reform Bill, 1831,
tians, 10; and the Penal Code, 435; introduces Third Reform
424 ill, 436; on the question of

Roon, Albrecht von, Minister of further reform, 446; Prime Min-
W under William I, 249; at ister and the Reform Bill of
K< 1866, 462

Roosevelt, Theodore, anu the Russia, Demands of, at the Con-
Treaty of Portsmouth (1905), gress V
702; and the Second Peace Con- of, 8; and the Second y
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Russia, continued Russia, fontinin-il
of Paris (1815), 13; and the 640; reign of Alexander I,
Holy Alliance, 14-16; Mgns 645-650; Ku.s^ia in
Quadruple Alliance (1^1 ', 17; 1X15, ()45-64<>; Alexander I
and the Congress of Trnppau, and Poland, 107, 647-6iH; Alex-
59; and the Congrc of Verona, ander's progressive domestic
62; prevented from acting in policy, 648; his liberal foreign
the Belgian affairs, 105; recog- policy, (> 1 !>; Alexander becomes
nizes the Kingdom of Belgium, reactionary, 649; death of, (>50;
105; and the revolution in Po- reign of Nicholas I, 18A5-1855,
land, 106-110; offers aid to Tur- 650-655; system of repression by
key against Mehemet Ali, 111.1; police and censorship, 651-652;
Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi literature under, 652-653; do-
(18SS) with Turkey, 132; and the mestic policy, 653; foreign
London Conference (1840), 132; policy, 653-654; death of, 655;
aids Austria against Hungary, reign of Alexander II, 1855-
180; ml the London Confer- 1881, accession and liberal tend-
ence (1864), 258; attitude of encies of Alexander II, 655;

ismarck toward (1878), 320; prevailing system of land ten-
alliance with France (Dual) ure, the mir and the serfs in,
1891, 357; growth of, 546; at 655-657; Edict of Emancipation,
the Conference of the Powers 1861, 657; the land problem,
(1876), 554; at the Congress of 657-6GO; establishment of the
Berlin (1X84-1885), 555; and zemstvos, 660 " reform of the
Finland, 595; and the Ottoman judicial system, 661; Polish in-
Empire, 601; and the Greek surrection of 1863, 662-663;
War of Independence, 606-609; Polish nobility crushed, 664;
and the Treaty of London Russification of Poland, 665;
(1827), 609; battle of Navarino Alexander becomes reactionary,
(1827), 610; war with Turkey 665; rise of Nihilism, 666-668;
(1828), 610-611; Treaty of ssassination of Alexander II,
Adrianople (1829), 611; guaran- 18S1, 670; reign of Alexander
tees the independence of Greece, III, 1881-1894, 670-676; char-
611; and the Danuhian Prin- acter and policy of, 670; influ-
cipalities, till; ambitions of ence of Pobyedonostseff, f>70-
Nicholas I, 611-619; and the 671; persecution of the Jews,
"holy places" in Palestine, 612; 672; policy of Russification,
sends troops into Moldavia and 672; progressive features of the
Wallachia (1853), 612; war reign, 673; industrial revolution,
with Turkey, 61:?; coalition 673-674; Sergius de Witte ap-
against, 613; siege and fall of pointed Minister of Finance
Sebastopol, 614-615, 654; Treaty (1892), 674; policy of protec-
of Paris, 1856, 615-616; disre- tion adopted, 674; railway con-
gards neutrality of the Black struction, 675; rise of labor prob-
Sea, recovers part of Bessarabia, lems, 675; rise of a rich hour-
616; declares war against Tur- geoisie, 675; system of privilege
key, 1S77, 623; allies of, 623; undermined, <;?(>; death of Alex-
siege of Plevna, (JJ3-GJI; Treaty ander III, 1894, 676; Nicholas
of San Stefano, I8?.s, 320, 624; II, 1894^, 676-680; accession
by Congress of Berlin, 1878, and policy of repression, 676;
retains a part of Turkish Ar- increasing disaffection under,
menia and receives Bessarabia, 677; condition of the peasantry,
320, 626; influence of, in Bul- 677; ; per er cutton of the " intel-
garia, 628; conspiracy against lect uals," 678; and Finland, 678-
Alexander of Bulgaria, 630; atti- 680; abrogate the Finnish con-
tude of, toward the breaches of stitution, (i?9; in Asia, 681; seeks
the Berlin Treaty of 1878, 6J9, access to the sea, ; acqus-
640; secret treaty with Austria, tions from China (1858-1MO),
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Russia, continued Saghalin, Island of, Russia cedes
682, 687; conquest of Turkestan, to Japan the southern half of,
682; intervenes with France and 703
Germany in Japan, 696; gains St. Croix, 594
entrance into Manchuria, 697; St. John, 594
secures a lease of Port Arthur St. Louis, on west coast of Af-
(1898), 697; helps to rescue the rica, French possession, 373
legations in Peking, 698; activ- St. Lucia, retained by England in
ity of, in Manchuria, 699; diplo- 9, 519
matic negotiations with, con- St. Petersburg, revolt in (1825),
cerning Manchuria, 700; Russo- 650; attempts to kill Tsar Alex-
Japanese War, 1904-1905, 701- ander II at, 669; population of,
702; siege of Port Arthur, 701; 675; resolution of the Institute
Mukden captured by the Jap- of Mining Engineers at, on the
anese, 702; fleet of, destroyed war with Japan, 706; representa-
by the Japanese, 702; signs tives of the zemstvos meet at
Treat of Portsmouth (1905), (1904), 708; students in, revolt,
702-703; reaction of the Jap- 709; "Bloody Sunday" (Janu-
anese war upon, 706; von ary 22, 1905) in, 710; electorate
Plehve's repressive policy in, in, 711
707; assassination of von St. Pierre, French possession
Plehve, 707; Nicholas II enters 1815, 371
upon a more liberal policy, 708; St. Simon, and socialism, 138
demands of the liberals in, not St. Thomas, 594
granted by the Tsar, 708-709; Salisbury, Lord, leader of the Con-
disorder in, 709; Decree of Dec., servatives, 1881-1902, 497, First
1904* 709-710; loody Sun- Ministry, 1885, 497; opposition
day" (January 22, 1905), 710; of, to the Irish Home Rule
disorder in, 710; Manifesto of and Land Bills, 503; Sec-
August 19, 1905, 710-711; gen- ond Ministry, 1886-1892, 505-
eral strike (October, 1905) in, 507; policy of coercion for Ire-
711; Manifesto of October 30, land, 505; Land Purchase Act
1905, 712; popular demand for of 1891 passed, 505-506; County
a constitution refused, 712; Gov- Councils Act of 1888, 506; Social
ernment of, makes concessions Legislation, 506-507; increase of
to Finland, 713; the Tsar con- the navy, 1889, 507; and the
stitutes the Council of the Em- Second Home Rule ill, 509;
pire, 713; the "organic laws" and the House of Lords, 509-
713; Tsar opens the Duma, 510; and Lord Rosebery, 510;
May 10, 1906, 713; Tsar dis- Third Ministry, 1895-1902, 511-
solves the Duma, July 22, 1906, 515; assumes the Foreign Office,
715; the Second Duma, 715-716; 511
Tsar alters the electoral system, Salmeron, 572
716; the Third Duma, 716; the Salzburg, 8
transformation of the mir Samara, 677
(1909), 717; Tsar restores th Samarkand, 682
liberties of Finland (1905), 717; Samoan Islands, 319
and Finland (1909), 718 Samurai, The, 689, 693

Russo-Japanese War, 701-702 San Domingo, 569
San Marino, 52

Sadler, Thomas, and the child San Stefano, Treaty of, 1878, 624;
labor agitation, 442 opposition to, 624-625; England

Sadowa or Kb'niggratz, battle of, demands revision of, 625
between Prussia and Austria Sand, Karl, assassin of Kotzebue,
(1866), 265, 478; importance of, 40
to France, 288 Sand River Convention, 1852.

Sagasta, leader of the Spanish 538; Morley on, 540
Liberals, 1876, 573 Santiago, battle of, 574
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Saragosse, 49 Scotland, Representation of, in
Sardinia, Island of, Victor Km- Hon>e of Commons, 1815, 410;

inanu<*l I to, 5, 51,51; King- condition in the counties of, in
dom of, see Piedmont 1815, 412; given increased repre-

Saskatchewan, admitted to the Do- sentation, 4ii7; Act of cor-
minion of Canada, 529 reeling abuses in municipal

Savona, Maxzini imprisoned at, government in, 444; Reform
161 Bill, 1K68, for, 4'4; Franchise

Savoy, part of, added to France ill, 493; Gladstonian vote in,
b Treaty of Paris f), 3; 1886, 501; County Councils Act
House of, 18;?, 215, 221, 3T8; of 1889, 506; Old Age Pensions
agreement at Plombteres con- Law in, 516
corning, 223; annexation of, to Sebastopol, Siege of, 614; fall of,
France (I860), 231; Amadeo of, 615, 654
670-671 Second Kmpire, The Transforma-

Suxe-('ol>urg, Albert of, Prince tion of, 272-284
Consort, 445; Ferdinand of, Second French Republic and the
elected Prince of Bulgaria, 630 Founding of the Second Empire,

Saxe-Weimar, 37 The, 187-214
Salonika, 642; the deposed Sul- Seeley, Sir John Robert, in his

tan Abdul Hamid II, taken as i 1 I T r - i i T 1 "" /.'*-* . ̂ * A Expansion of England" on
a prisoner of state to, 613 the government of India, 522

Saxony, King of, restored (1815), Senegal, French possession 1815,
; cessions of, to Prussia at Con- 371; Valley, annexed to France

gress of Vienna, 8; position in under Napoleon III, 373, 374
the Diet, 30; government in 1815, Separation of Church and State in
36; revolutionary movements in France, 364-371
(1X30), 112; supports Austria in September Laws (1835), 125-127
the war of 1866, 263; in the Septennate, Establishment of thet
North German Con federation, 343
268, 269 Seven "Weeks' or Austro-German

Scandinavian States, The, 592-600 War (1866), 263-267
Schaumburg-Lippe, 304 Serfs, Emancipation of, in Russia
Scheurer-Kestner, and the Drey- (1861), 657

fus Case, 360 Sergius, Grand Duke, assassinated,
Schleiermacher 44 t 10
Schleswig-Holstein, question of, Serrano, Marshal, 569; Regency

of, 570; and the Spanish Re-
-^H. _l_ _" _H_ .^H. ^K - - _ _"_ --

256-250; Sehleswig incorporated
with Denmark, 257; Danish war public, 572
concerning, 258; all rights to, Servia, Kingdom of, 404; revolt
renounced by Denmark in favor of the Servians, 604; becomes
of Austria and Prussia by the autonomous principality tribu-
Treaty of Vienna (1*64), 259; tary to the Sultan, 604, 609;
Convention of Gastein (1865), Slavs of, aid Herzegovina,
259-260; Austria brings question 620; and Montenegro declare
of, before the Diet, 2(i;i; incorpo- war against Turkey, 1S76, 622-
rated in the Kingdom of Prussia, 623; complete independence of,
267; Frederirk VI and, 592; recognized by the Treaty of San
Frederick VII and, 593 Stefano, 1378, 624; opposition to

School boards, Kngland, 179, 514 the Treaty of San Stefano,
Schopenhauer, i?16 1878, 6?l~62:>; declared inde-
Schwarzenberg, Austrian Minister, endent by Congress of Ber-

179 m, 1878. 625-626; attacks
Schwarzhoff, General von, address Bulgaria, 1885, 629; Treaty

at the First Peace Conference of Bucharest, 1886, 629; since
at the Hague (1899), 731 1878, 633; Kingdom proclaimed,

Science, in the nineteenth century, 1882, 633; aspirations of, <i:i5;
720-791 protests against Austria-Hun-
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Servia, continued Social Legislation, in Germany, 315-
gary's annexation of Bosnia and 316; in Austria, 400; in England,
Herzegovina, 639; (1909), 641- 459, 506-507, 515-516; in New
649 Zealand, 535-536; in Denmark,

Seville, 565 594
Shanghai, opened to British trade Socialism, in France, under Louis

by Treaty of Nanking ^^" ^^^^H_ " Philippe, 138; Louis Blanc and,
685 138, his theories, 189; under the

Shantung, Germany establishes a Provisional Government, 188;
" sphere of influence " in (1898), National Workshops, 191-194;
697 growth of, under Napoleon III,

Sheffield, unrepresented in Parlia- 331-332; in Germany, 312-318,
ment (1815), 414 324-325; in Austria, 400-402; in

Shimonoseki, Treaty of (1895), England, 458; Bakounine and,
695-696 667; in Russia, 667-668, 675, 707

Shogun, The, 688-689; breaks Sofia, capital of Bulgaria, 631
policy of isolation, 690-691; over- Solferino, battle of, 225, 226, 725
throw of the Shogunate, 691; Solovief, attempt of, upon the life^^^"^^^ ^^__ ^^_ ^^^^^_ ^^^^^_ ,^^__

abolition of the Shogunate, 692 of Alexander II, 1879, 669
Siberia, 109, 646, 651, 652, 653, Somaliland, Italian protectorate

656,, 668, 669, 681, 682, 707, 713 established over, 382
Sibir, 681 Sonderbund (1847), 586
Sicilies, The Kingdom of the Two. Soudan, Egypt loses, 561; recov-^^^^ -m^--- ^^

See Naples ery of, 562; Turkey and, 643
Sicily, 51, 62; conquest of, by Soult, minister of Louis Philippe,

Garibaldi, 234-235; illiteracy in, 131
1861, 381; emigration from, 386 South Africa. See British South

Sickness Insurance Law (1883) in Africa
Germany, 316 South Africa, Union of, 1909, 544-

Silesia, 23 545, 549
Simon Ministry dismissed, 349 South A f rican Republic. See
Six Acts or Gag Laws, England Transvaal

(1819), 422 South America, 48; Monroe Doc-
Slavery, abolished in the French trine and, 64-65; Garibaldi in,

colonies, 190; abolition of, in 232; Guiana in, a French pos-
British Empire, decreed by Law session, 1815, 371; Italian emi-
of 1833, 440; abolished in gration to, 386; revolts in, 565,
British South Africa, 1834, 537 574

Slave-trade, denounced at the South Australia, responsible gov-
Congress of Vienna (1815), 12; ernment granted to, 527; in the
abolished by England, 1807, 439 Australian Commonwealth, 532

Slavonia, 177, 396 Spa Fields, 420
Slavs, 25, 154, 177; attitude toward Spain, Reaction and Revolution in,

Austria in the Austro-Prussian 45-50; Constitution of 1812, 45-

War of 1866, 266; favored by 46; restoration of Ferdinand
Taaffe Ministry, 400; 404; 405 VII, 46; condition of, in 1815,47-

Slovenes, demands of, 397; in 48; disintegration of the Spanish
Carniola, Slavicize the province, Empire, 48-49; Revolution of
400 1820, 49-50; proclamation of

Smith, Adam, author of " Wealth Constitution of 1812, 50; and the
of Nations/' 1776, 417 Congress of Verona, 62; invasion

Smith, Sidney, on the Irish Church, of the French, 63; siege of
471 Cadiz, 63; reaction in, 63; Eng-

Sobran j e, elects Ferdinand of land prohibits the conquest of
Saxe-Coburg, Prince of Bul- Spanish-American colonies by
garia, 630 France and allies, 64-65; joint

Social Democratic Party (Ger- intervention with England and
many), 325 France in Mexico, 277, 569; revo-
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Spain, continued Stanley, later Lord Derby, in the
lution of 18V* and candidacy of Grey Ministry, 430; on the Re-
Leopold of Hohcnzollern, 290- form Hill, 434
291; stations of, in Africa, State Insurance, in Germany, 315-^M ^-*^^fci - i^^^^ft _^H "". ^^B^^-^^ ^^b _I_H_ _^H_ _H. 

^^^ /J, 551; and Portugal, 564- 310'; in Austria, 400; in Kngland,
578; Spain since 1825, 5<> 1-575; 4.59, 515-516; in New Zealand,
revenge of King Ferdinand VII 535-536'; in Denmark, 594
in, after 7 , 5(U; loses the State Socialism in Germany, 315-
American colonies, 565; and the 316. See also State Insurance
Pragmatic Sanction, 565-5t>6; and Social Legislation
death of Ferdinand VII and ac- Staten Island, Garibaldi at, 233
cession of Isabella, 5fif>'; the Carl- States of the Church. See Papal
ist war, 566-567; Christina as States
Regent grants the Royal Statute Steam, engine, 407; age of,
of 183^ 567; disturbed political navigation, 723-7JI; locomotive,
life in, 1883-18.1S, 568; Constitu- 7 ' t-725
tion of 1837, 568; (^ueen Regent Stein, Baron vom, 13, 139
driven into exile, Isabella II de- Stephen, Sir Leslie, on prefer-
clared of age, 568; overthrow ment in the Established Church,
of Isabella II, and establishment 416
of a provisional government, Stephens, James, leader of the
569; regency of Marshal Serrano, Fenian movement in Ireland,
570; Ainuck'o of Savoy chosen 470
king, 570; abdication of Amadeo, Stcphenson, George, and steam
571; establishment of the R locomotives, 725
public, 1873-1874, 571-572; Stepniak, on Nihilism, 666
causes of its fall, 572; AlfonsoXII recognized as king, Stockholm, capital of Sweden, 596 toiypin, Prime Minister, 715, 716;
572; the Constitution of 1876, and the transformation of the
573; death of Alfonso XII and mir, 717
regency of Queen Maria Chris- Storthing (Norway) established
tina, 574; Cuban War, 1868-1878, (1814), 505, 596, 598
J895, 574; Spanish-American Strassburg, Louis Philippe at, 128,
War, 18W9 574; Treaty of Paris, 199; surrender of (1870), 299
1898, Spain renounces Cuba, Strike, The resort to the general,
Porto Rico, and the Philippines, in Russia, 711-712
571; possessions in 1898* 574; Suez Canal, purchase of shares of,
Alfonso XIII assumes power in by England, 488; Ismail and,
(190.1), 57<i; Alexander I (Rus- 558
sia) and, (il9 Sumatra, 581

Spanish-American Colonies, Eng- Surinam, 581
land and, 64-Go; fc; Spain loses, Sviatopolk Mirski, Prince, Russian
565, 574 Minister of Home Affairs, 708,

Spanish-ABM rican War (1898^,574 710
Spoke, English explorer, finds one Sweden, loses Pomerania by the

source of the Nile, 552 Congress of Vienna, 8; acquires
Spieheren, Germans defeat French Norway by Treaty of Kiel

at, 296 10, 592, 595J Ru-ia ac-
Staal, M. de, President of the quires Finland from, 595, <i!5;

First Peace Conference at the war with Xorway, 595-596; Union
Hague, Address of, 730-731 with Xorway, 596; Constitution

Stambuloff, Dictatorship of, (>30- of 186t>, 597; friction with Nor-
631; murder of, 631 way, 597-59S; dissolution of the

Standard, The, 419 Union with Norway and Treaty
Stanley. Henry M., explorations of of CarKtad (1$05), 5!M>; death

the Congo River system, 553; of Oscar II, and accession of
as organizer in the Congo, 1879- Gustavus V (1907), 600; Fran-
1884, 555 chise Reform Bill of 1909, 600.
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Switzerland, territorial acquisitions Tewflk, Khedive of Egypt, J879-
of, by Congress of Vienna, 10; 1892, revolt of Arabi Pasha,
influence of the July Revolution 559
(1830) in, 100; attitude of, to- Thessaly, the Powers recommend
ward the Spanish Republic, 572; the cession of, to Greece (1818),

) 626; Sultan cedes, to Greece
1815, 12, 584; importance of the (1881), 634; Greece loses parts
cantons in, 584-585; "era of of (1897), 635
re V'1" ' eration," 1830-1847,585; the Thiers, protests against the edicts
Sonderbund, 586 ; Constitution of �� ~, ... ." £ of Charles X, 94; Manifesto in.
184 chief signifi- favor of Louis Philippe, 96;
cance of, 587; important con- rivalry of Guizot and, 130; Min-
tributions to democratic govern- istry of, 131-132; on railroads,
ment, 588-590; the Landesge- 211; opposes war against Prus-
m inde cantons, 588; the refer- sia, 293; elected "Chief of
endum, 588-589; the initiative, the Executive Power" by the
589; spread of the referendi m National Assembly at Bordeaux,
and the initiative, 590; propor- arranges terms of peace with
tional representation, 590; popu- Bismarck at Versailles, 300;
lation of, 590; neutrality of, 591 government forces withdrawn^

m from Paris by, 333; attitude
Act of Confederation, 32; on toward the Commune, 334; gov-
German unity, 34; 246 ernment of, 336-342; and the

Sydney, 531 Rivet Law, 337; policy of, 337-
Syria, Meht Ali, in, 131, 558; 338; and the liberation of the

part of the Dttoman Empire, territory, 338; reform in local
1815, 601 government, 339; army reform,

Szdchenyi, Count Stephen, reforms 339; and the Republic, 340-341;
of, in H 156 outvoted in the Assembly and

resigns (1873), 341-342
Taaffe Ministry, 1879-1893, 400; Third Section, part of the Rus-

fall of, 401 sian police system, 651, 669, 671-
Talienwan, 697 672
Talleyrand, at Congress of Vienna, Three F's, The, 491

4; forms secret alliance between Thurmgian Duchies, join Zoll-
England, Austria, and France verein, 148.
(January, '1815), 7 Tientsin, Treaties of, 1858, 686,

Tanganyika, Lake, 552 confirmed, 1860, 687
Tashkend, 682 Tithe War, Ireland, 472
Tasmania, responsible government Tobago, retained by England in

granted to, 527; in the Australian 1815, 9, 519
Commonwealth, 532 Tocqueville, de, on the French

Telegraph, 726 Revolution of 18^8, 187
Telegraph Union, International, Todleben, at Sebastopol, 614; at

591 siege of Plevna, 623
Tel-el-Kebir, Wolseley defeats Togo, Admiral, destroys the Rus-

Arabi at, 559 sian fleet (1905), 702
Telephone, invented by Alexander Togoland, German colony in Af-

Graham Bell (1876), 726 rica, 319
Temple, Cowper-Temple amend- Tokio, capital of Japan, 692, 693;

ment to Forster Education Act University established at, 693
of 1870, 480 Tonkin, France sends expedition to,

Terra Australia, 530 353; failure of the war in, 355;
Terror, The White, 73-74 annexed (1885), 374
Terrorism (Russia), 668, 671 Toulouse, speech of Waldeck-
Test Act, Repeal of (1828), 425 Rousseau at, on the question of
Tests (religious), in English Uni- Church and State (1900), 364-

versities abolished (1871), 483 366
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Tours, branch seat of the French Treaties, continued
government during the siege of Skelessi (1833L Russia and
Paris, 298 Turkey, 1HJ ; London (1840),

Trades Unions, in England, growth England, Russia, Austria, and
of, 457 Prussia on the Eastern Ques-

Trans-Caspian railroad, 682 tion, 132; Nanking hng-
Transformation of the Second Em- lancl and China, 6- *; (1844)

pire, The, 272-284 United States and China (Com-
Transleithania, 395. See Hungary mercial), 686; London Protocol
Trans-Siberian railroad, 675, 696, (185,1 ), concerning Schleswip-

699, 701; H U>M;I extends, to Holstein, 257-258; (1854) United
Vladivostok, 697 States and Japan (Commercial),

Transvaal, The, founding of, 538; 691 ; Paris (1856), England,
independence of, acknowledged France, Austria, Russia, Prussia,
by Great Britain, 1852, 538; an- Sardinia, and Turkey, 615-616 ;
nexed to the British Empire, Tientsin (1858), England and
1877,538; Majuba Hill, 539; and China, France and China, 686,
the Pretoria Convention, 1881* confirmed (1860), 687; Zurich
640; and the London Convention, (1859) (Preliminaries at Villa-
1884* 540; discovery of gold, franca, 225-226), Austria, France,
1884, 541; Jameson Raid, 1895, and Sardinia, 228; Turin (1860),
641-542; Sir Alfred Milner's France ancl Sardinia, 231; 1860,
Reports on, 1899, 542; and Treaty of Commerce, France
the South African War, 543- and England, 274; London
644; annexed to the British (1861), England, Spain, and
Empire, 1902, 544. See Trans- France agree to joint interven-
vaal Colony tion in Mexico, 277; Vienna

Transvaal Colony, responsible gov- (1864), Denmark, Austria, and
ernment granted to, 1906, 528, Prussia, 259, 593; Gastein
544; position of, in the Union of (1865), Prussia arid Austria,
South Africa (1909), 544-545. 259-260; Alliance (1866), Prus-

Transylvania, a part of Hungary, sia and Italy, <201; Prague
24; allowed a certain measure (1866), Prussia and Austria
of autonomy, 155; severed from (Preliminary at Nikolsburg),
Hungary, 388; position of, in the 263, 266-268; Versailles and
Empire (1861), 390, 392, 396; Frankfort (1871), Germany and
demands of the Roumanians in, F ranee, 300-301, 338; Berlin
403 Memorandum (1876), 620; San

Treaties, Kiel (1814), Denmark Stefano (1878), Russia and
and Sweden, 592; (First) Paris Turkey, 624; Berlin (1878),
(1814), France and the Allies, 3, 625-626; Austro-German (1879),
5; (Secret) Treaty of Defensive 321; Triple Alliance, Germany,
Triple Alliance concluded at ths Austriar^mi-ltaly (1882), 319-
Congress of Vienna (1815), .">.~ * Berlin (18s ',-1885),
France, England, and Austria concerning Congo Free State,
against Russia and Prussia, T 555-556; Bucharest (1886), Bul-
(Second) Paris (1815), Louis garia and Servia, 629; Dual Al-
XVIII and the Allies, 13; Holy IH-C i 1^'if i, l-'ramv and Hus-
Alliance (1815), Russia and the 57;^himonoseki (1895),
Powers, 14; Quadruple Alliance China and Japan, -695-696; Paris
(1815), Russia, Pru^vi, Austria, (1898), Spain\and the United
and England, 16-17; London States, 574; Anglo-Japanese
(1827), England, Russia, and (1902), 700; Carlstad (1905),
France on the question of Greece, Sweden1-and Norway, 599-600;

609; Adrianople (1829), Russia Portsmouth (1905), Russia and
and Turkey, 611; London (1890- Japan, 702-703
1831), recognizes the Kingdom Treaty ports (China), 685
of Belgium 105; Unkiar Treitschke, 149, -246
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Trevelyan, Sir George, on the Turkey, continued
policy of coercion in Ireland, Ali, of Egypt, for aid, 607; for-
505 eign intervention, 607-610; battle

(Th of Navarino, 1827, 610; war with
M Russia, 1827-1828, 610, 654;

Trinidad, retained by England in Treaty of Adrianople, 1829, 611;
1815, 9, 519 Greece becomes a kingdom, 611;

Trinity College (Dublin), 484 and the " holy places " in Pales-
Triple Alliance, 1882, 319-322, 357, tine, 612; war with Russia, 612-

382, 640 616; Treaty of Paris, 1856, 615;
Tripoli, one of the Barbary States, admitted to the European Con-

372; in 1815, 551 cert, 616; from the Treaty of
Tripolitza, taken by the Greeks, Paris to the Treaty of erlin,

606 617-627; union of the Danubian
Trocadero, 63 Principalities into Roumania,

H 1862, 618; insurrection of Her-
m of N D zegovina 1875, 620; Berlin

29 Memorandum, 1876, 620; acces-
Troppau, Congress of (1820) sion of Abdul Hamid II, 621;

60 the Bulgarian atrocities, 1876,
Tsushima, Straits of, naval battle 621-622; Servia and Montenegro

of the, 1905, 702 declare war, 622-623; Russia de-
Tunis, seized by France, 1881, 321; clares war, Jf877, 623; siege of

France establishes a protectorate Plevna, 623; Treaty of San
over (1881) Pic- Stefano, 1878, 624; Congress of
quart sent to, 359; one of the Berlin, _Z878, revises Treaty of
Barbary States, 372; in 1815, 551, San Stefano, 625-626; union of
602 the two Bulgarias, 626; Greece

Turgenieff , 652 ; definition of a declares war against (1897), 635;
Nihilist, 666 revolution in, 636-644 ; Revolu-

m tion of July, 1908, 636; restora-
(I860) tion of the Constitution of 1876,

capital of Italy to 1865, 378; 637; aims of the Young Turks,
riots in (1889), 383 637-638 ; Bulgaria declares its

Turkestan, conquest of, by Russia independence, October 5, 1908,
(18^5-1885), 682 631, 639 ; attitude of foreign

Turkey, war with M Ali, Powers, 638-640 ; Austria-Hun-
131; interference of Russia in, gary annexes Bosnia and Her-
and Treaty of U Skelessi zegovina, 1908, 639; declares in
(1833) 132 En comes to favor of peace, 641 ; Austria^"^^^f-

the aid of, 132; London Con- Hungary and Bulgaria negotiate
ference (1840), 132; protects with, (1908), 641; opening of the
Kossuth and other Hungarian Turkish Parliament (1908), 642;
leaders, 180; war in the Crimea, counter-revolution of April,
219,654; loss of Algeria, 372-373; 1909, 642; the Young Turks re-
Austria-Hungary and, 405; ques- gain control and depose the
tion of the integrity of (1876), Sultan Abdul Hamid II, 642-
489; position of, in Africa, 1815, 643; accession of Mohammed V,
551; relation of Egypt to, 557; 1909, 643. See The Disruption
decay of the Ottoman Empire, of the Ottoman Empire and the
601; the ruling class in, 602; the Rise of the Balkan States, 601-

Q 644
of subject peoples, 603; revolt Tuscany, t'.ie dominance of Aus-
of the Servians, 604; Servia be- tria in, 9, 52-53; reforms in, 167;
comes an autonomous principal- cooperates in insurrection against
ity tributary to the Sultan, 604; Austria, 173; recalls troops, 175;
and the Greek War of Independ- declared a republic, 181; restora-
ence, 604-611; calls upon Mehemet tion of the Grand Duke of, 182;
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Tuscany, con fin in </ Universities, con nm <!
reaction in, after 7> J8, 215; 400; representation of, in Great
agrermrnt at IMombien s con- Britain, 415, note; religious tests
cerning, 22IJ; restoration of the of, in Great Britain abolished,
Grand Duke of, 226; annexed to 483; in Ireland by the Birrell
Piedmont (I860), 230; govern- Act (1008), 516; State, founded
ment of, 377 in Belgium, 582; in Greece, 634;

Tyrol, The, 8 in Japan, 693
Unkiar Skelessi, Treaty of (1833),

UiUanders, and the Boers, 541 132
Ulster System, 4I tenant right" of

land tenure, 475 Valais, 585
Ultras, The (France, 1815), 72; Valency, 47

Louis XVIII checks, 74-75; Vatican, 379
activity of, 78; triumph of, 82 Vaud, 585

Umbria, 235; annexation of, to Venetia, disposition of, First
Piedmont, 236 Treaty of Paris (181$ )9 3;

Union, Act of, 1800, 497 disposition of, by Peace of Villa-
Union of South Africa (1909), 544- francn, 226; not included in the

545, 549 new Kingdom of Italy (1861),
United Landtag, of Prussia, 151; 237; ceded to Italy by Austria

conflict between Frederick Wil- (1866), 267, 376
liam IV and, 152 Venice, 52; the leading city of

United States, cooperate with Eng- Venetia, 172; declares itself a
land to prevent the conquest of republic, 173; fall of (18W),
the Spanish-American colonies 182
by the Holy Alliance, 64-65; the Verona, Congress of, 62-63; for-
Monroe Doctrine in, 64-65; Ger- tress of, 173
man emigration to, 241; and the Versailles, armistice of (1871),^^^^^ _l_ i^^b. i^H- _^B- V A. "
Mexican Expedition, 277; inter- 299; peace of, 300-301; declared
vention of, in Mexico, 279; Bis- the capital (1871), 330; war be-
marck on the policy of protection tween Paris and the Government
in, 311; Italian emigration to, of, 333-336; capital transferred
386; effect on England of the from (1880), 352
Civil War in, 461; Irish emigra- Viborg Manifesto (1906), 715
tion to, 470; and the Alabama Victor Emmanuel I, King of Sar-
award, 486, 591; and the Oregon dinia, government of, 54-55; ab-
dispute (1846), 529; growth dicates, 61
of, 547; at Congress of Berlin Victor Emmanuel II, suc-
(1884-1885), 555 ; demand re- ceeds his father as King of
forms in the Congo, 557; recog- Sardinia, 181;accession and char-
nize the Republic of Spain, 572; acter, 216; and the interview at
Spanish-American War (1898), Plombteres, 222-223; attitude of,
574; Jewish emigration to, 672; toward the Preliminaries of
send Caleb Gushing to make a Villa franca, 227; accepts the
commercial treaty with China sovereignty of Modena, Parma,

* i't), 686; send Commodore Tuscany, and the Romagna, 230;
Perry to Japan (185S), 690; advances with his army into the
Treaty of, with Japan ( l Kingdom of Naples, 236; and
691; help to rescue the legations Garibaldi. 2:57; all Italy (except-
in Peking, 698; diplomatic nego- ing Rome and Venetia) united
tiations of, with Russia concern- under his sovereignty (1861)*

Manchuria, 00; Rutto- 237; allied with Prussia in war
Japanese Treaty at Portsmouth, against Austria (1866). 261;
New Hampshire, 1M.~>. 702-703 gains Venetia, 267; neutrality of,

Universities, ferment in German, in Franco-German War, 204;
39; control of German, under takes possession of Rome, 301;
Metternich, 41-42; in Prague, programme of (1870), 377; and
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Victor Emmanuel II, contini&d Vladivostok, continued
the Papacy, 378-379- death of to, 697; Russian fleet at, 701;
(1818), 380 Japan defeats the fleet of, 702

Victor Emmanuel III, King of Volta, 385
Italy, 19 0 0 succeeds his Vorparlament, 174
father, Humbert I, 384; visited
by President Loubet, of France Waldeck, 327^^f ^^^^
(1904), 368; character of, 384; W leader of the
industrial expansion under, 385; loc" 364; rime Minister
increase of population under. (1900-1902)
386; and the problem of emigra- concerning the question of
tion under, 386; and the mon- Church and State, 365; and the
archy in Italy, 387 Law of Associations, July 1,

Victoria (British colony), and the 1901, 366
secret ballot, 484; responsible Wales, representation of. in House
government granted to, 527; in of Comm 1815, 410; Glad-
the Australian Commonwealth, stonian vote in, 1886, 504; County
532; legislation of, 536 Councils Act of 1888, 506; Old

Victoria, Queen of England, 1837- Age Pensions Law in, 516
(**J 1901, accession and political W illachia, part of the Ottoman

(education, 445; marriage to (1815) DPrince Albert of Saxe-Coburg, bian Principalities.
1840, 445; and Hanover, 446; W m ^

abolishes purchase in the army ilpole, Sir Spencer, on the Eng-
by royal ordinance, 1871, 482; lish inventors, 408 and note; on
proclaimed Empress of India the elections of 1793, 413; on
(1877), 489, 522; death of, the death penalty for oifenses,
513 423, note; on Postal Savings

Victoria Nyanza, 552 Banks, 459; on Australia, 530
Vienna, see Congress of Vienna; Warsaw, Grand Duchy of, 5; de-

center of European affairs, 1815- manded by Russia at Congress
1848, 28; Conference of (1820), of Vienna, 6; d
44; industrial revolution in comes Kingdom
153; storm center of 1848, 169; See Poland.
riots in (1848), 170; Bohemian W
delegation sent to, 172; out- 108; fall of, 109; capital of
break in, 178; Treaty of (1864), Poland, 647, 663
259, 593; Hungary governed W Festival, 39-40, 112
from, 388; and the Delegations, W 13, 129, 145, 170, 207,
394; capital of Austria, 395, 406, 418
397 James, and the m en-

Vildgos, Capitulation of, 180 gine, 407, 721
Villafranca, Preliminaries of " Wealth of Nations," by Adam

(1859), 225-226; annexations Smith, 417
after, 228-232 " Weekly Political Register, The/'

Viltele, Ministry of (1822-1828), published by Cobbett, 419
82, 88; fall of, 89 Wellington, capital of New Zea-

Villemain, 89 land, 534
Villiers, and the Anti-Corn-Law W

League, 452 Catholic Emancipation Act
VinogradofF, on the government (1829), 427, 428 " on parlia-

of Russia and the condition of mentary reform, 429; ministry
the peasantry (1902), 677 of, put out of office, 430; asked

Virchow, 246 to form a ministry, fails, 436;
Vladivostok, founded by Russia as and the Chartist agitation in

a naval base, 1860, 682, 687; London, 449
Russia secures the right to ex- West Indies, French possessions
tend her Trans-Siberian railroad* f in, 371; slavery in the English*
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West Indies, contiim I William I,
colonies of, and its abolition, 313, 315; attempts upon the
439-440; English p< ions in, liiV of, :n:i; alliance of the
519; Dutch possessions in, 581; Three Emperors, 320; death of,
Danish possessions in, 594 322

Western Africa, 374 William II, King of I'm ia and
Western Australia, responsible German Emperor, 1888-, ac-

government granted to, cession and character of,
528; in the Australian Common- demands resignation of Bis-
wealth, 532 marck (181)0), 3-J3; policy of,

Westminster Abbey, Gladstone since 18909 J1J3; his chancellor^,
buried in (1898), 510; Living- 323; anti-Socialist policy aban-
stone buried in, 553 doned, 323; expansion of Ger-

Wet, Christian de, in the South man industry and commerce
African War, 543 under, 3J4; and the navy, 3J4;

WethcroIU Sir C., speech against * t interview with, published in the
the Reform Bill, 433; on Second London Telegraph, October 28,
Reform Bill, 435 1908, and demand for ministerial

Weyler, 574 responsibility, 327
White Terror, The (France), 73- William IV, King of England,_ "

74 1830-1837, accession of, 428;
Wilberforce, and the anti-slavery and the Third Reform Bill, 436;

agitation, 440 death of, 445
Wilhelmina, Queen of Holland, Wilson, son-in-law of President

1890 579 Gr£vy, 355
William I, King of Holland, 1814- Windischgratz, commander of the

<s/0, 102, 104; promulgates troops in Prague, 175; conquers
the Fundamental Law of 1815, Vienna, 178
579 Witte, Sergius de, Minister of

William II., King of Holland, Finance and Commerce (1892),
, 579; and the Consti- policy of, 674-676; appointed

tution of 18',X9 580 Prime Minister (1905), 712;
William III, King of Holland, resigns, 713; and the trans-

1849-1890, 579; extension of the formation of the mir (1909).
suffrage, 1887. 5S1 717

William I, King of Prussia, 1861- Wolseley, General, in Egypt, 559
1888, German Kmperor, 1871- Woman Suffrage, in England,
7888, becomes Regent Mill's speech in favor of, 464;
247; succeeds his brother Fred- present status of, 516-517; in
erick William IV, 21-7; char- New Zealand, 536; in Denmark,
acterization of, 21-8; and army 594; in Norway, 600; in Fin-
reform (I860), 249-250; ap- land, 718
points Bismarck President of Worth, battle of, 2%
the Ministry, 250; and the Wiirtemberg, King of, at Congress
Danish War, 258; alliance with of Vienna, 4; position in the
Italy against Austria, 261; at Diet, 29-30; granted a constitu-
Konigfrratz, 265; becomes Presi- tion (1819), 37; supports Aus-
dent of the North German Con- tria in the War of 1866, 263;
federation, 269; alliance with joins Prussia in the Franco-
the South German States 270; Prussian war (1870). 294; be-
interview of, with Bencdrtti at comes part of the German Em-
Ems on the candidacy of Prince pire, 301
Leopold to thf1 Spanish throne.
292; becom German Emperor, Yalu, battle of the, 695, 701
301; his powers as Emperor, Yedo, 689; Mikado establishes the
303-304; Emperor, 1811-1888, government at, 692; becomes
305; and the Roman Catholic Tokio, 692
Church, 305-310; and Socialism, Yokohama, 693
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Yorkshire, gain in House of Com- Zemstvos, continued* » » 1 -w "»" "*
mons by Redistribution Act of by Alexander III, 671; Prince
1885, 494 Sviatopolk Mirski and, 708

Young Italy, Society of, 161-163, Zola, Emile, and the Dreyfus Case,
232 360-363; body of, transferred to

Young Turks, 636-644 the Pantheon (1908), 363
Zollverein, 148; advantages of, 149

Zambesi River, Livingstone traces Zurich, Peace of (1859), 228, 389;^^^ ^^w^_ .^-h. Jh i V
the course of, 552 Diet at, 584; constitution of the

Zemstvos, established by Alex- canton of, on the initiative and
ander II (186M, 660; restricted the referendum, 589
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TEXT-BOOKS IN ECONOMICS

ADAMS'S SCIENCE OF FINANCE

3y HENRY d ADAMS, Professor in the University of Michigan,
573 pp. 8vo. (American Science Series.) °.oo.

Edwin R A. Seligman, Columbia University, in 4< Political Science Quar-
terly";-W/ll at once command attention as a lasting contribution to eco-
nomic literature. ... It is perhaps no exaggeration to say that Professol
Adams is at the head of those American scholars who have grasped the essen-
tial spirit of modern industrial life ; and it is likewise no exaggeration to claim
tor this volume the distinction of being one of the most original, the most sug-
gestive, and most brilliant productions that have made their appearance in
recent decades.

DANIELS'S ELEMENTS OF PUBLIC FINANCE

By WLNTHROP MORE DANIELS, Professor of Political Econ-
omy in Princeton University. 373 pp. 12mo. $1.50.

. Spenoer Baldwin, Professor in Boston University :-It is a piece of
work well done both from a scientific and a literary point of view-a text-book
with a style. The lucid explanation of the financial system of the
United States makes the book particularly valuable for the American student.

SCOTT'S MONEY AND BANKING

By W. A. SCOTT, Professor in the University of Wisconsin.
381 pp. 8vo. 2.00.

H. E. Mills, Professor in Vassar College:-It is clear, comprehensive, and
conservative. All in all, it seems to me the best single book to use in connec-
tion with a course on Money and Banking.

SEAGER'S INTRODUCTION TO ECONOMICS

By HENRY R. SEAGER, Professor in Columbia University.
Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged. 604 pp. 8vo, $2.25.

Journal of Political Economy:-Thoroughly modern in doctrine ; wide in
pathy, clear, sprightly, and stimulating in style and manner of presentation.

SEAGER'S ECONOMICS, BRIEFER COURSE

By HENRY R. SEAGER, Professor in Columbia University.
467 pp. Large 12mo.

Intended primarily for those who wish to give only that amount
of attention to economic theory that is essential to the intelli-
gent discussion of practical economic problems.

HENRY HOLT AND COMPANY
34 West 33d Street New York
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STANDARD BOOKS IN ECONOMICS

BUCHER'S INDUSTRIAL EVOLUTION

Translated by Dr. 8. M. WICKETT, Lecturer iu Toronto Univer-
sity. 393 pp. 8vo. $2.50.

The Outlook : -A. work of prime importance to economic students. While
German in the thoroughness of iu» scholarship, it is almost (.lallic in its style,
and is, for the most part, decidedly interesting reading.

CLARK: T LA M T IN LA

V VlCTOI 327 pp. 12ino. $

Suarterly Journal of Economics:-A valuable work based upon inventi-on in the field. Treats judicially the various* aspects of the Australian labor
movement and estimates critically its significance.

HOLLANDER AND BARNETT: STUDIES IN AMERICAN
TRADE UNIONISM

Edited by J. H. HOLLANDER and G. E. BARNETT, Professors
in Johns Hopkins University. 380 pp. 8vo. $2.75 net.

Twelve papers by graduate students and officers of Johns
Hopkins University, the results of original investigations.

McPHERSON: THE WORKING OF THE RAILROADS

By LOGAN G. McPiiERsoN. 273 pp. 12mo. $1.50 net.
Simply and lucidly tells what a railroad company is, what it

does, and how it does it.

MORE'S WAGE-EARNERS' BUDGETS

A Study of Standards and Cost of Living in New York City.
By LOUISE B. MORE. With a preface by Professor F. H. GID-
DINGB. 280 pp. 8vo. $2.50 net.

A report of the first investigation carried on under the direc-
tion of the Committee on Social Investigations at Greenwich
House, a social settlement on the lower West Side of New York
City, among workingmen's families of different races and occu-
pations.

ZARTMAN: THE INVESTMENTS OF LIFE INSURANCE

COMPANIES

By LESTER W. ZARTMAN, Instructor in Yale University.
259 pp. 12mp. $1.25 net.

It analyzes investments and the earning power of the various
assets of life insurance companies. The interest rate is calculated
by a new and exact method. The author also discusses the rela-
tions of the investments to social welfare, and the proper control
of the immense assets of the companies.

HENRY HOLT AND COMPANY
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NEW BOOKS ON THE LIVING ISSUES BY LIVING
MEN AND WOMEN

The Home Universitv Librar y
Cloth Bound oUC per volume net; by mail 56c.

Points about THE HOME UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
Every volume is absolutely new, and specially written for

the Library. There are no reprints.
Every volume is sold separately. Each has illustrations

where needed, and contains a Bibliography as an aid to
further study.

Every volume is written by a recognized authority on its
subject, and the Library is published under the direction of
four eminent Anglo-Saxon scholars - GILBERT MURRAY, of
Oxford; H. A. L. FISHER, of Oxford; J. ARTHUR THOMSON,
of Aberdeen^ and Prof. W. T. BREWSTER, of Columbia,

Every subject is of living and permanent interest. These
books tell whatever is most important and interesting about
their subjects.

Each volume is complete and independent; but the series
has been carefully planned as a whole to form a compre-
hensive library of modern knowledge covering the chief sub-
jects in History and Geography, Literature and Art, Science,
Social Science, Philosophy, and Religion. An order for any
volume will insure receiving announcements of future issues.

VOLUMES ON HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY NOW READY

Rome By WARDE FOWLER. Canada By A. G. BRADLEY.
The History of England The French Revolution

By A, F, POLLARRD, By HILAIRE BELLOC.
The Opening Up of Africa

By H. H, JOHNSTON. A Short History of War & Peace
The Civilization of China By G. H. FERRIS.

By H. A. GILES. The Irish Nationality
History of Our Time (1885-1911) By ALICE S. GREEN,

By G. P. GOOCH. The Papacy & Modern Times
The Colonial Period By W. BARRY.

By CHAS. M, ANDREWS. Medieval EuropeFrom Jefferson to Lincoln By H. W. C. DAVIS.
y WILLIAM MAC DONALD.

Reconstruction & Union (1865- Napoleon
By L. P. HAWORTH. By H. A. L. FISHER.1912)

The Civil War Modern Geography
By F. L. PAXSON. By MARIAN I. NEWBIGIN.

The Dawn of History Polar Exploration
y J. L. MYRES. By W. S. BRUCE.

Peoples and Problems of India Master Mariners
By T, W. HOLDERNESS- By JOHN R. SPEARS.

HENRY HOLT AND COMPANY
34 WEST 33D STREET (ill '13) NEW YORK
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STANDARD BOOKS IN ECONOMICS

BUCHER'S INDUSTRIAL EVOLUTION

Translated by Dr. S. M. WICKETT, Lecturer iti Toronto Univer-
sity. 393 pp. 8vo. $2.50.

The Outlook : -A work of prime importance to economic students. While
German iu the thoroughness of its scholarship, it is almost liullic iu it« style,
and is, for the most part, decidedly interesting reading.

CLARK: THE LABOR MOVEMENT IN AUSTRALASIA

By VICTOR S. CLAKK. 327 pp. 112mo. $1.50 net.

auarterly Journal of Economics:-A valuable work bused upon inventi-on in the field. Tn-uts judicially the various aspects of the Australian labor
movement and estimates critically its significance.

HOLLANDER AND BARNETT: STUDIES IN AMERICAN
TRADE UNIONISM

Edited by J. H. HOLLANDER and G. E. BARNETT, Professors
in Johns Hopkins University. 380 pp. 8vo. $2.75 net.

Twelve papers by graduate students and officers of Johns
Hopkins University, the results of original investigations.

McPHERSON: THE WORKING OF THE RAILROADS

By LOGAN G. MCPHERSON. 273 pp. 12mo. $1.50 net.
Simply and lucidly tells what a railroad company is, what it
>es, and how it does it.

MORE'S WAGE-EARNERS' BUDGETS

A Study of Standards and Cost of Living in New York City.
By LOUISE B. MORE. With a preface by Professor F. H. GID-
DINGS. 280 pp. 8vo. $2.50 net.

A report of the first investigation carried on under the direc-
tion of the Committee on Social Investigations at Greenwich
House, a social settlement on the lower West Side of New York
City, among workingmen's families of different races and occu-
pations,

ZARTMAN: THE INVESTMENTS OF LIFE INSURANCE

COMPANIES

By LESTER W. ZARTMAN, Instructor in Yale University.
259 pp. 12mo. $1.25 net.

It analyzes investments and the earning power of the various
ts of life insurance companies. The interest ratei< calculated

by a new and exact method. The author also discusses the rela-
tions of the investments to social welfare, and the proper control
of the immense assets of the companies.

HENRY HOLT AND COMPANY
34 West 33d Street New York
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